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PREFACE,

If this Fourth Volume of the Magazine of Natural History shall

be found, as we believe it will, to contain a greater variety of

articles than either of the three which have preceded it, our

Subscribers are indebted to our Contributors, and we think will

join with us in offering them sincere and hearty thanks. We
have only to refer to the List of Contributors (p. vii.)? to show their

number, and the rank in science of some of their names.

Among the improvements introduced in the present Volume,
we are desirous of directing the attention of our readers to some

made in the General Index. Under the head of " Queries and

Answers" will be found, alphabetically arranged, all the subjects

queried or answered in the present Volume, with references con-

nected with these queries to former Volumes. Under the word
"
Hints," in this Index, will be found the various suggestions

for improvements in the management of the Magazine, or for

articles to be written for it, which have been given in this Volume,
without having been complied with. Under "

Retrospective Cri-

ticism" will be found all the subjects criticised in this Volume,
with references, as in the case of " Queries and Answers," to

former Volumes. Lastly, under "
Corrections," the errors in this

Volume, and in preceding ones not before noticed, are given.

Among other advantages which will result from this plan

being adopted in future, will be that of pointing out to the more

profound Naturalist a ready mode of ascertaining the wants of

his less instructed brethren ; there being many of the former,

we are convinced, who would willingly answer a query, or settle

a point of difficulty or criticism, who have neither leisure nor

inclination to write longer articles.

It is not without regret that we allude to the large proportion
of controversial papers contained in the present Volume ; but
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IV PREFACE.

our regret is less on account of the unsuitableness of these papers
to this Magazine (because we are convinced that in the end they
will do good), than because of the space which they occupy

among the "
Original Communications." This circumstance has

determined us to arrange all future controversy (and we trust we
shall henceforth have very little) under a distinct head, and imme-

diately before "
Retrospective Criticism ;" where, being in a small

type, it will occupy much less room, and may be passed over by
those who do not take an interest in the subjects discussed.

J. C. L.

Bai/sivatery Oct. 13. 1831.
- - ...

CORRECTIONS.

In p.

Vol. II. , as noticed in Vol. IV.

97. make the corrections indicated in
vol. iv. p. 469. line 8. from the bottom.

Vol. Ill.y as noticed in Vol. IV.

In p. 154. line 22. for " the swift," read " four
swifts ;

"
and, in the next line, for " Octo-

ber 27." read "
September 27," as pointed out

vol. iv. p. 185.

In p. 189. line 13. for " Coulemb's balance of
Tarsim," read " Coulomb's balance of tor-

sion," as directed vol. iv. p. 469.
In Notes on the Pyrenees, p. 496.507., insert the
corrections given vol. iv. p. 82.

In p. 507. line 14. from the bottom, for " Peebles-

shire," read "
Mid-Lothian," as shown vol. iv.

p. 556.

In p. 524. for description of fig. 128. see vol. iv.

p. 85.

In p. .545. for " PhU. Trans;' p. 1793, read"
year 1703," as shown vol. iv. p. 80,

In p. 570. to " holoc^ntricus "
substitute the de-

rivation given vol. iv. p. 77.

Vol. IV.

In p. 25. line 35. for " elevation " read " thick-

ness," as shown, p. 468. line 37.

In p. 27. line 19. for " entwine " read '« inter-

mingle."
In p. 105. line 15. for « Colli^ri" read " Collife?,"

as shown p. 331.

In p. 123. line 42. for "
trivi^lis " read "

locus-

tella," as shown p. 412. in the note.
In p. 144. line 13. for

"
Vol. II. p. 123." read

«
Vol. III. p. 193.," as shown p. 278.

In p. 155. line 50. for " on " read " no."
In p. 168. in the headings to the columns of the

table, make the corrections as directed p. 469.
In p. 178. line 25. for " Sowerby's Genera oJFossH
Shells^'re&d

"
Sowerby's MineralConchologi/."

In p. 185. line 31. for " diction " read " dictum."
In p. 208. line 11. from the bottom, for "

fig.
33. a," read "

fig. S3. A."
In p. 287. line 17. for " mare" read " man,'! aa.

shown p. 383.

In p. 449. line 19. for *' Lknius exciibitor
" read

« K Collilrio."
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Art. I. Remarks on the Natural Productions bidigenons to

Britain. By T. E. L.

Sir,

AVhen we cast our eyes around, and observe the comforts

and enjoyments, principally derived from the productions of

Nature, with which we are on every side surrounded, it will

naturally occur to us to consider whence these severally are

derived, and how they were brought into general use ; whe-
ther they are indigenous to the country, or imported into it

by the zeal of individuals. This becomes almost a matter of

necessity at the present time; for scarcely a day passes, scarcely
a single vessel arrives from foreign ports, which does not bring
with it something new or strange, either to supply the demands
of luxury, already too far extended, or to fulfil some useful

end in the varied concerns of commerce.
How far any country is capable of relieving the wants of its

inhabitants is a question of difficult solution. In an uncivilised

state, where, of course, the population is much more thinly

scattered, the wants of man are comparatively few, and easily
satisfied ; and where commerce is unknown, and intercourse

with foreigners is unfrequent, the natives are compelled to

subsist on the indigenous productions of the country which

they inhabit. But as civilisation advances, the population

gradually increases, and intercourse with strangers becomes
more frequent ; a commercial spirit is by degrees awakened,
and the natives of the neighbouring countries mutually ex-

change the productions peculiar to each ; new wants arise,

and, consequently, new means must be taken to gratify them ;

luxurious refinements creep in, and no exertions are left

Vol. IV.— No. 17. b



2 Ofi the Natural Productions

untried to supply the great and increasing demand. Thus
man ingeniously increases his supposed necessities, and is ever

seeking something new ; which, when the novelty wears off",

must be supplied by others, to an interminable series.

The preceding remarks will be found generally applicable
to this country which we inhabit. It will be seen, on con-

sideration, that very few of the commonest necessaries of life

are the produce of our own, but imported from foreign lands :

I perhaps ought to say originally ; fruits, domestic animals,

the different species of grain, are originally natives of lands

far remote from their present naturalised abodes. It is the

object of this paper to take a brief and rapid view of the more
remarkable of these importations, and of the principal ones

which claim this island as their natural habitation.

Britain, from the earliest periods of history, has been known
for its mineral treasures. There is no doubt that the Phoe-

nicians derived their supplies of tin from this island, though
whether through direct or indirect channels is uncertain.

The latter seems the more probable hypothesis ; though, per-

haps, the uncertainty respecting the position of the Cassiter-

ides, which exists in the ancient authors, may have arisen from

the care with which the Phoenicians, in the illiberal spirit of

monopoly, endeavoured to conceal the source whence that

mineral was derived. Tin was evidently considered much
inferior in value to gold and silver, and was abundant in Egypt
at a very early period ;

the Greeks were well acquainted with

it at the time of the Trojan war, and it was in common use

among the Jews in the time of Moses. But to return : the

Carthaginians, under Himilco, in that celebrated voyage re-

specting which we cannot but regret the scantiness of the

materials that remain, reached the coast of England, or Al-

fionn, as it was then called ; and Pytheas, a voyager from
Marseilles previously to the time of Alexander the Great, was

acquainted with its southern and eastern shores.* England
was also known by name to Aristotle, the father of natural

history. But it is from the expedition of Julius Caesar into

Britain, and the account which he has transmitted to us, that

we derive the fullest information of what were the productions
and character of the country at that distant period, f He
tells us *' that the coast was thickly peopled, and that cattle

(pecora) were abundant. Instead of money, the inhabitants

employed iron and copper rings ;
the copper was imported,

and the supply of iron was but scanty. Plumbum album (or

* See Larclncr's Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Maritime and Inland Discovery,
vol. i. ; and Thomson's History of Chemistry, vol.i. p. 67.

f Gallic War, lib.v.$ 10.
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tin) was of frequent occurrence in tlie interior; and the trees

were the same as those found in Gaul, except the ' abies
*

and the '

fagus/ The natives bred the hare, the hen, and the

goose, yet did not consider it proper to use them for food. They
seldom cultivated corn in the inland parts, but lived on milk
and flesh meat ; and were clothed in the skins of beasts."

Thus much says Caesar. Tacitus, in the life of Agricola,
adds some curious particulars.

* He says,
" Fert Britannia

aurum et argentum et alia metalla pretium victoriae ; gignit et

oceanus margarita, sed subfusca et liventia f :

"
respecting

which he remarks,
" Quidam artem abesse legentibus arbi-

trantur; nam in rubro mari J viva ac spirantia saxis avelli; in

Britannia, prout expulsa sint, conligi : ego facilius crediderim,
naturam margaritis deesse quam nobis avaritiam.'* § That
corn was planted even in the northern parts of the island, we

gather from the speech of Galgacus before battle (when he
was exhorting his countrymen to resist the insupportable

tyranny of the Romans), in which he says,
" Bona fortunas-

que in tributum egerunt ;
in annonam frumentum."

||

Before proceeding further, I must be allowed to make a few

remarks upon the preceding passages. The assertion of Caesar

that neither the " abies
" nor "

fagus
" was found in Britain,

has been nmch too severely brought forward as an impeach-
ment of that author's veracity. There can be little doubt that

the tree here spoken of was not the beech ; and the "
abiete,"

as the Italians call the silver fir, is certainly not a native of

this country. The question is, then, what tree is here meant
under the name of " fagus." That it was used for food there

can be no doubt. Pliny calls the acorn of the fagus
*' dulcis-

sima omnium" [sweetest of all], alluding to the trees natives

of Italy ; therefore excluding the chestnut, which, he says,

*
Tacitus, Agricolae Vita, sect. 12. and 31.

f
" Britain contains gold and silver to reward the conqueror ; and the

sea produces pearls, but brownish and livid."

:|:

"
Iildicus maxime has (margaritas) mittit oceanus; praecipue autem

laudantur circa Arabiam in Persico sinu maris rubri."— Pliny^ Nat. Hist.

[" These pearls chiefly come from the Indian Ocean ; but those from the

shores of Arabia, on the Persian Gulf of the Red Sea, are the most

prized."] The student must be on his guard not to mistake the " mare
rubrum "

here mentioned, for the Red Sea of our geographers. What is

meant under that name is the northern part of the Persian Gulf, whence
the Romans got their finest pearls.

§
" Some attribute this to the ignorance of the collectors ; for in the

Red Sea the pearl shells are torn alive from the rocks, while in Britain

they are gathered as they are thrown up : but I should more readily believe

nature to be deficient in pearls than men in avarice."

II

"
They take our goods in tribute ; they carry off our corn to supply

their city and their armies."

B 2
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came originally from Lydia. He also adds,
" Glandem, quae

proprie intelligitur, ferunt robur, quercus, esculus, cerrus, ilex,

suber." * Pausanias tells us that the acorn was for ages
almost the sole food of the Arcadians ; not, however, those

TMv dpvMv TTua-Mv [of all trees], but only of that which was called

fYiyo^ [fagus] {Pausaii. lib. viii. c. 1. p. 592.); and a traveller

in Spain (Sir Thomas Gascoigne) relates that the peasants of

Catalonia and Valencia live great part of the year on the acorns

of the evergreen oak
; and that he and his fellow-traveller

found them very sweet and palatable.f The author, also, of

the number of the Library of Entertaining Knowledge upon
trees:}: says,

" The Quercus /lex (evergreen oak), which is

still common in Spain, in Italy, in Greece, in Syria, in the

south of France, and on the shores of the Mediterranean,
bears a fruit which, in its agreeable flavour, resembles nuts.

There is another evergreen oak (Quercus i?allota) very com-
mon in Spain and Barbary, of which the acorns are most
abundant and nutritive. During the late war in Spain, the

French armies were fortunate in finding subsistence upon the

iBallota acorns in the woods of Salamanca." This, then, in all

probability, is the "
fagus

"
spoken of in the Commentaries of

Caesar ; certainly not a native of Britain ;
and more likely,

being a common article of food, to be mentioned than that

which we now know as the beech. From the same passage
in Caesar we find that neither the copper mines of Cornwall

nor, in fact, any in the kingdom, were then worked, or, indeed,
known ; and that even iron was not found in abundance. In
the time of Agricola, it appears that pearls and the precious
metals were to be met with. The consideration of this pas-

sage we will leave to another opportunity. Whatever pro-
gress in civilisation the natives, from the preceding passages,

appear to have reached, it must be understood to refer to the

inhabitants on the sea-coast exclusively. The natives of the

interior were perfect savages, lurking in the recesses of the

woods, clad in skins, painting or tattooing their bodies, and
neither sowing nor planting; verifying the description of the

poet Spenser—
" But far in land a salvage nation dwelt
Of hideous giaunts and halfe-beastly men,
That never tasted grace, nor goodness felt ;

But wild like beastes lurking in loathsome den.

* " The acorn properly so called is produced by the Robur," &c.
+ Swinburne's Travels in Spain, Letter ii. p. 85.

I Library of Entertaining Knowledge, vol. ii. p. 4.

9 See a note in Mitford's History of Greece, vol. i. p. 8., for further
information respecting the use of acorns as food.
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And flying fast as roebucke through the fen,

All naked without shame or care of cold,

By hunting and by spoiling liveden ;

Of stature huge, and eke of corage bold.
That sonnes of men amazd their sternesse to behold."

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Richmond, Yor^kshire. Nov. 7. 1830. T. E. L.

Art. II. On the Study of Nature and Science.

By Joseph Hayward, Esq.

Sir,

Although I am so unfortunate as neither to have pos-
sessed leisure, nor perhaps inclination, to study the methodi-
cal arrangements of botany or entomology, nor to have found
room in my memory for their technical terms and distinctions,
I have always been an admirer of Nature; my admiration

principally arising from the beauty and elegance of her

designs in the formation of all her subjects, and the all-per-
fect adaptation of them to her ends. One object of your Ma-
gazine must, no doubt, be to direct and attach the mind to the

study of nature, in its simple as well as in its complex garb ;

and therefore, though some of your more learned readers may
think my abilities too limited, you, perhaps, may not think my
endeavours to contribute to your miscellany unworthy of your
notice. In studying nature, with whatever view, unless we
confine ourselves to some definite object, we may be led, like

too many authors, into the bewildering extreme of "perverting
the study of nature into metaphysical subtlety and vain logo-

machy." My observations have been chiefly, if not wholly,
directed to those objects in which the exhibitions of beauty
and demonstrations of utility are combined ; consequently, my
attention has been given more to vegetables than animals : but

as the one is so much dependent on the other, they cannot

well be separated. Thus we find that the symmetrical forms

designed by nature to be assumed by vegetables, are often

obstructed and destroyed by their being made necessary to

form the food and habitations of insects : and as it, therefore,

happens that there are no means of preserving the one without

destroying the other, we are necessitated to study the means
of annihilating one object of beauty to preserve another. In

the pursuit, however, of destruction, we are often permitted
to enjoy the mental pleasure of contemplating an exhibition

of the beautiful designs of Nature, and the all-perfect execu-

tion of them, conformably to her ordinances.
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Having been balked in my endeavours to raise and train

some young currant bushes in a particular manner, from their

failing to grow so luxuriantly as I had reason to expect from

the pains I had taken to prepare the soil, &c., I was led to a

narrow examination of their exterior, in search of the cause ;

and perceiving some wounds in the branches^ that had much the

appearance of being made by the entrance of small shot, I cut

off a branch, when I found that the medulla or pith was de-

stroyed, and its place converted into a commodious apartment
and passage for some insects. I traced it for several inches,

and found it was occupied by a grub or maggot ; and knowing
this must be the larva of some fly or moth, I determined on

securing some of them at the proper season, to see the result

of their transformations. Having obtained some in a chrysalis

state, I placed them under a glass ; when, after some weeks,

one of them produced a beautiful and most singularly formed

insect, which appeared to be neither a fly nor a moth, but some-

tliing between both, (^geri« ripulaeformis : see Samouelle's

Ent. Useful Compend., 397.) I enclose you the insect ; but,

fearing it may be destroyed in its journey, I annex a rough
sketch. {Jig, I,) The colour of the bands

^ / of the body, and the veins of the wings, is a

black purple, and these, with the sides, legs, &c.,

are edged with gold ;
the fan at the posterior,

which is something like the tail of a lobster,
is formed of feathers, laid one over another,

the same as on the rump of a bird ; the wings lie on its back,
much in the same position as those of a common fly. The
exhibition and description of this

fly, however, can only serve

as an object of admiration. The means of preventing its mis-

chievous ravages must be, to cut off* the branches, and, tracing
it to its lodgment, to destroy it.

I will also describe what appeared to me to be a singular
instance in the working of an insect, and which seems to prove
that their powers of design and execution, in the formation of

their apartments for lodging and fostering their young, are

something more than instinctive. Accidentally standing and

musing under a shed erected over a small rivulet in Wilt-

shire, I observed a common wasp enter, afiix itself to the roof,
and set about attaching something to one of the rafters, much
in the same manner as martens do in building their nests ;

and as I had always understood that those wasps made their

nests under ground, curiosity led me to notice its operations,
and the progress it made daily, for some weeks. It proceeded
to form a cell of the shape and size of an acorn, depending,
vith an entrance at the lower extremity. As soon as this was
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completed, it began another, at a sufficient distance from the
first to admit of its free passage between them ; as soon as

this was finished, it began and completed another and an-

other, and so on until the inverted cone was large enough to

hold half a pint or more.
I could not perceive that there was more than one artist

employed, until two or three shells had been formed, and
the last one was as large as a hen's egg. About this time

there were evidently two or three active labourers
;
and these

increased in number daily, until they became so numerous as

to become a nuisance, when I determined on destroying them,
and examining the interior of their mansions.

Having smothered, as I thought, all the tenants, I detached

the fabric carefully from the rafter ; when, to my astonish-

ment, instead of finding it composed of as many shells as I

had seen formed one over the other, thus (Jig, 2. a), I found

the exterior shell only to re-

tain its figure; the interior

consisted of three or four tiers,

formed with a regular range
of cells, like a honeycomb,

and fixed one to the other in the centre, thus
(Z>). Many of

the cells were covered, and some open. Whilst contem-

plating this mysterious metamorphosis, I observed one of

the coverings broken through by some active power within ;

and, presently, out marched a fine and perfectly formed wasp,
which, after a few seconds devoted to pluming and adjusting

itself, flew off in all the glory of its perfect formation. In a

few minutes another came forth, and then another, and so on.

This led me to a further examination of the contents of the

cells, and I found, in all those that were covered, wasps fully
formed ; but in many of them their bodies were of a white

jelly-like substance, some just turning colour, and some nearly
arrived at perfection ;

but all had their limbs perfectly formed,
and folded, with perfect order and regularity, close to their

bodies. The cells that were not covered I perceived to con-

tain each a larva or grub, but of different sizes, advancing
from a small point to the size of the wasp ;

and as each of

these appeared to be furnished with a pair of destructive jaws,
and to be inclined to work them, I presented some pulp of

fruit, which they received and devoured most ravenously.
Hence it is evident that the wasps feed their young until they
arrive at a certain age ;

and this accounts for the ravages they
make among fruits.

It also appears evident that the colonies of wasps, like bees,

are divided and appropriated to the performance of different

B 4
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duties ;
and although it seemed to me that all those which

were in activity about the original nest possessed stings, many
of those which afterwards came out did not : possibly these,

like the drones among bees, were the males, and produced

only at the close of the season. As it is evident that the

lives of all are limited to the close of the autumn, how and in

what state are the females preserved, to continue the breed ?

In general, the female wasps make their appearance in April
and May ;

and as each of these is found to be the origin and

mother of a colony, I always take every means in my power
to destroy all that can be met with at that time.

I once found a circle of six or eight cells, each containing
a larva approaching to the perfect state, in some old thatch

that had been thrown off a wall during the winter, which I

supposed to be female wasps ;
but I could not exactly make

out whether they were so, or humble bees.

Whilst writing, I will take the liberty to remark, that, as

science is
" demonstrative truth," all writers who profess to

ground their works on science should adhere to it in their

descriptions ; as without this the unerring principles of science

are often deprived of the confidence due, from being con-

founded with the fallacious suppositions of theory : and thus

unjust prejudices are raised and increased against books on
science : and further, when the objects of Nature are misre-

presented, her designs are made to appear imperfect; and
hence one of the important effects of the study of nature is

unjustly depreciated. I am led to make these observations by
a description of your fair correspondent. Miss Kent

(
Vol. I.

p. 223.) ; wherein, upon describing the different parts of a

flower, she says of the pistil :
" The stigma is more or less

covered with a glutinous moisture ; the pollen being shed upon
this part, adheres to the glutinous moisture, and, by means of
the hollow style which connects it with the germen, feeds the

young fruit until it has attained its full growth. Thus sits the

style, like a hen bird upon her eggs ; while the stamen, like a
tender mate, supplies her with food." Whereas, the fact is,

the style merely forms a channel for conveying the living

principle contained in the pollen to the embryo seeds ; which

operation being effected, it withers and dies, and this long
before either the fruit or seeds attain their full growth.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.

WeymoutJi, JuLy^ 1829. Joseph Hayward.
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Art. III. On the Auditory Apertures in the Shulls of Qttadrupeds
and Birds, as auxiliaries in Classification, By W. Farrar,
Esq., M.D.

Sir,

I HAVE been induced, for some time back, to pay a con-

siderable share of attention to the position of the auditory
canal in various animals, from having accidentally remarked,
when engaged in researches m comparative anatomy, the dif-

ferent situations of this tube in the pursued and pursuing ani-

mals. From what has fallen under my notice, I think this

portion of the animal structure has received but little atten-

tion ; at any rate, much less than I feel inclined to claim for

it. I am further of opinion, that the form and situation of
this organ, or its tubulated external portion, might be made
a very useful auxiliary in classing quadrupeds (and particu-

larly the fossil specimens of them), as well as in arriving at a
more correct knowledge of their habits and modes of exist-

ence. I have selected a few well known animals, to show the

most opposite extremes in which the auditory canal is placed,
for the amusement, if not for the edification, of your readers.

To commence with the skull of the hare.
( fig. 3.) When

the skull of
3 .„ai^^^^^^^^^ the animal is

placed hori-

zontally before

you, the tu-

bulated bony
portion of the

external ear

is seen nearly
half an inch in

length, and a

quarter of an
inch in diame-

ter, pointing backwards and upwards, at an angle of 45° or
thereabouts. To this tube (a) in the living animal is attached
the external ear, which is moved in various directions to suit

the purposes of the animal, as will be subsequently mentioned.
This animal is a pursued one

; and, as such, it is indebted for

its safety to a quick perception of danger, by means of its ex-
ternal senses. The least remarkable of these is certainly not
that of hearing : viewed externally, we find long open ears, for
the most part inclining backwards ; but also occasionally for-

ward, as well as laterally. These are moved into various
attitudes by muscles placed for that purpose, and thus serve
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as excellent media for collecting sounds, and transmitting
them, through the bony portion of the canal, to the internal

ear. That these organs are valuable adjuvants to another

sense (that of sight) no one will doubt, especially when he
recollects that animals of this class, although possessing a

very wide expanse of sight, yet do not enjoy an equally dis-

tant one ; which is not to be wondered at, when we look
at the diminutive stature they exhibit : yet for this loss they
are compensated, by having the sense of hearing very acute

from a number of points, though much more from behind
than in any other direction. Many persons contend that

the hare cannot distinguish sounds immediately before her,
which is not unlikely when we consider the bony structure of

the external ear ; however, this is not absolutely necessary, as

her prominent eyes scarcely allow any object to approach her
without some part of its shadow being depicted upon the retina,

and thus communicatino: the alarm to the timid animal.

As a contrast to the situation of the auditory tube in the

hare, I shall now mention that of the polecat {Jig. 4.);

which animal is, as is

well known, a pursuing
one : consequently re-

quiring its external

senses, or rather the

communications for con-

veying impressions, to

them as forward as pos-
sible. This animal has

its external auditory
tube similar in length and diameter to the hare's ; placed at an

angle of 45^ (a), but pointing from behind, in a direction

downwards and forwards ; in fact, the very opposite to the

position described in the hare. When we consider the habits

of this animal, and behold the structure containing one sense

acting in concert with and supporting another still more valu-

able to the animal's existence, we cannot but wonder at the

excellence of arrangements that provides for wants which
mere human ingenuity can only comprehend, but could never

supply.
From this tube being placed very forward, we should natu-

rally conclude that this animal's sense of hearing is necessa-

rily much less acute from behind than before : this supposition
I am inclined strongly to support, from the following circum-
stance :

— A farmer in the neighbourhood had his poultry
disturbed on several successive niirhts, but could not make
out the cause

;
till one day he discovered, near his residence.
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a couple of these vermin gamboling in a very frolicsome

manner. Without disturbing them, he returned hastily to

his house, got his gun loaded, and then went back to look

for his visitors. Approaching them cautiously from behind,
he was enabled to come within a very few yards of them. He
levelled his gun, but it missed fire. This occurred five or six

times, without a single spark being elicited from his flint ; and

notwithstanding all this hammering in their rear, the animals

never were in the least alarmed. Fortune, however, at last

favoured him, and he was enabled to obtain one of them ; but

the other made its escape.
I was much puzzled with his recital of this circumstance ;

and could not in any manner satisfactorily account for it, till

I examined its skull minutely (having obtained it for a skele-

ton), and then discovered its auditory canal situated in the

position before mentioned.

This investigation satisfied my mind, that though this ani-

mal may hear sounds behind it, yet they are only heard im-

perfectly ; otherwise it must have taken alarm at the many
attempts to fire the gun. Applying this analogy to the hare,
we may suppose that this animal, whose external tube is placed
backward, would not distinguish sounds very distinctly in

front of her. Many facts in the natural history of the hare

might be produced to support this idea, but one will suffice :— A hare, pursued by greyhounds along a turnpike road,
was seen by a woman approaching her immediately in front :

she knelt down, and the hare ran fairly into her apron, which
was stretched out to receive him. This circumstance clearly

proves that poor puss was much more occupied from dangers
behind than those which so unfortunately were placed before

her.

The next animal is one which, although predatory in its

habits, does not obtain its prey by pursuit, but steals upon it

unawares ; and, as such, is much indebted to the excellence of
its outward perceptions for the ease with which it seizes its

victims.

This animal is the fox. On examination, we find the

external portion of his auditory structure {Jig. 5. a) is not

tubulated in a similar manner to the two former instances ;
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but, on the contrary, is expanded principally from behind, in

a forward direction, into nearly a circular aperture. This

opening is very well adapted, when the head is thrown late-

rally and upwards, for receiving sounds from above. His

prey is usually met with in hen-roosts, or perched on trees ;

and his mode of taking them by surprise induces him to ap-

proach them stealthily. Hence arises the necessity of sounds

indicating their immediate presence being transmitted to the

sensorium as soon as possible. The moment his ear indicates

his prey above him, his eye is immediately turned in that direc-

tion ; and thus, if within his reach, is very speedily captured.
What more beautiful provision for this animal's necessities

could be met with than those with which he appears to be pro-
vided? His ears first give the indication of the presence of his

prey, and his eye instantly contemplates the object ofhis pursuit.
Hitherto I have not been able to meet with any animal

whose auditory structure is the opposite to that of the fox,
viz. one where the outward ear is expanded into a nearly cir-

cular form, but arched, and overhanging from above down-
wards : hence I am compelled to look into the class of birds ;

and here an instance immediately offers itself in the owl genus,
where the above-mentioned structure is very well defined.

This formation, by a little observation, we find to be exceed-

ingly valuable to this bird : indeed, wanting it, he could

scarcely procure food sufficient for supporting his existence.

He never hunts or goes abroad for food except in twilight;
and even then, when in an old building where his prey
abounds, he will be seen perched majestically and silently

upon any projecting substance whatever. Thus elevated

above the ground, sounds indicating his prey must ascend,
and are received by the arched, overhanging, and concave

external bony structure of his ear. {Jig, 6. a) This function

being roused, his head is

naturally turned into the

direction whence the sounds

emanate
;
and he is thus

enabled to discover, if not

always to seize, his prey.
Here it may be proper to

remark, that the owPs eyes
are immovable in their sockets ; but that the very extensive

motion of its head upon the spine enables the object to be

seen in any direction, wherever its other faculties indicate.

Having thus briefly pointed out examples of different struc-

ture in the organ of hearing, and alluded also to some of their

habits where the utility of such structure is valuable, not only
to animal preservation but also to subsistence, I shall now beg
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leave to state a singularity in the hedgehog, and solicit fur-

ther elucidation from any of your readers who may be willing
to communicate their knowledge upon so interesting a subject.

My kitchen being much infested with the black beetle

(Slatta orientalis), 1 introduced a hedgehog for the purpose
of ridding me of such a nuisance, which they really are when

abounding in numbers.
After keeping it a few days, it became quite domesticated ;

so much so as to feed from the hand, without being the least

intimidated. I devoted a good deal of attention to the observ-

ation of its perceptions both of sight and hearing, but could

never satisfactorily make out that the latter was at all of ser-

vice to it, as nothing seemed to give it any alarm, unless that

alarm was communicated through the medium of the organs
of vision. His sight, on the contrary, was very quick ; and
not only so to near objects, but also to those more distant.

As an example, he would discover a beetle at a distance of 1 2

or 14 feet, and have it in possession immediately. His sense

of smell seemed tolerably acute, as he would repeatedly apply
his nose to fresh substances before tasting them. After rid-

ding my kitchen, I transferred him to a friend for the same

purpose ; but there he unfortunately soon died.

As his services when living had been very useful, I was
anxious for him when dead, to bestow his remains for the

purposes of dissection, that the structure of his auditory

faculty might be developed as far as possible. External ears

he certainly had, and these were placed forward in the skull ;

but as for any external aperture communicating with the brain

for the purpose of hearing, not the slightest opening could I

discover. Thinking his case might be a solitary one, I pro-
cured another for dissection; and the like result followed.

Much surprised at this investigation, I have consulted many
sportsmen and gamekeepers, who all assure me that his sense

of hearing is very acute ; but when closely pressed, whether
or not his alarms are received through the organs of vision or

hearing, they seem doubtful.

I shall conclude these remarks by asking a few questions,
the solution of which may clear away the apparent mystery in

which the question is involved.

Has any author on comparative anatomy pointed out the

structure of the external or internal ear ?

What are the powers of hearing he really does enjoy, inde-

pendently of sight ?

What purposes in his economy would the organ of hearing
assist, as far as it regards his habits ?

I am. Sir, yours. &c.

Barnsley, March 16. 1830. W. Farrar, M.D.
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Art. IV. A familiar Treatise on the Anatomy and Physiology of
the Organs of Vision in Man and other Animals. By B. S.

Sir,

Your article on the " use of the botanic microscope"

(Vol. III. p. 184.) has induced me to put together the follow-

ing extracts from my own private journal. Should you agree
with me that they might prove useful towards promoting a

taste for natural history, by turning the attention of beginners
to anatomical pursuits (without some knowledge of which no
one can become a naturalist), or by assisting them in the ma-

nagement of the microscope, I feel sure you will not grudge
the space which the paper w^ill occupy. The prevailing taste

for natural history has fortunately dispelled that dread which
was at one time prevalent at the bare idea of anatomical in-

vestigation as a rational amusement ; but even now there are

some who are of opinion that these pursuits lead to hypo-
chondriasis, and that many individuals are thus worked up to

imagine themselves attacked by every disease to " which flesh

is heir," and hence become the prey of designing quacks, and
allow themselves to be made the receptacles of all the elixirs,

pills, lotions, and God knows what other nameless compounds
(some harmless, some dangerous

— all expensive), which every

nostrum-monger and dealer in superior advice concocts, ad-

vertises, and dispenses, solely for the good of the public, of

course. I am quite of a contrary opinion : the charlatan dreads

the idea of his expected victim gaining any knowledge of the

structure of that frame into which all his stuff is poured, lest

his own ignorance should be discovered, and his trade fail.

Natural history is one of the best means of dispelling the dis-

ease called the vapours, as it tends to withdraw the mind from

brooding over fancied ills, and promotes healthy bodily exer-

cise. Whoever, indeed, takes the most cursory view of the

natural objects which surround him, cannot but observe that,

however much they may differ in figure, structure, dimension,

temperature, and their component parts, each has its own espe-
cial office to perform in the vast and beautiful economy of the

universe ; that nothing is without its use, from the greatest to

the most minute substance ; and, lastly, that all these tend,
either directly or remotely, to the comfort, the welfare, and
the happiness of mankind. I do not, therefore, apprehend
that any body who peruses the outline of the construction of
the eye, in a state of health, will rise from the perusal with

any great sensations of approaching Blejpharophthalmia^ or any
other sesquipedalian complaint.

Every part of every object which surrounds us sends off
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rays of light, or pencils of light, which enter the eye ; they are

there refracted by the different humours ;
and at last, by unit-

ing into a focus or point on the retina, form a perfect picture

of the objects from which they proceed. The impression
which is thus conveyed to the mind, through the medium of

the brain, constitutes the faculty which we call " vision." The

beautifully contrived instrument by which these changes and

impressions are effected and conveyed is called the ei/e. This

consists of a ball^ which is not a very regular sphere, though
it is usually called spherical ; the protuberance of the cornea

makes it bulge out in front. The eyeball is composed of a

certain number of coats or tunics^ and these serve as coverings
to the humours beneath. The tunics are : 1st, the sclerotica

{fg. 7. s), which forms nearly the whole of the outside covering

^ „ of the orb or ball of
-^=- the eye. It is, as

its name indicates

(from sklerod, to

harden), hard and
firm. In the ante-

rior portion of the

orb is placed the

second tunic, called also, from its nature, cdrnea transpdrens (c)

(transparent horn). This is fitted into the first coat like a

glass into the frame of a clock. Immediately within the first

tunic, or sclerotica, is the choroid (c) [chorion^ from choreo, to

escape, and eidos, likeness. The chorion is a membrane which
is attached to the fcetus, and escapes with it at birth : from
its likeness to this membrane, the third tunic of the eye
derives its name.) The choroid is lined with a black liquid,
called the nigrumpigmentum (paint), and adheres to the internal

surface of the sclerotica ; but when it reaches the edge of the

latter, instead of being continued within the concave (or hol-

low) surface of the cornea, it hangs loosely down like a circu-

lar curtain, and forms the iris (i) (a rainbow) : and according
to the colour of the iris, in different individuals, the eye is said

to be blue, brown, grey, black, &c. The posterior surface of

the iris is called the uvea (so called because in beasts, which
the ancients chiefly dissected, it is found of a grape colour ;

uva meaning in Latin a grape). The large black hole in the

centre of the eye, surrounded by the iris, is called the pupa
(a puppet) or pupil (p). The blackness of this hole is owing
to the nigrum pigmentum which lines the choroid. The
French derive their term poupee, signifying a doll, from pupa ;

and the Greek anatomists termed the pupil kore, signifying a

diminutive person ; because, when we look at ourselves in a
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glass, we perceive a perfect representation of our figure, occu-

pying that black spot behind the cornea, of very small dimen-

sions. The fourth coat is the i^etina (from rete, a net), which

is a very delicate network spread within the choroid, as far

as where that membrane or tunic meets the cornea. The
retina is an expansion of the optic nerve, which enters the eye-
ball at the posterior part, through a hole made for its passage,
rather nearer the nose than the centre of the orb. The optic

nerve arises from the brain ; but in some experiments conducted

by Dr. Wilson Philip, I believe, the thalami nervorum opti-

corum, whence this second pair of nerves (as the optic nerves

are called) originates, were destroyed in some animals, and the

eyes did not seem to have lost their powers !

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

May, 1830. B. S.

(To be continued.)

Art. V. Notice of an Attempt to naturalise the Virginian Partridge
in England, By J. C, Staffordshire.

Sir,

I TAKE the liberty of sending you a few observations upon
the habits and manners of a recently imported bird from

America, which M. Audubon denominates the Virginian

partridge, accompanied by a drawing (^^.8., male and female)
taken from the birds in my possession.

A few years ago I purchased two brace of these elegant
little birds from Mr. Cross of Exeter Change, London, and
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brought them home with me in the coach. I have a small

garden, walled round and covered over with wire, into which
I turned them, but each brace separated from the other by
a wire partition. Towards the latter end of May 1 perceived
one of the cock birds carrying straws, and twisting them
about over his head ; and 1 found they were making a nest

within a bundle of pea-sticks, which were placed in the garden
for them to run under and hide themselves.

This nest was the joint production of male and female ; it

was placed on the ground within the pea-sticks, and shaped
much like a wren's, with a hole on one side, and covered over

at top. After the hen had laid about twelve eggs she began to

sit, and with as much assiduity as our common hen. When I

thought it was her time to hatch I examined the nest, and
found it deserted, and the egg-shells, which had evidently
contained young birds, lying about. Much pleased with this

circumstance, I went cautiously about to find the dam with

her little ones, and, after searching a considerable time, the

first intimation I had of her presence was from her flying
in my face with great agitation, like our common hen. I

retired much gratified, and observed the young ones, nine in

number, collect again under the wings of their mother. I'he

assiduity of this excellent parent was truly exemplary, and
her attention unremitting, and she reared them every one
with very little trouble. What is very singular, there were

eight cocks and but one hen, all of whom were reared till

they moulted, and got their adult plumage ; when, from some
cause which I could never ascertain, they began to droop
one after another, and before Christmas all the young birds

died. Though I examined the stomachs and gizzards of most
of them, yet I never could find out the cause of their deaths ;

but I have little doubt of its being some deleterious sub-

stance
picl|g^ up in the place where I separated them from

the old ones,, soon after they became full fledged, as the old

birds escaped this mortality, and the cock bird is now living

(October, 1830).
The other pair never bred, but it was easily accounted for,

as the hen was unwell from the first time I turned them

down, and she lingered on to October and then died.

Previously to and during the time the hen was sitting the

cock serenaded her with his harsh and singular notes, some
of them very similar to the mewing of a cat. He had also

a peculiarity of constantly running round in a circle, till the

ground whereon he performed his evolutions was worn as

bare as a road, and the turf trodden down much in the same
Vol. IV. — No. 17. c
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way as it is by the rufF in the fens during the season of in-

cubation.

Nothing could be more cordial and harmonious than this

happy family. When the shades of evening approached
they crowded together in a circle on the ground, and prepared
for the slumbers of the night by placing their tails all together,
with their pretty mottled chins facing to the front in a watch-
ful round-robin.

When food was thrown in for them, which consisted

chiefly of spirted barley and wheat, and occasionally bread,
the male bird would peck at the grain, but not eat any himself

until he had called his family around him, first to partake of
the food ; which he did with many soft blandishments, and
with much strutting and spreading of the wings and tail.

I was much disappointed at the loss of this interesting

family ;
and I waited with some impatience for the result of

another season. The season at length arrived : they built

their nest again as usual; the hen laid about sixteen eggs;
when, to my great mortification, just as she had begun to sit,

I found her dead one morning, and can no otherwise account
for the circumstance than by supposing that something must
have frightened her in the night and caused her to fly up with

violence against the wires, which proved fatal to her. Thus
ended my hopes of domesticating this elegant little bird, as I

have never been able to procure another female, though I

have applied in London for that purpose. The guard of a

coach informed me that he had the care of a basket of these

birds by his coach ; that they all, by some accident, got out

and flew away ; and that in the part of the country where they
made their escape (which I have now forgotten) they had
bred and increased exceedingly. I have also heard of their

doing well in some parts of the south of this kingdom. I

know that a quantity were turned down upon the large de-

mesne of Kdward John Littleton, Esq. M.P., at Teddesley,
in Staffordshire, and that they did not breed at all, but

straggled away, and some of them were shot ten or fifteen

miles from his estate.

I should feel much obliged by any of your correspondents

informing me where I could procure some living specimens
of this bird, as I should much wish to breed some more, and
turn them out, if I became successful, as they lay many eggs,
and are much more easily reared than either pheasants or

partridges.

Staffordshire, October, 1830. J. C.
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Art. VI. Anecdotes of a tame Hawk. By W. B. Clarke, Esq.

Sir,

About three years since a young sparrowhawk was pur-
chased and brought up by my brother. This was rather

hazardous, as he, at the same time, had a large stock of fancy

pigeons, which, in consequence of their rarity and value, he

greatly prized. It seems, however, that kindness and care

had softened the nature of the hawk, or the regularity with

which he was fed rendered the usual habits of his family

unnecessary to his happiness ; for, as he increased in age and

size, his familiarity increased also, leading him to form an

intimate acquaintance with a set of friends who have been
seldom seen in such society. Whenever the pigeons came to

feed, which they did oftentimes from the hand of their

almoner, the hawk used also to accompany them. At first

the pigeons were shy, of course ; but, by degrees, they got
over their fears, and ate as confidently as if the ancient

enemies of their race had sent no representative to their

banquet. It was curious to observe the playfulness of the

hawk, and his perfect good-nature during the entertainment ;

for he received his morsel of meat without any of that ferocity
with which birds of prey usually take their food, and merely
uttered a cry of lamentation when the carver disappeared.
He would then attend the pigeons in their flight round and
round the house and gardens, and perch with them on the

chimney-top, or roof of the mansion
;
and this voyage he

never failed to make early in the morning, when the pigeons

always took their exercise. At night he retired with them to

the dovecote : and though for some days he was the sole

occupant of the place, the pigeons not having relished this

intrusion at first, he was afterwards merely a guest there ; for

he never disturbed his hospitable friends, even when their

young ones, unfledged and helpless as they were, offered a

strong temptation to his appetite. He seemed unhappy at

any separation from the pigeons, and invariably returned to

the dove-house, after a few days purposed confinement in

another abode, during which imprisonment he would utter

most melancholy cries for deliverance ; but these were changed
to cries ofjoy on the arrival of any person with whom he was
familiar. All the household were on terms of acquaintance
with him

;
and there never was a bird who seemed to have

won such general admiration. He was as playful as a kitten,

and, literally, as loving as a dove.

But that his nature was not altogether altered, and that,

notwithstanding his education, which, as Ovid savs,

c 2
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" Emollit mot«s, nee sinit esse feros,"
*

he was still a hawk in spirit, was proved on an occasion of

almost equal interest. A neighbour had sent us a very
fine specimen of the smaller horned owl (*Strix brachybtus),
which he had winged when flying in the midst of a covey of

partridges ;
and after having tended the wounded limb, and

endeavoured to make a cure, we thought of soothing the

prisoner's captivity by a larger degree of freedom than he had
in the hen-coop which he inhabited. No sooner, however,
had our former acquaintance, the hawk, got sight of him,
than he fell upon the poor owl most unmercifully ; and from
that instant, whenever they came in contact, a series of com-
bats commenced, which equalled in skill and courage any of

those which have so much distinguished that great hero [?],

who to the boldness and clearness of vision of the hawk unites

the wisdom of the bird of Athens. The defence of the poor
little owl was admirably conducted : he would throw himself

iipon his back, and await the attack of his enemy with patience
and preparation ; and, by dint of biting and scratching, would

frequently win a positive, as he often did a negative, victory.

Acquaintanceship did not seem, in this case, likely to ripen
into friendship; and when his wing had gained strength,

taking advantage of a favourable opportunity, the owl de-

camped, leaving the hawk in possession of his territory.
The fate of the successful combatant was, however, soon to

be accomplished ;
for he was shortly after found drowned in a

butt of water, from which he had once or twice been extri-

cated before, having summoned a deliverer to his assistance

by cries that told he was in distress. There was great lament-

ation when he died throughout the family ;
and it was observed

by more than one person, that that portion of the dovecote in

which he was wont to pass the night was for some time unoc-

cupied by the pigeons with whom he had lived so peaceably,
even during his wars with the unfortunate owl.

W. B. Clarke.
East BerghoU, Suffolk, September 21. 1830.

Art. VII. Notice of the Breaihiiig-Tube of the Boa,

By Bartholomew Dillon, Esq.

Sir,

Several years ago I had an opportunity (the only one in

my life) of witnessing the rare sight of a boa feeding. Its

* "
Softens the manners, nor permits to be cruel."
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prey was a rabbit; and when the little animal was drawn into

its mouth, up to the shoulders, it became matter of wonder to

me how the reptile supported respiration, for its mouth and
nostrils seemed to be completely stopped. Stooping down
for the purpose of watching the process of deglutition more

closely, my attention was arrested by the appearance of a

breathing-tube, about a quarter of an inch in diameter, pro-

jecting from the lower jaw, to the extent of an inch or more
out of the mouth, as if an elongation of the trachea : it lay
close up to the breast of the rabbit, and was, of course, con-

cealed by its body. The keeper of the reptile had never

before noticed this singular air-tube, and it was as much a

matter of astonishment to him as to myself; but having no
kind of familiarity or intimacy with each other, he felt disin-

clined to allow me to prosecute the investigation any further :

indeed, I believe, he feared lest the serpent might receive some

injury from being handled* However, I discovered quite suf-

ficient to satisfy my mind that this curious formation was of

service to the serpent, by affording it free respiration when its

mouth and nostrils were closed by the body of the rabbit.

I have not, ever since, had the means of perfecting this

enquiry; and am now induced to mention the fact, hoping
that some of your correspondents, who are more favourably
circumstanced than myself, will embrace the first opportunity
to verify the observation, and examine this wonderful contri-

vance with the deojree of attention it merits.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Wrexham, Nov. 17. 1830. Bartholomew Dillon.

Art. VIII. Entomological Notes. By J. C. Dale, Esq.

Sir,

As Kirby and Spence {Introd. to E/itom., vol. iv. p. 201.)
mention a singular monstrosity in Chrysomela haemoptera, in

the cabinet of Mr. Curtis, and which is figured in his JBr. Ent.,

(plate 111.
fig. 5.), where part of an extra-leg is attached to the

extremity of the femur of one of the hinder legs, I beg to

inform you that I have added to my cabinet a specimen of an

iE^mphytus (?) with seven complete legs, the supernumerary one

being placed between the fore and middle ones on the left

side, lately taken and presented to me by my friend Mr.
Morris of Charmouth,

I have also added a specimen of Chrysomela cerealis, cap-
tured and presented by W. Hey, Esq., who found it near the

c 3
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summit of Snowdon, in Wales, in the beginning of July,
1 828 ;

and it has been again found there this season, by
Fox, Esq. : thereby confirming it as a British insect, as men-
tioned by Donovan {Br, Ins,, pi. 115.), where it is said to have

been " taken on a mountain in Wales, by the Rev. H. Davies

of Beaumaris, and also by Mr. Hudson," whose authority has

been lately more than suspected ; because the species (or one

very similar) has been imported in cork, one of which I re-

ceived from the late Mr. Miller of Bristol, it is of a duller

colour, and more round in its form. Geometra trepidaria (of

Haw,) has lately been said to be the same insect as ^ombyx
Sabinz, which was found in Melville Island by Capt. Parry ;

but Mr. Kirby, in the appendix to Parryh Voyage, says,
" Antennae of the male setaceous, bipectinate at the base, with

short rays ,-'* from which I suspected the specimen of trepidaria
I took on Schichalion must be a female, although the form of

the abdomen seemed to point it out as a male. I have since

been favoured with a sight of Mr. Haworth's specimen, taken

by Professor Hooker at the same place, and, it is decidedly a

female ; and mine is decidedly a male, and the antennae not

bipectinate at all. B, Sabin? (which Mr. Kirby once showed

me) must, therefore, be distinct.

When at the Edinburgh museum I was shown a Papilio

MelitaeV, somewhat allied to Selena (qu. Tulli« ?) but duller ;

an Anarta, larger than myrtilli, with under wings white ; a

J56mbyx, allied to dispar, and another to fascelma, with the

exuviae of their larvae and pupae ; also Tipulae, Muscae, &c.,

all from Melville Island, taken and presented by Mr. Fisher.

I mention this, as Mr. Kirby states that only six species, viz.

J56mbyx Sabin/, a caterpillar of the genus Laria (probably
allied to fascelina), J56mbus arcticus, Ctenophora Parrn, Chi-

ronomus polaris, and ^ranea melvillensis, were found in

Winter Harbour. I have since received a specimen of the

Laria from that place, and also a MelitaeV, which I think the

same species, from the late Mr. Miller of Bristol, who writes
" from Whale Island, Captain Parry." I saw at the Edin*

burgh museum also a pair of Penthophera detrita (?) and a pair
of M5rio (?) (or some near allies) set in "English fashion," but

I could not learn their localities or history. In Parry's voy-

age to the North Pole, two of A^phis borealis Curtis were
taken on the ice, lat. 82° 26' 44'^, and long. 20° 32' 13'^ E.,

July 16. 1827, 100 miles from the nearest known land, one of

which I saw in the collection of Mr. Curtis.

On my way home from Scotland, I visited the museums at

Keswick (two), Kendal, Liverpool, and Manchester (two),

where I saw three specimens of Hesperia Oileus of Ent, Trans,,

in fine condition, and set in the "
English fashion," bought by
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the late L. Phillips, Esq.,
" from Leman's ancient English

cabinet," and the same as one I had from the cabinet of the

late Dr. Abbot, said to be taken "
by him in Bedfordshire:"

but, in looking over Mr. Haworth's collection, the insect in

question is ticketed Syrichtus, and is lighter than his Oileu5,

though very similar in markings. I was glad to find that

natural history is so much encouraged in the north, and hope
to see it so in the south.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.
Glanmlle's Wootton, Sept 19. 1830. J. C. Dale.

Art. IX. Notice of the recent Capture of Chrysomela ceredlis in

North Wales, By John Blackwall, Esq. F.L.S.

Sir,

Considering the extensive commercial intercourse carried

on between this country and other regions of the globe, much

vigilance and circumspection are requisite, on the part of our

entomologists, in order to avoid the introduction of foreign
insects as British into their collections and catalogues ; since

it is well known that many exotic species ate conveyed with

facility to great distances in various articles of traffic. How-
far it may be deemed objectionable to enumerate as indige-
nous those insects which have been long introduced to our

shores, and are become thoroughly naturalised among us, I

shall not now discuss ; but that considerable caution should

be employed in the admission of new British species cannot,
I am persuaded, be insisted upon too strongly. Under the

influence of this impression, some of the ablest entomologists
of the present day entertain doubts as to the propriety of

giving that exceedingly rare and brilliant beetle, Chrysomela
cerealis, a place in the British Fauna; notwithstanding Mr.

Donovan, in his Natural History of British Insects (vol. iv.

p. 20.), includes it among the British Chrysomelae, on the

authority of the late Mr. Hudson, author of the Flora A^nglica,

&c.,
"
who," he remarks,

"
appears to be the only naturalist

that has taken it in Great Britain, except the Rev. Hugh
Davies of Beaumaris, who also met with a specimen of it on
a mountain in Wales some years since." If the instances

of its recent capture among the mountains of Caernarvonshire,
in North Wales, which I am about to relate, should contri-

bute to remove these scruples, I shall feel gratified in having
directed public attention to them.
On the 2d of June, 1830, Thomas Glover, Esq., of Smed-

c 4?
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ley Hill, near Manchester, in descending from Garn, a moun-

tain situated between Nant Francon and the Pass of Llanberis,

to Cwm Idwal, discovered under a detached piece of rock,

many hundred feet below its summit, a fine living specimen
of Chrysomela cerealis ; and the abdomen of a smaller indivi-

dual, which, unluckily, had been destroyed. From the dis-

parity in point of size, it is very probable that the sex of these

specimens is different; but it would be hasty to pronounce
them male and female, unless they were proved to be so by
dissection, which would render them unsuitable for the cabi-

net. I saw both specimens, which still remain in Mr. Glover's

possession, soon after they were procured : the perfect one was

then alive, and was certainly a very splendid insect. Stimu-

lated by his success, Mr. Glover continued his search with

redoubled ardour, but was not so fortunate as to meet with

another individual.

I may observe, that, among the mountains constituting the

district termed Snodonia, vast numbers of beetles are destroyed

by foxes, which prey upon them freely, as is evident from the

elytra and other indigestible parts contained in their faeces.

A good living specimen of Chrysomela cerealis was obtained

in the same locality, in the summer of 1829. It is now in the

cabinet of that excellent practical naturalist the late Mr. Ed-
ward Hobson of Manchester.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Crumpsall Hall^ Sept, 30. 1830. John Blackwall.

Art. X. A Sketch of the Flora of Richmond, Yorkshire, as com-

pared with that of Thirsk, in the. same County, By T. E. L.

Sir,

The town of Richmond is situated at the lower extremity
of a deep valley, through which the rapid river Swale mean-

ders, here about thirty miles from its source. The general

aspect of the neighbouring country is much varied, and justly
famed for the bold and romantic scenery it presents. Along
the banks of the river the country is well wooded, though the

trees seldom arrive at any great size. Those which most

commonly prevail are, the ash, the elm, the mountain ash,
and the oak

; while the underwood is generally the hazel,
mixed with several species of Ribes, Viburnum O'pulus,

Z)aphne Laureola, &c. The hornbeam is not found in this

neighbourhood. As we advance from the river, and ascend
to the high grounds, the land is of a poorer quality, and the

woods, if any, are principally fir.
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The bed of the river is rocky, and contains frequently
masses of granite, porous sandstone, and sometimes fragments
of trap-rocks. The valley at Richmond is but narrow, and
the opposite sides are formed of rocks of the carboniferous or

mountain limestone, which here generally prevails. After

passing Richmond the valley widens, and the aspect as well

as the geological structure of the country alters until we enter

the red marl or new red sandstone district, which runs through
the whole of the celebrated vale of Mowbray, as far as the

city of York
; forming a level plain, rich and extremely fer-

tile at the base of the lias range of the Hambletons. The

valley at its greatest breadth is nearly thirty miles across,
bounded on the east by the Hambletons, and on the west by
Pen Hill and the Wensley Dale range.

Leaving Richmond, and advancing up the valley, the scene

is of the most romantic description. On the right bank the

mountain limestone rises to the height of 1 50 or 200 ft., and
in many instances presents the appearance of the embattled

walls and turrets of a castellated building. From the summit
of these cliffs the mayor of Richmond, at a remote period,
was precipitated by his horse, while out hunting, when he
most miraculously escaped, at the cost of a \eg^ though his

horse was killed upon the spot. These rocks, as is generally
the case, are full of fissures, some of which reach to a con-

siderable depth below the surface. It is no uncommon occur-

rence in the crevices to find small pieces of galena.
Further up the valley veins of lead are not uncommon ; and

proceeding to Arkindale, sixteen miles up the dale, the mines
are rich and numerous. The ore not unfrequently contains

an admixture of silver ; there occurs, besides, carburet of

lead, sulphuret and carbonate of copper, oxide of zinc, iron

pyrites, sulphate and carbonate of barytes, and crystallised

quartz, with many other mineral substances. The thickness

of the mountain limestone varies ; perhaps we may not exceed
the mark in assigning it an elevation of 300 or 400 ft. ; it is

not unfrequently surmounted by the millstone grit. In height,
above the level of the sea, it cannot fall short of 800 ft. The

springs are numerous, and hold a good deal of calcareous

matter in solution. The agricultural character of the land on
the high grounds is poor, and not of much value ; but the

bases of the hills furnish good pasturage. It appears more
than probable that the narrow defile through which the

river runs has been formed by some convulsion of nature, as

the force of water, or the action of some violent earthquake,

though at a very remote period. There are evident proofs of

the valleys having been narrower in former times. At the foot
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of the clifF the ground is covered with masses of limestone,
which have fallen down from the rocks above. Indeed, the

pastures shelving down to the river, at a few inches below the

surface, are composed of the debris which have by degrees
fallen, and are now become clothed with grass. Near Rich-

mond a vein of copper passes underneath the bed of the river
;

it was once worked, but, having been found a losing concern,
it was given up.
As we ascend the river a circular hill, named the Round

How, is seen on the left bank, of much interest to the geolo-

gist. On the side facing the river it slopes with a gentle

descent, but on the opposite side it is precipitous, covered

with loose masses of stone, and overgrown with underwood.
It is completely detached by a narrow defile from the hills,

which form a semicircle behind it, and evidently appears to

have been cut off by some great acting force from them. The
same appearance, though to a much greater extent, is pre-
sented by Hood Hill, a circular mountain, in like manner
detached from the Hambleton Hills, and standing quite alone.

It is backed by Roulston Scarr, which is composed of the

old red sandstone, and rises to the height of about 800 ft.

above the level of the sea.

The woods in the neighbourhood of Richmond vary much
in their appearance, and no less so in their vegetable produc-
tions. Indeed, even on the opposite wooded banks of the

river, the plants frequently differ in a surprising degree.
Most of the vegetables peculiar to the limestone districts are

found here in abundance. The bogs are seldom or never of

a peat character, and are formed by the rain which falls in the

spring, and by the mosses, especially A^phagna, is long retained.

On the higher grounds fir woods almost exclusively prevail ;

and a striking difference may be observed between the vege-
table productions of the upland and lowland woods. In the

neighbourhood of Thirsk peat bogs are not unfrequent ; and
it may not be uninteresting to observe the difference of vege-
tation between them and those in a limestone district. I have

generally remarked that peat produces the rarest plants ; but
to compare the two :

—
In a large bog near Richmond we find Calluna vulgaris,

^rica cinerea and Tetralix, all flourishing extremely well ; in

peat E, Tetralix alone. Faccinium Myrtillus and JS''mpetrum

nigrum we have in vast quantities; in Leckby Car, a peat

bog near Thirsk, Oxycoccus palustris takes the place of V.

Myrtillus : the Eriophora flourish equally in both. With
us, O'phrys cordata, 5'phagnum, Polytrichum, ^lola palustris,
several species of ferns, carexes, &c., principally abound,
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none of which occur at Leckby ; while, on the other hand,
Scheuchzer/« palustris (the only British habitat), Comarum

palustre, Drosera anglica and rotundifolia, Rhynchospora
alba, Z^ysimachia thyrsiflora, Hydrocotyle vulgaris, unknown
to us, occur there. Mosses and ferns abound on limestone,
but you might in vain look for them in the neighbourhood of

Thirsk on the red marl ; nor would you meet with the com-
mon *Saxifragae, Trollius, Aquilegia, Orchideae (except O. ma-

culata), Pyrolae, Solidago, Ribes, or Asperula, which, in the

neighbourhood of Richmond, appear in profusion. The fox-

glove grows plentifully upon the high grounds, particularly in

the light vegetable mould in the fir woods. It never thrives

well when transplanted into a garden. It clothes the summit
of Hood Hill, of which we have made previous mention,

along with Rhinanthus major and *Senecio viscosus, two plants
unknown to the flora of Richmond. The Anemhne nemorosa

grows with us plentifully, and adds much to the vernal

beauty of the woods with its snowy blossoms
; it is fond of

dry strong ground, and its long roots entwine among those of

the trees and shrubs near which it grows. /)aphne Laureola

also occurs plentifully, and sometimes, though rarely, the

Mezereum. ^lisma Plantago is not found here, though com-
mon at Thirsk ; while, on the other hand, the cowslip and

oxlip are comparatively of rare occurrence there. 1 have

generally remarked that in the limestone districts the woods
and mountain pastures produce the rarest plants ; while on the

level plains of red marl which skirt the Hambletons, in the

corn fields and borders of cultivated fields, the most uncom-
mon are met with.

The geography of plants is of such interest to the botanist,
that he ought to let slip no opportunity of promoting our

knowledge of this branch of science. There can hardly, in

my opinion, a doubt exist that the geological structure of the

district exercises great influence over the vegetable produc-
tions : or, if it be not so, why do we find the plants so remark-

ably dissimilar in the different formations ? My experience
has ever tended to confirm me in my belief. For instance,
the same plants in great measure occur with us and upon the

range of the Hambletons, though thirty miles distant, and

though the intervening country is quite of a different charac-

ter, and as dissimilar in its geology as in the plants which it

produces. It may be said that moisture, dryness, and height
above the level of the sea, might produce this difference ; but
how is it, then, that we find at the same altitude, on different

habitats, that the botany is different? Much, no doubt,
remains to be discovered on the subject ;

and many facts, in all

probability, require correction ; yet, by accurate observation,
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we may attain to the desired Correctness. This cannot be

effected, unless the observers in different counties will make
known their discoveries ; and this, I trust, will soon be carried

into effect through the medium of your Magazine.
Yours, &c.

Richmond, Yorkshire, September 20. 1830. T. E. L.

Art. XL On the Claims of Tris tuherdsa as a Native of Ireland,

and on some Peculiarities in its Growth and Flowering, By the

Rev. W. T. Bree, A.M.

Sir,

I DO not know whether botanists in general are aware that

the beautiful /ris tuberosa has any pretensions to be considered

as native to Great Britain ; yet its claims to a place in our

indigenous flora are at least as strong as those of many other

plants that have been admitted into it. Being at Cork some

years ago, I was informed by Mr. Drummond, the intelligent
curator of the botanic garden there, that the above iris grew
wild in that neighourhood. On my expressing some surprise
at this intelligence,

—
surprise almost amounting to disbelief,

-— Mr. Drummond said, if 1 would only be at the pains of tak-

ing about a quarter of an hour's walk, he would convince me
pf the accuracy of his statement. Accordingly I accompanied
him to an old hedge-bank at no great distance from the town,
which he assured me abounded with it. This occurred in the

month of October, when, of course, the plant was entirely
under ground, and no vestige even of the decayed leaves to be
seen above. Mr. Drummond began to dig (as it were at

random) with his knife in the bank, and in a very short time

presented me with a good handful of the roots, which I took

home, and have cultivated in the garden ever since. The
bank, I should observe, was composed of very dry soil, owing
to the roots of the strong old quicksets which grew upon and
shaded it, and formed the fence. In this apparently unfa-

vourable situation, however, Mr. Drummond assured me the

iris produced flowers
; he also mentioned another spot in the

vicinity of Cork where it occurred wild: I think, if my
memory serves me, it was near some old ruin in the neigh-
bourhood. It will, perhaps, be thought by some that the iris

was not really a native in the above situations, but merely the

accidental outcast of a garden. This, however, does not

appear probable, as the plant is by no means common— I

may say it is rare— in gardens ; nor does it seem likely that

it should have been planted in this spot by some one who
wished to naturalise it.
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One circumstance relating to the culture of this plant I

think not unworthy of being mentioned. The roots from
Cork were procured in 1814, and I had for some years pre-

viously cultivated the plant, having received it from the Ox-
ford garden

*
; but from that time to this, though I tried it in

various soils and situations, both in the borders and in pots,
and adopted the method recommended by Miller and Curtis

in the Botanical Magazine^ of putting rubbish under the roots

to prevent them from going too deep in the ground, the iris

never produced a flower in my garden, with the solitary

exception of one year, and then only one single flower. I

gave roots of it to a friend, in whose garden, situated about

eight miles distant, they remained for seven or eight years,

producing, as in my case, no blossoms. All this is, perhaps,

nothing extraordinary ; though it certainly might have been

expected that the plant would have enjoyed itself at least as

well in our Warwickshire gardens as it did on the old dry
bank near Cork. What I think remarkable in the case is,

that the roots of the iris, after remaining in my friend's gar-
den for seven or eight years unproductive, as above stated, alt

at once took to flowering abundantly, though no alteration of

treatment was adopted, nor any
particular care or attention be-

stowed on their culture. The

garden alluded to consists of a

light dry soil ; the iris grows in

the open border, and in this

situation has, from the first com-
mencement of its flowering, con-

tinued to produce flowers pro-

fusely every year since. I have

seen between thirty and forty
blossoms out at a time on one

patch. I may observe that the

figure of 7^ris tuberosa in the Bo^
tanical Magazine, pi. 531., is but

a very indifferent representation.
Such of your readers as have the

opportunity of consulting that

costly and splendid work, I would refer to Flora Grdca^
tab. 41., for an excellent figure i^fig* 9.) of this singular and
beautiful plant. Yours, &c.

Alledey Bectary, Nov. 13. 1830. W. T. Bree.

* I watched the plant for several years in the botanic garden during my
residence at Oxford, but never could see that it flowered, though it in-

creased abundantly by the roots. The old gardener, however, told me
that it did occasionally produce flowers.
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Art. XII. Account of a very large Tree in Mexico. Communi-
cated by James Mease, Esq. M.D. "

Sir,

In the year 1827, the American minister to Mexico, J. R.

Poinsett, sent to the American Philosophical Society of Phil-

adelphia a cord, which he said " was brought to him from

Oaxaca, as the exact measure of the circumference of a cy-

press tree growing in the vicinity of that city. The person
who measured the tree is one whose word may be relied on ;

and he assured Mr. Poinsett that he stretched the cord as tight
as it could be drawn round the body of the tree." The great

length of the cord naturally excited suspicions as to the ac-

curacy of the measurement ; and Mr. Vaughan, our librarian,

by order of the Society, requested Mr. Poinsett to enquire fur-

ther into the subject. In another letter to Mr. Vaughan, of

Sept. 6. 1827, Mr. Poinsett writes :
" As you seem somewhat

sceptical about the size of the cypress tree, I addressed a

note to an English gentleman lately returned from Oaxaca,
and now enclose you his reply. The reply is as follows :

—
"
Mexico, Sept. 5. 1827.

" My dear Sir,
— In compliance with your request, I pro-

ceed to give you the result of my visit to, and examination of,

the enormous cypress tree in Oaxaca, which has so much ex-

cited the surprise and astonishment of travellers.
" The tree is situated in the churchyard of Santa Maria de

Tesla, 2J leagues west of Oaxaca, on the road to Guatemala

per Tehnantepec ; and there are five or six other enormous
trees of the same class surrounding the church, equal in size

to the largest trees of the like class now growing in Chapul-
tepec or Xmiquilpan, in the state of Mexico ; but the tree

above referred to, standing within the walls surrounding the

church of Santa Maria, is the tree that, from its enormous

bulk, excites the wonder of all who have seen it : it is called

by the natives Sahino. During the month of May last I

breakfasted under it, and measured the circumference by the

cord or lasso of my horse I had then with me. It required
five lengths of the lasso and about one half vara more to com-

plete its span. Upon my return to Oaxaca, I measured the

length of my lasso, which was exactly 9 varas ; so that I esti-

mate the circumference to be 46 varas of fair measurement, as

I made allowance (with my servant, who assisted me in span-

ning the tree) for the protuberances in many parts thereof.

The largest tree in Chapultepec is about 1 7 varas in girth ;

and the remainder of the trees of the same class in Santa
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Maria are about the same size, or somewhat smaller. [A Mexi-
can vara, Mr. Poinsett says, is SSJ English inches; so that

the large tree is 127 ft. in circumference.] The large tree, I

think, may be about 120 ft. high ; and, comparatively to its bulk,
has but little foliage, less than the smaller trees surrounding it.

It moreover appears in the prime of its growth, and has not a

single dead branch on it. The enormous branches that spring
out of the trunk, some 30 ft. high, make it appear (as all these

trees do) as if there were three or four trees united. I have,

however, no doubt that it is one entire tree, as one entire bark
encircles the grand trunk.

" This tree is an object of considerable veneration with the

natives of the village, and the neighbouring Indians ; who
in former times, it is said, offered sacrifices to it. It is men-
tioned by Cortez, in his history of the conquest of Oaxaca, as

at that time the greatest wonder he had seen, and the shade

of which served for the whole of his little army of Europeans.
" Enormous as the size of this tree may appear, I am cre-

dibly informed that there yet exist, in the road to Guatemala,

by the ancient city of Palenque, now in ruins, trees of the

same class, equal to this in size, if not somewhat larger.
" With great respect, I am, my dear Sir,

" Your faithful servant,
" Richard Exter.

" His Excellency J, R. Poinsett, Mexico,*'

The following notice of the trees at Chapultepec, mentioned

above, is from Mr.Ward's Travels in Mexico, vol. ii. p. 230. :
—

" In the gardens of Chapultepec, Mexico, the first object
that strikes the eye is the magnificent cypress (Sabino Ahua-

huete, or Cupressus disticha), called the cypress of Monte-
zuma. It had attained its full growth when that monarch was
on the throne (1520), so that it must now be, at least, 400

years old ; yet it still retains all the vigour of youthful vege-
tation. The trunk is 4- 1 ft. in circumference ; yet the height is

so majestic as to make even this enormous mass appear slen-

der. On a close inspection, it appears to be composed of
three trees, the trunks of which unite towards the root so

closely as to blend into one. This circumstance, however, led

us to give the preference to a second cypress, not quite equal
to the first in circumference (it is 38 ft. in girth), but as old,
as lofty, and distinguished by a slight curve towards the

middle of the stem, which gives it a particularly graceful

appearance." I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Philadelphia, Oct. 10. 1829. J. M.
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Art. XIII. On raining Trees. By John Murray, Esq.
F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. &c.

Sir,

The secretions of trees form a curious part of their phy-
siology, but the influence of vegetation on the atmosphere
seems to have been entirely overlooked, at least as far as it

regards its meteorology.
In the case of that curious genus of plants the Sarracen/«,

in which, the S. adunca is most conspicuous, the foliaceous

pouch is a mere reservoir, or cistern, to catch and retain the

falling dew or rain. In the iVepenthes distillatoria, or pitcher

plant, the case is different ; and analysis proves it to be an
evident secretion from the plant itself, independent altogether
of the fact that it is found in the pitcher before the lid has

yet opened. I may here state, en passant^ that the results I

obtained from a chemical examination of this liquid differ

materially from those of Dr. Edward Turner. The Cornus
mafscula is very remarkable for the amount of fluid matter
which evolves from its leaves, and the willow and poplar,
when grouped more especially, exhibit the phenomenon in

the form of a gentle shower. Prince Maximilian, in his

Travels in the Brazils^ informs us that the natives in these

districts are well acquainted with the peculiar property of

those hollow leaves that act as recipients of the condensed

vapours of the atmosphere ; and, doubtless, these are sources

where many tropical animals, as well as the wandering savage,
sate their thirst " in a weary land." The Tillandsi<2 exhibits

a watery feature of a different complexion : here the entire

interior is charged with such a supply of liquid, that, when cut,
it affords a copious and refreshing beverage to man. That
these extraordinary sources of "

living springs of water
"
are

not unknown to inferior creation, is a fact interestingly conr

firmed to us in the happy incidents detailed by Mr. Camp-
bell, in his Travels in South Africa, where a species of mouse
is described to us, as storing up supplies of water contained
in the berries of particular plants : and, in Ceylon, animals
of the »Slmia tribe are said to be well acquainted with the

Nepenthes distillatoria, and to have frequent recourse to its

pitcher. The mechanism of the " rose of Jericho" (Anasta-
tica hierochuntina) shows the susceptibility of plants to mois-
ture in a very remarkable manner ; and I have submitted some

experiments made with this extraordinary exotic, the inhabi-

tant of an arid sandy soil, to the Horticultural Society of
London. That succulents should be found clothing in patches
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the surface of the burning desert is a phenomenon not the

least wonderful in the geographical history of vegetation.
In Cockburn's Voyages we find an interesting account of a

tree in South America, which yielded a plentiful supply of

water by a kind of distillatory process : this tree was met

with near the mountainous district of Vera Paz. The party
were attracted to it from a distance, the ground appearuig
wet around it ; and the peculiarity was the more striking, as

no rain had fallen for six months previous.
" At last," says

he,
" to our great astonishment, as well as joy, we saw water

dropping, or, as it were, distiUing fast from the end of every
leaf of ihis wonderful tree ; at least it was so with us, who
had been labouring four days through extreme heat without

receiving the least moisture, and were now almost expiring
for want of it." The testimony of travellers is too often

enshrined among the fabulous ;
and their credentials either

altogether rejected by some, or at least received *' cum grano
salis." Bruce of Kinnaird forms the most remarkable

example of this kind, and the caricature of Baron Munchau-
sen consigned the whole to sarcasm and ridicule ; and yet the

time is come when the more remarkable circumstances and

phenomena mentioned by this traveller, verified by Lord

Valentia, Mr. Salt, &c., are received as well accredited facts.

The curious phenomenon mentioned by Cockburn finds an

interesting and beautiful counterpart in two plants ; namely,
the Calla aethiopica and Agapanthus umbellatus, in both of

which, after a copious watering, the water will be seen to

drop from the tips of the leaves ;
a phenomenon, as far as I

know, not hitherto recorded.

The great rivers of the continent of Europe have their

source of supply in the glaciers ; but many of the rivers in the

New World owe their origin to the extensive forests of Ame-
rica, and their destruction might dry up many a rivulet, and
thus again convert the luxuriant valley into an arid and sterile

waste
; carried farther, the principle extends to the great

features of the globe. What the glaciers effect among the

higher regions of the Alps, the Pinus Cembra and Z^arix com-
munis accomplish at lower elevations

; and many a mountain
rivulet owes its existence to their influence. It rains often in

the woodlands when it rains nowhere else ; and it is thus that

trees and woods modify the hygrometric character of a coun-

try : and I doubt not but, by a judicious disposal of trees of

particular kinds, many lands now parched up with drought,
as, for example, in some of the Leeward Islands, might be
reclaimed from that sterility to which they are unhappily
doomed.

Vol. IV.— No. 17. d
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In Glass's History of the Canary Islands we have the de-

scription of a peculiar tree in the Island of Hierro, which is

the means of supplying the inhabitants, man as well as

inferior animals, with water ; an island which, but for this

marvellous adjunct, would be uninhabitable and abandoned.

The tree is called Til by the people of the island, and has

attached to it the epithet garse, or sacred. It is situated on
the top of a rock terminating the district called Tigulatre,
which leads from the shore. A cloud of vapour, which seems

to rise from the sea, is impelled towards it ; and being con-

densed by the foliage of the tree, the rain falls into a large

tank, from which it is measured out by individuals set apart
for that purpose by the authorities of the island.

In confirmation of a circumstance primafacie so incredible,

I have here to record a phenomenon, witnessed by myself,

equally extraordinary. I had frequently observed, in avenues

of trees, that the entire ground engrossed by their shady

foliage was completely saturated with moisture; and that

during the prevalence of a fog, when the ground without

their pale was completely parched, the wet which fell from

their branches more resembled a gentle shower than any

thing else ; and in investigating the phenomenon which I am
disposed to consider entirely electrical^ I think the elm exhi-

bits this feature more remarkably than any other tree of the

forest. I never, however, was more astonished than I was in

the month of September last, on witnessing a very striking ex-

ample of this description. I had taken an early walk, on the

road leading from Stafford to Lichfield : a dense fog pre-

vailed, but the road was dry and dusty, while it was quite
otherwise with the line of a few Lombardy poplars ; for from

them it rained so plentifully, and so fast, that any one of

them might have been used as an admirable shower bath, and

the constant stream of water supplied by the aggregate would

(had it been directed into a proper channel) have been found

quite sufficient to turn an ordinary mill.

Yours, &c. J. Murray.

February 4. 1829.

P. S. — I have met with the ^ana arb5rea in the Canton of

the Vallais, and I have described it in my Beauties of Switzer-

land [noticed Vol. II. p. 360.], as employed in the way you
havfe mentioned in Vol. II. p. 79.
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Art. XIV. Some Remarks on the Spring of 18S0, as compared
with that of 1829, with a Calendar showing the Difference of the

Two Seasons. By the Rev. W. T. Bree, M.A.

The extraordinarily fine and warm weather which occurred

last spring was accompanied, as might be expected, with some

corresponding unusually early appearances in the calendar of

nature : and as the previous spring (viz. that of 1829) was as

remarkable for being a cold and late one, it strikes me that it

may not be uninteresting, in a few instances, to contrast the

two, by presenting in parallel columns the dates of certain

natural occurrences in each, with a view to show the difference

of the two seasons, and the influence it had on various sub-

jects of the animal and vegetable world. The remarkably
fine weather alluded to in 1830 occurred at the end of March ;

I have not therefore thought it necessary, for the purpose I

have in view, to commence the contrasting calendar earlier

than towards the middle of that month, nor to extend it

beyond the end of May. I have to regret that my calendar

for 1829 is rather scanty; where no corresponding date,

therefore, is found in the column for that year, the particular
occurrence was not noted. The warm weather changed on
the last day of March, with cold rain in the afternoon. April
] St was cold, with storms of rain and snow towards the middle

of the day. During April 2d and 3d there was an exceed-

ingly heavy fall of snow, which was succe^d^d by frosts so

severe as entirely to destroy, in many situations, the buds of

the walnut, though they had scarcely begun to open, and were
still almost within their close winter ccweringuh It is obvious

that this sudden alteration \)f the weathi^r must, have given a

great check to vegetation, an^ *to{.the appea^ranoe of. insects

and summer birds: the redstart,' heaid March) 31 sj^> did not

appear ag^injior resume its |>*'ittea-ing
note till April- ,7th ;

and
the blackdap,' heard(March f^OtJi, not till}Api?il Bth ; Voutia

rapae (small garden white butt^flyt) ^ajid PalyoinniatudiA-i'giolus

(azure Mud butterfly), .seen 6i\ the wing March 28th and 29th,
were not observed again, the former till ApriL 9th ^ and the

latter not till the 18th of the month. The effects of the severe

frosty nights on trees seemed to differ according to circum-

stances, and to be most destructive in the lower situations :

for example, a sycamore tree below the bottom of my garden,
which was in leaf, was entirely cut off, so that it never reco-

vered its beauty and verdure through the summer ;
while

another of the same species on the premises, not more than a

hundred yards distant, a much loftier tree, and in a higher
and more exposed situation, was scarcely injured at all.
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If there ever was a season in which, perhaps, more than in

any other we might have expected the early arrival of the

swallow tribe, it was the spring of 1830: but according to

my own observations, exhibited in the following calendar,
none made their appearance much before the usual period.
The house swallow, indeed, was rather early (April .9th) ;

but the swift by no means so (May 5th) ; and the marten, at

least in this immediate neighbourhood, remarkably late (May
10th).

* I confess I was somewhat disappointed at not seeing
/iTirundines earlier, as I had expected ; for it occurred to me
that, had any individuals remained with us in a torpid state

during the winter, the extraordinarily fine weather at the end
of March would undoubtedly have called them into life and ac-

tivity. I am informed, however, on authority which I have no
reason to question, that a large flight of ZZirundines (of which

species I could not ascertain, probably sand-martens) was ob-

served by many persons in the neighbourhood of Tamworth,
sporting over the river on the 29th of March ; several were also

seen by different persons near Coventry as early as April 4th ;

swifts f, too, at the latter place on April 30th. In the follow-

ing calendar I have recorded only what fell under my own
personal observation ; without, however, in the least doubting
the accuracy of the statements made by others.

To those articles which are the earliest instances of their

kind I ever happened to have noticed a double asterisk is

affixed (thus **) :
—

1830.

March 11

17

, „ 19

^'pis retusa a{)peared
''^ ^^p<^ yl^1^mo^ iiiaain^tnoo b^j^h'.J

Gonepteryx rhamni appeared "
-

"
j

^^
Vanessa To appeared .onjij

toa^ ^m j£
Lo')i|-

Apricot tree flowered

Anemone nemorosa flowered
Blackbird sung
^^pis terrestris appeared

^»y''^"

Willow wren (Sjlyia'Tt6MmT^

Pump-borei^ (least woodpecker) heard'4^^^ "*^-^'' ^^'^'V" *<'i '

**PoIydmmaius ArgiolmAppeared I|

^'^^ ''^^ ^^'<^ ^^ b^maen u,

P6nti<^;rap'£e appearec^ '".
^^ ' '^^

y^ .^^tJ^iaJ^i >

Cherry trefe J(l6wei^ed
'

"

"' r*"^® '^lifeojnarmi.oo t^.iB it .rjif w :

'".oil j«ia >j «M V'"jAtl <iV ^\%iufyiuu ,h h V

May 10

1829.

April 3

17

13

t i

auifl ')di in v
18

UUlrtnL flHl]U, i i»AUJiit. . [j; i-^

* I have no doutt martens were to be seen long befbrfe th'^ dbove date ;

but I did not seg one previously m^yself, though 1 was on the look out for

them. „.
_,^'^

j ,,! i,.,/"'; J/ -.!' ''•.>j""' '<

"
f'''."'

'"

f My] ;njtoiTO^nt, ,^n 1^^^ observer, remarks th^if, swifts ^erally
make their iirst appearance towards the evening.'

' '^ ' " ^ '

^
' '

J If credit may be given to newspaper intelligence, a^
swarm of bees

was hived on the 25th of March at Long Itchingtoh, iii this coilnty. See

Coventry Mercury for March 28. 1830.

§ The thermometer this day stood at 64° exposed on a north wall.
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**Bombylius major appeared
Blackcap sung
Vanessa urticae appeared
**J^pis muscorum appeared
Pear tree flowered
Fiola canina flowered

**Redstart sung
Fieldfares and redwings last seen
Plum tree flowered (full flower)
Lesser pettychaps (Sylvia hippolais) sung "1

Pontia napi appeared J
Swallows

-{- (H. rustica) appeared"!
ikfelitta fulva appeared >

Blackthorn flowered (full flower) J

Nightingale sung
Caltha palustris flowered

Stellaria i/olostea flowered

Cardamine pratensis flowered

Wild cowslip flowered

J^espa communis appeared
Pontia cardamines appeared
Apple tree flowered

Hipparchi« iEgeria appeared
Cuckoo sung:}:

Polyommatus Argiolu* appeared in a faded

state §
SciWa, nutans flowered
Veronica ChamaeMrys flowered

**Libellula virgo (least dragon-fly) appeared \
(Spartium scoparium flowered J
Hawthorn flowered 1

Pontia brassicae appeared |-

Georaetra crataegata appeared J

}

1830.

March 29

30

31

April 1*

4

8

12

13
14
15

16

17

18

23

25

26
27

28

May 3

1829.

April 17

11

May 11

April 21

8
7

6
15

May 10

April 17

19

30
21

May 4

April 18

May 11

10

April 26

21

May 12

9
SO

* I failed to notice the last appearance of these birds in the spring of
1829 ; but it may be stated, that they usually stay with us till towards the

end of April, and occasionally some are seen the beginning of May, and
even later.

+ Four appeared at the same time.

4:
I did not myself hear the cuckoo till this day, but an intelligent

countryman assured me that he was positive he heard it on the 29th of

March, and again, most distinctly, on the 12th of April. The cuckoo, it

should seem, when it first commences its song in the spring, usually sings

very early in the morning ; and accordingly is likely to be first heard by
labouring people who are stirring betimes about their occupations. I should
have doubted the accuracy of the information of the cuckoo having been
heard so early as the 29th of March, were it not that my informant is in

the habit of attending to the notes and appearances of our summer birds ;

and I generally find that the cuckoo has been first heard by him, when he
has been up early shepherding, a considerable time before I have heard it

myself.

§ The faded condition in which I observed this little butterfly on the
25th of April, with its wings battered and torn, shows that even at this

early period the insect must have been out on the wing a considerable

time.
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38 Sjprings o/'1830 and 1829 compared.

**Libellula depr^ssa appeared
**

quadriinaculata appeared
** ae^nea appeared
**Melitae^« Euphrosync appeared
**Pan6rpa communis appeared
Swifts appeared
iScarabae^us auratus appeared
**Cockchafer appeared
Martens appeared

Chrjsis ignita appeared
Geometra implicaria
Libellula pueJla appeared? \
Lai'ge May-fly appeared * J .

iScarabae'us horticola appeared

1830.

May 4

i>

7

8
10

14
17

21

29

1829.

May 29
June 2

2

May 3

29

April 23

May 29

29

It will immediately appear, on looking at the above calendar,
that in every instance of comparison the occurrences were con-

siderably earlier in 1830 than in 1829, with the exception of

three (viz. flowering of iScilla nutans, and the appearance of

the swifts and martens) which were later, and one (viz. the

appearance of /S'carabae'us hordeola) which tooki place oh the

same day in both seasons. r- ,
, ,. ,

I avail myself of this opportunity to record the last appear-
ance of our British i?irundines in the autumn of the present

year:
— Swallow, Oct. 12.; Marten, Oct. 5.; Swifts, Aug. 26.

The swallows and martens had for the most part disappeared
in this neighbourhood by the end of September : I observed

many of both species at Kenilworth on October 5th
; several

swallows at Allesley on the 7th and 10th ; and, lastly, one on
October 12thv I could not observe a swift in this parish after

August 3d. Many were still left at Warwick op August 11th ;

arid some continued thene.^till the.iieth.HrOw. the 26th of the

same montfc lobser'ted two flyings Jligh : in the vair between

Corley* ahd'Filldngley=fadjoining>parishe6 t^otAhi^)^ and, as I

concl5u4ei on th^ir traiel for ©dJigari .•Glim§JS,,^«theyv^w#re soon

beyond the range of my visioto^iioMi hm
vjTjt;q -.ffii^.i. .i

The. ftjite cold, wet, and i smnleSsf i fiummer, ^a^.^ -<?Qur,^Q,

exceedin^y unfhvourable to the appearance of di^iBnal lepi-

dopteVous^ ii^ects. On the 23d of- July I could, see but a

single e5^ainpile of Argynnis^ Paphi^ (silver-wsfshed fritillary)

in tbe neighbourhood of the woods in this parish, where I

have been in the habit of observing the insect in some abund-
ance. A solitary specimen of Van6ssa \o appeared on Sep-
tember 20th. During the whole autumn I could observe no

specimen of Cynthia cardui, nor of Vanessa C. album; and

but one only of Vanessa Atalant« on the 13th of October,

evidently just emerged from the chrysalis on that day.

Scarcely a specimen, indeed, was to be seen even of the very
common Vanessa urtlcae.
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PART 11.

REVIEWS.

Art. I. Insect Architecture : forming Vol. III. of the Library of
Entertaining Knowledge, 12mo. London, 1829.

The high price of books is a subject on which, whatever

might have been the case formerly, there is no reasonable

ground for complaint in the present day. V^e do not mean
that there is not as great a number of costly and splendid
works published now as ever, but that there is also a propor-
tionate number of cheap ones. This is readily to be accounted

for by the more general diffusion of education; an increasing
taste for reading and thirst for acquiring knowledge having
called forth the exertions of a corresponding class of editors

and authors to meet the public demand. Accordingly there

have of late been so many new editions of sterling books, as

well as entirely new works published at a low or very mode-
rate price, that any one may now, for a comparatively small

sum of mor^ey, procure a tolerable library, sufficient for most

practical purposes ; provided only he be willing to forego the

enjoyment of such luxuries as portly quartos, coloured plates,

hot-pressed paper, and meadows of margin: We have lately

purchased a ti^at little pocket edition of White's Natural His-

tory
'

of Sdborhe, enriched too with additional notes by Sir

William Jardine, for 3s* 6d.; and the book uoWmbefore us,

InsectArchttekure, consisting of more than 400 closely printed
duodecimo pages, and adorned with 160 illustrative wood-

cuts, is offered to the public at the very low cost of 45, .

'

In 'a former Number of our Magazine (Vol. III. p. 80.),
when speaking of Xhfd^ Library ofEnt&taining Knowledge (of
which Insect Architecture forms one volume), we briefly alluded

to this "
singularly interesting and entertaining

"
work, and

then promised, when the second part appeared, to review the

whole more at length. This pledge we would now redeem.
It is not, however, our intention to enter upon a complete and

regular analysis of the work ; a plan which would involve us
Ih the necessity either of doing little more than transcribing
the table of contents, or of transferring to our -own pages too

considerable a portion of the volume before us. We shall

D 4



40 Insect Architecture,

content ourselves, therefore, after having made a few general
remarks bearing upon the popular mode of studying natural

history, with giving, by way of specimen, such extracts as,

we trust, may induce our readers to have recourse to the book

itself, if indeed there be any of our readers, our insect-loving

readers, who are not already acquainted with it.

It is with great satisfaction that we learn, on the authority
of Mr. Vigors *, the enormous extent to which this work has

been circulated, " Another striking feature in modern zoo-

logy," says Mr. Vigors,
"

is one to which I have already had
occasion to allude : the publication of popular treatises on
the subject. The extent to which some of the more valuable

of these productions have been lately circulated,
— I shall

instance more particularly the Menageries and the volumes on
Insect Architecture, published under the superintendence ofthe

8ociety for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
— not only

proves the popularity of the science, but points out one of the

powerful causes that contribute to the cultivation of it. When
I mention to you that copies of these publications have been

disseminated by tens of thousands, you may calculate not

merely how many readers participate in the delights of the

study, but how many of them may be induced, from the

}ierusal, to become observers of nature, if not active coopera-
tors in the science."

The time, we trust, is now gone by, or nearly so, when it

was necessary to enter upon a regular defence of any branch
of natural history,

" Cui bono ?" however, is a question still

sometimes put to us; and the answer often given in reply,

though Jp^fectly-true knd just, as far as it goes,
— and the one,

m<5rse<^€^, <tf>faiiboth€«^^, ^e>rhaps,
- most

likely
'to*' have .weight

witbJ!fti^fl»5?^te rm^h the
(^aqiaii-^i, -wj^i^'yit, Uq IhinH' ii^ither

the'l^??/^lft6*/4:hJ|d*^/l ans^^^iri.'bf^ wMbh^'thiSf (questiotir admits.

WhW'^a^dtitfe^ovfi€feiih^>frP^N^iity^^f thd^^W^f^and demahded,
" Wh*ltMh@f»se (ifhdturkl'histtiry^'^HHd s^u^enitis'sQ'^

temj:^*yt0:i'^f^l^d'jMs ^lir^tiit'lbj^i^fefe^ri'fl^vJtO'
its ^Mility as

corttl^t«tt^ltfefedihiwerG<&,'*tlle -artsi'
*

tnedicifie^ >and (domestic

eccbiath5fi fhJifetK^'^tliisJi^W ^utiliti/
of natural history is

untlouirt^fJtfasf^f b«<V We^httife,' the pursuit has other and

bett^r^MrM Ott^i0tir'4ttentioh. ^ Nor indeed, in point of feet,

does bare utility supply the -motive by which the generality
are actuated in tarking up the study. If it were asked,

" V^hat
is the use of hunting, shooting, or fishing ?

" no sportsman, we

apprehend, would think of answering, that it is in the one

* See liis A<l:lres8 at the Anniversary Meeting of the Zoological Club,

Vol. 111. p. 22a.
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case the destruction of a noxious animal ;
or in the others,

the supply of the table with game or fish. The noxious ani-

mal, as every one knows, might be destroyed far more readily
and effectually, and the game and fish procured at much less

expense of time and labour, by other means. Any one pos-
sessed of right sentiments on the subject, would rather be

inclined to refer us to the exhilarating pleasures of the chase

(man being by nature a sporting* animal), the manly and
wholesome exercise, the display of skill and ingenuity requi-
site to insure success, the beautiful and varied scenes of

nature to which the followers of field sports are necessarily

introduced, &c. In like manner may natural history, over

and above the consideration of its direct and palpable utility,

be recommended purely on the ground of its being a continual

source of rational amusement, a delightful exercise of the

mind, an innocent—we had almost said a p/ow5—- recreation :

for nothing can be more true than the maxim so often

quoted, that " the contemplation of Nature raises the mind

up to Nature's God." All the works of the Creator are

worthy of being
"
sought out

"
by his rational creatures ;

we make no doubt they were designed to be so, and designed
moreover to afford us both useful and agreeable instruction.

Solomon sends us to the ant to learn wisdom f ; an inspired

})rophet refers to " the stork and the swallow," as knowing
their "

appointed times," and " the time of their coming," J
Our Saviour himself directs our attention to the fowls of the

air and the lilies of the field, in order to inculcate an impor-
tant moral lesson § ; and St. Paul refutes the philosophical

gainsayers,) and-illustrates the possibility of a resurrection from
thei iclea(/^, byuj[in)iai,^uj(«)enfe< )dra,w-U' :&')Qnji

the ordinary process
of vdgisibat^m/llr e; A^d. yagain- .(^ItopgH }f^^ hfe^e aio //scriptural

authbnifcy fot^ iSO)applying* jto/ subj^tj^f'who vthafc fw«,t€hes the

catb»J>illar. pafe«ing;iliat©-thd id6sttWilgQ'«on(Jit:iiQr>/of '§ir -chrysalis,

andHthence-igBnisgfifortH- Sf^ buiUiailti rbjjlt!^rflyi>^f0®f' faitl to be

str-iifedis ^ VvitJi Xthe ' jobviQiftst ftn(| beautifu} aaaJalbgyl b^t^peto the

diffflpontiiiates u- of,An^ct .]i^ t'and, tite, pj'^aetiit ,»ji^ .fujtUre pon-

difeiowfofriblil-iQjwii.existeiicsvJ ;1'p a. t&^ightfuil ^i^d, indeed,

alliuatijurdiftboMaiid^iiwitlt obje(;tSi;whiG»hr mnf ba. fcijrpy^jto
ad-

va^ltage'4 ;*.an4 (He, whjt)- ^wiil /but beiflfettfeQipsiiflS Iftiti^^^t a

littiJ3iQtt^M'J^it>liei!^$eS around him, m^yv]qi|;i^. ^y^^^^
tj-nA

tiid // • *<
^rt<l 'i^nguefi^ in tt-ees, books in «h^ •K>?^:;<)edabs|)^j lUJ ! > i

:3 // ;i
I nJ i I y t^ejtpoiM in stonesj 'and good w evet*y tfupg/n \ , i 7) ^^x.

J' to ;jj i i w 6\ Ji i\. —7-
—

f ii
•

,

•

'.

—
I

—
""{'

'

S'm'jv/ ^hnhn
'

*
QiioiVTiKQQ. ArivStotle. \ Prov. vi. 6.

% Jer. viii. 7. § Matt. vi. 26. 28.
|1

1 Cor. xv. 36. &c.

4-
" fn'a w;6>'«/ view I shall noft, 1 believe, be contradicted when I say,

that, if one train of thinking be more desirable than another, it is that which
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With regard to the study of insects in particular, it may,
perhaps, at first sight appear somewhat extraordinary, that

while botany has long had its troops of ardent admirers,

entomology has, till comparatively of late years, lain under

peculiar reproach and neglect. This, no doubt, is in part

owing to the too prevailing error of uniformly associating
with the very name of " insect

"
the idea ofsomething noxious,

destructive, and disgusting. Not only the vulgar, but many
even of the better-informed, are in the habit of regarding
these wonderful little creatures in the light of blights, pests,

scourges of the human race, and in no other. They overlook

entirely the important purposes which the inferior animals

are ordained to accomplish in the economy of nature ; and for-

get that
" Each crawling insect holds a rank

Important in the plan of Him who framed
This scale of beings ; holds a rank which lost

Would break the chain, and leave behind a gap
Which Nature's self would rue."

Stillingfleet.

" We ought not," says Aristotle,
"
childishly to disdain the

regards the phenomena of nature with a constant reference to a supreme
intelligent Author. To have made this the ruling, the habitual sentiment
of our minds, is to have laid the foundation of every thing which is reli-

gious. The world thenceforth becomes a temple, and life itself one con-
tinued act of adoration. The change is no less than this : that, whereas

formerly God was seldom in our thoughts, we can now scarcely look upon
any thing without perceiving its relation to him. Every organised natural

body, in the provisions it contains for ;ts sustentation and propagation,
testifies a care, ori the

part
of the Creator, expressly directed to these

piirjiyi^fegr'J
W^ afi^'on dr'^Wes'but^nimhdted'by ih(^h' b6'difes

j
^xdn^iriefd in

tljeirJMucta, ^ottclei^|ly;Ciirio«isf^ti(Miiipat0d'witte<i«ie> another, fto«)egfe^vldW-

derfully diversified. So that the mind, as well as the eye, may either

ex|)atiate
in variety and multitude, or fix itself down to the investigation

of pdHr^a¥' diVfstofj^ (^f the science. '^'Afid in either casfe it witl nse up
from its occupation [:)ossessed by th^ subject in a very different manner,
and with a'very different degree of mfl'uence, from what kmiere as'sent to

any Vei*bq,l proposifion which can be formed concerning the existence of the

Ddty, at ieist that merely complying assent with whfchthoSe about us are

g^tisn^'d,
aind' With which we are too apt to satisfy oui'selves, will or

'

can

pi^ddu^e upon the thoughts. More especially may this difference be, per-
ceived in the degree of admiration and of awe'vvith which the DivinityJs
regardfddVWhen represehted tb the understanding by its own remarks, its

o\V'n reflections, and its own reasonings, compared with what is excited by
ahy language that can be used

fc|y others. The works of nature want only
to be

contetnplated."^c. See
Pale^'k

l^atural Theology, p. 585., a work
which We cannot too strongly i-e'cominend to the perusal of our readers

generall^i
not merely afe affording a' vfery high degree of amusement and

instructibh, but also mote
particulariy as cfirecting them to the proper ap-

plication of their' studies in the field of nature. It will appear that, in

what we have offered in the present article, we have very much underrated
the advantages, the

utility
of natural history.
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study of the less noble animals ;
for there is in all natural

objects something to excite our admiration."* " I think," says

Paley, speaking of insects,
"

it is in this class of animals above

all others, especially when we take in the multitude of species
which the microscope discovers, that we are struck with what
Cicero has called ' the insatiable variety of nature.' "f

" The
meanest creature is a collection of wonders."{ And again ;

" The hinges in the wings of an earwigs and the joints of its

antenna?, are as highly wrought as if the Creator had nothing
else to finish." § 8urely the instincts, habits, and manners of

insects, their " architectural
"

contrivances and singular

transformations, the infinite variety of their forms, the exact

mechanism and structure of their parts, and, in many cases,

their extraordinary brilliancy and beauty, are not less deserv-

ing some portion of our attention than the charms and won-
ders of Flora. H

But, besides the false views above alluded to, as having
operated in no slight degree to the discouragement of ento-

mology as a general pursuit, the neglect we speak of might
also formerly, in part at least, be attributed to the want of

suitable books, to set people a going, as it were, on the sub-

ject. And it is in this respect, more especially, that the little

volume before us is peculiarly valuable, being calculated above
most that we have met with to render the study of insects

both accessible and attractive. With the assistance here

afforded, the student may at once set to work for himself.

He is sent, for example, to a bee's nest, an ant-hill, a spider's

web, or the like, to beh6ldwitjh his.owneyQS, and admire the

i]pianfl^f^,;9^'d'pp^trivaiices qf.tb^^^

uiukr^.ft .kMtjgxiCOUi'se.. ofij^u^jfiQii§iirefliiii)^itiH**feaw<j^ jB&a^m^

, J\
"
Quagr;fortas,^e a nonnullis potest^ Qijas papillosum ^g^^s§^

ad brnatum TJniyersi, et ut homimbus spectaculq sijit : acL
rUr^' j|li^str^4^

yelut totj .bracteie inservientes. Quis en^n^^xiniiiim
earuin

pi4^|^'itii;c^pifl,

et^
Varictateni conteuiplans mira voluptatq nori affjcMi^ur

V
,Q,ui^,to^| cplpflim

el; sch'einatum 'elegantias naturae ipsius ingenjo excbgitatas et api^fipCpen;-
cillo dcpictas curiosis oculis intuens, divinae artis vestigia eis inipressa non

agnoscat et miretur ?"-^i?(r«"i Histona Insectqrum, p. 109. " It may, pej^haps^
be asl^ed by some,- Wl^^V^^ -^^ ^^^^ of butterflies ? ,1 answ(?r, tq adprn the

world, and afford inankiiKi an agreeable sight, serving like so many spangles
to decQrate the fields, i^oi* who can contemplate their exquisite beauty
and variety withput being touched with ^vonderful delight ? Who can
look with an attentive, eye qn the elegance of so inany colours anfl forms,
devised by the fancy and painted by the skilful pencil of Nature herself,
and not acknowledge and admire the traces of divine art .impressed upon
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nor encumber himself with much of the jargon and technical-

ities of science, before he can be brought, with such a book
in his hands, to take an interest and a pleasure in the observ-

ance of insects. When we speak of " the jargon of science,^'

we beg not to be misunderstood, nor to have it supposed for

a moment that we underrate the value and importance of

purely scientific works
; quite the contrary ; we readily admit

their utility, and the pleasure they afford to such as have

already acquired a taste for natural history. Nevertheless

we consider them as means, not as ends. P'or ourselves, we
could with much satisfaction pore over the scientific pages of
a system of entomology or botany, by the hour together.
But we much doubt whether the perusal of such systems in

the^r5^ instance, be the best way to instil into the mind of a

beginner a love for the study of nature. We may be erro-

neous in our opinion ; but it does appear to us, that this

would be beginning at the wrong end, and adopting a method

which, so far from being the most likely to insure success,

would, in the majority of cases, have the directly opposite
effect of disgusting the student, and deterring him from the

pursuit altogether. We feel confident, at least, that very many
persons, when put in the right track, are capable of deriving
much rational amusement from the study of nature, who yet
could never be trained by book-learning to become thorough
scientific naturalists. Let but a taste for the subject be once

imbibed, and the student will afterwards naturally be led to

aim at higher attainments, and seek for further information ;

by degrees he will wish to become acquainted in some measure
with the nomenclature, arrangement, and classification of the

objects he studies, and with the systems to which they have
been reduced. It should be remembered, too, that the acqui-
sition of a perfect knowledge of scientific entomology or

botany would require more time and attention than most men
can afford to devote to such pursuits. Eminence in either de-

partment demands almost " a whole man." Accordingly the

great luminaries in natural history, as in other sciences, are

necessarily few in number :
"
apparent rari— in gurgito vas-

to." * We do not regret this circumstance ; our object in re-

commending these pursuits not being so much the formation
of one or two first-rate naturalists, as of a very large number of
observers of nature. In short, we have ourselves found such
an inexhaustible fund of rational pleasure in natural history,

—
we feel so indebted to the pursuit for the recreation it has
afforded us, that we cannot but wish to see it become popular

* "
Few, scatter'd, floating on the vast abyss." Trapp's Trans.
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with the generality, hi order that the greatest possiblie number
of our fellow-creatures may partake of the same benefits with

ourselves, deriving amusement and instruction from the rich

stores which their Creator has every where bountifully strewed

around them.

But it is time to turn from these general remarks to the

book which has called them forth, and whose title stands at

the head of our present article. Insect Architecture, as its

name implies, treats of that portion of the economy of insects

which is more particularly displayed in the construction of

their nests and habitations. We believe we are correct in

stating that the work is from the pen of Mr. Rennie. To
him, at all events, we are indebted for many interesting facts

and valuable remarks, the result of his own personal expe-
rience and observation. The author, whoever he may be,

has executed his plan with much taste and ability, and, what
is more, with a right feeling throughout ; nor will it detract

from the merits of the work to state, that no inconsiderable

portion of its contents consists of little more than a compil-
ation— indeed it could not well be otherwise — from the

writings of previous authors of established reputation: for in

a popular treatise, like the present, the author, we think,
would be much to blame had he failed to avail himself of

the .labours of his predecessors as often as it might suit his

purpose. The introductory chapter is an able and interest-

ing essay in defence and recommendation of the study of

insects. We gladly extract the following passage, the senti-

ments of which are so much in unison with our own :
—

" The exercise t)f that habit •dfobsetvation wMch edH'aP6ilfe thak^ ^ hatu-

ralisf, ^anout-ofidoor'natmralist,' as'Daines Barringtoii: called himself,, is

well calculated to strengthen even the.most pj^aptiqal and^ ipjerdy jijseful

powers of the mind. One of the most valuable ipentai, acquirements is the

power of discriminating among things which differ in many minute points,
bilt whrose general similarity of appearance li-sually deiieives the e6himon
obtetervei" into a belief of their identity. . Entomology^ in^ this 'p6in$!<)€ view,

i^ a study pecyliarly adapted for yputt^. According to our e^pqi^ieoGe, it is

exceedingly difficult for persons arrive(J at manhood to acquire this power
of discrinVmation ; but, in early life^ a 'little care' on the part of the parent
or' teacher will riender it comparatively easy; 'Iri this study the knowledge
of things should.go along, with that of words.

' If names perish,'' says Lin-

na^li^,
' the knowledge of things perishes also ;' an4 without names how can

any one communicate to another the knowledge he has acquired relative

to aiiy particular fact, either of physiology, habit, utility, or locality ? On
the other hand, mere catalogue learning is as much to be rejected as the

loose generalisations of the despisers of classification and nomenclature.

To name a plant, or an insect, or a bird, or a quadruped rightly, is one step
towards an accurate knowlecl^je of it ; but it is not the knowledge itself. It

is the means, arid fiot the end, in natural history, as in every other science."

(p. 12.)
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Our author's remarks, too, on collections of insects are, we

think, sound and judicious. He does not allow " the collect-

ing of specimens only, or, as the French expressly call them,

chips {ecliantillom\ to be called a study. The mere collector,"

he says,
"

is not, and cannot be, justly considered as a natur-

alist." On the other hand, he does not condemn or despise
the practice as a useless or frivolous employment, only he is

anxious to place it on its true and proper footing. But our

author shall speak for himself:—
" A collection of insects is to the true naturalist what a collection of

medals is to the accurate student of history. The mere collector who
looks only to the shining wings of the one or the green rust of the other,

derives little knowledge from his pursuit. But the cabinet of the entomo-

logist becomes rich in the most interesting subjects of contemplation, when
he regards it in the genuine spirit of scientific enquiry. What, for instance,

can be so delightful as to examine the wonderful variety of structure in

this portion of the creation, and, above all, to trace the beautiful grada-
tions by which one species runs into another. Their differences are so

minute, that an unpractised eye would proclaim their identity ;
and yet

when the species are separated, and not very distantly, they become visible

even to the common observer. It is in examinati6ns such as these that

-the naturalist finds a delight of the highest order. While it is thus one

of the legitimate objects of his study to attend to minute differences of

structure, form, and colouring, he is not less interested in the investigation
of habits and economy ; and in this respect the insect world is inexhaust-

ibly rich. We find herein examples of instinct to parallel those of all the

larger animals, whether they are solitary or social ; and innumerable others

besides, altogether unlike those 'manifested in the superior departments of

animated nature." (p. l^.j

^They wh^have ^aid but' little (k tia ^attention to the sub-

ject, are not 6hly ignoratit.of the immense number of species
to be found in the insect; wprld, b^t^r^ piso quite unconscious

of the differences sand djistinetioes observable among such as

they have been 'a'cCU^o'riied"t<) tfoptibihe ubd^r otie common
denominatioii.''

Ji'fh^jr Wiir,|ie eq^^ perhaps, to

learn ,that,tW operatJpns'.Qf tK^pe iittje^ creatvires, in many
cases .bear GOnsiderajbie resdmlpla^odtor ati9jlogy>

to those of

our own mechanicsi' 'lHus.
f0i''^HlaM]f)te;-fo^kldi6fe'tii{fe^^

hive bee, which is ffidre
o^^ l^s

s : J^ndwii fo eyery tioJy, , there

are others, also, of the .s^mes family, "v^Kich, from- the above

circumstance, have bfeen denominated mason bees, mining bees,

carjTCTiters, upholsterers,' Carders, &c. 'The cai^ienter bee,

which is,'by no means an uu^commdn' insect,' constructs its

nest, in decaying wood, which it industriously scoops out for

the purpose, and lines its cells with circular pieces of leaves,

cutting them from the living" pllaiit
with great'^6Xfiedition

and

the exactest nicety.
.

_

' " '

'/

''

..,*,. ?; .Jm.

' '

\.

'

" Let us compare," says our authbi*,
"
thieprdgress of this litfle joiner

with a human artisan— one who has been long practised in his trade,
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and has the most perfect and complicated tools for his assistance. The
bee has learned nothing by practice; she makes her nest but once in

her life, but it is then as complete and finished -as if she had made a
thousand. She has no pattern before her; but the Architect of all

things has impressed a plan upon her mind, which she can realise without
scale or compasses. Her two sharp teeth are the only tools with which
she is provided for her laborious work

;
and yet she bores a tunnel, twelve

times the length of her own body, with greater ease than the workman who
bores into the earth for water, with his apparatus of augers adapted to

every soil. Her tunnel is clean and regular ; she leaves no chips at the

bottom, for she is provident of her materials. Further, she has an exqui-
site piece of joinery to perform, when her ruder labour is accomplished.
The patient bee works her rings from the circumference to the centre, and
she produces a shelf, united with such care with her natural glue, that a
number of fragments are as solid as one piece." (p. 50.)

Another species has been called the poppy-bee, from its

selecting the scarlet petals of the poppy as tapestry for its

cells. From this material the bee
"

Successively cuts off small pieces of an oval shape, seizes them between
her legs, and conveys them to the nest. She begins her work at the bot-

tom, which she overlays with three or four leaves in thickness, and the sides

have never less than two. When she finds that the piece she has brought
is too large to fit the place intended, she cuts off what is superfluous, and
carries away the shreds. By cutting the fresh petals of a poppy with a

pair of scissors, we may perceive the difficulty of keeping the piece free

from wrinkles and shrivelling ; but the bee knows how to spread the pieces
which she uses as smooth as glass." When she has in this manner hung the little chamber all round with
this splendid scarlet tapestry, of which she is not sparing, but extends it

even beyond the entrance, she then fills it with the pollen of flowers mixed
with honey, to the height of about half an inch. In this magazine of pro-
visions for her future progeny she lays an egg, and over it folds down the

tapestry of poppy petals from above. The upper part is then filled in with
earth ;

" but Latreille says, he has observed more than one cell constructed
in a single excavation. This may account for Reaumur's describing them
as sOmetiroes 7 in. deep; a circumstance which Latreille, howeVer, 'thinks

very surprising., It; !\yiLl, perhaps, be imp<2>psible eve? to ascertain beyond a

doubt;, whjether the tapestr^-bee
is led to s^ect the; brilliant petals of the

poppy fifoni their coloiir, 'or from any other quality they may possess, of
softnfe^s bi- of'Wftiinth; for instance. R^autntlr thinks that the largeness,
united'with the flexibility of the poppy leaves, determines her choice. Yet
it is not iipprobable that her eye may be gratified by the appearance of her

nest; that she may possess a feeling of the beautiful in colour, and may
look with complacency upon the delicate hangings of the apartment which
she destines for her offspring. Why should not an insect be supposed to
have a glimmering of the value of ornament? How can we pronounce,
from our. limited notion of the mode in which the inferior animals think and
act, that their gratifications are wholly bounded by the positive utility of
the objects which surround them ? Why does a dog howl at the sound of
a bugle, but because it offeUds his organs of hearing ? And why, therefore,

may not a bee feel gladness in the brilliant hues of her scarlet drapery,
because they are grateful to her organs of sight ? All these little creatures

work, probably, with more neatness and finish than is absolutely essential

for comfort ; and this circumstance alone would imply that they have some-

thing of taste to exhibit, which produces to them a pleasurable emotion.
" The tapestry-bee is, however, content with ornamenting the interior only
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of the nest which she forms for her progeny. She does not raisp.lacc !ier

embellishments with the error of some human artists. Slie desires security
as well as elegance ; and therefore she leaves no external traces of her

operations. Hers is not a mansion rich with columns and friezes without,
.but cold and unfurnished within, like the desolate palaces of Venice, fehe

.covers her tapestry quite round with the common eai'th, and leaves her

eggs enclosed in their poppy-case with a certainty that the outward show
of her labours will attract no plunderer." (p. 55.)

'.
The industry of the bee has become proverbial : the marau-

der wasp also, though her labours are unattended v/ith the

same profitable results to mankind, works equally hard in her

vocation, and displays no less ingenuity in the formation of

her habitation and the manufacture of her cells. On the

material with which the wasp family construct their nest, v/e

have the following interesting remarks :
—

" The wasp is a paper-maker, and a most perfect and intelligent one.

While mankind were arriving, by slow degrees, at the art of fabricating this

valuable substance, the wasp was making it before their eyes, by very much
the same process as that by which human hands now manufacture it with

the best aid of chemistry and machinery. While some nations carved their

records on wood, and stone, and brass, and leaden tablets,
— others, more

advanced, wrote with a style on wax,—others employed the inner bark of

trees, and others the skins of animals rudely prepared,
—the wasp was manu-

facturing a firm and durable paper. Even when the papyrus was rendered

more fit, by a process of art, for the transmission of ideas in writing, the

wasp was a better aitisan than the Egyptians ;
for the early attempts at

paper-making were so rude, that the substance produced was almost useless,
from being extremely friable. The paper of the papyrus was formed of the

leaves of the plant, dried, pressed, and polished ;
the wasp alone knew how

to reduce vegetable fibres to a pulp, and then unit6 them by a size or glue,

spreading the iuhstance out into a smooth and delit^ate leaf. This is

exactly the process of paper-making. It would seem that the wasp Ifnows,
as the modern paper-makers now know, that the. fibres of rags, whether
linen or cotton, are not the only materials that can be used in the form-

ation of paper: she employs other vegetable matters, converting theni into

a proper consistency by her assiduous exertions. In some respects she is

more skilful even than our paper-makers ;
for she takes care to retain her

fibres of sufficient length, by which she renders her paper as strong as she

requires. Many manufacturers of the present day cut their materials into

small bits, and thus produce a rotten article. One great distinction between

good and bad paper is its toughness ; and this difference is invariably pro-
duced by the fibre of which it is composed being long, and therefore tough ;

or short, and therefore friable.
" The wasp has been labouring at her manufacture of paper, from her first

creation, with precisely the same instruments and the same materials ; and
her success has been unvarying. Her machinery is very simple, and there-

fore it is never out of order. She learns nothing, and she forgets nothing-

Men, from time to time, lose their excellence in particular arts, and they
are slow in finding out real improvements. Such improvements are often

the effect of accident. Paper is now manufactured very extensively by ma-

chinery in all its stages ; and thus, instead of a single sheet being made by
hand, a stream of paper is poured out, which would form a roll large enough
to extend round the globe, if such a length were desirable. The inventors of

this machinery, Messrs. Fourdrinier, it is said, spent the enormous sum of

40,000/. in vain attempts to render the machine capable of determining with
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precision the width of the roll; and, at last, accomplished their object at

the suggestion of a bystander, by a strap revolving upon an axis, at a cost

of three shillings and sixpence. Such is the diiference between the work-

ings of human knowledge and experience and those of animal instinct ! We
proceed slowly, and in the dark

; but our course is not bounded by a nar-

row line, for it seems difficult to say what is the perfection of any art ;

animals go clearly to a given point, but they can go no further. We may,
however, learn something from their perfect knowledge of what is within

their range. It is not improbable that if man had attended in an earlier

state of society to the labours of wasps, he would have sooner known how
to make paper. We are still behind in our arts and sciences, because we
have not always been observers. If we had watched the operations of in-

sects, and the structure of animals in general, with more care, we might
have been far advanced in the knowledge of many arts which are yet in

their infancy ; for nature has given us abundance of patterns. We have
learned to perfect some instruments of sound, by examining the structure of
the human ear; and the mechanism of an eye has suggested some valuable

improvements in achromatic glasses." (p. 85.)

Largely as we have already quoted the work, we need make
no apology for presenting our readers with another long ex-

tract, relating to the different texture and durability observable

in the cocoons formed by caterpillars, according to the length
of time the enclosed insect is to remain in its chrysalis or qui-
escent state

; though, at the same time, strictly speaking, we
are hardly prepared to go with our author the length of attri-

buting to the little architects thought, foresight, and positive

intelligence ;
or to admit the propriety of the expression, that

" one caterpillar is aware, while it is building the cocoon,"

&c., and " the other pursuing a similar course ofthought,''^ &c.
In our avowed and unavoidable ignorance on these subjects,
we think it preferable to speak of such operations in the

usual manner, as being the result of instinct.

"
It is worthy of remark, as one of the most striking instances of in-

stinctive foresight, that the caterpillars which build structures of this sub-

stantial description, are destined to be much longer in their chrysalis trance

than those which spin merely a flimsy web of silk. For the most part,

indeed, the latter undergo their final transformation in a few v/eeks ; while
the former continue entranced the larger portion of a year, appearing in the

perfect state the summer after their architectural labours have been com-

pleted. This is a remarkable example of the instinct which leads these

little creatures to act with a foresight in many cases much clearer than the

dictates of human prudence. In the examples before us, the instinct is more
delicate and complex than that which directs other animals to provide a
burrow for their winter sleep. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the
one caterpillar is aware, while it is building the cocoon, that the moth
into which it is about to be changed will not be in a fit state to appear be-

fore the succeeding summer. The other, pursuing a sunilar course ofthought
may feel that the moth will see the light in a few weeks. The comparative
distances of time certainly appear most difficult to be understood by an
insect ; for, as far as we know, quadrupeds do not carry their intelligence
to such an extent. And yet, in the solitary case of provision for a future

progeny, the instinct is invariably subtle and extraordinary. What, for

mstance, is more remarkable than that the insect should always place her

Vol. IV. — No. 17. e
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^gs where her progeny will find the food which is best suited to their

nature ? In almost no case does the perfect insect eat that food, so that

the parent cannot judge from her own habits. , ,The Contriver of the

mechanism by which insects work also directs the instinct by which they
use their tools. It is exceedingly difficult, with our very limited knowledge
of the springs of action in the inferior animals, to determine the motives of

their industry; that is, whether they see clearly the end and object of their

arrangements. A human architect, in all his plans, has regard, according
to the extent of his skill, to the combination of beauty and convenience ;

and m most cases he has adaptations peculiar to the circiimstarices con-

nected with the purpose of the structure. In the erection of a common
dwelling-house, for instance, one family requires many sleeping-rooms, an-

other few; one wants its drawing-rooms in a suite, another detached. The
architect knows all these wants, and provides for them. But all insects

build their habitations upon the same general model, although they can

slightly vary them according to circumstances. Thus, according as the

uniformity, or the occasional adaptation of their work to particular situa-

tions, has been most regarded by those who speculate up9n their actions,

they have been held to be wholly governed by instinct or by intelligence,
have been called machines or free ag'ents'. There are difficulties in either

conclusion; and the truth, perhaps, lies between the two opinions. Their

actions may^entirely regult from, theijc organisation^ they are . certainly in

conformity with it. Those who would deny the animal all intelligence, by
which we nieari a power, resulting from selection, of deviating in small

matters from a'precise rule of action, are often materialists, who shut their

eyes to the creating and preserving economy of Providence. But even this

belief in the infallible results of organisation does not necessarily imply the

disbelief of a presiding Power. * The same wisdom,' says Bonnet,
* which

has constructed and arranged with so much art the various organs of ani-

mals, and has made them coricur towards one determined end, has also

provided that the different operations which are the natural results of the

economy of the animal should concur towards the sgpue end. The creature

is directed towards his object by an invisible hand; he executes with pre-

cision, and by one 'effort, those works which we, so much admire; he

appears to act as if he reasoned; to return to' his labour at the pi'opfer time,
to change his jgchemein case of nefid. But in all this he only obfeys the

secret influence
^hj^ch, ; drives him op. He is but aji jnstfunjeptj whdch

cannot judge of each action, but is wound up by that ador^le Intelligence,
which Ifaslracfed '6'iit for ^fery iiiseet its proper lab6urs,'as he has' traced

the forbit ©f^ eajfih planet).' "When, thei-^fore, I s^^ ah. inject'wbrkitig at the

cor^trWJti^fl of a nest; or k cocoon, I am impressed ;widh -respect, because

it seems to pie tjiat I a^ft at,^ spjectacle where the Si^prem^i Afti^t; is hid

beiiinci ihe curtain.*
"'

(p. 180.)
'

If there J
sj
one >

poit^ion ©f^ lihe i little ^a^h i tefefoi<^' ilff which
we feel less, dispoised tbr be satiisfifed with thah Another, it is

that coQtained m thelfifth and sixth chapters, ,which ti^at of

the avowedly difficult subject of the arbhitecturje- and economy
of the hive-beei There is here, indeed, much curious and

interesting inibrniation, but mixed up, at th^ same time '(as it

appears to us)^ with some error and confusion,*
'jnore espe-

cially as it regards the collecting and manufacttire of wax,

pi'opolis, and honey. Arid we confess that^ after having sub-

mitted these chapters to a second perusal, though there is

much to reward the task, we still feel some difficulty, from
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the statement before us, in forming a clear and correct notion?

of the operations of this wonderful petticoat government {res-

publica gyncecocrdtica Linnaeus) of the hive. Unwilling as

we are to venture an opinion in opposition to that of so acute

an observer as Mr. Rennie, we cannot help thinking that he
has been misled by the great authority of Huber, in too

hastily concluding that wax is manufactured by the bees from

honey. Huber was an able and industrious naturalist ; but

all hi& experiments, we think, are not conclusive. Without

entering further into this obscure and much controverted

subject, we shall merely record our opinion, that wax is not

prepared from honey, as the Huberians maintain, but is fabri-

cated from pollen, by undergoing an elaborate process in the

second stomach of the bee ; but by what exact process, the

researches of naturalists have hitherto failed to discover. So,
at least, we have been taught to believe by experienced api-
arians. If this opinion be correct, it is to be regretted ihat

Mr, Rennie, too implicitly adhering to the dictum of an able

though fallible experimenter, should have been the means of

widely propagating an error on a practical point of natural

history ; and that, too, under the sanction of a Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
We have scored our copy in innumerable places with notes

of admiration, for the purpose of marking passages for extrac-

tion ; but 6ur limits absolutely forbid us from tr^^nscribing any
thing like

^\\
of those

'

wJiicK w^ hac^ singled put with that

view,ip3;'ogivihg,a,pl^ce to, mp|',^.:than.a.<yery small number of
the interesting ob&erVations* with wbioh. the^ work abounds.

Inde^(J;W^'hiaVe^^xtieri-encecl riiV ^Ikht' difficulty ltt'iiia,kirig a

selection ^ ^^^
We cannot fing:; ?paj:;p, thei;etq^:^,|vt.9..^P<y ^ny

thing (as !weii^qdul4 have wished to -have d^x\^\ mkAh& soaae-

what> obstjure^-su'bjecjtof gall-flies, treated on'ini th^'nftiet<ee}ith

chajTtter^'b^ td 'enter
u^ort

the
rhucH;ep5^rt!)^^;^etf #e^i(!jfi' ^

to the manner in which spiders shbot out their lines, and

transport! thertis^lves.throiighyitike! ainfronii one. place to an-
other. Amid the'variety of theories! whidh have been formed
on this subjefct, .we shall '^ontent.oiirs^lves with observing,
that to <us itih© opinionjadapted by ouif author appeals, to be the

corjrectioe©^ bdng'fthat which,isiiiistjbornd 6ut by actual expe-
rimeilt; friaiaelj^ th^t spiderfe> jjeqnaimf the aid of a current of
air in transpojtlrig themselves thirou^h^the.atmosphere, and
that ^' in perfectly motionless air they hiave not the power of

darting tlieii thr^eads even, through the space of half an inch."

We should be guilty of injustice towards the editors, were
we entirely to pass over in silence the numerous wood-cuts
with which, as already stated, the work is illustrated. It is

E 2
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said,
" there is nothing new under the sun;" accordingly we

here find the good old practice revived, usual in the days of

Gerarde, Parkinson, and their predecessors, of employing

wood-engravings instead of copper, and incorporating them
with the type in the body of the page. Wood-engravings
possess many advantages ; neat and beautiful in themselves,

they are produced at a comparatively cheap rate ; and the

blocks, moreover, not being subject to the corltinual we^r and
tear pi'oduced by the polishing and whiting-besmeared hand
of the printer, endure long, and afford, without suffering im-

pair, a very large number ofimpressions
—

larger than copper-

plates, or even, we believe, than steel. We infinitely prefer

xylographic to metallic prints, unless the latter be executed

in the very first style of excellence. And here we would,
in a kindly spirit, entreat all printers to do justice to the

artists whose works are placed in their hand, by paying a

little attention,—^<r/r« attention, if need be,
—to the manner in

which they pass the blocks through the press, and previously

prepare them for the operation. It is grievous to see, what

frequently it is our fate to see, the effect of a beautiful wood-

engraving entirely marred for want of care in striking off* the

copies. Hence we are sometimes presented either with faint

and indistinct impressions o\\ the one hand (as is the case with

some of those in the volume before us), or on the other, with

black and blotted ones ; the one arising fron^- a deficiency, the

opier from a superabundance^'of ink vrith which the blocks

are charged, or from some otfcr n^ismaijagerftent iii''|)assing
thena through the press. But to, return: tKe low pi-fee at

which the present volume is offered to th^pi|il51ic would abso-

lutely disarm us of all severity of cri^cism towards its eriibel-

lishments, eveh were it otherwise deserved. The wbocJ-ciits

before us, though not of the first ordeir of merit,
— liow,ihdeed

could tliat be expected ?~ai'e yet,
m most instances^ re§()ect~

able a,t least, and often good, We particularly adniire' the

figure of th^ caterpillar and Gocpon of the iZiczac iTa9th

at p. 172.5...the caterpillar of the Goat moth h^t'p. 189.J and
the Capricorn beetle at p. ^40. In some few i^ristarices we
must withhold even our qualified approbation :' for exfeple,
the figure of Hesperi/2 malvae, at p. 169., is positively 'bad ;

we do not know from what old author it has been copied
—

we say copied^ because we are confident it resembles nothing
in nature, arid appears to us better suited to have found a

place in the rude pages of Thomas Mouffet, the learned

author oi Insectorum Theatrum^ printed in 1634, than in those

of a modern work of the nineteenth century. For the credit

of the book we heartily wish the cut had been omitted. We
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Jiave to regret also, in the present volume, the absence of that

most useful, but homely and unpretenclmg commodity, an

index, without which no work, —certainly no work of this de-

scription,.
—

ought to issue from the press. The deficiency

complained of is, however, in part, and only in part, supplied

by a copious table of contents.

In conclusion, we beg to assure our readers, that we have
derived great pleasure and satisfaction from the perusal of

this interesting little volume, having found therein much to

praise, and but little, almost nothing, to find fault with.

Holding, as we do, with the aphorism of antiquity, that " a

great book is a great evil," we do not like the present work
at all the less for being small ; and we like it a great deal

more for being cheap. The extracts we have given will, we
trust, be more than sufficient to recommend it to the notice

of all those, whose minds are so constituted as to be suscept--
ible of any gratification from the study of insects.

It was with much pleasure that we learned from the conclud-

ing paragraph of the book, that the present volume, though
complete in itself, was to be followed up by a second, to be
entitled Insect Transformations, While we were engaged in

writing the above remarks, this second work made its appear-
ance. Exactly of a piece with its predecessor, in plan, exe^

cution, and interest, it will, we doubt not, meet with the same
favourable reception : all that has been said in coihmendation
of the

oi^e^ ^applies equally to the other. Here \^e Might
clos^ ^ur remarks, confidently trusting that such qf our readers

as l^aVe perused Insect Architecture will losp no time i'ri'mak-

ing themselves acquainted witli its twin-brother Insect Trdns-

formations. ^
We cam^ot, ^ however, dismiss this latter pev-

fc^^rnaptje without briefly noticing,
a' subject presented to us

in the opening cliapter. In a . work of this populai^ ca'^t, a
work

likely,
to meet with so extensive a circulation aipon^ the

ipid41ing and even (as we,hope) among the lower classes, and

tp become the companion, during leisure hours, of the youth
of bqth sexes, it is, we think, of incalculable inipOrtance^' that

tjie ptmost care should be taken to excli|d*e brldisc.dnnteiiarice

ajl^uch false and pernicious doctrines As hkye, d tendency to

infuse poison into the minds of those who are entering upon
the innocent study of eiitomology. It is with especial satis-

faction, therefore, that we see Mr. Rennie, in the first chapter
of Insect Tra7isfo7'mations, exposing and holding up to merited

reprobation the monstrous theories of the modern Epicurean
school. We allude to the absurdities maintained by Darwin,
Lamarck, and others; as, for instance, that " animals arose

from a single filament »r threadlet of matter, which, by its

E 3
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efforts to procure nourishment, lengthened out parts of its

body into arms and other members ; that after this ifilajnent

had improved itself into, an oyster, and had bqen by chance
left dry. by;,the ebbing of the tide, its efforts to reach the water

ag£^in^ie;j^:|>,^i;wfc^, ,the.^partS) nearest tQ.the siea,int9 artist and

legsj;..tb<at4fti^ tried, t(y rise,.fiiaq:i its.ipa,ti¥e ,|'|[:)cks,|tl^e,efforts

prQ(^u<?^d win^ji^andi litnlpiQ^An?^ 9ja in6ec,t;,i^}iiiQii4n! due course
of ^^, ig;?prpy,^4 i>t;sftlf , ^by, ,ft-.e^b.. £JS?rjt,s, tjli ifk^^^e. . 2^ bird,
the

\ imo^'6 perfect im^mb^rs . be^ng .alwajf^ >heil•^itq,?]^^y -transi-

mitted.tp the* progeny;; thai: the diifepcent formsof the bills of

bircls, \vhyiejtji9r'jkiqpked5 br<p^d,;or,Jong, ^^^:^€;^r^dvi^ly ap-quired

by tji^ p^^p#i^^l ei>{}§^yoa^fj§ q|:\|:hacri<?^iuij^ tp/s^ppjy. ^heir

wfvnt^j. tJ^^^;j[Ji^.longtlegge4 water-fowl [)(;Q.r^Ia$5r,^. ^zgors)
in ]^j^, >v^j{,acqwire^,Jjeng^bjof,fl^ suffici^qt'to>^l«|>rate. j^heir

bodies above the water in which they waded;. th^t^a^piKoJ^p^cis
of a^mkable structure has thus been acquired by the bee, the

moth, and the humming-bird, for the purpose of plundering
the nectaries of flowers ; and that the giraffe acquired its long
neck by its efforts to browse on the high branches of trees,

wtiich, ^^te-* tliie Iftpes . of^ a fe>!«i thjOvUs^id ^yeai-S) it.*<Auccessfully

accomplished !.v^'! Pi (\BeeInsec^'-T7^amforfnatid?is, p. 9.) We
wp/i^ey, h((g_Wj jiTi^^r^y centuries, qr tens of centuries, it took to

eljevaj;^^ jty
is

'

VjS^c^ ^

of theorists
'

from tlie , conditio^i of
^

brute

fce^.^ts ^f^iy^put i^Merstanding,' into the' form ,^ncl stature, of

hu^j^^n^^l^^ngi^ K^/^oj en regular ^J:'pf]^t4tio^ of such

ll^^uijl nqn^^nse^jw-puld be an insult to the
ppdersj^ncHngs^

opf rea^^r^^'j^F^cl ^a^ii ,

jijn4ertaking.;atoit\V^^^ as'tp

-^jti|^j:^.:jv^,^fig,d,,^ recipe for the jpianufacttire of

fpfi^,js, fey ^ rqasting t|he
old ones, cji^opping; th€|m,.up,

and

^Wie^^mg^%)Wi^4^ \9 ^f^i^e>.^e^^'fiT«ii^pymkelets

(f^S^ife^ ,p:f^^^7za/?qw^. p.i^.)^ w^ spnk 4^the ^rec^plw^

sinfp^ci^ o:lf J 0'(e_ experimenter, anc( pity th'e i^pv^^c^ .Q\,Q'

d^rjj:
avid

^i^iperstitious age. B at we
, cannot Mp expressing

oxi^.^n^igriejl^ astonishment, that in later aiul more eiil|giitene3

tirne§^j.^gj->)^ill
not say, any pkilosoj)hc% oYnatiirfiisi^^nt,^ aiiy

one(|^e^y;iig:Oiily ihQjfacG of a man^ shoukt he fouiufto jidyq-
cate doc(;rines so utterly ,unphilosQphical, .,so e^^q^is^ely^ri^i-

culp^ui^jas |;):^ose'we have above recorded, '^^e^o not, ^^

thexe^^jja^tjp^Remotest probability pf such opinion's eyer becom-

ing popular, at least on this side of the channel ; however, as

there
is,,npt;l[ii^ig,

it ^eemg, ,^p ^b^i^rd.tp.gaip, jcredei^c^jn the
minds ofi soraie^Kwe ithankMr^-Eenaiie for /hailing. :onv this oc-
casion-

^nterefd'
his -protest against th^mj-and held thfem tip

to the ridicule they deserve. We hav^ styled these doctrines

unphilooophical and absurd
; but this is not all : we think
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them, moreover, not a little impious ; tending as they do to

rob God of the honour due unto his name, and manifesting
on the part (if their advocate.^ a weak and futile attempt to

deny' the Almighty thkt portion at least 6f th6 attribiftes of

wisdom and ben'eficence every '*where so conspicuously' dis-

played in the works of the creation. Never let the delightful

study of hatiiral history be so prostituted and perverted as to

be maide a' V^(^hicle for the di'sseminatiori bfathei^ni and
iitt'[*)iety

!

Its genuine' and legitimate fruits 'W^ s(ffirm to* be the direct

reverse of ^uch' coiicilus^iWns.
** F6r fh^' Intisdble things of

God from the crfeatioif of 'the' wotid' Wfer
'fclfefarly

*

s'ei^n, -being
understood by the

thiti^s
that al^' made, even' his. eternal

pow^r and Godheatd^'"*
'

**'0 Lord, ho\v manifold are' thy
wm*ks^ ? in '^i^dfel -fea^ ^oiini^de them* aU r the earth is

fuil^bf t%^'richesj'^^'-" J''^ ^^^^^^ ' ^- '^^''*' -^^'
-:-^-

.'b ,jy(f Jili /d ba'lJlipDB £Ii> -d dljilj fMSi uUJfOUIJc; -'i'lJ'A. R. Y.

J^Rf^^il^y^'jBcfiardm^ '(hmmimedH^i^ By* Jott^thafii Stokes, M.D.
\ f' (.H .«! ,/A^Vol.I. 8vo. 14^. London, 1830. ! i

The author of the present 'wo^k'fias been a labourer in the

vineyard of science for more than half* a century. He was the

colleague of Withering in the second edition of the^?r«?2^£'-
ment

(^/^
British Plants, and contributed

'

various' interesting

niatfei^5'yiilcH*,*'tiemg ojnitted, iii" ^ul3sequ^nt Editions of"the

wort, nas rendfefed fKat' impress an object 6'f
'cul^ibfettyl

^ He
no^Si^^fi^ KtnPf .tefore

'

th^ pub!iic%!tV^J^''*^«^^

Wjfpiise lift, 1a ^Y^^die^ Ht the kingdoih, fMs;t^/ex^li^
&im 'Irom keeping' pace with the galloping jprogress

of science,
he' has the rare merit of

haViilg
observed' for himself, with' a

perseverance and in(l&^t|V vf^iy
uncommon among those whb

figure 'at iiead-quarte'rs a"^ tKe "oi'acles of the tabled
Nbtliiiig

can.be more delightful than to witness his ardoui^'aiiS^eilel'gy,
the abundance of his speculations,

the fluency with' '^hlchne
treats of "^alj' botanidp!! ,

anid'horticultural experiments; aiid,

tribugh long past the epbcji 'assigned to man's ife' he is as

fead\^ as ever '0'enle/' the iielt},. and, i6&rnaliy^'ili€^'mstofy'6f

and far' imofe intelligibly to the English reader^ had it been rendered thus :

"
iFoivthe injv^isibile fthi^igs qf God,- ev;en, his eternal pqwer and Godhead,

since tlie creation of the world, are clearly seen, being understood by the

things that are made."

t Psalm civ. 24.

E 4
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the lichens upon an old post, or to entertain himself with the

phenomena of vegetable monsters. " When will a botanic

farmer," exclaims this amiable patriarch of science,
''

begin
with his next wooden fence to mark, month after month, the

progress of vegetation, till it decays, recording the growth of

its inhabitants in another Journal ofa Naturalist f^'^ ;» .

"
Many oWects of enquiry present themselves to the minds of in4ividuals

which they do not pursue, from the shbttrifess and uncertainty of life, or a

doubt of continued residence. Who would not wish to khow how lichens,

Fuci, Sertulariae, and corals grow ; but the lichen which excites the wish

grows perhaps on a distant mountain,,or adheres to a mass of rock too large
to be portable, and, if marked, some geologist breaks it off with his hammer.
When will some observer, resident on the sea-shore, relate the growth of the

i^'iici which vegetate between high and low water-mark ? When will some

zoologist take lodgings for a summer at Red Wharf Bay near Beaumaris, in

Anglesea, to observe in Ellis's aquatic microscope the growth of Sertulariae ?

If a society possessed of a garden would invite the travelling bo^nist 1;o

send specimens of lichens growing on rock, they might be deposited in their

garden, and their dimensions given in their catalogue, and their growth be-

come the subject of future histories. I have often observed posts and rails

in a state of decay covered with iichen/raxineus and Priinastri, and have
wished to know theijr age. Wheij wil( a botanic farmer begin with,hi^ next
wooden fence, and mark, month after month, the progress 6r vegetation till

it dec^Sj'Tecol'dihg" the groWtH df itsi ifclhabitfeints in dnother Journal^ ofa

Naturalist !" {^rti.y^.-n.) '^i
''

; r *" ;!:v,'--,- /i t» •-. - - r/i,

After a d,edication to the j^iemory; jof
a deceased friend, he

enters upon a preface, replete with the product of an active

mind, original, minute, instructive, full of anecdote, and

amusing. He
i^

the C9nnecting link, bet^vee^ri' 'tHe^fdssn arid

recent botanists^' and sjf)'eaks fartiiliariyjbf pWi^s'^^ rffJ'V^-

garded \)y the present generation as'
belonging' to' ^liotl^er^

of the world."Among the rest of 'Hi^
inf<Drmatifc>hJ,^

fe gi'ves'ah

account, qf all the botanic garden^ within his knowledge,^ fi^ofn

Paradise dqwHw^rds.
'

.

' ' ;.' rr-^if»q
.' . / \ : .' -V: >^. jnofi ^r

" Soho gardai, north of !^irmingh^m, ,on. -siiideouS sand ^p^ gr^>1el,
cultivated by Boulton, , paatner, of Wa^t, in ,the i manufacture^ pf^Ayatt's
improved steam-engine. Hither resorted, on the Sunday nearest the full

moon, James Watt, engineer, and fellow-labourer with Black on 'l^t^rit

heat, arid who, as well as Mrs. Wat?ts, collected plants in Cornwall^"Okmes
Kier, translator of Macquer's Ch(^nic<d Dictionary ; Erasmus DarwinyaiJtl\or
of Zoonomia (a work which would be oftener consulted if it had, ar\,jnd^x
to volumes and pages) and PHytologia^ and who, in conjunction with

Boothby, author bf fables, and Jacksori, pi"inter of the work, plarinidd ahd

published a translation of Linnaeus' s dew. Plant, and Syst.-V^g.y in Sivojs.

8vo,- and W. Withering, who, in conjunction with Sne}r^ of
, Belmoht, arid

Turton of Stafford, planned, and which he afterwards executed, tlje fii'st

version, revised'by me, of Linnaeus's generic descriptions and specific cha-

racters of British plants, under the title of a 'Botanical Arrangemeiit.' On
Priestley's accepting the office of pastor of the Presbytman congregation
in New Meeting Street in Birmingham, the Luntu* Society changed its day
of meeting to Monday, the members dining in rotation at each other's
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houses, and continuing to do so till the Birmingham riots drove Priestley

to Northumberland in the United States." (p. cxxvi.)

If our limits permitted, we could give many extracts which

would instruct and delight our readers; and which would

show that the study of the minutest objects in nature can fill

the mind with pleasure, and animate it with an ardour and

benevolent feeling which the philosophy of the world laughs
at and scorns. Our venerable author is not one of those

described by Wordsworth, —
" A prying slave,

Who peeps and botanises upon his mother's grave."

Art. III. A'IgcB Britdnnicce / or, Descriptions of the Marine and
other inarticulated Plants of the British Islands belonging to the

Order hUgm ; with Plates illustrative of the Genera. By Robert

Kaye Greville, LL.D. &c. Edinburgh, 1830.

With the exception of Dr. Hooker's Monograph of the

Jungermcinnisd, there has appeared, during the present cen--

tury, no work in any department of British botany which can

be compared with the one before us in point of scientific know-

ledge and
originality.

It is, unlike the Floras which have of

late Issued from the press, no hasty composition, but the result

of the personaj, inyestigation, continued for several successive

years, of its gifted and zealous author, who has patiently

watched the habits of most of our species on their native

rocks, and marked diligently their progress, from their Erst

appearance to their present state
;
and it treats of a class of

plants hitherto imperfectly known, and yet than which there

is none more interesting, whether we consider the variety of
their forms and colouring, or the peculiarities of their station

and structure, or the inlpoi:tant part which they play in the

economy of nature.
,

.'

Dr. Greville introduces his readers to the systematic part
of his work by an essay of considerable length and heteroge-
neous character. It contains an outline of the scientific history
of algology, too brief to be either interesting or instructive; a

general view of the geographical distribution of the inarticu-

lated ^Igse'; a plea for those who devote themselves to the

study of marine botany, or rather of plants in general, which
seems to us somewhat irrelevant ; and concludes with a full

and interesting account of the economical uses of the tribe.

To all this there can be no possible objection ;
but we think

something better, or rather something additional, might have
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been done. Instead of repeating, ad nauseam, common-place
arguments in favour of the students 6f nature, Dr. Greville

would have profitably occupied the space with a ' condensed
and continuous view of' the anatomy •and physiblbgy 6f the

^'Igse: points little or nbt at' ^1 elucidated by oiil^ 'eleilie'iitary

authors^ and points \^hich the'^r6!^eiit d!Mhor'ife'cfeftiiinly best

qualified' to ^tiite'^leaHj^ ^rid s'ati^fadtorily.
' The mtliliier in

which' J^l'gafe 'ablaorb th^ir fo6d, b3)^'what vessdls'it cii*culates

and is^ elabiorat€d' t& si pr6p^ n^Aritoertt, iii'what state nhh by
what means the 'excess is expefied, 'dhd' the action of sea-weed
on the circumfluent medium ; these are questions relative to

which we would have b^^ti ^I'ad id hav*e received some infor-

mation ; and they are questions, the discussion of which would
tend to rescue the study from the sneers of the scoffer more

effectually than a piige .or. two of vague and silly declamation.

"We could have vrishedTJdso that something more particalar
had been ^id of the distribution of our native!

spedljes.'
The

subject has not been altogether neglect^djl^ut, ^fe information

brought tqgether is very trivial and'unsatisfaetoiy. From the

work itself, perhaps, one might with care, and 'n6t without

difficulty, father materials for an esslitoW"thi§ stibjett; but the

task would have been comparativelye^sy to l)r. Greville . Let
him not say that he has done enough in ijiidieating under every

species its, peculiar range, by- the citation of many habitats.

This will feot do; for particulars thus doled
oiii^ 'by ^ie^^ieal

have
little^nterest except

'to the colle^pt^^^ ^^'^,'^)y.ell,'npt^pn
the

memory. !We shall immediately revert to thm mlfj^^l^hut
we

wish first to furnish our leaders witli the content)© (jf^heivork.

After the introduction foflows a'synopsis of the^eHferfaiy^rf^ed
into order^, or, a^'they ^jight properly t^J^y^'j^^'e^ j^^npipi-

nated, intQ families, according to the author'sAVk:W'S,!(vrhioh are

in many respects original; and- an enumeration (S^falP tfe^ spe-
cies which"are known, whether" British or

fo'r^igrf^ l?teJ|4t)our
which

this^^jCatalogue has cost the author must ii^y)^.'ti^ri great ;

but it affbj'ds no room for criticism.. To«i|:. i* app^Media co-

pious list of authors who have written on .^^Igae ; and* ihis again
is succeeded by the proper object of the'b'Obk^ the accqi^iit

of

our native species, which are described w,ith,,^c;i:^eaiiel n^inute-

ness whicli. leaves little to be desired. 'The^cli'araiot^s.of the

genera and species have been all revised ^alJ*d'd6t'i^e6ted;'thfe

synonyme^ are more select than numerous, aM witli .this w^e

find no fault, but we do "regret the want of reference. to some
of the older botanists ; their works are beginning, unfortu-

nately, to be neglected. The species mentioned by Ray, in

his admirable Si/nopsis, ought certainly to have b^eb ascer-
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tained, were it for no other reason than from a becoming re-

spect to the memory of a naturaHst whose equal has not since

arisenJn this country. . .*
, . i. . u *'>. '

The fo)lp>ying taibW, wl)ich,we have been at: pains to draw

out, will exhibit, a vji^^y pf Dr. GreviUe's.arrangement, with an

indica|;ion of the; ^luuib^r ,
of ,$p^cLes; ascertained to belong to

each giepw^j.f^Pfl of the numbei: which are British. From the

latter, >Ye.ejxcj,u^e, t'^w. species qJT Sargassumi described as such

by iQij". prre^yiile: ;: f^r? ;f^tainly5 they, ^nevei; -

gre^Y on a British

coa§|;, ^;jxi^ ,wi;ijfp.j^j^^ftjftl'^ il^

iviijsln anoitg'^rip yfc o^oriJ iminh^m tnafjAufH:yii'>;>
1

Ji...w.)'rffv'fn.in'y-M-> (li )u].<' >,h )r:i. );:m. 79;i» bno ^ U"' ' -

'om 'I'uhoOf' sht to s'lfiar* t^fti NuttbetOf
Species.

•British

Species.

Nuinfcer of

Sppci|^,

British

Species.

Fawk, L
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33. Dictyosiphon, 7iov. gen.
34. Dictyota
35. Cutleri«, nov. gen.
36. Padina
37. Halyseris

Fam. VII. FURCELLARIE^^
38. Furcellaria

Fam. VIII. SPONGIOCA^RPEiE
39. Polyides

Fam. IX. Flori'de^
40. Claudea
41. Amdnsia
42. Delessem
43. Nitophyllum, nov. gen.
44. Hymenena, nov. gen.
45. Rhodomenia, nov. gen.

- ^ 46. Bo'tryocarpa, liev. 'gen.
"''

]^ . 47; Thamnoptlora i.-l^ ,j

^8. P|ocamium. , .,-,.(,
49. Microcladia, nov. gen,
50. Odonthalia

' -"'^ ^'-'i^

5 1 . Dictyomenia, tiov.' geni i .< 1 *-

52. Rhodomela - ^

53. Alsidium - -,

54. Bonnemaisoma
y-

• ^^

55. Laurencia -* *'^ Xio
j;

56. Gastridium : 'Min 41,^

57. Corall6psi^3( wo«;.-^f'. .jm/j
58. Acan1;h6pho£a

^

, ,{-^ 7

59. Grecillaria, wot), gen. /^ .

^
*-

'

'

eb'.'Ch^ndrus
' '

'''''' ^-
f'">';i

^

•J '

'61, Phyii6phora, ^«>M.',g^!jMit:
If Ij; 62; iSph8ero(j(Sccus ^ ,< , ^nn: "jriifT

,,„ .63. 'Bowmsia.novL,gen. ^
- .' _.

''"^

'64.^Gelidiam^^^^=^J^^\^>?^^
'•'*^^65.'Gigkkiha

^
"^^vL'^

iQfL Ju

'''>"66. Gi-ateloupwa t- ibur- itj/**

^7. Hypnea I ,,,^ ..iriliijo ^U
68. Chaetospora^,,, ^ t r

-

69. Ptilota-^ ioirXn^lq:_
70. Dasia -

71. Champia , -, ,

72. Digenia J' 7 ^^I? ano r

Fam. X. Thausma^^ije^^^
- 'i.-

^' '''^^-

73. Thausmasia
Fam. XL GASTROCA^R^EiE - '-

74. Iridae'a ^f^l r){»;'-

75. Halymenia "> /fjT -j

76. DumoRtia / -,^^ ^^
..

77. Catenella, «oi;. gew.
'

"- -

Fam. XII. Caule'r^e^' H ;;f^
>.

78. Caulerpa -^1'

Fam. XIII. £7lva'ce.e

79. Anadyomene

Ofl
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low and high water-marks, living an amphibious sort of life,

alternately exposed to the atmosphere, arid covered by the

tide. The t/lvse and Porpbyrae intermix with them, and

give some variety to the shore by their greeri
' ^rid j>urple

fronds. The Laminariese oceupy a lower icitit?,
'

fdi* they are

strictly aquatic, and choose, therefoi^, k statioti nOt liable to

be left dry at the reflux of the tide. With the ejiception of

L. debilis and latifolia, the others are widely and generally
distributed along our coasts, affording shade and shelter to

myi'iads of creeping things, and becoming ultimately a source

of profit to the agriculturist, to whom the "
alga projecta

vilior
"

is an unintelligible comparison. The other families

may be considered as subordinate ; for, aithough maiiy genera
and species amongst them, as, for example, Chordaria, Fur-

cellaria, Desmardst/a aculeata, &c., ai'e met mth abundantly

everywhere;, and many others, though local, are plentiful

enough, lyet, from their smaller size, or th^il^ cdncealed

stations, they make no materrafl change t^n- the ^{)^earatice of

the coast.,
" It is easy to perceive," sayb'Dn Greville,

*^ that

some species, Gelidium corneum, Phyllophora rubens, and

Sphserococcus <:oronopif()lius, for example, becan*ie more plen-
tiful and more luxuriant as we travel from north to south;

and, on the other hand, that Ptilota plumosa, Rhod6mela

lycopodic)ides, Rhodomenia sobolifera, and several others,

occur more frequently, and in a finer state, as we approach
thei>nort}>* Qdoothaliia dentto and Rhod^rriia cristata are

co^fin^d jto >the northern pai^ts-of Great' Britain'; whil^ the

Cystosefifae, JFucuSi tubercul«itus^ Haliseris^polypOdioide^i'Rhb-

donjiieijiaJubsLtdirR. Teied^i, MicikiycMdia
'

glandulosa, Rht)d'6i-

mela ^pij^^astrbides^
< lLa;ua:eneiw

tenitis^itti^'^t'Msy'U 'reriif6niirs,

an4 m^i»y!/(ix1ihetos»,»*rei<K)nfi«hied^'tb^the^feoUthei'tt parts. 'Oih^rs,

agaia, ,sufcih. asitlieyj^uci ifi genemli the iaminaVie?ae, itiahy

Dele^feri(^,'«omejNito^ylkef Ladr^ntf^, Gasti-fdia, anfd Ghoir-

dri,,!poigj&efis 4i0i0i extended «a ratige to be influenced by^any
change « of )te!mpearatHire ^between- thfe Ti6ii!herh boiinddry 'of

Scotland alnd the soath-w^terni poilit of England.
'^

'"(Inti^M.',

p. x.) i The causes which influence the distfribution of the

^'Ig^ or^ a (particular coast are not' well known. Temperature
is one jfbut there are-many faicts <whi^h the admission of this

cause will <iK)t explain.
" A few yatds is,4n s^onie instances,'

sufficient to create a change ; and the space of three or four

miles a very striking one ;

"
not merely in regard to species,

but in their luxuriance and rapidity of developement. The
nature of the soil, according to Dr. Greville, has here much
influence. "

Thus," says he,
" calcareous rocks favour the

production of some species, sandstone and basalt that of
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others ;
and it would appear that the soil has an effect even

upon those A'Xgad which grow parasitically upon the stems of

the lai'ger species." (p. viii.) But how far will this coincide

with a generally entertained opinion that y41gae derive no

nourishment from the SOU, but support merely ? and sometimes

certainly, to all appearance independently of this cause, as the

doctor immediately adds,
"

peculiar forms predominate in

certain, localities, both in regard to genera and species, which,
as we approach their boundaries, gradually disappear, and
often give place to others equally characteristic."

It will tell ill for the progress of botanical science in this

country if the h^lgce Britannic(2 does not meet with such un-

equivocal encouragement as shall induce its author to go on
and illustrate the jointed tribes in a similar manner. I strongly
recommend it to you, my young readers, who, smitten with

"the lovq pf r}ature,.are:^bput to enter this fine fi^ld ; and more

especially, I copmepd it to the fair botanist, if any such may
perchance honour this notice with a perusal.

" It is not,"

says the author, -" without a feelingof extreme pleasure that,

by means of the present work, X shall place m the hands of

my fair and inteHigent; countrywomen a guide to some of the

wonders of thq great deep ; nor need I be ashamed to con-

fess, that I; have kept theni in view throughout the whole

undertaking. To them we ^re indebted for much of what we
know v^pon the^^ubject/' ^The names ©f Hutchins, Griffiths,

Hill, Cutler,, a^d tj^^re,»th^ ladies tee aJiluded to, are proudly

nijigbef^fl aiuqpg^$|the J^est algolpgpts ; and det their example'

Stini|^t^_^jrpjjf^j^.|<{\,^q^lJ^en
'There is .

a pk^^^ejijt^^thie pathless, ^hpre lat all,times andseQSQ.ni^;vand
to ^^]J^^jtj|9 Jh^m chie|]y,i\^hphave taught^the^ ejjre^tlyse*^ what
the .YUlgar ^e^^ , np^tp ,wjipJn,j^T wpitthiefeii £Dea>-we€d>&d/st!range^

thoughts and visitings. And.^iia^jt laots haekwM-ds af'despond-'

ing eye at that fearful list
offeailjgaSi^iaidi'gedera^xexhibited iii\

the tablp. j ,. .Tfhey. j ?^%^ p^rhapSji more vinumeiWHis than =

they
mJghJ h|a,y^ , |iee?i(| ,^X ' jsuperabundant tliseriminatioh is the

fashipi^, an4 as Sir J. E.iSmijthjveifpjiiistly remarked, also'
" the ;bane of.riajtiJV^L-sciefice'attfthe jptesent day :

"
yet any

difficulties in ascertaining, ^their characters, in the present
case,, IJ)r. Grevillje Jifts ir^m/ov«^d,iby adseries of jldmirable

figu^-^s, strikipgly ,ch£ir;ai?twi^tic^yjaitd beautifujly coloured.

iuiW ro '^^lib 'to yocq- Jib bii-i jo^-ixflj 15 rri^Di'; ol JU'^i jSJ,

-Hv>q'OJ bf/.^9i iiJ {btr.rn toH
*'

; MO Mf^iilnic^-i-^
1 "'

.n jn'jni,.|olM/t.b "^o 7trl>i(|ij.
buB ^^ii&yvmx iiHilj «



6i,4 , Catalogue of Worh on Natural History,

Art. IV. Catalogue of Works on Natural Ilistori/, latelypublished,
ivith some Notice of those considered the most interesting to British

Naturalists.

The Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated ; being

Descriptions and Figures in illustration of the Natural History of the

Living Animals in the Society's Collection. The Drawings by William

Harvey; engraved by Branston and Wright, assisted by other artists.

Published with the Sanction of the Council, under the Superintendence
of the Secretary and Vice-Secretary of the Society. 8vo. London,
1830. Vol. L Quadrupeds.

The quarter whence this work emanates is quite a sufficient sanction for

the excellence of the scientific portion of its contents ; and when we add
that the plates are designed by Harvey, that most of them were engraved by
Branston and Wright, and that the work is printed at the Chiswick press,

nothing need be said of the superior style in which it is got up. The editor

(IMr. E. T. Bennett) offers his acknowledgments in his preface to Mr.

Vigors,
"

for his general revision of the work, and for numerous valuable

suggestions. To Mr. Broderip he is also indebted for the communication
of much interesting information ;

as well as to Dr. Wallich, Mr. Yarrell,
and other valued friends who have kindly assisted him in his task." Mr.
Bennett also thanks Mr. Harvey,

"
for the patient attention with which he

watched the manners of the animals
" he has delineated ; and Messrs.

Branston and Wright,
"

for the pains they also have taken to make them-
selves masters of the subject previously to the execution of the cuts."

We wish to point out these circumstances particularly to the attention of

our readers ; as we think that nothing can more decidedly mark the great

progress which is now making in every branch of education, than to find

artists taking a scientific interest in the subjects v/hich they are employed
to illustrate. The days of mere mechanical labour are, indeed, rapidly

passing away, and the higher qualities of the mind are now constantly
called into action.

Some of the anecdotes of animals in the volume before us (particularly
those of the beaver called "Binny") are very entertaining; and the

descriptions of the Chincella and Ratel are very interesting on account of
the rarity of these animals. Altogether, the work forms an extremely
beautiful and instructive volume, and we have no doubt of its becoming
a popular favourite.— J. W. L,

Supplement to English Botany. Nos. VI.—XIV. London. 8vo. 3*. each

Number.

The English Botany of the late Sir J. E. Smith and Mr. Sowerby is a
work which not only does honour to its authors in their respective depart-

ments, but to the nation which gave them encouragement to prosecute to

the completion so extensive an undertaking. The decline of science in

Great Britain has become all at once a theme of lamentation ; and we now,
for the first time, have begun to discover that presidents and secretaries of
scientific institutions ought to be provided for by the people. We are not

among those who shall give any opposition to so salutary and convenient a

doctrine. Nevertheless we cannot shut our eyes to some advantages
which belong to the system of leaving even science to find its own level,

without adventitious assistance. No other country can boast of a national

Flora, in which every indigenous plant, known to the botanists of the time,
has been figured and described. Many splendid fragments have been pub-
lished by the fostering care of princes and patrons, but nowhere else has

a work of this nature, combining ornament with utility, and a sufficient
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degree of pictorial beauty with scientific exactness, been brought to a suc-

cessful termination by the patronage of the public alone. Besides, where
is there a larger number of persons living by authorship, and when do we
witness more frequently the union of science with trade ? Under any other

system the difficulty would be to preserve this advantageous union in an

active state, so important to the prosperity of the country, and the instruc-

tion of the public. Books for the people, and those of the best kind, are

sold to a greater extent in England than in any other country on the face

of the globe ;
and it is certain no such result could have followed from a

system of royal or government patronage. We probably should have had
a few more profound scholars, stars of the first magnitude, who would have
illuminated the firmament ; but the mass ofthe people would have groped in

darkness, not vastly benefited by the splendour of the ascendant light.

In England we have brought into play the interests and the gratifications
-of the public to support science ; and it may well be doubted whether any
other mode of patronage is so^well suited to our condition. Men of science

take a station in society both honourable and, in many cases, profitable ;

and the Messrs. Sowerby, father and sons, the authors of the work now
under our notice, by adopting natural history, the least profitable of any
pursuit, have acquired a rank which greater men might envy, and an inde-

pendence which the greatest frequently do not attain. Long may they and
their class continue to flourish, and thus negative the assertion that science

is placed on a discreditable footing in Great Britain !

The numbers of the Supplement to English Botany which lie before us

contain several very interesting additions to the Flora of the country ; and
in every case the plates are executed by Mr. James D. C. Sowerby, while

the descriptions are furnished by some of the most acute botanists of

the day. Among the contributions we may notice jErica ciliaris, found by
the Rev. Mr. Tozer near Truro \ Cyperu* fuscus, which we have endea-

voured to persuade ourselves may be wild ; i?eseda fruticulosa, which is

probably not so, but is spreading itself apace ; Chaerophyllum aromaticum ;

Orobanche caryophyllacea ; Hierochloe borealis; ./uncus capitatus ; Doroni-

cum Pardalianches, being the true plant, that figured in English Botany
proving to be the jolantaglneum. Crocus prae^cox and aureus are probably

escapes from the garden ; but we quarrel not with them. What we do

quarrel with is, that the contributors to the work have palmed upon us so

many obscure and undefinable species, which are only known empirically,
and are not capable of being held within any definite characters. It is

desirable, without doubt, that even these should be recognised by the

accomplished botanist ; yet to all but the initiated they are utterly worthless ;

and the raising of them to the rank of species, and assigning to them names
of equal degree, is involving the whole subject in obscurity, and leading the

novice into darkness, confusion, and despair. This eternal splitting of

hairs is become the bane of natural history, is unworthy of science, and its

advocates will one day have to lament that they have stood sponsors to such

a spurious and equivocal offspring. Why do not these lynx-eyed contri-

butors turn their attention to some other parts of their subject, record facts,

extend observation, connect the knowledge we have with some we have
not ; show the length, breadth, heighth, and depth of their science ; the

range, conditions, uses, place, and ends of the plants they study ; notice

their geographical and geological relations, and be no longer content with

the meagre indication of habitat in pratisy pascuis^ cultisy Sj-c. ? One tithe of

the sagacity they discover in the infinitesimal division of species, directed to

these points, would pile up a mountain of knowledge for future use, and
immortalise their own names, which, under their present puerile system, will

perish with the ephemeral names they are imposing upon undistinguishable

things.
—

c:y-

Vol. IV. — No. 17. f
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The Edinburgh Journal of Natural aiid Geographical Science. New Series.

No. T. December, 1830. Conducted by Henry H. Cheek, F.L.S. F.S.

S.A. «&c.

We notice this work chiefly for the sake of putting on record our defence

against an assertion of the Editor respecting Ainsworth's " Notes on the

Pyrenees," which appeared in the preceding volume of our Magazine. It

seems it has also appeared in the first series of the Edinburgh Journal of
Natural and Geographical Science ; but we can assure the editor and the

public that this circumstance was totally unknown to us, and that we
printed the article from the manuscript of the author sent us in April,

1829, and recalled to our mind by Mr. Ainsworth about the same period of
the year in 1830. (See Mr/Ainsworth's letter under Retrospective Criti-

cism, p. 81.)
— Cond.

.' .. . . ):, .-nd . I •-, -..A ,, -

,. -

Maycock
f
James Doifm^ M<Dl FvL'. Sw c Fiora Barbadensis

:;
a Catalogue of

Plants, indigenous, naturalised, and cultivated in;Barbadoes.> To which

fc;f)fefixed'4 Geological Dttscriptioniof/thetlifeland.^^JSSO. ppi446. *

"
Sinbef'tAe visit o'f I^VHans' Slbari^; pAysJ(^ian4d the'I>nkfe^^

the gbverribr of Jariimca, in 1687, biit littje has been added' to our know-

ledge 6f'tHd 'natural history of the West India Islands.
'

Dr. Maycock has

done, therefore, an
acceptable

service to science, by giving iis a modern Flora

of'Barbadoes, which will serve 'pretty accurately as an index to the plants
of'thfe other islands : knd if he has not added much to our stock of know-

Pedge,'Ille seems to have verified with care that which was but indistinctly
made out by his predecessors. Of the geology of the island we believe

nothing '^as known, an'd tiierefbre the geological description with the

accompattvingniap is a valuable acceSsiohy---^'0^ ^'^
' ^^ ^'^

Woodwardy Samuel^ 'Est^:, Hdnorslry Member of the Yorkshire'Philosophi-
cal Society : A Synoptical Table of British Organic Remains ; in which
all the edited British Fossils are systematically and stratigraphically

arranged, in accordance with the Views of the Geologists' of the present
Day; and a Reference is given to their Localities, Strata, and engraved
Figures. Accompanied by a Lithograph of the Fossil Turtle in the
Norfolk and Norwich Museum. London, 1830. 8vo, pp.50.

^ -^ work, as the author informs us,
" undertaken solely with the intent of

promoting science;" and, we may assert, well calculated to do so in the

department to which.it belongs. The tabular arrangement of Organic
Remains we consider as particularly interesting, by showing, in one general
view, all the divisions, including orders and tribes, to which the organic
remains, hitherto found may be referred. , . .^ ..,.,'. >

'

HutBuy Willianiy Esq./F.'G:^.' &c. : Notes, oh; the^'KeW Jted; Sandstone o£
the County of Durham, below the Magne^ian Limestone. Read before

.
the Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle

upon Tyne, April 20th, 1830, and punished iii th^ir Transa^ctions. New-
castle, 1830.""

''

'' ' ^
' '''"''' f:'J'.^' -

" •""

These Notes will be adverted to when we look over the Transactions, o£
which they form a part. In the mean time we, may observe, that in com-
mon with the other papers in the Transactions^ a copy of which is before

us, Mr. Hutton's paper affords evidence of great industry and research.

Youatty W.y V.S. and F.Z.S., Lecturer on the Anatomy and Diseases of
Domestic Animals, Joint Editor of The Veterinariany and Author of
« The Horse,"

"
Cattle," «&c., in

« The Farmer's Series," in the Library of
Usefid Knowledge: On Canine Madness; comprising the Symptoms,
Post-mortem Appearances, Nature, Origin, and Preventive and Curative
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Treatment of Rabies in the Dog, and other Domestic Animals
; being a

Series of Papers published in The Veterinarian^ in 1828, 1829, and 1830.

London, 1830. Pamph. 8vo. 3*.

This little work is very highly spoken ofj hut its object being rather foreign
from the nature of our work, we can onlj^par^ TQOVi to upticis it, accom-

panied by our best wishes for its success. ,.
.

. , ., .,
, ,

. ,^il t.t Atn.nAiHi /ll/i<.1 riiif -))iim^{>i .(b >hh Uiit ,

i/v ft -fi) jn*'" loiini*; -^ii '\o j<[rri'Tiu.iai .j.-ir a-oi) -Aih-in o/h b-ij-,:

, 4-i'jq dfisur, id i.-. 1i •('•//<'.fi/ tF/ .d b.ijnr tijo uJ bjUiVja'i lnli,^^'
•

• wi:,^qa.-s3s.! Art. V. Literary -Nolices^ ) .Oiiol ni ik^v/ .,

Letters to a Young Naturalist, by Dr. Drummond of Belfast, are nearly

ready for publication .; The> great objcct^fithesfe' letters is the recommend-
ation ofthe study of'iiatural historyj» i- ,u3.-.li' (uJ/.n ,>ii')i/>iii'.ai ,r\ ^i '

^ Scientific Annual, Imwhfich'naturalt'histef^v^iilribhn'il piiofttfiiient fea-

ture, is m pxepaxa^on.bYMf^.^k^p^*.^J^.S'i pf. Wifthqm. , .,7||ier^> no

annual, or rather per^nr^ial,, ]tha,t vyp jfoo\y./)/> that ,hi^s^ (^ojp.,e .^p-ipi^ph for

natural history as the 'Young f^(;idij}3 Jioo^^^ by JBranston and; .Go-
'

.W'^e

could wish it in the hand^ of ^yery ^(eiaip Wder tbii'ty ; i;ide^4,iW.e cannot

sufE^ciently pecommejid It.
,
We

sht^ll
alsqbe happy tp reco^nmend Mr.Hig-

gins'sl wiprk if. wp think it deserve it
; but though we have had the titles of

a part of the proposed, 9p^tent^^ent,,>^e,^iu^t.wa^ttilJ,^e ,?^^. tj>.e book

complete. —r Co?zc/.
,,;.^. ,, t u.\ e-h. -r />'/}>

•' fl'^ J<i :> ••••

A Gardening and JSfatilrqlisfs An^^al,^,.^te4•,,}>y ^"il^y^^
thoress of TJie Mummy, Conversations, on ChronologyfBi£,^\Nu\,2i,^^

November, 1831, and will be continued annually.
This work will consist of select, practical and theoretical articles on all

the 4epartments of gardening, and on vegetable physiology, botany,^nd all

those branches of patural history connected with agriculture,, gardening, or

the rural life of female society in climates corresponding with those pfEng-
gland apd North America. It ;will also contain a garden aad field calendar

of operatipns to be performed ;. and of fmits, flowers, and garden and field

products in perfection ; apd also a calendar of nature. The object will be

to combine science with practical knowledge, and to add to the interest and

enjoj-mentg of country life; mPre' especially to those of women, and of

young persons of both sexes. Communications to this work are earnestly

requested, addressed to the care of the Conductor of the Magazine of Na-
tural History; and the contributors of such as are used will be/compli-
mented with one or moi-e copies of the Annual, elegantly bound.

''

No article will appear in this work whfcTi has been published in the Ma-

gazine of Nati\ral .History or the Gardiner's M^g^zipe j
nor will a^y article

which may app(ear^^^'tl^e^'i(|ardening, A.^9ualJ?^^ repeaje^'i^^'eith,ef ^^
periodicals. ";':.':"'!„.'•:" '/.v ^ .^.>' - '!jJ? ;- u. / --^

,

]\^07itagu*s Ornithological JDictioimry, with . iiumerous ulpstmtive wood-
cuts and additions, edited by J. Rennie, Esq. A.M. F.L.S. Prof, of Nat.

Hist, in King's College, London, is announced. To Colonel Montagu the

British Fauna is indebted for most important discoveries ; and a new' edi-

tion of his excellent work has long been much Wanted.

Wilson's American Ornithology.— Sir William Jardine, Bart. F.R.S.E.

F. L. S., &c., AuthPr of Illustrations of Ornithology, has in the press an edi-

tion of Wilson's American Ornithology, with the continuation by Charles

Lucieri Bonaparte; the former published in Philadelphia in 1802, the latter

in 1825 and 1826. The whole will be contained in tliree volumes, demy
octavo, with upwards of 100 engravings, and copious notes by the editor;

together with an enumeration and description of the newly discovered spe-
cies not included in the original work.

F 2
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in thp p^i^aiy^.j^ij* tXigoi'''* '''6^"' ^ brieCbut satisfactory report, which, showed
that durjipfg-jth^./gjopjuiy month of" November 867G persons had visited the

gard^i^s; ,tha1;,,t;bje Society's receipts during the same period (including a

balance b^CQWgh)tf9r^yi^•d) wei'e 2035/. lO^. Gc/,, and the expencUture 953/.

Froin , another, report;, a^so, read ,by Mr. Vigors, we learned that the whole

of.^is, Majesty's QoUection had be^n removed from the menagerie at Sand-

pit Gate, ifViiidsor, and was now in the Society's possession ; that a com-
mittee of science and correspo.ndence, cornprising eleven individuals, had
been formed, by which means a friendly intercourse with the learned

bodies of the Continent and foreign parts might be cultivated, thereby faci-

litating t;he,5§pre^d qf tl>e knowledge of comparative anatomy and animal

physiology. A warm tribute of thanks was paid to Captain King and Major
Franklin : ,to the latter, for his collection of birds from the Himalaya
Mountains, the Society and sciencje in general should feel much indebted.

Of these birds Mr. Vigors observed, that they were alive on the Hima-

laya Mountains eight months ago; they arrived in England five weeks
since ; gnd were now placed on the Society's table, accompanied by accu-

rately coloured figures, life-size. These birds have heretofore, we believe,
been strangers jn, England; their form and plumage are exceedingly beauti-

ful. The report further noticed a collection of American
quails (genus

O'rtyx), a group analogous to the partridge of the old world. Of this bird

only four species were lately known ; now there are eleven, four of which
were introduced to science by the Zoological Society. A number of indi-

viduals, distinguished for rank and science, were balloted for, and elected,

Linnean Society/.
—

;

iVby. 2. At the first Meeting for the present session,
A. B. Lambert, Esq., in the chair, a variety of donations, made to the So-

ciety during the Recess, were laid on the table : amongst them were Dr.
Wallich's PlantcB Asiaticce Rariores; Audubon^s Mrds of, AmeHca, &'c. A
paper by John Hogg, Esq. IVI.A., on the classical plants of Sicily, was partly
read: we do not. give a,n analysis of it until the reading shall have been
finished. Several fellows wei^e elected. The Meeting was numerously
attended. Amongst the company was Captain King of the Adventure' It

is the mtention of government to extend his survey from Rio de la Plata

to Cape Horn. Mr. Burchell, author of Travels in Southern Africa, was also

C
resent. This traveller has recently arrived from the Brazils, where he has

een, for a considerable period, makmg collections in natural history. It

was his intention to proceed into Peru, but the unsettled state of politics
in that country prevented him.

^' ^

Nov. 16. There was read a paper by Lieiitenant Bowler, communi-
cated by the Asiatic Society, on a particular species of palm found in the

government of Madras. The communication was accompanied by beau-

tiful illustrative drawings, a hundred years old. This palm was considered
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by the fellows and botanists present to be the same as the doiim palm of
Thibet (Hyphae'ne coriacea of Gaertner), and is remarkable as being almost
the only species of palm with a branched stem. It was probably intro-

duced by the Arabs into Madras. The stems are slender ; and the fruit is

a hard solid substance, which, after being steeped in water for a few days,
is well beaten, and used by the natives as brushes to white-wash their

houses. The leaves are very small and narrow, and the stalk is denticu-
lated with many sharp curved thorns j from which circumstance the natives

say it resembles the backbone of a shark, and on this account the people
of the adjacent villages carry it in their hands when travelling through the

jungles as a weapon of defence, and also during some of their festivals.

The inhabitants look upon this tree as the guardian of their jungle, and
hold it in some degree of veneration, conceiving it has, as its Sanscrit name
(^Kulpa vroochaiii) implies, the power of fulfilling the desires and wishes of

mankind, at least such as, fi'oih f)ilr6hess of h^art ahd morals, have faith in

its supposed yirtpes. {Lit. Gaz., Nov. 20. 1830.)
The Geographical Society held their first ordinary Meeting ^t the H(^rti-

cultural So|ciety*s house in Regent Street, December 6th,- when the presi-
dent. Lord Goderich, delivered an appropriate ext^lillibre 'address.

"

He
observed,

"
that the pursuits which the Society was' institluted to proihote

W6re at once useful, interesting;, and ennobling. They wer6 useful ; for all

classes of society would necessarily 'benefit by that enlatged acqnaintahcfe
with the resources of our own and dther countries, which the iinnrovemeht
and diffusion ofgeographical knowledge in facfconStitutM; Tliey \vere in-

teresting ; for scarcely any but had friends or relations, who, as' sgaiiien, mer-

chants, or travellers, woiild still more directly profit from the information
thus acquired. And they were ennobling; because they roused atid exer-
cised the noblest faculties of the human mind : the love of entei'prise ; the

promptitude which meets and overcomes its attendant difficulties; the

powers of observation, which make the opportunities thus afforded valuable ;

jand though last, not least, the attachment to strict veracity in narration,
without which all other advantages are worse than useless ; but for which,
he was proud and happy to think and say, that English travellers were, for

the most part, pre-eminently distinguished. The Society met, then, with
a conscious feeling of the worthiness ol"its objects ; but these objects had,

moreover, already received, and were still receiving, the sanction of all that

was most eminent for rank and talent in the cduntl-y." {Lit. Gaz , lltov. 13.

1830.)^

' ' "
;

' ' ' ' '

V
-

'

' ' ^ ^ ""
William IV. approves of this Society, and has promised fifty guineas an-

nually for its encouragement. The minutes of previous meetings ofcouncil
were read, by which it appears that the canons of Hereford Cathedral have

promised to send to Londoh fof the Society's inspection a very old
^ftiap

of the world, which was said by IVTr. Britton, the historian of cathedral

antiquities, to be the earliest specimen of British map-making. Among the

list of presents of books and maps made to the Society, was the notice of
an offer made by Mr. Murray of Albemarle Street, characteristic of that

gentleman's well known liberality, viz., to present the Society with what-
ever it might choose to select from his catalogue of publicktions.' This

generous offer was received with the greatest applause.
The Geological Society have met and held their Meetings' aS usual, and

when abstracts of the papers read are printed (according to the custom of
this Society), we shall give the essence of them.

King's College.
— Kov. This building is advancing rapidly ; and we have

great pleasure in announcing that our excellent friend and coadjutor, Mr.

Rennie, the author of Insect Architecturey so ably reviewed in our present

Number, has been appointed to the chair of Natural Philosophy.

Rectory Grove Academy^ Clapham.
— We are happy to find that Mr.

Cornfield, who conducts this establishment, gives popular lectures on every
F 3
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branch of Natural History to his pupils ; and that he walks out with them
on the common and elsewhere, collecting plants and insects, sketching from

nature, and discoursing upon the various ohjects connected with these use-

ful and interesting pursuits, in the hope of inspiring their young minds with
a taste for the beauties of nature and natural history. We approve exceed-

ingly of this plan, ^nd should be glad to see it generally adopted in schools,
as nothing can conduce more both to the happiness and well doing of young
men than having a taste early inculcated for innocent pleasures. The pur-
suit of natural history gives an interest to country walks, which they would
not otherwise possess ; and this contributes to improve the health as well

as to enlarge the mind. In a pamphlet published by the Conductor at

Paris, in 1829, on establishments fgr public educjition in some parts of the

Continent, a school for girls (Tochter schule) is mentioned at Carlsridie,

conducted upon nearly the same plan. Besides the usual branches of

female education, these pupils are tai^ht ^U the details of natural history ;

and in
bolapy,. especially, they

"
are made to f^tudy t^e. plants froni Hving

specimens, m the fields and gardens during summer, and from dried speci-
mens in the winter ; . and^ ai;-e not only , taught the names find di^tin,ctive

marks of eiagh plant^ l^oth exotic and indigenous, but also its use in medi-

cine, and in the arts ^ and manufactures of Europe, ,

In ,the study of

zoology, the same plau is pursued with regard to the use? of the different

animals." 0$QQ Des Iti'ahrmemens jwur V Education'puhUque en Bavierey
dans le Wukembcra,\ ctdanste'Fay^sde Bade. Paris,,. 1829, cJiez^Mpsnier.)

./ i>,' j7''")dj tr^o n
ii..i\iAiyj

-G ai yni/ft vTrw vJ i:yifh ;)iom /vr^ I ,hnf^
^'

' •"'< .rt\\L .-iCArx — .y^.,<\ic, \ no?«'j' -»r'j m fi'i-9.'>^ to')
- - on ,iut (<;«><- >'

-ar.^f .01
' •

., r
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Two large- Oa^IVec'* were raisedTrom the bed of the river Trent a few

weeks agoya.sketclx of one of which ^(j%. 10.) I have subjoined. These

.trees are perfectly sound, except the sap^ which is de-
'

scayed in some parts. The gravel is fixed to the trunk
where it was embedded as firmly as if it had been ce-

mented on. There are large patches of a light fawn-

fdloured fungus attached. These trees are only met
Vi'ith in the beds of gravel, which, I believe, extend, with
a few intervening beds of clay, from Nottingham to

Sutton' upon > Trent meadows. The trees^ are thinly
scattered throughout the whole distance, and the greatest
number are found between Sutton and Muskham. The

gravel rests on a bed of very stiff dark-coloured clay»

occasionally rising above the gravel. The trees appear
similar to those occasionally found on bogs, and seem to

have been torn up with gi-eat violence. I have sent two

specimens for your itispection, as I cannot enlarge on
the subject, being only a tyro in study.

'
>'

The smaller tree is straight and handsome^ 33 ft. long,, without any
branch of importance, and girths 9 ft. The larger tree (^5-. 10.) girths at

a 15 ft. ; from the root to b is 23 ft. ; from the root to c is 49 ft. ; and from
the insertion of the lance, by which it was pulled up at d, to the line e, was
covered with gravel, and 20 ft. were under water.— A. G. G. Newark

upon Trent, Oct. 17. 1829.

Appearance of Birds of Ptissage, extracted from my Journal. — 18.30.

April 1. Swallows observed near Chiiwell, flying about the river Trent.

6. Saw the -Regulus non-cristatus, or willow wren. 10. Swallows again

appeared^ not having seen them since the heavy snow which fell here on the
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3d and 4th of this month, ilibtacllla Sylvia (whitethroat) seen at Beeston :

called here, Peggy Whitethroat. 15. Heard the nightingale (ikTotacilla,

iuscinia) in a clump of bird-cherries, in a shrubbery. 16. Observed a cock
and hen redstart (ik/btacilla Phcenicurus) ; provincial name, Firetail. Same
day, a cock and hen blackcap (il/otacilla Atricapilla) ; provincial name.
Black-headed Peggy. 21. The cuckoo (Cuculus canorus) heard for the

first time. 23. The whinchat arrived: called hereabouts the "
U-tick,"

from its note. 30. Heard the meadow or corn crake (Rallus Crex).
—

A. G. G. Newark upon Trent.
'

''^J'^^-i/'^
' "^ > '''^^^^ 1.1:"'^; '•.

ii.-lr li'.j, '<-lM l>t>.'. ',y-i^^Ai\ -^^iy/TJ*!)- •

Yorkshire. "
;

' '

Marly Appearance of Sivallows.— Observing in the la$t Number of the

Mag. Nat. Hist. (Vol. IH. p. 434 ) a notice of the early appearance of
swallows this year, and having myself seen some earlier than is mentioned
in any of those accounts, or than I recollect to have seen them in any
former year, the notice of them may hot perhaps be uninteresting to some
of its reader's! '_'

' ' '

!'' .'/ V ..» ,„ I \
On the ^6i\x%t third month

(Marqhj^'i^h^'iast^of ^h^Very warm i^ays we
then expeiieni^ed^ I sHw three swallows flyingIn a stoh'e quarry, about half

a mile from Ferrybridge, oi^ the lower rOad from thence to Pontefractj on
that day Week, being the 6th of the following month, though the weather
was then become ghite cold, I' observed a single swallow within alpoiit one

quartet" of d mile of the same place, on the road from Ferrybridge to t<on-
don

; and on my return from London, on the 1 1th, a little on this side

Newark, I saw more than twenty flying in a company over the river, a very
unusual number for so early in the season. I am, &c.— Thos. Allis. Yorky
Oct. 16. 1830.

Rare Plants.—^ Sir, It i^ wdll observed by ^odf correspondeftt Mr. E.

Lees, that lists of variations of colour in plants, without any mention of
habitat or soil on which they grow, are of no utility whatsoever. Now,
since I am entirely of Mr. Lee's opinion, and since nothing will so clearly
show my concurrence with him as following his example, I have sent you
below a list of the varieties in this part of the country ; which, possessing
a great choice of hill and. dalfe, upland an^l mar^h^ is thus more likely to

attract interest* ;
' ' «.

• i^,: .;(;-.,' < > y ^

'Ranunculdcece. Jnemone nemorosa. On dry heathy grotind ; flowers

variegated with deep pink, often drooping.
—

Aquilegia vulgaris. With
white flowers. Growing near Richmond,' oil limestonej promiscuously with
the blue. ' -

.
< . i > •

CriicifercB, 6*ardamine pratensis. In iharshygix^und, with double flowers,
and of light purple. .

'

Yioldcew, Tiola lutea. On high barren ground, frequently purple or

pie and yellow.
^

, ,
.

r
-

YolygdlecB, Poljgala vulgarisv On high barren and heathy ground, of
a much lower growthy and of a white and rose colour; whereas in lower
and richer soil it is invariably blue. ,

. • . ) > > >

MalvdcecB. ikfalva anoschata,
., White,/ on' road-sides, along wjth therose-

coloured. . ^v . ! . J v'i ,. r i

CaryophyllecB. Lychnis dioica. In coifn fields, generaliiy white j in

woods always rose-coloured. '
-. -i v - . ^ i

GeranidcecB. Erodium cicutarium. On'the sandy sea^coast at Redcar,
almost constantly white. .

.

OxalidecE. O'xalis Acetosella. In a woody quite free from underwood,
of a fine rose colour.

Leguminosce. iotus cornicultitus. On the banks of the Swale, on a

sandy soil, streaked with deep red.

Caprifolidcece. C'aprifolium Periclymenum. With flowers smaller and

light green, in a hedge near Knaresborough.
F 4
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CampamddcccB. Campanula rotimclifolia. In shady places ;
white.—

C. glomerata. Limestone, in high meadows ; white with the blue.

Composites, Ac\\\\\ea il/illefi51ium. On high heathy ground ; of a bright
rose colour.— Bidens cernua. I never found the plant in this neighbour-
hood with any but radiate flowers.— iS'erratula tinctoria. On high ground,
with white floWei's. ^- Centaurea nigm. On high ground, with white
flowers.'

" :'.'. -.'Oi. .>h ;>• .'.ii'.;,,. < r- ,.• : •

Borrtgme<pi'.£r'thitim'Vu%^r'6. '^Road-sides ; oiuch''smaller,' and of a fine

rose colour.— Myositis sylvadca.
- In marshy ground, with white flowers.

^AcecB. QdiWxm^ Vulgaris. With white flowers; on heaths.— -Erica

Tetfalix. Wdth white flowers ; on heaths. ; ' .-

Primuldcers. Primula Vulgaris. In a shaxly place,- near Richmond^ with

white, lilac, and crimson flowers.
' •

.
> »> ,

Scrophidurincv. Pedicularis sylvatica. White; in dry heathy ground.
—

BiirtsjViJ Odontitte. White j- in corn^fields^-^DigitaliS' 'purpurea: 'In a fir

wood ^with%hite flowers, on a soil' c(*nnposed of decayed vegetables.
" This

kind of soil apfi^ars to 'agree milch thcbestwM the foxglove, sinCe^ when

transplanted into a garden, it never bears such large fl^&Wera^'artd is^apt to

branch out.
4>tM-T'.^fl<;|

Labidtce. JJallota nigra. With white flowers, along with the common
Gtie.^^Betm6a>%fht^%\h: "Wri?t^;'J'Wob<r^.-L P^w#//« 'vhlgaris. In a

nieaddw near ThJi*^,Wft:hM^hfteAowers exclusively.
—

Clinopodium vulgai-e.

Hedges ; ^hite. Li OHgaiinni' Vtilgare. Mountain Ihnestojpte, with white
flowfer^: .

"' '*'
•">'> ''"••" •'"'

,:- ^
OrcMdecB. "OVchW'fefi^ifci^. •^This plant vaties very |iiuch : on high

limestonfe soil it ts dwarfish',' dnd Sometimes whit^oweredjl^ in low marshy
situations, where there happen to be trees, it grojvs to rtearly three quar-
ters or a yard high; and the'cbrolla presents every variety of shade, of

white, pink, aild sdarlet. Indeed, the odours which it disperses around are

almost as various aS its colburs, dh one plant rather pleasant, but in another,
distant perhaps only a few yards, absolutely nauseous. I have never been
able to find an explanation of this phenomenon (for so I may venture to

call it), and w6uld feel touch obliged to any person who might give a pro-
bable Ireasoii fbr it. It cannot depend upon any variety of soil, as they grow
clo^e'to each <)ther. The soil is of a black peaty kvm.

A^phodelete. Sci\\& non-^cripta. In woods
; wl€te. — T. E. L. Rich-

mond, Marc^W) 'f83€^
'

''V
' " ' >-

i'^
' »

J,mil ^VJ' . M::; 'i'U ,Vjdu> f[ lii'i

. rrq§tqnlDjepotjior ine Sale' and- Excha7ige of Objects of Natural History.
—

A few admirer^ of th^ productions of nature here have long been anxious
for the establishment of a mart for the sale or exchange of their spare spe-
cimens, and have constantly, but in vain, expected that some of your town,
readers would have answered the repeated calls that have been made by
your correspondents on the subject. Disappoint^ in the expectation of

seeing one established in London^ they have como- to the determination of

establishing one in this town, which, in addition to the advantages of a

gencriil thoroughfare and a central situation, has constant intercourse with

the principal sea-ports of Ireland, so that there would be no difficulty in

forwarding a parcel from any part of the kingdom. The necessity of such
an institiition is particularly felt by those who wish to collect the produc-
tions of our own country, which seem to be so much beneath the notice of

dealers, that specimenSj of which any quantity might be got, are not to be

met with on sale ; whilst others, the most rare and valuable, are' doortied to

remain in the hands of the finder, instead of enriching his cabinet as they

ought to do with the productions of other parts of the country. As an in-

stance of this, I may mention the crinoidal remains, and other fossils, from

the mountain limestone, so rarely to be met with in collections, many un-
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figured species of which I possess in sufficient number to furnish all the

empty cabinets in the kingdom. The persons with whom the design ori-

ginates are all ardent collectors, and are able to contribute most of the

natural productions of the neighbourhood as a nucleus. They have also

the advantage of two excellent libraries : one left for public use by the late

Dr. Shepherd, which is particularly rich in old authors on the subject; the

other, a collection of the best modern works, in the possession of the Pres-

ton Natural History Society. These, with their private libraries, would be
of essential service, by enabling them to correct occasional errors in nomen-
clature. In addition, it may be stated that a wish to furnish their cabinets,
and a sincere desire to promote the study of natural history, are the motives
that induce them to come forward, and not pecuniary advantage.

It only remains for me to add, that cabinets are preparing for the recep-
tion of specimens ; that I hope to be able to. state in your next Number the

terms on which exchanges will be made^ &c. ; and that, in the mean time, I

shall be glad of your advicey or that of any of yom' correspondents who is^

friendly, tof.such I an undfrtftkiflg- (il.Jt^Blsin*. §j%i&c> rrr;*^?^, \Gilbertson,

Fresimi^OcUy\^\\'^W^c-^rA i\nv> «>nBOd -fj/jri ti ,m\nv^^ h oJ ii LoJi-.^K;-

..I' ,
Dorsetshire*. / ,,, „

-^ '" ^'''''

•iu'ijv ("Ujxli6nof.in-

idw ^ii /
—

•q c "/iji Jii.

4jpe^rjj?^^lJ>e^V^,§!y,_lsg|9^^pu;^j§}f^h ofia,^e*rified.tree(\^ 1.1.)

/^'.)/i^jHa>r9_ft-ie;/-'(/#^^veredin
one of the; quarries

uoM e3iKiiftf^he,J^Jimd of Portli^nd, ,during
the latter part of the last year.

J ifilq m{ \ It \y^ fipund lying in a horizontal

!/fiw a3fii!3b'. P^^itio^, ^^^d broken into several

?» ji ,e^\nr ,< pieces, abput, 10 ft. below the sur-

5 m-^jftoitj jiii'J^ce of a bed of stone, which is

47iiol»o'<;' called, by the quarrymen part of

i^iiiiiiiH^Kf^iii the/'^y^low tree," and in which

^f-Lifcrr yHjulo^n r'aots and fragments of trees (pro-

jq /IIS oJ h )

KY 7 fIB 'loqif \>l '

I

bably of the willow kind) have

been frequently met with. Its

height and diameter are given in

the sketch ; its weight is about a

ton and a half. As the pieces cor-

responded exceedingly well with
each other, they have been united

by a cement very much resembling
the colour of them, which renders

the joinings not particularly ob-

servable. Mr. White of Portland,
who has favoured me with this

account, and the accompanying
sketch, and in whose possession
the tree remains, states that, as it

is now standing against the front

of his house, in an erect or natural

positiou, strangers are deceived by
Its appearance, imagining it to be
an old oak tree that is dead j and

that the dec;eption is only removed by close examination. Mr. White also

adds, that persons who a,re judges of timber ha,ve pronoimced ^t oak. 1

remain, . Sir, yours, hc.-rJas. Flefjokei\ juty 22. l83u, '/ /'

Cheshire.

Occurrence of two extremely rare Bntish Birds.—A beautiful specimen of

that rare occasional visitant the goMen oriole (Oriolus Galbula) was shot

I ./'» -M) ')bj? 'jfit

24!,ft'
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on the 1 1th of May, in the present year (1830), at Taxal in Cheshire; and,
on dissection, its food was found to have consisted chiefly of coleopterous
insects. This individual, which is an adult male in excellent plumage, is

deposited in the museum of the Society for the Promotion of Natural His-

tory established in Manchester. On the 19th of August last, a remarkably
fine specimen of the rose-coloured pastor (Pastor roseus) was shot near

Eccles, in the county of Lancashire, by Mr. Hindle, and now forms an inte-

resting addition to the Manchaster museum. From the beauty of its plu-

mage, this bird, previously to being examined anatomically, was confidently

pronounced to be a male; and the accuracy of this opinion was afterwards

confirmed by dissection. ,On opening its gizzard, and inspecting the con-

tents, I perceived that they consisted principally of the larvae of insects, the

indigestible parts o,f beetles, and a few seeds of vegetables. This elegant

species has,, I believe, been found to occur more frequently in Lancashire

than in ^ny oth^^p^yj^^of t|}je kingdom,,-!-'/. i?/ar>l«w//, CrwnpsaM Hall,

5iP^^.,30,.J8^^, ^j,,J0(j |rh')J<'.ii' fUO'll >//^I(J biii/* jlil ./blJO'o d'l'*// ^<}\>
'

•
).:')> ) 'J ' >•uT v'^«>

0.^ . ^1. •, ,.! |l-i..->> .y/ tiffi; vhiriJtori ntott bn i

Tti ,J(S9W 3ilj iaoil ^/oi(i 31 lij: 111 1 « . iiT :..!, 1

'

ari;J ao briw 'to ?.3l'.

lilt 'in -dib Juoih'ix I'JJ Jujif^rJil 9'i'jvv fc^s-iiKi nl-^fJ .nooinjr
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Ten Days in the Months of October and November; the Depth of Rain
in the Phiviometer, and the Quantity of Moisture evaporated in the

Evaporating Gauge, for the same Period : as extracted from the Register

kept at Annat Gardens, Perthshire, N. lat. 56° 23 i^; above the Level of

the Sea 172ft., and 15 miles from the Coast; being the Mean of daily
Observations at 10 o'Clock Morning and 10 ©'Clock Evening.
The double lines, marked 6, show the motion of the mercury in the baro-

meter; t^ mean temperature in the open air, and in the shade; dy dew-

point; mm. t. mean of minimum temperature in the open air at night.
The coldest day in October was the 18th : mean temperature of that

day 41°; extreme' cold 34°; wind westerly. The warmest day in that

month was the 20th : mean temperature of that day 55° ; extreme heat

04°; wind south-west. The fall of rain, as it will be seen by the diagram,
did not exceed a half inch, and that fell' in gentle showers on the 2d, 7th,

20th, and 21st. There were 11 daj'S of brilliant siinshiAe, 8 partial, and
11 days were cloudy. The wind blew from easterly points only bn 2 days,
and from northerly and westerly points on 29 days. There were loud

gales of wind on the 4th and 7th ; on the 4th it blew from the west, and
on the 7th it blew from the e^st in tine fdrenoofi, and from the west in the

afternoon. Light breezes were frequent throughout the month.
The coldest day in November was thte 24th : mean temperature of that

day 37°; extreme cold 30°; wind north-.west. The warmest day in that

month was the 1st : mean temperature of that day 5.3°; extreme heat 60°;
wind west, and rather loud. More or less rain fell on 15 days, amounting
to 34 in. There were 8 days of brilliant, and 5 of partial sunshine. The
wind blew from the east on 8 days; from westerly points on 20 days; and
2 days it was variable. The aurora borealis v/as exceedingly brilliant on
the evening of the 1st; there were thunder and lightning, with rain, on the
4th

; and on the morning of the 5th the loftiest of the Grampian Hills

were covered with a mantle of snow. Lightning, in vivid flashes, was
observed on the evening of the 8th, unaccompanied by thunder. Light
breezes of wind were frequent in the early part of the month. On the 20th
it blew a hurricane. The meaii temperature of October was 48 8°, and of
November 43-2°; which in both months is very near the ordinary mean.
From the very damp state of the soil, occasioned by the rains in August

and September, little Wheat was sown before the ,20th of October ; it

gave a braird on the 8th November, a period of 19 days: mean temperature
of that period 47-5°. Fieldfares were not seen ip the t!arse ofiGowrie till

the 31st, five days later than last year. The excessive quantity of moisture
in the soil protracted the ripening of the field crops to a much later period
than usual ; and the effects of diminished temperature were conspicuous on
the rising grounds, which form the northern boundary of the Carse. Oats
in the low Carse were ripe about the 20th of September; about 100 ft.

above that level on the 25th; at 200 ft. on the 1st of October; and on
the summit of the higher grounds, about 550 ft., the same variety of oats^
and sown 4 days eai'lier thah those reaped on the 25th of September, were

only cut on the 26th of October. . Such is the effect of altitude in retarding
the ripening process in late seasbns, under the same parallel of latitude.

Although the dry weather in October facihtated the ripeningof young wood
on deciduous trees, yet the leaves retained their hold till late in November.
The ash, elm, and beech, and sufh as spread their roots near, the surface,
were completely denuded of their foliage by the slight frosts on the evenings
of the 19th and 24th. The oak, the apple, and the plum still retain a part
of their covering. The georginas continued to blow till the 19th, and some

early varieties of Indian chrysanthemum begin to open their blossoms in

the open border, where they have stood several years.
The yl'rbutus <7^nedo was not in full blow this season till the middle of

November. The blossoms now begin to fall, and the fruit appears to set

freely.
— A. G. Annat Gardens^ December 1. 1830.
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Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism.

Critical Remarks on Ko. XVI.

ti ^ift Summa sequar fastigia rerum." .

iq t>\;Fiir^L :

i r !(^*J shall trace the principal heads.??; . ; {,< » j - ,

Sir, The Third Volume of your Magazine is now brought to a close ; and
t shall take the liberty of offering a few remarks on some of the chief con-

tents of the Sixteenth Number, which is just published, and completes the

volume.
'

I select the last Number for the vehicle of my observations,

intending to make it serve, in some sort, as a sample by which to assa^
the work at large ; for what is true of a part, rs, generally speaking, more
or less triie of the whole.''

•"»'"!'"'*'' ^ >--' '-^ /' » ;; .

In the first place, then, liaVii)g:;bn';'i'Tdrfi5ret^*WciraM66 (Vk IIl!^t^.'89.)

presumed' to criticisej iu'rio 'v^ry compKirientAry telrlis, the vignette title-

page which yoii had 'the
'liberality

td give to your re-Ad^ts fof'th'e fii-Sttwo

volumes, I think "if is biit an act of common justice on the present to

express niy entire satisfaction at the newoiie which you have now given us for

Vol. III.' Neat aVid unassuming, and free from the glaring faults of its elder

brother, it sufficiently answers the purpose intended; and the execution

of the blocks which,- if t mayjudge from mydwtt. copy, gives a very bril-

liant impi-esstori, niyy-'be'c(^ns{cler0ci,' oh'.the 'whol^^ to'be ci^editable to the

artist erilplbjed. Aft.er the 't'itlepage combes the preface, frotii which I rejoice
to learn thiat the number df contributors to your pcriodic^al has greatly

increased; a circumstance which tends to show that there is ah increasing
taste for the study 6f natural history throughout the country ,'

to' the

formation of which taste 7/oti probably have in no slight degree c6ntri-

buted.
'

I als6' congratulate y6u on having been the person first td design
and start siich' a work, and, as I now trust, to have established it oh a firm

and permanent footing. There is much need, it strikes me,of suc''h a miscel-

lany as yours, not onl}' to facilitate the intercourse between ndturtilists

personally Imknown
'

to each other, and widely separated by distance of

situation
;
but also to afford a Vehicle by which to communicate facts and

remarks, which, however interesting or important, are yet, in point of

bulk, too inconsiderable to form any thing like a separate treatise, and to

be ^ent into the world by themselves. Of your numerous contrlbrutors' I

suppose there is not one in fifty who would ever have thought of swelling
out his lucubrations even into the size of a pamphlet, and running the risk

of publishing the result of his observations at his own hazard. Wete it

not, therefore,' for some such general receptacle as is afforded by your
Magazine, many an interesting remark and useful piece of information

would in all probability never have been given to the world at all.

But to proceed: the Glossarial Index, which you have now for the

first thne appended to your volume, is, in my niind, a most useful and
desirable commodity. In the present specimen,' however, thefe: are,

I think, sOme omissions, and more superfluities; for example, 'the very
first word I chanced to loOk for,—-merely because it caught my eye
in the page (522.) I happened tO have opened,

— was the word "
opercu-

lum," which is not to be found in the glossary, though it more particularly
deserved to be noticed, as it appears to be used in the page referred to in a

sense somewhat different from that in which it is often employed. Again,
the word' " adductors

"
(p. 526.)' is omitted. Now surely such words

ought to have found a place in the Glossarial Index, rather than those^ of

such common occurrence arid easy comprehension, as "
alse," "antennae,"

"caput," "formosum,"
'«
lanceOIate,"

"
oculi,"

"
os,"

"
pectoral,"

"
pes,"

^*
proboscis," &c. I am, however, mOre disposed to find fault with your sins

of omission than commission ;
and do not object to your insertion of the
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hitter words, which, at all events, is an error on the right side. In tlie

derivation of the word " holocentrus
"

ft'om
"

holoSy hall," &c., the word
hall is, I presume, a mere misprint for all or whole^ the translation of the

Greek b\oc.

Thus much for the preliminary adjuncts to your voiume. Before 1

proceed to notice particularly any article of your contributors, permit me,
Mr. Editor, to express an earnest hope, that, in purveying for your readers,

you will allow yourself unscrupulously to exercise your own j udgment and
discretion on the propriety of admitting into your pages the essays, notices,

remarks, and queries with which you ar^ furnished by your correspondents.
I request that you, will not, through fear of giving offence, think your-
self bound to give a place to any ^rtipie, frow,whatever quarter it, may
come, merely because it has been sent to you witji that,yie\v. ., ^jE^ij-om the

situation im which yqij stand, as ,e(^itor„ sojipit^ug cppimui:^iQ^tipj:^ from, all

sourc^,,,you §re pf cpuf^e constantly liable to have t;];ifling,
and unipi-

portaot n^ttevp j^t,,||B^t, ,,if not soiue trash a»d nousense, occasipn^ally

thrust; .i4P9n,,ypu,., Exercise ypur .djpi^j^qj^^tipn, Jjie^-efore, and^^^pajTd
whate.Y?i?;4s,, ui?\yprthy of

insertio,i;iJin.^j(p|ij]:£;}j^e|uJl> pages ; or it^ ;n, any
ins^n<?e,,ypi^,§tpRd in doubt

abouJtj.;^f,grpp]ff^t^
of adniittiug an aftiqle,

why,i)pj;.,r^^l" i^'to the
decision„<jif^,soi^^jp,4i^p|.is

friend or coadjutoi; ?

I have; bp^.ie4 into thes,e remarks, .more. esp^eciaUy;by the Dcrusid of oiie

article ip;,.ypqr^resent Number,, Art. III., t^y .^rpnojiae, ofwhicji 1 really
can make neither head nor tail. I will just ^

observe too, in
, passing, that

the first article,
"

Qriginal Letters, descriptive o:f .a Natural History Tour
in North Anierica., V>y T. W./' is rather flat ai,itl tame, and not much to

my taste. Thig, however, at the worst, is but "a chip in pprri^ge," and the

succeeding letters may be better than the first two, and more full of interest.

With Agronome's most extraordinary production I have more serious fault

to find; and I really do feel myself utterly at a loss to conceive hpw ypu
could think of inflicting so grievous a penalty on your readers, as, tp, palm
upon them §uch a rambling, incoherent, egotistical rhapspcjly ; which, mpfe-
over, has next to no c,onnection, that I

;
can perceive, with the subject of

natural history. Can you find no better matter to supply us with ? or was

thi^ piece of stuff foisted in merely to eke out the necessary quantmn pf type
and usual extent of pages for your Number ? If so, I for one must tell you,
Mr, Editor, that it is high time you resigned your office, and closed your
Magazine. I will not, put of Christian charity, go so far as tp wish Agro-
nouie himself had perished in the explosion of the powder-mill; but I do

mpst heartily regret that his manuscript had not fared some such fate, or

ever it had come into your possession. The catastrophe of Mr. Hunter's
arm reminds me of what I have heard did really take place at the siege ^f
Gibraltar: I have been told,

— "but mind'' (as, Cobbett would say), "I
don't vouch for the f^ipt, pp-, b^t J^ haye been, told," i

— that a British officer

had his leg carried off by a cannon-shot; upon which he exclaimed,—
"jD—u it, there goes my boot !

"
not being aware that his leg was gone with

it;,,tillihe ha4 occasion to step forward, and thus found the want, of his

|ijnb^,j,Agrouome seems to have a zest for the marvellous, when he felates

th^ 9^f;(;um^tance of another unfortunate man having been "
blowu into so

mauy pieces that his heai't and liver were found in different fields !

" and
"

his tougue on a door-step some distance from the other fragments of his*

head!
" But none of the recorded effects of the blowing up of this pow-

der-mill are to be compared with what is said to have taken place on the

explosion of a boiler at a colliery In my neighbourhood. Here too, again,
I will not vouch for the fact; but the owner of the works positively
assured a friend of mine, and with a grave face and air of seriousness as

though he meant to be believed, that on this occasion " three men were
blown up so high into the air, that to the by-standers they appeared not so
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big as gnats !

"
nay,

" to such an extraordinary height were they carried,
that their mangled bodies were actually in the air ten minutes or more, by
a stop-watch, before they descended to the earth ! ! !

" But enough of

these marvels. Should Agronome again be visited by a similar paroxysm
of the " scribendi cacoethes," I trust you will hesitate before you send his

nonsense to the press. The insertion of such absurd articles does far more

injury to your publication than the mere occupying of so much space,
which ought have been dedicated to talu^blemattei'. It is calculated to

bring the wol-k itself into discredit. For so it is^— such is the contami-

nating effect of intercourse with 'evil -^ that even that which is good seems
in some degree to suffer deteriotation when found in bad company. A
few moi'e such attides as 'Agrbnome's would be enough to damn your
whole Ma(gazine. I as^re ychj- for example, that had I beeh previously

unacquainted with the WG*i<k,{,yhd had picked tip this Sixteenth Number,
and >€lropped wpoh

'

thfe' ' iafticle ' in 'tjue^ibn-; t ^hiittld hate fdt' disposed to

throw down, the: bo^k
'

iri
^;^afgri^,"

ftiid
'

proliably h«t6>ri6yfef'Ibbkred %W it

But' \ passl >(Jii^!toqtt bi*0iag>dttfiMe ^^'^fctV-'^>A*tf^e9'^'l\ arid'^VlI., ,bh

the?' British, willo<W>\n^^,*'^d'"k)rtie' 4'd''t^ ari^oS^!^r^.^^Bpi^lJi^s'f>'^^^ of

sticklebacks, afe VW^y'^fecfltii ^mni'itit^miwk'^^i^^-' 'The Wi1*l<bW''\vrens

are^ cMfegsMy .^
fnost jJ^r^kirlg ^tribe'^#yrtl3;'aiid.l t^'iadtbdrit^ of

them to be met with in books are, as your correspondent observes, inv61fed

in n«( littlfe'Obseurtty^acid'coftfiiyfeH. Tfebirplumage' k'iH"feoWi'e-(fasef^*so

much alikei and that of thef-ybdn^ 'bird^ <)ccasionally so difffei^ent froin that

of theold^that it'Veqilirea an' acutfe tmd practised eye iri theohe bdse to

distinguish those Hvhich • are- of 'distinct spedefe, ah'd iri the dthef' riot to

sepal-aHe iridividn&ls ''which '^re-'ofthe same.
' For "myself I kno^' them

better by. the ear than fey the eye. Ahd'it may not be out of pfaee here to

relate what occurred to toe in an attempt to aseertE^in two of the species in

question, Which, I
believf^,'

Were' tih^' yellow Wren iind thelesser pettychaps.
I had long been perfectly farrliliarwith the notes of each (which are totally

distinct, 'and' caflnot be mislake^A), and was awai'e that they appeared, Of at

least commenced -their Song, at different periods of the 3 ear; but I Was
uncertain as to their- tftfe names and spedes. I resolved therefore to shobt

specimens <jf each.' And' in order to-bfe quite J?are that my aim was dii-eCted

to the- objecti'I'WaAted, I'too^k thfe opportunity of -shooting theni while

they were engaged in thq act of feinging, so as to preclude the possibility of
mistake. On examining the sjiechhens when shot,, f was ex<:eecfcngly sur-

prised' to 'find them so much alike in plumtige, that I could with difficulty

distin^sh one' from the othef; and when they Were returned to me after

having beert' "sthiSfed, I really Was in doilbfr which' was which'. 1 coiild have
wished yoiir correspondent T.F. had entered more into the habits and
manners' of' these- interesting little creatures^, and especially that he had
described their nol?es, togetherwith their 'riests slnd'teggs"; and I hope you
will hear from him again' ofter* on' similar subjeets.

' We have"' already ^had
**

descriptive kVid historical notices of British' snipies.*' (Vol; 11. p* l^-S./and
Vol. H'l.'pi'g'}''.)

^i' Some others of ohrti'atSve bird*' I should t)e glad to see

illustrated Tft the i^atne -way *, quite freeing with yoUf correspondent

"^7-T»iV* of ti-c fKf'iii:>» n 1 -n^vdo -^tij loi-'- '.o > "^tH-U-. 7''f--'(w;ir j1 lii"-f -

' * •

Asi''<f."g-r '^h6'VMt^thf6ats; 7tes, feariapffi^rfe,'grebfe^; k\^idg6(in^; '&c. SiLy
or at least the nearly allied species in each tribe. The same remark, too,

I would extend to subjects of entomology; and in this department you
have some able

'

cdh'efspondetits, veell ealculated for such discussions, as

Mr. Rennie, Mr. SWainson, aud
l(for the rhore minute insects especially)

Mr. Westwood with his lynx eyes. Mr. Stephens, too, if he would conde-

scend, might afford some valuable contributions, as might also that veteran

in scientific lore, Mr. Haworth.
" Omnia bene describere, qua? in hoc mundo
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H. V. D. " On the Value of complete Histories of Families of Animals,"
more especially where the diiSbrent species (as in the case of the willow-

wrens) so nearly resemble each other as to be with difficulty distin-

guished on a close inspection. I would suggest, too, that in all these

cases the remarks should be illustrated with figures, and the synonymes of

the principal writers on ornithology investigated and settled as accurately
as possible. =.,.•.

Mr. Yarrell's notice of two species of Gasterosteus, hitherto unknown
as natives of Britain, will set me to work ia examinijag the brooks in my
own neighbourhood, to discover whether or not they afford any besides the

common species. The discovery of a new species. of British fresh-water

fish is an event of rare occurrence, and one hardly to be expected except

among the minute and mpre neglected kinds, ^itJttpiit presuming to call

in question Mr. Yarrell's accuracy, especially ,:tao QO; a Sjubjecfc.which I

have. not particularly attended to, I woi^ld .resp^ee^fiiUy^sk,(and withidefer-

ence to his,, bettev judgment ^nd!exp^rifjnce),wfeether,ii;.js noj;; possible, that

the distinguishing marks he points out in the three kinds of sticklebacks

mayjipVar^^p i^Sier.friQipf? age pjfrftfiXijfiliv^pjfr^ni tr^^l ^peaifiotdiscrepance.

, Ar,ti,cle„Vm.,, M Qi;i.^he;Metaiia,orpho.iis, i^f aj Species )of. G&^sida,'by T. Hj,"
is ,^.f^ir,^pecji;n^)i ^f iu(ji,vjy^yal ^^<;>j^logi(^ i^y^^vjAiiQ^i lije^oltener you
p^e%^fl^j.U^.^wi|i|i^ pjip^r^-J^ tio§Qi% iJEixSW; li^. jYiSfflreU, ^^.a>lJl^ tb»

bp|;fpr.;rjj ^>..)Y'tjj'(io r;i')biiO( r:ano'j mov >-£; ,:'iP <:^o')(i
vj dt'A- Lnr ac C3 ut .

'

It 1^^, been, hinted tp pj|e„tl^a^.ft^§ in^roidUfition5,,ypTj;haye<ioc5asionaJly

given us to-different departipeht^.vPi^inf^ural history lare. not much jcelished

by somp pf your readers, though tp me^they ;appear quite in* place in such
a worjk as ypvirs. The one, however, relating, to Mpilusjcous.Animals, by
G. J., of which the,sixth letter is contained in, Ai'ticleIX.,;i^;aa able and ip-

teresting essay, abounding with infonnation on a difficult subject, generally
but little upderetood. 1 have read these letters with much; satisfaction;^

I entirely cpincide in ppinipn with Professor Hen^low as. to," the spe-
cific identity of Jnagallis arvensis and c^rulea" (Article XL), a point
which Yie, seems to, have, now demoastrated beyond all ppssibility of doubt.

Both varieties, occasionally occur together in tl>e saipe cpr.njfields; the

blue, where it is found at ^11, somefiixies, gr;eatly predominating over the

more comnipn kin4. I pnceir^troducedth^ fpiirmer, into the gardeuy where it

prppagated itself by seed for many yea^s^ afldj^pl^s^J greatly )mistak,e,' at

length degenerated inl^p the cpmmp«,sort |,>or, pei'h^ps,,rnore properly

speaking, \ pught tP aay, returned tp its prfginal t>"Pe.: X hope the^Pro^

fessor.will continue to prpsecut^,;his truly interesting experiments^ and to

communicate the results to the worl4,, through the medium of your pa^es.
The Rev. L. Jenyijs's

" Eemarks .upon the late-Winter of 1829^ 30," «&c.

(Article XfIL)j cannot fail to be read with ipleasur^, ,byrall who take an
interest in meteorological svibj^ctg. All remarkable .seasons,,aod such surely
was the pne in question, ought to be reporded in your Magazine. ,. , ,

I, shall lopk with some degree pf interest in a future Number fpr a splutipn

pf the difficult problem proposed by E. G. (Article XHI.), in the phenome-
npn of a "

singular appearance of the rainbow
"
seen on the shores ,o£ the

Solway Frith. Should it be thought,by any one that the, occurrence was
observed at a rather suspicious hour of the day, when haply, owing to some

slight temporary obliquity of vision, the observer might be led to fancy
that he saw more objects than were in reality, presented to the eye, I can

4if i;i_i 'Mr).. ;;!'• ; / ;* i< nu'Cinj i; '"','••? '.'''.
' m! t .^

a Deo fact^ . .^ .
T luerunt, ppiis .est P9]5> uniu^ hpmims, nec^ umus £evi.

Hinc . . .. Monograph! praestantissimi. -^'S'copo/i.
" To describe well all the

things in this world which have been made by Gt)d, i? more than the work
of one man, or of one age. Hence the great excellence of those who
apply themselves to the investigatipn pf individual genera pr species."
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assure him, on the authority of my excellent friend E. G., that the pheno-
menon was witnessed by several others in company with him, of whom, I

may add, more than one, as well as E. G. himself, the Cambridge tripos for

their respective years would point out as distinguished mathematicians.

The reference to "
Phil, Trans.y p. 1793.," should doubtless have been

"for the j/ear 1793."

On the review of Strutt's S^lva Britdnnica^ partial as I am to the subject
of which it treats, I am restrained by motives of delicacy, quite of a private

nature, from offering any remarks. I may, however, without impropriety,

express my admiration— in common with all those (and they are not a

few) whom I have heard speak on the subject
— of the beautiful wood-cuts

which the review has been the means of introducing, and which are so

highly creditable to the able artist you have employed. However expen-
sive these vignettes may be,— and from their merits I judge, Mr. Editor,
that you must have paid handsomely for ^hem,— I can inform you that

they are valued by your purchasers as they deserve to be, and serve to

bring your publication into repute. And here, as an individual subscriber

to your Magazine, I may be allowed to offer my thanks to the printer for

having, as it should seem, taken some pains in striking off the copies, so as

to produce clear bright impressions from the blocks. Of course I can only

speak of the specimens I have examined, which amount, however, in this

case to between twenty and thirty copies of the work. I cannot endure to

see a weak indistinct impression of a beautiful wood-cut. The sight of it

gives me quit an uncomfortable feeling, analogous to that (and of longer

duration) which you may conceive an alderman to experience when, sitting

down to a luxurious repast, he finds the turtle, venison, &c., utterly spoiled
in the cooking.

The Number 1 am speaking of, I observe, contains nothing under the

head of Retrospective Criticism, and but little under that of Queries and
Answers ; which constitute, to my mind, by no means the least interesting
or useful portions of your pages, and are those, indeed, which I usually
submit to the earliest perusal. You tell us you prefer giving these miscel-

laneous matters in masses ; and perhaps you are right. At the same time

1 would suggest, that the answers should in all cases appear as soon after

the questions have been put as circumstances will permit ;
and that

the Retrospective Criticism should be separated at no greater distance from
the subjects to which it refers than can well be avoided. Before I quit
the subject of this department of your work, I must beg to repeat the ad-

vice I have already given towards the commencement of my remarks, viz.

that you will not fail to exercise your own discretion on all matters that

are forwarded to you, and that you will unscrupulously reject such as are

unworthy of insertion. Queries are sometimes put to you, the answers to

which are not worth advertising for in print j
because any one the least

acquainted with the subject could, on application being made to him, at

once have satisfied the enquirer. Thus, for example, had your corre-

spondent Mr. Thomas Morgan (No. XV, p. 476.) applied to any one at all

conversant with entomology, he would immediately have had a solution of

his problem about the " minute eggs produced from the greenish and
black-marked worms which are found on cabbages ;" or had he only re-

ferred to Vol. III. p. 52. of your Magazine, he would there have found the

insect itself figured and described, though under a wrong name, as appears
from a subsequent communication on the subject by an able hand. (p. 452.)
It is rather too late in the day to put forth such matters as remarkable

occurrences. It is obvious that whatever a man observes for thcfii^st time,

is new and strange to him; accordingly some tyro in natural history, only just

beginning to attend to the wonders of creation by which he is surrounded,
observes some very common-place phenomenon, with which, of course he is

naturally much struck, and straightway he sends off an account of it to.
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Mr: Loudon as worthy of notice in his Magazine ; which is much as if a

countryman were to write to the Royal Society to inform its members, that

he had made the notable discovery that the earth moves round the sun,
and not, as he had always previously supposed, the sun round the earth.

People who liave paid little or no attention to nature are astonishingly

ignorant of the commonest phenomena. I really do not know that the

hackneyed story, narrated by Joe Miller, or some of his fraternity, of the

cockney, who, going into the country, and seeing an elder bush in full

flower, observed that he never in his life saw cauliflowers growing before,—
I really do not know that this is altogether improbable, or unlikely to have

taken place. I was myself once told by a gentlemnn, as a remarkable cir-

cumstance, that once in his life he saw what he called the flower of a fern ;

he was shooting, he said, and liaving occasion to climb up a bank, he hap-

pened to turn aside the fern with his .handy and there on the under side of

the leaf was the flower in
fulliperfectionil-acxt being) aware,* as it should

seem, thatihe miglit, gee the like any (day ihe- chose to«<look'fopit. I would

not, howevcii', t(9i;nnd?fstqod-fa$ iwi«hing)t©9 rigorously; toMsxclude from

yourip^gqs, all' qu?rie^.iOPi s^jbJQeJisgeneral!y>fa«niii&i7ftoiiiatraraHst&,
and well

undersjU><?4f» f^isiich qUBBiies.fiOiinetim£S((SeiTr«/diii the ,re^lyvl5ke 7?<^g5, as' it

were, lOnixyhji^h.itQ hang .jMnQat ^aindiUsefiaiiiittJeiijistoryof ithe matteriin

quf!sti/(?n,( iy^s]tl,•^ted^, pe^rhapfljiby/.further information.- ; Ati the-sartie'tirtie"!

would recommend you to ,be'aocasionally a little more sekct in your ichoice^

lest in these enlightened days of knowledge you qhould bechai^ged^ with

having filled your pages with remarks and notices' relating to facts already-

known to the less ignorant part of the world for some centuries past;' and

I trust that all your correspondents will have the good * sense not - to* 'feet

offended, should their communications at any time be deemed; lirasuifcable

for insertion in your miscellanyw-f-i^f.- ,!«• \'<ir>f- > - .- ' f-liHu/.
^ji*

>

I now take my leave of that portion of thetMagazine of NaturalJHistiory
on which I have made free to offer my remarks, assuring you that I always
look forward with much pleasure to the alternate month for the appearance
of your Numbers ; and I heartily unite witih you in the hope you express
of "

going on in the same course for many years to come, gathering strength
as you proceed j and «o rooting ihis j)eriodical into the literature of the country,
as that there must alwcii/s. m future he in ilie&e islands a Magazine iff-Natured

History" *5 Esto perpetuus.". Y<i\iYs^kc.\^^\B.,Coventry^iNovi^6. 1830.

Agronome's Paper 071 blobs's JRomder ilii//;—SiryWith the permission
" to

pick and cull" (or to reject) ^s you ithoAigbt proper, 1 cannot but express

my surprise thatyou should have ^iven an admission into tiie pages of your
excellent tand interesting v>^ork, the Magazine of Natural History, to the

article uA4^r tJlje signature
"
Agronome." (Vol. III. p.a09.)i ;What the

writer's meaning is, or under what head of natural historj' the subject can

be classed, I am quite at a loss to know. He has treated with levity the

bodily sufferings of his fellow-beings, when writhing under the effects of a>

lamentable accident ; and although he says of himself that " he is no blas-

phemer
"
(and I would fain not think him such), yet there exists, in the

language of which he makes use, a familiarity and, a grossness which it ia

impossible to read without regret, ahnost without disgust. Pray, Sir, look

to this for the future, nor allow an admission into a work of such interest

as your.Magazine of articles which cannot, I am sure, be to your ournXostOy

nor (I will venture to add) to that of any of your numerous fea4e»st • X
am. Sir, your well-wisher,— J. S. Manchester^ Nov. 7. 1830. . "^ >

We entirely agree with our correspondent, and regret exceedingly to

have admitted such a paper : how we did :
so we cannot well tell ; but our

readers may rely on our taking better care for the future.— Cond.

Mr. Ainswortlis Notes on the Pyrenees. (Vol.IH. p. 496-)
— Sir, In the

last Number of the Magazine of Natural History I perceive a memoir

entitled Notes on the Pyre7}ces,\<\'\itex\\)\ myself, and sent to you more

Vol. IV. — No. 17. o
'
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than a year a^o^ before my connexion with the^ Edinburgh Jonrnai of
Katural, and' (reogmphicat Science.' '^ot having sWen these Kotes in your

Journal, I inserted them with some alterations in the geographical collec-

tions of the Edinburgh Journal. As Mr. Cheek, not aware of these cir-

cumstances, has been indignant at a supposed plagiarism, 1 beg leave to

dlfer'this statement in explanation. The N'oles, as published in the Maga-
zine, contain the following orthographical errors, which I hope you will

apologise for to jour" readers, from its nothavifi^ been in your power tc?

send the author a proof for correction. j ,.',.•: v 1
• i. if

'

'!P_age 498. line 31., for "
geognostic stra^uin*' tead

'**

geognostic ^struc-

ture;"' 1, 44-., for "
superpositions" read "superposition." 501. 1. 36., for

"iilles" read "
alia." 502, 1. 25., for

" Lebau" read " Libau." 504. 1. 14.,

fol-
" Parhit" read "

Parrot';" L 17., for " Deehen" read « Dechen."

isbo. 1. ^6., i'ck
*'

alegnatio'n
"
read

"
alienation.'* 506. 1. 9., for

" Simoux "

read *^
Lin\oiix;" i.'27., for "

Bougues",read
"
Bouguer." 507. 1. 12>,

for
"

Port' cle Bcnasque d'Or" reatl
*' Port' de B^nastjue, d'Oo." .' I ara,

^nl^dl—Wiilfrnn Ainsivorlh. 172. Jicgnd Street^ Bccembcr 6. 1830.
'Vf,

^'^Tmlicail^ohhm c^l'Atumah.
—

Sir, Tn allusion to the controversy

B^t\veen*i™./OJ^t'.Vmlaire and t'uvier, respecting a general t}pical form-

:itfo*h''pf ail 'animal's, I'begtp'^rejnind you, that our own naturalist,^ MJr.

jR^acL'^^^y'^^so'^fty-
coiiu'i the opinions of the former, as to consider'

tlVat; tk^ 'riiodi^ications of a typical structure may be traced through liiime-

roii^voMi*^^ 'o'fT'er}^ t^iff^^^^^
but that he considers that nature

h^s?4*dop'fe'd Vi^q clistihfct pl^ that the vertebrate and annulose animals

I'esi^fecf-iveiy'rebrese'n't tlie, perfection of each of these plans, .and that ^1
c^t^rkhh^iy niay be regafU^ ^^iiti^e^m^kW^ke^tk^^1»;
~;)^*![?.'W,\,^'^«2>^. 1830?'''^^. v'''^^*^'*-'^'^^^^ '"^';'^

-*

The Tw^)ishe7'.—%iry 19'^ving'o'bserved',' in' Vo. XV- of ^his Ma^zirie fqt

Septeip^er, the assertion, of yojir correspondent Mr. Jennings, that the

Kingfisher is never seen* in the vicinity
of man's habitation, I beg that he

ffiay be informed, through' thfe' medium of your widely circulated work, that,

for the J^st nine
years, and' perhaps more, I have noticed that a pair.of

kihgftshep have uniforml}' constructed their nests in a hole of a bank which

pfbjpcts' over a piece of water on ihy, premises, not above lOO yards froiti

the house! Oh the top of the bank is a sort of hermitage or summer-house,
which^ tholigh not certainly much frequented, is enough so to justify trie

f-eiiiai'k of J. R. (Vol. II. p. 457.) I could also observe, that any one wlib

fs acqiiaihted with the scenery on the banks of the Thames, from Oxford to

Ileading, and even up to near London, must know that he caianot walt'a
mile without seeirtg or hearing the kingfisher; and that although, in sorhe

places, itmay be a (Solitary and shy bird, yet there it cannot be considered

as such.' These facts will, I hope, be sufficient to convince Mr. Jennings
that he is mistaken. If you can find a spare corner to insert this article,

you will greatly oblige, Sir, yours, &c.—An Observer ofXdture. Sept. 6. 18^6,

Snalicf! taking the Wafer. — Sir, Ih corroboration of Mr. Murray's remarks

(Vol. III. p. 450.), I beg to say, that, being when a boy very often at Ken-
ton ttall, in this county, I haxefrecptentti/ seen the common snake take the

water, crossing £he moats which on all sides surround that old-fashione^
mansion. They skinimed over the surface of the water, only occasionally

swimming under the surface, with the head above. As snakes are exceed-

ingly common iri that part of the county, I doubt not, many persons could

readily confirm the assertion beside myself.
—JV, J. Clarke. Ea^t Bergholt^

5?#2A^,'i^/.'^3. 1*83(3;'''''^^^:'^^^^

"''""'
T'

'
'

'

BmUformlwig their i\'(^'i'^5. —i- 1 siiall offei' a few remarks oti birds forsak-

ing their nests when their eggs are touched, as stated in yPur M:igazine.

(Vol. II, p. 1 13.) I have known years apo (when I was a lad,. and went to

school) instances, when a boy found a bird's nest, of his taking the eggs ; and
if not more than two''wei?6'l^id;%ubstitutti^gt^ snlsill rouiidish pebble;^.
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The greenfindi'aM^hecfgeyspaVrow appe^r^ fco iat'e'tlie least ribflce of the

exchange, and mvariably produced their regular number of eggs. But some
which were tried forsook their nests

; and, as far as I recollect, the gold-
finch, chaffinch, and wood-pigeon were most particular. I have known

boys in this neighbourhood to substitute pebbles for eggs very often. !,
I

some years ago found that a pair of hawks had appropriated the nest of a
carrion crow to themselves. I climbed to it, and took two eggs, the whole
there were ih'it, and piilled' out the greater part of the nest, supposing I
should thereby effectually drive them from the neighbourhood. jBut^ in jtHe
course of a fortnight after, piass'ing by the same tree, and lopking up at the

remnant of the nest, I perceived the old hawk's tail projecting over the ^i^e
of it. I again climbed the tree in silence, expecting (as? the nest was built

close to the trunk of the tree) to catch hold of her; but she perceived mie,

and flew off, uttering a sort of liarsh shrink, which attracted her nuite,;%d

they both
s.eyeral

times poiiificgd vvitliip' a. Varc) .of my face :. but, in, spite. ojT

^•is^e ny^ljce j^n .instanQq

was
abofli, the size ot a thrusl] ; put it coulcT rup tast, Thepupj)y caught i^

up ill its mouth, and ciU'ried it some distance across the field 1 was walkiqffup in Its mouth, and ciUTied it some distance across tbe liekl 1 \\ as walkipff

in, and then put it dowi,i unhurt. I was agreeably surprised to. sec the littl"?

thing extend its featherless wings and neck, and run in that menacing, atti-

tude at the puppy, which fairly turned tail. I immediately ^),ut
it,in .a p|ace

of safety, as a reward for itg com\i^ef—(-Sc6hv€ue'fmttco^^
Not(ing/iam, Aug. 30, 1830,

.,, *f^''",."',' \', „'.-,.'

~

.°' wit .,.,^,, .^, ,^,

De lie Aranere Acronautica; {the Aerial Spider Controvcr.'^Tj').
— " Uhe f^ftr

ture of this Magazine is, that the contributors criticise one another, ar^gi

every one who sends an article must take this into account.". (Cover^p^
Mag.y No, X.)

—
Sii*, Every reader of ^our excellent and useful

Magaziiji^
must observe, with regret, the very uncourteous wav hi which the

s])Tc|.^jr

controversy is carried on between Mr. Murray and Mr. Blackwali. I am
npi; personally acquainted with either of these gentlemen, and, therefoir^,

cap nave no biassed feeling. I see, indeed, much to admirein each; an4

on}y sorrow that two champions who liave entered the lists, to break a lance

inhonour of their fair mistress, Dame Nature, should do it with such
hostif^

feelings. My concern, however, is great at tin's squabble, as it tends mucli

to tower, in the esteem of its juvenile votaries, the beauteous and lovely

pursuits, of natural history, and bewilder their minds in the dark and intri-

cate paths of controversy, instead of alluring them to the sunny banks of

improvement and delight. Youth is too ajjt to be a pugnacious season,

both niental and physical ; and most opportunities
are eagerly graspecl atto

indulge this propensity, cither to gratify a feeling of ill-natiire, or the
anil^^i^

tioh of victory : both of which are at utter variance with the well fonned
and oe,ntle mind. In proportion as opportunities are offered and seized, so

will the young and unformed mind be sweetened b^^ a ivell dirceted pursuit
after the loveliness of truth, or jarretl and u)ihai:moniscd by ill directed

SQranibles:,eithei: of 5y^c^;n\jis| hpe a
great,^§l^^ |g.,§liaping the^irt!^

"^^v -A
..,,

I A'p \ -k ,}f';-, ,
,
noino^.-f; •-., . ,. rxuiv^\

1 am well aware. Sir, of the numberless phenomena m the exbaustless

sciei]|jCe of nature, yet quite hidden and iyiperfectly understood; and that

ac^JYC minds, in dihgent and anxious search after cauge and effect, will often

coiue in disagreeing contact: this is as it should be, and will stimulate ^o

exertion, call forth ability, arid ultimately elicit trutli. It is, indeed, a plea-
sure to' see noble minds, with all their vigour and subtlety, exerting them-

selves in unravelling the hitherto hidden mysteries of nature, and obtaining

G 2
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for themselves never dying fame in the admiration and gratitude of posterity ;

and it is, indeed, equally a sorrow to see the fair field stained and deformed

in serving the purposes of private pique, or party disagreement.
Natural history (too long neglected in this country) has become, or at

least is becoming, an important part of education ; and the soft rising

beams of its morning are silently and steadily creeping into the nooks and

corners^ dispelling the dark mists of bigotry, superstition, and error, and

leaving light and loveliness in their room. When this shall have spread

broadly over all parts of society, the rotten props of old established follies

will have gradually wasted away, and the dens and strong holds of mysti-
cism will be cleansed of their masses of Augean filth, which ages have been

piling together.
So much, therefore, of benefit to future society (whether it be regarded

publicly or privately) depending on the universal spread of nature's truths,

surely it is the duty of all well-wishers of the cause to pull together in

peace and harmony.
" A house divided," &c. &c.—K. O. Mofitgomcrt/'r-

shire, Oct. U.IS30.
Ascent of the Spider.

— The second edition of Aerial Electricity and Re-
searches in Natural History, I trust, will be found to contain temperate

arguments in favour ofmy peculiar view of the ascent ofthe gossamer spider ;

and I shall, indeetl, be surprised if Mr. Blackwall's theory, as echoed by Mr.

Rennie, be eventually found to sustain the assault successfully. Those who
once thought Mr. Blackwall's opinion plausible now say,

" A number of

facts, more or less bearing on the question, are here collected together ;

and if they do not establish the theory, they go a long way towards it." I

have made these remarks injustice to Messrs. Blackwall and Rennie, that

they may be apprised that their opinions are interrogated and weighed, fear-

lessly it may be, but still, I trust, in the spirit of inductive science. It is for

the public now to judge between us. As far as it regards myself, the subject
has been set at rest ; and I only now advert to it, to state my regret that I

"did not sooner receive the Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles, containing an
account of M. Virey's paper on the ascent of the spider, read before the

Institute of France. This author rejects the electrical hypothesis, as well

as that of Mr. Blackwall. "
II n'a pas donne," says Virey,

" selon nous, une

explication satisfaisante du phenomene de I'ascension aeronaut)que de ces

filamens." * He then adverts to their ascent in motionless air, in a close

room. M. Virey states a phenomenon which has been often recorded, and
I have frequently witnessed ; and it seems to me utterly inexplicable on Mr.
Blackwall's hypothesis ; their occasional sudden ascent, rapid as a dart :

—
" Un elan si rapide qu'on n'a pas le tems de bien examiner comment elles

disparaissent." f In considering Mr. Blackwall's view, this curious pheno-
menon seems to have startled M. Virey. His view of it, however, is alto-

gether peculiar ; in fact, he sees in these aeronauts only
"

tres habiles vol-

tigeurs
"

[" accomplished vaulters "]. He denies altogether the propulsion
of the thread, or at least its attachment, as necessary to the ascent ; and
considers that they dart into the air as E'laters spring forward,

"
par sauts

brusques
"

[" sudden leaps "] ; and that, in fact, the insect
"
nage dans Fair ;

que ces petites araignees volent avec leurs pattes." [jl Unfortunately, how-

ever, for this odd notion (to which we cannot, at any rate, deny the merit

of originality'), the legs of the insect are perfectly still and motionless in its

progress through the air. The entire paper, however, is so utterly ridicu-

lous and absurd, that it does not deserve a serious refutation. Indeed, M.

* "
It does not, in my opinion, give a satisfactory explanation of the

aeronautic ascent of these filaments."

f
" A spring so rapid that there is not time enough to examine how they

have disappeared."

I
" Floats in tlie air that these little spiders fly with their legs."
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Virey seems to have some forebodings of this kind, when, after having ad-

vocated the substitution of these "pattes volantes
"

for the wings of birds,

he thus concludes: "La nature modifie done les organismes selon les.

fonctions qu'elle leur attribue pour ses desseins, dans la republique de'

chaque monde !

" * I remain. Sir, yours, &c.— T. Murray. Aug. 8. 1830.

Your correspondent A. L. A. (Vol. III. p. 458.) is too bold in attacking
the authority of so eminent an entomologist as Mr. Kirby, upon a question
which nobody but himself doubts. The insect is a Cecidomyia, belonging
to the family CTipuiidse, and does

.
not possess, neither does Mr. Kirby's

figure represent, what your correspondent unscientifically terms a trunk ;

and yet the supposed possession of this trunk is the only reason which
A. L. A. offers for considering the insect to belong to the Culicidse.—
J. 0. W. Sept. 1830.

Pterostichus parumpunctatus.
— Your juvenile entomological readers will

thank you to correct the confused account of two very distinct insects

which a correspondent has sent you under the head of Pterostichus parum-
punctatus (p. 477.).— J. O. fF. Sept.\m().

J. C. Farmer must furnish a description of his two curculios (p. 477.)
ere he can receive any exact account of its habits, name, &c. Why did he
not himself endeavour to discover some of these things without asking for

information ? I recollect, when I was a schoolboy, the maxim constantly

impressed upon me was,
"
Read, and you will know." So I would say to

some of your correspondents,
" Endeavour to find out these things your-

selves; and the pleasure and information which you will derive will amply
repay your trouble." — J. O. W. Sept. 1830.

Erratum.— The following explanation should have accompanied the

figure illustrative of the metamorphosis of a species of Cassida given in

our last Number. For the sake of greater clearness, the cut is here re-

peated :
—

, «r, Cassida, the perfect insect, natural size, b i. The same, under and

upper views magnified, c. The larva, side view, natural size, c?. The same,
a posterior view, natural size, e. The larva, as it appears stripped of the

faecal secretion. /, The tail of the larva, as it appears in the early stage of

formation, g. The larva under change to the pupa state.

* "
It appears, then, that Nature modifies the organisation of animals

according to the duties imposed upon them in the various departments of

^i^s^svtM-^a^y.j."" - . .

G 3
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lymewmating Exotics.—Sir, I observe in Vol. III. p. 460. a reprobation,

by E., of the practice of disseminating exotics amongst our indigenous

plants ; to which you have, in my opinion, appended a very sensible query,
whether the beauiti^iAg of ottr wild scdneryie not a /thousand times more
valuable than exckisdve/cfevotloh to'thesingle science of botany"? 1 cer-

tainly should thJnk so."What mischief can arise from the practice ? Some
few botainistsmay be Ifedto jrank4print as indigenous oa such a plain or

mtwntainjivhicfe, in factiisnot so; ' What then ? Why, he labours under a

mistaken nTbeutJOs th6<>limit of tkci^vih -And; let. me. ask how he can be

ce:^tain':of the indi^nosity (to.-coin arword) of ailmost any plant. The wind,

biFds>' and other aiiimalsv are cdnstantilycdnvfeying seeds,, unintentionally,
li^om- their §oimev i habitatis td Inew ones, whier© ithey . are ^subsequently ac-

counted indigenous.-' ;Ar« not these 'asi imuch' transported as if by the hand
of I iharf h I

'

tWhy^l theOy^ fas- thwe isJno Security agaihst : foreign a»d perhaps

ilnseemiy>-8peci*ieiis)-bei«^ introduced- d» snohiwii^s, ^ould 4hera? bie an

dtiicryfa^nst) the mad i^Ikwiis; atritheiili-oublls ©(ff addiiig aifiaw-jbeautifiil

pldtotl" td 'Che!wild! fiaiesi aktody growiHg/inibny 'coi[<ntrytBi> ill beciiMciWilifon

a^ibiJarnQHtsi dh€tjTrtictkojibu^t S"'thei perfect .aBdi'aiifttfeentioje«felogu^9^iiiar

digenmu^ipiahts/hB imoptiohbi'bi) ia « d«sideriaiu«*y I tfean )iti must Ili^nx^ fli©.

IiidbpwidetAljiiO^^he'iimQdeyffcJflldissEratnatiodt afA«e««< spe^iwiens .which.I

h«ve'mfcntio)ied!,tfcltt€ {lang;^a(eitiised /pkiniiQf'jtheowjngMth«iireft«;e e^.ftowj^p-

gfeipdcniiB'-oTOndsang^tBeai^s M^/aireadyxiahsW mea&ly e^otiosbtonbeyija^i^d
aandnaet OttiT)native!^3la(irt3i -iSeaDelflrle'^kriofwfa'tef hriTehthusibecowrte wiljA

plantJ^^^maqy> others Jianrai dfuniMessI ^kmi^e^j^titmtUkni'rW^'iiWkifi^ip^in^
Muiiif^^civ^tj'l^^iy. i)in/oi ^j/isd 1 thuVn hnn ,?j-^n9Jti'A/ fAWm k 'U> TJJfj '*

''!ZTfe -jBd^Affi^-^nf/ow^ifyriiehtionedJrln/IViMcinii pu^eS.^naiikitif* ysoitee-jpiBipr

Nirrtibersl 'was t ©cdrisioned ! by seme t irbfllBctod »

linage' «6 - the/ ^wny » claused ;by

some'ldoking-glass dr 'wdij3d((iK^<in fehd neighfeotu;ing holise&5^!butiit-w«i^ vainr

tc^iattdinpt 'Speaking' defcidedlyflimlesi' perfectly acquainted with.the flocalif-

ti^ 0Fithesrtu«tioo[Tdsei^*hepkeniOBa«BQn QQff^i\Qdiur<H^T,1^owpsorki> NMh
O(rt3fl2iJliS30feJ Of!// fiJoi'rjq Jedj Itnuol ion a/cri I .'^nwo^ f-ji Ji5 rfu b^buoi
•?9i')Z') ^ijio'diojj djt AT boldooij ")ij> 'i9tevy p.iril to fjau sril oj /lonLtna i^y/br

'\A% moil
'{^Idfjdo'Uj lini^hii) «2.nnqi- yolqmo orl// Sf^oriJ dii' isrhi'jn f>i3'>n'i

dj>uoTdJ ^nifoJlii yd byftiinq aniooyd «f5rl dorri\?/ ,i^ilijy/ //on« lo luiofil;^ ^mji-

^•iobKlu.*
'yvM\H\^^A^^^f^^^> ^^m*^* )t<^^!H/^5%^^nn"

^^^ "' ^'^^'^ "^^'^

*:>'iJio;2 ,3noriJI odj "^riFwol'^lor^F i-j/zorom i!ftfrbM(nqqR AvA : j?izs )0i''

b(0odJSt>t7.r.>-^IfaiVh8lt Msayottaw theiafeudrpofaoodogybe most saccessffUly

'^^iOif^^^nVd'^imi^i'
branehes :^ tw-nTif)5^ jltr VF^ckhsm^ Oeti 6. IBSO; i

'

'2r^ftwk*dJntydduoiM7tto\KAtnr*c3Ilkt(nn/. is not a bad bo0ki;i>bQt fchereis

ai^ilBna/tio]y(sdi& of-
Introdueti(^s to< - Kaiuml Histort/ in; i preparation for

Mcaiite* (Lohgni&n, Whictowe ocwifideatly. expect will Supersede lerel'yitshiag,
Ndib<&bk?a^raorewaDtedi.«^ Co«B£f;'i': -.Mh : ;.. ,^ irxiii'Mii -'yy'M' _;/>•

,f^ii>^9^%7i^Ofi0 'Fmgusi***- Wed6- 'not< recollect that any 'of > mir txiytanickl

visitops^have 'remarked 'the 'beautiful? phosphoric fimgus whichJs' at this

sedfeottitO'bcJfbtind-in 'fullhixupiance on ourihills. It- is branchedybrratfeer
umfcyetli^roiiS', from eight )to tea or abnoreistalks proceeding from-one trunk,
forming *an littibetjiof about 6 oriSiimiJin dianiBtear. At night, or in a dark

robm', when fref^h gatheredyajv^ryfstrong .phosphoric' light is emitted >from

tht*^lls'ond^rrieath^j so 'strtwAgindeediasntO' occasion/a ^ade,-a»d'suffi-

cifehtly^powerftri to illiirtiinatfr a -bed^+roomi i -(^o/irtrf jTfeg^'n Courier.) / -

' Oah any' of your readers informiape lif^thc'si^tanee alluded to be a

fur^UsyandV if sointa namej' alliances, and whether It is peculiar! tO!Van
J}ie\rimi*s lismd?.-^'John Smpso». LlmiberriSy Oxri. h 1829. >.•) -nrt; < ^

Tk'e Cause d/Gdiir'd.-i^ Sir, Being accustomed on the disappearance of
the snow t<> lay aside my printed books, in order to study the great
volume of nature, until the approach of winter sends me home to the in-

vestigation and arrangement of the fruits of my summer rambles, it is by
mere chance that 1 have noticed the queries relative to goitre in Vol. II.
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p. 301. 403., which only reached me late in the spring; and this will ac-f

count for my not having earlier sent yoii!'a few desultory observations on
the subject.- ,...>; : , ;, ..I'utKjf hu :h- ,)/i.!.^ >f*>,' d m' .\ -r

On my arrival in fSwitzei-land/ eight 'Jeiais siocfe, IfcHl ' dcsiffOusI lof .form-

ing some correct opinion relative totliis defaraiityj my subseqtrent wan-

derings have extended to nearly: ev(icy 'corner..of Switzerland, and most

parts of the neighbouring -difetricts of Piedmont, the Tarantaise, and,Savoy,
where goitre is excessively frequeBti;' andi-asvmy rambles areJalyyiaiya iper-
formed on footi I have had the best opportunities! of fetoppiug "at any mo-
ment to tnake such enquiries as might suggest themselviefi; I; began by
noting the different opinionswhich had;beenformed uponthe 3ubject,iin order
ta ascertain which would be bfest.supported by fehCiEiccumstaucesi joif each
individual case ; ahd the result'of -muchpatiileinli invjefetigatioa i&iiniadopitioia

ofithcyiews taken by Goxe, and detailed in Msil^tterifroin'-'the V,alais,

dated' ;Aug/22(vl?'7i6. r He there a*tribotjd»jthe diseatee-iioibh&xpresen'CefeQf
tufeiui the water ArMk hy th«iioiiiabitanls ;<iandl I have iifevearjoia^serredit

to
'jir^'^ail'in*

idiitridtgiiycberje /tufaiivasi Mot,> irij/tliefi aeigfeMbrhxpbdirpi'jAhfe'

spi'iAjgs,* sor i^tepe ) the> ^M»6el^^.an Jexitradpattoii^ )if^t\\e)iemit&ft&ih
hmo fuatally

cari'im; 'didinot prove^ttd ismaiJaiwla^^ekyivsidekablebqawa^
m?ii^^ m-'^/u^mimii^okciioniD th«!iatten;iH*»(Qlition!a|)paarsrtesbntiiidyfifei»ffl|ther»

caloaii^iis nofhilitiiou^ ipartidle^j hosfqvfeDrinbartrtpyiin)fe 'stiatv4)ofi(Bn»chanicali

sHSpeft'sionlpiJOdack'the eifesfi. b3>dkfi)oJi«fflHknpkL ri^-^^j:w0ibtem^skmit^d^
near the>aa»Apcelof>th€i Vispboah^wiiicbassMfes fpamiqheimmenQ© ^ftjciers.

extendki^\}3eifi>w^en<Moi^'Rotsacpnxi'Xbe3MirttdrhxMrni yoiiJ are/ pcesoaA^^^with;

water of a milky whiteness, and which I have found atiM<lti*]bid>bft^l\\tt

iigpo<3e of tweitty^four 'h<Air§ : •

HrefullyrfiU^redjdtithowBver^VrtiftlaSis^^^arfc^ly
a trace' of earthy •ri]ial5tery:a(ndi the intitdbitantsofdhJb' )ndghb©urbood-«iE€l ifnee

from goitre (& proof that snow wkboi* bate nbljhirfijgiito idO'Watbitj).i*he.im*^

petuosity- of'thc kxrrent prevents th^ depbsktiatijof thi^»ioipUritip6,ta[nd)at(ifesi

jundtion^^with '^ BhartJe^ after a- c(MniF6«i:of i nitse rletigaesi! at- is^ ne^arij^ -as

clouded as at its source. I have not found that persons who c®i!tfele4;hen*-^

selves entirely to the use of this water are troubled with goitrous excres-

cences
; neither are those who employ springs (arising probably from the

same glacial or snow water, which has become purified by filtering through
the soil) in the

uppejL%p^^^|Df\t|^^, y^^^t^f St^Njq|iolas,
where tufa does

not exist: but, approaching the lower levels towarcTs the Rhone, goitre

b^gii»-t0>appear aiiiojogst .per(soi]tein»siii^? water/as tiiitipidia* ciyeitaljoJklid

which* hasliarariabLyafibcdtod rale stiroAg indieatifiansidf'iidaaJseQiiSimHtitfsriin,

solutidn J)aHldI%'enqlliriesilflA^&ial•way«\^ed^to^thdd^
tufa.>5^ Thi&(pnc^ inatanceatey be^m>taskfer€sd^Jia^A.6«firJa^l«^.o£'y^^^

irkar^eaiirorabep crfndiJar/vadiQi^s siniiiaFljflc^
have never inclined me to adopt the opiniort that-^oitr^ wasidueStoiithe

effectioffft stagnant awid ssaaffbcating min,< 'althoagli nob.\cljJi*bting in xthe least

tlidt s*iich an atoiosphere naayih^wneia teiyipoivyreuflrl inflhence by/induoing a

geijeral debility^ iwhidi; may irelnder ihej-coostifeutidhillessi able to resist the

ofierotionfof tire prii4iai!y'oafis^li;9FherliEJ(ldowia^oiBcutostances will, perliaps,
bBiallowedito support'me mrthasiconcliasion;^-^ I haVe met with many per-
sonstof .the middlfeiclassesii-who, in* consequence of a greafeei" attention to

cleanliness, ihore exepcise,'a more generous .diet, and using but little of the

water, plight be expected tc> enjoymore robust! healthy anel who constantly
inhabit places exposed 4o the. most oppressive atmosphere, without being

materially or at all affected, although surrounded by goitre in its most dis-

gusting forms amongst the lower classes, who are dirty, idle, and ill fed.

in many tufa: districts of the Cantons oi Bern -and le Vaud, in which the

suffocating air of the Valais is never felt, but where the atmosphere is most
salubrious and refreshing, goitre amongst the lower classes is extremely

prevalent. Finally, in many parts of Italy, where the air is still more

oppressive, if possible, than even in the environs of Sion, the natives,

G 4.
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however weak and emaciated, are free from goitre ; the districts in question
being equally free from tufa. The remark which has been brought forward,
that the children of the peasantry, who are removed to the purer air of the
mountains on first being attacked, soon recover, is no more applicable to

One theory than the other ; as, on their removal to the mountains, they
quit at the same time the debilitating atmosphere and the contaminated

springs.
I shall now refer, in a cursory manner, to a few passages in your Maga-

zine, and in Coxe's letter.

Mr. J. V. Stewart (p. 301.) is not aware of goitre having been observed
in the brute species. He will find that Coxe speaks of it as affecting

dogs ; and I have seen several, particularly at Bern, who have exhibited

them of no very ordinary proportions ; but I do not, at the present moment,
recollect having noticed them in any other animal. Coxe speaks of the
assertion that foreigners who settle in Switzerland are never attacked, and

questions whether this may be really the case : a great number of stran-

gers having chosen this magnificent country for their chief residence, since

the conclusion of the war, the point is no longer doubtful, many having
been attacked. The natural horror with which these excrescences are

viewed by those who have not been accustomed to see them from their in-

fancy would, of course, occasion prompt measures to be adopted for the

dispersion of the swelling, on its first appearance ; but, as the disease has

frequently made its attack, there can be no reason to doubt that it would
not have proceeded in its ordinary manner, had it been neglected.

Obscuras (p. 403.) asks. May it not arise from some peculiar disposition
in the muscles of the throat, which certain habits of life have, by time,
rendered hereditary ;

and is the disease curable without having recourse
to the knife ? To the first I shall merely observe, that goitre is seated in

the glands and not in the muscles of the throat ; and a medical gentleman
remarked to me three years since, that he had noticed a singular circum-

stance, viz. that in different districts, neighbouring, but not the same, glands
were most usually affected. This would seem to indicate that, probably,
not certain habits of life, but rather the continuance of the disease during
several generations, had established a hereditary susceptibility in certain

glands to become diseased in preference to the others; and as the inhabi-

tants of this country usually form their connections in their immediate

neighbourhood, intermarriage may have established the peculiarity in the
different localities. The remark struck me as being interesting ; but I have
not sufficient anatomical knowledge to turn it to any account. To the
second question it may be replied, that the knife is never resorted to for

the extirpation of goitre ; but that the disease is perfectly curable, at least in

its early stages, and in the male subject. The medicaments resorted to

are, I believe, all of them preparations of iodine
; but these, when taken

'

internally in their purer forms, are classed amongst the powerful remedies
which require to be used with caution. The preparations are of several

descriptions, such as a candy, which may be taken in considerable quantity ;

a stronger dose prepared with Malaga wine ; or still more powerful drops,
which are administered in small quantity. There is also an unguent, made
with the hydriodate of soda, which is perhaps preferable; as, being a local

application, it acts more immediately on the affected parts, without at first

materially attacking the glands in general, as is more or less the case when
internal remedies are used. I have a son, who arrived in Switzerland when
fifteen months old

; at the age of about four years he showed symptoms of

goitre, which were removed by a few days' application of the ointment, and

iceeping the throat warm by a piece of flannel. During two years I took the

precaution of having the water, which forms his usual beverage, boiled,
when calcarcous matter was deposited in great quantity : to obviate the

Hmpleasant effects of recently boiled water, it was exposed for some time
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to the air in shallow vessels ; frequently rendered a little sparkling, by pass-

ing through it a stream of carbonic acid gas ;
or slightly chalybeate, by the

galvanic action of a small rod of iron immersed in it, round which a fine

silver wire was previously twisted in a spiral manner. This, and strict

attention to his general health, have secured him from any subsequent
attack.

I have stated that the disease in its early stages is curable in the male

subject. Females of the upper classes, who avoid the debilitating course of
life to which the peasantry are, from necessity or choice, exposed, are not
often seriously affected ; so that the disease exerts its chief malignity on the
fair sex of the lower ranks who neglect it in its early stages, after which
the remedies prepared from iodine cannot be safely resorted to. Even when

applied locally in the form of ointments these are found to act strongly on
the glands in general ; so that unless the earliest symptoms are attended

to, the iodine has time to affect the glands of the breast, which in some
cases have nearly disappeared before the incipient goitre was removed.

These observations seem to throw some light on the question of Ob-
scurus. What noxious qualities of the water in the neighbourhood of Lucca
would the iodine contained in them tend to neutralise ? It would be de-

sirable to examine the contents of the water, and to ascertain in what state

the iodine exists ; but, as iodine is compatible with the presence of tufa, is

it not probable that, instead of neutralising the noxious qualities of the

water, it may act by rendering the glands capable of resisting their effects ?

Its proportion is, no doubt, very trifling ; but it would be well to observe
what may be the result of the liabitual use of water containing it. It is so

long since I strolled into the vicinity of Lucca, that I have no recollection

of having noticed any striking peculiarity in the form of the females ; but
should my wanderings again lead me in that direction, I shall not fail to

cast an eye towards the busts of the natives, and also to ascertain whether
the udders of the cows and goats are materially affected by drinking the
water.

Should any of your readers visit this country with a view to the study
of its botany or mineralogy, I shall at all times be happy to supply them
with such information as my local knowledge may enable me to afford.

Yours, &c.— P. J. Brown. Thun^ Canton of BerUy July 14. 1830.

Cause of Goitre. — Sir, Obscurus (Vol. XL p. 403.), among several

questions which he proposed relating to goitre, or bronchocele, wished to

know what was the most generally received opinion as to the cause of that

disease. As your correspondents, Mr. J. Aaron (Vol. III. p. 192.) and Old

Bengally (Vol. III. p. 470.), have not attempted to satisfy him on this

point, perhaps a few additional remarks on the subject will not be deemed

superfluous.
Goitre is a disease very prevalent in Switzerland, more so, I believe, in

that country than in any other part of the world ; it is also not uncommon
in some parts of England, especially in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and
Sussex. As to the cause of this malady, there are different opinions ; but

as, whatever it be, it is more predominant in Switzerland than any where
.else, it is by examining the physical condition of that country that we should
endeavour to discover the nature of the poisonous agent. By some, the
swelled necks of the Swiss have been attributed to the air of the deep val-

leys ; by others, to their food ; and by others, to the water, not the snow
water. It is this latter element, or rather some mineral substance held in

solution by it, that is generally accused in the present day of producing the

singular deformity in question. We are told that the food of the inhabit-

ants cannot be the cause of it ; for some parts of Switzerland are compara-
tively free from goitre, while the diet is the same, or very nearly so, through-
.out the country. The hypothesis of its being caused by some deleterious

quality of the air has but few, if any, espousers in our tinje. It is theq
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ascribed to some unknown influence of the Alpine waters. The facts which
arc brought forward in ^ipport of this theory may be briefly stated. It is

observed that the rivers, both great and small, that take their origin in the

glaciers, and other elevated-crusts of ice and snow, become in a short time

perfectly luhiie, by being mixed with the particles which they wear from

rocks and mineral substances in their noisy and precipitous routes to the

lakes below. Hence, water taken from any of these streams deposits, by
standing, a prodigious quantity of saline and mineral substances. When it is

considered wlrnt inikiitfc variety of materials constitute'the beds and banks of

these Alpine rivers^ and thequantityof//«^W/KS which they carry with them,
there can be little doubt that such ingredients, when conveyed into the sto-

machs of the inhabitants, exert an important influence. This supposition
seems to admit of proof, by the fact that

^Oitregi-adually
and progfessively

deoreftses ab -we descend the:Rhin6; a iriver'thut rises in the Alps and is chiefly

suppHed'byrAlpin^ watepg." tt'i8'<sc««'C6)3ineces^ry to obsei-ve-, that- the

river^depiositsy
as- itjiricrea^esl it$i discancfe froni' fch<e Ji^lps^ 'tli e'ingrddients with

whioh iti iwas
im^regnabedi

i and>be<i<9mes? rnkGd-irith' «iu5c?li^vv stream^ frorii

riversiriot'Ai^nei. ofThet^meichakigeis hXm oli^vablei in''tHe 'Rhoti^. 'The

Upper* >Rh6nB',)\i'liem; *t 'falte-* irit®»vthe'tafoe ^f ' ^\ihe4^, 'A^^'Am\iWei&k "t6

whiteaess?;; bai i*s waiter^, wbHfe Jtiearit'^iii^BOfcht itt the' 'Jakef, -'fcifec^Tde'cMr;,

andi'Jjass ^through tbencity; ©f -^enevalikfe tmttWkicdrtti $)tfearns -of bluish'

crystal.
' 'Among thhseiwho'linhabit the tenks, ami' i^^^

upiper or turbid Rhoneytherte are twenty goitres fbk'dnethai; p^ bfe'se^^ifl'

tbe coiaintry^odjadentito^the'lerwerdr filtered Rhone*, in
its'fA-ogi'^fes,

below
the.Lake of (jreneva^ to the Mediterranean. ' In further proof of the theory
which these fecCs seem to v^ify, it may be observed, that analogy als6 would
leadaistD.the sanie conclusion; As there is a mineral or saline feubstaU'ce

found itt! nature,'which incapable of retiiotmg swelling of the neck and of

many other parts of the body (for instancei iodine), '\*hy shmWd there not

be another mineral or saline substance which is capable of prodileing the

same kinds of swelling ? Tiie&ame valley that sends forth the miasma which
caivses ague, gives bdrth to^the tree from wliich cfuinine, which cures the ague,
isobtaiiied.>-'rJo in- irjAnn^ nod: iy.^>: f'(ut .-ilvt; alV r •;.'/;!•;:«;)!/•>'; -u'li .»

Althougb;i»uc}i;hdsil|«^Isaifl"ifei^i»ie(tidaUaf»d :scieh«ifk?»iaettJ.*f'»fbrmer

times in
oppoffltio»i!lo'<dw9/e{WiiioTppelfttihg'to the cause of go^tfe, yet it is,

perhaps, as-likely'tij^'beJitrtiflJSaiJ^y othei- opinion that might be adducedi
The deleterious agent, howevei^j Whi^-h produces goitre in'Switzerlahd, seems'

to diflfer in< its effects from that which produces the same disease in Erig-
land.-. Thei general healdi-of those who hare swelled riecks in thife country
does not suffer oiueb; on the conti'ary, the whole constitution of the Swiss
falls aprfey to tlterdeskructrve principle. Bronchocele is but one prominent
feature.of a universal physical and intellectual deterioration, which pervades
the inhabitants of one of the most romantic and beautiful countries in the
world. Their enormous heads j their 'imbecility of mind, and their stunted

formsi arrest the attention' of the traveller at every step of his progress in

tranrersing the Alpine regions. The poet justly exclaimed of Switzerland,
/I !

*' Man i^ the only platnt that dwindles here."

I remain, Sh-jryours^ &c. •*—./. Jo»^^. Limifaw^ Mcnttgomevyshire^ Sept. 1830.
Substancefound in the Stomach ofa Horse.— Sir, Having noticed (p. 447.)

the description of a hard substance found in the stomach of the alligator,
I take the liberty of sending you a description of a substance, although
widely differing from that, which was found some time ago in the stomach
of a horse, and presented to me. It is nearly round, cracked on one side,

soft, and gives to the touch ; it is of a light ash colour, and bears more
resemblance to sponge than any other substance 1 am aware of, but is rather

more fibrous. Can it have been formed of hah- licked by the animal off' its

shoulders ? An answer, through the medium of your Magazine, would

greatly oblige, Sir, yours, &c.— T. W. JJ. Greenwich^ Sept. 6. 1830.
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Partridges arid Moorhcm {Note from a Journal^ ,1826).
— I was

once detained for an hour or two iii the night at Hal, in Flanders. When
the daylight broke, I went into the court-yard of the post-house, and found
amusement in watching the behaviour of sundry birds which were shut up
in a large cage suspended against the wall. I hav« forgotteh many of them,
but I well, remember that there were quaiis, partridges, moo^rhens, sparrows ;

goldfinches, canaries, and mirk, besides several otliers, which' appeared to be
reconciled to their plac^ of confinemerit, and to each other, with a solitary

exception. Whilst the owls were composkag themselves to sleep after* their

midnight watch, and the twittering and musical *

gentry were piping all

throats, to repay those grave-looking gentlemen 'for the hooting theyhad
kept) up all the time the others had been at rest, the morning ortly seemed
to be to, the partridges and moorhens, what ittUsed to be to the Greeks and

Trojans in ,the days of Ajax and* Hector,: the ^^'sigHali-timeftM- strife.'' Nev«r
didil^see sueh. worki aa those quari^lsome ifellow&rnvade .qf''itj<'whaitl the

aqiiatio ,biilds had d©n<?i ^ coiUld, Eot leam^ toutitbepai'tridgtes-did nothihgibut
chas$ thew i«^out, i)ackw!al'ds!arKlifoPwapd»ydfdund ^ndnep^n^i (without mercy^
anti|\vi4hwt^|r§Ifrxftti0ii;; y-iQuoc <Ml)twioej;ti*©' m«^^^

borwi^)^t^0jtiwg,^^vitli J J>iiixlar> «jiw7ro»*i;i6vu^w(ifip* wateni b€;st??]i: hvit\i\S

sQf^vi^.,h^^ i^he^ .(fCln^itJejied f

tjaei^is^lvetemie ffitdna ibntAier mbiestatiewj thaa

tlluEj ifl^^idg^ft :§-¥|>af^dpd f Itfciejr! ejij»f)ed/ wingSjUandi made ai i«»rt 1 of' indirfeot.

p^Q|>i§?a*j fefee ^\^§i\ip\ii\m&'iit^^?l9<\timjo>w^s 'imdne^H&neUAsk^^f'm^m&y^ ^^e
sagjjfe'f^] ;<that the^pfe i^^^i ;.Ei(<l)>iatfi*}6ti6e . betweeh»!lthe> ic«HnbatiaBtr< tiil' night
cj«HQrjiafldi that,theyihrid kept up that fim foi-Zseveral day8<:>'dvbr sihci, d«

^ioffty. the, partridges, who /were > the JohnnfjKewoomes, -haJ beed^ there.

Wljietheri the game is still eontinued>>iI know tnot a probablyj now < the Hoi-;

landm'iS and the Brabanters have -learneid' theiisporfe-,!
the birdsj ar© uO' more.

But what I should like to know isj whethef tthfe' piartridge -is alwayis a pug*
nacioua.gentleman, and the moorhen generally a dowardj or whether it is

more likely a private quatrel or jccilotlBy ©Xiistin^'lbetweeU these^ individual

represefttatives of the^^iSjjeciesw . . Whilst' the chti&e. continued, the area was
free to the combatants. The owls now and then winked an observation on
what^ w^as. going, oa ibeloiw-; and fthelgaonfal'ler 'birds (kept hdpping about, from

peroh to perch,; and singingj
i as if they were* nwisieiitos hired to play on the

oiJcasion of the gladiatorial eshibitioia iq& theip. fellow-prisoners. —t- W^B.

. Ji^pmiidgus <euvQp(B\si '—
Haf^^e-apyl-cHB i^iifeadeni -<>£ Ihe^Magsi^n^ of

Natural Hjistory kept the Caprimjulguii 'euspopSae'^tiSffrtia'cage ? '.Btiiing 'the

present >season I eatight one, apparently from fivie tovsixfweeks )6ld, as it was

capable.of flying a distance of 200 yai'ds at the tome I caught it. I kept it,

in *a state of perfect health, between 'two/aaad ihre«i weeks, feeding it on
boiljed; eggs and meat, but I iwa»s always obliged to open its mouth when
fed J'^ad Irohi its natural! -habit; of taking' its food- >on the wing, 1 do not
think it ever woildd have picked, or opened its iiwuth to be fed. After keep-
ing it the t-une specified, it flew away, froiii the /carelessness of the young
man to whose care I had confided it, he having left the door of its cage
unfasteaedi I am. Sir, &c.^•!— TvSwwai ^//i>. York^ Oct.lQ^l^W* r.

Curious N^st.mui JEgg'S.'^ Sir, I have been invitedy through the medium
qf. your valuable publication, to sleud you an account of a nest and eggs
which were brought to me by a boy on the 84th (^' May last, and were
taken in a thick wood near the village where I reside. The nest was placed
in H yovmg nut tree, about 15 ft. from the ground : it was composed outside

of thorns, sticksj and large roots; inside rather deep, and lined with very
smaill curly roots, twigs, and three or four large borsechestnut leaves; and
somewhat resembled, both in size and texturcy that of the jay. The eggs
were five in number, and, when taken, of a most beautiful flesh colour; but

since that time they have faded greatly, and now are more like a colour
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called French white. They are entirely spotless, and very elegantly shaped,

being about the size of a missel thrush's. The boy who procured them

says that the female was sitting on the nest ; and that he was obliged
to drive her away by throwing stones. He describes her as being very

beautiful, and says that she endeavoured, as much as possible, to scare him

away, by uttering a sharp hoarse cry, and by repeatedly clapping her wings.
I have taken one of these eggs as a specimen both to the Oxford and Bri-

tish Museums, where there are collections of eggs, and have compared them
with the different sorts there, but could never find any which had the least

resemblance to them. If any of your correspondents could mform me what

they are, or where I could get them named, they would greatly oblige me.

I have a pretty good collection of British birds' eggs, but among them there

are a great many the names of which I have not been able to learn in any
of the works on that branch of natural history. It is greatly to be regret-

ted that there is no good publication to which a person can refer on that

subject ; and I am convinced that, if a work were undertaken of that de-

scription, it would well repay the conductor's exertions, particularly if the

figures were luell drawn and coloured.— An Observer of Nature. Aug. 14.

1830.

Lord's Island, Derwent Water.— In the summer and autumn of 1820 I

resided, with a party, during the Cambridge long vacation, at Keswick, in

Cumberland. One of our chief recreations was to navigate the beautiful

expanse of Derwent Water, visiting the islands which so gracefully adorn it.

We had heard of a tradition amongst the natives, that the ghost of the unfor-

tunate Lady Derwentwater, who is said to have climbed the steep face of

Walla Crag, and so doing to have given a name to the projecting mass of

rock called
" The Lady's Chair," visited Lord's Island, once the seat of

the attainted nobleman, every night ; and that her spirit, in the shape of a

bird, whose melancholy tones were known to all the boatmen, flitted about

in the branches of the ancestral trees, as seeking rest and finding none.

Popular traditions, doubtless, have an origin ; few of them, however, are

inexplicable. It was our amusement to visit Lord's Island by moonlight :

I have perfect recollection of the notes of the bird alluded to ; yet, though
we hunted about the island, and hurled stones amongst the trees, no one

ever saw any bird fly from the island, notwithstanding we stationed watchers

around to notice its departure, having a desire to discover, if possible,
what mortal body Her Ladyship's spirit deigned to inhabit. This, however,
we could not effect. It is many years since I made a moonlight voyage to

the islands of Derwent Water : but the remembrance of my happy sojourn
there is too agreeable to me, not to make any illustration of its interesting

inhabitants desirable ;
and if you can dissolve the charm which fancy is fond

of framing at the expense of reason, I shall be obliged to you.
— W. B.

Clarke. East Bergholty Suffolk, October 1. 1830.

Rooks detecting Grubs.— The author of the Journal of a Naturalist,

speaking of rooks, says,
"

I have often observed them alight on a pasture
of uniform verdure, and exhibiting no sensible appearance of withering or

decay, and immediately commence stocking up the ground. Upon investi-

gating the object of their operations, I have found many heads of plantains,

the little autumnal dandelions, and other plants, drawn out of the ground
and scattered about, their roots having been eaten off" by a grub, leaving

only a crown of leaves upon the surface. This grub beneath in the earth

the rooks had detected in their flight, and descended to feed on it, first

pulling up the plant which concealed it, and then drawing the larvae from

their holes." (Ed. i. p. 184, 185.)' If it be true that the rooks in their

flight detect the gnib tinder ground, I should be much obliged to any of

your correspondents who would give some account of the means whereby
this discovery is effected.— X. 2>. September 2S. \Q^0.

'
'

. Bewick's Birds, r- 1 hear that there is a ne^v edition oi- Bewick^s. Birds
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either In the press, or lately published ; if so, I should be glad to see it

reviewed. If what I have heard was a mistake, be so good as to inform me
what the latest edition is, and whether the figures are well done.— An
Observer of Nature. Sept. 6. 1830. Those who are interested may answer

this query.
— Cond.

A Ball containing an Insect,— Sir, Walking in the fields the other day,
I discovered a ball hanging from a dried plant, about the size of a hazel

nut, which at first sight presented the appearance of a piece of wool,
rolled tightly up, but upon opening it I found it full of small pentagonal
cells, formed of a substance which resembled tissue paper. Some of the

cells were empty ;
others contained a brown dust-like substance, evidently

decayed matter ;
and in one of them I found nearly the entire body of an

insect, so minute that I could not distinguish its parts with the naked eye :

however, upon examining it with a glass, it presented to me the appearance
of a species of wasp or bee, but with antennae the length of the entire

body. The annexed sketch {fig. 14.) will give you a farther idea of what

14

a. Insect magnified.

b. Natural size.

c. The ball as discovered.

d. Section showing the cells

I have imperfectly described ; and if you or one of your correspondents
will favour me with the name and habits of this insect mummy, with which
I am totally unacquainted, it will gratify, yours, &c. — H. Gt. Missenden,

Sept. 30. 1830.

A Caterpillar infesting the Sycamore Tree. — Sir, Towards the latter end
of last month I found, under a sycamore tree here (Greenwich), a cater-

pillar about an inch long, very much resembling that of the common tusr

sock moth. It has one orange tuft of long fine hair on each side of the

back, near the head, and three more of the same colour on each side of the

back, near the middle of the body ; the remainder of the tufts are of a gam-
bouge colour ;

all along the back, between the two rows of tufts, is a row
of oval white spots, surrounded with black, which is the ground colour of
the whole body. The head is shining black, with an orange triangle of the
same bright appearance above the mouth ; the insect feeds upon the syca-r
more. Can you or any of your numerous correspondents inform me whether

jt is the larva of the sycamore tussock moth (iVoctua aceris) ; and if it is,

whether it is esteemed a rare insect by collectors ? An answer would

greatly oblige, yours, &c.— A. E. Greemvichy Sept. 6. 1830.

A Species of Bee which perforates the Corolla of the Bean in search ofHo-
ney.
— In the month of July last I observed in my garden, on a great

number of the corollae of the bean ( Ficia i^aba), on the superior part, within

about two lines from the calyx, a small dark spot, which, on closer inspection,
I found to be a perforation ; waiting a short time, I saw a bee alight on the

flower and pass its proboscis into the hole, and so on, from flower to flower.

The little fellow found the orifice with the utmost adroitness. I afterwards

saw him fix himself upon an unperforated blossom, and perform the ope-
ration of boring it in an instant. The corolla of the flower being deep, and
the proboscis of the little animal comparatively short, he is obliged to re-
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sort to this expedient to rob it of its nectared tweets. Will any one of your

correspondents (in case the fact h^s bfeeh obsel'ved before) inform me of

the name of the bee ? —^ i?.\^. !P/«^or. Motiigomeri/skire, Oct. 11. 1830.

A lobrst6r4ike Tnsedt cittadkifig the Leg of a 'Hoicse-Jiy.
—

Sir, As I was

yesterday (July 18.V reading in the parlour, my attention \vas accidentally
attracted to a corilrh'ori housfe-fly (Mfreca carh^ria), which was chafing its

fore-legs in a vei^ umisucil' Way. On dldser exaWihatian, I foun^d, to my
surprise, that a small insect was firmly attached to one of its legs, which
the fly wa* ineffbctually endeafOttring to dislodge.

'
On applying a magnify-

ing glass, my surprise was greatly iircreased by finding that the irtSeJct which
had seized the fly's' leg had claws pretise'ly resembling those of a lobster,

with one of which it had grasped the ullfortlmate fly ; its body was flat, like

a bug (CJmex), ahd' res'eti^bled that'ib^ect in Colour, but was smaller. I

unfortunately lost sig-ht of thfe fly itV an linsiiiccessftil attempt to' capture it.

' •

Surprised'and interestdtl 'at th6' feddne^s df the cii^citi^^stailCe, leoHSulted

seferai' 'boo^k^ tin *entomoibg^,' litit'WitUbtit' finding'aWy ftCc^btttit of so ctiHbiis

aliinatf^t.' lA' ttWfe erMj^rfU^yniynt T'anVlhtlil^d tp'^fettd y6tl- this \bi4ef ac-

count, in the hope that you. or'^l^le hk ^boif ^br^e^^Wflde^ts, -^^ill'be kind

eiJod^ 'tb't?6U W^'tiirbii^h'te'^feyiiiJn'/w

toi'y 'Of '^hi9 ^(iffs^erilik^' i\«ei!t'ih^y l)e"ft)iiW([h''" -l^foMbLy 'W.' Rerihie;Vho
has' la!iel% te' l\i^ ^Hi^i^tflig'H^Ws ^-^fi "th^ 'A-^cHit-^yt^ft^^^

of'Insetit^; !f^OVn''^^c^''^^pf^foliM>%ii5vv>lS(3gfei
6f feftf6ttl6^iy,\U^^^^^ bie

gf^cDfd ertdiM k) 'g5V« \itsfliistoi^j^,'whit!h -d^uja^fe^s ^vbWldi^-e'&^i^at gi*atifi-

cation td''Marif'oF';5*oVir 'I'y^'de^S li^^tell ^^ to' iiiV^eflf.
'

lani^disp^iied to

thinks' that,'
'

althW^h^ tlife 'itisfe'ct"'maybe S^h\Vk\mfii to
enf6riiot(:ygi^ts,'

the

factof'it^'ieiHrtg fipoh'tfr^'flj^ may b^'i^W:' 'because I think so acciihitfean

obsen^er'ii^'fe Knapp, ^li hk Jb^0^a^ of « Kftfuralist, in speakirig of the

house>'fly'.(p: 212- 2d 'ed.,'! qudfcfe from memoi-y), would have added to the

interest of his work by giving an account of it, had he been acquainted with

the'fact.— O: iio/i^o7i,Jz</7/ 19, 1830.
[

'•Th&silMUbi'hwn Flic's p^dllcddfi-om ike' Cdhhdg&CttU^flUaf *(Vol.'Iir.

p. 4'76-iVi)'WeretIoubtless'someSpedes oflthneuiiioit
flj^^

whbtie pa!i'^2nts had
selected' the caterpillar as' a proper -hidtis for its eggs, an'd thiis c^iis'ed its

death' i« the pupa ^tate before ma'tdre %i: changingintor a chcj-salis. If Mr,

Morgan repeat his attemptis' to breed butterflies and moths from caterpillars,
he will very frequently 'iftdfeed find his attempts frustrated in a similar man-
ner' by insects bf thife ^eni'i^.— Thos. Thompson. Hull, Oct. 12. 1830.

.The]Ej^ihsnWn6f th&'Sbhihardjer B (Brachinus crepitans), aOconi-

piattted'by'vapblij^ of k^fetrd smeH, is so well authenticated,^that I am in-

dineii to'tMh^'th^t-'A: t. 'A; (p. 4T7.)/l^sthave made his experiinentsujwn
a wekkoi^'^tSgii^ied^pfeiih'en.

— ,/, O.' H^. ;>^^^^^ 1830.

*The^^Af^hiiJs%i^i<)TMr6^'l{\iffQr (not of Linnaeus), which
-^^

L. A. men-

tioriS(p: 47*7.),' is doiibtleSs the Airabus hortensis of Fabricius, MarsharS,
and 'Stephens, which h^s been described by Stewart, Turton, Leach, and
Sattiftuelte tirldtr the fonner name; so that under either name it haSal^eady
befert repeatedly described' ids a British insect. It is exceedindy common.
-^Id.' - '!i •• -'-- '

.

,

MmHJifyGilM'eJ^t^>'T'6UngNatimirids.
— In answer in

part to your
querist 'H. (Vol. m: pi' 48^.),

I would observe that Samouelle's Entomo-

/o^V'coht£liitig'W^visr'y''gbbd 'monthly guide ior explorers in the science of

v/Yrichh^tt^?it^.'^T.-'^}k)mpson. ':JIidl,Oct. 12. 1830.

Mdn^mi a ^MirA!.'^^=8?i', With respect to the nidus of a spider originally
mentioned' ?rt V^l. 'H{'p,'r04., and frequently by other parties since, I beg
to confirm tile' i^tateuient' of W. I^. B. W. (Vol. III. p. 458.) as to its

locality, an'd the opinion that It"!^ not- tfifat'6'P iik'^^iiiiic ih^ecft:" 'This last

summei' t' nifet with tlleii) in Grerta Wood, rie'ar Sheffield, York^hi^&,'bbth
naked and" cbvered with mud, on banks 3 or '4 ft. high, ahd nbt hear-a(hy

water, dxcSpt'What rii^t bef 6t<6&Sibritiflly'in 'the faJftf riitfe.' I therefore sug-
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gest whether they are not the nests of that black spider so often seen run-

ning about on the ground, and withwhich the wood 1 have mentioned above
abounded. I regret I have not s^ufficient knowledge of botany to enable me
to state the plants to which I observed them attached ; but they were on
the bilberry, and several others, but none on rushes.,^ I hope some of

your correspondent^ ,will ,fayqur,ugvd^lji the.^^pie; Q(j;l^e;Sf)ider th^t ,t;hus

constructs suc^i a be^i|l?f^i ,ljabit^pij/(pr itj5,<iff3gr^,,, XoiiuSy ^^fi^Tt-J^F**

A. Sept. 1830. . .,... ., ., .. ;-,,; -Unill .,;//!,-, Mi liMf"- V. t. ,'1 , .,..,„:,,,;

Cdrabus nemoralis.— Sir, Your correspondent A.L. A. (Vol.JlJ[.,p.477.:).

has expressed a doubt whether 6'arabus nemoralis be a British, insect ;. I

beg leave to acquaint him that I have in my small collection a beetle which
I have always. regarded as one of the specie^: its body is black, its thorax
has violet-jcolouredmargins, and the elytra are obscure co^jper-coloured, with

hollp'yv .dots in a ti'ij)le series. It was^.cangbt inpy garden; and so far from

its.b^irig.ij^re in,,I3ritain, as A. X-- A.^seepi^ to suspect, I considqr.it rather

coinjno9p,;, in,which opinion I jam .^upp^rted by the able entomologist' Sa-

iw;?u*»fipris^%^? \wH^^mwn^^m'.h w^Wa^-^i^^^'^i Im^^kf^

Ql^p^y^jpnsj w^pn ,your ;Maga^ne, M^^if ^Jr^idy,ponlfijfiii,si^fiic^enf;Hanftw^?8H>

Eiiftii^jc,^. Morgan must be a very ypimg iieg^^nqr in eijtQuioliogy, 9i;)h,f} I>i^5

npt^t pr|9^ted..by your oft-repeatcd'invitatiiop.ltfiqtljinls. for x^ne'is seUj^w^i^:

w^t¥Pf9, a^hecarifithem ( Vol.I^,.,Pf47;Q,^,,^re^l^|;]^;p^tevpil|al;s pf t^^.p^rnTOQ^i,

wfeillQ,biit,ter^y ^ and the minute e^gsm^p j|iei^9,9iqi;is-f?^',pa?^si^f;^^hne(^nrt^v

p^pae,. which hixm fed (while ],aijvaj) upQif]rai>4,cqppi?t^!d^mur<^ithp^J>»^
tcriqr of the caterpillar, and then burst ,^rtl>H0^1|iQf(.it^ bqi^^itO- become
p^pa), Mr. Morgan will further find, in ,p, 5,\ ,\ ayid '^^^^rvA s,(?hitipn )t^>hii

qncistion i the former of which communications, I thin}cj kM Y<^i|y/§vi^Prt5

th^t,be,Gquld never have read.— J.O. ll\ Sept. 183Q. 4-;,^// ^id'lo ',>at'iita

Gordiiy BeetleSy and Dj/tlcusfoimd h^tke Xnte.^tmes of a JFrogty— Sir,- fTiv^

oth^r |d^y ^ caught -a common frog (i?»na icmporaria), which appearedvto
be in a sickly aUid; disabled state. On examination, I found its stp^iaqli,fi[lled

with l;beiGQrd,i!U'y pr,hair-worm,,two or three beetles (i>vicanu.s,Cetrvus), and-

a ^ges MiMt?^9^s^£fi§K^^tkh ^^o^t^fm^^ presented tfe ^ppear^nce

.r'v.nUyv.iiftsf mo-It rilTom hnu B;jiH-io«xj<i i)^'j-Kl ,. of »:^ieve, the: Gorvh? haying

-irKuiiKiiliifc n iiib')jrn^8u-a ^iqmojlc M brA t.-Pepetratcd its coats through-

.sw«(',uu)sXT .KnYY oj^t, more especiaUy at the

^P^oi^ic extremity. The lap-

l^fndices luteae, Jiverj a^
gjall-^ladder \vm-(?' in -an ,aC"

.^iye state of infljamjn^tion,
I being pei'forated in a similar

manner.. That short part of
.. the, intestinal canai ^n*wer-

)ni£u i^S
^^ the jejununiy and.the

.jpfqum were also filled with
the remains of this extra-

uiov oi nm ',r
' :^^^^^^.-v^.^^^'^'- _,^^tji?iai-y meal, ai^^e-. aordi?,

'.o«.oi«A. ^''AMi.wiJ HW^^^m^o-u I .(Apparently
little ,? injured

'u; O'jneh.^ orii m ,:vjiJi. '^^^fcfrf^^o"-"^^'^
t'^^ action of the, sto-

.0^:-,! .tl .v^^BBL u(^?.:vP^PP-"V^^^ ^^as the more

4luir^-io-i3UH:^?.rAosi}hhxJil^^^k
^ ^^e bee-

-i^ I /rniic «oinjq Tsdjo yd /Dnv^^ itles, wath the exception, of

<ji. oj Au (Mti ,q .HI .lot) .7/ '< .

then- horny coverings, .were

cntir^ ;dissolved. Though the gastric juice oi the batrachian ordear is

of considerable solvent powei*, jet it exerts its influence but slowly on
living animals, injt^ny haying been foujf^tl^untlissolyedtind aliv^ a,t the end of
several days, I hiaye mysfelf seen a live ^arth-worm in tfee lower part of the
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intestine answering to the rectum. Yet it is not an anomalous circumstance

that the intestines and stomach of the frog should be perforated in so

curious a manner. I may mention that it is not a solitary instance, as I

have seen the same appearance in several frogs, and also in the common
toad (^ufo vulgaris) ; though in these cases the Gordii were not so nume-
rous. Has the Gordiu^ any preservative power to escape the solvent action

of the gastric juice of the batrachians ? Perhaps some of your readers can

throw light upon this curious subject. I am. Sir, yours, &c.
— H. T. Clarke.

East Bergholt, Suffolk, Sept. 1830.

Hard Substances in the Stomach of the Alligator.
—

Sir, With reference to'

the round and hard masses, resembling petrified wood, which are asserted

(in Jameson's Journal^ No. xiv. p. 280.) to have been taken from an alligator's

stomach, and from which your correspondent Perceval Hunter has made
an extract in your Number for September (Vol. HI. p. 447), I have in my col-

lection two hard substances, given to me under the name of bezoar stones,

and said to be taken from the stomach of some animal, of the same texture

as petrified wood, and as if, in some places, intermixed with hair. They
are of a fine dark brown, and take a rich glossy polish. If Mr. Hunter, or

any of your correspondents, could give me information of what the bezoar

stone is composed, they would greatly oblige. Sir, yoiu-s, &c.— A Mine-

ralogist. Sept. 10. 1830.

The Portuguese Man-of-War.— The following description of this insect

is given in a recent number of the North American Review : can any of your
readers furnish an engraving and scientific description of the animal ?—
R. S. Nov. 1830.

" This polypus, zoophyte, or probably molluscous animal, resembles a

worm, between 6 in. and 8 in. in length, and is only found in certain lati-

tudes ; it has seemingly the skill and knowledge of an experienced navi-

gator, and is in itself a little ship. Its evolutions are according to the

winds ; it raises and lowers its sail, which is a membrane provided with

elevating and depressing organs. When filled with air, it is so light that it

swims on the surface of alcohol j and is at the same time provided with a

structure which furnishes it with the necessary ballast. When high winds
would endanger its existence, it descends into the deep, and is never seen

on the surface of the water. From the under side of the body proceed
tubes, which extend 20 ft. in length, and are so elastic and delicate that

they wind in a spiral form like a screw, serving at once as anchors, defen-

sive and offensive weapons, pneumatic tubes, and feelers. The insect has

the colours of the rainbow ; its crest, which performs the office of a sail, is

intersected with pink and blue veins, trimmed with a rosy border, and swells

with the winds, or at the animal's pleasure. The fibres contain a viscous

matter, which has the property of stinging like nettles, and produces pus-
tules. It acts so strongly, that vessels in which they have been kept for a

time must be repeatedly washed before they can be used. These fibres may
be cut off without depriving them, or the rest of the insect, of the principle
of life ; and the separation takes place spontaneously whenever the gluti-
nous matter comes in contact with a hard surface, like the sides of a large

globe. The insect has, however, dangerous enemies in small dolphins and

medusae, against which neither its nautical skill nor its poison can de-

fend it."

What is the best Work on Vegetable Physiology ?— Should you recom-
mend M. Mirabel's Traite d*Anatomic et de Physiologie Vegetale, or any
other in preference ? If you would mention what you think most advisable,
with its price, together with a microscope best suited to observe what the

author describes, you would much oblige. Sir, yours, &c.
— L. D. Sept. 28.

1830.
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Art. I. A Defence of^^ certain French Naturalists.'' By William
SwAiNsoN, Esq. F.R.S. F.L.S. &c. &c.

If we were called upon to describe those signs which indi-

cate the decline of science in any age or country, we should

at once enumerate the three following :
—

First, The denial of

the greatestand most acknowledged truths by bold and specious
reasoners. Secondly, The zealous adoption by some, and the

unqualified rejection by others, of theories or systems "which

neither party understood. Thirdly, The substitution of flowery
and sententious oratory for the results of deep and patient
research. If to these we added a spirit of dissension and
of invective, against all who thought differently from our-

selves, we should not overcharge that picture which zoological

science, in this country, has exhibited during the last few

years. We shall, upon this occasion, confine our remarks

to the latter evil.

Those who, with us, deprecate such a state of things as

injurious to the best interests of science, must have observed,
with deep regret, the extraordinary mode of conducting
scientific discussions which has of late arisen among us, and
which now forms the conspicuous feature of a scientific jour-
nal more particularly devoted to zoology. We should not,

however, class all papers of this nature under the same head.

There are some which wear an appearance of being private

communications, addressed particularly to private individuals,

and as such should not have been published. The state and
duties of society are such, that, however warmly and allow-

ably a man may express ridicule or contempt in a private

letter, his sense of what is due to the courtesies of life will

generally withhold him from using similar expressions in

Vol. IV.— No. 18. h
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public. It appears to us, therefore, that an editor who pub-
lishes such effusions, neither consults the reputation of the

writer, nor the taste of the reader
;

still less does he regard
the character of his own journal, or act in accordance with

his own recorded professions.
*

There are other papers, however, which have not this ex-

cuse for their authors ; and which, as being avowedly written

for the public eye, are much more calculated to foment bitter

feeling among individuals, and to bring national reproach
uponusall. The zoological school of Britainis, indeed, "strong
in its first advances," but it is yet in its infancy : mildness

and conciliation will insure to it respect, and its voice will

then be listened to. We have caught a glimpse of some

mighty truths, which are not thought perceptible by our neigh-
bours. Yet, seeing but the shadow, we must not fancy we
have caught the substance ; or, to drop metaphor, because we
have discovered a part of the natural system, we must not

arrogantly imagine we have grasped the whole ; that all fur-

ther enquiry, discussion, or opposition is to cease ;
and that

there exists a conspiracy among the naturalists of France

against those of England, merely, forsooth, because they
choose to study nature in their own way. That such senti-

ments, however, are implied, no one can doubt who has

perused the repeated attacks that have been made upon some of

the French naturalists individually, and upon the whole col-

lectively. When personal and national invective is thus sub-

stituted for fair and temperate discussion, it is really time to

be serious. We are certainly carrying matters too far; and
our " infant school

"
may probably be compared to the boys

in the story, who got possession of a little puddle, from which

they bespattered every passenger who refused to take a sup.
The individuals that have been more particularly selected

by Mr. Vigors f, as fit subjects for this discourteous treatment,

* We would gladly have refrained, on this occasion, from all personal
allusions ; but the name of Mr. Vigors, the editor of the journal in ques-
tion, is conspicuously prominent in this species of scientific warfare : not

only does this gentleman occupy himself a distinguished station as a com-

batant, but his name stands foremost upon every occasion as "
aiding and

abetting
"

the efforts of others. He has thus placed it out of our power
to treat the subject in a general way.

f M. Lesson, in a short but temperate and dignified reply (^Bulletin des

Sc. Nat.y April 1830) to the " Notice
"

in the Zool Journal, tacitly exo-

nerates Dr. Horsfield from all participation in that offensive production ;

and this he has fully and pointedly confirmed to us in a private letter. Dr.

Horsfield, indeed, is as well known for the temperate mode in which his

opinions are always expressed, as he is by being one of our very few veterans

in science. How his name, therefore, came to be associated in this memor-
able article, we cannot possibly divine.
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are two among the best known naturalists of France. The
names of MM. Desmarest and Lesson will remind the zoolo-

gist of some of the most magnificent, and some of the most

useful, scientific works which have of late years issued from

the Continental press; of these gentlemen, therefore, shall we
now speak.

Towards M. Lesson this style of language is peculiarly

misplaced. We will venture to affirm, that, after the indefa-

tigable Professor of Leyden, no living ornithologist has con-

tributed so much to extend this' science, or has added, by
personal research, so many new and important forms to our

museums. M. Lesson, to be sure, is not a man who merely
theorises in his closet, and frames systems

" called natural
"

within the walls of a museum. He has viewed and studied

nature somewhere beyond the atmosphere of Paris, or even

of London. He, and he alone, of all living ornithologists,
has contemplated those princes of the feathered creation, the

regal Paradise-birds, in their native air. He has given a

simple and unpretending account of their manners : and he

has thus been instrumental in solving a most interesting and

important problem in ornithological affinities. This dis-

covery, it is true, all but demonstrates a glaring error of the

writer by whom he is thus attacked ; but those who are most

eminent for real science are generally the most solicitous to

elicit truth. M. Lesson, like all men of ardent zeal and warm

feelings, may occasionally err from placing too much confi-

dence in first impressions : but it is an error inseparable from

their temperament : it is national ;
and their character with-

out such impetuosity would be perfectly anomalous. But,
even admitting that this is a well-grounded charge against M.

Lesson, we must be permitted to say, that he possesses a

candour and a love of truth which will in vain be expected
from little minds and " minor critics." He does not doggedly

persist in an error, after he is convinced that it is one : the

error is voluntarily proclaimed, and unreluctantly rectified.
*

In regard to a knowledge of nomenclature, it may be small

praise to confess that M. Lesson's far exceeds ours, did we
not think that, from this very circumstance, he is peculiarly

qualified to point out what animals are described, and what

are undescribed. That many species have been thought new

by us which are old to the Continental writers, need not create

surprise, when it is remembered that we are without museums
or libraries adequate to instruct us. The fact, in short, is of

* See M. Lesson's observations on Trochilus recurvirostris Siv,

H 2 . .
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every-day occurrence ; and the pages of the Zoological Journal

bear ample testimony to the truth of the assertion.

It is further insinuated that M. Lesson is among
" certain

French naturalists
" who view with envy, and treat with

'*
striking injustice," the merits of our countrymen. It would

have been as well if the proof had preceded the condemnation.

What are the grounds for these assertions ? Is it because

M. Lesson maintains that certain animals, described by Mr.

Vigors as new species, are in point of fact not so ? Or is it

because that gentleman chooses to follow his own system of

ornithology, rather than any other ? For ourselves, we see

not the slightest show of reason or of proof for the accusation.

Does M. Lesson pass over the works of British naturalists ?

Quite the reverse. A reference to his two valuable little

Manuals will show how invariably he has quoted the authority
of Sir Stamford Raffles, thereby doing justice to the labours of

that distinguished man. Dr. Horsfield is no less conscientiously
cited upon every occasion, and for every new Javanese animal
which he has described. While, to complete the catalogue,
M. Lesson is the only naturalist who has translated and

published the synopsis of that ornithological system which
has been proposed by Mr. Vigors, the very writer who now
accuses him of "

striking injustice to the merits of British

naturalists."

We may now pass to M. Desmarest, a name which stood
in the foremost ranks of science at a time when our " British

school
"

of students (or rather of lawgivers) were in their

leading-strings. But matured age and acknowledged emi-
nence furnish no excuse for duplicity or injustice : let us, then,

enquire how these charges are supported. M. Desmarest, in

an article on the family of Parrots, prefers the old arrange-
ment of Buffon, Le Vaillant, &c., to the new one of his present
accuser ; and on account of two or three hasty words, express-

ing his dissent from these novel views, he is answered by an
article occupying no less than thirty-three closely printed
octavo pages. To many of the views and sentiments expressed
in this production we cordially subscribe. Yet we cannot bring
ourselves to believe that M. Desmarest ever imagined, that,
because he rejected and criticised a new arrangement of par-
rots, he was thereby proclaiming*, on the part of himself and

* " In the present instance, however, I consider the attack, which it is

my intention to notice, as rather national than personal. We cannot fail

to observe, with no common regret, that a disposition to depreciate the

zoological labours of this country prevails to a great extent among the Con-
tinental writers." The whole of the paragraph is to the same effect. (See
Zool. Journ.j vol. iii. p. 92.)
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of his colleagues, a determination to depreciate the zoological
labours of this country, and to " check them in their infancy."
Nor do we see the slightest occasion for this "

Keply
"
being

set forth, as if the matter in dispute was of national, or para-
mount importance. If it is considered essential to science, that

every writer who makes a dissent, is to be answered by a pam-
phlet, we must all sit down and begin writing

"
Replies ;

" and
if it is reprehensible to reject this new distribution of the Psit-

tacidae, we ourselves must be condemned: since we now
venture to hint to its author, that this arrangement, even in

reference to that system which he professes to follow, and
which he fancies he has demonstrated, is false from its very
foundation.

We have ever found M. Desmarest (so far as our own
researches have gone) equally exact with M. Lesson in quot-

ing the authority of British naturalists, and thereby doing

justice to their discoveries and their labours. Neither of

these gentlemen, it is true, has chosen to adopt those pecu-
liar modes of arrangement which, to a certain extent, are

prevalent in this country : but while one of the greatest orna-

ments to the entomological science of Britain, or indeed of

Europe, has expressed his dissent from some of these opi-

nions *, and much difference exists regarding the correctness of

others, we need not be angry with foreigners for preferring
their own modes of studying nature.

The last of these attacks we shall notice is that which has

more especially awakened our attention to this subject. It is

altogether of a much more decided nature, since it is pointedly
made upon both these naturalists at once. It assumes, more-

over, the aspect of authority, being avowedly
"
published

with the sanction of the council, and under the superintend-
ence of the secretary and vice-secretary, of the Zoological

Society." The work which bears this high official stamp is a

very pretty, but, as it regards science, a somewhat trivial perio-

dical.f If the reader turn to No. viii. (the last number, as

we are informed, which has been published), he will find the

following passages relative to the Malayan Tapir, brought in

to illustrate the history of the Amciican species :
—

" The history of this transaction (the discovery of the Tapir
of India) affords too striking an illustration of the injustice of

certain among the French zoologists to the merits of our

countrymen to be passed over without observation.

* Introduction to Entomology (Kirby and Spence).

\ The Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society. Small 8vp,

published monthly in 2e. 6d, numbers.

H 3
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" The knowledge of this animal in France, says M. Desman

rest, in his Mammalogie, carefully shielding himself under an

equivocalform of exjn'ession, is due to M. Diard. But M. Les-

son goes further ; and echoing, as usual, the dicta of his pre-

decessor, mth a slight addition of his own, speaks of the Indian

Tapir as a species
' discovered by M. Diard/ Again, in the

Diction?iaire des Sciences Naturelles, M. Desmarest, /or^^//wZ

of his former caution, heightens the farce still more, by assert-

ing that its discovery in the forests of Sumatra and the

Peninsula of Malacca is due to MM. Duvaucel and Diard.

In none of these works is the least indication given that the

animal in question had previously been ever seen by an Eng-
lishman, much less is the fact suffered to transpire, that long
before M. Diard had " discovered

"
it, not in the forests of

Sumatra, or the Malayan Peninsula, but in the menagerie
of the Governor- general of British India at Barrackpore, a

full description, together with a figure of the animal, and of

its skull, had been laid before the Asiatic Society by Major
Farquhar, for publication in their Researches. This latter

circumstance, it is true, is not mentioned hy M. Fred. Cuvier

when he figured the Tapir, from M. Diard's drawing, or by
that gentleman himself, in the published part of his letter ; but

there seems to have been no intention on their parts wilfully
to mislead their readers."

Now the justice or the injustice of this invective against
MM. Desmarest and Lesson rests entirely upon one simple
fact, which their accuser completely passes over. Is there

either proof, or presumptive evidence, that these natural-

ists, at the time they attributed the discovery in question to

M. Diard, knew that such was not the fact ; that Major
Farquhar in reality was its discoverer ; and that a description

by him had been laid before the Asiatic Society? If they
knew all this, they are convicted of falsehood, and their names
deserve to be thus held up to obloquy ; but if, on the con-

trary, they did not, we are at a loss for terms sufficiently mea-
sured to designate such an act of injustice. If their accuser

could have substantiated this previous knowledge, it is natural

to suppose he would have done so ; since that would have

given ten-fold strength to the accusation. But this is not

done ;
nor is there the least internal evidence that the expres-

sions of MM. Desmarest and Lesson were made with an
intention "

wilfully to mislead." The real facts of the case,

according to the statement of Mr. Vigors himself, appear to

be these :
— M. Diard, during his researches in Malacca and

Sumatra, sends to M. Fred. Cuvier a drawing and description
of a new animal, without mentioning by whom it was first dis-
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covered. M. Fred. Cuvier publishes this figure and descrip-
tion as coming from M. Diard, who is thus, naturally enough,
presumed by every one to be its discoverer. M. Desmarest

accordingly states this as his belief, referring to the original

figure and printed description of M. Diard, in which (as it

appears) not one word is said of Major Farquhar, Sir Stam-
ford Raffles, or the Barrackpore menagerie. M. Lesson, on
the same authority, makes the same statement; both, as we

may fairly suppose, naturally presuming that, if M. Diard
had not been the discoverer, that gentleman, or M. Fred.

Cuvier, would have mentioned who was. Are we to take

for granted that MM. Desmarest and Lesson are endowed
with the gift of divination, in knowing that a previous de-

scription of the animal in question had been laid before the

Asiatic Society in India, and was intended " for publication
in their Researches ?

"
Or, supposing that this account was

actually published at the time they wrote, are not the chances
ten to one, that a bulky and expensive work, printed in

India, should be unknown to two naturalists in Paris ? We
ourselves, living in England, to this day have never seen Mr.

Farquhar's original paper ; and although we have long wished
to be informed on the contents of the more recent volumes
of the Asiatic Researches, we really do not know where they

may be consulted. Is it therefore surprising that MM. Des-
marest and Lesson should be equally ignorant with ourselves ?

and is it not more reasonable, and more just, to suppose
that they erred from this cause, rather than from a desire
"

wilfully to mislead their readers?'* If blame is to be attri-

buted to any party in this business, it surely lies upon those

whom the writer exonerates ; namely, M. Diard, and possibly
M. Fred. Cuvier : the former in not distinctly stating that

Mr. Farquhar, and not himself, discovered the animal ; and
the latter in suppressing, if he really knew it, this important
fact. Why, however, the two first-named naturalists, and
not the two latter, should have been selected on this occasion,
is sufficiently clear, when we recollect their former misdeeds.

A foreigner, taking up the book in which this statement is

sent forth to the world, and seeing it announced as
" Published

with the sanction of the council, and under the superintend-
ence of the secretary and vice-secretary, of the Zoological

Society," will naturally suppose that it is a sort of official

record of their opinions ;
that every thing contained in it has

the " sanction
"
of the council ;

and that, as nothing should go
forth but what has been maturely weighed, the secretary and
the vice-secretary, to " make assurance doubly sure," are

then charged with its
"

superintendence.'* Such an impres-
H 4
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sion, in short, would be given to any Englishman ignorant
of the arts of literary puffing ; for we know no other term by
which to express the absurdity of affixing such an imposing
weight of authority to so very trivial a production- How far

the book may really possess these claims to our notice, we
know not

;
but of this we feel quite sure, that the council of

the Zoological Society would never intentionally sanction such

assertions and insults as these, which are here made to appear
as their own : while the known urbanity, and the solid, unos-

tentatious acquirements of the vice-secretary form a sufficient

assurance that he, at least, is not the guilty person.
But, if we are to suppose for a moment that this is a just

and legitimate style of animadversion, we will now inform the

writer, that he has exposed himself to the very same degree
of censure. In the 11th number of the same publication is

an erroneous and a meagre account of the famous Hyacinthine
Maccaw, of which the writer states that " no author of the

jp7'esent century appears to have observed it, "with the exception

ofM. Spix." Now, it so happened, that at the very time when
M. Spix was travelling towards that part of Brazil * where
alone this magnificent species is supposed to be found, we
had actually returned to Europe with four specimens. Two
of these are in two different collections, which Mr. Vigors is

in the constant habit of visiting and consulting; one being
that of Mr. Leadbeater the bird-stuffer, the other that of the

Linnean Society ; the gift to the latter (but not the account
we sent of its habits and locality) being recorded in the 14th

volume of their Transactions (p. 601.). Upon these facts,

therefore, we might, with as much show of reason, and in the

same style, indulge ourselves in an invective against
"
striking

injustice,"
" wilful misrepresentation," &c. &c. But what is

the most probable, and the most candid inference ? Merely,
that the writer of the above passage had omitted to inform
himself upon the subject he was treating about.

But the detractor of MM. Desmarest and Lesson has ex-

posed himself to a much graver charge than mere carelessness ;

a charge, in fact, which is precisely similar to that which he
has brought forward against these gentlemen in its worst

features, even if the construction put upon their error had

* The Campos and Catingas of the interior of Bahia, between the forests

of Urupie and the banks of the Rio St. Francesco. When we embarked
for Europe at Rio de Janeiro, MM. Spix and Martins had just quitted that

city, on their journey to the above-named province. Although
"
vague

rumours "
(as in the case of the Malay Tapir) had existed in Europe about

the country of this superb and rare species, we were the first to discover

it« true locality, and the first to import it into Britain at least from its native

wilds.
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been supported by unanswerable proof. In our "
Synopsis of

Birds recently discovered in Mexico," published in the Philo-

sophic Magazine and A?inals for June 1827, we described a

new and beautiful woodpecker, distinguished from all others

of its family by having the shafts of the quill and tail feathers

of the brightest vermilion. As coming from Mexico, we
named it Colaptes mexicanus. Eighteen months after, in the

Zoological Journal (No. xv. p. 353.), we have a paper by Mr.

Vigors, where this woodpecker is again described as new to

science, under the name of Colaptes collaris. On the same
occasion we shortlydescribed another remarkable bird, equally

conspicuous, and equally easy to be recognised in a short

specific character by the student ;
we called it Pica formosa.

Mr. Vigors describes this also, in the same paper, as new to

science, and calls it Pica Collier?. Now, if this gentleman
could plead ignorance of our previous descriptions, as an ex-

cuse for giving to the world accounts of new animals, which
in fact were not so, it would all be well

;
and we should only

hint, that a little more care in consulting the current scientific

publications of the day, those, in fact, which are upon every
bookseller's counter, would be desirable. But Mr. Vigors,

unfortunate^, has not this excuse : he himself has informed
us that he knew this "

Synopsis of Mexican Birds
"
perfectly

well. He not only knew it, but he has actually criticised it !
*

What, then, are we to say on this matter ? Simply, what we
believe : that the mistakes, however gross, are unintentional ;

and are only proofs of that looseness of research, and inaccu-

racy of observation, which the writings of this gentleman in

so many other instances unfortunately betray.
We shofuld scarcely have thought it worth while to notice

these facts, except among the usual blunders and errors of

systematists, did not they forcibly illustrate the caution which
should be used, and the forbearance which should be exer-

cised, by labourers in the same science towards each other.

The most eloquent professions, and the most " honied "

assurances f of truth being our only guide, and amiti/ our
most sincere desire, are utterly worthless when not put into

practice ; and, as an excuse generally for all parties, we

may say ourselves, that in no part of technical natural history
is it more difficult, in its present chaotic state, to avoid error,
than in ascertaining what objects are really new to science.

In regard to the national jealousy here attributed to " certain

French naturalists," we may be permitted to say a few words.

*
Zoological Journal, No. xi. vol. iii. p. 442.,' article

"
Qulsculus versi-

color."

f Zoological Journal, No. ix. vol. iii. p. 123.
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We see no reason for this sweeping accusation, whether

applied to the French nation generally, or to those individuals

whom we have defended. On the contrary, we have good
grounds for forming a diametrically opposite opinion. Not

being a member, we were prohibited from making any effectual

use of the Zoological Society's Museum while engaged on
the ornithological portion of a national work, Dr. Richard-
son's Northern Zoology. We therefore went to Paris. The
free and unrestrained permission we there sought, and which
was absolutely necessary to forward the peculiar objects of

our research, was instantaneously and courteously granted.
We remained six weeks, daily examining and describing the

scientific treasures of the French Museum
; assisted in all our

wants and wishes by M. .Lesson *, and by every other dis-

tinguished naturalist whom we met. Does such conduct, to a

stranger and a foreigner, savour of the accusations so repeat-

edly insinuated to their disadvantage by Mr. Vigors ? or does
it not rather evince how much the Institution, of which he is

the secretary and the chief adviser is behind all others, whe-
ther of France or of England, in the march of liberality ?

If " jealousy
"

exists, on which side of the channel is it most

conspicuous ?

We wish we could defend all the naturalists of France

against the charges of injustice and irritation, with as much
ease as we have acquitted MM. Desmarest and Lesson. But
we must be impartial in this matter.

In the year 1828 we proposed Achatinella as the name of
a new genus of land shells from the South Seas, not being
aware that it formed one of the sections of the French genus
Helicteres. This is considered a sufficient reason by M. le

Baron de Ferussac for devoting nearly two entire- *pages to

an attack, infinitely more severe and pointed than the occa-

sion called for, upon our copying (" rCest que la copie, sons

un autre nom^^) this genus from the above, for the sake of

giving it a new name; although it is very truly said, a few
lines after, that "

ikf. Swainson parait ignorer notre travail

sur ce groupe.'' How any thing can be copied, which has not
been seen, we are somewhat perplexed to make out. But we
have no intention of writing a "

Reply" to this article. We
shall simply assure the writer, that, when he said we were

ignorant of his *' travail sur ce group f," he was perfectly

* We had not the good fortune to meet M. Desmarest, who was absent
in the country, as our friend M. Lesson informed us, during our stay in

Paris.

f M. Ferussac's great work on the land shells alone, not yet finished,

already costs between 40/. and 50/. ; is it surprising that we cannot enrich

our library with such a costly publication ?
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right ; that, if he will consult all the recent works of the

leading zoologists of this country, he will find that the theory
of absolute divisions, for which he so warmly contends, has

long been exploded; and that, as it regards ourselves, we
have no particular wish of acquiring glory by giving new
names to the genera of land shells, after they have been named

by Lamarck, and renamed by M. de Ferussac. For the rest,

we quarrel not with him, or any one, for adhering to the old

axioms of the Linnean or any other school. Our modes of

studying nature, it is true, are diametrically opposite ; but

there is not the least occasion for animosity or bad feeling.
We say this with unfeigned sincerity ; and of this sincerity
we shall now give M. de Ferussac a proof. Of the high
terms of praise in which we have always spoken of his labours

he already knows, from the pages of our Zoological Illus-

trations, and this at a time when he was depreciating our

own : but he may possibly not knonso that very many of the

original figures of the animals of land shells, sent to him by
our mutual friend Dr. Leach, were copied from our own

drawings, expressly sent for the purpose of aiding M. de
Ferussac in his great work. Some of these have actually
been engraved to be published in it, but we have failed in

discovering where the obligation is acknowledged. We say
not this in anger or reproach, but as a proof of the desire we

always had, and still have, of being the friend, rather than

the enemy, of one who has done such real good to science.

It is now for M. de Ferussac to accept, or to reject, the olive

branch we proffer him.

In thus endeavouring to neutralise the effect of these charges
and aspersions against the naturalists of France, and thereby

promote reciprocal feelings of forbearance and good will, if

not of amity and friendship, we trust our efforts will be

seconded by the true lovers of science of both nations. Let
us hope, also, that they may awaken a better tone of feeling
in our scientific discussions, and in our philosophic institu-

tions. It is a singular fact, that at no period of history have
the two greatest nations of the world been so closely drawn

together by the " silken cords
"

of respect and friendship ;

at no period have kings and warriors striven more earnestly to

preserve peace ; yet at no period have domestic dissensions,

political and scientific, been more prevalent. These unkindly

feelings, unfortunately for our national reputation, have been

caught, and have rapidly spread, in the republic of science ;

and, if the contagion be not timely cheqked, it will undermine

all that is to give energy to individual exertion, and all that is to

make us respected in the eyes of foreigners. Tha^ the science
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of the country has been long declining, is a melancholy
truth ; but it may be again revived, by calling into exercise

temperance, moderation, and self-denial. As men, we know
the advantages of these feelings in the happiness or misery
of our domestic circles ; and, as Christians, we are commanded

by a higher authority than man to practise them.

Tittenhanger Green, St. Alba?i*s,

Dec. 13. 1830.

Art. II. Original Letters, descriptive of a Natural History Tour
in North America, By T. W.

(Continuedfrom Vol. III. p. 496.)

Letter III.

My dear B.— You may think my choice rather more
whimsical than sensible, because I have preferred a sloop to

a steam-boat: but the fact is, when on board the former,

opportunities now and then occur, which, if you have an

inclination to make a short excursion into the country, will

enable you to go on shore, and remain there for two or three

hours, a boon not to be expected if depending upon a

steam conveyance. Sail-boats are very often becalmed ;
and

it is not unusual on this river, when light winds prevail, for

them to ride at anchor until the tide again sets in their favour.

Situated on an eminence, within 50 yards of the river stands

Fort Lee (Jig. 16. a) named in honour of a general of revo-

lutionary notoriety : it now resembles a crude mass of stones,

much dilapidated, and overgrown with weeds and brushwood.
It views Fort Washington (6), which borders the eastern bank

nearly opposite, but in position it is much less elevated than its

neighbour. Seated on a high hill, and commanding the river

in both directions for some distance, this last fort must have

been, to the party in possession, an advantageous post in

time of war. Except on the south side it is inaccessible by
land, and even there approached only with great difficulty.

Fort Washington, in the revolutionary war, was constantly

supported by a garrison of 2000 men ; yet notwithstanding
its difficulty of access, and this formidable number of Ameri-
cans (considering the site), it was approached, and compelled
to surrender to the intrepidity and skill of about an equal
number of the British. Like the other, this fort is in ruins,

and at present appears better suited for a lair of wild beasts

than a place of warfare. Such a state of these places, where
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the deadly engine and all the " sad implements of war " were

lately pointed for the destruction of human lives, forsaken,

gnawed by the tooth of time, and soon again not to be dis-

tinguished from the rocks of the rugged mountain, offers a

subject, to the peaceable at least, of the highest pleasure and
national congratulation.

IG

The western shore from Fort Lee, or, indeed, from Wee-
hawk, to Tappan, distance about twenty-five miles, as far back
as can be seen from the river, is a pretty regular ascent, and
seems an uninterrupted forest.

In consequence of a strong ebb tide and a light wind, we
came to anchor : I was glad to make the present an oppor-

tunity of going ashore. My intended excursion exhibited too

forbidding an aspect to induce any of my fellow-passengers
to accompany me ; and I was told it required no ordinary

strength and perseverance to accomplish the task. After

tugging and scrambling up as steep and craggy an ascent

perhaps as ever mortal ventured to climb, sometimes de-

pending by the bough of a tree, or holding myself from being
precipitated upon the tree tops and rocks below by the tufts

of long grass which grew from the chinks of the cHfF, I suc-

ceeded in reaching the summit of Palisado Ridge. It was
an hour's toil

; and, almost exhausted, I sat down to view the

prospect.
Far below flowed the Hudson, whose silvery waters, stud-

ded with all the beauty and variety of shipping, I could easily
follow to the ocean. The city of New York was before me ;

its bay and harbour, one of the finest and most beautiful in the

world, could be seen with delightful effect. The eastern shorfi

of the State of New Jersey, Staten Island, Long Island, its
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Sound, a part of the State of Connecticut, and the Atlantic,

terminated my prospect on the south and east. On my right
and left stretched the lofty highlands ; and behind me, hazy
in aerial height, rose the proud summits of the Catskill

Mountains. The Hackensack river, with its tributary streams,

variegated the plains and salt marshes of New Jersey. The
elevation of the opposite side of the Hudson was mountain-

ous ;
"
rough with wood, and frowning with rocks ;

"
sloping

gradually towards the south, until its deserts lost their wild-

ness and character in cultivated districts.

As I shall most probably have ample opportunity before

long of noticing more at length the animals usually met with

in the Northern States, I intend, for the present, to advert

to such of them only as may seem more particularly to belong
to the description of the country passed through.

Deer in the forests bordering upon the Hudson have be-

come extremely rare : they are by nature shy and indomit-

able, and will immediately forsake their former dominions
whenever they detect the slightest trace of human resort*

The wolf is seldom seen, yet marks of his rapacity but too

often occur ; and, as if impelled by revenge, he wanders from
the distant mountains in quest of the spoils of his greatest

enemy, man. The black bear a few years ago enjoyed a

secure retreat on this ridge ; but of late, however, it would

appear, he has thought otherwise : he is now a great stranger
in this vicinity. These animals, in common with the unfor-

tunate aborigines of this country, from necessity, fly farther

into the wilderness as their limits are encroached upon : the

only quarters inferior beings are wont to be treated with by
Christians in these parts, and it is to be feared in many others

also, may be truly characterised in the very emphatic, express-
ive, and humane denunciation,

"
Quit or die !

"

Here the oak (Quercus) grows abundantly, and thrives

well ; some of them are very large and straight. I observed

three species, viz. Q. iJobur, nigra, and falcata. I also no-

ticed the maple (^^cer) of two species, saccharinum and

rubrum; the American chestnut (Castanea americana) ; the

hickory (Jiuglans), sp. cinerea or American butternut, and
tomentosa or white-heart hickory, which is much used in this

country for fuel, and is in England a valuable wood for many
purposes.
The pink root (Spigeliflf marilandica) was common and in

full bloom. This plant has long been known in medicine as

a vermifuge, and at one time acquired great celebrity ; but,
like every thing else overrated, it has lately fallen into dis-

repute, and is now very seldom used. It is, however, an

elegant plant ; grows most luxuriantly in the shade from the
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chinks and shelves of moss-covered rocks, where there is

scarcely the appearance of earth; and, from its spreading

bright red flower, forms a relief and an agreeable contrast to

the gloom which mostly surrounds it. I also observed, of

the Convallaria family, sp. latifolia, ciliata, and bifolia; several

species of the Eupatbrium, the stately plants belonging to

which genus do not flower before August; the humble Fra-

garia, the delicate Coptis, Claytonza, Anembne, /^lola, and
the slender Corydalis, Potentilla, and Sagittaria, of each one
or two species. Among the i^ilices were the Polyp^dium,
which, not long ago, was thought capable of exterminating
the whole race of worms, but in these days of keen enquiry
has been reduced to its level, and is now, and very properly
too, placed at the very fag-end of the list of materia medica ;

thus verifying the trite adage of Virgil, so far as its popu-
larity, at least, is concerned,

" Stat sua cuique dies* ;" the

Pteris, y^diantum, Aspidium, and Osmunds.
The Palisado and neighbouring ridges, on the eastern side

of the Hudson, are principally composed of serpentine and

secondary limestone, so compact as to admit of a tolerably
fine polish.

Descending by a circuitous route, after an absence of three

hours, I reached my companions on the river, and felt myself
highly gratified with the excursion.

I am, my dear lady, yours most sincerely,
Hudson River, May, 1823.

.
T. W.

Letter IV. > no i^r

My dear B. — On my return to the Neptune all was in

readiness to set sail. The wind sprang up, and we were

presently wafted into a broad sheet of water,
" the Sea of

Tappan." The river here suddenly expands, and for the

distance of ten miles will average about four miles in breadth ;

in many places the water is so shallow, that the helmsman,
his track being already marked out, steers by the direction of

posts, stationed here and there in the river, that he may keep
his vessel free from sandbanks. The shore on each side of
lis presented a level, agreeably interrupted in places by the

intervention of minor hills, apparently fertile, and in fine

cultivation. The villages of Tappan and Nyack, a few framed
houses and huts scattered irregularly on the western side, and
about one mile from the river, claim the attention of the

traveller. They are situated near the foot of a valley, and
overlooked by some stupendous and abrupt ridges, whose

* "
Every thing has its day."
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frowning and murky heads throw a grand and solemn, but

somewhat suitable, aspect upon the landscape of this memor-
able place. Old Tappan, which consists of only tw o or three

small houses, and lies a short distance up this valley, was the

place selected for the execution of the once brave, noble-

hearted, patriotic, and accomplished Major Andre. I was
anxious to make a pilgrimage to the grave of my unfortunate

countryman ; and, as the wind was scarcely sufficient to bear

us up against a strong ebb-tide, I easily prevailed on the

captain to anchor his charge, and allow the small boat to go
on shore.

Major Andre, you may recollect, was taken prisoner by the

Americans during the revolution as a British spy. The house

or hut in which he was kept in confinement had only very

lately gone into ruins. It was then a tavern, and its land-

lord, now extremely old, still resides close by, and recites

the melancholy tale with much affection and feeling. He
witnessed the gentlemanly manners and equanimity of this

heroic soldier, while in his house, under the most trying cir-

cumstances, and from its threshold to the fatal spot. In his

room the prisoner could hear the sound of the axe employed
in erecting the scaffold; and on one occasion, in the presence
of a friend, when these sounds, terrible to all but himself,

were more than usually distinct, he is said to have observed,
with great composure,

*' that every sound he heard from that

axe was indeed an important lesson, it taught him how to

live and how to die." When conducted to the place of exe-

cution, and on coming near to the scaffold, he made a sudden

halt, and momentarily shrunk at the sight ;
because he had, to

the last, entertained hopes that his life would have been taken

by the musket, and not by the halter. This apparent want of

resolution quickly passed away, and the disappointment he
felt told more against the uncompromising spirit of the times

than against himself. Rejecting assistance, he approached
and ascended the platform with a steady pace and lofty de-

meanour, and submitted to his fate with the pious resignation
of a great and good man. A large concourse of spectators,

among whom were several well-dressed females, had assem-

bled on this sorrowful occasion; and it is reported that

scarcely a dry cheek could be found throughout the whole

multitude. Andr^ was then seen as he always had been,

and moved by that which had through life presided over all

his actions, resolved beyond presumption, and firm without

ostentation.

The person and appearance of Major Andre were prepos-

sessing : he was well proportioned, and above the common
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size of men; the lines of his face were regular, well marked,
and beautifully symmetrical, which gave him an expression of

countenance at once dignified and commanding. His address

was graceful and easy ;
in manners he was truly exemplary,

and in conversation affable and instructive. Polite to all ranks

and classes of people, he was universally respected ;
fond of

discipline, and always alive to the just claims and feelings of

others, he was beloved in the army, and generally appealed to

as the common arbitrator and conciliator of the contentions

of those around him. In a word, he was a sincere friend, a

scholar and accomplished gentleman, a patriot, a gallant

soldier, an able commander, and a Christian.

General Washington, when called upon to sign his death-

warrant, which he did not do without hesitation,^ it is said,

dropped a tear upon the paper, and spoke at the same time to

the following effect :
— " That were it not infringing upon the

duty and responsibility of his office, and disregardhig the

high prerogative of those who would fill that office after him,
the tear, which now lay upon tliat paper, should annihilate

the confirmation of an act to which his name would for ever

stand as a sanction. He was summoned that day to do a

deed at which his heart revolted ; but it was required of him

by the justice of his country, the desires and expectations
of the people : he owed it to the cause in which he was

solemnly engaged, to the welfare of ah infant confederacy,
the safety of a newly organised constitution which he had

pledged his honour to protect and defend, and a right given
to him that was acknowledged to be just by the ruling voice

of all nations."

Andre, after he had heard his condemnation, addressed a

letter to Washington : it contained a feeling appeal to him as

a man, a soldier, and a general, on the mode of death he was

to die. It was his wish to be shot. This, however, could not

be granted : he had been taken and condemned as a spy, and

the laws of nations had established the manner of his death.

But where were the humanity and feeling of the British on

this occasion? Why did they not give up the dastardly
Arnold in exchange for the brave Andre ; as it was generously

proposed by the United States? * This they refused on a

* Arnold was a general in the American service, and had distinguished

himself on former occasions like a brave soldier, an experienced com-

mander, and a sincere citizen ; but, like another Judas Iscariot, he afterwards

thought fit to turn traitor. He deserted to the English as soon as the

news reached him of the apprehension ofAndre (because he knew then that

his name and the plans arranged previously between him and the British

general would be exposed and frustrated), with tHe expectation of receiv-

VpL. IV.— No. 18. I
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paltry plea, and suffered, in consequence, the life of one of

their finest officers to be ignominiously lost.

On a green eminence, over which hangs the dark and

funereal shade of the willow, is the grave ot this unfortunate

soldier {Jig, 17. «): it is a short distance south and west of

17

the village.
" No urn nor animated bust," only a few rough

and unshapely stones, without a word of inscription, and care-

lessly laid upon a mound of rudely piled earth, are shown to

the traveller as the spot where rest the remains of poor
Andrd.*

Near to Nyack are quarries of sandstone and secondary

greenstone. The ridges and mountains in this vicinity are

chiefly composed of coarse and rather compact greenstone,

resting mostly upon sandstone, or upon an argillaceous stra-

tum. A lofty range of mountainous ridges terminates the

valley on the north ; these stretch quite down to the river,

and form, at the water's edge, an inaccessible cliff, or promon-
tory, between 600 and 700 ft. in height, jagged with rocks,
and of a terrific appearance. This promontory is called

Vredideka Hook. Immediately behind these ridges rises,

from a lake about five miles in circumference, and upwards of

100 ft. above the level of the Hudson, the principal stream of

the Hackensack river. The water of this lake, I was told.

ing a few pieces of silver for betraying his country. Whatever was his

recompence in this way I know not, but I am certain he was despised as

long as he lived, and his memory will for ever be pointed at as contempti-
ble and degrading by the people of both nations.
* The remains of Major Andre were lately, by a special request from the

British government to the United States, brought to England, and placed

among the worthies of Westminster Abbey.
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is clear and very wholesome, and contains quantities of

several species offish, such as perch (Perca fluviatilis), basse

(Z/ubrax Zupus Cwu.), pike {Esbx Ziicius), and sun-fish (Te-
trodon mola).
The opposite shore rises gradually until it reaches the

highlands, and the eye passes over the villages of Philips-

burgh, Tarrytown, Singsing, and Peekskill before it gains the

proud and stupendous heights of this grand chain of moun-
tains. Most of these villages are romantically situated, being
in notches, or in narrow and deep fissures. In the revolu-

tionary war Philipsburgh was the seat of some hard-fought
battles, in which the Americans were generally successful.

It contains several mills, having a small river, which, from its

rapid descent, renders the place peculiarly advantageous for

the operation of hydraulic machinery. Peekskill is a beau-

tiful village, and the largest which occurs on the Hudson
between New York and the highlands ;

the houses are mostly
constructed entirely of wood, of two and three stories, well

and prettily painted externally, and have consequently always
a gay and pleasing appearance.
The eastern shore of the Hudson is altogether of primi-

tive formation, and, what is rather remarkable, although

separated only by the river, possesses not a rock in common
with the opposite shore. Primitive limestone is found in

extensive tracts, as are also granite, mica-slate, crystallised

quartz, gneiss, &c. This last, like the limestone, occurs so

extensively in several places, and of such an excellent quality,
that large quarries are already formed, from which this stone

is constantly conveyed to New York.

Some four or five miles above Vredideka Hook the river

again contracts, and is here and there interrupted in its course
''

by abrupt angles and juttings of rocks, which give rise to

eddies and such powerful currents that vessels approaching
too near their sweep have been known to receive serious

damage. The river soon opens into another expanse, called

Haverstraw Bay, a name derived frbm a small village, situated

on a beautiful and fertile plain a short distance from the

western bank. Haverstraw, in summer, is visited by the

fashionable and gay from the city, and is the scene of mh-th

and hilarity.

Verplank's Point stretches from the eastern bank some
distance into the river, and forms a kind of peninsula, which

was a favourite military stand of the Americans in the revo-

lution : after several skirmishes, and some severe fighting, it

was at length forced, and for some tim^ maintained by the

British. A little above is Stony Point, which is a promontory,
1 2
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and more elevated than Verplank's Point. It was fortified

and garrisoned by the British, until, in a gallant attack under
the command of Major Lee, it was taken by the Americans,
who ably maintained it to the close of the war. The fortifica-

tion is in a state of decay, and sheep peaceably occupy that

ground which formerly bristled with bayonets.
Hudson River, May, 1823. T. W.

Art. III. Additions to the Catalogue of British Birds, with Notice

of the Occurrence of several rare Species. Communicated by
William Yarrell, Esq. FX. & Z.S., in a Letter to the Con*
ductor.

Sir,

I AM indebted to the kindness of several friends for the

pleasure of transmitting to you the names of four birds as

additions to the British fauna, and also a list of occasional

visitors, some of which are of very rare occurrence.

Fa'lco ru'fipes (Bechstein),

. Ingrian Falcon of Latham, Syn., vol. i. p. 102.; Orange-
legged Hobby, Lath. Syn.Supp., vol.ii. p. 46. ; Faucon a pieds

rouges, Temm. Man., vol. i. p. 38.

Three examples of this small falcon were observed together
at Horning in Norfolk, in the month of May, 1830, and for-

tunately all three were obtained. On examination they proved
to be an adult male and female, and a young male in imma-
ture plumage. A fourth specimen, a female, has also been shot

in Holkham Park ; and others will probably be found in pre-
served collections, on close exartiination, as some little diffi-

culty occurs in detecting them, from their resemblance to

other British species. The old male is somewhat like our

hobby, but smaller ; and the female resembles the merlin. A
figure of the male, in the Planches enluminees of BufFon,
No. 431., is called " variete singuliere du Hobreau." A
living female is now in the garden of the Zoological Society
in the Regent's Park, which was brought from the European
continent during the last summer ; and I possess a male and
female preserved, which were given me by my friend Mr.
John Morgan! These last were brought from Russia, where

they are said to be plentiful.

^lau'da alpe'stris Linn»

Shore Lark of Pennant's Arctic Zoology, vol. ii. p. 392. ;

and of Lath. Syn., vol.iv. p. 585. ; Alouette a hausse-col noir,
Temm. Man. d'Orn., vol. i. p. 279. ; Wilson's Birds of the

United States, vol, i. p. 85. pi. 5.
fig.

4.
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A specimen of this lark was killed on the beach near Sher-

ringham, in March last, which passed into the hands of Mr.
Sims of Norwich, by whom it was preserved ; and it is now
in the collection of Edward Lornbe, Esq., of Great Melton,
who also possesses one of the males of Falco rufipes before

mentioned. The north of Europe and Asia is frequented by
this lark ;

and Wilson gives a characteristic description and

representation of it among his Birds of the United States^

vol. i. p. 85. pi. 5. fig. 4.

Western Duck (^nas Stelle^rj of Pallas).

^nas occidua of the Naturalist's Miscellany, No. 34. ;

W^estern Duck of Pennant's Arctic Zoology, vol. ii. p. 497.

pi. 23. ; Id., Lath. Syn., vol. vi. p. 532. ; Id., Lath. Supp., vol.i.

p. 275. ; ^'nas dispar. Lath. Ind. Orn., vol. ii. p. 866. sp. 83.

A male of this beautiful species was shot by a collector near

Yarmouth, and is now in the possession of a gentleman at

Acle. This bird has been found on the western coast of

America ;
it is also an inhabitant of Kamtschatka, where it

breeds among rocks. It is said to fly in flocks, confining
itself to the sea-coast and near the mouths of large rivers.

M. Temminck has not included this species in his manual
of the birds of Europe.

Ste'rna ca'spia of Pallas.

Id., Lath. Ind. Orn., vol. ii. p. 803. sp. 1.; Caspian Tern
of Pennant's Arc.Zool., vol. ii. p. 526. ; Id., Lath. Syn., vol. vi.

p. 350. ;
Hirondelle-de-mer Tschegrava, Temm. Man. d'Orn.,

vol. ii. p. 733.

Two examples of this tern, the largest of the European
species, have been killed at Yarmouth : one of them is in the

collection of a gentleman residing in Norwich
; the second I

have not been able to trace. Excellent figures of this bird in

its summer plumage occur in the works of Meyer and Stor,
and a representation of the Qgg is given by Dr. Schintz,

pi. 1 3. fig. 6.

Descriptions of the plumage of these four birds will be
found in the different works to which I have referred ; and

repetition is therefore avoided here as unnecessary.

Several notices of the occurrence of rare British birds

having already appeared in your Magazine, I have selected

from a long list the names of such onliy as are most inter-

esting.
Little Horned Owl; woodchat; roller; nutcracker; Ri-

I 3
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chard*s pipit {A'lithxxs Richardz).
—This bird was made known

as an addition to our fauna, by Mr. Vigors, in the first volume
of the Zoologicaljournal^ p. 411., with a coloured figure ; and
a second specimen has been lately taken in Copenhagen Fields

near London.
Black Redstart (Sylvia Tithys).

— Since the publication of
the notice of the first capture of this warbler in England,
by Mr. Gould, in the 1 7th number of the Zoological Journal,

p. 1 02-, two other specimens have been taken (and both males),
one near Bristol, the other at Brighton.

Three storks ; two night herons ; purple heron ; three little

bitterns, one an adult male in fine plumage, shot on Uxbridge
Moor

; two long-legged plovers ; two pratincoles ; one oliva-

ceous galHnule; two little gallinules (BaillonzV) ; four eider

ducks
;
two castaneous ducks {A, Nyrbca) ; six long-tailed

ducks ; one black guillemot, and a second specimen seen, but
could not be obtained; three little gulls; and one fulmar petrel.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Bi/der Street, London, Jan, 1831. William Yarrell.

Art. IV. Some Account of the British Sona Birds,

By J. M., A.L.S. &c.

Sir,

You have treated your readers with an interesting descrip-
tion (Vol. I. p. 414.) of the song-birds of North America. A
correspondent (whose requests should never be denied) wishes
that a similar account should be given of our British song-
birds ; and, though I do not feel equal to the task of giving a

sufficiently flowery description, without borrowing too much
of what has been a hundred times said or sung by others, yet
I am induced to offer a plain one, which, instead of a better,

may gratify those of your readers who are unacquainted with
the music of the groves.
To begin with the genus Sylvia, or soft-billed warblers :

the first to be noticed is the well known Redbreast (Sylvia
Rubecola). This bold audacious little fellow

sire's the whole

year round, except only during very hard frost. He not only
trills his song of love during the breeding season (in which

respect he is like all others), but also at other times sings his

shouts of defiance, his notes of menace, his impassioned bursts

of anger, and his surly under tones ofjealousy. But, however

actuated, his strains are always of a cheerless pensive cha-
racter ; and though there is considerable modulation in his

song, his cadences are almost always performed in the minor

key. These "
dying falls,

"^ and andante movements, give an
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air of melancholy to his notes, they seeming more like a shi-

vering complaint than the joyous swell of a song. The season,

too, in which his song is most noticed adds to the cheerless

character of his strains.

Besides the regular song of the redbreast, they use calls of

want, satisfaction, and fear. On the approach of the viper,

stoat, weasel, fox, cat, or other strange animal, they give a

short note of alarm ; and at the sight of the hawk they fly to

shelter, uttering a long shrill scream of fear. I believe both
sexes sing; but it is entirely their domineering pugnacious
character which causes them to vociferate all their feelings in

the semblance of song. In this respect the redbreast is ex-

actly like the domestic cock.

The next to be noticed is one equally well known as the

preceding, because both are " sacred to the household gods,"

namely, the Common Wren (Sylvia Troglodytes). Here we
have a very different character, one of the smallest and most
vivacious of birds : familiar without impudence, busy and bust-

ling in action, and extremely gallant in manners ;
so much so,

indeed, that every mild and sunny day in winter reminds him
of laJour de noces, and excites him to pour forth his gay and

lively song. This, though short, is full of variety and spright-
liness : it is a burst of joy, rapturous and loud ; beginning

high, and graduated down to rather more than an octave

below, and repeated at intervals of about a minute or two.

The song of the wren is heard from a month before the

breeding season till it is quite over ; and, as they commonly
breed twice in the year, they sing for at least seven months.

So audibly loud is the song, that it may be easily distinguished
even in full chorus ;

and it is astonishing that so small a bird

should have such powers of voice. The wren has also a

curious note of fear, resembling the winding up of a clock ;

and his birring note of rebuke over the prowling cat, or pry-

ing owl, is most provokingly teasing.
We now come to the smallest British bird, viz. the Gold-

crested Wren
{ Sylvia i^egulus). The song of this little chorister

has been aptly compared to that of a fairy. It is a short strain,

repeated at short intervals ; weak, yet agreeable ; sung in-

wardly, in such a manner that, though the tiny warbler may
be in the nearest bush, the notes seem to come from a con-

siderable distance ; but it can only be heard when near, except
in very calm weather. It sings only in the spring months ;

and is most frequently seen in that season among the lower

branches of fir trees, where it seeks its food, and every now
^nd then warbles its fairy strain.

Another warbler is the Hedge Sparrow (Sylvia modularis).
I 4
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This is also a common and well known bird
;
and though

rather low in the scale as a songster, yet he deserves a place
in the choir. His song is not longer than that of the wren, is

less varied, shrill, and rather sprightly. Under the influence

of mild weather, they begin to sing early, and are often heard

at the same time with the common wren, continuing their song
till after midsummer. Ornithologists have doubts whether

this belongs to the genus Sylvia ;
and it is probable it will be

separated from it.

The foregoing are constant residents in Britain, and appear
to be more than others attached to the habitations of man.
The next to be noticed is the Wood or WillowWren (Sylvia

Trochilus), a summer visitant or emigi'ant, arriving in Britain

about the 20th of April. This is the smallest of the warblers,

except only the common and golden-crested wrens. Their

song is heard in thick woods, soon after their arrival. It is a

soft pleasant strain, repeated from time to time with consider-

able pauses between ; beginning in a pretty high pitch, forte,

diminishing, by slurred gradations, down to lower tones

scarcely audible. As their chant is given in the full chorus

of the woods, and among several others which sing in the

same key, it requires an experienced ear to catch and identify
the song. This bird is more elegantly formed than the com-
mon wren

;
brownish green above, and chiefly yellow below.

Sing during their breeding season.

Very similar in habits and appearance is the Middle Willow

Wren, or Chitchat (Sylviahippolais). Thisspeciesis remarkable

for being one of the first birds of passage that arrive in this

country in the spring, and is often heard in the woods before the

trees are in leaf. Its notes (song they can hardly be called) are

only two, but may be distinctly heard, whether as solo or in

chorus : chit-chaU chit-chat^ chiUchat^ repeated sometimes for

five minutes at a stretch, without variation, save only now and
then changing the plan of the notes into chat-chit^ chat-chit ;

or into chiffy-chaffij^ by doubling them.

Nearly allied to the last is the Larger or ShakingWood Wren
(Sylvia Sylvicola). In general colour, habits, and economy, it

is much like the two preceding, but is somewhat larger. This

is only heard and seen in hollow woods, perching on the lower

boughs of high trees, and, at intervals, trilling its shaking or

tremulous song. Like its smaller congener, it has a gra-
duated strain of 14 or 16 notes, begun high, and finishing in

a demisemiquavered slurred cadenza, dim. But the peculi-

arity of the song consists in the four or five first notes being

repeated moderato, expressively staccato, before the beginning
of the descending passage.
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These three species of willow wren are often mistaken for

each other by ornithologists. They all arrive in the course of

the spring, and leave in the latter end of summer. All build

their nests on the ground, live on the same kind of food, and,
what is remarkable, all utter the same note of fear when
alarmed for the safety of their nest or young. The last, I

believe, was added to the list of British birds by that celebrated

and accurate naturalist the Rev. G. White, author of the His-

tory ofSdborne.
The next is a songster of great eminence, namely, the Pet-

tychaps, or Garden Warbler (Sylvia hortensis). This species
inhabits thick hedges and shrubberies ;

and being fond of small

fruit, particularly raspberries, is often a pilferer in the garden :

hence the specific name. It is, however, a shy bird, oftener

heard than seen. The song is a continued warble of consi-

derable modulation, sometimes for half an hour at a time,
without a pause. There is no theme or connection in the

song : wild, rapid, and irregular in time and tone ; but the

rich depth is wonderful for so small a throat, approaching in

deep mellowness even to that of the blackbird. His music is

seldom elevated, all seeming to be the ardent accents of per-
suasion, delivered in the gravest tones.

In the same hedge we see and hear the jocund Whitethroat

(Sylvia cinerea). Seated on a topmost spray, he distends his

garrulous throat, and, with cockaded brow, incessantly pours
forth his short but joyous song ; and, lest he should not be

sufficiently seen and heard, mounts into the air to the height
of twenty feet or more, singing his peculiar jerking notes as

he descends to his perch. All this exertion of voice and wing
seems to be entirely for the gratification of his listening mate,
who is attending to her domestic affairs at no great distance

from the spot.
In the near neighbourhood may be also heard the Lesser

Whitethroat (Sylvia Sylviella). This is a smaller bird than the

preceding. Their haunts, arrival in, and departure from, this

country correspond ;
but this has less power of song ; it is

only a kind of convulsive laugh or call, occupying about half

a bar of common time. In the general chorus of the woods,
the lesser whitethroat bears a very subordinate part : it is the

pipe without the tabor.

The next is the contra-alto singer of the woodland choir,
viz. the Blackcap (Sylvia Atricapilla). The fine, varied,

joyous song of this emigrant is noticed by the most listless

auditor. The strain occupies about three bars of triple time

in the performance, and, though very frequently repeated, is

somewhat varied in every repetition. . Unlike some of the
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foregoing, his song is not begun high, diminishing off to an
inarticulate pp. cadenza ; but the contrary : he begins with

two or three short essays of double notes, gradually crescendo

up to a loud and full swell of varied expression. The follow-

ing passage often occurs :
—

' ' '

i-^-Arm^^̂ m ^—^

as truly enunciated as if performed on an octave flute. Like
their congeners, they sing only during their courtship and

breeding season. The style and key of their song are nearly
the same in all individuals

; though some may be noticed to

vary in style. I knew one bird that frequented the same spot
of a wood for three summers, who signalised himself by a

peculiar arrangement of notes, very much excelling his

brethren around. The blackcap is certainly the finest singer
of the whole tribe of warblers, except the nightingale.
The next is a common bird, but more admired for the

beauty of his plumage than for the excellence of his song,
viz. the Redstart (Sylvia Phoenicurus). This is one of the

most delicate of our birds of passage, arriving in April and

remaining till the end of summer. Soon after his arrival he
stations himself on the top of high trees, and thence pours
forth, at short intervals, his brief, though not unpleasant, strain.

His voice is weak, and almost lost among the accompani-
ments of nearer or louder songsters.
When we visit bushy commons, or rough uncultivated

ground, we meet with two others of this vocal tribe, namely,
the Whinchat (Sylvia Rubetra), and Stonechat

( Sylvia Rubi-

cola). Their songs resemble each other; each being a short

strain of a few soft notes, occasionally repeated, while sitting
on a spray near their nests. They are both alarmists, parti-

cularly the first ; flitting from bush to bush or along a hedge
before the traveller, uttering a quick chee-chuck-chucking

cry, accompanied by a quick jerk of the wings and tail.

Before leaving the furze-covered common, let us look for,

or listen to the chant of, the Dartford Warbler (Sylvia pro-
vincialis). Perchance it may be found among the low bushes.

Forty years have I been looking for this rare and pretty little

warbler ; and never met with it, to my knowledge, till about

a month ago (7th July). 1 was favoured with the sight of

three young ones, in the possession of Mr. Bennett, surgeon,
New Street, Dorset Square, London, a gentleman fond of orni-

thology ; and who has a fine collection of summer birds, kept
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on the plan of Mr. Sweet. Mr. Bennett's young birds were

caught on Wimbledon Common, where they have been some-
times seen before, as well as on Hounslow Heath, and in the

vicinity of Dartford in Kent. I have never heard their song ;

but it is said to be soft and pleasing. The retired habits of

this warbler keep it out of notice, and therefore it is called

rare
; though, if the middle of extensive commons were care-

fully explored, it may be found as plentiful in England, per-

haps, as it is said to be in Provence, in France. They are of

a dark reddish colour above, with throat and breast brightly

tinged with red ; about the size of the long-tailed titmouse

(Parus caudatus), and, except that their tail is not quite so

long, have very much the shape and action of that bird.

From the common let us walk down to the sedgy sides of

the brook, or lake : here we may hear, if not see, two more
ofthe tribe ofwarblers. The first is the Reed Warbler (Sylvia

arundinacea). This is a small bird, frequenting reedy
marshes, or willow holts. Their song is a long irregular
strain of notes, quickly and jerkingly enunciated, but with-

out being very loud, and in some passages not unlike its

constant neighbour the Sedge Warbler (Sylvia phragmites).
This last is a songster of most wonderful powers. He may
be called the Italian, as to style : for the whole excellence

consists in the variety and extremely ridiculous rapidity of his

execution. It is impossible to give any thing like an intelli-

gible description of his long-continued extravaganza. Spirited,

changeful, precipitously running over every note and half-

note within the compass of his pipe, quicker than even atten-

tion can follow ; touching, as he passes, the notes of other

birds so exactly that he has been called a mocking-bird, and

supposed to possess the power of imitating all others. Some-
times he soars up in the air, jerking in his flight, and singing,
as he descends, in the manner of the whitethroat. But what
adds peculiarly to his value as a vocalist, is his propensity to

be a serenader, especially if he happens to be disturbed by
any noise.

The Wheatear (Sylvia ffinanthe) is a warbler, and its song
is reported as being agreeable, though soft and low. As they

congregate on stony commons, they do not join the harmony
of the woods ; and, are therefore, less known as songsters
than most of the others.

The Grasshopper Lark (Sylvia trivialis) is (though, per-

haps, incorrectly) classed among the warblers. They frequent
thick underwoods, and are easily distinguished from all other

birds by their long-continued monotonous birring note, much
like that of a field-cricket. It may be observed that they
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occasionally drop to a third below the key, but soon resume
it again. They always sing upon a bush near the ground, and
often in the night as well as by day.
The last to be mentioned in this communication is, de-

servedly, not only at the head of its tribe of warblers, but at

that of the whole feathered race; viz. the nightingale (Sylvia
jLuscinia). It is unnecessary to describe the widely celebrated

song of this delightful vocalist. For richness of tone, whether
in his highest or lowest notes, he excels all others. He per-
forms passages in both the major and minor keys. In the

former he raises an acclaim ofjoy ;
in the latter he expresses

a kind of wailing affection. The only drawbacks on his merit
as a melodist, are his squeaking intermediate notes, which
unite his fine and more audible passages.
Two other Continental warblers have been lately added to

the British lists
; viz. the Sylvia alpuia and the Sylvia

suecica, but they are as yet but little known. It is said that

ornithologists have in contemplation a new arrangement of
this interesting genus ; by which it will be divided into two
or three sections.

Chelsea, August 8. 1829. J. M.

(To be continued.^

Art. V. An Account of the Discoveries of Miiller and others in
the Organs of Vision of Insects and the Crustacea. By George
Parsons, Esq.

Sir,

In the works on natural history recently published in this

country, at least in those examined by me, no notice has been
taken of the curious discoveries in the organs of vision of the

lower animals, made within the last few years on the Continent,
and principally by Professor Miiller of the University of
Bonn. Some account of these discoveries may perhaps not be

unacceptable to your readers : should such be your opinion,
the following is at your service. Professor Miiller's first dis-

coveries on the subject were published at Leipzig in 1 826, in

a work on the comparative physiology of the sense of vision

in insects {Zur vergleichenden Physiologie des Gesichtssitmes) ;

a paper from him on the same subject appeared subsequently
in the Archiv fiir Anatomie und Physiologie von Meckel for

January and June 1829,
* and a short article, confirming the

* A brief analysis of this paper is given in the first number (new series)
of the Journal of Science of the Rot/al Institution,
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accuracy of Miiller's researches, was lately given in the An^
nales des Sciences Naturelles, The most important facts thus

made known on the structure of the simple and compound
eyes of insects and the Crustacea I will endeavour to compress
into the following pages.

For the visual perception of distinct images, it is evidently

necessary that the light from the different parts of the object
to be seen must also be insulated in a corresponding manner

upon the different parts of the sentient organ, A retina,
without an exterior apparatus for the fulfilment of this con-

dition, can only communicate to its possessor the simple sens-

ation of light. Whatever may be the objects presented to

such a retina, since the light, shade, and colours proper to

their several parts, are all transmitted indifferently to every

part of the sentient organ, it will inevitably result that these

qualities (light, shade, and colours) will produce a common
and simultaneous impression upon the whole of the organ ;

the light being no longer distinct from the shadow, nor the

colours from either of the two former, as they are in the ex-

ternal object. If there are in nature beings possessed of this

simple sensation of light and colours, without an optical organ
of vision, such sensation cannot extend so far as to insulate

the colours, so as to correspond with those of the exterior

object ;
and this may be the case in some Annelides, which

have what are regarded as ocular points or eyes, in which,
however, no distinct and separate structures can be dis-

covered.

That parts of many, or of most plants, are affected by the

sun's rays, is sufficiently proved by the opening and closing
of flowers, by the directions which the leaves take in order

to expose their surface to the light, &c. ; and the opinion of
M. Dutrochet, that vegetables possess, dispersed through their

several organs, a substance analogous to nervous matter, and
to whose agency this susceptibility to the action of light may
be attributed, is certainly far from being improbable. We
may fairly assume that, in the organised bodies placed lowest

in the scale of the animal kingdom, this nervous matter is less

disintegrated, less mingled up with the other textures, than in

plants ; and that, as it becomes more and more concentrated,
and separated from the rest of the animal organisation, the

adumbrations, as it were, oforgans of sense will simultaneously
make their appearance ; and thus at length distinct sensations

will be produced by the action of exterior agents. It can

scarcely be denied that the Annelides, and other allied tribes

of the lower animals, possess the sensation of light; but it

must also be inferred, from our present knowledge of their
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structure, that they do not possess any visual perception of

circumscribed forms. These lower animals see only the light,

which will be more or less clear, obscure, or coloured, accord-

ing to the intensity and kind of light predominating. If this,

in the true sense of the word, simple eye, assigned to the An-

nehdes, apparently consisting only of a transparent layer or

cornea, covering a portion of nervous matter, or retina, is to

have the power of distinguishing the relations of locality, it will

be necessary that the light coming from any one point of an

external object shall not be transmitted to all parts of the

retina situated in the same plane. For example ;
if the nervous

or sentientorgan bespread out over a flat surface, then variously
coloured rays of light, coming from the border of a semi-

circle, will, it is true, illuminate simultaneously all the parts
of such a retina ; but the different kinds of rays falling on the

retina at different angles of incidence, there will be developed,
in addition, certain colours in different parts of the retina. If

the sentient surface or retina be spherical, the specific action

of the light will be most intense at the point where the light
falls on the surface in the direction of the ray, and one side of

the sphere will in no degree participate in the colours of the

other. This would be the highest point to which this grade
of organisation of the eye could attain.

There are two modes of organisation possible and necessary,
for the sentient surface to become a perfect visual organ, in

which the differences of colour in external objects shall be re-

produced upon the retina.

1. By refraction, by means of refracting media or lenses.

Rays from external objects fall upon the whole of the

exposed exterior of the eye. Each portion of the surface of.

the eye is in contact with the different kinds of rays which

approach it in every possible direction ; but, in traversing the

transparent parts of the eye, the divergent rays from each

point of emission are again converged into distinct points or

foci at a certain distance, where the sentient organ or retina

is situated. These points of reunion, these foci of identical

rays, are found therefore upon the retina, in an order corre-

sponding precisely with the points of emission on the exterior

object ; and this reunion of the rays in foci at a determinate

distance, by means of refraction, produces distinctness of

image on the retina. Such is the case in the eyes of all the

vertebrated animals, in the MoUusca, in the Cephalopodes,
and some Gasteropodes, in the ^rachnides, &c., and in the

stemmata of insects.

When the retinae of two eyes of this kind are organised in

such a manner that their different parts are in precisely the
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same relation to external objects, they will, when both are

equally illuminated, produce only one sensation. But, for

the corresponding parts of the two retinae to receive the same

impression, it is necessary that these eyes be movable, without

which condition there would frequently be double vision.

This is the case (the mobility of the organ) with the eyes of

the vertebrated animals and of the cephalopode Mollusca.

But, if these eyes are not movable, it must necessarily follow

that their retinae cannot bear exactly the same relation to

external objects. Eyes of this kind, whose fields of vision are

separate, cannot be convergent exteriorly ; for, in that case,

single objects, illuminating both eyes, would of course pro-
duce double vision. Eyes with fields of vision altogether
different are therefore necessarily immovable and divergent.
Such are the eyes of the ^rachnides, &c., and the stemmata

and compound eyes of insects, &c. A plurality of these eyes
does not increase the intensity, but simply the extent of the

field, of vision.

2. In the first species of the organ of vision, the production
of the image upon the retina is the consequence of the reunion

of the rays regularly emitted from the same points of the ex-

ternal object. But it may be conceived that an image will

also be formed when those rays which fall perpendicularly

upon the sentient surface are alone admitted, whilst all other

rays, coming from the same point of emission, but approach-

ing the retina at other angles of incidence, are intercepted by
any organ whatever. If the rays given out perpendicularly
from each point of the external object alone impinge upon the

retina, it matters little how this is effected, the image of the

object will be then reproduced, indistinctly, it is true, but still

correctly as it regards the relations of its different parts to each

other. We perceive, also, that such a retina cannot be spread
out over a level surface, for in such case it could receive the

perpendicular rays of light only from few objects, and those

of the smallest possible size. The sentient surface or retina

of a visual organ of the second species must consequently be

spherical, so that the rays of the sphere may correspond to

external objects situated in the direction of the rays.

The quantity of light coming perpendicularly will of course

be very small ;
but still, an organ sensible to light will per-

ceive all the minute differences in the form of the image, in

the same manner as it occurs in an eye of the first species when
the pupil is diminished to a mere point : the light passing

through a pupil so diminished will be sufficient for the pro-
duction of images upon the retina, provided only that the

proper insulation of the different rays takes place. In an eye
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of the second species, the distinctness of the image will be the

greater, precisely in proportion as all rays not perpendicular
are the more perfectly excluded. For this purpose an organ
will be required, which, situated in front of the spherical

retina, shall accurately effect this separation of the perpendi-
cular from the non-perpendicular rays.
The visual organ of the second kind is so simple, and so

completely in accordance with the known laws of the motion
of light, that we might readily anticipate its existence. When
we know what is essential in such a structure, it is very-

easy.to understand every modification of which it is suscept-
ible. The essential conditions are : that the retina be sphe-
rical; that the light traverse a transparent medium in the

direction of the rays of such sphere ; and that this medium
be so disposed as to intercept all light not approaching in

exact parallelism with these rays. The compound eyes of
insects contain indeed all the organs necessary for an eye not

seeing by refraction ; and these organs have been hitherto

almost entirely neglected in anatomical researches upon this

subject. Its organisation accords perfectly with the general
laws now stated.

A visual organ of the second species, when it is double,
must be immovable ; and these double or multiple eyes ought
to have divergent axes. For, if the retinae are to be impressed
only by the rays coming perpendicularly to their surface, it

will be necessary that two spherical eyes form segments of

only one sphere ; and the axes of the two eyes ought never
to converge, for, wijthout this condition, the luminous parts
of objects situated at the point of convergence would neces-

sarily be visible to both eyes, and double vision would be the
result.

In the anatomical details now to be given, the simple eyes
or stemmata will be first described, and the description will

be accompanied bya slight account of the vision possessed
by animals provided with eyes of this kind. The compound
eyes will then be treated in a similar manner.

TJie Simple Byes of Spiders, Scorpions, Sfc, and the Stemmata,

of Insects,

ilfygale «vicularia.— The transparent cornea of this spider
is circular, convex, and of firm consistence : it is a direct con-
tinuation of the common integuments, but of course altered

in texture. Immediately behind the cornea is found a yel-
lowish, hard, and nearly spherical crystalline lens : its

convexity appears to be the same anteriorly and posteriorly ;
•

and its posterior surface is closely applied to a spherical body,
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or vitreous humour, whose anterior surface corresponds to

the convexity of the cornea. The broad basis of the conical-

shaped optic nerve is in contact with a membrane investing
the vitreous humour : the axis of the nerve being also that of

the eye. In the vicinity of the eye the fibrous structure of the

nerve disappears ; but there the nerve seems to be traversed

by dark longitudinal lines. A very thick and black pigment
surrounds the vitreous humour on all sides, except at the

parts where it is in contact with the base of the optic nerve

posteriorly, and with the lens in front ; the pigment extending
as far as the periphery of the lens and the margin of the

cornea.

iStorpio tunensis, S'corpio aegyptiacus. {Jigs. 18, 19.)
—In this

animal there are two large eyes placed near the middle of the

cephalothorax. They consist of a cornea, a spherical lens, a
vitreous body, and a membranous retina. These eyes are very
near to each other, being separated only by a projecting ridge,
and th^y are so disposed that their axes diverge from each

other at a very considerable angle. The cornea [Jig» 18. «)

seems formed of the common integu-

ments, which, of course, for that pur-

pose become transparent, and elevated

into a convex prominence. The centre

is thinner than the circumference,

owing to the internal concavity being

greater than the external convexity;
and the circumference seems to be

bordered by a dark band, which ap-

pearance is produced by the subja-
cent dark pigment (c). If the cornea be carefully separated
from the internal parts, the crystalline lens (6) will always be

found remaining attached to the under concave surface. The
lens of the African scorpion is perfectly spherical, very hard,
and of an amber colour ; it is in contact with the cornea only
at the centre, for at the circumference of the latter there

exists between it and the lens a triangular zone, of which a

part only, toward the margin of the cornea, is filled with the

bluish black pigment. Immediately behind the lens is the

vitreous body (2), convex anteriorly and posteriorly, the lens

not being, in this animal, embedded in the vitreous body.
The breadth of the vitreous body is three times greater than

that of the lens
;

its longitudinal axis is to its tranverse dia-

meter nearly as 1 to 2; and it has a greater convexity posteriorly
than anteriorly. Its apparent concavity in front is simply

owing to the pigment already noticed as in part filling up the

zone surrounding the lens. The choroid pigment [c] invests

Vol. i V. ~~ No. 18. k
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all the internal parts of the eye, and between
the two eyes it is elongated to a point both

anteriorly and posteriorly. (Jig. 19. a.) It ex-

tends a little over the front surface of the vitre-

ous body, and so forms a kind of pupil, whose

diameter is greater than that of the lens, and is

nearly equal to three fifths of that of the vitreous

body itself.

The whole of the posterior surface of the vitreous body is

in immediate contact with the retina
( fig. 18. e\ which is

membranous throughout, and towards its centre forms a

conical projection continuous with the optic nervej^ This cone

of the optic nerve, the external surface of the retina, the mar-

gin of the vitreous body in front, and the internal surface of

the integuments, where they are continuous with the cornea,

are all covered by the choroid membrane, with its bluish

black pigment.
Besides these two large eyes, the scorpions have, in the

middle of the cephalothorax, other and much smaller ones,

generally six in number, and similar in their external appear-
ance to the stemmata of insects.

The S'colopendra morsitans has four simple eyes on each

side of the head ; three are round, and the fourth, larger in

size than the others, is elliptical. The convexity of these eyes
is very great. The lenses are hard, transparent, amber-

coloured, convex on both sides, nearly round, and large

enough to be seen with the naked eye ; the lens of the ellip-

tical eye is larger than that of the others, and is elliptical.

The vitreous body, if it

exists, is extremely small.

Fig. 20. represents the

lenses of the eyes of the

iScolopendra morsitans,

magnified, as they appear
at their under surface, when

they are removed, though
still attached each to its

cornea. Fig. 21. gives a magnified view of the cup-shaped
black pigment and retina of each of the three round eyes,
with their optic nerves.

The number of simple eyes, or stemmata, in the perfect
insects provided with them, is generally three ;

the dimen-

sions of these organs vary much even in different species of

the same genus ; in some of the smaller species of Gryllus they
are of extraordinary size.

The stemmata of insects are always convex on the surface.
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for the most part round, rarely elliptical ; and they are

generally situated on the upper part of the head, sometimes
in a single line, at others in the form of a triangle. They
have an organisation similar to that of the eyes of spiders and

scorpions, possessing a cornea, a crystalline lens, a vitreous

body, and a choroid membrane and pigment. If the exterior

form of the eye is elliptical, that of the internal parts is gene-

rally ellipsoid* The diameter of the lens is always less than
that of the cornea. The optic nerves of the stemmata in the

perfect insects do not always unite together into a single

trunk; they arise, however, from the same portion of nervous

matter.

Aggregates of Simple Eyes,

The Myriapodes, the genera Oniscus, Zulus, Lepisma, LithcV

bius, Cymothoa, &c., have aggregated simple eyes, which
must be distinguished from the true compound eyes to be
hereafter described. From these latter the aggregated simple

eyes may be known by their smaller number, which varies

from twenty to forty, by their not being in contact with each

other, and by their having no hexagonal facets. Often, how-

ever, the differences can be strikingly seen only when the

parts are examined with the microscope.
In a large Cymothoa, examined by Professor Mliller, there

were found about forty of these simple eyes aggregated toge-
ther : and the general cornea exhibited a similar number ofcon-
vex elevations, and in its under surface a corresponding number
of concavities. Each of these portions was therefore a dis-

tinct cornea
; and immediately in contact with its under con-

cave surface was a perfectly distinct lens or crystalline globe.
The lenses were hard, transparent, amber-coloured, and

nearly round. Beneath the lenses lay a dark-coloured mass,

having in its anterior surface as many depressions as there

were lenses, to the posterior convexity of which the depres-
sions corresponded. They are not, however, similar to the

cup-shaped receptacles in the iScolopendra, but are situated in

the anterior surface of other bodies larger than the lenses,

transparent, tolerably hard, nearly globular, and amber-
coloured. The sides and posterior part of these globular or

vitreous bodies are covered with pigment, and posteriorly
there is attached to each a filament of the optic nerve, which

probably is expanded into a cup-shaped retina, placed between
the vitreous body and its surrounding stratum of pigment.
The optic nerve passes under the aggregated mass, distribut-

ing its filaments to the individual eyes.
K 2
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common cor-

the aggregated
mass of simple eyes : a, the vitreous bodies ; b, the filaments

of the optic nerve ; c, the trunk of this nerve ; d, the depres-
sions in the vitreous bodies for the reception of the lenses.

In a large species of Zulus, Professor Miiller counted about

forty aggregated simple eyes on each side. Here also the

hard, transparent, amber-coloured, and nearly globular lenses

were fixed in depressions in the under surface of the common
cornea ; and the other parts appeared to be similar to those

in the Cymothoa.
The vision of these animals cannot possibly be very power-

ful, nor extend beyond the nearest objects ; for the different

rays from distant objects must simultaneously affect all the

simple eyes aggregated together, to the complete destruction

of all specification of form. Those objects immediately before

the eyes can alone be distinguished from each other by means
of this structure of the organs of vision, which is indeed only
adapted to the Myri^podes, Onisci, and a few other kinds of

wingless animals, some of which live in the ground, some
under stones, and some even as parasites of fishes.

Vision of Spiders, Sco7'pions, Sfc., and of Insects provided with

Simple Eyes or Stemmata,

It appears from the details given, that the simple eyes of
the spiders, scorpions, and insects resemble those of fishes

in their structure; especially in the crystalline lens being
rounded, separated from the vitreous body, and brought close

to the cornea. But, in the stemmata of the articulated ani-

mals, the anterior chamber of the eye is completely wanting ;

the iris, whose internal margin in fishes embraces the lens, is

reduced in the Articulata to a zone of the choroid pigment on
the anterior surface of the vitreous body, and the lens is no

longer embedded in the vitreous humour, but merely in con-

tact with its anterior and convex surface. The space com-

prised between the lens, the cornea, and the front of the

vitreous body, is probably filled, in the living state, with some

peculiar fluid. Whatever this may be, the degree ofrefraction
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which the light must undergo in the stemmata or simple eyes
of the articulated animals must be very considerable; for,

even if the spherical lens be nearly of the same density as

the cornea, and if, in consequence, its anterior surface should

scarcely increase the refraction already produced by the con-

vexity of the cornea, still it is very certain that the posterior
surface of the lens will, on account of the medium of inferior

density with which it is in contact, cause the light to undergo
a strong refraction there. The refraction will, of course, be

much greater than in fishes, on account of the power of the

refracting media in these latter being much diminished by their

being surrounded by a fluid of greater density than the air.

In the simple eyes of the articulated animals the rays of

light undergo a fourfold refraction : first, through the convexity
of the cornea ; secondly, through the still greater convexity
and increased density of the lens ; thirdly, through the pos-
terior convexity of the lens in the hollow space or canal com-

prised between the vitreous and crystalline bodies ; and,

fourthly, through the anterior and convex surface of the vi-

treous body. This organisation indicates the absence of a

clear vision of distant objects ; but, from the same circum-

stance, the existence of a clear and distinct vision of near

objects ought to be inferred.

If we consider that the larvae of insects, whose sphere of

existence may, from their mode of organisation, be said to be

limited to the objects immediately around them, have only
stemmata, and that they have no vision of objects placed at

distances to which it is not necessary for them to move, it

becomes highly probable that the simple eyes of spiders, &c.,
are also myopic. These organs are to the compound eyes, as

it regards vision, what the palpi are to the antennae, as it

regards the sense of touch. The larvae have no antennae, but

generally they have palpi ;
for the most part they possess no

compound eyes, but commonly they are provided with stem-

mata. When the simple eyes are of different magnitudes, the

smaller ones seem to be specially destined for the vision of the

nearest objects, and particularly for the organs of manducation.

The visual horizon of the simple eyes is certainly very
small

; the light which falls laterally or obliquely upon these

organs will, it is true, undergo a powerful refraction; but,

beyond a certain point, even these lateral rays will be inter-

cepted by the zone of choroid pigment placed in front of the

vitreous body. It is the smallness of the visual field of each
of the simple eyes individually, and the position of these

organs, always more or less divergent from each other, that

alone prevent the several fields of vision from comprising
K 3
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parts of the same object, and so producing double vision. It

may be concluded that smallness of the field of vision, want
of mobility in the organ, plurality of simple eyes, and diverg-
ence from each other, are conditions necessarily combined.

In the scorpions, the two great simple eyes diverge from
each other at an angle of even 90°. In the same animals, these

divergent eyes are still farther insulated by an interposed

ridge of integuments : they correspond to different parts of

the animal's field of vision, and probably both eyes never see

at one time the same object.
In the spiders, the simple eyes are always arranged in a

line, forming an arch in the skin, and they diverge at different

angles. Being of very different magnitudes, even in the same

individual, it may be inferred that they must also differ, not

only with respect to the extent of the visual field, but likewise

as it regards the distance to which distinct vision reaches. The

great and very divergent eyes of scorpions possess, undoubt-

edly, a more extensive visual field, and see also to a greater
distance, than the smaller eyes of these animals ; which, being
but little divergent, like the. eyes of most of the spiders, are

probably distinguished, on the other hand, by the smallness

of the field of vision, and by being myopic. It may be readily

conceived, that if the distance to which the power of seeing
extends differs in different eyes, a partial crossing of the visual

fields will induce no marked confusion of sight, provided that

the vision be distinct only in that eye within whose range of

power the objects are situated.

{To be continued.^

Art. VI. On the Sensibility of Vegetables. By T. E. L.

Sir,

It is a well-known fact that vegetables possess a physical,

though, perhaps, not a rational sensibility, and that they can,
and indeed do, avoid what is injurious to them, though
probably not immediately ; but the power which is employed,
and enables them to withdraw out of the way of danger, is

still a secret. Of this the Mimosa pudica, or sensitive plant,
is an instance well known to every body ; for, if its leaves be
touched ever so

slightly, they close and draw back, as if they
would shrink from the approach of danger. The leaves of
some plants, however, act spontaneously, without any visible

or material agency, of which the JTedysarum gyrans is a

striking instance, requiring only a warm atmosphere to

perform in perfection. Each of the leaves is ternate, and
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the lateral leaflets are frequently moving upwards and down-

wards, either equally or by jerks. It is difficult to suppose
what end this motion is intended to answer to the plant

itself; as these movements take place without any visible

cooperation between the several leaflets. But that plants do
avoid danger daily experience proves to be the fact : the most

unobserving cannot but have remarked the closing of many
flowers before rain ; or at night, when the sun has ceased to

exert his power. The peculiar habit of many parasitical

plants to climb in one particular direction, is also well worthy
of regard.
The manner in which the seeds of some plants are dis-

persed is very wonderful. We will take, as an instance, those

of the mosses. The capsules of mosses, when in flower, are

covered with a small lid, which, in more advanced fructifi-

cation, drops off", and discloses to view in most a set of fine

teeth, arranged round the mouth of the seed-vessel, and
which are called the fringe or peristome : these teeth, in

dry weather, close over the mouth, lest the seeds should

escape, and, from the parched state of the ground, should not

germinate; but when the wet weather comes, they imme-

diately open, and allow the seeds to fly out.

The Nepenthes distillatoria, is also well worthy ofnotice. It

is found in the marshes of India, though not entirely submerged
in water. The extremities of the leaves of this plant are

furnished with a very peculiar appendage : it is in the form of

a pitcher with a movable lid, and is generally full of water

secreted through the footstalk, which is well adapted to that

purpose. As to the use of these reservoirs botanists are not

quite agreed. Sir J. Smith is of opinion that it is the den
of a species of A^quilla, or shrimp, which feeds upon the flies

and other insects which have perished there; while others

think that they are intended to support and refresh the plant
with water when the surrounding swamps are dried up.

Drosera, an English genus, which inhabits our marshes, is

also worthy of remark : the leaves of it are clothed with

beautiful long scarlet hairs; and if a fly happens to alight

upon any of the leaves, these hairs immediately curl over it,

and squeeze it to death. Perhaps these hairs may be pro-
vided by Providence in order to catch flies and other insects,
from which the plant might obtain nourishment.
The care of Providence in protecting the parts of fructifi-

cation, and effecting the impregnation of the pistil, is also

highly curious. In some of the lily tribe, when the flowers are
in their prime, you may observe the stf^mens approaching the

pistil in pairs, and the pistil inclining towards them, so as

K 4
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more easily to receive the pollen. This circumstance may
also be seen in the Parnassia palustris (grass of Parnassus).
Also in the common berberry, if the stamens be touched in

the inner part, near the bottom, with a pin, they immediately
start forward, and, dashing their anthers against the stigma,

impregnate the pistil. The Amaryllis formosissima is furnished
with a drop of clear liquid, which in the morning protrudes
from the pistil, and in the evening is again absorbed, having
collected the *polleri, whose vapour renders it turbid, and
whose minute husks afterwards remain upon the pistil. The
innumerable insects which glitter about the different flowers

are of infinite use in bringing about the impregnation of
the pistil : the honied bee, and the various tribes of moths
and butterflies that glitter in the sun, all aid in performing
this one great office of nature, and lead us irresistibly to the

conclusion that nothing is made in vain.

The great annual sun-flower is also a very curious plant.

According to Sir J. Smith its compressed stalk enables it

to turn easily ; and when the sun rises in the morning, the

action of the heat on the marginal florets, which act as wings,
makes it turn its flower constantly towards the sun till even-

ing, when,^^by its elasticity, it recovers its former position,

ready to meet the sun again in the east. My own experience,
however, is certainly at variance with this account. I have

frequently, from a wish to observe so curious a circumstance,
examined the plant at different times; yet, though I have
watched it with great care, I never could witness the inclination

towards the sun above spoken of. So far from it, the flowers

were always facing every quarter of the horizon.

The calyces, in some instances, are possessed of a peculiar

delicacy of structure, of which none is more worthy of notice

than that of the violet. The seeds of the class Syngenesia,
also, are so light, that they are carried away, when ripe,

by the slightest breath of wind, far from their original

place of growth. It is by this lightness of the seeds of many
plants that the most barren rocks, in the course of time, be-

come clothed with lively verdure. Mosses and lichens first

fix their slender and insinuating fibres into the crevices of

the rocks, and, as they die away, are again reproduced,

depositing a light vegetable mould, sufficient to nourish

the grasses and other herbaceous plants ;
in the course of

years vegetation progressively increases ; and, by the aid of

birds, trees and shrubs are planted, and what was before a

barren waste becomes covered with woods and pastures.
Nm MonJctoriy February 12. 1830. T. E. L.
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Art. VII. Notice of a Fossil Nautilusfound in the Sandstone of
the Isle of Sheppey. By Mrs. Lee, late Mrs. Bowdich.

The annexed figure i^fig. 24.) of aA^autilus (a Pompilius ?)

was made from a specimen found among numerous fragments

of shells in the sandstone of the Isle of Sheppey, and now in

the possession of the Rev. Francis Cobbold, Cliff, Ipswich. It

is in a semifossil state, has lost its brilliancy, colour, and
mother of pearl, all of which depend upon the presence of

animal matter
;
and the substance in some places is transformed

into silex. It is extremely fragile and brittle, but beautifully
discloses the siphon passing through the chambers of the shell.

This siphon was long a matter of speculation among natural-

ists ; but Peroii's discovery concerning the animal of the

Spirula threw full light on the subject, and all the univalves

divided into septa. It inhabits the last chambers of the shell,

which are always much larger than the rest ; a delicate siphon
runs through the remainder, forwhich no use could be assigned
for a long time ;

but it is now proved that a ligament passes
from the back through the whole length of the siphon, and
attaches the animal to the shell. This, of course, extends as
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the number of the chambers increases, and the animal shifts

itself into those last formed. It has been suggested that the

epidermis is prolonged over the exterior, making it an inner

shell, as in other Cephalopoda, whose shells or plates are

within their backs
; and the present specimen may, perhaps,

add strength to this opinion, for all its exterior fragments were
covered on the outside with a comparatively thick and brown

epidermis. The characters of the shell of the iVautilus are :

the last turns of the spire not only touching but overlapping
the others ; septa numerous, simple, transverse, and siphun-
culated;

Their animals place them amongst the first class of Mol-
lusca, called Cephalopoda, because their feet are on their

heads. This head issues from the opening of the bag or body,
has two large eyes, and fleshy feet, sometimes long and at

others short, capable of turning every way, and very strong.
Most of them have suckers, by which they attach themselves
almost inseparably to any object they please. With these

they swim and walk
;
and in the former case the head is

always behind, and in the latter is below, and the body above.
The mouth is among the insertions of the feet; and two
hard horny jaws make it resemble that of a parrot. Between
the jaws is a tongue covered with horny prickles ;

a fleshy
funnel is placed in the front of the neck. Some of them have
a peculiar secretion of a deep black or brown liquid, which

they spout from them to colour the water, and therelDy con-
ceal themselves when pursued. From this liquid is made the

colour sepia, and the genuine Indian ink. They are the only
Mollusca whose organs of hearing can be traced ; and their

eggs hang together like bunches of grapes. They are ex-

tremely voracious, and destroy a great many fishes. They
are found of a very large size off" the western coast of Africa,
where the natives tell a number of marvellous stories concern-

ing ihem. Among others is the anecdote told by the Indians
of a Cephalopode which sinks their boats. The Africans gravely
declare that it pulls the sitters out of the canoes ; and, like the

Indians, they carry a hatchet with them to chop off' the claws,
as the only way of making the animal loosen its hold. Pen-
nant seems inclined to believe this story ; but there is nothing
but native report for it on the western coast of Africa, which

generally contains much exaggeration.
-

Among the fossil Nautili there are some of enormous size,

and their forms are much more varied than those of the recent

shells.

The great genus iVautilus of Linnaeus embraces all the

Cephalopoda that live in shells with chambers.
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Art. VIII. A short Account of the Fall of a Meteortc Stone at

Launton^ in Oxfordshire. By Mr. Stowe, Surgeon, Buckingham.

Sir,

An event occurred in this neighbourhood a short time ago
which excited a good deal of curiosity and enquiry, and which,
as far as I can learn, is unprecedented in the history of the

county in which it happened, and, on that account, worthy of

being put on record in a more permanent publication than

the ephemeral columns of a newspaper. The circumstance

to which I allude is the fall of a meteoric stone, on Monday,
the 15th day of February, 1830, at half-past seven in the

evening, in the garden of John Bucknell, a labourer in the

employment of Mr. Cross, farmer, at Launton, near Bicester,
Oxon. Its descent was accompanied with a most brilliant

light, which was visible for many miles around, and attended
with a triple explosion, which was described to me, by a per-
son who heard it at the distance of four miles, as resembling
the rapid discharge of three ordinary guns. It penetrated
some newly dug mould nearly a foot deep ; and, though seen

to strike the earth, was not sought for till the following morn-

ing, when, of course, it had become cool.

A man named Thomas Marriot was passing near the gar-
den at the moment, and states that it came rapidly towards
him from the north-east, not perpendicularly but obliquely^

appearing about the size of a cricket-ball ; and that, expect-

ing it would strike him, he instinctively lowered his head
to avoid it. By reference to a meteorological register kept
here by my friend Mr. Masters, I find that the day had been

foggy, with the wind in the north ; and that the barometer
was unusually high, being at 10 A.M. 30*9, and at 10 P.M.
30*8 ; the thermometer being at the same times respectively
43° and 26°. There was nothing like thunder in the atmo-

sphere at the time mentioned.

The stone weighed 2 lb. 5 oz., having all the characters of

a meteorite, being covered with a thin ferruginous crust, and

composed of a greyish friable matter, interspersed with slen-

der veins of iron, and granular metallic particles, highly

magnetic. It appears to contain nickel, which has long been
considered the constant associate of iron in meteoric produc-
tions ; but my examination has not satisfied me that chromium
exists in it, which Dr. Ure states, on the authority of some
recent experiments, to be the characteristic ingredient of

these bodies. I send you, however, a small fragment of

the stone to authenticate my communication ; which, if you
please, you may put into the hands of Mr. Farraday, or some
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other competent person, for minute analysis, and for confirm-
ation of its celestial origin. The stone itself is now in the

possession of the Rev. Dr. Lee of Hartwell House, near

Aylesbury. Had I been so fortunate as to have obtained it, I

should have deposited it in the Ashmolean Museum at Ox-
ford, as being a county curiosity, worthy of a place in that

valuable, and now scientifically arranged, collection.

There has been great diversity of opinion among scientific

men as to the origin of these bodies, whose reality is placed

beyond doubt by historical records, competently authenti-

cated, in almost every part of the globe. By some they have
been supposed to be ejected from volcanoes on the earth or in

the moon ; and it has been estimated that, if impelled from
the moon at the rate of a mile and a half in a second, which
is about three times the velocity of a cannon ball, they would
be driven beyond the sphere of her attraction, and enter our

atmosphere in about two days, with a velocity of about 25,000
feet in a second. Their ignition is accounted for on this hy-
pothesis, by supposing that sufficient heat would be generated

by their rapid passage through our atmosphere, or by re-

garding them as combustible bodies ignited by mere contact

of air.

Dr. Brewster, who regards them as having a common origin
with the four new planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta,
states that they are fragments of a planet formerly existing
between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars. He says :

" When
the cohesion was overcome by the action of explosive force,
a number of little masses, detached along with the greater
masses, would, on account of their smallness, be projected
with very great velocity ; and, being thrown beyond the at-

traction of the larger fragments, might fall to the Earth when
Mars happened to be in the remote part of his orbit. The
central parts of the original planet being kept in a state of

high compression by the superincumbent weight, and this

compressing force being removed by the destruction of the

body, a number of smaller fragments might be detached from
the larger masses by a force similar to the first. These frag-
ments will evidently be thrown off with the greatest velocity,
and will always be separated from those parts which formed
the central portion of the primitive planet. The detached

fragments, therefore, which are projected beyond the attrac-

tion of the larger masses, must always have been torn from
the central parts of the original body; and it is capable of

demonstration, that the superficial or stratified parts of the

planet could never be projected from the fragments which

they accompany.
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" When the portions which are thus detached arrive within

the sphere of the Earth's attraction, they may revolve round
that body at different distances, and may fall upon its surface

in consequence of a diminution of their centrifugal force ; or,

being struck by the electric fluid, they may be precipitated on
the Earth, and exhibit all the phenomena which usually ac-

company the descent of meteoric stones. Hence we perceive
the reason why the fall of these bodies is sometimes attended

witli explosions, and sometimes not ; and why they generally
fall obliquely, and sometimes horizontally ; a direction which

they never could assume if they descended from a state of

rest in the atmosphere, or had been projected from volcanoes

on the surface of the earth."

1 do not presume to determine the question, but it requires
no great stretch of credulity or imagination to attribute their

formation to the transmuting powers of electricity, without tra-

velling out of our own orbit for a solution of the difficulty.
In the great laboratory of the atmosphere, electricity being
the chemist, changes may possibly occur attended by the

formation of iron and other metals from the consolidation

of simple elementary substances ;
and this conjecture is

strengthened by the fact ofthe uniform connection ofmeteoric

phenomena with electro-magnetism ; and of the remarkable
coincidence that no other metals are found in meteoric stones

but those four only which possess the magnetic virtue, viz.

iron, nickel, chromium, and cobalt. When we see the ele-

ments of potash newly arranged by the galvanic battery, and

assuming the metallic form and qualities of potassium, can we
doubt the possibility of more astonishing productions being
formed with the great battery of Nature ?

I am, Sir, yours, &c. -"'

Buckingham, May 28. 1830. William Stowe.

The portion of the stone received was operated on by Dr.

Turner, Professor of Chemistry in the London University,
who could not detect in it either nickel or chromium, owing,
as the professor observes,

" rather to the minute quantity of
stone operated upon, than to the total absence of these m^-
tsih:'— Cond,

-%
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PART 11.

COLLECTANEA.

Art. I. Zoology.

Remarkable Physiological Fact.— A spaniel bitch, belonging to Mr.
Robert Scholer of Cheatham Hill, near Manchester, is at present occupied
in bringing up a kitten and a fawn of the fallow deer, which she attends to

as assiduously as if they were her own offspring. Instances of animals

deprived of their young attaching themselves to the progeny of other

species endowed with physical and mental powers differing widely from
their own, are of frequent occurrence ; and the warmth of affection usually
manifested towards the nurslings on such occasions, proves how deeply the

parental feelings are implanted in the inferior orders of animated beings.
I have known the domestic cat, for example, take charge of young squirrels
and young hares, which, but for the powerful influence of this active prin-

ciple, would, in all probability, have fallen victims to feline voracity. But
what renders the case before us peculiarly interesting to the physiologist is

the fact, that the bitch, which is only about fourteen months old, has never
had whelps ; the secretion of milk in her teats, therefore, can only be attri-

buted to the excitation induced by the repeated efforts of the kitten and
fawn to derive sustenance from that source. The fawn has increased in

growth so rapidly, that it is now considerably larger than its foster mother.— J. BlacTiwalL Crumpsall Hall, Sept. 30. 1830.

Church-going Dogs.— The shepherd's dog is one of the most intelligent
and useful of the canine race ; he is a constant attendant on his master,
and never leaves him except in the performance of his duty. In some
districts of Scotland this animal always accompanies him to church ; some
of them are even more regular attendants than their masters, for they
never fail resorting thither, unless employed in tending their charge. It

may easily be supposed that, to a stranger visituig one of the churches in

the pasture district, their appearance there will excite considerable interest.

The first time I happened to be placed in that situation I was not a little

astonished to see with what propriety they conducted themselves through-
out the greater part of the time we were in church ; but towards the close

one of the dogs began to show some anxiety to get away, when his master,
for this unmannerly conduct, very unceremoniously gave him a kick, which
caused him to howl," and break the peace of the assembly, and, to add to

his distress, some of his fellow dogs attacked him, as dogs are wont to do
when they hear one of their species howl. The quarrel now became so

alarming that the precentor was forced to leave his seat, and use his autho-

rity in restoring the peace ; which was done by means of a few kicks.

All the time of this disturbance the minister seemed very little discomfited,

continuing his preaching without intermission, which showed that such were
not rare occurrences.

In one parish great complaints were made against the disturbances occa-

sioned during divine service by the quarrelling, or otherwise unmannerly
conduct, of the dogs, when it was agreed that all those who had dogs should
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confine them, and not allow them to come to church. This did very well

for the first Sunday or so ; but the dogs not at all relishing to be locked up
on a day when they were wont to enjoy themselves, were never to be found
on the Sunday mornings to be tied up ; they, by some instinct which I can-

not explain, knew the Sunday as well as their masters, and set off before

them whither they had been in the habit of going on that day.
It was now evident to the members of the congregation that this plan

would not do, and another scheme was laid before them, which was, to

erect a house close to the church, in which they might be confined during
divine service. This was adopted, and a kennel was according erected, in

which the dogs were imprisoned ; but the animals being more accustomed
to freedom than to confinement, took very ill with the restraint put upon
their liberty, and set up a most dreadful howling, to the great annoyance
of the people in the church. They however persevered in confining them
for a considerable time, thinking the animals would get accustomed to their

incarceration : but in this they were mistaken ; for, instead of the howHng
diminishing, it got worse and worse. So it was agreed they should again
be set at liberty and have freedom of access to the place of public wor-

ship ; but their manners had been so corrupted that they were with diffi-

culty restored even to their former discipline.
— J. M. Edinburghy Apnl 8.

1830,

Hares taking the Water.— Havergate Island, in the river Ore, is about
a mile in circumference. It is every where surrounded by salt water, the

depth of which at low tide is from 20 to 27 ft., the width at the same time

being 160 yards. The opposite shore to the east is the shingle bank of the

North Weir, thrown up by the sea in the same way as the Chesil Bank of
the Isle of Portland, being only eighty yards across, and beyond which is

the German Ocean. Havergate is situated exactly as an island would be
in the Fleet behind the ChesD. When I was there in the spring of 1828, with

Henry Edwards, Esq., of Wood Hall, Sutton, the proprietor of the island,
I was surprised to find such an abundance of hares. In so small a space I

never saw so many. The island, which was composed of London clay, was
then being ploughed up for wheat ; and from the furrows, and from amongst
the broken lumps of clay, the hares rose every few yards. On enquiring
how they came there, I was told by Mr. Edwards that they swam over
fi*om the Orford side, coming down from the preserves of the Marquess of
Hertford at Sudborne Hall, and Gedgrave, between which and the Ore is a

high sea-wall, like that which surrounds the island. The steward, who lives

in the island, and who, besides his family is the sole inhabitant, confirmed
the observation, and stated that he had frequently seen the hares swimming
to and from the Gedgrave shore in the morning and evening. What
induces the hares to leave the snug covers on the main land, save that love

of crossing the salt water which seems indigenous to every English animal,
I cannot say; but the fact is beyond denial, and they who doubt the

emigration-fancies of the hare need only go to Havergate Island to be
convinced.

Not being a fox-hunting or hare-coursing parson, I know little about

game ; but I shall add an anecdote which I have from a neighbour who has
seen as many hau'-breadth escapes as most gentlemen of his profession.
If the Nimrods of the Natural History Magazine think it beneath notice,

they must have pity on my adrtiiration of the skill of a little animal which
has too hastily furnished a proverb for brainless people. My friend says,
he was coursing last year, when a hare closely pressed passed under a gate,
the dogs following by leaping over it ; as soon as they had cleared the gate
and come up with her, she doubled, and returned under the gate as before,
the dogs following over it: and this flirtation Continued backwards and
forwards, till the dogs were fairly tired of the amusement, and puss, taking
advantage of their fatigue, quietly stole away. This was being hare-brained
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to some purpose. I had before heard of a hare which, being closely pursued
to the brink of a river, turned exactly on the brink, and escaped, whilst

the dogs, who could not stop themselves, were precipitated into the water, to

the edification of the clever fugitive. If these notes are worth preserving,

you know what to do with them. As a friend to such ingenious creatures

as these anecdotes prove hares to be, I wish I had power to abolish the

babyish amusement of hare-hunting. It is cruelty without a sufficient

extenuation. Whilst there are foxes, why cannot our sportsmen be
content to harry them?— W. B. Clarke. East Bergholt, Suffolk, Sept. 16.

1830.

The Song of the Missel Thrush.— Sir, I trouble you with the following
remarks, unimportant as they may seem in themselves, under the idea that

your correspondent J. B. (Vol. II. p.p. 123.) may be glad to have the testi-

monyofother observers in confirmation of hisown opinion respecting the song
of the missel thrush (Turdus viscivorus). The bird is undoubtedly

" to be
classed among the number ofour songsters," and,when he sings his best, is far

from a contemptible musician. Its ordinary song is frequently to be heard
in the winter and early spring. I am surprised, therefore, to find the

excellent author of The Journal of a Naturalist stating that "
it seems to

have no song, no voice, but a harsh predictive note." Bewick says that it
"

begins to sing early, often on the turn of the year, in blowing stormy
weather; whence, in some places, it is called the * storm cock.'" But
besides its ordinary song, which I conceive to be what is described by
J. B. as "

consisting of only three or four notes, which it continues to re-

peat over and over again, for perhaps half an hour together, with scarcely

any variation, pausing for a second between every stave, till the ear is almost
wearied with its monotony,"

— besides this song, which we are in the habit

of hearing every year, the bird occasionally favours us with another and
far superior performance, as I ascertained in the following manner:—Some
years ago, in the spring, my attention was arrested day after day by the

song of a bird near my residence, which I supposed to be that of a black-

bird, as it more nearly resembled the note of that bird than any other.

Though like the blackbird's, however, the song was more continuous, and
had obviously something very peculiar and unusual belonging to it. The
bird attracted notice in the family, and was known among us by the appel-
lation of " the strange blackbird." Whether we considered it as a travelled

individual, endowed with accomplishments above its fellows, I will not take

upon me, at ^his distance of time, to say ; but it occurred to me, I recollect,
that in all probability it was a blackbird that had escaped from a cage, and,

having been reared in confinement, had acquired, under this artificial edu-

cation, something more than its usual notes. Wishing to ascertain the

point, I resolved, if possible, to get a sight of the bird itself; which, to my
surprise, turned out to be, not the blackbird, as I had supposed, but the

missel thrush. If I recollect right, the song continued to be heard about
the premises till the summer was far advanced.

It seems to be generally supposed that this species has acquired the

name of " storm thrush," or " storm cock," from the circumstance of its

singing in showery blowing weather, as stated by Bewick, in the passage
above cited, and other writers.* But may not the appellation have also

been given in reference to the quarrelsome, contentious, stormy disposition
of the bird ?

" In severe weather it approaches our plantations and

shrubberies, to feed on the berry of the mistletoe, the ivy, or the scarlet

fruit of the holly or the yew ; and should the redwing or the fieldfare pre-

* " The approach of a sleety snow-storm, following a deceitful gleam in

spring, is always announced to us by the loud untuneful voice of the missel

thrush (T'urdus viscivorus), as it takes its stand on some tall tree, like an

enchanter calling up the gale." {Journal of a Katuralisty p. 247. Ist edit.)
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sunie to partake of these with it, we are sure to hear its voice in chattering

and contention with the intruders, until it drives them from the place," &c.

(See Journal of a Naturalist.) I can vouch for the accuracy of this state-

ment, and have been much amused in watching the storm thmsh take up
its station on some tree near to a favourite holly bush, to guard it from the

depredations of other birds, which on their approach it immediately attacks,

chattering and screaming, chasing them to a distance, and striking at them

in the air
" with hawk-like fury." The actions, indeed, of the storm thrush,

while darting at the intruders and pursuing them on the wing, very much
resemble those of a hawk.— W. T. Bree. Allesley Rectory^ March 29.

To blow Eggs for Preservation in Cabinets.— The eggs in my collection

are all blown with one hole at the side, and so small as to be scarcely per-

ceptible. I use a pipe, which I had made for the purpose, and have here

given you a figure of it, with the method of using it, which may perhaps

prove interesting to some of your readers who are fond of this pursuit.

(fg.25.) The method of blowing them is this:— Make a small pin-

hole at the side of the egg, large enough to admit the point ofthe pipe, which

is represented at c, one sixth part of an inch ; then apply your mouth to

the entrance of the pipe a, and suck as hard as you can, when immediately
the contents of the egg rise, and are lodged in the ball of the tube 6, with-

out proceeding higher towards the mouth. Next blow the contents down
the pipe into a basin or whatever you may have to receive it, and suck a

little clean water up into the ball, and blow it into the egg; shake the egg
in your hand for about a minute, and, applying the point of the tube, with-

draw the water, which leaves the egg perfectly clean,— An Observer of
Nature, Aug. 14. 1830.

A new Mode ofexamitiing Birds, S^c.
— Having long felt an abhorrence

at taking away the life of any of the brute creation, either for mere plea-
sure or for self-improvement in natural history, I have derived much delight
from the use of a good pocket telescope, magnifying about thirty times,
whilst exploring the recesses of our foi'est for the various species of the

feathered tribe with which it abounds. By this means, instead of levelling
the deadly fowling-piece at the pretty songster, I direct upon him my quiet

vivifying tube ; and thus the living specimen, sporting in all its native cha-

racter (perhaps quite heedless of its inspector, at a distance of thirty,

sixty, or ninety yards), is brought within a visual range of one, two, or three

yards of my eye. I have in this way often had an excellent view of the

redstart and other shy birds j the green woodpecker (Picus viridis),

attacking the tough bark ; the nightingale, putting forth its sweet peal of

notes, her throat at the time appearing convulsed to an extraordinary de-

gree ; the hawk tribe, and many other birds, including water-fowl, have

afforded me many an interesting spectacle. Being a warm friend to hu-

manity, I may add, that 1 hope my practice of "fowling" will find many
advocates.— A. B. Epping Forest, April, 1830.

Land Birds met with at Sea, on a Voyagefrom England to South America^
in the Years 1824-5. The. latitude and longitude are also given.

—
1824. Oct.W. A pyefinch (2<Vingilla coeHebs) flew on board; weather

stormy, Bay of Biscay, lat. 48°33'' north, long. 7° 50' west. Several

snipes were seen the same day.
— Oct. 13. A skylark (./4lauda arvensis) was

caught ; weather stormy, lat, 45° 4' north, long. 10° 10' west»— Od. 14.. A
Vol. IV.— No. 18. l
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goldfinch (i^ringilla Carduelis) was caught in the rigging; this and the two
former soon died from exhaustion ; at the same time a small white owl flew

round the vessel, but did not settle on board; lat. 44° 1' north, long.
IP 19' west; wind brisk, our nearest distance from land. Cape Finisterre,

120 miles.— Oct. 27. A hawk was seen flying about the ship, but did not

settle ; distance from the Canary Islands, the nearest land, 250 miles.—
Oct. 29. In the morning a single swallow was seen flying about the vessel,

and frequently settling ; it was joined soon afterwards by another, and both
continued with us the whole day; lat. 28° 11' north, long. 23° 13' west.—
Oct. 30. Swallows and martens in great numbers about the vessel ; they
were easily captured by the sailors, as they flew close to the deck in search

of flies; they appeared to be more in want of food than tired ;
lat. 41° 47'

north, long. 25° 58' west.— Oct. 31. Swallows and martens still continue

with us in great numbers, and were seen several successive days apparently
on a south-west course; a hen redstart (i^fotacilla Phcenicurus) was also

observed about the ship, it continued with us several days, and used to come
into the ports of the after gun-room to be fed, food being purposely placed
there for it; lat. 19° 54' north, long. 25° west.— Nov.'S. Swallows still

with us. — Nov. 4. The spotted gallinule (Rallus Porzdna) was caught on
deck ; lat. 8° 2' north, long. 25° 37' west. — Nov. 7. A fine female kestrel

hawk (Falco Tinnunculus) was captured in the rigging; it was preserved
in a cage for some days, but afterwards contrived to escape, and flew off";

lat. 8° 2' north, long. 24° 40' west ; 420 miles from land. It is remarkable
that all the above-named are British ; they were verified by a reference to

Bewick's Birds.— Nov. 21. A small bat, or large dark-coloured moth, was
seen flying about the top of the rigging, but soon left us

;
we were 300 miles

from the nearest point of South America.—Nov. 23. A Brazilian land bird

.(Corvus diihius Linn.) settled on board; lat. 22° 46' south, long. 37° 42'

west; about 330 miles from Rio Janeiro.— Dec. 30. The i^ringilla aus-

tralis (a small bird common in all the lower parts of South America) flew

on board : we were at the time exactly 37 miles south of Staten Land, with

a northerly breeze.
— 1825. Sept. 28. A small humming-bu-d flew round the

vessel, but it did not settle on board ; we were at the time about 10 miles

from land, off* the coast of Chile, opposite Conception.
It may be remarked that, though so many land birds were seen on the

passage out, not one was met with on the return. I found swallows both

at Rio Janeiro and Valparaiso ; at the latter place rearing their young.
The iJirundo urbica, or marten, I also found at Valparaiso and in other

parts of Chile.— Andrew Bloxam. Glenjield^ near Leicester^ Marchy 1830.

The Swallow and the Stoat.— In the fine brilliant afternoon of the 17th

of last May I was walking through a retired village lane, when a stoat

(Mustela erminea) issued from the hedge, and placed himself in the path a

few yards before me. A swallow (ifirundo rustica), which was winging its

airy circles just by, immediately perceived the little intruder upon
" broad-

eyed garish day," and, what I should have conceived completely contrary to

its nature, pounced upon him, and straightway forced him to retire to his

hiding-place. In a minute afterwards, however, the stoat again appeared ;

when the bird, having taken another round in the air, again obliged him to

retreat. This was repeated four several times ; and to my eye it appeared
that once the stoat was actually assaulted by the swallow ; but in this I am
inclined to think I must have been mistaken. At length, however, tired of

the gambols of the frolicksome bu'd, the little quadruped, which in all pro-

bability under other circumstances would have made a hearty meal of

his audacious prey, disappeared in the hedge, and I saw no more of him.—
G. M. Lynn Regis, Dec. 1. 1830.

Peregrine Falcon.— A fine female peregrine was taken by the warrener

of G. Gardiner, Esq., of Thetford, on the 15th of October, 1829. The

Silicon had probably escaped from Colonel Wilson's of Didlington Hall,
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Norfolk, during the hawking season, as its jesses were on when taken, and

were not much worn. The warrener observed the hawk pursuing astock-

dove with astonishing rapidity over the open part of the warren. The

dove, to evade the stoop of the falcon, darted down to a rabbit burrow;
but so close was her pursuer that both were caught in a large trap set for

rabbits at the entrance of the hole. The bird is now in my possession.
—

J. D. Hoy. Stoke Nayland, March 26. 1830.

The Cuckoo.— I once heard the cuckoo's note (Cuculus canorus) at

midnight. This occurred some years ago, as I was coming from Castleton

to Douglas in the Isle of Man. It was moonlight, and I enjoyed a

delightful walk en solitaire^ my reveries being frequently interrupted by this

interesting note, unusual, if I mistake not, for the "
witching hour."—

J. Murray. Carmarthen, April 2. 1830.

Anew Species of Marten.
— The following is a description of a short-

tailed marten, which I believe has not before been noticed in any zoological
work :

— Marten, ^'pus. Length, 4f in. ; breadth, 14 in. ; bill dusky ; iris

dark brown ; chin white
;

forehead and fore part of the eyebrow light

brown mixed with white; rump and corresponding parts of the sides

white ; all the rest of the plumage blackish mouse-colour, with an obscure

greenish gloss; the primary and secondary quills, except the three

outer, having narrow light tips ; the wing curves considerably, and mea-

sures 5iin. from the bend to the tip, reaching 1 in. beyond the tail, which

is even when expanded, and very short, being scarcely more than half an

inch in length; feet black ; tarsi short and feathered; foretoes directed

forward ;
claws black, strong, and much hooked

;
the feathers of the spu-

rious wing are remarkably large, the outer one being more than IJin. in

length ; the under tail-coverts are of a bluish mouse-colour. This marten

is a common bird in Southern India, and does not at all differ in its habits

from the black marten or swift of Europe. It is not described in Griffith's

Animal Kingdom ; and has not the forked tail which is assigned to the

family by Cuvier's remark in the text, that " the martens (J'pus) have

the tail forked," and that of the writer in the Supplement, who says the

same thing. Yours, &c. — A Subscriber. March 23. 1830.

Torpidity of Frogs.
— On the 24th of December, 1829, as I was looking

at some men digging clay for brickmaking, part of the bank which they had

undermined gave way, and exposed a small cavity near the surface, in

whieh were five toads, two frogs, one large yellow-bellied water newt, and
two large black shell-less snails. I was very much surprised at the odd

assemblage of reptiles choosing their winter quarters together. In conse-

quence of the irregular falling of the clay, I could not find the aperture by
which they had got in. They all of them moved, the frogs most ; though
at that time the snow lay thick, and we had some severe frosts for a week
before.— Scolopax rusticola. Chilivelly near Nottingham, Aug. 30. 1830.

Snakes taking the Water.— Several notices having appeared in your Ma-

gazine relative to the fact of snakes occasionally taking the water (Vol. I.

p. 397., and Vol. III. p. 450.), I beg to state that it is by no means an un-

common circumstance. I have myself repeatedly seen a snake, on being

surprised, take to the water, and appear quite at home in that element,

moving rapidly through it, either diving beneath or gliding above the sur-

face; in the latter case, with the head somewiiat erect. I apprehend that

this reptile will take the water for security on being surprised (as above

Stated^ or for convenience to transport itself from one side to the other ;

or, perhaps, occasionally for the sake of food.* Hence I conclude it is,

* This suggestion seems to receive support from the curious fact, com-
r municated by your correspondent Mr. Murray, of an adder having seized

the artificial fly of an angler.

L 2
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that we not unfrequently hear of water snakes, the vulgar error being that

there is in this country a distinct species which frequents that element. A
friend of mine, walking by the side of a pit, once surprised a large snake,

which, on being alarmed, immediately took to the water ; though in so

doing, with a view to avoid a perhaps imaginary danger, he incurred a real

one : for the reptile had not proceeded far in his watery excursion when a

pike was observed to strike at and seize him, and no doubt devoured him,
as he was seen no more. That snakes also are ready to make reprisals,
and prey upon fish, I am induced to believe from the circumstance of

having once myself seen a small snake taken out of the water, with a young
pike scarce half swallowed in his throat, the larger portion of the fish pro-

truding out of the snake's mouth. Both the animals were dead ;
the snake,

it would appear, having been choked in consequence of the size of the fish,

which was evidently too large to admit of being swallowed. In the fore-

going remarks I confine myself entirely to the common species. Coluber

iV'atrix. I am. Sir, &c.— W. T. Bree. AUesley Rectory, Sept. 20. 1830:

Voice of Fishes.— We can scarcely deny this faculty to fish. In addition

to what Mr. Thompson has remarked (Vol. III. p. 147.), I may observe,

that, when the herring is just caught in the net, and brought into the boat, it

utters a shrill cry like a mouse ;
and I have often heard the long-continued

"
grunting," or croaking, of the gurnard after being freed from the hook.—

J. Murray. Carviarthcn
, Ajjril 2. 1830.

Foreign Insects.— Every entomologist must hail with pleasure the indi-

cations of the spread of his favourite science, afforded by the great increase

of Continental insect collectors within these few years. On a late excur-

sion to the celebrated Valley of Chamouni, on entering the apartment of two

young entomologists my companions, soon after our arrival, I was not a

little surprised to find them surrounded with a levee of six Savoyard boys,
fi-om the age of fifteen down to that of eight, each with a large collecting-
box fullof insects in his hands, and bargains for rare Alpine butterflies and
moths rapidly going on. What I could not at first comprehend was, how
the seller and buyer had so soon got scent of each other ; but, on enquiry,
the former explained the mystery by saying that they had introduced them-
selves to the young messieurs, knowing, from the insect nets which they
saw taken out of the carriage, that they must be papillonists. These boy&
sell in the course of the year many thousand insects, partly to strangers and

partly to more considerable insect dealers of maturer age on the spot, with

three of whom we subsequently made acquaintance, and purchased many
rarities from them. One of these insect dealers on a larger scale, whom
we had previously met with on our journey from Italy, Michel Bossonney,
at Martigni in the Vallais, told us that he last year sold 7000 insects. It

is needless to point out the advantages of this new traific, both to the indi-

viduals engaged in it and to the science in every way. .Sphinx (Deilephila)

hippophaes, formerly sold at 60 francs each, and of which one of the first-

discovered specimens was sold for 200 francs, is now so plentiful, in con-

sequence of the numbers collected and bred by the peasants all along the

course of the Arve, where /fippophae rhamnoides grows in profusion, that

a specimen costs but 3 francs : and a general taste for the science is spread

by the more striking Alpine species, such as Parnassius Apollo and Cali-

chroma alpina, whicii are often bought for their beauty by travellers who
have before hardly deigned to look at an insect.

The above reuiarks may serve as an introduction to a list which I send,
for your Magazine, of some of the more interesting species of Lepidoptera,
which can be furnished by M. Prevost Duval of Geneva, a highly respect-
able entomologist, who also sells insects ; whose insects, as to beauty and

preparation of the specimens, especially of the minute Tineae and Tortrices,

^pd smaller Coleoptera, are the ne plus ultra of perfection ; and whom I can:
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their deadly game, and I was compelled to leave them before the battle was
over. I however visited the spot again, about one o'clock, and they were
then busily employed in removing their slain comrades. I counted about

thirty dead ants on the field; more, probably, had fallen, as doubtless many
had been removed before my return. In one small spot, of not more than

an inch square, seven dead ants were extended. Their courage is very

extraordinary; for in several instances, with such fury and obstinacy had
these little warriors contended, that two might be perceived locked in each

other's embraces, having died in this their last mortal struggle. We have
all read of the battles of ants, but as far as my enquiries have extended, I

believe but few have witnessed their combats. I have observed ants for

many years, but, with this exception, never saw any thing like hostility

among them. Some of your readers may be pleased with this account

from an eye-witness. Your constant reader— O. July 10. 1830.

A hermaphrodite 'Qombyx castrensis.— The following is an extract from
a letter which we have received from M. Prevost Duval, a celebrated

entomologist of Geneva, mentioned in the preceding page by a much-
valued correspondent :

— " Mr. S. has seen in my collection a very curious

lepidopterous insect; it is a hermaphrodite J56mbyx castrensis, captured

by me in July, 1829. Having reared the caterpillar with a number of
others of the same species, I was surprised to find in the same box an indi-

vidual presenting distinctly the two sexes.

Not wishing to deprive it of life, for the pur-

pose of examining whether the sexual organs
were perfectly developed, I left it as it was,
have it now in my collection, and send you a
correct drawing of it {fig. 26.) for your Maga-
zine. Not having the honour of being in com-
munication with the Rev. W. Kirby, you
will much oblige me by showing the drawing
to that gentleman, and stating to him that I

shall be happy to enter into correspondence
with him, and to exchange the lepidopterous insects of Europe for those

of other parts of the world. 1 am. Sir, &c.— Auguste Prevost Duval^

Memhre de la Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles. Genevay Sept. 7.

1830."

We have sent the original letter and the drawing to Mr. Kirby.
— Cond,

'Bombyx antiqua.
— This moth, said by Mr. Samouelle to live in its larva

state on the oak, I have never seen in its larva state but on the bramble.

This season I took numbers of them on this plant.
— A. Barnsleyy Oct. 30.

1829.

Atlas Moth.— It is stated in a Madras paper, that a large moth was

caught at Arracan, measuring from tip to tip of the expanded wings
10 inches. One in my cabinet measures upwards of 8| inches. I have

lately had an opportunity of examining some exquisite drawings, by native

artists of Malacca, in the possession of the family of the late Ger.eral

Taylor ; they seem portraits of the originals. Among the insects are two
fac-similes of the Atlas moth of the natural size, measuring nine inches.

Now it should be remembered that these were rare or singular specimens.— J. Murray. Carmarthen, April 2. 1830.

Velia rivulorum and cicrrens.— It is, I believe, a disputed point among
entomologists (see Curtis's British Entojnology, vol. i. fol. 2a.), whether
Velia currens is the pupa of Ve. rivulorum. This point is, I think, incon-

trovertibly decided by the fact that, on the 15th instant, I took two of the

Ve. currens in the act of perpetuating their species. I saw no difference

between the male and female, except that the latter was larger than the

former. I have only met with one specimen of the Ve, rivulorum here.

It appears to me quite distinct.—A. Wright. Askam BryanyVork, Nov. 1830.
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Hydropkilus jnccus.
—

Sir, I am of opinion that the curious floating
nest of the Hydrophilus piceus (see ShaWy p, 96. vol. vi. p. 1. London

1806) yields in interest to none figured or described

in the Insect Architecture of the Library of En-

tertaining Knowledge. It is formed of a web or
case of silk, somewhat circular and compressed.
This floats at random on the water (fig, 27.), and
in its turnip-shaped structure repose the ova of the
insect. From this floating nest, the larvse, as soon as

thsy are excluded, plunge into the watery element.
The dome terminates in an elongated process, much
resembling the central fibre of the previously named
root ; and while the case itself is white, the horn
is more dense, and of a brown colour. I see Mr,

Rennie, the writer oiInsect Architecture^ has honoured
me with a notice, but certainly couched in terms
I can neither admire nor approve. In the second

edition of my Researches and Remarks (almost, from its novel interest and
materials, a new work), it may be seen that the writer, in echoing Mr. Black-
wall's opinion, has been premature.

— J. Murrayy Feb. 12. 1830.

Spider of Solomon. — In Vol. I. p. 373. reference is made to Dr. Scott's

paper on the semamith of Solomon, the original
of which I have since read. The Rev, Dr. Harris,

who, in his Natural History of the Biblcy has given
an interesting article on this subject, shows the

absurdity of translating the word "
spider," and

adopts the explanation of the learned Bochart,
viz. that the animal alluded to was a small lizard.

He quotes Bellonius, Pliny, St. Austin, and Son-

nini, to prove the great abundance of these reptiles
in the houses of the Eastern countries.— J. M.
Philadelphia, Aug. 1830.

Spider's Web.—The following diagram {fig. 28.),
from a sketch supplied to me by a friend, illustrates

the fabric constructed by some species of spider

(ilijgale flrvicularia ?). It was discovered in the

Brazils, in the hedges, a few miles from Rio Ja-

neiro, on the road to the gold mines of Tejuco.
The structure was trumpet-shaped, perfectly cir-

cular, and three feet in length. A cylindrical gallery,
two inches in diameter, traversed this truncated
cone from end to end, and preserved its central

position by lateral lines of attachment in the
form of radii converging toward the central orifice

at the greater end of the web, which was 10 in.

in diameter. Yours, &c. —J. Murray. Feb. 25.

1830.

The Water-Spider.
— The saunterer by the marsh

ditches in the month of May may frequently ob-
serve the dead shells of the marsh snail (Lymnae'a
palustris) floating, with their mouths upwards, on
the surface of the water. Now, why should this

be ; since, if you throw a dead shell into the water,
the chances are ten to one that it sinks to the

bottom ? Let them be taken, and the reason
will soon appear. Each shell will be found
tenanted by a water-spider (^ranea aquatica)
with its bag of eggs; and the ingenious inha-

L 4
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bitant has enclosed the mouth of the shell with a beautiful web, so that it

cannot sink, but floats on the surface ; and thus the precious charge
receives the vivifying powers of the sun, and is hatched into life. The
natural history of this little spider is extremely interesting; particularly the

mode in which it forms its web under the water. In this it lives, being
surrounded by air which shines through the water with a silvery lustre.

See Kirby and Spence, and some recent popular works on natural history.— G. M. Lynn Regis, Dec. 1. 1830.

Scolytiis destructor not a Destroyer of healthy . Trees,.
—

Sir, Letter A. is

a reprint from the Cambridge Chronicle : letter B. is a reply I prepared to it,

but which the editor, wishing to give time to Mr. Deck's experimental

application of the oil of tar, declined to insert. Letter C, which I address

to you, includes my subsequent researches on the subject. I am. Sir, &g.— John Densony sen. * Waterbeach, near Cambridge, Sept. 9. 1830.

[A.]

Sir, The sudden decay of some of the elm trees in front of Catherine

Hall having much excited the public attention, and given rise to a variety
of erroneous opinions respecting its cause, 1 am induced to offer a few
remarks upon this subject (the result of personal observation and experi-

ment), as it is one of deep interest to all who possess woodlands and orna-

mental plantations. It appears to be a prevailing opinion in the vicinity of

Cambridge, that when the roots of a tree penetrate the gault or blue clay,
which extends over a large portion of the county, and in geological posi-
tion lies immediately below the chalk, they cease to derive nourishment,
and soon perish ; but sufficient satisfactory evidence not having been
adduced upon this point, I give no credit to the hypothesis, having in

repeated instances found the real source of the evil to proceed from the

same cause as in the trees above alluded to, as well as in some which have

perished in the plantations of Madingley Park. Tiieir death has been

decidedly occasioned by the ravages of a small beetle, of the genus Scolytus,
and of the species emphatically termed destructor. This insect penetrates
the bark till it reaches the alburnum or soft wood. It is in this portion of
the tree, and the inner bark or liber contiguous to it, that the vital principle
more especially resides; and here the female insect works her way for

about two inches, in a direction parallel to the surface, and in her progress

deposits numerous eggs. About September these are hatched into the

grub or larva state, and from this period the work of destruction com-
mences. The young grubs eat their way into the alburnum and liber, at

right angles to the channel formed by the parent insect, and in parallel lines

to each other's progress. Thus very considerable patches are totally de-

prived of vitality ;
and it will be readily understood that, when a tree has

numerous wounds of this nature in a part so important to its functions,
the circulation of its sap would be so impeded as to cause its immediate

decay. From September to March, by removing a portion of the bark,
the larvae may be found of the size and much resembling the nut maggot ;

and about the latter end of May the perfect insects begin to make their

appearance. These soon eat their way through the bark, and in June
and July may be observed busily employed in preparing to deposit a fresh

stock of eggs, for the propagation of a new brood of grubs, the harbingers
of destruction for the ensuing year. When a tree has perished, they no

longer lay their eggs in it, but proceed to those in its immediate vicinity

(a remarkable instance of which is exemplified in their ravages at Mading-
ley), which are destroyed with greater facility, as the increase of the species

* Author of A Peasants Voice to Landowners, reviewed in the Gardener^s

Jfa^azme for February, 1831.— Cond. -
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is very rapid, and their numbers compensate for their diminutive size,

80,000 being sometimes found in a single tree.

By carefully examining the bark it may be readily ascertained which trees

are infected. The bark will appear perforated with small holes in various

parts, and little patches, similar to fine sawdust, will be found upon its

rough surface, and at the foot of the tree. This examination should take

place whilst the insect is in the larva state, and, if the evil has proceeded
far, the tree should be immediately cut down, and every portion of the

bark taken off. Even this operation is not sufficient to destroy the enemy :

the bark must be burned. But where the tree is only slightly infected, it

may be done over with the oil of tar. This, as I have found, will pene-
trate the bark, and destroy all the larvae lying towards the surface. April
is perhaps the best time of the year for this operation, as the perfect insects

are then working their way towards the surface, and will be obliged to eat

through the bark freshly imbrued with the liquid. Those healthy trees in

the vicinity of the infected, which it is a particular object to preserve, ought
likewise to be subjected to the same process, as an effectual preservative

against the approaches of the insect. It has been suggested that some
mineral poison, as corrosive sublimate, might be advantageously mixed
with the oil of tar ; but I am not prepared to say whether the tree itself

would not be injured by such an ingredient : the experiment has been

tried, and the test of experience will alone determine.

Those who may wish for further information respecting the form and
characters of this insect will find an elaborate description of it, together
with an admirable figure, given by Mr. Curtis in his Illustrations of British

Entomology^ No. 11. fig. 43. There is also an able paper upon its habits,

and a detailed account of the destruction it has occasioned among the elms

in St. James's Park, published by Mr. M'Leay in the Edinburgh Philosophi-
cal Journal^ 1824, p. 126. Specimens of the insect, and portions of the

bark exhibiting its very curious progress, I shall be happy to show, in illus-

tration of these remarks, which are with deference offered, with a view to

excite the attention of those interested, and to provoke further enquiry
into this highly important subject; and I am more especially inclined to do

so, as the pest appears to be widely spreading in this neighbourhood, and,
if not timely checked, we may soon expect to see its destructive effects

visible in some of the ornamental trees in the justly admired walks of the

university ;
nor will this fear be considered imaginary when it is stated

that a similar insect, a few years since, caused such devastation in the Hartz
Forest in Germany as threatened to suspend the mining operations of

that extensive district.— /. Deck. Cambridge^ Nov. 6. 1827. (Cambridge
Chronicle, Nov. 9. 1827.)

[B.]

To Mr. DecJcy on the Decay of the Elms in Catherine Hall Grove.

Sir, In reply to your letter in the Chronicle of the 9th of November, I

am happy to be able to agree with you that gault or blue clay will not

destroy elms, as I know healthy elms which grow wholly in blue clay.
I must, however, differ from you totally in imputing the death and disease

of the trees mentioned to the ravages of the Scolytus destructor. The

grounds of my dissent are the following :
—

1. My cottage stands within a few poles both of a fine elm grove and a

wheelwright's timber-yard, and although thousands of the Scolytus de-

structor are annually hatched in this timber-yard, no healthy tree in the

contiguous grove has ever been injured by them.

2. The wheelwright himself, familiar enough with the larvae of the Sco-

lytus, although not by these names, attests that, in stripping the bark off
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very recently felled healthy trees, which, though not a usual practice, he
has sometimes occasion to do, he has never found any of these larvae.

3. Wounds made in a healthy tree, equal to those made by the pregnant
Scolyti eating their way in to deposit their eggs, will be healed in a single
summer; and as the Scolyti perforate in June or July, when the sap,
doubtless, is in full circulation, I have scarce a doubt that these perfora-
tions would be filled up as fast as they would be made, and the insects

themselves drowned for their temerity.
4. Supposing it possible for a healthy tree to be suddenly killed by the

perforations of these little insects, that tree would, as a last effort, emit
from its roots numerous suckers or shoots; and this process would be
effected with such a vigour and tenaciousness of life, as to defy even the

pebbly pavement of Catherine Hall grove to resist it : but no such emission
of suckers has appeared.
These considerations lead me to exonerate the Scolytus destructor of

the heavy charge you prefer against it ; and to assume that it is guiltless not

only of the death of the Catherine Hall trees, but also of every other tree.

The death and disease of the Catherine Hall trees I impute to their

insulated condition. The grove is bounded along one side by the founda-
tion of a wall, and a paved walk beyond this wall ; at each end by the

foundations of houses ; and by the flag and pebble pavement of the public
street on the remaining side ; and further by a pebble pavement all over
the surface of the grove between the trees themselves. So that, besides

the confinement, and possibly drought, inflicted on their roots, a perpetual

trampling is induced over them, and the cheering influence of the sun's

rays almost totally excluded from them.
As to the prevalence of the Scolytus in these trees, I consider it but as

one instance, in addition to many others already known (and multitudes
have yet to be discovered), of an economy surpassing admiration which
obtains in nature, and while it admits the disorganisation of beings, provides
at the same time for their transmuted reorganisation, through the interven-

tion of appropriate agents. Putrescent flesh (thfi xl«composing organs of

animals), by the intervention of carnivorous animals and insects, is again
animated, again modified into organs, form, and consciousness. So, in the

next lower world of nature,

" See dying vegetables life sustain,"

as the dying elms sustain the Scolytus ; and the revivification of dying elms

through the agency of the Scolytus I take to be analogous to the reorgan-
isation of animal remains by the agency of the flesh fly.

On my belief in this view I assume that whatever elm or other tree is

found to be attacked by Scolyti will exhibit proofs of having been fatally

diseased, either wholly or in the part attacked, previously to the date of
their attack. That appearances are against this assumption 1 readily admit,
but on close research they will be found to be appearances only. Healthy
trees felled in winter will, not unfrequently, through the resources of sap
and vitality contained in their vessels, emit from their bark, through the

spring and summer succeeding, buds and leaves, and even feeble twigs.
In like manner, standing trees, although affected with a disease so mortal,
that

" No medicine in the world can do them good,"

will not unfrequently exhibit verdure and other signs of life and vegetation
for a season or two before they actually expire. We even occasionally
witness instances of trees growing freely in one limb while dying in an-

other. It is these dying branches or dying trees that are the peculiar food

of the larvae of the Scolytus, and therefore the nidi into which the prescient
mother takes care to insert her eggs, that, when her offspring shall awake
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to life, they may be surrounded with the means of sustenance. The

perforations made by the pregnant Scolytus in effecting her ingress are

performed, as I believe, a short time previous to the death of the part per-
forated ; and because we no not seek the cause of death until that effect has

resulted, and in doing so find the Scolytus already in possession of the

part, we have too hastily stigmatised this insect as the cause of the death

and disease we witness. The Scolytus, in its very office and instincts, is

the concomitant of death and disease, but ever as a consequence, never as

a cause.

While, however, I so zealously contend that the Scolytus never perfo-
rates a healthy living tree, I have the pleasure fully to agree with you that

it will never perforate an absolutely dead one. I take the Scolytus to be
the first agent in the process of transmutation. By the time its larvae

escape in a winged state from the part into which they were introduced in

the egg state, that part is wholly dead, and is never again perforated by
the Scolytus. Then succeed other tribes of insects to expedite the process
of decomposition or transmutation; and, after a series of species have

performed this office, the latter of these become themselves the food of *S'co-

lopendrae and other carnivorous insects.

Let us, then, discard our apprehensions, nor longer impugn the Scolytus,
hitherto mistakenly called destructor, as the lawless destroyer of sylvan

magnificence, but, devising for it some more suitable epithet, behold here-

after its joyous revellings with sympathetic pleasure, or at least with indif-

ference. Thanking you for inducing me, by your letter, to express these

opinions, I am, Sir, yours, &c.
— John DensoUy sen. Waterbeachy near Cam-

bridge, Jan,, 1828.

[C]

Sir, Pursuantly to writing letter B, I had recourse to experiment to

confirm or disprove the opinions there advanced. I selected, the same

spring, in my own garden, a healthy
29 \rJllii^ young elm, about 18 ft. high and 1 ft.

diameter at the surface of the ground.
At about 30 in. up the stem, that is, at

b {fig. 29.), I cut out completely round
the stem a band or ring of bark, about
4 in. broad, expecting by this act to

intercept the passage of the sap to c d,— d and thence to have c dm o. duly dis-

eased and paralysed state, to be per-
forated by the Scolytus in June or July;
while, by retaining a alive, and in a

growing state, I should be able to wit-— ness whether the insect would attack
the live part also or not. Quite con-

trary to my expectation, c d (the tree
had been deprived of its head when I

adopted it for my experiment) emitted
side shoots, and grew as freely through
the seasons of growth, both of 1828
and 1829; as« itself, evincing indeed on
difference either from a or other elms

standing near, except that the leaves
turned yellow somewhat earlier, and
fell somewhat sooner. Too impatient
to wait longer, early in 1830 from cd
I cut off d, a piece about 9 ft. long,

and placed it near the remainder of the tree, and, to my great gratification.
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in June cf was visited by Scolyti,perforated in many places, and,from the eggs
then deposited, now, September 9., teems with larvae, while a b c did not in June
receive a single perforation, and noiu does not contain a single larva !

This result satisfies my mind that the Scolytus destructor is altogether
guiltless of causing the death of healthy growing trees. Those who may
agree with me will discover another instance of the harmonies of nature, in
the season at which the Scolytus commences perforating, for the purpose of

depositing its eggs. This season is June or July ; and hy June or July the

processes ofvegetation for the year have always determined and distinguished
the healthy growing trees from the sickly and the dying, and have thus
demonstrated to the Scolytus the materials most appropriate for hatching,
nourishing, and developing her offspring. 1 have seen insects much like the

Scolytus destructor in the bark of spruce fir, and in that of the ash and
other trees. The track made by the insect which lays its eggs in ash bark
is always horizontal, that is, at right angles with the direction of the stem

(fig. 31./), and larger than that made by the Scolytus destructor in elm

bark (Jig. 30. e), whose track, besides being smaller, is always perpendicu-
lar, that is, parallel to the direction of the stem of the tree. Although out
of place here, I must not omit to remark that the oil of tar, applied by Mr.

Deck, as a preservative, to the Catherine Hall trees, proved inefficacious.

I would notice as a fact in vegetable physiology, that in the tree ex-

perimented on {fig- 29.), the part immediately above b projects over b all

round, being 26 in. in circumference, while the part immediately below b is

but 22 in. ; this difference is the result of three seasons' growth. The part

projecting ovei- b exhibits, on its lower side, short pendulous granular excre-

scences, like incipient roots (fig. 29. g) ; and two queries have arisen in my
mind respecting it ; one, whether this gibbous projection is not partly owing
to nutriment absorbed into this newly formed part from the atmosphere; the

other, whether the root-like excrescences might not, by the application of

a body of moist soil about them, have been developed into actual and
effective roots, in the manner that any cutting or lajer forms roots, and
becomes a distinct plant. lam, Sir, &c.— J. Denson, sen. Waterbeach,
near Cambridge, Sept. 9. 1830.

In our Gard. Mag., vol. i. pp. 378
—382. will be found an interesting

article on the charges against the Scolytus, and in our remarks appended to

that article we shall be found of our correspondent's opinion. The present
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time is a most eligible one for all persons who doubt the accuracy of his

conclusions to repeat his experiment.
— Cond.

The Crab and the Oyster.
— An amusing and instructive correspondent in

your Magazine (Vol. II. p. 149.), quoting Carreri Gemelli, says, that the

oran otang (5'imia 5'atyEus) feeds on a large species of oyster, and that,

fearful of inserting his paws between the open valves, lest the oyster should

close and crush them, he first places a tolerably large stone within the

shell, and then drags out his victim with safety. Now the oran otang is

one of those animals to which Locke would have allowed a certain degree
of reason, from the superiority of their instincts ; but what shall we say of

the crab (Cancer Fagurus), which has generally been considered so much
lower in the scale of animated beings, but which, from good authority, is

said to make use of the very same contrivance to accomplish the same end ?

The oyster-dredgers on this coast will tell you that one of their greatest
enemies is the crab

;
and I have been assured by an old dredger, that he

had with his own eyes, more than once, seen the crab take a stone in his

claw, and insert it between the opened valves of the oyster (O'strea edulis)
before he ventured to seize upon his prey. Another man asserted that,

although he had never detected the crab in the act, he had frequently
found a stone placed between the emptied shells of the oyster. Surely
this must be something more than mere instinct, if instinct be, as it has

been defined,
" A determination given by Almighty Wisdom to the mind of

the brute, to act in such or such a way, upon such or such an occasion,
without intelligence, without knowledge of good or ill, or without knowing
for what end or purpose he acts."— G. M. Lynn Regis, Dec. 1. 1830.,:

Art. II. Botany. \

Absorption by the Roots of Plants.—In the Bulletin Universel, M.Weig-
mann has charged me with denying the power of absorption to the roots,
and has mentioned a numerous series of experiments in refutation of this

supposed opinion of mine. Now, M. Weigmann has all the time been

fighting with a phantom of his own creation. About twelve years ago I

made some experiments on the fibres of bulbous roots grown in distilled

water, such as the hyacinth, Persian iris, and narcissus, and found that

such water was saturated with carbonic acid gas, though altogether ex-

cluded from atmospheric air. All the inference that I drew thence was

merely this, that though the roots might absorb the requisite vegetable

pabulum, it was evident that carbonic acid gas was also excreted, and a

double current moving in the same channel is a phenomenon by no means

incompatible. Even Dutrochet's theory of the circulation of the sap is

incomplete without itj for, what becomes of the elaborated excess?—
There are egesta in the plant as well as in the animal. About two years ago
I put into the hands of my friend P. Neill, Esq., a communication detailing
a multitude of experiments on vegetation, with the effects of solutions of

lead, arsenic, mercury, copper, iron, &c., with their several fatal results,

and the specific periods of time in which vegetation was extinguished. I

there prove what has been with M.Weigmann a ivoj^k ofsupererogation. The

respective poisons were found in the stems, &c., of the plant by careful

analysis. I requested Mr. Neill to present that paper either to the Memoirs

of the Caledonian Horticultural Society or the Transactions of the Wernerian

Society, and presume it has been published long ago. In that paper I men-
tioned having repeated the late S. Tennant's celebrated experiment with

carbonate of magnesia, but with very different results, since vegetation did

take place, a fact of immense importance to the agricultural interest. On
mentioning this circumstance to Professor Jameson, he told me, in corro-

boration ofmy views, that farmers in the neighbourhood of Kelso were in

the constant habit of using magnesian limestone as manure, and found it as

good as any other.— J. Murray. Carmarthen, April 2. 1830.
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PART III.
•

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Natural History in London.

The Zoological Society have commenced printing abstracts of their pro-
ceedings, in an octavo form, for distribution among the fellows, in the
manner of the Geological Society. The first of these papers, of sixteen

pages, now before us, commences with November the 9th, and terminates
with the sitting of December the 14th, 1830.

On Nov. 9. Extracts from the Minutes of Council^ July 21. were read, as

follows :—" On a consideration of the advantages likely to accrue to the

Society, by cultivating an extensive correspondence on subjects of Natural

History ;
it was resolved, that a committee be appointed, to be entitled

* The Committee of Science and Correspondence,' for the purpose of

suggesting and discussing questions and experiments in animal physiology,
of exchanging communications with the corresponding members of the

Society, of promoting the importation of rare and useful animals, and of

receiving and preparing reports upon matters connected with zoology.
That the Committee be requested, in the first instance, to prepare a report

upon the animals, for the importation of which it is most desirable that

the Council should take measures, whether for purposes of utility or exhi-

bition, under the heads of the several countries in which they are pro-
duced ; and pointing out the means which should be taken for their

preservation, either on the passage or after their arrival ; and, secondly, to

obtain all information possible upon the subject of the importation and

breeding of fish."

On Oct. 6.
"

it was ordered, that the Committee of Science, nominated
at the Council of the 21st of July, should be requested to meet at the

Society's rooms, at eight o'clock on Tuesday the 9th of November, and
on every subsequent second and fourth Tuesday of the month. It was
also resolved, that the Committee should have power to add to their

numbers ; and that the members of the Council should be ex officio mem-
bers of the Committee."

Extract from the Report of the Council^ Nov.^. 1830. "It has been

objected to the Council, that but little of theu* attention has been directed

to the advancement of zoological science; and the apology which they
have to offer is, that their time has been necessarily devoted to the very com-

plicated and extensive arrangements under which the formation of their

present establishments has been begun and accomplished. They have

latterly been particularly anxious to place the responsibility of detail upon
their salaried officers, so that their own time may be principally applied
to more general superintendence, and particularly to the encouragement
of scientific researches : they have, therefore, endeavoured to establish

meetings of such members of the Society as have principally applied
themselves to science; at which, communications upon zoological subjects

may be received and discussed, and occasional selections made for the
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purpose of publication. They propose from time to time to publish, in the

cheapest form, an abstract from the most interesting of these communi-
cations ; and they trust that the first of these papers will be ready for

delivery on the first of January, 1831. They further propose that these

meetings shall take place on the second and fourth Tuesdays in every
month ; and they have invited, for the 9th of November next, such
members of the Society as appeared likely, from their scientific pursuits,
to take an interest in their views.

" The Council have moreover suggested that letters be sent to the

superintendents of the principal menageries in Europe, viz. at Paris,

Leyden, Munich, Vienna, Madrid, &c., proposing mutual communication
of all observations upon these matters, and an occasional interchange of
such animals as may be most easily produced or imported in each country.

They have also proposed that circulars be addressed to the corresponding
members of the Society, requesting particular information upon such facts

of natural history as it may be desirable to investigate at each place : and

they further propose that a prize be offered for the essay which shall

contain the best and most extensive practical knowledge upon the import-
ation and domestication of foreign animals in this and other countries."

The chairman concluded his address by calling on the members, col-

lectively and individually, to forward the views of the Council, by com-

municating such facts as might tend to the advancement of zoological
science.

A Zoological Garden on the Surrey side of London.,— On January 25th, a

public meeting was held at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, for the pur-

pose of establishing a zoological institution on the Surrey side of the

metropolis, similar to the one already existing in the Regent's Park.
It was stated that 10,000/. would be required to carry into execution the

objects of the meeting; and it was calculated that the expenses of pur-
chasing animals, laying out the ground, buildings, &c., would fall within

that sum. The money was proposed to be raised by 400 debentures of
251. each; the annual subscriptions and the admission money received
at the doors to form a fund for the payment of interest. Resolutions,

declaring the expediency of forming a Zoological Society, and stating the
mode in which it was to be managed, having passed, a committee was

appointed to carry the above-mentioned objects into effect. {Examiner,

January 30. 1831.)
We are nmch gratified to see this attempt to elicit a taste which is

inherent in all mankind, and only requires to be called forth by such

establishments, and by a little instruction in the different departments of
natural history at school. As London increases in extent, and as society

improves in knowledge and comforts, institutions of this kind will arise all

round the suburbs; or rather they will be distributed at such distances as

to be within access of all, perhaps something in the manner suggested by
us in our prospective plan for establishing breathing and recreative zones.

(Gard. Mag., vol. v. p. 686.) A botanic garden was lately in contem-

plation at Islington ; one will probably soon be arranged north of the

Regent's Park
;
and a mixed garden of botany and festivity, the Panhar-

monicon Garden, is actually established (Gard. Mag., vol. vi. p. 477.) at

Battlebridae.— Co7id.

Art. II. Natural History in the English Counties.

Hitherto the counties in this article have bfeen arranged geographically,

following the order o? the Circuit Courts, as in the Statistics of the Ency-
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clopcedias of Gardening and Agriculture; with the present Volume we com-
mence an alphabetical arrangement, thinking it will admit of more con-

venient reference, during the publication of the successive Numbers which

form the Volume. When the Volume is completed, the counties can be

easily referred to from the General Index.

Bedford.

A General Library and Museumfor the County ofBedford are establishing

here; and though the museum is yet in its infancy, it contains several

hundred specimens of fossils, shells, birds, insects, and vegetables. Our
curator, T. M. Nash, Esq., may probably very shortly furnish you \^ith an
account of some of the most rare local productions.

—W. H. W. Bedford,
Jan. 12. 1831.

Meteor.— On Friday, the 10th instant, at 8 p. m., a most beautiful

meteor appeared just below Benetnasch, in Ursa Major, and took a westerly

direction, the wind blowing strong from the west. It appeared about 4 in.

in diameter, and was of a very brilliant blue, which gradually faded into a

yellowish green as it descended : it disappeared about 10° above the hori-

zon. Its train was about 6" in length, and appeared to be composed of

distinct sparks of white light. It continued upwards of three seconds.—
W. H. White. Bedford, Dec. 14. 1830.

Aurora Borealis, seen four successive nights at Bedford, lat. 52° 8' 48''

N. long. 2' 49" E.— On Saturday, the 1 1th inst., about 6 p.m., a very bright
aurora appeared, which extended from N.W. to N. by E., and had greatly
the appearance of strong twilight. The arc increased towards the east till

about 1 1 o'clock, emitting at intervals some very thin columns, or rather

flashes, of white light ; wind N.W. ; freezing hard. Soon after 1 1 o'clock

there arose several wide columns of red light, extending from the magnetic
north almost to the east. These were followed, at short intervals, by
others ; and so varied were they, both as to their magnitude and situation,

that the whole of the northern parts of the globe seemed like one dreadful

conflagration. Some of the columns reached the pole star, and appeared
as if tipped with black smoke. Such, in fact, was their appearance, that

several persons felt assured that the incendiaries had been exercising their

midnight deeds in several places at the same time. During the most mag-
nificent appearance, a in Lyra appeared near the horizon, calmly twinkling
in a clear twilight, while all the stars above were enveloped in red flames.

Just before the red flames emanated, a meteor fell perpendicularly towards

the earth, just below /3 in Ursa Major : its train was very short, and it

did not continue more than two seconds. Several other small meteors fell

during the evening near the Twins, and one in the west. On Sunday, the

wind blew a strong gale from the N.W. and was piercingly cold.
,
The

evening closed in with an aurora which aflbrded a powerful light, with very

slight coruscations, till half-past 10 o'clock, when an appearance altogether
different from that of the preceding evening, but not less beautiful, presented
itself. Wind blowing gently from the west. In the N.W. rose huge masses

(if I may so term them) of clear white light, which sailed majestically

along the horizon to the N., and some of them to N.N.E., where they
burst forth into thick white columns of various breadths, which reached

above Ursa Major. These masses followed each other at short intervals,

and continued for about an hour and a half, when the aurora gradually
assumed its calm twilight appearance, and as gradually vanished. On the

two following evenings the aurora presented the appearance of the early
dawn of a summer's morning.

— W, H. White. Bedford, January 16.

1831, .
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Cornwall.
•

List of rare Plants found in tlie NeighbourJiood of Penzance. — Sir, The

county of Cornwall being the most western part of the island, possessing
considerable peculiarities of soil and climate, and containing, moreover,

very extensive tracts of uncultivated land almost in a primitive state of

nature, may be expected to afford some corresponding peculiarities in its

native flora. The following list of rare plants, which I observed during a

residence of some months chiefly in the neighbourhood of Penzance, may
not, perhaps, be unacceptable to some of your readers. In offering it, how-

ever, to your notice, I beg to state that I entirely agree with several of

your correspondents, that, in some of the lists of rare plants forwarded to

you for insertion in your Magazine, articles of very common occurrence

have been occasionally introduced, and such as have no claim to be dis-

tinguished as rarities ; and, perhaps, I have not myself been altogether free

from the fault complained of. I promise, therefore, on the present occa-

sion, that the list shall be more select, and, accordingly, shall not include

in it many plants which yet might not improperly be ranked inter rariores :

such, for instance, as Neottia spiralis, O'rchis pyramidalis, Terbascum

nigrum, *S'myrnium Olusatrum, Osmundrt regalis, &c. I have also excluded

many maritime plants, such as G^laucium flavum. Convolvulus Soldanella,

^rjngium maritimum, Crithmum maritimum, Erodium marltimum, ^'ster

T^ripolium, &c.
To those plants which I have never happened to have met with in a

native state, except in the county of Cornwall, a double asterisk is affixed,

thus (**).

Pin'guicula lusitanica. Bogs near Penzance. iJumex sanguineus. Gulval.
Utricularia vulgJlris. Between Rosemorran and ^lisraa Damasbnium. Between Penzance and
Kenegie. Marazion.

**Panicum Dactylon. Beach between Penzance **£rica vagans. Near the Lizard, Soap Rock,
and Marazion. Kinance Cove, and between Kelston and

»*^riza m"inor. Corn fields between Ludgvan Mullyon (several varieties in colour).
and Gulval ; plentifully. Saponkria ofticinalis. St. Levan, Tresco Island,

**£'xacurn filif6rme. Marsh between Pen Scilly.
zance and Marazion. Silene anglica. Corn fields (very common),

.dnchilsa officinalis. St. Ives, Scilly Islands.

CampanulaAederacea. Moist banks in the neigh. ArenSiria verna. Kinance Cove.
bourhood of Penzance, &c., Scilly Islands. £uph6rbefl! portlindica. Brehar Island, Scilly.

**ChirbnJ« littoralis. Beach between Penzance ** Paralias. Scilly Islands.
and Marazion. i^fibus saxatilis. Near Bodmin.

5amolus Valerandi. Land's End. A quil^gia vulgaris. St. Ives, Lelant, &c.
«*/l!ecebrum verticillatum. Gear Stamps, //ell^borus viridis. Between Rosemorran and

Gulval, Land's End. Kenegie.
**Herni^ria hirsuta. Between Mullyon and Mentha rotundifblia. Between Penzance and
the Liz.ard. Newlyn, Whitesand Bay.

**Da(jcus maritimus. Land's End, Logan Bartszaviscbsa. f Kogs near Penzance, &c.,fre-
Stone, Botallach Mine, St. Ives, &c. quent ; corn fields near Hayle, Scilly Islands.

Ligiisticum cornubi^nse. Near Bodmin. .Antirrhinum Or6ntium. Gubbal, Land's End
ramarixgallica. St. Michael's Mount, Li- Brehar Island, Scilly.

^zard, Scilly Islands (possibly not truly a na- **Scrophularia Scorod5nia. St. Ives, Gulval,
tive, but introduced). and Chyandour, plentifully ; within the ruins

Drusera longifblia. Marsh between Penzance of the Abbey, Tresco Island, Scilly.
and Marazion. *»Sibth6rpia europae^a. X Moist banks near

OmitlK'igalum umbell^tum. Near Marazion. Penzance, common ; Gulval, Maddern "Well,
Scillavema. St. Ives, near Zennor, Morvah, Trereife Road-Avenue, Helston, Scilly
and many other parts of the county. Islands.

f In a moist wheat field near Hayle I observed this plant growing to the

height of between 4 and 5 ft.

J As a striking proof of the superior mildness of climate in Cornwall,
it may be mentioned that this little plant, a native of the county, is gene-
rally killed down to the ground during the winter in a Warwickshire

garden.

Vol. IV.- No. 18. M
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**J?rassica olcrhcea. Cliffs at Penzance.
Geranium sanguineum. Kinance Cove.
**Crenista pilosa. Kinance Cove.
JViftlium scabrum. Sea-shore, near Penzance.
&c.

iTypericum y^ndrosse^mum. Gulval, Trevayler
Bottom, &c.

/'nula Hel&nium. Gulval, St. Michael's Mount,
St. Ives, St. Mary's, Scilly.

Pyr^thrum marftimum. Seashore, Penzance.
^'nthemis nobilis. Pastures, and near the sea-

shore, in many places.
J?6scus aculeatus. Lamorna Cove, St Martin's

Island, Scilly.

3fyrlca Gale. Gulval and Ludgvan.
Aspidium dilatktum, var. recurvum. f {,fig. 32.)
Moist banks, frequent.

.^spleniura lanceolatum. Gulval, St. Michael's
Mount, Lamorna Cove, &c., frequent,

marlnum, St. Michael's Mount, Lamorna
Cove, &c., Scilly Islands.

Hymenophyilum tunbridgiSnse. Among thelooso
stones at Castle An Dennis, near Penzance.

Dfcranum cervicul^tum. Gulval, Scilly Islands,

crispum. St. Mary's, Scilly.
Trich6stomum polyphyllum. Gulval, Land's
End,&c.

Neckfera heteromalla. Trevayler Bottom, Try,
&c.

Bypnum scorpioldes. Gulval, Zennor, Land's
End.

**Hook^rMi Iticens. Trevayler Bottom, be-
tween Rosemorran and Kenegie, &c.

— W. T. Brec. Allesley Rectory, Jan. 7. 1830.

Leicestershire.

Plantsfound in Charmvood Forest (See Vol. III. p. 167.) :—
i?bsa spinosissima, Dianthus
_ delttfides, and Malva ro-

tundifblia. A rocky knoll
near Grooby.

Plantago Coronopus.
Origanum vulgare.
A'vahis Thali^wa.—Andrew Bloxam. G^^nfieldy near Leicester, March, 1830.

Prybnia dioica.

i/ypericum humifiisum.

Ornithopus perpusfllus. Near
Grooby Pool

-tardus stricta. Broombrigg
Hill.

Cnlcus pratdnsis. Meadow
above Glen field.

^haranus catharticus. Be-
tween Glenfield and Kirby,
on the foot-road.

Tormentilla reptans.

f This fern, I have very little doubt, is really a distinct species ; and one
which, I believe, has not hitherto been described, at least not as a native
of Britain. Although it strikes the eye immediately as being different from

Aspidium dilatatum, it is difficult, I confess, to seize upon those permanent
characters by which it is to be distinguished. The minute divisions of the
leaflets in Aspidium dilatatum frequently droop or curl under, while the

corresponding parts in the present subject invariably curl back or upwards
in an exactly^^contrary direction {fig. 32. «, which represents a leaflet mag-
nified), and thus give the whole frond a singularly crisped appearance. But
the strongest character by which it may be distinguished from its near ally,
consists in the lower pair of pinnae or leaflets being much larger than the
others (which is not the case in A. dilatatum) ; so that the frond assumes
a deltoid or triangular form, broadest at the base, and tapering to the apex.
The fern occurs plentifully in the neighbourhood of Penzance, growing in

situations similar to those in which A. dilatatum is found. I have also met
with it in several parts of Ireland, particularly near Killarney ; and have
received plants of it from the celebrated cryptogamist the late Mr. James
Dickson, who procured it from Sussex, and considered it as a distinct spe-
cies. Like A. dilatatum, it is a very variable species, the plant differing

greatly in size according to the situation in which it grows : on very dry
banks I have found perfect fructifying fronds not more than a few inches
\n»h.— W.T.Bree.
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' Mossesfound in the Spring of 1829, in the Neighbourhood of Glenfeld, and
Charnwood Forest : —
-Sphagnum obtusif blium, and ^ypnum brevirostre. Funaria hygrometrica.

S. acutif blium. Beacon prael6nguin. ,
Grimmia pulvinata.

Hill. rutiibulutn. Anictanglum ciliatum. Banks
/^ypnum spl^ndens. Polytrichum undulatum. of Grooby Pool,

triquetrum. commune. Sheet Hedges Leticodon sciuroides.

pkrum. Wood. Neck^ra heteromalla.

cuspidatum. Juniperinura. BeaconHill. Gymn6stomum intermedium,

proliferum. piliferum and aloides. Didymodon purpilreum.
squanbsum. Grooby, Weiswa cirrata.

dendrdides. Branston. nanum. Newbold Verdun. Orthotrichum pulch^llum.
cordifblium. Shallow pond .Brj^um palustre. BeaconHill. Tortula murMis.
between Kirby Muxtoe ligulatum. Eucalypta vulgaris,
and Newtown Unthank. hornum. Marchantm polymurpha.

Ibreum. Bardon Hill. csespititium. Jungermanma asplenioides.
sericGum. turbinatum. bidentata.

molluscum. Dicranum scoparium. platyphylla. Banks of
denticulatum. Swithland cerviculktum. Grooby Pool.

slate-pits. faxifblium. complanata.
plumbsum. Trich6stomum lanuginbsum. ^amariscina.

cupressif6rme. Swithland slate-pits. dilatkta.

aduncum. Bartramm pomif6rmis.— Andrew Bloxam. Glenfield^ near Leicester^ Marchy 1830.

Suffolk.

List of scarce Birds killed in Suffolk since the Autumn of 1827, sent as

addenda to the list of Mr. J. D. Hoy of Stoke by Nayland. (Vol. III. p. 436.)
Those marked with an asterisk are in my own collection :

—
Platalea Leucorodia, or spoonbill. Three shot at Thorpe, out of a flight

of seven, in the autumn of 1828, by Mr. Almond of Aldborough ; *another
shot at Thorpe Fen, Nov. 1829, by Mr. Durrant of Hazlewood.— Cursorius

Isabellzwz<5, cream-coloured plover. Shot at Freston, near Aldborough, on
Oct. 3. 1828, by a shepherd of the name of Smith.—>4'rdea Ciconia, stork.

Three seen for some weeks at the spring of this year, about Butley Creek
and Thorpe Fen ; only one killed, and that by the Marquess of Hereford's

keeper on the Sudbourne estate.— *<S'c61opax pygmae'a, pygmy curlew.

Butley; 1830.— 5. lapponica, red-breasted godwit. Thorpe Fen; 1828.— S. TbtanuSy spotted snipe. Thorpe Fen ; 1829. — Podiceps obsciirus

dusky grebe. Woodbridge; 1827, 1829.— *P. hebridicus, black chin

grebe. Middleton; 1827.— Colymbus septentrionalis, red-throated diver.

Snape ; 1827.— Lestris parasiticus, Arctic gull. Aldborough ; 1830.—
*ikfergus albellus, smew. Snape; 1829.— *.^^nas albifrons, white-fronted

goose. Aldborough ; 1829.— *^. spectabilis, king duck (female). Ald-

borough ; 1827.—* ^. Clangula, golden eye. Aldborough; 1829.—*J'lca

Pica, black-billed auk. Aldborough ; 1827.—Falco .Haliae^'etus, osprey. Ald-

borough; 1830.— *F. Lithofalco, stone falcon. Theberton; 1829.—^^m-
pelis garrulus, waxen chatterer. Burgh; 1828.— *T'urdus torquatus, ring
ouzel. Yoxford; 1827.— CTpupa JE^pops, hoopoe. Sutton; 1830.—*L6xia

curvirostra, crossbill. Yoxford (several); 1827.— *Pringilla Montifrjn-

gilla, brambling. Grundisburgh ; 1828.—*ilfotacilla Boarula, grey wagtail.

Grundisburgh ; 1830.—The Falco Lithofalco is not a very uncommon bird

in Suffolk, and I think there can be no doubt as to its being a distinct

species from the hobby or merlin. I have known both males and females

shot. -— Edward Acton. Grundisburghy near Woodbridgey Nov. 29. 1830.

Sussex.

Large Whale recentlyfound in the Channel near Brighton.
—The curiosity of

the inhabitants of Brighton and its vicinity has been highly excited and grati-
fied by the interesting circumstance ofan enormous whale having been landed

by our fishermen on the shore between KempTown and Rottingdean. This
monster of the deep was observed in the channel on Wednesday, Dec. 29. ;

and, late in the afternoon of that day, a party of about sixteen fishermen
succeeded in towing it to land. It appeared to have been dead a consider-
able time (perhaps a fortnight), and, it is said, bore marks of injury in

various parts of the body. It measures 63 ft. in length (implying a weight'
M 2
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of nearly 70 tons, being equal to that of 280 or 300 fat oxen !) ; the jaws
are 15 ft, long and 8ift. wide ; the tail is 15 ft. wide* Unfortunately, w0
were not able to inspect it till late on Friday, when it had been so mucl*

disfigured by the partial removal of the blubber by the fishermen, that we
were prevented from ascertaining the species, and describing it minutely^
which we very much regret. The proprietors were cutting offpiecesof the
baleen or whalebones (gills they erroneously called it), which they sold to

the visitors. This substance is extremely curious ; and although so well
known to every one from its being used in various articles of dress, &c.,
but few, we suspect, ima^^ine

it to answer the purpose of teeth to this le-

viathan of the ocean. It is disposed in laminae on the insideof the jaw ;
in

some species there are not less than 300 or 400 on each side. The
edges of the baleen are furnished with a sort of fringe formed of bristles,
and which is tufted and longer near the extremities of the whalebones.
The whales live on small fish, but principally on worms, mollusca, and

zoophytes j and they chiefly take those small ones which become entangled
in the filaments of the baleen. Another remarkable character in the struc-.

ture of the whale consists in the spiracles or air-holes, which are situated

towards the middle of the head, and through which the animal breathes ;

for the whale is in fact not 2i,Jish, but a warm-blooded animal having a heart
with two ventricles, and lungs through which it respires ; and is obliged, in

consequence, to come to the surface of the water to breathe, having no

gills, as fishes have, by which the air can be separated from the water. The
blubber is a coat of fat from 6 in. to 1 ft. in thickness, situated between the:

flesh and skin. The oil extracted from a rich whale sometimes amounts to

30 tons ! The whale suckles its young, and the milk resembles that of the

cow, but contains more cream and nutritive matter. The tail is the prin-

cipal weapon and moving power of the whale ; it is endowed with the

most astonishing rapidity of motion and force, and is capable of over-

throwing boats of considerable burden. It is worthy of remark, that in

the cliff, but a few hundred yards from the spot where the whale is now
stranded, Mr. Mantell, about two years ago, discovered part of the jaw
(9 ft. long) of a whale in a fossil state : it was lying embedded in the

§hingle of the cliff, in which the teeth and bones of elephants are also

found. What a subject for reflection is here ! Man is now the contera-*

porary of the whale : but at the remote period when the strata which form
these cliffs were deposited, enormous elephants existed, which subsequent
revolutions have swept from the face of the earth. (Communicated to the

Brighton Gazette ofJanuary 6, 1831, by Mr. Mantell ofLewes.)

Warwickshire.

The Waxen or Bohemian Chatterer.— Sir, A very fine specimen of the-

Waxen or Bohemian Chatterer (^'mpelis garrulus Linn.) has just been

brought to me, which was shot about the 5th of December, in the fields,

only a short distance from this village. Two others were in company
with my specimen at the time it was shot; and from my mformant I learn

that they appeared to associate with the starlings. Bewick, in his hitro-,

duction to British Birds^ vol. i. p. 24., says, that," the Bohemian chatterer,:

the grosbeak *, and the crossbill are only occasional visitors, and,

* Several specimens of the grosbeak were shot near this place during
the hard weather of the year 1822-3, since which I have not heard of any
havmg made their appearance. Crossbills, too, have occasionally visited

tlie neighbourhood in considerable numbers. In Staffordshire, I have seen

the latter species frequenting the larch and fir trees in the middle of sum-

mer (July), and have been informed that they usually made their appear-
ance there about that time ; it is probable, therefore, that they must have

bred in the neighbourhood.
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observe no regular times in making their appearance. Great numbers of

the former were taken in the county of Northumberland in the latter end

of the years 1789 and 1790, before which they had not been observed

so far south as that county, and since that time have' never been seen

there."

The chatterer is certainly a very rare bird in this country, and the pre-
'sent is the only instance that has come under my personal knowledge, of its

having been met with- in this immediate vicinity. Its visits, therefore,

being, like those of "
angels, few and far between," I thought the occur-

rence in the present season might not be unworthy of being recorded in

your Magazine. The fact, too, may be worth recording, perhaps, for an-

other reason : the periodical arrival and retreat of the swallows, and other

summer birds of passage, as well as of many of the winter birds, the field-

fares, e. g. redwings, woodcocks, &c., are uniform and constant ; but the

-chatterer and the other species mentioned by Bewick " observe" (as he

justly remarks)
" no regular times in making their appearance." So eccen-

tric, indeed, are they in their periods, and their migrations so erratic,

that they may be said to be among birds, what comets are among stars;

and accordingly we cannot calculate the time of their coming. It is worth

while, therefore, to note the dates of their visits, in order, if possible, to

•ascertain by what circumstances their motions are guided, and whether or

not their approach to our climes prognosticate (as it is often supposed)
.severe weather, either in this country or in those which they have deserted.

Yours, &c.— W. T. Bree. Allesley Rectory^ near Coventry^
December 16.

.1830.

The Bohemian chatterer is not extremely rare in Suffolk and Norfolk,
as within the last three winters not fewer than twenty have been shot iii

those counties, according to notices in the local newspapers which have
met our eye. See also a notice of one in Mr. Acton's communication
from Suffolk in the present Number (p. 163.) Mr. George Creed, sur-

geon. Bury St. Edmund's, shot one of the twenty alluded to, and it now

occupies a place in his interesting collection. This gentleman could gratify
our readers with many communications of interest, and we invite him to

do so.— J. D.for Cond.

Yorkshire.

- Rare Insects taken in the Neighbourhood of AsJcam Bryan y
near York :—

COLEO'PTERA.

Drbmius sigma.
quadriiiotatus.

tnelanoc^phalus.
Chlae^'nius nigricurnis.
Anchomenus obl6ngu3.
Agbnum pullum.
Syniichus vivalis.

Broscus ceplialbtes.
Stbmis pumicitus.
Patrobus rClfipes.
'Pter(Sstichus oblongopunct^-

tus.

macer.
Amara tibiklis.

Tr^ch-us pallipes.

Polyummatus Argiolus.
Macroglossa stellatkrum.

Callimorpha rainiata.

Mamestra pisi.

O^cys melanoc^phalus.
Blethlsa multipunctata.
Hygrotus scitulus.

N6terus crassic6rnis.

Colymbfetes piilverbsus.

dgilifi.

exsoletus.
abbreviktus.'

quadrinotatus.
(Of this genus I have taken

19 different species.)

Hydaticus transversalis.

Hybnferi.
Heter6cerus marginJitus (two)
Dytiscus dimidiatus.

Lepido'ptera.

Bryophila p^rla.

Thyatir« derasa.
Cosmia trapetzina.

Hydrophilus caraboldes.
Necrbdes littorklis.

Micropeplus porcatus-
Megatoma s(?rra.

Byrrhus dors^lis.

Campylis dispar.

Klicbpis quadripustulatus?
Ptlnus imperialis.
Rhinch^tes sequStus.

Pogonoeerus pilbsus ?
j

Leptilra abdominalis.
Cassida viiidula.

End<Smychus cocclneui
Cistfrla fulvipes.
Not6xus mondceros.

Hipparchiis oapilionar»us.
Biston betularius.
M^lia soci^lla, &c.

I shall not send you any more names at present, as some of your cor-

respondents are rather fastidious as to what are, or are not, rare insects.

The fertile source of the principal part of the above-mentioned rarities,

which are the result of one season's collecting, is Askam Bogs. They are

M 3
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situated a short mile from this place, and are overgrown with birch and
willows, and a shrub commonly called gale (ikfyrica Gale, Smith's English
Flora, vol. iv. p. 239.) ; and surrounded by large and deep ditches, which,
after any extraordinary fall of rain, overflow their banks, and sometimes
cover the whole with water. I hope that at some future period I may be
able to give you a more copious account of this interesting place, but I
shall not at present trespass any farther on your patience. I am. Sir, &c.— A. Wright. Askam Bryariy York, Nov. 25. 1830.

Art. III. Natural History in Scotland,

The Birds in the Plantations at Abbotsford.
—

During the month of Oc-
tober, the plantations throughout the grounds at Abbotsford, which are as

yet mixed with a large proportion of larch, swarmed with titmouses of
different species, namely, Parus major, P. caeruleus, P. caudatus, and
P. palustris. Their clear sharp lively call was heard incessantly everyr
where through the woods, which seemed to swarm with them, and
the number was surely twenty times as many as are bred in the district.

One of the species, P. caudatus, long-tailed titmouse, is by no means a
common bird in the breeding season; and P. palustris, or marsh titmouse,
I never saw at that period.

They were all extremely restless, as is natural to the kind, and seemed

constantly intent and eager in the pursuit of food ; and it appeared to me
that the escape of the most minute insect, or even egg concealed in the
crevices of the bark, or in the junctions of the branches, was almost im-

possible, so incessant and continued was the himger-edged scrutiny, and
such the numbers ofthis little lynx-eyed bird. They spread over woods that

are irregularly connected, and extend for about three miles in length, and

perhaps about a mile in breadth. There can be little doubt that they
were a passing flock of migrators, either collected by some mysterious in-

stinct from the innumerable native woods of our own northern counties, or

sojourners from the still farther north ; and, in the meantime, it would be

gratifying if any of your correspondents would inform the writer whether

this genus of birds is known to congregate and migrate together in great
numbers.— W. , near Melrose, Nov. 10. 1830.

Botanical Exchange.
—

Sir, In Vol. III. p. 470., I noticed a letter offer-

ing an exchange of ornithological specimens Will you allow me to make
use of your pages to solicit a similar exchtmge of botanical preparations
with any of your readers. The plants of Cornwall and Scotland I could

offer for those of Ireland or Wales, or of the eastern or midland counties

of England. Among your numerous readers there may be some to whom
this proposal will be acceptable ; and if so, I shall be glad to exchange lists

of desiderata and duplicates with them. The lists need not be limited to

the particular districts named. A letter, addressed " H. C. W., College
Post Office, Edinburgh," will be immediately answered. I am, Sir,&c.—
H. C. W.

The IR^ubus tilicefolins,
a native of Germany, and not hitherto considered

to be indigenous in this country, I found in August last, by the side of the

small river Broom, in the west of Ross-shire, and afterwards in Strath Olass,

in Inverness-shire, the first on gravel, and the last on sand ; and since that

I found the plan^. in the remains of an old natural wood, near Selkirk, on

a clay soil, where it grows much taller, reaching nearly 8 ft. It is a beau-

tiful plant, and would be very ornamental in a shrubbery.
— W. L. Selkirk-

shire, Nov. 1833.
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Art. IV. Natural History in Tret'anSt,

Belfast Museum. —The foundation of this building was laid by the

Members of the Natural History Society of Belfast, on the 4th of May
last. A full account of the ceremony is recorded in the Belfast Chronicle

of May the 5th, 1830.

Enm mediterrdnea.— In an excursion I made to Cunnemara, a wild dis-

trict of the county of Galway, on the western coast of Ireland, in October,

1830, I discovered a species of heath (jErica mediterranea) not known be-

fore as being indigenous to Britain or Ireland. It grows on a declivity by
a stream in boggy ground at the foot of Urrisbeg Mountain, near Round-

stone, on its western side, occupying a space ofabove half a mile in length,
and covering between two and three acres of ground. The Mediterranean

heath is also indigenous to Portugal, whence it appears to have been first

introduced into oiu* gardens, and it is the principal heath of Corsica. In

gardens it forms a handsome shrub, from 3 to 5 ft. high, and is very orna-

mental in spring, when in flower.

The Menzies2« joolifolia (jErica Dabeoci Lin.), it may be mentioned, is

very abundant on the sides of mountains and dry heaths all over Cunne-

mara, and in Mayo, as far north as the mountain called Croagh Patrick
-; and,

although nowhere else found in Britain or Ireland, is, as well as the other,

indigenous to the south of Europe, being found on the western Pyrenees,
and at Anjou. A variety of this last, with white flowers, of which I have

^ living specimen in the college botanic garden, has lately been found

-sparingly growing along with the common variety. It is remarkable that

two such interesting plants, indigenous to the south of Europe, should be

found in so remote a corner of our island, I am, Sir, &c.—J. T. Mackay^
Assistant Botanisty Trinity College^ Dublin^ and Curator of the College Botanic

Garden. College Botanic Garden, Dublin^ Jan. 17 . 1831. :

Art. V. Calendar ofNature in Englandfor 1830.

Journal of the Weather kept at High Wycombe, Bucks, Lat, 51° 37' 44''

North, Long. 34' 45" West, during the Year 1830, with Monthly Ob-
servations. By James G. Tatem, Esq., Member of the London Meteo-

.^^j-ological Society.

'"' Table of the Thermometer and Barometer.

Month.
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Table of Rain, Snow, Fair Days, and Wind.
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tixtreines, and the mean was less than last year. The quantity of rain wais

remarkably great, much more than in any of the corresponding months of

the last seven years, and more than seven times as much as in May, 1829.

On the 21st thunder was heard about midnight, attended by vivid light-

ning : there M^as also a slight thunder storm on the 23d, about 3 P. M., with

very heavy rain. Large hail on the 30th, in the afternoon, during a squall,
attended by thunder and some lightning. The evaporation 046875 of an
inch.

June. So wet and cold a June, attended by so great a depression of the

barometer, has not occurred during the last eight years. The quantity of
rain was extraordinary, exceeding, by upwards of half an inch, the quantity
which fell in the same month last year, which was noticed as being par-

ticularly great, the mean temperature was upwards of 2*75 below the average
of the last seven years. On the 25th there was much lightning all round the

compass from 8 P.M. until midnight, but the thunder was not loud. An
indistinct lunar halo observed on the night of the 2d, about 10 P.M. The

evaporation 0*21875 of an inch.

July. The commencement of the month was extremely wet, and the

greater part of the rain fell in the first eleven days, but the whole quantity
was little more than half of what fell in July last year ; the latter end of

the month was very fine, and the thermometer rose higher than 1826; the

barometer was also above the maxima and means of the last two years.
Thunder heard on the 3d, 7th, and 30th, and lightning seen on the 29th to

the northward. An indistinct rainbow seen on the 9th. The evaporation
0-69«75 of an inch.

August. The latter end of the month was particularly cold, even colder

than in August last year, and although the quantity of rain was not one
half of what fell in the same month in 1828, and very considerably less

than the quantity last year, yet the mean temperature was lower than any
one for August in the last eight years, the greatest elevation of the baro-

meter the same as in the corresponding month last year, and the mean
rather higher, but low for the season. Thunder heard, and lightning seen,
on the 9th, about 2 P.M. The evaporation 0-3125 of an inch.

September. Although rain fell on nearly as many days as in September
last year, the quantity was almost an inch less, and very little for the

month. The mean of the barometer below the usual average, yet higher
than last year, as were both the extremes ; the temperature generally low,
and on the night of the 21st only half a degree above the freezing point,
which was lower than the thermometer has been in September since 1824.

Thunder was heard on the 14th, about 3 P.M. The evaporation 0-13125
of an inch.

October. The month was uncommonly fine, the quantity of rain con-

siderably less than during the last eight years, the mean temperature higher
than since 1827, and the maximum above any observed at Wycombe, in

October, during the journalist's residence; the barometer was also remark-

ably high, the mean 29-9558, and the maximum exceeding that in the cor-

responding month in 1825, which was considered extraordinary for the
'

season. A rainbow seen on the 25th, about 3 P.M. On the 28th and
29th the wind blew strong from the S.W. and W., but could not be con-
sidered as violent gales. The evaporation 0-125 of an inch.

November. Thirteen days of the month might be denominated fine, and
the thermometer reached an elevation above any one in the same month

during the last seven years, while the mean temperature was nearly 4°

higher than in November last year. The barometer was generally low, and
the mean gave a depression greater than since 1826; the quantity of rain

much greater than usually falls in the month, indeed more than since 1825.

Lunar haloes were seen on the nights of the 25th and 27th, and a faint
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aurora boreatis was observed on the 17th, about 11 P.M. The evapo-
ration 0' 13 125 of an inch.

December. The mean of the barometer was lower than any one in
December during the journalist's residence in Wycombe, and the range of
the thermometer greater than in the same month for the last eight years,
while the mean was lower, except in last year, than any in the corre-

sponding month, for the same period ; of the quantity of rain and melted
snow, the like report must be made as of the mean of the thermometer.
Snow fell on the 12th, 15th, 22d, 24th, and 27th,- the whole quantity not
more than 2-25 in. On the night of the Uth a beautiful aurora borealis was
seen for several hours ; about one o'clock on the following morning it

assumed the form of an arch, of great brilliancy, surmounted by a brown
tint, which faded away into a silvery light, something resembling that
afforded by the moon before she appears above the horizon, a deeper brown
colour filled up the space beneath the luminous arch ; another but very
faint aurora was observed on the 15th. Lunar haloes seen on the

nights of the 23d, 24th, and 26th ; that on the latter night was remarkably
bright, and well defined. The evaporation 0*0625 of an inch.

Journal of the Weather kept at Bedford, Lat. 52° 8' 48'^ North, Long.
2'W East. By W. H. White, Esq., of the Commercial Academy,
Bedford.

January. This year commenced with severe frost, which continued the
whole month. Wind blowing generally a strong breeze from the N.E.,
except on the 16th and 17th, when it blew from E.S.E., and then
returned to N.E. Snow fell on the I7th, 18th, and 23d ; the average
depth 16 in. Not a single flower in bloom. Atmospheric phenomena:
one lunar halo ; and one gale of wind from the N.E.

February. The frost continued with all its intensity till the 7th, when
the wind shifted to due S., with continued mild rain. On the 8th the
Ouse was greatly swollen, and the ice, the average thickness of which was
21 in., broke up. On the 10th the frost returned for three days j wind N.,
but not with the intensity of last month.— Plants. The catkin of the hazel

expanded on the 16th ; snowdrop (Galanthus nivalis), on the 20th; crocus^
25th,' whitlow grass (i)rabaverna), Newnham Wall, 27th.— Birds. The
throstle (Z'urdus musicus) in full song on the 20th; on the 28th some
woodmen found a throstle's nest with one egg in it; during the last

week rooks (Corvus frugilegus) were actively engaged in building their

nests; the titmouse (Parus caeruleus) very scarce. *— Scale of general
winds. N. 11 days; N.E. 3; E. 1

; S.E. 3; S. 2; S.W. 2; W. 4;
N.W. 2 ; total 28 days.

— The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena
noticed this month were, two solar haloes and one lunar ; one meteor ; and
four gales of wind, viz. two from the W., one from the N.E., and one
from the S.W. From the 1st till the 20th the weather was cold,^ gloomy,
and cheerless ; the remainder of the month was very mild, and vegetation
made rapid progress.

March. This month commenced with bleak winds from the W. and
N.W. ; generally cloudy till the 14th ; the rest of the month was very fine,

and well suited both to horticultural and agricultural pursuits, except on
the last day, when we had heavy rain.— Plants. During the 1st week

* This little bird was very abundant here during the summer of 1829,
but during the spring of the present year they were very scarce, many of

them, no doubt, having fallen a prey to the severity of the winter, and

many also to the guns of hedgerow sportsmen.
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bloomed, chickweed (^Isine media), marsh marigold (Caltha palustris),

green hellebore (//elleborus vlridis). 2d week: heart's-ease ( Fiola tricolor),

stinking bear's-foot (^elleborus foe'tidus), dwarf mouse-ear (Cerastii

species), coltsfoot (Tussilago i^arfara). 3d week: sloe tree (Prunus
spinosa), primrose (Primula veris), violets ( Tiola odorata), spurge laurel

(Daphne Laureola). 4th week : red currant in \e2S{Ribes rubrum), barren

strawberry (Potentilla Fragaria), cotton conferva {C. bulldsa), golden saxi-

frage (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium).
— Animals. Bees were very busy

after the first week; frogs croaked on the 12th; a blackbird's nest found
on the 14th, with three eggs in it; the nuthatch (iS'itta europae^a) arrived

on the 24th
; the wheat-eai-( Sylvia (^nanthe), very scarce through this year,

on the 26th. Field larks (^'nthus trivialis) were warbling on the 27th ;

and on this day a robin's nest was found, with four young birds in it

three or four days old. Ants were in motion, and bats were flitting about,
on the 28th.— Scale of general winds. N. 6 days; N.W. 7; W. 4;
S.W. 2; S. 0; S.E. 3; E. 4; N.E. 5; total 31 days. Rain on the 1st,

7th, 8th, 10th, and 31st.—The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena
noticed this month were, one solar and two lunar haloes ; one meteor and
five gales of wind : three from the N.W. j one from the W. ; and one from
the N.E.

April commenced with extremely cold N.E. winds and rain. Sharp
frosts on the 4th, 5th, and 6th, which gave a great check to vegetation.
On the 6th the ice in ponds was upwards of 3 in. thick. Snow fell the

whole of the 3d, and till noon of the 4th, almost without intermission.

On the 10th the weather became fine and showery.
— Plants. In the first

week bloomed, least periwinkle ( Tinea minor), daiFodil (jVarcissus Pseudo-

narcissus), checkered fritillary (Fritillaria meleagris), tuberous moschatel

(AdoxaMoschatellina), which is rare here. 2d week : apricots and peaches,

S3'camore(^^cer Pseudo-platanus), and larch (Larix europae'a). 3d week:

lady's-smock (Cardamine pratensis), wood anemone (Anemone nemorosa),
early spotted orchis (O'rchis mascula), ash (jPraxinus excelsior), sedge
(C'arex prae'^cox), 4th week: horse-chestnut (^^sculus Hippocastanura),
stitchwort (Stellaria ^olostea), clammy mouse-ear (Cerastium viscosum),
wood sorrel (O'xalis Acetosella).

—Birds. Swallows first seen on the 8th,
but retired again till the 14th; white-throat (ikZbtacilla Sylvia), 10th;
-cuckoo ( fuculus can6rus),on the 19th ; swift (Cjpselus J^pus), on the 27th ;

redstart (Motacilla Phoenicurus), 29th; same day, corncrake (Ortygo*-
metra Crex, Rallus Crex Linn.)

— Scale of prevailing winds : N. 7 days ;

N.E. 3 ; E. 2
;
S. 3 ; S.W. 4 ; W. 3 ; N.W. 4 ; total 30 days.

— The atmo-

spheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month were, three solar and
two lunar haloes, two paraselenes, three rainbows, one meteor, one aurora
borealis on the 19th, with several reddish coruscations, and seven gales of

wind, viz. two from the N., one from the N.E., two from the S. one from
the W., and one from the N.W. Thunder and lightning on the 8th, 10th,
and 19th.

May came in very fine, but after the 2d there were several hoar frosts

with strong westerly winds, which made the tender shoots of vegetables to

droop ; from the 8th till the 14th much rain and cold winds from the N.
and N.E. Great blights appeared in many places, and gooseberries and
currants fell very copiously from the trees, except in very sheltered situ-

ations. Plants. In the first week bloomed the lilac {Syringa vulgaris),
broom ((Spartium A-coparium); germander speedwell ( Veronica ChamaeMrys),
and also V. agrestis, walnut (/uglans regia), and sweet vernal grass (An-
thoxanthum odoratum). 2d week : water violet (Hott6ni« palustris), scor-

pion grass (ili^yosotis sylvatica), woodroof (Asnerula odorata), butterfly
orchis (O'rchis bifolia), blue pimpernel (Anagallis caerulea), and also A.
arvensis; spindle tree (£'u6nymus europae\is). 3d week: hemlock-leaved
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itork's-bill (Erodiuni cicutJu'iiim), common fumitory (F. officinalis), fine-

leaved sandwort ( Arenaria tenuitolia), bistort (Polygonum Bistorta). 4th
week: berberry (i^^-Z'em vulgaris), goat's-beard (JVagopogon pratense),
mouse-ear hawkweed (i/ieracium Pilosella), glaucous cineraria (Cineraria

integrifolia), enchanter's nightshade (6'ircae'« lutetiana), mountain speed-
well ( Veronica montana), wild chervil (Chaerophyllum temulentum), red

campion (Zychnis diolca).
— Birds : Heard the blackcap (Motacllla Atrica-

pllla) on the 4th ; saw a fern owl on the 10th.— Scale of prevailing winds.

]Sr.4days; E. 4;E. 2; S.E. 8
j

S. 1; S.W. 6; W. 4; N.W. 2 : total 31

days.
— Rain fell on 19 days ; a heavy hail storm, which lasted two hours,

.passed over on the 23d, accompanied with much thunder and lightning.
—

.The atmospheric phenomena observed this month were, one solar and one
lunar halo ; lightning on three days, and thunder on two j and two gales of

wind, viz. one from the S.E. and one from the W.
June was a cold wet month till the 26th, rain having fallen on twenty

days, accompanied with cold northerly winds. The heavy rains and cold

"winds greatly retarded the growth and ripening of fruits and vegetables. A
field of grass was cut on the 1st, but was not stacked till the 27th. Hay-
making did not commence generally till the last week. The crops of grass
were generally abundant.— Scale of prevailing winds. N. 7 days; N.E. S;
E. 2 ; S.E. 1 ; S.

j S.W. 9 ; W. I : N.W. 7 : total 30 days. The at-

mospheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month were, two par-

helia, one paraselene, one solar and two lunar haloes, one meteor ; thunder
,and lightning on four days, and on one evening, the 25th, the lightning was

exceedingly vivid ; and six gales of wind, viz. 2 from the N., 1 from the
•W., and 3 from the S.W.

July. This month commenced with showers. On the 12th was a thun-

der storm, with very heavy rain from 11 A.M. till 5 P.M. From the 8th

to the 11th was very wet, with cold northerly winds. After the 11th hay-

making was often retarded by showers, but the hay was generally good ;

rthe last week was very hot, and brought the crops of corn, which had
almost been despaired of, rapidly forward. The cuckoo departed on the 3d.— Scale of prevaiHng winds. N. days ; N.E. ; E. 4 ; S.E. 3 ; S. 3 ;

S.W. 1 1 ; W. 6 ; N.W, 4 : total 31 days. Rain fell on 17 days during this

jnonth.— The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month

-were, one solar and one lunar halo, four rainbows, three meteors, and foiu*

gales of wind, viz. three from the S.W., and one from the W. ; thunder and

lightning on the 7th, 12th, and 30th.

August was showery till the 18th, which retarded the harvest greatly;
the wheat crops in this neighbourhood were in general very good, and, con-

sidering the season, very well got in. Rain fell during this month, on 18

days.
— Birds. The swift disappeared on the 25th from this neighbourhood,

but was seen at Ampthill as late as the 30th. Scale of prevailing winds :

N. 8 days; N.E. 1; E. 0; S.E. 0; S. 0; S.W. 11; W. 9; N.W. 2 : total

31 days.
— The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month

were, two lunar haloes, one meteor, and four gales of wind, viz. two from

the S.W. and two from the W. ; thunder and lightning, accompanied with

Jieavy rain, on the 9th, 16th, and 29th.

Sej)tember. Still wet, cold, and windy ; rain on 20 days ; a hail storm,

accompanied with much thunder and lightning on the 12th. — Birds. The
main flight of swallows took place about the 19th,— Scale of prevailing
winds. N. 1 day; N.E. 0; E. 0; S.E. ; S. 0; S.W. 20; W. 4; N.W.
5: total 30 days. The most remarkable I ever witnessed.— The atmo-

spheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month were, 6 meteors, 10

rainbows, three aurorae boreales, viz. on the 7th, 8th, and 17th; from the

last only arose any columns of light that were remarkable ;
the aurora did

not continue more than 1 ^ hour. Six gales of wind from the S.W.
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October was a fine dry month ; a few sharp frosts about the middle

aifected tender plants ;
towards the latter end of the month we had ren

freshing warm rains.— Birds. The final departure of the ^irundines took

place on the 11th, when I saw between 20 and 30 taking their flight in a

S.E. direction, but so amazingly high that I could not distinguish their

species. A flock of fieldfares (7^urdus pilaris,) arrived here on the 26th.—
Scale of prevailing winds. N. 2 days ; N.E. 6 ; E. 5 ; S.E. 4; S. 2;
S.W. 3. W. 6; N.W. 2; total 31 days.

—
Refreshing showers fell on 11

days.
— The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena noticed this month

were, one solar and two lunar haloes, two auroras boreales, and one gale of

wind from the N.W.
November was a very wet and boisterous month. On the sixth there-

was a strong gale of wind from the S.W., with continued heavy rain ; sharps
frosts on the mornings of the 24th and 25th.— Scale of prevailing winds.-

N. 1 day; N E. 1; E. 5 ; S.E. ; S. 8; S.W. 10; W. 3; N.W. 2 : total

30 days.
— Rain fell on 21 days.

— The atmospheric and meteoric pheno-
mena noticed this mbnth were, two solar and three lunar haloes, two

auroras boreales, viz. on the 1st and 4th
;

six meteors, two rainbows, and

six gales of wind, viz. three from the S.W., two from the E., and one from,

the S. .

December was a dry and seasonable month, slight showers having fallen,

only on six days. The wind was exceedingly vai'iable and boisterous about

the middle of the month. On the 17th the wind veered completely round
the compass in sixteen hours, blowing hard all the time; it finally became

stationary due N., with very sharp clear frost. The 21st and 22d were,

remarkably warm clear days, so much so that the robin and the throstle)

were vying with each other for preeminence of song. On the night of the

22d the wind shifted from S.W. to N.W., with very hard frost, so that oa,

Christmas day several persons ventured to skait on the Ouse. Snow fell

on the 28th, from 3 A.M. till 2 P.M. On the 30th a thaw commenced,;
with continued warm rain. The year closed with a calm cloudy night, the

frost and snow being entirely gone. It is calculated that from thirty to

forty thousand sheep have died of the rot in this county, owing to the very ,

wet summer
;
some farmers have lost their-flocks entirely.

— Scale of pre-

vailing winds. N. 1 ; N.E. 5 ; E. 4 ; S.E. 2 ; S. 3; S.W. 17 ; W. 2 ; ,

N.W. 7 ; total 31 days.
—The atmospheric and meteoric phenomena noticed

this month were, two solar and seven lunar haloes, six paraselenes, sixteen

meteors, five auroras boreales, and three gales of wind, viz. one from the N.,;

and two from the N.W. Of the sixteen meteors mentioned, I observed;
one on the 10th, at 8 P.M. It was of a brilliant blue colour, which faded

into a yellowish green as it approached the earth ; its train was about 5° in,

length, and emitted very bright sparks ;
its altitude was 40°. I saw an-

other on the 17th, at 6 P.M. just below the belt of Orion, which took a
S.W. direction. It was of a bright red colour, but, a building intervening,^
I could not observe it vanish.

Calendar of Nature for Bungay, in Suffolk, for 1830. By Daniel Stockj^.

Esq. F.L.S.
. i

January. The weather this month was very variable, frost and thaw,

succeeding each other rapidly : one day the roads rendered impassable by
the quantity of snow, and then by the quantity of water. On the night
of the 30th the frost commenced with great severity. No record of any'
plants in flower, in consequence of the quantity of snow. .

''
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February, The frost continued its severity until the evening of the 6th :

thermometer as low as 18°. Thaw began about one o'clock on the 7th, and

produced a very high flood. Two or three fine days then intervened ; then

frost from the 16th to the 20th inclusive. On the 21st, rain and snow;
24th, mild ; and the last 4 days fine, with the exception of a very heavy rain

on the evening of the 28th. Aconite in flower on the 9th ; snowdrop, 19th ;

Christmas rose, marsh marigold, and primroses, 21st; hepatica, 23d; cro-

cus, 25th; spurge laurel, barren strawberry, whitlow grass, and hazel

(mas. and fem.), 28th. Jackdaws chattering on the 8th; bees on the

wing, 24th.

March. The weather such as is usual in March, cold and windy. Wind
exceedingly high on the afternoon of the 12th. It rained on three days, viz.

the 7th, 16th, and 20th; the 26th, 27lh,and 28th were warm days. Violets

(in garden) in flower on the 7th ; dandelion, 12th ; violets (in fields), alder,

and hellebore, 14th ; dog's-tooth violet, 18th
; great periwinkle and dog's

violet, 21st; gooseberry, 26th; ground ivy, hemlock-leaved stork's bill,

willow, and moschatel, 28th. Snake, 21st; frogs spawn, 21st; black-

cap, 21st ; brimstone butterfly, 14th; great and small tortoise-shell butterfly,
28th.

April. A cold unpleasant month, with a few exceptions. On the 2d,

snow and rain ; and the frost in the nights of the 3d and 4th very severe.

Rain on 13 days; the 9th very warm; and the month ended with fine

weather. Wood sorrel in flower, 4th ; cherry, cowslip, and blackthorn, 9th ;

thyme-leaved speedwell, 11th; white saxifrage, stitchwort, horsetail, bugle,
and germander speedwell, 18th ; maple, 25th ; woodroof, 27th ; and hya-

cinth, 28th. Swallows appeared on the 1st ; nightingale, 9th ; cuckoo, 25th ;

swift, 27th ;
wood argus, peacock, and white butterflies, 9th

; and orange-

tip butterfly, 29th.

May. Upon the whole, a cold unpleasant month, though we had occa-

sional snatches of fine weather to remind us of what May ought to be.

Thunder on the 2d and 23d ; rain on 13 days. Whitethorn in flower on
the 2d

; butterfly orchis and twayblade, 23d ; and bryony, 30th. Fritillary

and little copper butterflies, 15th.

June. Except the last four days, a cold wet month. Thunder on the

3d, 6th, 13th, and 25th; rain on 16 days. Green orchis in flower on the

6th ; bee orchis, 20th.

July. It rained only on 9 days, but yet it was by no means a fine

month : the greater part cool and cloudy. On the 25th fine weather began,
and lasted till the end. White lily in flower on the 10th; houseleek,

11th; hollyhock, 19th; sunflower, 27th. Harvest began partially on

the 30th.

August. Rain on 17 days (as in 1829) ; thunder on the 28th ; but very
little fine weather. Golden rod in flower on the 1st; tiger lily, 23d;

orpine, 26th ; ladies' traces, 20th. Admiral butterfly appeared, 7th.

September. Rain on 22 days ; thunder on the 18th. Stemless thistle in

flower, 26th.

October. A fine month; it rained only on 7 days. Ivy in flower,

24th.

November. A very tolerable month. Rain on 4 days. Primrose in gar-

den on the 2d ; in the fields on the 25th. Dog's violet and hogweed,
25th.

December. Except the first 4 or 5 days, a cold, wet, snowy, and frosty

month. Rain and snow on 15 days. The frost commenced severely on

the 25th ;
but lasted only till the 28th, when it rained, and continued to

thaw until the end. Sweet coltsfoot, two or three flowers on the 31st;

Christmas rose still bent to the earth, but the colour visible. Violets and

primroses in flower all the month in garden.
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Table of Rain, Snow, and Fair Days, 1830.

Months.
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46*9°. The average annual mean for the last seven years is 47-7°. In

1823, 1829, and 1830 the mean was under that average. The depth of
rain in December was near the ordinary fall in that month ; but the annual

depth of rain in 1830 was 37*77 in. : the annual average at this place is

26-38 in. The following are the results for January :
—

Month,
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house plant and native of Africa, has, during the late intense frost, sent out

healthy foliage, and a strong flower stem, the blossom of which is ready to

open, in a spring well at Annat Garden, and without any protection. The
temperature of the water in the well in January, 47*5°, which corresponds
nearly with the annual niean temperature of the place. The winged tribes

have hitherto picked up a scanty subsistence in the fields and hedges.^

Many of them are now, by the snow, impelled by hunger and cold to

approach near the haunts of man, who ought not to abuae their confidence
in the time of their distress.— A, G. February 1.

Art. VII. Hintsfor Improvements^

Natural History Collection.— Sir, I observe in Professor Jameson's

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal for last year (vol. xxi. p. 1 13.) a list of

geological and min^ralogical collections in Great Britain and Ireland, which

appears to me to be very defective j
I beg leave to suggest to your nume-

rous correspondents, in order to complete so desirable an object, that they
would forward you lists of collections in their respective counties or dis-

tricts for insertion in your Magazine, embracing every department of natural

history. Such a list, when complete, would, I conceive, greatly promote
science, by making the scientific traveller acquainted with those local

collections which would materially assist him in his researches ; collec-

tions which have probably cost their proprietors many years of unremitted
exertion and attention to the subject, independently of expense. I subjoin
a list of the collections in^Norfolk, marking with an asterisk those whose

proprietors would probably be desirous of exchanging duplicates,
— Sam.

Woodward. Norwichy Sept. 27. 1830.

Norfolk,
Beachamwell. Mr. John Scales, Entomology and Eggs,
Caister, by Yarmouth. Rev. —— Steward. Ornithology.

*Catfield. Rev. James Layton. Geology. Mammalian remains, &c., of
Norfolk coast, and botany.

*Cromer. Mr. J. Earl. Ditto, ditto, and Entomology.
Mr. Fox. Lapidary, and Dealer in Geological Specimens.

Lynn. Rev. Edward Edwards. Geological Specimens from Hunstanton
Cliff.

Melton Hall. Edward Lombe, Esq. Ornithology, British.

Norwich. Norfolk and Norwich Museum. General Collection.

Rev. James Brown. Entomology.
*Mr. Richard Griffin. Ornitl^ology.
J. J. Gurney, Esq. (Earlham Hill). Ditto, British and Foreign.
Mr. John Hunt. Bird-stuffer and General Dealer,
Mr. John King (St. Andrew's). Geology. Chalk Fossils.

Mr. John Sims, Jun. Bird-stufFer and Naturalist,

Mr. Thomas Smith, Ditto, and Dealer.
*Mr. Joseph Sparshall, Entomology.
Mr. George Thurtell. Ornithology.
Mr. Robert Wigham. Ditto and Botany, Dealer,

*Mr. Samuel Woodward, Geology, Norwich Crag and Chalk
Fossils.

Plumstead, Rev. C. Penrice. Ornithology, rare British.

Sandringham Hall. H. H. Henley, Esq. Ornithology and Geology,
Lias.

*Shropham Hall. Rev. G, R. Leathes. Geology. Norfolk and Suffolk

Crag, Chalk, &c.
Swaffham. Rev. John Dugmore. Ornithology.
V0L.IV.— No. 18. N
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SwafFham. Robert Hammand, Esq. Ornithology. Fine Specimen of
Great BustarcL

*Mr. C. B. Rose. Geology. Diluvium and Hard Chalk.

Yarmouth. Girdlestone, Esq. Ornithology.
Mr. Harvey. Ditto. Dealer.

Mr. John Smith. Entomology and Eggsu
Dawson Turner, Esq. Botany.

To this list we- beg to add the name of the Rev. Thomas Image of

Whepstead, near Bury
'

St. Edmund's, Suffolk, who possesses a general
and intimate knowledge of nature, and is rich in specimens in all the

departments, but most so in that of chalk fossils,. These he exchanges
with correspondents in different parts of the kingdom for the redundant

specimens of their neighbourhoods, and he has many in slate from West-

moreland, obtained in this way. We remember, with proud and grate-
ful feelings, the patience and pleasure with which he showed us, some
time since, many matters of the highest interest in his excellent collection,

and entertain not the slightest doubt, from what we experienced from Mr.

Image, that he would be most willing to gratify any fellow student with the

sight of it.

The Rev. T. E. Rogers, of Laekford, near Bury St. Edmund's, has

also a fine collection of fossils and shells. These are splendid specimens,
and many of them Swiss, and the fruit of his own [most diligent personal
research in that country. His cabinet contains a specimen, but whether

foreign or British we are not aware, of the extremely rare OVula Leathesii

figured in Sowerby's Genera of Fossil Shells, and named in compliment to

the Rev. G. R. Leathes, Shropham Hall, Norfolk, by whom it was first

discovered in one of the Norfolk crag pits. We perceive with pleasure
this gentleman's name in our correspondent's Norfolk list ; and from per-
sonal experience of the great liberality and kindness of Mr. Leathes, who
is, on all occasions, .the warmest patron of natural history pursuits, we are

confident he would be happy to meet the wishes of any brother collector.

The botanic garden at Bury St. Edmund's has derived very important

advantages from this gentleman's influence and great hberality.
At Bury St. Edmund's, also, the Rev. Henry Hasted, A.M., possesses

most interesting cabinets of natural productions, and amongst them many
rare local fossils.— J. D.for Cond.

Depot for Exchange of Specimens.
—

Sir, I approve so highly of H. C.

W.'s suggestion of a depot for the exchange and sale of specimens, and
feel so confident that such an establishment will both be generally accept-

able, and will remunerate the proprietor, that I hope you will allow me to

say a few words in furtherance of the plan. I take it for granted that most
lovers of natural history are collectors of subjects in their favourite

•branches, for future reference and collation ; and those who are not, espe-

cially young students, ought immediately to become so. The very partial
distribution of many of our native plants and insects (which constitute

their variety), and the causes named by your correspondent, which confine

most of our respective districts, present obstacles against forming extensive

collections which only a favoured few can overcome; and not unfrequently
occasion erroneous ideas of species known only through the medium of

books, and are a great bar to extended views and general conclusions.

Faithful coloured engra^^ngs are too expensive for the majority; indifferent

ones are worse than useless
;
and even the best are less valuable for

reference than the specimens themselves. At present, very few of these

last can be purchased, even in London ; some of our birds perhaps may,
and the entomologist, by well-directed exertion, may procure a few of our

"finer Lepidoptera ; but the botanist of plants absolutely none. The great
stimulus lately given to every department of natural history by many able
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publications, and by none more than by your valuable and delightful

Magazine, is evinced by the increased number of its students, especially

among the young and ardent, in every part of the country, and by the

altered feelings and sentiments of many who formerly looked down upon it

with contempt. From the unalloyed pleasure experienced at every step
of our progress through this enchanting and exhaustless field, the number
of its votaries must, with the progress of education and knowledge, keep

increasing; and this view of it at once points out the ample support such

an establishment would receive, and the numerous contributors who would

supply it with specimens. So well assured am I of its success in proper
hands, that did I know any competent person to whom its fair and reason-

able profits would be an object, I would at once, on my own responsibility,

urge him to undertake it. You, Sir, or some of your readers, probably do ;

for there are doubtless many, well qualified both from their zeal and know-

ledge of tbe science, who would rejoice at the proposal,, particularly if it

should be the means of releasing them from some present toilsome and

uncongenial occupation which absorbs all their time and thoughts. Let

me, however, suggest, that no private feeling of friendship, or laudable

desire to benefit an individual, should be allowed to operate in recommend-

ing one not perfectly competent. Much of the prospective advantage,
both to the naturalist, and, consequently, to himself,; would depend upon
this. When a proper person comes forward, let him, before he embarks in

the undertaking, be introduced to two or three scifentific naturalists in

different departments, who, by a few questions, would soon judge of his

fitness for the situation, and would gladly sign a recommendation in his

favour, to be inserted in your Magazine. The lovers of natural history

might then be requested, through the same medium, to lay the foundation

of his stock in trade, by sending up any uncommon birds, insects, dried

plants, seeds, &c,., their respective neighbourhoods may produce; the

strongest stimulus to do which will be, that they will receive in exchange
the rare or beautiful productions of other districts, otherwise unattainable,

to increase and adorn their own collections. Thus all will be mutually
benefited, and the cost to each will only be a little energy and skill to

rise betimes, and employ their leisure in the delightful and healthy occupa-
tion of ranging the field, the mountain, and the grove, in search of subjects,
and in preparing them for the cabinet. As the season is now commencing,
I would say to your young readers, let it not be lost; preserve as many
specimens as you can, in anticipation j they will" find their value at the

general mart, and will, in another shape, be return to you tenfold : for you
must recollect that what you contribute is only a surplus which you do
not want, and cannot use yourself, while you will receive in exchange for

them what is only to be found in different and distant parts of the country.
The portion of labour in the good work I would assign to you, Mr,

Conductor, is to offer your pages and advice in maturing the proposed

plan, to give any private assistance and instructions to the individual,

and to solicit competent persons to affix to every species of indigenous

plants, insects, &c., a number expressing its value, as suggested by
H. C. W. These values should be fixed, or at least revised, by several in-

dividuals in each department, to insure accuracy, and catalogues should

then be printed. You will not, I am sure, think I require too much ;

indeed I consider we have some claim upon you; for having by your
Magazine excited so general a taste for natural history, you must also

enable us to gratify it. It appears to me, that the greatest service you can
render the British naturalist, and second only in importance to your
Magazine, will be to promote the establishment of the proposed depot.
The simplest plan for effecting exchanges would perhaps be, to value

both those sent up and those returned, by the numbered catalogue,

deducting a fixed per centage or commission for trouble and profit to th«

N 2
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manager. Vov example: if I send up specimens worth 1/. I shall be
entitled to others bearing a similar value, less by 20 or 25 per cent (or
whatever is thought proper), and in this case I should receive to the value

of \Qs. or 15^. I might also sell or purchase by the same scale. It also

occurs to me that every person, sending specimens for exchange should, in

addition to what he is entitled to, be required to take others, to an amount
in a certain ratio, for which he shall pay in money j otherwise the master
©f the establishment might soon become possessed of a large stock of

specimens (provided that the bu'k of his contributors wanted payment for

what they sent up), while but little money might be received. No doubt

many admirers of nature, and even naturalists who have not opportunities
of collecting, would purchase ; but it would still be well to provide against
the contingency I have supposed above.— J» E. Bowman, The Court near

Wrexham, March 6. 1830.

A cheap Work on the Microscope, with lithographic plates, is much
wanted. Adams is not to be had, and is too dear, as is Goring' s, for

general readers. Perhaps a hint in the Magazine might call the attention

of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge to the subject, or

induce some one to republish Adams, with notes and plates, in octavo, at

less than half its original price.
— W, S. Buckingham, May 31. 1830.

Causes of the Scarcity of Game.—It must have occurred to every sports-

man, preserver of game, and game-keepers in particular, that hundreds of

eggs are yearly spoiled by being moved out. By having no hen at hand

ready to take to them, all care is useless ; and more game is often destroyed
from this cause than any other, because it is yearly and regularly operating.
If to this we add a bad season during the period of hatching ; the waste

committed by many gentlemen in their French mode of sporting, namely,

driving the game to a focus ;
and also the depredations of poachers, we

may well wonder that we have so much game as we have. If, however, we
could save only half the eggs that are every year thrown out, what an in-

crease should we have in seven years ! The application of fire seems not

to answer ; but perhaps a hot-bed made of dung, and carefully attended to,

would answer the purpose. We well know that by regulating the heat by
£i thermometer we can attain and keep up any degree that might be required ;

and it seems preferable to any other mode, from its easy application in every
situation, and from its furnishing a moist heat, which seems to be absolutely

necessary to the success of the undertaking. Prizes should be given by
game preservers to those who hatch and bring up the greatest number of

'healthy..birds, in proportion to the number of eggs. The eggs, for the con-

. veniencefqf turning, should be placed in a kind of frame, made of slips of

wood, with wire across; the wire on one side to be fixed, but made to

open on,the other. In this frame the eggs would lie in order, with hay
"

between them, and the frame painted white on one side and dark on the

other, to prevent mistakes in turning them: for if all the frames are placed
with the white side up one day, all must have the dark side up the other,

and no mistake can happen ; and if each frame held fifteen or twenty eggs,

the operation would be speedily performed. Except these frames, nothing
else would be required but a common cucumber frame and thermometer,

A few directions, as to .the quantity of heat, should be printed, and the

ihing tried next spring.
Another thing, as an old sportsman, I wish to add, although many may

not agree with me, yet experience tells me I am right ; namely, we do

wrong in killing all the hawks and owls. Of this I am daily more and

more convinced. These creatures, it is true, destroy some game ; but the

mischief is not done by any animal that lives only on animals ; the great

destruction proceeds from weasels, stoats, rats, &c., which suck the eggs,

and in one night destroy the whole. Now hawks and owls, although they

will kill a bird or two, live chiefly on these nightly poachers ;
and as we
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destroy these, thase increase upon us. My orders now are, not to destroy
hawks or particularly owls, nor will I suffer it to' be done, till rats and
weasels are killed off Crows and magpies, like weasels, suck the eggs ;

they, therefore, should be killed
; but never kill an owl.— A Sportsman..

Oct. 1830.

Improvement in Ornithological Terms.— Having observed in the Gentle-'

man's Magazine the amendments proposed by Mr. Vigors, in substituting
names which should express the actions of the different kinds of birds for

those of Linnaeus, and admiring the happy selection of terms by which he
has designated each class, it may appear presumption to recommend any
change. It is therefore with great diffidence that I offer the following,

having a reference to the structure and habits of the birds.

The second class named by Mr. Vigors Insessores, or Perchers, might,

perhaps, with more propriety be called Perticatores, from pertica^ a perch ;

the expression insidere perticce^ to sit on a perch, being well authenticated.

With respect to the fourth class, the Grallatores of Mr. Vigors, and Gralla?,
of Linnaeus, expressive of the long legs of the birds, I would denominate
them Vadatores ; a much nearer approach to the English name. Waders j

and in order to maintain the same number of classes as used by Linnaeus,
which are reduced to five by Mr. Vigors, I would suggest the combining all

the birds whose feet are formed for climbing in one class, to which the
name of Scansores, or climbers, might be applied, and would consist of the

parrots, toucans, woodpeckers, &c.
; birds which cannot well be ranked

with any of the other classes. The table of classes would then be :
—

I. Raptores, or snatchers ; 2. Perticatores, or perchers ;
3. Natatores, or

swimmers; 4. Vadatores, or waders ; 5. Rasores, or scratchers ; 6. Scaur;

sores, or climbers. Should the above observations raeet your approbation,
their insertion in your very instructive Magazine will very much oblige,

yours, &c.— Juvenis. Edmonton^ Oct. 9. 1830.
Hints on Local Botany/,

— An account of a cavern, a
ruin^

or a romantic

spot, is more interesting to the inhabitants of the district in vvrhich such an

object is situated, than to persons living in a distant quarter, who probably
will never visit the locality of such scenery. To the botanist or herbalist,
the enumeration of plants that grow in those places to which he has access

will be more attractive than the copious catalogues of the rare and beautiful

species that adorn the fields of distant climes. The places where he hais.

gathered scarce herbs form kindred associations with the things sought
after, both becoming objects of peculiar interest.

To gratify the lovers of the spontaneous productions of our soil, I beg
leave to recommend that, in your Magazine, a succession of local floras

should be published from time to time. That all plants known to the col-

lector, except such as are commonly found everywhere, should be spe-
cified, with their habitations, time of flowering, size, and colour, if remark-
able in any of these respects. I should not, of course, confine or restrict

the lists by the arbitrary division of counties, but embrace just as much of
a district as the describer has carefully explored ; remarking on the nature
of the soil, its exposure, and most common productions, together with as

precise and clear a description of the particular habitats as he can furnish.

The work of Turner and Dillwyn on this subject will often prove but a pre-
carious guide. In it there are several localities, given by Ray 160 years
ago, and not since verified by succeeding investigators; Many have been
introduced on the authority of other famous botanists of the seventeenth

century, though the plants have not been found in the places assigned fo'r

their growth, either by the last or the present generation. Had the com-
mons and waste grounds remained till the present time such as they were
in the days of Gerarde, Doody, and Ray, it would be a pleasant task to

compare the productions of the present with those of bygone days, and to

>pbserve the effect of time in increasing or diminishing herbs of rarity.
"

Bufc
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the inarch of improvement, especially in the neighbourhood of London, has

so completely altered the face of the earth, that our worthy predecessors,
the ancient herbalists, were they permitted to revisit once more their

favourite spots, could not now recognise the scenes of their former plea-
sures and disappointments. Norwood and Sydenham, the famous resorts

of botanists, gypsies, invalids, and hunters of the picturesque, in former

years, can now barely supply a bit of green sward, by the margin of the

dusty highway, to pitch the camp upon. The once delightful and extensive

view over parts of nine counties is now generally bounded by the straggling
fence skirting the way, or the more impervious brick wall of the retired

Londoner, who has acquired a right to property once the property of the

public. Shooter's Hill is covered with enclosures small and great ; and

actions at law for trespass threaten the rambler with a bill of pains and

penalties stuck up in many a corner. Bromley and Finchley Commons
exist only in name. Yearly encroachments are made on the heaths of

Hounslow, Bexley, and Hayes. The lovers of fresh air and heather bells

have not been without their fears that even Hampstead heath will not long

rejoice in its natural asperity, strikingly contrasted with the gaudy holiday-

making folks that come in crowds from the great metropolis. Among
those places still accessible to the peripatetic,Shirley Common seems to have

been a great favourite with the botanists of the last century, and doubtless

was fertile m rather rare alpines of the families of Carex, Eriophorum, Ly-
copodium, iSchce^'nus, &c. Although I have found little about Shirley for

which I was anxious, I do not say that it is not worth visiting ; but I would
advise the visitor not to have too high expectations of its productiveness.

Draining, enclosing, planting, and digging have each, in turn, contributed to

the diminution of nature's gifts. Duppa's Hill, about half a mile beyond
Croydon on the road to Epsom, seems formerly to have been more famous
for the number and rarity of its produce than it is at the present day. It

is now as unfavourable for botanical pursuits as the South Downs, near

Brighton. High Beech, or rather a bog near it, in Epping Forest, has, I

suspect, lost much of the celebrity it acquired during the times of Warner
and E. Forster, jun. I wish some indefatigable botanist would ascertain if

the latter gentleman's habitat (viz. High Beech) for the rare plant Campa-
nula /^ederacea be correct ; also if Aspidium Oreopteris is still to be found

on Shirley Common.
With great expectations I visited Streatham Wells, hoping and wishing

to find the place in its natural state, full of pits, springs, and gullies. Such
has not beea the condition of these mineral waters for many years ;

and
whosoever goes to Streatham to gather plants marked in the Guide will

x;ertainly be disappointed- We have often to regret a want of preciseness
in describing the habitats, and the giving of designations to places not known

.by the people who reside about the place. I once went out in search of

Chisselhurst Bog, and was, after much fruitless enquiry, directed to a boggy

place enough, near St. Mary's Cray, two or three miles from Chisselhurst.

I subsequently ascertained that there is no such place ;
I have also found

that the common people know the name of the occupier better than the

name of his place. If I were to ask for Captain Cross's, every person in

the vicinity could direct me to his farm ; but if I asked for Hayesford, per-

haps I should be directed to Hayes, a mile or two farther distant.

In conclusion, I beg to request every active botanist in the kingdom to

arrange a list of aJl plants growing in his particular district, except those

that are common to every place and situation ; and to describe accurately
the particular habitations in which they are to be found, and whether

abundant or scarce in that place. Such a list would be a rare treat to the

botanist, it would increase the numbers attached to this elegant study and

healthful amusement, and would increase the facilities of improvement in

th^ science. — A, J. Kent, Nov, 20. 1830.
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Art. VIII. Retrospective Criticism,

The promised Series of Infrodttctort/ Papers on the different
Branches

tif Natural History, -^'^w^ I need hardly apologise to you as the conduc-
tor of a public journal, for reminding you that you have held "a word of

promise to the ear," which has not as yet been fulfilled. In your early
I^umbers you promised a series of initiatory papers upon the different

branches of natural history, and you certainly gave an earnest of what

might be expected : but, with the exception of one or two papers, these

have not been completed. Believe me, I do not wish to complain, as I

am aware that very much matter of great interest must press for inser-

tion
; but having subscribed to your Magazine from the commencement,

and feeling great interest in the study of natural history not only for my
own sake, but for that of ray pupils, in whom I have succeeded in raising
a sincere relish for the pursuit, I thought a " touch at your elbow

" would
be sufficient, probably, to induce you to continue those communications
which have set some young people seriously to work.

I quite coincide with you in some very wise remarks which you have

occasionally dropped, tha't the study of natural history will do much for

youth : and I feel certain that the habits of attention and discrimination

thereby excited will do as much more in this respect, than the study of

mathematics, as a close observation of facts does more than volumes of

abstract reasoning. Yours, Slc— J. B. A. Peckham, Oct. 6. 1830.

The introductory papers we have for the most part discontinued, be-

cause they were objected, to by many readers, chiefly on the ground that

they could purchase separate introductions complete for little more than

the price of one of the Magazines, More experienced natiu-alists ob-

jected to them as superfluous.
— Cond.

The Missel Thrush (T'urdus viscivorus i^mn.).— Sir, I send you a

few remarks on some opinions stated by youi* correspondent J. B,

(Vol. III. p 193.) ; and, as he wishes any one who has heard the singing
of the bird quoted to state his opinion, I shall proceed to lay before you
certain facts respecting it, which have come under my notice.

I most certainly agree with J. B. that the missel thrush (Tardus
viscivorus) may be classed amongst our song birds, and that it is one of

the most pleasing in the spring of the year. It is then without a compe-
titor, as it makes the groves and orchards resound with its peculiarly loud

notes.' That it has a harsh note I acknowledge; but that is when alarmed,
or when it pursues the redwing (2'urdus /iiacus), the fieldfare (Turdus
pilaris), and the blackbird (Turdus ikferula), from some favourite haw-
thorn bush, where they all regale in severe v/eather. He then shows his

pugnacity, by attacking them without mercy, and driving them from the

repast, which he monopolises. Your correspondent states that he has

never been able to approach one near enough, whilst in the act of singing,
to observe it minutely. Now, I have ; for my occupation, which requires
me constantly to be out of doors at all times, and in almost all weathers,
enables me to note the different songs, flights, and habits of bu'ds in this

quarter with facility.. I have often heard him, and been close enough to

be positive that it was the missel thrush. I have once in my life observed

one to sing whilst in the act of flying from one side of a field to the other ;

but it is a solitary instance, as I neither observed it before nor since, and had

they been in the habit of doing so, I should'most certainly have noticed it.

Its song is louder, and the notes are shorter, than those of the blackbird,
which it somewhat resembles ; it will sing for a long time together

" as

hard as it can rattle." Its music, as near as ,1 can judge, consists of four

notes repeated over and over again, without the least abatement or vari-

ation. It sings most in breeding time, and generally in the morning.,
'
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J. B. observes they are of a shy disposition j but I fancy it is only in

"winter ; for in the spring, when they build their nests, they evince no
instinct in choosing a retired place ; but, on the contrary, I have known
'thetn build their nests in orchards, within ten yards of a path side

which was much frequented ; and, in fact, I think them either the most
foolish or the most impudent birds in existence. They commonly build

their large coarse nest in apple trees, generally where the branches first

diverge from the stem, and about six feet from the ground, and I have

pften seen a piece of bast mat dangling from the nest, a sufficient in-

dication to some young urchin of where a prize is. Usually they con-
, struct their nest of coarse dry grass, plastered with dirt, and then lined

with, softer grass; but, from my own experience, I should say they are

jjiot very nice in the choice of materials. They lay from four to five eggs,
rather larger than those of a blackbird, of a light bluish green, with spots
of two distinct shades of brown ; the spots or patches are most nmnerous
at the large end of the egg.

They are very destructive in cherry orchards ; where, with the black-

-bird, the throstle (Tardus musicus), and the starling (/S'turnus vulgaris),

they make sad havoc ; they show no shyness then. I have shot many in

the fact
,• but, though dispersed by the report of the gun, they in five

minutes afterwards return to the attack, and gobble away, apparently to

make up for lost time. I once knew an instance of a missel thrush

laying its eggs on the place from which its nest had been taken the day
^before.

If you think these observations of any use, in corroborating the asser-

^^tions of J. B., and refuting the opinion held by the author of The Journal

,ofa NaturalistJ th^y are much at your service.

Since writing the above, I heard one of the missel birds singing, on the

i5th of this month, November, 1830. The morning was fine and sunny,
^nd I am positive as to the identity of the bird. Should these remarks
meet with your approbation, I may be induced to offer a few strictures

in my next on several articles connected with natural history which are

contained in the Companion to the Almanack for 1829 ; printed, I sup-

pose under the direction of the Society for Diffusing Useful Knowledge.
They are/Certainly misrepresented; and, in my humble opinion, whoever
was the Author of Observations of a Naturalist contained in the pages of

jthat work, must have made his observations out of books in his study,
and not copied them from the page of nature. Yours, &c.— Scolopav
rusticola, Chilwelly Nov. 1830.

This contribution from <S'. rusticola is so practical, and consequently
so valuable, that, from this sample, we must say, to store the fruits of his

observation into our Magazine will at all times be a most agreeable task.— J.D.forCond.
The Cuckoo and the Swift (6'iicU'lus cariorus and Cypselus ^'pus).

— I beg,

through the medium of your Magazine, to convey my warmest acknow-

ledgements to the Rev. W. T. Bree, for his criticism (Vol. III. p. 450.)
on my statements relative to the departure of those interesting objects of
natural history, the cuckoo and the swift, On reading the remarks of that

able naturalist, I instantly referred to my journal, which I am in the habit

of keeping daily, and from which I beg leave to extract my entry, on the

28th of July :
" Heard my favourite, C, canorus, at 5 A.M." NB. " The

last time," was added a few days afterwards. As I was that morning seated

in my arbour, writing to a friend, who had spent the latter part of June
and the beginning of July with me, and who used to take great delight in

hearing the cuckoo, as he generally perched on the top of a tall elm on
the opposite side of the field adjoining my garden, I communicated the

circumstance to him as follows :
— " My favourite cuckoo still continues

to charm us with his twofold note, from his lofty elm
; but, poor fellow,
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his song is nearly ended, for his second note is very hoarse. He made
five or six efforts this morning to tell me his name, but he became, as it

were, vexed with his fruitless attempts, and flew away, muttering a lanV

guage which I could not understand/'
With respect to the swift, I am very glad the circumstance has been

noticed, as it affords me the opportunity of correcting a typographical error,

I referred to my journal for October 27th, but found no notice of the

swift. On Sept. 27th, I found the following entry;
— " Saw four swifts,

this morning, flying in an easterly direction, apparently taking their final

leave of us." N. B. " The last I saw this year," was added afterwards.

As I did not notice the last appearance of the main body in my journal, I

ought, for the cause of science, to have been more cautious in conveying a

single fact in such a manner as to be understood in a general sense. As I
am at all times anxious to promote the interests of science, I feel glad when
notices are made of such things as appear at variance with general facts,
as they have a tendency to produce accuracy of observation, as well as cor-

rectness in communication, while, at the same time they often elucidate

such facts as appear almost incredible.

I beg also to thank your correspondent J. C. N. (Vol. III. p. 474.), foi*

his satisfactory solution of my questions on the migration and breeding of
swallows. By such communications much information is given, not only
to the person proposing the question, but to every other reader who may
be ignorant of such facts.—W. H. White. Bedford^ Jan. 8. 1831.

Secretion of Wax by the Hive Bee.— Sir, I cannot but feel highly
honoured by the critique in your last Number on my little work on
Insect Architecture^ from the pen evidently of a writer both of sound

learning, and deeply conversant with nature. Perhaps you will spare me
half a page to set him right on the subject of wax, as he thinks I have
** been misled hy Huber," in opposition to the opinion of "

experienced
apiarians."

"
It is to be regretted," he adds,

" that Mr. Rennie, too im-

plicitly adhering to the diction of an able though fallible experimenter,
should have been the means of widely propagating an error on a practical

point of natural history ; and that, too, under the sanction of a Society
for the Diffusion of knowledge."

*

I should have regretted this as much as your intelligent critic ; but in

revising the volume last summer for a second edition (13,000 copies of
the first having been sold in nine months), 1 did not feel myself called

upon to alter the statements in question, which, so far as I know, are

opposed solely by Huish ; whose knowledge of such subjects may be fairly
estimated from his denial of the existence of aphides in Britain : their
" not having been observed in this country," he says, "may proceed from

diversity of climate, which is not congenial to the growth of the insect !"f
So much for the entomological knowledge of "experienced apiarians."
Did Huish never hear of such an insect as the hop-fly (A'phis humuli)?

I was neither led, nor "
misled, by the great authority of Huber." The

first author who published the opinion that wax is secreted, not collected

by bees, was Hornbostel, a clergyman at Hamburgh, [f
This was re-

published as his own discovery, by Reim, in 1769 § Without being aware.
It would appear, of the experiments of Hornbostel or Reim, our dis-

tinguished physiologist, John Hunter, published it as his own discovery in

1792
[| ; and the elder Huber, assisted by the clever daughter of Professor

* Mag. of Nat. Hist., vol. iv. p. 51.

+ Huish on Bees, p. 201.

4: Hamburgische vermischte Bibliothek, vol. ii. p. 45., for 1744 j
and

Commer. Litter. Norimbergense for 1745.

§ (Euvres do Bonnet, vol. i. p. iii. 4to edit,

jl
Phil. Trans, for 1792, p; 143.
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Jurine of Geneva, made additional experiments and dissections, all con-

firmatory of the same views. Farther, one of the most accurate and dis-

tinguished living experimental physiologists, G. R. Treviranus, has repeated
the experiments and dissections of Hunter and Huber, with whom he agrees
in opinion as to the secretion of wax by the bees ; while he differs from
Mademoiselle Jurine as to some minutiae of structure in the secreting

organs.*
I confess I have not repeated these experiments myself; it is impossible

for the most enthusiastic naturalist to verify personally every fact : I have

at least in this case trusted to three of the highest authorities in preference

(after weighing the matter) to those of ignorant though
"
experienced

apiarians." No one who has seen any of my papers will be apt to accuse

me of readily bending to authority however high ; though I perceive your
correspondent, Mr. John Murray, says that I " echo" Mr. BlackwalFs

theory
* about spiders. In that case I most carefully repeated and re-

repeated all their experiments, and succeeded in verifying Blackwall's, but

uniformly failed in verifying Murray's.^ I think that, for the interests of

science, both of these gentlemen might employ a few spare minutes to

advantage in experimenting upon the best modes of writing with courtesy,
and of treating an opponent with liberality. In the spider controversy,
a most uncourteous, illiberal, and unscientific spirit has been shown.—
J. Rennie. Lecy Kent^ Jan. 26. 1831.

The Term'' Trunk" in Entomology,
—

Sir, That I was " bold in attack-

ing the authority of so eminent an entomologist as Mr. Kirby
"

I admit ;

but, whether or not any one besides myself has doubts upon the question,
it is neither for your correspondent J. O. W. nor me to decide. What I

meant by the " unscientific term
"

trunk, is the proboscis by means of

which the Culices suck the blood of other animals. This proboscis is

certainly not, nor could it be, represented in Mr. Kirby's figure, owing
to the position in which the insect is drawn. There is, however, another

distinction, which must be evident to any one who will compare the insect

(fig. 91. «, Vol. I. p. 227.) with that figured in pi. 91. b. Viz., the form of

the body, the position of the wings, and the length and position of the

legs, which, in the Tipula genus appear always of a disproportionate

length compared with the body.
— A. L. A. Alnwick, Jan. 4. 1831.

Ci/perusfuscus, a British Plant.— Sir, Under the head of "
Supplement

to English Botany," in your last Number, the writer, enumerating some of
the principal contents of the work, mentions, among others, Cyperu* fuscus,
"
which," says he,

" we have endeavoured to persuade ourselves may he

tvild," hereby, as it should seem, casting some doubt on the fact of its

being truly a native. Having been myself the person who forwarded the

specimens to Mr. Sowerby, as well as to Dr. Hooker some years pre-

viously, gathered in the low marshy ground near Little Chelsea, as men-
tioned in the Supplement and in Flora Londinensis, I beg to assure the

writer of the article in question that the Cyperu.9 appeared to be un-

doubtedly a native in that situation. I was directed and accompanied to

the spot, for the express purpose of gathering specimens of the plant, by
that able botanist, my friend A. H. Haworth, Esq., who was the firafc

discoverer of it in Britain. In this situation the Cyperu^ occurred copi-

ously, growing in small depressed tufts, which are well portrayed in Mr.

Sowerby's figure, far better, indeed, than in that of the Fldra Londinensis,
where the plant is represented as assuming an erect form. From Dr.

* Zeitschrift fiir Physiologie, vol. iii. p. 62., for 1828.

f Mag. of Nat. Hist.,' vol. iv. p. 84.

J Insect Architecture, p. 344^— 354.
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Hooker I learned (if my memory serves me) that this species was so

widely distributed on the continent of Europe, the only wonder was, that

it had not long before been met with in Britain. And Mr. Haworth re-

marked that it was somewhat extraordinary the plant should have so long

escaped his notice, who had for a number of years resided at Chelsea, and

botanised, with no little assiduity, in its environs ; a circumstance, I may
observe, which may afford encouragement to naturalists in general, and
teach them that they ought never to despair of making fresh discoveries,
even in the most beaten tracks, as well as in the less explored districts.

This, I recollect, was the favourite maxim of the celebrated cryptogamist
the late Mr. James Dickson, that, hi whatever situation he might be cast,

something new was generally to be detected as a reward for diligent
research. Yours, &c.— W. T, Bree. Allesley Rectory^ Jan, 7. 1831.

Art. IX. Queries and Ansu)er$,

Substancefound in the Stomach of a Coiv.—T. W. D. (Vol. IV. p. 90.),
in speaking of a substance found in the stomach of a horse, says,

*' Can it

have been formed of hair licked by the animal off its shoulders ?
"

In the

month of August last I saw a substance of the same kind in the possession
of Mr. Rattray, surgeon, Glasgow ; it was presented to him by a person
who found it in the stomach of a cow. The substance was about the size

of a tennis ball, perfectly smooth, and nearly black. Mr. Rattray had made
an incision in it, to ascertain its contents, which proved to be composed of

the hair of the animal. I am. Sir, &c.— T. Blair. Stamford Hill^ Jan. 1 1 .

1831.

Is it certain that the Fdlco Ossifragus is a yearling white-tailed Eagle ?—
If it be, what is the reason that we have yearly several of the young
\dsiting our rivers, and very rarely, if ever, an old bird? I have two
killed within the last four years, and there have been several others shot.— Edivard Acton, Surgeon. Grundisbzcrgh, near Woodbridge, Nov. 29. 1830.

Vzcus minor.— The bird sent [Picus minor Lin.'\, I observed for a con-

siderable time near the spot on which I was at work, minutely examining
the bark of an old chestnut tree, and apparenth feeding on some insect or
other substance it discovered there. What is it ?— C. Spring. Jan. 7. 183].

The bird above-mentioned is the lesser spotted woodpecker (Picus
minor Linn.), and a male ; a well-known British bird, but by no means so

common as the green or the great spotted woodpeckers. The habits of
this diminutive species are similar to those of the other woodpeckers, and
the wryneck ; but, unlike the latter, the lesser woodpecker with its generic

companions remain in England all the year. The mode of taking their

food, and the structure of the tongue and its appendages were described

in Vol. III. p. 474., under the article
"
Wryneck." Sibbald has recorded

this bird as taken in Scotland, but probably by mistake, since, according to

Mr. Selby, it is rare in the north, and he has never been able to trace it in

Scotland, even where fir plantations and forests abound, which M. Tem-
minck states to be its favourite haunt. Though difflised over our southern
and western counties, it is not a species that can be considered plentiful.— S. T. P.

Necrophorus germdnicus.
—

Sir, Encouraged by the manner in which
the remarks of the most insignificant beginners are received, I venture
to transmit to you the following ; hoping that you, or some of your cor-

respondents, will have the kindness to solve my difficulties. There is an
insect which I have often seen in the pools on the commons in the neigh-
bourhood of London, of which I never could find out the name, until the
other day, when I saw one in the museum at Ghent, in Holland, with a
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label, on- which was written,
"
Necrophorus germaniciis." I once caught

one in the gravel pits on Tooting Common, and kept it for some time in a,

globe of water. I used to feed it with worms, or insects, of which it was

very fond. It was excessively ravenous, and appeared very quick-sighted ;

for it used to dart at its food the moment I dropped it in, fix its pincers in

the insect, and keep hold of it until it had entirely sucked out the contents.

After I had kept it for some time, I gave it a companion : when it saw the
new comer, it remained stationary for a few minutes, then darted at it with
incredible swiftness, and killed it almost instantaneously; nor did it scruple
to satisfy its hunger on the body of its dead enemy. It lived for several

weeks; at the expiration of which time it died, owing to neglect in my
absence. I ought not to omit the fact that it repeatedly inflicted wounds
on my finger with its pincers, which were very sharp and hard. The shell

of this little animal resembles that of a shrimp, and its tail ends in a
bunch of hairs. Yours, &c.— Thomas Chapman. Oxford, Sept. 1830.

Note hy Mr, Sowerhy.
— The Necrophorus germanicus feeds upon car-

rion, in its larva state ; it then bears only a slight resemblance to the water
insect here spoken of, which is rather the larva of Acilius sulcatus or

Dyticus marginalis, or some similar water insect. I have seen such feed-

ing upon small fishes, and have di'ied specimens.
— J. D. C. S.

Qdrabus nemordlis.— I beg to inform your correspondent, A. L. A. of
Alnwick (Vol. III. p. 477.), that the Carabus nemoralis is a common
insect, I believe, throughout Britain. I have frequently taken it in gardens
and under moss, at all times of the year. It is more generally known
by the name of C. hortensis Fabr.y and is mentioned in Marsham's work
on British Coleoptera^ in Samouelie's Entomologist^s Compeiidiimiy in Ste-

phens's Illustrations of British Entomologyy &c.— A. Wright. Askam Bryany
York, Nov. 2. 1830.

Coiias Edussi and Cynthia cardui.— I should be much obliged to any of

your entomological correspondents who would inform me whether they
have noticed the Colias Edijsa or Cynthia cardui this year. The periodical

appearance of these insects, as well as of Vanessa Antiope, has been the

source of much fruitless conjecture among entomologists, but has never

yet, I believe, been sufficiently explained. I have not heard of the Colias

Edusa having been taken anywhere this year, nor the Cynthia cardui in-

deed, except one specimen which was captured by a friend of mine while I

was present, on the 13th of July last.— A. Wright. Askam BryaUy Yorky
Nov.25.\m0.

Poisonous Plants.— In Smith's Introduction to Botany (ed. 5. p. 317.) it

is stated that no traveller, in the most unknown wilderness, need scruple
to eat any fruit whose stamens are thus situated, i. e. growing from the

calyx. In Eng. Fl. (vol. ii. p. 228.) the genus i)aphne is represented as

having its stamens growing from the calyx ; which is also stated with regard
to the natural order T'hymeleas, to which this genus belongs. {Syn. of Br.

Fl.y p. 208.) The Encyclopcedia of Plants gives its generic character thus ;— " Cor. (cal. ?) 4-cleft, like a corolla, withering, including the stamens,"
&c. It appears, then, that the stamens are inserted into the calyx, and

yet
" the berries (of D. Mezereum), when swallowed, prove a powerful

poison, not only to man but to many quadrupeds." (Encyc. of PI.) How
are these statements to be reconciled ? or if, when the stamens are in-

serted into the calyx, the fruit is wholesome, how comes it that, in this,

case, the fruit is poisonous ? Linnaeus regarded the envelope of the

Daphne to be composed of the calyx and corolla. (Phil.Bot., 90.) Does it

not seem to partake more of the nature of a corolla than of a calyx, if not

truly a corolla, as it is called in Syst. Vegetah.?
— L. D. Sept. 28. 1830.

A certain uncommon Plant in the Loch of Spynie.
— There are many singu-

lar circumstances, interesting to the naturalist, noticed in his History of
-Scotlaridy by Leslie bishop of Ross, the intrepid defender of the unfor-^
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tunate Queen Mary. The following passage, extracted from his Histoiy,
relates to a plant which grew in his time in the Loch of Spynie, and which,
from the account given by him, in all probability is still to be found
there.

" Lacum praeterea dulcis aquas Spynam nomine, oloribus quidem multum

frequentem Moravia habet, in quo herba quaedam rara est, qua quod olores

impense delectantur olorinam eam dicimus. Ea utique hujus naturae est,

ut ubi semel radices erigerit, tam late se difFundat, ut nostra memoria

.quinque ipsius Spynae milliaria, ubi prius salmones exundabunt, radice sua
altius evecta penitus vadosum jam efFecerit."

*

The more conspicuous plants that are now to be met with in the Loch
of Spynie are Typha latifolia. Dr. Hooker's British Flora, p. 386, ; 5cirpus
laciistris, p. 20. ; Jrundo Phragmites, p. 32. ; iSparganium ramosum, p. 386. ;

Slum repens, p. 125. j and -Ranunculus lingua, p. 265. Is not the first

{Typha latifolia) the most likely to have had the name Olorina given to

it ? The Loch . of Spynie was formerly much frequented by swans during
the winter season. Sir Thomas Lauder, in his Account ofike Morat/ Floods-y

p. 173., mentions that fourteen were once killed there at one shot. There
are now but few that visit it, and then only as a resting place in their

migrations. The swans, that were wont to remain in this lake throughout
the winter, would often resort to the clumps of Typhae, and shelter them-
selves among the tall steins and leaves, which are generally not overthrown
and dispersed until the approach of spring ; and during frost the swans
would be always seen among them : for the water about them would be
the part of the lake that would remain longest open ; so that the birds

would be allured thither by the easy, the only, access they had to their

food among the roots. Then may not the circumstance of the swans thus

frequenting the clumps of Typhae have suggested the name Olorina, or

swan-herb ; or is there any other property by which it merits this appella-
tion ? Is there any other author who applies this term to it, or who uses the

term Olorina as a name for any other plant ? Should it be ascertained that

the ^ypha latifolia and Olorina are synonymes, ought it not to be introduced
into lakes, in pleasm-e-grounds, where those graceful birds are kept ; and
the more readily, as it is

" one of the handsomest aquatics of the reed
kind ?

"
{Encyc. of Plants, p. 774.)

The rapidity with which the Olorina is said to have spread itself cannot
be but greatly overrated ; for, otherwise, it must long ere now have covered

every square foot of the lake, and reduced it all to a mere puddle. It is

likely that the worthy bishop has here mistaken the effect for the cause.

Probably about the time when he first saw this lake, there occurred a par-
tial subsidence of its waters : and, as the 2^jpha latifolia (supposing it to

be the Olorina) will not grow in the deeper parts, this subsidence left many
suitable spots for it,'where it was observed to spring up and flourish in after

years.
— r. Elgin, September 27. 1830.

Touchwood.— Sir, I am desirous of knowing what observations have
been made on decayed wood commonly known by the name of touchwood.
The wood in the progress of decay has undergone in this state of it a
remarkable change. Its solid texture has disappeared ; it is now light and

* " Moreover Moray contains a lake of fresh water denominated Spynie,
greatly frequented by swans, in which there is a certain uncommon herb,
with which the swans are greatly allured : we call it the " the ulleriore

;

'*

it is moreover of this kind, that when it hath fully established its roots, it

spreads itself so widely, that, in my memory, it hath extended its basis so
far as to have rendered five miles of the lake itself of Spynie, where
salmon formerly abounded, altogether shallow." (Translation from the

Agricultural Survey of the Province of Moray, p. 2.)
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friable; it easily takes fire, and is indeed used for tinder. When once

kindled, it burns for hours, until the whole is consumed, without ever

bursting into flame, and however small the part to which the spark of fire

has been communicated ; and, what is still more remarkable, the whole
mass of wood, even when not ignited, gives a bright light in the dark, equal
in intensity, and similar in colour, to that given out by phosphorus. How
this light is produced I am at a loss to know. On examining a piece I

some time ago picked up, it was evident that it contained neither phospho-
rus nor nitre. It is now pretty well ascertained that the glow-worm and
other insects of the like kind do not produce their light by means of phos-
phorus.* I can find no information respecting touchwood in any books
w^hich I have at hand, and I shall be thankful if any of your readers can
refer me to any experiments upon it.— B. October, 1830.

Apocynum andros(S7nifdliu77i.
— In mentioning The Journal of a Naturalisty

a work from which I have derived much instruction and amusement, I regret
that there is any part which can afford opportunity for condemnation, but
the account (p. 80. 1st edit.) and engraving of that curious plant, the A^6-
cynum androsaemifolium (Fly-catching Dogsbane), is so very incorrect, that

I cannot think the author can ever have seen a specimen, much less examined
one. From having frequently examined the plant, I can recommend to the
notice of your readers the description of it in Curtis's Botanical Magazine,
vol. viii. p. 280., as being very accurate and clear. It is accompanied also

with a correct representation of the flower.— W. C. T. Jan. 28. 1830.
Potato Stone.— Can any of your numerous readers inform me of the

scientific name of the potato stone, as it i-^ commonly called, of which
such quantities are found in the Mendip Hills, and also the particulai's of
their composition ?— W. A. September 18. 1830.

JEtites or Eagle-stone.-^ Sir, Your correspondent H. D. (Vol. III.

p. 484.) has some observations on the v^tites, and asks " where it may
be found in this country." The ^tites is the hollow reniform variety of
the argillaceous iron-stone. Specimens of this mineral were formerly sold
as talismans j and in some parts of this country the midwives keep them
about their person, as a sort of charm to further the delivery of their

patients. In Greece this is a common notion and universal practice. With

respect to the eagle, it is probable that the ^tites may have been found in

the nest of that bird, if, as it has been said, they are useful to its digestion.
Some accident of the kind may have given rise to the name ; for we cannot

imagine that eagles are such old women as the before-mentioned midwives.
The following remarks will show that whatever may be the cause of the

eagle's affection for this mineral, she need not take a voyage to the East
Indies in order to gratify her taste,

Lemhard (Handbicch der Oryktognosie, 1826, p. 235.) places the " Adler-
oder Klapper-stein," (eagle or rattle-stone) in his appendix to his FAsenoxyd
Hydraty as the first species of yellowish clay iron-stone, and says that they
are often filled with calc spar, brown spar, selenite, or barytes ; and gives

. the following list of localities of the species :
—

Goslar, in the Harz ; Qaaerum, near Brunswick ; Tarnowiz, in Silesia ;

the country about Bilin and Topliz, in Bohemia ; Meggendorf and Hart-

enstein, in Bavaria ; Colebrook Dale, in England ; Dunbar, in Scotland ;

Egypt, on the borders of the Desert; Siberia, &c. He also states, that

the eagle-stone is found in Italy, in the calcareous strata about Bettola,
Torrita, and Monte FoUonico in the country of Siena, and near Orbegne,
Fosso del Acqua, &c., where it is known by the name ofPane del Diavolo.

Phillips {Mineral,, p. 237.) gives, as localities of the clay iron-stone,

* See an interesting paper published by Carus, Dresden, 1829: " Ue-
her das Licht der itaUanischen Leucht/caefer.'*
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** the beds in the day-slate belonging to the transition class of rocks (?).
More abundantly in the slate-clay or shale of the independent coal-form-

ation." He adds, that ifi England and Scotland it is abundant "
in many, if

not most of the coal deposits ;

" and says that "
crystals of blende, galena,

and yellow copper are observable in the interstices of the amorphous from

Wednesbury, in Staffordshire,"

H. D. will find plenty of ^tites in the banks of the road between
Whitehaven and St. Bees in Cumberland ; as well as in other vicinities of
the coal measures. Also in the beds of the London clay, as at Logham
in Suffolk; in the plastic clay, as at Reading in Berkshire, and Logham
in Suffolk ; and in the sands of the crag, as at Tattingstone, in Suffolk,
W'here they are not only very abundant in the upper part of the formation,
but of an extraordinary size. I mention these latter places from personal
observation only.

— W. B. Clarke. East Bergholty Suffolky September 7.

1830.

A Black Mineral Substance found in Clay.
— This substance was dis-

covered in the large excavation now being made to connect Lake Lothing
with the sea at Lowestoft ; being part of the plan for making Norwich
a port. It was found about 8 ft. below the level of the ground ',

the first 6

of which are peat or decayed vegetable matter of comparatively recent form-

ation, it is supposed, as among it we find parts of oak and chestnut trees,

which retain their natural hardness ; below this, about 1 ft. of an irregular
stratum of sand or gravel ;

then a strong blue clay, thickly interspersed in

places with small nodules of chalk. The stratum of clay is very irregular
in this place, about 6 ft. perhaps ; and, below that, sand to a greater depth
than has yet been excavated. The black substance was found about 1 ft.

in the aforesaid cla}^ in an irregular mass about the size of a man's open
hand, laid horizontally. When first discovered it was in softness and

elasticity resembling strong glue when first cold ; breaking with a similar

fracture, but more easily. When cut into slices as thin as paper, which
was easily done with a sharp knife, it was semitransparent, and appeared
of a rich brown colour, which it also showed when rubbed on paper. By
exposure to the atmosphere it gradually hardened as it now appears ;

at the

same time shrinking to one eighth of its former bulk ; a piece cut into a

cube exactly half an inch on the side, shrinking to a cube a quarter of an
inch on the side. When submitted to the action of fire, it emits neither

flame nor smoke, but leaves hard white ashes. Neither water, spirit, nor
acids have any effect upon it. From its contiguity to the peat, it might be

thought an incipient formation of coal ; but the total absence of bitumen,
or inflammable principle, seems to contradict that idea.— G. M. Lynn
Regis, Dec. 1. 1830.

The substance sent is anthracite, blind coal, Kilkenny coal, or glance
coal. There are three varieties; and that sent appears to be the con-

choidal antliracite of Jameson. Its colour is iron-black, sometimes tar-

nished on the surface with a splendent metallic lustre ;
fracture conchoidal,

with a pseudo-metallic lustre. It is brittle and light ;
it yields no flame,

and leaves whitish ashes ; it is found in the newest floetz formations at

Meissner in Hesse and Walsall in Staffordshire." The other two varie-

ties are slaty anthracite and columnar anthracite.— Cond.^
The Weather; in reply to Mr. Main.— Sir, In reply to your very

intelligent correspondent Mr. Main (Vol. III. p. 487.), I would, in the first

place, beg to offer him my best acknowledgements for his very judicious re-

marks on my meteorological queries (Vol. 11. p. 177.). With regard to the

differential thermometer, it was first invented by Professor Leslie of Edin-

burgh, and called by some a thermouietric h^^grometer. Its use is to mark
the difference of temperature produced by evaporation, and in its simplest
form may consist of two ordinary spirit of wine thermometers, graduated
on the same principle. One of the balls is covered with tissue paper, the
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same colour as the spirit of wine in the other, and is kept constantly moist

by some capillary substance connecting it with a vessel or phial holding
water. The caloric thus abstracted from the liquid in the moistened ball

by evaporation on its surface, depresses the temperature in proportion to

the intensity of evaporation or capacity of the air for holding moisture in a

state of vapour. The difference of temperature indicated by the thermo-
meter with the moist ball forms only one co-efficient, along with the actual

temperature of the air, force of vapour, and atmospherical pressure, in

the calculation, to find the quantity of moisture in a cubic foot of air, the

dew point, or, as some call it, the "
point of deposition," &c. If Mr. Main

wishes further information on this point, I must refer him to Brewster's

Encyclopcsdia (article Hygrometry, by, I believe. Dr. Anderson of Perth),
and to Professor Leslie's articles of the same nature in the Encyclopcedia
Bntannicay in which he will find the instrument fully described \x)^

its origiiial

form, where the balls are filled only with air. He will also find the tables

and formulae necessary to ascertain the quantity of moisture in a given
volume of air, point of deposition, &c. He will observe from what I have

stated that the " dew point
"

is
" a point in nature." He asks " which

degree of increasing moisture on a body cooled down by artificial evapo-
ration can be properly called the dew point ?

" which he says
"
begins at the

second degree below the temperature of the air (whether visible or not.)"
In reply, I would say that the point at which moisture becomes visible in

the cooled substance is the point of temperature generally, and I think very

properly, called in practice the " dew point." It may be possible, as he

says, that " a solid body begins to be moistened at the second degree below
the temperature of the air, whether visible or not;" but if

" invisible
" how

is he to know it ? for, in certain states of the atmosphere, we find that

such moisture does not become visible at the second, at the fifteenth, or

even at the twentieth degree below the temperature of the air with the best

microscopes. Mr. Main is too much a lover of science not to excuse
the freedom of these remarks, which my limits, in the mean time, prevent
me from extending. Yours, &c.— A. Goriie. Annat Gardensy Dec, 1. 1830.

Comparative Indications ofSpring.—Would it not be of some use for one
of your correspondents in every county of Britain and Ireland to send you
a notice, in the last week of every February, on what day of that month
the common snowdrop, the striped or Scotch crocus (C. biflorus), the

aconite, the white Christmas rose, and the catkins of the hazel, came into

flower ? The plants must have stood undisturbed in the same spot for two

years, otherwise their indication will not be accurate.— J, Lequin. Feb, 5,

1831.

Art. X. Ohituary,

JDlEDy on the 26th of December, aged 59, at his house at Tottenham,
Thomas Carpenter, Esq., an eminent naturalist and cultivator of science.

His researches and discoveries in the economy and instinctive operations of
insects and microscopic animalcula were original, extensive, and curious.

Many of the latter were but the ten-millionth part of an inch, yet all in

life or animated motion. He improved the method of illuminating the

minutest opaque objects by candle-light under the compound microscope.
He published many of his observations and discoveries in the latter

volumes of GiWs Technological and Microscoj)ical Monthly Repository, and
it may be considered a loss to science that he did not live to continue these

observations.— Anon. J«w. 1831.
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Art. T. Account of an Ornithological Visit to the Islands of
Shetland and Orkney^ in the Summer of 1828. By Richard
Drosier, Esq.

{Continuedfrom Vol. III. p. 326.)

Taking leave of Foula, I with some difficulty crossed the

boisterous sea that runs between this island and the island of

Valey in Shetland. The boat that is most in use is the

Norway skiff*. These long passages, therefore, in unsettled

weather become rather hazardous.

Valey, a small island, nearly opposite to that of Foula, is

divided from the mainland by a spacious and commodious
harbour. The entrance to this harbour is with difficulty dis-

cerned untH nearly wdthin its mouth, owing to a huge frag-
ment of rock that lies immediately in front of it, round which
the tide runs with an astonishing velocity. The tide, being
farther confined within the narrow limits of the mural cliffs

that afford an entrance to the harbour, foams and boils with

increased violence, as it rushes along, as if running through
a funnel, until, escaping from the contracted passage, it miti-

gates its impetuosity, and sweeps away into a most beautiful

expanse of water, uniting again with the sea by a somewhat

enlarged channel, at the south-eastern extremity of the island.

Valey possesses little ornithological interest. A few of the

common guillemots, razor-bills, and kittiwakes, scattered

thinly along the cliffs that form the western and southern

sides, are the only birds observable. There are, however, a

pair or two of the peregrine falcon, that repair annually to

the island for the purpose of breeding ; building in the most
inaccessible places, which are only to be gained by the best

and ablest rockmen; and even then it is very uncertain ifthe
Vol. IV. — No. 19. o
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nest can be discovered ; the old bird always taking flight

upon the first appearance of danger, and wheeling in circles

over the fowler^s head, uttering at intervals the peculiar cry
of the falcon tribe, which she continues to do until he leaves

the crags.

Passing from Valey, along the diversified shores of the

western coast, there is little to attract the attention, and

nothing beyond the usual appearance of these desolate isles

presents itself to the view. On the island side, the barren

and dark-brown heath that everywhere clothes the face of the

country stretches away as far as the eye can reach, broken into

the greatest irregularity of hill and dale, and variegated by
blocks and slabs of sandstone and granite, that are abundantly
strewed in every direction. This covering but too plainly in-

dicates the scanty portion of soil that sparingly supplies the

only vegetation of the place, and over which a few half-starved

sheep and some shaggy long-coated ponies wander in pitiful

misery. Wretched as these animals look, they are, however,
but little inferior in appearance to the peasantry, who are al-

together careless of agricultural pursuits, and merely scratch

the surface of the ground with their uncouth implements of

husbandry, to form a small spot around their miserable huts

barely sufiicient to raise a few potatoes or oats. There are,

however, some resident gentlemen in the isles, that have by
indefatigable exertions managed to cultivate some few acres ;

but the keen easterly breezes of spring, together with the

saline matter that is constantly held in solution by the atmo-

sphere, tend greatly to check vegetation, and to throw a damp
upon the labours of the peasant, by too often blighting in his

small portion of oats the whole efforts of his industry. Yet
withal the Shetland peasant is comparatively happy and con-

tented, perfectly indifferent to luxury, and careless of those

comforts which more particularly mark the more southern

climates. He passes the long dreary months of winter in

ease and indolence ; collecting his family and friends around
the huge pile of peat that burns in the centre of his hut,
where the dance and the song circulate in joyous hilarity.
As soon as the fishing season commences, however, all is

bustle and confusion ; for on that depend his sole hopes of

subsistence. Aroused from apathy, he then launches his

little skiff upon the ocean, and bids farewell for a few days to

his wife and family, who attend him to the shore with wishes

for good fortune and success.

Papastower, a small island to the north of Melby, is in

itself one of the greatest curiosities of the Shetland Isles. On
its northern sides it has three peculiar inlets, which run almost
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parallel to each other, and terminate about the centre of the isle.

These inlets are called by the natives goe or goes, being so

denominated from the perpendicular and lofty precipices that

overhang them ;
and in the indented hollows and fissures of

which the sea roars like the falling of a distant cataract. The

inhabitants, during the summer season, under the direction

of the proprietor, search these inlets for the, purpose of killing

seals, the oil of which is in requisition for various purposes.
The manner of taking them is this. A net sufficiently wide

and strong is stretched across the mouth of one of these

inlets, being well weighted at the bottom, and fastened by its

upper ends very securely to each side of the entrance. When
this is properly arranged, the men, armed with old whale

spears, spikes, and sticks, enter the goe, and forcing their way
over the broken particles of rock, that are plentifully strewed

along the margin of the water, they proceed to do dreadful

execution among the alarmed animals, which usually tumble

headlong into the water, from their rocky resting-places, upon
the first appearance of the boats at the entrance of the inlet ;

but, when they find their passage to the sea prevented by the

net (which they in vain attempt to dive under), return up
the goe, in wild disorder and confusion, blowing, flouncing,
and snorting, the noise blending with the undulating of the

water against the sides of the precipices, and producing a

very curious effect. At the commencement of the sport, the

water, from being excessively clear and limpid, affords an

easy sight of the seals, as they pass and repass at the bottom,
or about mid water ; but, as the moment one of them emerges
for the purpose of blowing he is generally received by a blow
on the nose, or a stab with a whale spear, the water, after

a time, becomes so thick and bloody as entirely to pre-
vent the possibility of seeing a foot under it. After the sport

terminates, the seals are hauled away to the boats and towed
on shore. This diversion can only be pursued during very
calm weather, as on the slightest breeze from the sea, the water

becomes so agitated, and breaks with such fury upon the en-

trance of the inlets, as to render it impossible to gain a land-

ing. In fact, even to attempt it at such times would be
attended with the most imminent danger, as the sweep of the

surge is almost sure to dash the boat to atoms.

Leaving Papastower, I crossed the Bay of St. Magnus ;
in

passing which, a pair or two of the eider duck (^^nas mollis-

sima), or a small tribe of the long-tailed duck (^^nas glacialis),

(solitary loiterers from the company that have preceded them
to their more northern breeding-places), are occasionally
seen; and the traveller is often amused by the strenuous

o 2
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and hawklike actions of the arctic gulls, that sometimes

pitch sans ceremonie upon a wandering kittiwake, with such

rapacious ferocity that both fall entangled to the very surface

of the water ; when the kittiwake, for the purpose of disen-

gaging himself from his adversary, alights for a moment on
the billows, and, lightly gliding over the tops of the rolling
sea, with that buoyant elegance so peculiar to the gull tribe,
he is safe. At such times the arctic gull wheels a short

flight in an opposite direction, as if intending to leave his in-

timidated victim, which the kittiwake perceiving, he thinks

a fair opportunity is afforded for making his escape ; but no
sooner does he trust himself once more upon his wing than
the aquatic falcon, suddenly returning, skims the surface of
the billows with the rapidity of an arrow, and quickly coming
up with the harassed kittiwake, generally forces him to dis-

gorge his half-digested fish, which the plunderer catches for

himself ere it reaches the water.

Ronas Hill, the loftiest mountain in the Shetland Isles, is

situated a few miles from this bay ; and a pair or two of the

skua gulls, in their passage from the north to Foula, for

the purpose of breeding, often arrest their flight, and fix their

abode upon its very summit. This pinnacle is generally so

completely enveloped in the mist that almost always encircles

these isles, that it is rarely visible; though its ascent is by no
means difiicult, and on a clear day the view from the top

amply repays the labour of climbing to it. The snipe and

golden plover breed plentifully at its base, while, higher up,
a few pairs of the arctic gulls are observable. The remain-

ing northern isles. Yell, Unst, and Fetlai, afford but little treat

to an ornithologist ; the common sea-fowl annually resort to

many of their craggy sides, and are continually seen while

passing Yell Sound, hanging in the bluish cast of the distance,
near their favourite haunts, like clustering swarms of bees.

During a conversation that I had with Dr. Edmonston,
the author of an interesting work on the Shetland birds, he
stated that the wimbril (»Sc61opax phae^opus), called in Shet-

land the waup, usually repaired to the islands of Yell, &c.,
for the purpose of incubation ; but, although every endeavour
was used by me to ascertain the truth of this statement, I was
unable to discover the slightest appearance of a nest ; nor did I

observe that the birds alluded to were more numerous in the

northern than in the southern isles. In fact, this bird isbutthinly
distributed over Shetland during the summer; but as autumn

advanced, I occasionally discovered small flocks of six or

seven searching for marine worms, &c., along the tangle at

low water mark. I killed several, but all appeared to be
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evidently young birds by the variegated dark colouring of

their plumage. From this circumstance I was led to infer

that, although a pair or two might sometimes stay and breed

in Shetland, by far the greater number of those often seen in

the early part of spring and latter part of summer were birds

going to, or returning from, climes farther south. Dr. Ed-

monston thinks the contrary, and firmly believes in the truth

of his statement, the validity of which, I must say, I was un-

able to prove.

Nothing unusual arrests the attention along the eastern

coast ; though the tides and coasts are somewhat dangerous,

owing to the many eddies and whirlpools occasioned by the

impetuosity of the current, which rushes with irresistible

violence around the projecting angles or buttresses of rock

that are everywhere distributed over the irregular and strag-

gling shores of Shetland. From Unst, two days' easy sail will

give the traveller sufficient time to observe the beauties of the

many bays, inlets, and promontories, and bring him to Ler-

wick, the capital. Opposite to Lerwick, upon the eastern

side of Bressa, lies the small island of Noss, which may be

ranked next to Foula for ornithological interest ; almost every
bird that breeds in these isles, except the skua gull and

Manks puffin, being found during the summer months in Noss.

The island is beautiful, and, to be seen to advantage, it ought
to be viewed from the sea in a boat. The eastern extremity
or head, known in the island by the name of Langcliff, merits

the first attention, and is certainly a grand and lofty precipice ;

possessing in its strata the finest and most beautiful shades of

brown^ dark brown, and black, which, broken and shattered

into an irregular surface, or running in distorted ridges,

present a variegated relief to the otherwise fractured appear-
ance of the face. Files of razor-bills, guillemots, and puffins
jare ranged in regular ranks, their white breasts affording
B. striking contrast to the dark colour of the cliff; while,

nearer to the sea, and somewhat more to the left, the ledges
are occupied by kittiwakes. I invariably observed, indeed,

that, to whatever crags the guillemots resorted, they were
attended by more or less of these gulls ; but, although this

was always the case, there was still a regular line of demar-
cation between them, neither attempting to approach upon
the precincts of the other. Upon the firing of a gun under
this chff, the birds with which it is covered tumble from the

rocks in astonishing multitudes, and present a very easy mark
to the sportsman. Numbers of these Ipirds are often killed

by parties of pleasure from Lerwick, and distributed among
the poorer classes for eating.

o 3
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A little to the south of this head is a huge isolated frag-
ment of rock, apparently severed from the island by some

powerful convulsion of nature, presenting a frightful chasm,
from 300 to 400 ft. in depth, and from 90 to 100 ft. across it.

This rock is about four yards in diameter, and is regularly

occupied in the breeding season by the black-backed gull

(Zyurus marinus), herrier gull (Z/arus fuscus), and lesser

black-backed gull (Zarus argentatus), which from their quan-
tities, almost cover the ground with their nests. To obtain

the young of these birds, which are held in rather high esti-

mation for the table, and are called scories, two ropes are

stretched across the chasm, and strongly secured to a post

placed on the rock for that purpose ; a sort of square box is

then procured, 3 ft. long and 2 ft. broad, termed a cradle, hav-

ing an upright piece of wood about 4 in. square at each of its

corners, projecting a few inches beyond the box, with holes suf-

ficiently large to admit the ends of the ropes, which are passed

through them, and fastened very firmly to the island. The
bottom of this cradle is made by coarse rope lacing, to render
the seat easy for any person passing over; and, thus sus-

pended, the natives pass and repass very readily, without any
fear of danger. This cradle was erected by a rockman from
Foula who first scaled the eastern crag ; a most laborious and
hazardous undertaking. A considerable number of spectators
attended from Lerwick to see this feat achieved, which the

daring adventurer performed with apparent ease, to the great
astonishment of those vs^ho were observing him from below in

boats, and who expected every moment to see him fall head-

long from one of the many jutting prominences that he was
forced to ascend. He, however, reached the top, and, waving
his hat to assure the multitude of his safety, was answered by
the loud shouts of the delighted assembly. By the means of

a small cord, which he had carried with him for the purpose,
the post and implements necessary for sinking it in the rock

were hauled up ; as also the ends of the two ropes which
were to support the cradle. In a short time all were securely

fastened, and the cradle properly suspended ; but the rock-

man, intoxicated with the reverberating shouts of those who
saw him, and proud of his prowess as a climber, spurned the

idea of passing over the chasm by his own machine, and
chose rather to descend by the crags. He had, however,

scarcely advanced 50 ft. from the top, when, missing his step,
or being too careless, his foot slipped, and he fell headlong
into the roaring surge that was lashing the base of the pre-

cipice.
The nest of the black-backed herrier and lesser black-
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backed gulls very nearly resemble each other, but little dif-

ference being observable : the bottoms are composed of a very
thick layer ofdried sea-weed, and the insides are lined with fine

dried grass ; amongst which a feather or two are sparingly

placed. Those of the black-backed gulls were easily dis-

tinguishable from the rest by their size and the largeness of

their eggs, which are about the size of those of a turkey ;

they lay from three to four in number, of an obscure dirty

green, blotched, and marked with spots of dark brown and
black. In fact, the eggs of these birds, in their colourings
and markings, so much assimilate, that it is almost impossible
to know the difference between the eggs of the herrier gull
and those of the lesser black-backed gull, their size being
also nearly equal. From the repeated observations, how-

ever, that I have made upon the eggs of these birds, I am
inclined to believe that those of the herrier gull are longer,
and more pointed at the small end, than those of the lesser

black-backed gull: the eggs of these last-mentioned birds

are held in high estimation as a delicacy, and are in flavour

very nearly equal to those of the pee-wit, or green plover.
The boys and peasantry search the hills and rocks for the

purpose of collecting them, and they are afterwards offered

for sale at Lerwick. I am, Sir, &c.

Rich. Drosier.

Marston, Holt, Norfolk, Nov. 28. 1830.

Art. II. Evidences in Proofofcertain Statements contained in the
" Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated."

In a Letter to the Conductor. By E. T. Bennett, Esq. F.L.S.

Vice-Sec. Z.S.

Sir,

In the Eighteenth Number of your Magazine, published on
the 1st of this month, you have given insertion to an article

by Mr. Swainson, in which certain statements contained in

the Gardens arid Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated

are attributed to Mr. Vigors, and in which also the accuracy
of those statements is impugned. To correct the erroneous

impressions which such representations may have produced is

the object of the present communication.
The assumption that the portion of a paragraph extracted

(p. 102.) is
" the statement of Mr. Vigors

"
is wholly ground-

less. Although I feel much indebted' to that gentleman for

the pains he has taken in revising the whole of the proof
o ^
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sheets, not a single sentence of the two volumes now com-

pleted was written by him, except where expressly quoted
from his published works. I affixed my name, as editor, to the

preface to the first volume, contained in the tenth number,
and published in July last ; and a statement that " the descrip-
tions and anecdotes

"
(in other words, the entire text) were

furnished by me, appeared on the cover of every number,
from the first to the twelfth, including the eighth,

" the last

number/' as Mr. Swainson was informed,
" which has been

published,'' and the eleventh, to which he refers. I alone am
therefore responsible for the paragraph in question, as well as

for the whole of the statements contained in the publication.
That paragraph I must request that you will again print

(on the present occasion entire), in order that your readers

may have an opportunity of judging at a glance whether the

statements contained in it are or are not borne out by the

evidence which I am about to produce. It is as follows :
—

" The history of this transaction [the discovery of the In-

dian tapir] affords too striking an illustration of the injustice
of certain among the French zoologists to the merits of our

countrymen, to be passed over without observation.
" ' The knowledge of this animal in France,' says M. Des-

marest, in his Mammalogie, carefully shielding himself under

an equivocal form of expression,
'
is due to M. Diard.' But

M. Lesson goes farther, and, echoing as usual the dicta

of his predecessor, with a slight addition of his own, speaks
of the Indian tapir as a species

' discovered by M. Diard.'

Again, in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturellts, M. Des-

marest, forgetful of his former caution, heightens the farce

still more, by asserting, that its
'

discovery in the forests

of Sumatra and the peninsula of Malacca is due to MM.
Duvaucel and Diard.' In none of these works is the least

indication given that the animal in question had previously
been even seen by an Englishman ; much less is the fact suf-

fered to transpire, that, long before M. Diard had * discovered'

it, not in the forests of Sumatra or the Malayan peninsula,
but in the menagerie of the Governor-General of British

India at Barrackpore, a full description, together with a figure
of the animal and of its skull, had been laid before the Asiatic

Society by Major Farquhar for publication in their Researches.

This latter circumstance, it is true, was not mentioned by M.
Frederic Cuvier, when he figured the tapir of Malacca in his

splendid work from a drawing made by M. Diard in the Bar-

rackpore menagerie, or by that gentleman himself in the pub-
lished part of his accompanying letter

;
but there seems to

have been no intention on their parts wilfully to mislead their
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readers. That M. Diard at least could not have been actu-

ated by any such desire, is fully proved by several passages in

the note appended by him to Major Farquhar's original de-

scription, in which he speaks of the gallant officer as ' the

excellent naturalist who has enriched zoology with so import-
ant a discovery,' and attributes the ' honour '

to him ' alone/

Baron Cuvier, too, in the recent edition of his Regne Animal,

silently rejects the unmerited distinction in favour of his step-
son and friend, and candidly quotes, as the first describer,

our, in this instance, more fortunate countryman. After this we
trust that we shall hear no more of the '

discovery
'

of the In-

dian tapir by MM. Diard and Duvaucel, who have too many
real claims on the consideration of zoologists to require to

be tricked out in those borrowed plumes with which it has

hitherto been the fashion among our neighbours to invest

them."

In this extract it wull at once be seen that there is no
"
sweeping accusation

"
brought against

" French naturalists

collectively :

" on the contrary, the assumed "
injustice to the

merits of our countrymen
"

is expressly limited to " certain

among the French zoologists ;" and two individuals are after-

wards named as the aggressors in this particular instance.

Two others are (as Mr. Swainson appears to think, unjustly)
exonerated from the charge ;

and a third, the universally

acknowledged head of the school, is praised for his disinter-

ested candour. If I were not fearful of encroaching too far

upon your space, I would beg of you to transcribe for your
readers the paragraphs immediately preceding and following
that which I have just quoted. In the first of these they
would see that no less than six other French naturalists have
received their due meed of praise for their contributions to

the history of the original American tapir ; while, in the last,

unqualified credit is given to another deserving eleve of the

same school for his discovery of a second western species.
In fact, nearly every article in the work, from the beginning
to the end, teems with acknowledgments to the men of science

who have adorned, and still continue to adorn, the French
school of zoology, and w^ho have raised it to the height on
which it now stands. Under these circumstances, it is, I must

confess, altogether startling to me, to find myself involved in

a charge of " national invective
"
against them.

" The justice or the injustice," says Mr. Swainson,
" of

this invective against MM. Desmarest and Lesson rests en-

tirely upon one simple fact, which their accuser completely
passes over. Is there either proof, or presumptive evidence,
that these naturalists, at the time they attributed the discovery
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in question to~M. Diard, knew that such was not the fact;

that Major Farquhar in reality was its discoverer ;
and that a

description by him had been laid before the Asiatic Society ?
"

I will not quote the expressions which follow, as applicable to

MM. Desmarest and Lesson,
" if they knew all this ;" because

they are such as I could not bring myself to apply to any one

for whom I entertained even a shadow of respect ;
and to both

these naturalists I feel grateful (as I have never failed to ac-

knowledge when the opportunity presented itself) for the ser-

vices which they have rendered to our common science. But

that they did know all this, I shall not have the slightest diffi-

culty in proving, by a simple quotation of their accounts of the

animal, and of the authority on which those accounts were

founded. I begin with the latter, as first in order of time, and

extract verbatim from M. F. Cuvier's Histoire Naturelle des

Mammiferes the entire article, as far as it relates to the Indian

tapir, omitting only the measurements, which would occupy
too much of your space. It runs thus ;

—
"
Cependant on a decouvert dernierement h. Sumatra, et

dans les forets de la province de Malacca, un tapir qui ne

differe du tapir d'Amerique que par ses couleurs. C'est ce

que nous apprend M. Diard, dans un fort bon dessein accom-

pagne d'une description qu'il a addresses de Calcutta a mon
irere, et dont la publication doit interesser tons les natural-

istes. M. Diard est un eleve du Jardin du Roi, qui a et^

conduit dans PInde par son amour pour I'histoire naturelle, et

qui, joignant h. beaucoup de lumiere et d'activite un esprit

juste et penetrant, doit enrichir la zoologie par d'importantes
decouvertes.

" Voici Pextrait de sa lettre :
— Lorsque je vis, pour la pre-

miere fois, a Barakpoor, le tapir de Sumatra, dont je vous

envoie le dessein, je fus tres-surpris qu*un si grand animal

n'eut pas encore ^te decouvert ; mais je le fus bien davantage
encore en voyant a la Society d^Asie une t6te d'un animal

semblable, originaire des forets de Malacca, qui avait et^

envoyee a cette societt^ le 29 Avril, 1806 *, par M. Far-
GUHARiE f, gouverneur de cette province.

' Ce tapir,' ajou-
tait dans une note M. Farguharie, ' est aussi commun dans

les forets de la peninsule que le rhinoceros et I'elephant. Les

Musulmans ne mangent pas sa chair, parce qu'ils le regardent
comme une espece de cochon. Sa trompe est longue de sept
a huit pouces dans les mMes adultes ; il est noir partout, a

Texception des oreilles, qui sont bordees de blanc, et du dessus

*
Correctly the " 29th January, 1816," the date of Major Farquhar's

paper and present,

f Major Farquhar, The names are printed in capitals in the original.
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du corps, qui est d'un gris pale. Le jeune est tachet^ de blanc

et de brun.'
* ' II est bien evident,' continue M. Diard,

*que le tapir de M. Farguharie est absolument le meme que
celui de Sumatra, et d'apres I'inspection de la tete que j'ai

vu au cabinet de la Society, qu'il ne difFere en rien pour
la dentition de celui d'Amerique. Le tapir de la menagerie
du Lord Moira fut pris 11 y a deux ans par les Malais de

Sumatra, aupres des montagnes qui avoisinent la cote occi-

dentale de cette ile. II se trouvait avec sa mere, qui s'echappa.
II est tres-apprivoise, et aime beaucoup a etre caresse et gratte.
L'extremite de ses oreilles est bordee de blanc ; son dos, sa

croupe, son ventre, et ses flancs sont egalement blancs. Par-

tout ailleurs il est d'un couleur noire assez foncee. Quand il

est debout, les doigts de ses pieds, qui sont comme dans le

tapir d'Amerique (trois posterieurement et quatre anterieure-

ment), s'appuient enti^rement sur le sol.

" Ses proportions sont les suivantes," &c.

This article is dated "Mars, 1819." In his Mammalogie,
published in 1822, M. Desmarest adopts the species from M.
F. Cuvier, the only author whom he quotes, and from whose
work his description is almost literally taken. Again omit-

ting the measurements, it is as follows :
—

" Tapir de lTnde, Tapirus indicus, (Non figure dans

I'Encyclop.) Maiba, Fred. Cuv. Mamm. lithog. fig.

Car. esse NT. Corps d*un hlanc sale, avec les parties ante-

rieures et posterieures noires; point de ciinih^e sur le cou du
male.

DiMENS
Descript. Corps gros et trapu ; trompe longue de sept

a huit pouces dans les individus adultes ; poll court et ras ;

tete, cou, epaules, jambes de derriere, et queue, d'une couleur

noire assez foncee ; dos, croupe, ventre, flancs, et extremite

des oreilles, blancs. Le jeune est tachet^ de blanc et de brun,

Nota, La connoissance de cet animal en France est due a
M. Diard, qui en a envoye au Museum la depouille et une
tete osseuse. Cette tete, comparee a celle du tapir d'Ame-

rique, presente des caracteres tels, qu'il n'y a plus de doute
sur la difference de ces deux especes.

Patrie. Les forets de Pile de Sumatra et de la presqu'ile
de Malacca, o^ il est aussi commun que les elephans et les

rhinoceros."

The proof required by Mr. Swainson, that, when this was

written, M. Desmarest knew" that "the discovery in question"

* These passages are imperfectly abstracted from different and distant

parts of Major Farquhar's original description, which occupies several

quarto pages in the fifteenth volume of the Asiatic Researches.
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was not due to M. DIard ;

" that Major Farquhar in reality
was its discoverer ;

and that a description by him had been
laid before the Asiatic Society ;

"
consists in the plain fact,

that all these circumstances are fairly and distinctly stated in

M. Diard*s published communication, from which M. Des-
marest was then engaged in making extracts. Three distinct

portions, indeed, of his own description, as may readily be
seen by a comparison between the last two quotations, are

borrowed verbatim from the notice of the animal furnished to

the Asiatic Society by Major Farquhar himself, and candidly

quoted from him, between inverted commas, by M. Diard. My
own observation, that M. Desmarest "

carefully shielded him-
self under an equivocal form of expression," is fully borne
out by his confining himself to stating that '' la connoissance

de cet animal en France est due a M. Diard," at a time when
he well knew that its discovery in its native country was due
to another.

But M. Desmarest did not stop here. In 1828,
"

forget-

ful," as I have said,
" of his former caution," he made, in the

Dictionnaire des Sciences Natw^elles, the following assertion

regarding the animal in question:
— "Cet animal, dont la

decouverte dans les for^ts de Sumatra et de la presqu'ile de

Malacca est due a MM. Duvaucel et Diard." By this remark-
able increase in the force of his expressions, M. Desmarest

•completely set at nought the candid statement of M. Diard

himself, that he saw the tapir of Sumatra,
"
pour la premiere

fois, a Barakpoor," which forms the very commencement of

the extract from his letter published in the Histoire Naturelle

des Mammiferes, The reader will bear in mind that on this

letter both the description in the Mammalogie, and the almost

literal repetition of it in the Dictiojinaii^e, are wholly founded.

On this part of the case it is quite needless to say more.

I now turn to that portion of the charge which relates to

M. Lesson. The justice of the immediate accusation made

iigainst him, of "
adopting the dicta of his predecessor [M.

Desmarest], with a slight addition of his own," will be at

once evident, on a comparison of his description with that of

M. Desmarest, quoted above. It is as follows :
—

" Cette espece nouvelle, decouverte par M. Diard, a le

corps gros et trapu ;
sa trompe a de 7 a 8 pouces ; son pelage

est compose de polls courts et ras, de couleur d'un blanc sale,

tandis que la tete jusqu'aux epaules, les jambes, et la queue
sont d'une couleur noire foncee; le male n'a point de criniere

sur le cou. Ce tapir, tres-bien figure par M. F. Cuvier, est

Ires-commun dans les for^ts de Sumatra et de la presqu'ile de

MalaL"
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Every particular in this description, with two exceptions,
is taken from M. Desmarest's Mammalogie. But these two
"

slight additions
"
are highly important to the elucidation of

the facts of the case. The first of them (the assertion that

the Indian tapir was " decouverte par M. Diard ") might
have been charitably attributed to a careless reading of the

passage in the Mammalogie, had not M. Lesson proceeded to

say, on his own authority, that the animal had been " tres-

bien figure par M. F. Cuvier." It is evident, therefore,

that he had consulted the Histoire Naturelle des Mammiferes
with reference to this particular animal. This fact once

established, he becomes a participator in an act of "injustice
to the merits of our countryman," by concealing Major Far-

quhar's prior claim to the discovery, which is fully stated in

that work ; and, to use the words of Mr. Swainson, he, as

well as M. Desmarest,
" at the time he attributed the dis-

covery in question to M. Diard, knew that such was not the

fact ; that Major Farquhar in reality was its discoverer ; and
that a description by him had been laid before the Asiatic

Society."
After this, it may be considered a work of supererogation

to add, but it is, nevertheless, worth mentioning, that M. Les-
son has actually made

" assurance doubly sure." I give him
all the credit of being the first to quote, in his account of this

animal, in addition to MM. F. Cuvier and Desmarest, the

name of " Sir Raffles." But what becomes of this credit,

when, on turning to Sir T. Stamford Raffles's Descriptive Ca-

talogue of a Zoological Collection made in Sumatra, published in

the 13th volume of the Linnean Transactions, the work in-

tended by the quotation, we find the following passages under
the head of Tapirus malayanus :

—
" The first notice that I received of the existence of this

animal was in the year 1 805, a living specimen having been
sent to Sir George Leith when lieutenant-governor of Penang.
It was afterwards observed by Major Farquhar in the vicinity
of Malacca. A drawing and description of it was communi-
cated by him to the Asiatic Society in 1816, and a living

subject was afterwards sent to the menagerie at Barrackpore,
from Bencoolen. . . . Little can be added to Major Far-

quhar's original description. ... It may be interesting to give
the exact dimensions of two, one a male, described by Major
Farquhar," &c. " In a subsequent communication to the

Asiatic Society, Major Farquhar gave an account of a very
young tapir which he had alive in his house," &c.

Such are the plain facts of the case, and such the evidence

by which it is estabhshed. In laying them before your readers.
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I have confined myself to a simple exposition of authorities,
and of their bearing upon the point at issue ; and have pur-

posely abstained from all general comment. If either M.
Desmarest or M. Lesson has felt aggrieved by what 1 have
been compelled, in the discharge of an unpleasant duty, to

say respecting them, I can assure them that no one could

have regretted more than myself the necessity which existed

for my original remarks. Still more do I regret that their

weight and importance should have been increased by this

compulsory substantiation of their correctness. I felt, how-

ever, and felt strongly, that, to every individual who has

laboured in the cause of science, justice should be rendered

for his efforts to extend our knowledge. On this principle, to

the best of my ability, I have always acted ; and I trust that

I shall ever continue to give, to all without distinction, credit

where credit is due. Let me add that, towards every fellow-

student in the science to which both Mr. Swainson and myself
are devoted, I am anxious to entertain no other feeling save

that of universal good will.

I remain, Sir, yours, &c.

London^ March 10. 183L Edward T. Bennett.

Art. III. A Letter to the Editor respecting Art. I. of No. XVIII.
of this Journal. By N. A. Vigors, Esq. M.A. F.R.S. &c.

My dear Sir,

Your readers will doubtlessly look for some answer to the

very extraordinary observations which have appeared against
me in the last Number of your Magazine, (p. 97— 108.) The
character of every man who aspires even to the humble rank
which I hold in science belongs as much to the public as to

himself; and it is due to that public not to leave unanswered

any aspersion upon a reputation in which it thus shares a

common interest.

But there are two sources whence such a vindication

may arise ; from the aggressor, as well as from the aggrieved.
In the present case I should infinitely prefer that my justifi-
cation should proceed from the former source. And feeling,
as I do, how imperatively the interests of science demand that

no sentiments of personal animosity should break out in dis-

cussions which ought to have the truths of science alone for

their object, or between individuals apparently labouring in

the same cause;— convinced, I must add, how disgraceful to

the reputation of any country are all those internal dis-
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sensions, those *••

plus quam civilia bella," which degrade
the fields of science into an arena of contention ;

— in order

to prevent, if possible, the continuance of such an evil,

as far as I am myself concerned, I have made an appeal
to the writer of the article in question, through the medium of

his friends, in the hope that, when the truth is laid before him,
he may of his own accord make due reparation for expres-
sions which I am fain to believe originated in some strange
and untoward misconception.

This appeal has necessarily been attended with delay ; and
the time has already elapsed for making any satisfactory
statement in your present Number. In your next publication
I pledge myself to afford such an explanation, from whatever

quarter it may proceed, as, I trust, will be satisfactory to your
readers.

In the mean time I have to thank you, my dear Sir, for

the kind sentiments you have expressed towards me on this

occasion. I required no assertions on your part to be con-

vinced that you were in no wise mixed up with the feelings
and spirit exhibited in the article referred to. No editor of
a periodical like yours, I am well aware, is responsible for

the sentiments contained in any paper to which the author
affixes his name. It has, indeed, been an extreme gratifi-
cation to me, sufficient, I may almost say, to counterbalance
the regret occasioned by this unexpected act of aggression,
to see so many of my friends rallying round me, and volun-

teering their warm-hearted sympathy in my cause. I can
well conceive how, to the high-toned feelings of the cavaliers

of older times, it was a source of exhilaration and triumph,
even beyond what they derived from the consciousness of
their own strength, to hear in the stress of war the generous
cheers of their companions in arms advancing "to the

rescue." I am, my dear Sir,

Chester Terrace, very faithfully yours.

Regent's Parky April 12. 1831. N. A. Vigors.

Art. IV. A familiar Treatise on the Anatomy and Physiology of
the Organs of Vision in Man and other Animals, By B. S.

{Continuedfrom p. 16.)

xVlthough it is not the object of this treatise to record
the opinions and experiments of the learned anatomists of the

age regarding the minutiae of this interesting subject, it may
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not be entering too much into detail, if I point out a few of
the principal varieties which obtain in the tunics in different

animals, before we pass on to the humours. As to size, the

eyeball is very irregular, and seems not at all to depend upon
the bulk of the animal

; for instance, the whale has a very
small one in proportion. The mole was supposed, until very

recently, to be blind, the eyeball being scarcely perceptible.*
Birds, again, have a very large one for the size of the body.
The extent of the cornea is equally various in proportion to

the relative size of the sclerotica. In birds, the sclerotica,
at its junction with the cornea, is armed with a bony rim,

scaly and flexible, by which the axis or depth of the eyeball is

lengthened or diminished />?'0 re natci. In another class the same

object is effected by one part of the sclerotica being thinner

than another, and a muscular apparatus is furnished to press

upon the yielding surface at pleasure. The choroid (about the

subdivision of which so much has been said) presents a very

striking feature in some animals, such as are called night
animals. A part of the choroid, instead of being covered
with black paint, is in these animals of a shining greenish
blue, and thus the light is not absorbed, but reflected on to

the retina at the other corner of the eyeball ; this tapetum
lucidum (shining carpet) being spread on the side of the

globe nearer the temples than the nose. The skate is the

only fish, I believe, in which it has been observed. Whales
have this apparatus in common with other mammiferous

animals, such as the dog, cat, cow, &c. In albinoes, which
are to be found in all classes of warm-blooded animals (Mr.
W. Lawrence states they are not existing in any cold-blooded

animals), the black paint is altogether wanting, and hence the

individuals are impatient of light. The shape of the iris is

different in different animals, being in some oblong instead

of round ; and placed vertically in some cases, as in the cat ;

or horizontally, as in the horse, in others.

Within the tunics are contained the humours, 1st, The

aqueoiis [Jig, S3, a), which is very clear and fluid like water

.g (in Latin, aqua). It

/^^^^^^x I ^ ^^ -Tn4r^ni fills the snare be-

^•ii lliii iliilfl /

'"'"^ "'i^y^^^S^fe^ ^"^ crystalline lens

.z^^^^^^^^i ?.c,...-||f^^^^g^^^
jjj |-]^jg liquidj and di-

's \sn I PI
\ vides it into two com-

partments, called the

* See Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol. vii., p. 340. on this

subject.
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posterior and anterior chambers. The aqueous humour, when
lost by an accident or operation, is newly secreted in 24 hours.

The next humour behind this is the crystalline humour or lens

(l), represented very dark in the diagram, it being more con-

sistent than the other two ; but it is, in fact, as its name im-

plies, beautifully clear ; it is embedded in the vitreous humour

(v), which occupies the larger portion of the ball of the eye.
It is as clear as the purest glass (vitrum), more consistent

than the aqueous (a), and less so than the crystalline humour

(l). It is covered with a fine membranous bag, called the

hyaloid membrane (Jiyalos, glass, and eidos, likeness), and it is

upon this humour that the retina is expanded.
Thus much for the chief parts of the eyeball. Of their

uses we shall speak hereafter. It impossible, even from this

faint sketch, not to see that it is an organ of the most delicate

make, and every body has, without doubt, often experienced
how exquisitely sensitive it is: the smallest particle of dust,

or even a drop of rain suddenly touching the eyeball, causes

a sensation of uneasiness almost incredible, had not every
individual been in the course of his life an eye-nscitness of

the fact, in more senses than one. With a view to its defence,
Providence has placed it in a round bony hollow, plentifully
lined with a soft cushion of fat, to guard it from violence, and
to break the jars which it would otherwise experience from
the daily motion of the body, or from accidental falls. The
effects of friction are likewise thus obviated, which the con-

stant motion of the eyeball would produce. To keep the

front or cornea of the eye clear, a constant lotion is provided

by the lacrymal gland (l g), situated in a hollow of the orbit

or bony case. This fluid is known by the name of the tears,

and is constantly, though (under ordinary circumstances) in-

sensibly, passing over ;
it is carried off, through two small

orifices at the inner corner of the eye, into the lacrymal
canals {I c), which unite and form the lacrymal sac (I s), and
thence into the nostril. Under ordinary circumstances, as it

has been already observed, the moisture passes along unper-
ceived ; but when the gland is over-excited, either by moral or

physical causes, the tears flow top rapidly to be absorbed by
the puficta lacrymdlia, and fall in copious drops down the

cheek,
"
aequore fervido

"
[in a warm stream]. But, besides

the emotions of the mind, or any stimulus applied immediately
to the eye, other causes produce the same effect, such as snufF

taken in at the nose, or when a small sponge
"
perfusus

liquid is urguet odoribus
"
[imbued with liquid odours excites

it]. The cause of this is easily understood :
— the nerve

which supplies the lacrymal gland is a branch of the fifth

Vol. IV.— No. 19. p
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pair ; another branch of this fifth pair is distributed on the

Schneiderian membrane, which lines the nostril; but the first

pair, or olfactory (oleo, to smell, andJacio, to make) nerve, is

spread upon this membrane; hence the sympathy above
noticed. And again, a branch of the fifth pair unttes with

a branch of the sixth, and these by their vmion form the

great intercostal nerve {inter-, between, costa, rib) ; but some

twigs of this join the eighth pair, which is spread on the lungs
and adjoining parts ; and hence a strong odour will cause

coughing also. The other defences of the eye are the lids (^),

which by their quick motion protect the organ, without im-

peding the pencils of light from entering the pupil, and spread
the secretion from the lacrymal gland over the cornea. Each
lid is armed with a row of hairs, which, when the eyes are

closed in sleep, form an impenetrable palisade against the

most minute dust or insect. The lids are lined with a very
delicate membrane, which is reflected over the front of the

eyeball, and is named the conjunctiva (conjungo, to unite).
In man there may be seen a little crescent-shaped fold of

the conjunctiva in the inner corner of the eye, called the

pUca lundris {sl fold, in shape like a half moon): in birds

and horses this is more fully developed, and is of essential

benefit to those animals. This seems to be one of those

highly interesting phenomena in the works of nature, where
in one race of beings there are only rudiments of organs, to

all appearance totally useless, unless it be to show a beautiful

uniformity of design pervading all her works ;
whilst in others

of opposite habits they are more complete, and indispensable
to the health of the creature. Thus, in our own species, the

male has the rudiments of mammae, totally unserviceable to

himself or others, whilst in the female they are positively

necessary to the nourishment of her offspring. In human

beings, again, the ccecum (or blind gut) is extremely small ;

in horses it is more developed, and also in other graminivo-
rous animals ; and in fishes the coeca are often seen very
numerous and long, being collected together in a cluster, and

wearing the appearance of a thick tassel. Analogous to these

is the plica lunaris, which in man seems merely an unservice-

able rudiment of the tunica nictitans in birds and horses.

To them it serves as a third eyelid, which can be drawn over

and relaxed at the will of the animal by a simple but elegant

mechanism, not to be found in the human subject.* Lastly,
the little red tubercle in the inner corner of the eyelid, termed

* For a more exact description and diagram of this apparatus, see a
" Discourse on the Objects, Advantages, and Pleasures of' Science, with

Engravings," 8vo, Baldwin, London; by Mr. (now Lord) Brougham.
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the caruncula laciymdlis {caruncula^ diminutive from caro^ flesh,

and lacr-ymaliSi from lacryma, a tear), secretes a lubricating

liquor, and serves to direct the tears into the lacrymal canals.

The various changes effected on the rays of light, by the

humours, will be discussed in a future paper.
B. S.

(To be continued.^

Art. V. Observations on the Hyacinthine Maccatv.

By E. T. Bennett, Esq, F.L.S.

Sir,

On the subject of the Hyacinthine Maccaw, my account

of which in the Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological 5o-

ciety delineated^ is criticised at p. 104. of your last Number,
allow me to offer a few observations. 1 freely admit my pre-
vious ignorance of the facts stated by Mr. Swainson. 1 knew

not, nor could I be expected to know, that he had sent to the

Linnean Society an account of its habits and locality, for that

account was not published by the Society ;
and the same cir-

cumstance of non-publication also accounts for my not having
been aware that on his return to Europe he had brought with

him four specimens of the bird. With respect, as it should

seem, to one of these, it is certainly recorded among the
" Donations "

at the end of the 14th volume of the Linnean

Transactions, that " a preserved specimen of the Psittacus

augustus of Shaw, from Brazil," was presented by Mr. Swain-

son to the Society. But as little scientific information is

usually to be derived from these lists of donations, I trust I

may be excused for not having consulted the one referred

to, the entry in which, quoted entire above, adds not in the

slightest degree to the knowledge we already possessed con-

cerning the bird in question.

My object, however, on the present occasion, is not to

answer a charge which refutes itself, but rather to correct an

error into which M. Spix has fallen with respect to this mag-
nificent bird ; and, with this view, I propose giving a brief

history of the species up to the time when his work was pub-
lished.

The bird was first described in 1790, by Dr. Latham, in

his Index Ornithologicus, under the name of Psittacus hya-
clnthinus, from a specimen in Parkinson's, otherwise the Le-

verian, Museum. In the Museum Leveridnum, under the date

of 1792, and afterwards in his Zoological Miscellany, Dr.
Shaw described and figured it as the Psittacus augustus,

p 2
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quoting Dr. Latham^s synonyme, and preserving it in the Eng-
lish name. Subsequently, the bird was fully characterised,
with an interesting account of its habits, under the name of

Guacamayo azul, by another observer of the close of the last

century, M. d'Azara ;
in the French translation of whose

work, M. Sonnini added a note pointing out the resemblance
between D'Azara's bird and that of Dr. Latham. In the

second edition of the Nouveatt Dictionnaire d'Histoire NatUr-

relle, M. Vieillot considered the former as a distinct species,
and named it Macrocercus glaiicus; but in his Galerie des

Oiseaux he corrected this error, and united the two birds

under the name of Macrocercus hyacinthinus, which the spe-
cies now bears. In his Conspectus 'Psittacorum, published in

1820, M. Kuhl quotes to the Psittacus hyacinthinus of La-
tham no other synonyme but that of Shaw.

This species is figured in M. Spix's work as the Anodo-

rhynchus Maximilian?, but, as far as I have been able to dis-

cover, entirely without description. A second bird, differing
from it not only in its comparatively diminutive size, but

also in having its cheeks bare, as in the typical maccaws,

although not quite to the same extent, is figured and described

by the same author as the Ar^dra hyacinthinus. To the

latter, M. Spix refers the Guacamayo bleu (azul) of D'Azara,
and states that it has been improperly confounded by Son-
nini and Dr. Latham with the Anodorhynchus Maximilian*

August/. That the Ardra hyacinthinus of Spix is not Dr. La-
tham's Psittacus hyacinthinus is clear from the characters

given of the latter, which is described to have its chin and
orbits only naked, in opposition to the other maccaws, which

are characterised as having naked cheeks. The identity of

Shaw's bird with that of Dr. Latham is proved by its being

figured, with the same characters, and from the same mu-

seum, at a time when the specimen was said to be "
perhaps

the only one known to exist at present in Europe." A com-

parison of the characters given by D'Azara with those of Dr.

Latham and Dr. Shaw, and with the figure of the latter, will

at once remove any doubt of the fact that the Guacamayo
azul is the same bird ;

and its size and feathered cheeks im-

mediately distinguish the latter from the Arara hyacinthinus
of Spix. In fact, the Psittacus hyacinthinus of Dr. Latham,
the P. augustus of Shaw, the Guacamayo azul of D'Azara,
the Macrocercus glaucus of Vieillot, the M. hyacinthinus of

the same author, and the Anodorh^^nchus Maximilian/ of

Spix, are one and the same species. The Ardra hyacinthinus
is totally distinct, but forms, by its near approach in colour-

ing, and by the smaller extent of its naked cheeks, an evident

link between the hyacinthine and the common maccaws.
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These details I had reserved for another occasion ; but, as

the subject has been mentioned, I may as well publish them
at once.

I regret, however, that I cannot subscribe to Mr. Swain-
son's claim to be considered as " the first to discover the

true locality
" of the hyacinthine maccaw, inasmuch as a dif-

ferent and much more extensive one had been long previously
indicated by another observer, M. d'Azara. Mr. Swainson

procured it in " the Campos and Catingas of the interior of

Bahia, between the forests of Urupie and the banks of the

Rio St. Francesco ;

" and states this to be " that part of Brazil

where alone this magnificent species is supposed to be found."

But M. d'Azara had, at least thirty years ago, met with seve-

ral pairs of this species between the 27th and 29th degrees
of latitude ; and he had been assured that it was found as far

south as 33J°, nesting not only in the hollows of trees, but

also, and that more frequently, in those which it digs for

itself on the perpendicular banks of the rivers Parana and

Uruguay.
I remain, Sir, yours, &c.

March 9. 1831. Edward T. Bennett*

Art. VI. On the Solitary Thrush (Turdus solitarius).

By J. Couch, Esq.

The most ancient author to whom I have access, that

mentions this bird, is Gesner, who speaks of it as unknown
in Germany in a wild state, but that it was not unfrequently
sent thither from Italy, and sold at an high rate. He quotes
Aristotle and Albertus Magnus for their accounts of this bird.

Ruysch [Theat. Anim., folio, vol. i. p. 73.) quotes Varro as

being acquainted with it ; and gives a description of the male
and female, which differ more than is common with the Zurdi
in their plumage, together with some remarks on its history.
In this country it has fallen into the hands of Montagu and

Bewick, who have given figures and descriptions ; in addition
to this, it is noticed by the author of the Journal of a Na-
turalist (printed for Murray, but without the author's name).
After such numerous and important testimony in favour of its

being a separate species, I was much surprised, in looking
over Dr. Fleming's History ofBritish Animals (p. 86.), to find

him affirming, without hesitation,
" that the Passer solitarius

of Willoughby and Solitary Thrush of Montagu
"

are no
other than the young of the common starling. If such were

p 3
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the case, we might well wonder at the rarity of a bird, tens

of thousands of which are bred every year in the British

Islands; and which therefore could not fail of being well

known to all our naturalists, who on this supposition have

displayed a degree of ignorance altogether inexplicable. It is

true Dr. Fleming condemns only Willoughby and Montagu,
as if they alone had mentioned the bird, or that the species
mentioned by them was different from that spoken of by
Aristotle, Pliny, Varro, Gesner, and Ruysch; but the de-

scription by Ray (who must be considered as a joint author

of Willoughby's work, and whose description, Syn. Av., p. 66.,

is that alone to which I am able to refer) corresponds gene-

rally with that in Ruysch, except that it is more brief; and,

consequently, little doubt remains of their having all spoken
of one species. The specimens of Montagu and Bewick were

both female, as was proved, in the case of the former, by
dissection

;
for an egg was found in the body in the month

of June, another proof that the specimen could not have

been a young bird of that year. On the history of a bird so

little known, the notes of Ruysch are interesting; though it

is probable that they were not obtained by him from personal

observation, but rather from books and private correspond-
ence. It keeps in elevated and rocky places, and is always

solitary, except in the breeding season
;

it rarely descends

into the plains or valleys but when compelled by the weather.

Its song is delightful, and, when confined in a cage, is in-

dulged in also by night, if a candle be lighted. It is worthy
of remark, and perhaps affords some apology for Dr. Fleming,
that in the Synopsis of the Contents of the British Museum

(1823) are the following words :
— "In the fourth order are

placed the starling, showing its change of plumage (amongst
which the solitary thrush of Montagu is included)." It is

true there is some obscurity of expression here : and whether

the writer intended to express his opinion that this bird is

not a Turdus, but a ^turnus; or that Montagu's bird (the iden-

tical specimen in the museum) differs from the solitary thrush

of other authors ; or, finally, that all the birds that have

borne the name are mere varieties of the starling, is not clear.

But the latter idea receives corroboration from the fact that,

in the alphabetical list of the English names of birds in the

room {Catalogue, p.74.), that of the solitary thrush is omitted.

Yours, &c.

Polperro, Nov,20, \SSO. Jonathan Couch,
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Art. VII. Obser^vations tending to establish the Identity/ ofthe Deal
Fish ofOrliney with the Vaagmaer of Iceland, By the Rev. Dr.

Fleming.

A VARIETY of circumstances have prevented me from com-

municating, at an earlier period, a notice of the addition of a

new species to the number of our British fishes, especially
the hope of obtaining more satisfactory information on the

subject. In this, however, I have been disappointed; and
must seek for consolation from the hope that the present
notice of the occurrence of a fish resembling the Vaagmaer
on our northern shores may induce those who enjoy suitable

opportunities to exert themselves in procuring entire speci-

mens, in order that more perfect descriptions of the peculiar
characters of the species may be gained for science than have

hitherto appeared.

Nearly two years ago, I received a communication from
a zealous observer of nature, Dr. Alexander S. Duguid,
physician in Kirkwall, Orkney, dated April 8. 1829. It

contained the description of a fish which had been taken

alive in Sanday, in Orkney ; and sent to him by Mr. Strang,
an enterprising agriculturist of that island. The following is

an extract from the letter of my intelligent correspondent.
" It was caught alive in the island of Sanday, and was sent

to me by Mr. Strang ;
but some time having elapsed, it was

not in so perfect a state as I could have wished, particularly
about the head. Length 3 ft.

; body excessively compressed,

particularly towards the back, where it does not exceed a

table-knife in thickness ; breadth nearly five inches, taper-

ing to the tail. Colour silvery, with minute scales; the

dorsal fin of an orange colour, occupying the whole ridge
from the head to the tail, with the rays of unequal sizes.

Caudal fin forked, the rays of each fork about 4 in. long.
Pectoral fins very minute. No ventral nor anal fins what-

ever. Vent immediately under the pectoral fins, and close

to the gill openings. Head about 4 J in. long, compressed
like the body, with a groove in the top. Gill lids formed of

transparent porous plates. Eyes an inch and a quarter in

diameter. Both jaws armed with small teeth. Lateral line

rough ; and, towards the tail, armed with minute spines

pointing forwards, and these are the only spines on the body.
I have subjoined a sketch (Jig, 34.), which may perhaps
afford some idea of the appearance of the fish, a is the posi-
tion of the vent, and b the spinous process of the snout.

Mr. Strang tells me that two or threfe specimens have been
found on the shores of the Island of Sanday this winter, as

r 4
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34

well as on former occasions; and that he has seen some
of double the size of the one sent me. On the whole, how-
ever, they are of rare occurrence. There appears to me to

be some singularity also in the structure of the head ; but, as

that part was a good deal decayed, I cannot epeak with much
certainty. There is a process connected with the upper jaw,
about 2J in. long, which appears to lie in the groove in the

top of the head, before mentioned
;
but when the mouth is

shut it is elevated at an angle represented in the pencil
sketch. The skeleton is cartilaginous."

In reply to this communication, I stated it as my opinion
that the fish referred to was the Vaagmaer, or Gymnogaster
arcticus of Brunich and the Regne Animal of Cuvier, 1st edit,

ii. 246. ;
and requested, at the same time, additional illustra-

tions of several of the particulars mentioned in the preceding
description. I was favoured with another letter, dated Octo-
ber 19. 1829, containing the following particulars:

—
"Since receiving your obliging letter of the 8th of May,

my exertions have been used to procure a specimen of the

fish which was the subject of my last communication ; and,

through the kindness ofMr. Strang of Sanday, I have at length
succeeded in getting a dried one

; which, though somewhat

imperfect, may be of use to you in clearing up any doubt
which you may have as to its nature. I have no doubt that

the dorsal fin had originally been continuous from head to

tail, though it was broken into fragments when I saw it; but
I thought it unsafe to deviate from its then existing state.

The bony process, however, attached to the snout, had

assuredly no connection with the dorsal fin ; but the head

being in a mutilated state, my account of this rested in some
measure on the authority of Mr. Strang, who had seen the

animal alive. I am afraid the present specimen will not

contribute much to the elucidation of this point. The
triangular cavity or furrow, however, on the top of the head

may still be seen. I have no doubt my statement was errone-!-

ous as to the bones being cartilaginous, having used the term
in reference merely to their appearance, and to the fact of

their being easily cut with the knife. I may mention, also,
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on the supposition that the identity is established, that the

man who caught it alive, on a sandy beach, expressed to

Mr. Strang his intention of eating it; which, as our na-

tives are not very prone to experiments of that sort, probably

implied previous experience on the subject. Mr. Strang
tells me that he remembers at least a dozen of specimens
driven on shore by bad weather, varying in size from 1 to

6 ft., and that the country people call it, not unaptly, the deal

fish. I add the description of one found on the beach of

Sanday, Dec. 2. 1817, by Mr. Lindsay, tutor to Mr. Strang's

family:
— 'Length 4^ ft. ; breadth 8 in.; thickness 1 in.,

thin at the edges, viz. back and belly. Length of the head 5 in.,

terminating gradually in a short snout. Tail consists of eight
or nine fin bones or rays, the third ray 7 in. long, the rest 4 iru

The dorsal fin reaching from the neck to the tail, rays 4 in.

long. On each side of the fish, from head to tail, a row of

prickles pointing forward, distance between each J in. Under

edge fortified by a thick ridge of blunt prickles. Pectoral fins

1 in. long, lying upwards. Skin rough, without scales (^). Co-
lour a leaden or silvery lustre; dorsal fin and tail blood-

colour. The skin or covering of the head like that of a

herring ; several small teeth ; gills red, consisting of four

layers. Heart ^ in. and red ; liVer 2i in. ; stomach 4J in.,

full of a gelatinous substance ; flesh perfectly white. Spine in

the middle of the fish ; dorsal fin connected with the spine

by bones, as in a flounder. Thin towards the back and belly,
and wears very small towards the tail. Eyes and brain out.'

"

Though the preceding descriptions do not embrace all the

particulars in the history of this fish which the systematical

zoologist may desire, there is, nevertheless, as much inform-

ation communicated as could reasonably be expected in the

peculiar circumstances of the case. The remarkable thinness

and pliancy of the fish, the absence of ventral and anal fins,

the small pectoral fins, the extended dorsal fin, the forked tail

fin, and the red colour of the two latter fins, together with
the silvery hue of the body, leave little room to doubt that

it is the Vaagmaer of Olafsen's Voyage to Iceland, p. 592,
s. 43. A translation of the description of the fish by that

author, with a copy of the figure (kindly furnished by a

friend, for I have not had an opportunity of consulting the

original) has indeed furnished materials for removing all

suspicion on the subject. Olafsen states that it is rare even
in Iceland ; it seems to approach shore at flood tide in those

places where the bottom is sandy and the shore not steep, and
where it remains until left dry. The inhabitants, he adds,
consider the fish as poisonous, because the ravens will not
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eat it. The Icelandic traveller, however, has suffered him-

self, somewhat incautiously, and in opposition to satisfactory

proof, to consider his fish as identical with the Leptilrus of

Artedi. P^ven were there no other distinguishing characters,
the absence of the caudal fin in the latter fish might of itself

have been deemed sufficient to justify its separation from the

Vaagmaer.
Baron Cuvier, in the first edition of his Regne Atii7nal,

published in 181 7, vol. ii. p. 246. adopted the genus Gymno-
gaster, which Brunich had appropriated for the reception of

the Vaagmaer. This genus depended on the following cha-

racters of the fish :
— the dorsal fin single, and extending the

whole length of the back ; a distinct caudal fin ; small pec-
toral fins; and without anal or ventral fins. In a note, how-

ever, he seems to intimate his suspicion that the absence of the

ventrals may have been occasioned by accident, in the mutilated

specimens examined by the two northern observers. In the

second edition of the Regne Animal, published in 1829, vol. ii.

f). 219., the learned author, apparently under the influence of

his former suspicions, has restored ventral fins to the Vaag-
maer, inserted it in the genus Gymnetrus, and thus suppressed
the genus Gymnogaster of Brunich. The propriety of this

change appears to me to be more than doubtful. The evi-

dence of Olafsen, Brunich, and Dr. Duguid being of a

positive kind, seems sufficient to justify the belief that the fish

«nder consideration had no ventral fins, nor is there even a

shadow of proof that it exhibited any remarkable elongation
of the anterior rays of the dorsal fin, or that the caudal fin

was elevated vertically on the tail. Yet the three characters

now referred to are those assigned by Cuvier to his genus
Oymnetrus. In the belief that in this instance he has been

misled, doubtless by an anxiety to avoid the multiplication
of useless synonymes, I feel disposed to restore the genus
Gymnogaster of Brunich, and to consider the evidence here

produced as sufficient to justify the insertion of the Vaagmaer
of Iceland among British animals.

The specimen which Dr. Duguid had the kindness to trans-

mit to me was in a dried state, and so mutilated in head and
tail as to prevent me gleaning any additional information. It

had apparently been in the sea for some time after death, as

several examples of the Lobatula vulgaris adhered to the

opercular bones, and even to the disjoined rays of the dorsal

fin. The specimen was about 22 in. in length. From the

back bone to the base of the dorsal fin 2^ in.
; length of the

iilaments of the dorsal fin nearly 2 in. Vertebrae towards the

head scarcely two tenths of an inch in length, but increasing
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to nearly half an inch towards the tail. The oral surface of the

gill-arches were covered by rather lengthened conical tuber-

cles. A portion of the groove on the head was distinctly

visible, but no trace of the bony process on the snout re-

ferred to in Dr. Duguid's description.
In recurring to the description which Mr. Hoy has given

(Linnean Transactions, vol. xl. p. 210.) of a fi^h which he con-

sidered as the Trichiurus Lepturus of Linnaeus, and which was

cast ashore in the Moray Frith after high wind from the

north, Nov. 2. 1 8 1 0, I feel disposed to refer it to the deal fish

of the Orcadians. The remains of the tail existed, consisting
of three or four soft spines or bristles of different lengths, not

exceeding 2 in. Now^, while these spines or bristles may have

been the remains of a caudal fin, they could not have been

produced even from the decomposed simple tail of the Tri-

chiilrus. The position assigned to the vent, the absence of

ventral fins, and the white colour of the sides, all accord with

the deal fish. The colour of the dorsal fin, however, which

was of a blackish green, seems to oppose this view, though
the dead state of the fish may probably serve to explain this

difference, if duly considered.

While noticing this fish of the Moray Frith, in my History

of British Animals, p. 204-., along with the description of an-

other specimen from the same estuary, and likewise referred

by the same observer to the Trichiurus Lepturus of Linnaeus,
I offered the following remarks :

— " From the preceding

descriptions, which I have been induced to give in detail, it

appears probable that the two fishe's examined by Mr. Hoy
belonged to different species. The differences in the position
of the vent, the structure of the tail, and the condition of the

edge of the belly, seem too great to justify the inference of

their being only varieties. The latter fish appears identical

with the Lepturus of Artedi, and consequently of Lin-

naeus."

The deal fish belongs to a singular group, remarkable for a

lengthened compressed form, and the skin covered with small

scales. By Cuvier they are not unappropriately termed
riband fish, but to which he has unfortunately added the

family term zfaenioides, conveying thereby an idea of relation-

ship to the tapeworm. Of the British species of this family
we may be said to possess the following :

—
1. Cepola rubescens, the band fish. Found on the south coast of

England.
2. Gymnogaster arcticus, the deal fish. North-east coast of Scotland.
3. Gymnetrus Hawkenw. Coast of Cornwall.
4-. Trichiiirus Lepturus, the blade fish. North-east coast of Scotland.

5. Lepidopus tetradens, the scale-foot. South coast of England.
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In the preceding list, the Gymnetrus HawkenzV occupies its

station on very doubtful authority; while the blade fish, as yet,
can be viewed only as a straggler. The latter term may with
truth be applied to several other species of reputed British

fishes. Those kinds of fish which are sought after as food
come frequently under the eye of the ichthyologist. Their
haunts are eagerly investigated, and ingenuity is occupied in

devising means for their capture ; but those which are deemed
useless are permitted to roam about unmolested by the net of
the fisher, and at a distance from the temptation of his bait.

Such species seldom come under the notice of the naturalist,
unless when the weakness of age and other calamities have
rendered them the sport of the waves, and consigned them
to the beach

; and few are the portions of the coast where
the eye of the naturalist habitually examines that store-

house of novelties, the rejectamenta of the sea. In the

present instance, the scientific zeal of Dr. Duguid has been
rewarded by a contribution of no small value to the British

fauna, the earnest, it may be hoped, of other rarities from the

Orkney seas.

Manse ofFlisJc^ Feb. 1. 1831.

Art. VIII. An Account of the Discoveries ofMuller and others in

the Organs of Vision of Insects and the Crustacea, By George
Parsons, Esq.

(Continuedfrom p. 134.)

Compound Eyes of the Crustaceous Animals and Insects,

The compound eyes are found in all the Crustacea, and in

^11 winged insects in their perfect state. Amongst the apterous
insects they are observed also in the two genera Machilis and

Lepisma. They do not exist in the larvae of coleopterous,

hymenopterous, dipterous, lepidopterous, nor in most of the

neuropterous insects. They occur, how^ever, in some aquatic
larvae of the Neuroptera, as the Libellulinae and jEphemeridae ;

;and in the larvae of the orders Orthoptera and Hemiptera.
Some insects seem to be blind. In the order Coleoptera, all

the species of Claviger appear to be so ; amongst the Diptera,
ihe genus Braula, a parasite living on bees, and some parasitic

species of Pupipara, Nycteribia, and Melophagus have no

eyes, or else these orga;ns are very indistinct ; and the neuters

of some species of ant are in the same state.

Of the Crustacea very few, if any, are without eyes. In

insects these organs are almost always immovable ; and

although in the genera A'chias and Diopsis, dipterous insects
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of hot climates, the eyes are fixed upon filaments, yet even

here they invariably maintain the same position in relation to

each other. In crabs, and some others of the Crustacea, the

eyes are movable, being placed upon footstalks.

The compound eyes are two in number, but the males of

some JSphemeridae possess four. The two eyes are rarely
united together, so as to form one mass : this, however, is the

case in the males of som.e hymenopterous and dipterous in-

sects ; as in the genera Cyclops, Polyphemus, &c. More

frequently they are placed very near to each other ; as in some

dipterous insects, especially in the males of the genera Culex

and Jabanus,
As the structure of the compound eyes of the articulated

animals has hitherto been either disregarded or misunder-

stood, it will, I think, be best to select for description a few

of the insects and Crustacea whose eyes appear to have been
most carefully investigated by Muller and others. This will,

it is presumed, render much more intelligible the succeeding
remarks on the diversities of form, &c., observed in the several

parts which enter into the construction of these compound
organs of vision. The compound eyes of the grey dragon-
fly have been very recently examined, apparently with great
care, by M. A. Duges; and my own observations, as far as

I have been able to carry them, confirm the accuracy of his

description r I shall begin, therefore, with the eyes of this

insect.

Compound Eyes with Facets,— The compound eye of the

common, or grey, dragon-fly (Libellula vulgaris), when ex-

amined externally, may be divided into two parts ;
one superior

and posterior, of an obscure red colour, and provided with

facets at least twice as broad as those of the other part, which
is anterior and below, and

^^
.<<^iiiitii2l7>\ ^^ ^ greyish tint. When a

^<^^\m\11 l/y7^AK?\ section of the eye is made,

f^^^^^^XMultLt //^^^\, ^® ^^^ behind the cornea

/^^^^^wiiilw^^^^^^^VA (^* ^^' ^) ^ layer of black

y^^^^^r^^^<^^<^^^^ pigment (c) ; then a broad

^^^^^'^ \\ I /^^^^3i ^^^^ (^^' orange-coloured

C^^^ \\ \
I // £::;:—itrl posteriorly, and black in

«^^^^^H //^^^^Wa ^^^^^» ^^^ ^ second zone

i

i

I Y \ Y I inS^'^
"

te)> situated within the

6^ I A ^\aet ^^^^> ^^^ appearing to be
./ nearly wholly of a somer

what deep black liue.

This latter immediately surrounds the white swelling ox

ganglion of the optic nerve (j). Each of these parts shall

now be described more in detail.
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The cornea (<z)
is thickest at the posterior part of the eye ;

the facets there being about four times as thick as they are

broad ; in that part also it may be readily seen that each facet

is separated from the adjoining ones by an opaque line, a kind

of suture, which gives to the whole of this transparent layer a

bluish tinge, and thus softens, when the eye is examined ex-

ternally, the intense colour of the pigment beneath.

The black pigment {c) forms a layer of a very dark colour ;

but its thickness is not so great as that of the cornea. MUUer

very justly regards it as identical with the pigment situated

more deeply in the eye, and which will be mentioned here-

after. At a first and cursory examination it might very

readily be supposed that this layer is perfectly continuous

beneath the cornea, so as to intercept completely the passage
of light to the parts within it

;
but a careful removal of the

internal structures of the eye, leaving this pigment untouched,
will show that, although very thick at the sutures of the facets,

where it is continuous with the pigment of the more internal

textures, it becomes, towards the centre of each facet, exceed-

ingly thin, and at the very centre no pigment can be seen ;

a minute perforation, as it were, in the layer being there

observed. If a cornea, with its layer of pigment still attached

to it, be put in water, and its internal surface be then examined

at different angles, and with a powerful magnifier, a position
will be soon found in which the light will be seen to traverse,

without obstruction, the centre of each facet. This position,

of course, varies very much, because the internal prolongations
or septa, which the pigment forms in its course towards the

centre of the eye, are necessarily cut and torn in exposing
the internal surface of the cornea ;

and consequently they
float and waver about in all directions. If the cornea is

examined out of water, these septa lie flat upon its internal

surface, and, masking in this manner the perforations, exhibit

the appearance of one continuous layer.

The presence of this layer does not therefore intercept the

passage of light, but merely diminishes its quantity. It is

found in many, if not all, the diurnal insects, and is perforated
with as many holes as there are facets on the cornea ; but, as

might indeed, a priori, be expected, it is not met with in any
of the nocturnal insects.

The zone {e)
which is observed in the section of the eye,

within the layer just described, is seen, when examined with

a powerful magnifier, to be very evidently composed of

straight and transparent cylinders, smaller at the lower and

anterior part of the eye, where the facets have the least

dimensions, than at the upper and posterior part. They are
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equal in number to the facets of the cornea. The orange
and black tints already mentioned are owing to the coloured

pigment which extends between these crystalUne cyUnders,

surrounding and insulating them throughout their whole

length {Jig, 36.fj Jig. 37. d). Besides the general difference

in size just mentioned, the cyHnders are found to be much

longer at the back than in the front of the eye ; all are per-

pendicular to the surface of the cornea, and they converge

regularly towards the centre of the eye. When examined

individually [Jig- 36./), they are seen to be exactly rectilinear

and parallel to each other, except, of course, the slight diver-

gence consequent upon their radiated arrangement. They
are cylindrical in the greater part of their length, and from

ten to tw^enty times longer than they are broad. This great

length of these diaphanous bodies is

one of the peculiarities of the eyes of

the Libellulae : it is much less in most

other insects, in which also they are

conical. Their perfect transparency
has caused them to be mistaken for

bundles oftracheae mixed with nervous

filaments ; but the absence of all lines,

whether spiral or otherwise, in their

structure, ought to have prevented this

error. They refract light in the same
manner as it is done by glass cylin-
ders. When torn and emptied, they

appear as membranous sheaths, which,
in the perfect state, contain a viscid

humour, requiring some pressure for

its expulsion. The contained humour
is coagulated by alcohol ; is of greater

density than water, in which it sinks;
and the perfect cylinders themselves

very evidently refract light when they
are immersed in water. The ex-

tremity of each cylinder, towards the

cornea, terminates in an obtuse point

{Jigs, 37, 38.y), which is inserted in

the perforations of the superficial pig-
ment already noticed. At their opposite

extremity, these bodies become sud-

denly very slender, and are then continuous with the nervous

filaments {Jig. 36. ^), which constitute part of the deeper zone
mentioned in the general description of the parts seen in a

section of the eye of the Libellula.
^.

. -
,
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_* 37

38

This zone {^fig» 35. g), of a deeper black colour than the pre-

ceding, and of greater thickness at the front than at the back

part of the eye, contains the nervous filaments, which, arising
from the bulb or ganglion of the optic nerve, terminate in the

transparent cylinders already described. Like these latter,

the filaments converge from the circumference towards the

centre, are linear, straight, and as nearly parallel as their

radiated disposition will permit ; but they are much smaller in

diameter than the cylinders, and, notwithstanding their slen-

derness, appear, under the microscope, somewhat opaque and
of a fibrous texture. Surrounded by a dark choroid secretion,

(Jig, 36. 2*), these filaments, on account of their great tenuity,
cause the pigment to appear much thicker and darker, when

regarded en masse, than that portion of it represented as

passing between the cylinders. These latter are almost in

immediate contact with each other : the nervous filaments, on

the contrary, are separated by spaces much exceeding in size

their own diameter.

In the centre of the eye is the optic ganglion {Jg, 33. J),

which, however pulpy and homogeneous it may appear at first

sight, exhibits nevertheless a fibrous and radiated structure

when submitted to moderate compression. Indeed, it may in

some degree be regarded as the optic nerve passing into the

filamentary arrangement observed a little farther fi-om the

centre.

Such are the anatomical details exhibited in the eye of the

grey Libellula and of other insects, with some modifications

to be hereafter noticed. In examining each of these parts, we

may, to a certain extent, refer them hypothetically to the
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structures forming the simple eye of the vertebrated animals.

In fact, we find in these compound eyes a nervous filament

attached to the extremity of a transparent body representing
the vitreous humour and crystalline lens ; a transparent cornea

covering externally this apparatus ; and a choroid membrane,
represented here by a coloured pigment, which surrounds, as

in the vertebrated animals, these minute organs of refraction

and sensation. We may still further remark that the pig-

ment, continuous in all parts, although varying in thickness,

forms between the cornea and the transparent or crystalline

cylinder an iris {Jig. 37. I), or at least a uvea, which allowsj

the light to pass only through the centre of the apparatus.
There is also a perforation, a true pupil> which appears black,
as in man, when examined with a powerful magnifier. The
whole of these pupils, whose axes correspond to that of the

eye of the observer, form the black and mobile spot which
has often been a source of embarrassment to those examining
these parts.
M. A. Dug^s states that he has frequently thought that

this black spot underwent changes of magnitude, like the

pupils of the mammiferous animals. Is there, as in these

latter, a contractile diaphragm ? If such be the fact, we must

suppose that the superficial pigment, which forms these in-

numerable irides, adheres to the cornea only at the circum-

ference of each facet; that it has elsewhere throughout a

perfect freedom ; and consequently that there exists a minute

space between these two organs. This, indeed, M. Dug^s
believes he has seen in a very clear section of a compound
eye. It appeared that, behind each facet, there existed a

little cavity {^fig.
3 8. m), a kind of anterior chamber, filled with

an aqueous fluid. But it is very certain that the minute size

and extreme softness of these parts, the violence to which

they must necessarily be exposed in their preparation for

examination, however carefully we may proceed, and also the

high magnifying power required for such observations, must

always render the result of these investigations somewhat
doubtful and confused.

In the Dytiscus marginalis, the vitreous or crystalline bodies

beneath the cornea are conical ;
which is their form also in

nearly all the articulated animals provided with compound
eyes. In the Libellula?, as already noticed, they are cylin-
drical. In the Dytiscus marginalis, the lateral surfaces of

these cones are coated with dark and opaque pigment, which,

however, does not appear to extend quite to the cornea : it

ceases also at the apices of the cones
; so that the nervous

filaments, for the greater part of their course, are without

Vol. IV.— No. 19. q
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this covering. Towards the bulb of the optic nerve it again

appears. (Jig, 39.)

40

In the iucanus Cervus, the cornea (Jig, 40. a) is of extra-

ordinary thickness, and its facets are accordingly so much

elongated as to appear like prisms. The cones have their

bases nearly in contact with the cornea, and at that part are

apparently without pigment ; towards their apices, where

they are attached to the nervous filaments, they are sur-

rounded with pigment of a violet colour. The nervous fila-

ments, also, in the greater part of their course from the optic

nerve, are without any investiture of coloured matter.

In the Meloe majalis, the cornea is thick, and provided
with a small number of large facets. Its inner surface is

covered with very convex and almost parabolic eminences,
which appear to be the crystalline bodies; and in contact

1
^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

with them are the nervous

filaments, which are coated

with a dark brown pigment
(Jig. 41.). In the ^schia

grandis, the crystalline bo-

dies, if they can be said to be present, are extremely small

(Jig' 42.) ;
and such also seems

to be the case with a few other

42

insects.

In the Peneus sulcatus, the eyes
are very large. Behind the very
thin cornea, which has quadran-

gular facets, is a layer of short

crystalline bodies, placed close to

each other, with their lateral sur-

faces covered with a whitish or whitish green and opaque pig-
ment. They are quadrangular,
and only about as long again as

they are wide. The filaments of

the optic nerve are invested
^ IBHlllill

throughout their whole length
with dark-coloured pigment.

(Jig, 43.) In many of the other

Crustacea, the facets of the
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cornea are hexagonal ; but in some of the lower tribes the

cornea is quite smooth and without facets : this latter cir-

cumstance, however, will be noticed again hereafter.

I shall now point out such diversities of form, &c., in these

several parts of the compound eyes, as seem to be most

deserving of notice.

The Cornea, In insects, the facets of the cornea are

hexagonal ; in the Crustacea, they are sometimes hexagonal,
sometimes quadrangular. The number of facets, according
to the observations of Swammerdam, Leuwenhoek, and others,

is here given ; but, of course, these numbers ought to be re-

garded, for the most part, merely as approximations.

ii^ormica
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with the surrounding pigment. In order to examine the form
of the organs under consideration, the eyes should be im-
mersed for some time in concentrated alcohol, which hardens
without affecting, in general, the transparency of the cones,
and so renders them easily distinguishable from the opaque
filaments of the optic nerve.

The form of these crystalline or vitreous cones varies con-

siderably in the different articulated animals provided with

them. It depends, to a certain extent, but not absolutely, on
the form of the facets. In the Crustacea with regular qua-
drangular facets, the cones are also quadrangular : in the

insects the facets are always hexagonal, but in the Phalae'nae

the cones are rounded. Their base, which is in contact, or

nearly so, with the corresponding facet of the cornea, is

sometimes flat, as in the oyster, sometimes concave ; and

generally accords with the internal surface of the facet. The
internal extremity of the cone, which is attached to the ex-

tremity of the corresponding filament of the optic nerve, is

generally pointed ; the point being formed in some abruptly, in

others gradually. Their lateral surfaces are separated merely
by the interposed pigment which invests each individually.
The dimensions of the cones also vary very much even in

the same eyes. In insects whose eyes deviate from the

spherical form, the cones are commonly longer in proportion
as the surface of the eye is more flattened, and shorter as the

eye is more convex or parabolic. In the different species of

the genus Sphinx the diameter of each cone, at its base, is to

its longitudinal axis as 1 to 5. The length, in most insects,

is very small in proportion to the diameter. In the common

oyster it is as 1 to 10.

If we keep the eyes of a /Sphinx for some time in alcohol,

the cones, retaining their transparency, become at length so

hard, that they may be detached from each other, and the

greater part or the whole of their pigment may be removed

by agitating them in water. In taking
off the cornea of an eye so hardened,

ranges or groups of cones will often be

separated from their nervous filaments,

and remain adherent to the cornea ; for

the texture of these bodies in such cases

rarely gives way. Sometimes the fila-

ments of the nerves are torn, portions

remaining attached to the points of the

cones.

Fig, 44. represents cones insulated and
in groups, taken from the eye of aA^phinx,
and magnified, a exhibits a group of
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Cones deprived of the cornea, and separated from the filaments

of the optic nerve. The pigment is in part removed, but frag-
ments are still seen in the spaces between the pointed extremi-

ties, b shows some single cones, either with some pigment
still adhering, or altogether deprived of it. In this latter

state they are nearly as transparent as glass, c represents
some cones deprived of their pigment, but with portions of

nervous filaments still attached to them, d \s o. group of

cones slightly connected together by means of the pigment.
When the cornea is carefully removed from the surface of

the cones, this latter exhibits the appearance of a network

of rounded and whitish spaces, the boundaries being formed

l)y the pigment penetrating between the sides of the cones.

. The Filaments of the Optic Nerve. If, together with the

cornea, we remove all the crystalline or vitreous cones, by
detaching them at their junction with the nervous filaments,

the extremities of these filaments will become visible in the

mass of investing pigment; the whole appearing under the

form of a convex surface, generally concentric with the con-

vexity of the eye. On account of the very small size of these

filaments, they will appear like minute white points regularly
distributed through a dark-colom-ed velvety mass.

The filaments extend from the bulb of the nerve in a

radiating direction, preserving throughout their whole length
the same thickness. In their course they traverse the deeper

pigment, and are united to the corresponding points of the

transparent cones ; so that the number of filaments, of cones,

and of facets, is always the same. The length of the fila-

ments, in relation to that of the cones, varies considerably.
In the ^Sphinges, the filaments are nearly four times as long
as the cones. The soft texture of these prolongations of the

optic nerve prevents our being able to divest them completely
of their investing pigment.
The Pigment of the Eyes. The interstices of the cones

and of the nervous filaments are filled with pigment and

extremely minute tracheal branches, which latter in general
communicate with a larger trachea forming a circle round the

eye. This tissue of tracheae and pigment may be designated
as the choroid membrane of the eyes of insects.

In most insects, an external or superficial and an internal

pigment are usually described ; they are, however, in all

cases, continuous with each other. The superficial layer or

portion gives to the eye its proper colour ; it is often distin-

guishable from the deeper portion by a clearer, more vivid,

and varying hue. It is red in the species of O'scinis ; clear

yellow in the ^pis retiisa ; bluish orange, brown, red brown,
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or green, in the Orthoptera; brownish yellow, brown, red

brown, or green, in the Coleoptera ; and in both these orders

it partakes of the general colour of the skin of the insects.

It is golden yellow in the Hemerobius perla, and in many
dipterous insects. In some of the Diptera and Orthoptera,
it is also marked with points and bands of different colours ;

a circumstance which will be again noticed. Occasionally its

hue varies even in the same genus.
The deeper or more internal pigment, lying between the

apices of the cones, and between the nervous filaments, ex-

hibits much fewer diversities of tint in different insects. It

differs also from the superficial layer, in its colour being

altogether uninfluenced by that of the general covering of
the body. Its most remarkable colours are the following:
a clear red, in that portion near the apices of the cones in

the Mantides ; a red purple in many of the Diptera, as in the

common fly ; a violet in the ^latta orientalis ; a violet blue

in the Phalae^nae, and in the more internal parts of the eye
of the Mantides ; a blue black and black in the bees, and in

most of the Coleoptera and Lepidoptera.
In general the colour becomes darker in proceeding from

the exterior to the interior of the eye ; sometimes also

brighter tints, or different colours, are observed in this internal

portion of the pigment ; this is seen in many of the Orthop-
tera, but especially in the Mantides.

In the Mantis religiosa, the cones near the cornea are

invested with a clear yellow brown pigment {^g. 45. a); more

internally they are provided with a pigment of a reddish

violet hue, which extends beyond the apices of the cones (b).

In this section of the eye the cones apparently do not extend

to the optic filaments, and the interval seems to be filled

with this second layer
of pigment. Whether

any other transparent
structure connects the

cones with their cor-

responding nervous fi-

laments, is at present
unknown; but, if such
be not the case, it

must be inferred that

this red pigment occu-

pying the space be-

tween these two sets of

organs, is itself trans-

parent in the living
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iiisect; for, otherwise, the light would be intercepted in its

passage to the optic nerve. This second layer of pigment
terminates abruptly at the extremities of the nervous fila-

ments; the interstices of these latter being filled with a

third layer of a deep blue violet colour (c). At 6? a bundle

of filaments with the adherent pigment is seen partly detached

and bent aside ; and at e the under surface of the second

layer is represented, marked with dark violet spots, the traces

of its union with the third and more deeply coloured layer.
Of course, as the interstices of the optic filaments become
narrower in their approach to the bulb of the nerve, the

colour of the pigment becomes also, in appearance, of a fainter

hue.

In the Gryllus hieroglyphicus, three distinct layers of

pigment are found ; and in the common oyster, the variation

of colour is still greater.
The surface of the superficial layer also occasionally ex-

hibits diversities of colour. In the Gryllus lineola, the

pigment beneath the cornea, or, more correctly, between the

bases of the cones, is radiated with greenish brown tints,

giving to the eye, when examined externally, a striated aspect.
This is observed also in the Gryllus vittatus Fahr.^ whose

very large, slightly convex, and elliptical eye is radiated with

yellowish brown, in a direction from above and in front,

downwards and backwards. It is remarkable, however, that

this diversity of the superficial colours is commonly met
with only in the orthopterous insects, whose metamorphosis
is incomplete, and which, during the growth of their eyes,
several times renew the cornea, or its outer layer. In addi-

tion to the Orthoptera, this organisation is only met with in

some of the Diptera, in the species of Chrysops whose eyes
are marked with red purple points, and in the species of

Tabanus which have green eyes marked with red purple

stripes. In the orthopterous insects, it will be observed, also,

that the pigment nearest the cornea corresponds very closely
in hue, &c., with the colour of the common integuments of
the body ; the eye, in general, displaying the most brilliant

tints when the body is most vividly coloured.

Compound Eyes "without Facets. — Schaffer (in his Naturge-
schichte des Krebsartigen Kiefenfusses, Regensburg, 1 756, sect.

68.) gave the first accurate description of the compound eye of
the Monoculus apus. The cornea, which is continuous with
the common integument of the body, and with it may be

removed, is smooth and without facets. After the removal
of the cornea, there is seen a dark-coloured mass, presenting
on its convex surface a dense aggregate of very small semi-*
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circular eminences, terminating internally in points which
are embedded in the dark-coloured pigment, and there at-

tached to the extremities of the white tuft-like filaments of
the optic nerve. These transparent cones have, however,

only their internal and more slender

extremities inserted in the dark violet-

coloured pigment, their upper and larger
end extending above and out of the

*—T(nnflDI)/inrfn/nni^(fff W^^ ^^ coloured matter. Fig. 46. re-

^fy[lfllry/V^"/x.i presents a section of the eye of the

Monoculus apus, as seen under the microscope. a, the

uncovered and rounded ends of the crystalline l3odies, their

apices being concealed in the dark pigment ; b, the white tuft-

like filaments of the optic nerve, which are attached to the

apices of the crystalline bodies.

The cornea is without any trace of facets, and is thrown
oflp and reproduced with the skin. A similar structure of the

eye probably exists in all the Monoculi and inferior Crus-

tacea. In the Daphniae, the crystalline bodies are pear-shaped,

very short, and few in number ; their smaller extremities only
are inserted in the dark pigment. The cornea is without

facets. The same kind of organisation is observed in the

genus Limnadia of Brongniart ; and, according to Dalman's

representation, the surface of the eyes of Trilobites is similar

to what is seen in the Monoculus apus. In the Gammarus
Pulex there is this difference, that the eye is immovable.

Fig. 47. represents a
48 section of the whole

P eye of the Gdm-
Q S^ marus Pdlex. Fig.

48. represents some
of the crystalline bo-

dies detached.

The eyes of the Cyamus Ceti, or whale louse, appear at

first sight to be simple, on account of their extraordinary
minuteness ; but, under the microscope, there can be seen an

aggregation of semicircular and transparent crystalline bodies

lying beneath a smooth cornea, and projecting through a

stratum of dark pigment. The eye, however, is so small as

to prevent any accurate examination of its several parts being-

made.
From this statement it becomes tolerably certain that the

crystalline bodies, sometimes conical, at others pyriform, are

organs corresponding to those commonly found in the com-

pound eyes of the other Crustacea and of insects, with this

difference, that here the cornea has no facets, and that

0C75
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the exterior end of these transparent bodies is always
rounded ; in which latter respect, and in the circumstance of

these ends not being covered with pigment, an approxima-
tion is seen to what is observed in the simple eyes. In some

other points of view the pyriform bodies in the eyes of the

Daphniae and Gammarus Pulex resemble more the lenses

of the simple eyes, as they are found aggregated together
in the Onisci, &c. These latter, however, (the aggregated

simple eyes) always possess, besides the spherical lens, a con-

vex projection of the cornea, and a round vitreous humour,
but never these transparent conical bodies. The eyes of

the Monoculus apus differ most from the aggregated simple

eyes; for in them the conical bodies are long, slender, and

very numerous. It is certainly best at present to separate
the compound eyes without facets of the lower crustaceous

animals, on account of their peculiarities, both from the com-

pound eyes with facets of insects and the Crustacea, and froni

the aggregates of simple eyes of the Onisci, &c.

In the Daphniae and Branchipus the eyes are movable,
like those placed on pedicles in the Crustacea; in the Mon-
oculus apus, Gammarus PWex, and Cyamus Ceti, they are

immovable.
"

I shall conclude this descriptive part with a general survey
of the four chief forms exhibited by the eyes of the articu-

lated animals.

1. Simple Eyes provided mth a Lens.—They contain a

lens and a cup-shaped expansion of the retina, the latter

being covered externally with a layer of pigment. The lens

is round, elliptical, or cylindrical, according to the form of

the eye.
i. A lens and a vitreous body, with a circular band of

pigment between the two. Examples of this structure are

found in the scorpions and spiders; and, among insects, in

the simple eyes of the larva of the Dytiscus marginalis ; pro-

bably also in the Mantis religiosa and Gryllus hierogly-

phicus.
ii. A lens without any evident vitreous body. Of this kind

are the simple eyes of the Tfettigonia tympanum, the Libel-

lula quadrimaculata, and a few others, together with those of

the *Scolopendras.
2. Aggregated Simple Eyes provided mth Lenses,—The

simple eyes with lenses are commonly aggregated together
into a mass containing from twenty to forty. Each eye cor-

responds to a special convexity of the Cornea, but there are

no true facets. The genera Zulus, Lepisma, Cymothoa,
Oniscus, &c., afford examples.
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3. Compound Eyes mth Facets.—These contain, behind

thin or prismatic facets, transparent bodies connected with

the filaments of the optic nerve, and having their lateral

surfaces coated with a pale or dark-coloured, but in all cases

opaque, pigment. They are found in the perfect Crustacea

and insects.

In most insects and Crustacea the transparent bodies are

longer than they are broad; forming, in the direction of

their axes, transparent cones or cylinders, of variable length.
There are, however, a few instances in which these trans-

parent bodies behind the cornea are of extremely small

extent in the direction of their axes, less so indeed than in

the transverse direction; as in the Fespa Crabro, Libellula

quadrimaculata, ^schna grandis, and in different species
of fly.

4. Compound Eyes without Facets,— To this division be-

long the eyes of the Monoculi, and of a few others of the

inferior Crustacea.

These eyes contain, behind a common and transparent
cornea without facets, certain crystalline bodies, rounded

above and pointed below ; the apices or points being inserted

in a stratum of dark pigment, above which the rounded

heads project. The apices are connected with the filaments

of the optic nerve. These crystalline bodies are either long
and conical, as in the Monoculus apus; or short and

pyriform, as in the Daphniae and Gammarus Pulex. Their

number is very considerable in the Monoculus apus, ap-

proximating in this respect to the cones in the compound
eyes of insects ; smaller in the Gammarus, and still less in

the other Monoculi and in the whale louse (Cyamus Ceti).

(To be continued.)

Art. IX. On the Natural History of the Bee.

By W. L., of Selkirkshire.

Sir,

It seems to have been ascertained that every bee that

leaves the hive in the morning gathers honey and pollen from

only one species of flower throughout the day, adhering closely

to the species.
From my own observations I have been constrained to

acquiesce in this curious fact. Bnt we always find that

every habit of insect, bird, or beast, has a positive use, or

corresponds to some law of its existence, and there appeared

nothing to induce us to suppose this habit of bees to be ano-
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malous. I was puzzled in seeking for the reasons ; chiefly
because all the honey and pollen brought home by the bees,

exce{)t the very small quantity appropriated for the queen,
is stored in the cells indiscriminately. Although we would

naturally be led to suppose that the pollen from the crocus,
which we know they are eager to obtain, and which is identi-

cally the same and has similar medicinal qualities with saffron,

would hardly answer the same purpose as that extracted from
the flowers of the cabbage, turnip, or gooseberry bush, it yet
seems that nature has rendered the constitution of these in-

sects, though perhaps the most tender and delicate in existence,

equal and fit for the digestion ofthem all. To-day, however, I

observed a circumstance which seems to throw some light upon
the subject. A bee was ranging among the flowers of a holly-

hock, all hoary with the peculiar ash-coloured pollen of the

plant, and I was greatly interested (while continuing to follow

it with my eye) to notice that it went quickly round the bottom
of the cup at the junction of the petals, and made a brief stop
between each, showing a precise and intimate knowledge of the

plant, and ofwhere the hone}'^ was only to be found. This sug-

gested the great use and economy of every species of plant hav-

ing a certain and arranged division of bees employed for its

particular spoliation ; which, I make no doubt, there is : for

it requires only a single thought on the matter, to lead any one
to this conclusion, who has at all considered the prodigious effect

that constant habit and practice have, in the rapid acquirement
of unhesitating facility and correctness of execution in whatever
is done by the instrumentality of mind or muscle. We can
be at no loss to imagine the embarrassment of the spirited
little creature, which has, for the first time of its busy life, been

employed in foraging among the aromatic branches of a wil-

low, where it has been rioting, in gay and glorious luxury,

during the ten days of vernal beauty and delight that the
(Salix pentandria continues bespangled with her golden and
odoriferous palms ; and we can think, only for a moment, of
its surprise and mortification, if it were to be ordered off* some

morning, with a party destined to collect their burden from a
bank of whins. * There every thing is different. The cat-

kins of the willow hang open to the sun, and vibrating in the
noon tide breeze

; but the close-pent inner flower of the gorse
is a box or case opening with a spring, into which the bee

*
It is very seldom that bees collect the pollen of the broom, but thej

do collect this narcotic material in small quantities. One at a time may
be observed, at long intervals, dropping upon the resting-board of the hive,
where it is quite easy to distinguish them, as they are totally covered with
the bright yellow powder which they have brought away. What do they
want it for ?
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must enter by an effort to obtain the pollen ; the position of

which on the anthers, and the form of the stamens and anthers

themselves, are such that her former experience would avail

her little. If from the gorse she were to be sent to the daisy,
from the daisy to the hawthorn, and so on ; such a jack of all

trades would do little good. But, no question, things are

better ordered among bees ; for we find throughout all na-

ture a beautiful adaptation and most wonderful economy ; one

single operation often tending to several effects.

Selkirk, Nov. 1831. W. L.

Art. X. On a beautiful Nidus of a Spider, arid a Hymenopterous
Parasitefound within it. By A. H. Davis, Esq. F.L.S.

Sir,

During a stay of some weeks at Wanstead, in Essex, last

summer, I met with four specimens of the beautiful nidus

described and figured in your Magazine. (Vol. II. p. 104.) In

every instance, however, mine were attached to the trunks of

trees, full 6 ft. from the ground. The first I took about the

middle of June, and the remaining three towards the close of
that month, or very early in July. They were pendulous,
and firmly fixed to the bark by silken cords, which extended
a considerable distance from the narrow neck of the nests. I

placed them near to the fire, to destroy the inhabitants, being
anxious to secure the nests without injury. They are cer-

tainly of most exquisite workmanship ; their colour the

purest white, and their texture resembling tough silver or tis-

sue paper, but of a more silky character.

Being anxious to ascertain whether the opinions of your
correspondents were correct *, in considering them as the

work of spiders, sanctioned, too, as they were, by the com-
munication of so able an entomologist as the Rev. Mr. Kirby f,

I resolved on opening one of the nests. A few days since, I

accordingly divided one longitudinally, and, to my great sur-

prise, I found, in the broadest portion of the cavity, a hymen-
opterous insect, at first somewhat resembling Cynips aptera,
but not one fourth its size, and, like that, destitute of wings;
but, on subsequent examination, it appeared more nearly
allied to the /chneumonidae. Whether, in separating the

nidus, I had the misfortune to sever the head, I know not ;

but on afterwards placing the insect on card, that important

portion was missing. I deeply regret that its decapitation

prevents my referring it with certainty to any genus. The
* Vol. II. p. 104. Vol. III. p. 458. t Vol. II. p. 405.
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narrow portion of the nidus, in which the eggs were depo-
sited, was divided from the broader by a silken curtain of the

same material as the external portion ; within this were the

remains, apparently, of some larvae, one or two of which were
also in the superior cavity ; but of the nature of these, even

with the aid of a high magnifier, I could form no satisfactory

opinion.
1 opened another nest, but in that there was no occupant ;

and the nest of eggs at the upper end was firmly agglutinated

together, having a convex surface ; whereas, in the former, the

shapeless masses which I observed were scattered. On hold-

ing the other specimens to a strong light, they appear per-

fectly transparent at the broad, and opaque at the narrow, end,

exhibiting no appearance of any inmate.

At first I was disposed to think I had discovered a new
fact in entomology, and began to adjudge the merits of the

construction of so beautiful a piece of architecture to the

hymenopterous insect. Doubts, however, sprang up in my
mind, which were confirmed on turning to your pages, where
I found Mr. Kirby decidedly of opinion that the nidus was
the work ofa spider, and that your correspondent W. B. B. W.
(Vol. III. p. 458.) asserted his having reared spiders from

analogous nests. On consideration, it was obvious that, if

the hymenopterous insect were the architect, and the nest had
been finished on the internal side, each would have been
inhabited ; I therefore came to the conclusion that the insect

I found was a parasite.
Till I had commenced this paper, it did not occur to me to

refer to Kirby and Spence ; but, on doing so, I find those

authors allude to the subject in the chapter on the diseases

of insects, wherein they describe the attacks of those /chneu-
monidae which are parasitical on eggs. They state,

"
Though

the animals we are speaking of usually destroy only a single

^gg, yet some appear not so to confine themselves. GeofFroy
informs us that the larva of one of the ichneumons whose
females are without wings (Cryptus Fab.) devours the eggs of
the nests of spiders, and from its size

(it
is nearly a quarter

of an inch long) it must require several of them to bring it

to maturity." [Geoff. Hist, Ins., par. ii. 361. Kirby and Spence,
vol. iv. p. 218.) That the insect so mentioned by Geoffroy
is the same, or at least congenerous, with the one I have dis-

covered, I do not doubt ; more especially as he refers to the
female being apterous : but I am inclined to believe that,
in the nidus I have described, the larvae have been hatched,
and that the loose and light portions in the inferior cavity are
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simply the skins of the young spiders, something resembling

many legs being apparent.
Under any circumstances, I apprehend the fact of such a

parasite occurring in our own country has never been re-

corded, and you will probably deem it of sufficient interest to

allow the present article to appear in your useful miscellany.
I am, Sir, yours, &c.

London^ Feb, 7. 1831. A. H. Davis.

Art. XI. Description of a beautiful Tree. By John F. M. Dovas-

TONj Esq. A.M., of Westfelton, near Shrewsbury.
" Hamlet. Do you see nothing there ?

Queen. Nothing at all j yet all that is, I see." Hamlet.

" You cannot see the wood for trees." Ray's Proverbs.

It was now the middle of May ; the trees had fully put
forth their bright fresh leaves, and the green fields were luxu-

riant in a profusion of flowers. We had travelled through a

fine country ; when, descending the slope of a wooded valley,

we were struck with delight and admiration at a tree of extra-

ordinary appearance. There were several of the sort, dis-

persed singly, and in groups, over the plains and grassy
knolls. One we shall attempt to describe, though well aware

how feeble is the most florid description to depict an idea of

so magnificent an object. In height it exceeded 50 ft., the

diameter of its shade was nearly 90 ft., and.the circumference

of the bole 1 5 ft. : it was in full leaf and flower, and in appear-
ance at once united the features of strength, majesty, and

beauty ; having the stateliness of the oak, in its trunk and

arms ; the density of the sycamore, in its dark, deep, massy

foliage ; and the graceful featheriness of the ash, in its waving
branches, that dangled in rich tresses almost to the ground.
Its general character as a tree was rich and varied, nor were

its parts less attractive by their extreme beauty when sepa-

rately considered. Each leaf was about 18 in. in length; but

nature, always attentive to elegance, to obviate heaviness, had

at the end of a very strong leaf-stalk divided it into five, and

sometimes seven, leafits, of unequal length, and very long
oval shape, finely serrated. These leafits were disposed in a

circular form, radiating from the centre, like the leaves of the

fan palm, though placed in a contrary plane to those of that

magnificent ornament of the tropical forests. The central,

or lower, leafits were the largest, each of them being 10 in.

in length and 4 in. in breadth, and the whole exterior of the fo-

liage being disposed in an imbricated form, having a beautifully
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light and palniated appearance. The flowers, in which the

tree was profuse, demand our deep admiration and attention :

each group of them rose perpendicularly from the end of the

young shoot, and was in length 14 in., like a gigantic hya-
cinth, and quite as beautiful, spiked to a point, exhibiting a

cone or pyramid of flowers, widely separate on all sides, and
all expanded together, principally white, finely tinted with

various colours, as red, pink, yellow, and buff, the stamina

forming a most elegant fringe amid the modest tints of the

large and copious petals. These feathery blossoms, lovely in

colours and stately in shape, stood upright on every branch

all over the tree, like flowery minarets on innumerable verdant

turrets. We had thus the opportunity of ascertaining that it

belonged to that class of Linnaeus consisting entirely of rare

plants, the Heptandria, and the order Monogynia ; the natural

order Trihilatse; and the A'cera of Jussieu.

The natives informed us that the fruit ripens early in

autumn, and consists of bunches of apples, thinly beset with

sharp thorns, each when broken producing one or two large
kernels, about 2 in. in circumference, of the finest bright ma-

hogany colour without, and white within ; that the tree is

deciduous, andjust before its fall changes to the finest tints of

red, yellow, orange, and brown. When divested of its luxu-

riant foliage, the buds of the next year appear like little

spears, which through the winter are covered with a fine

glutinous gum, evidently designed to protect the embryo
shoots within, as an hybernaculum, from the severe frosts of

the climate, and which glisten in the cold sunshine like dia-

monds. It has the strange property of performing the whole
of its vigorous shoot, nearly a yard long, in the short space
of three weeks, employing all the rest of the year in convert-

ing it into wood, adding to its strength, and varying its beauty.
The wood when sawn is of the finest snowy whiteness. The
tree is easily raised

;
indifferent as to soil, climate, or situation ;

removed with safety, of quick growth, thrives to a vast age
and size

; subject to no blight or disease ; in the earliest spring

bursting its immense buds into that vigour, exuberance, and

beauty, which we have here feebly attempted to describe.

The natives said it was originally brought from the east of

Asia, but grows freely in any climate, and in their tongue its

name is designated by a combination of three words, signifying

separately, a noble animal, an elegant game, and a luscious

kernel. Had Linnaeus seen this tree, he would have assuredly
contemplated it with delightful ecstasy, and named it the

./^sculus Hippocastanum.
Westfelton, near Shrewsbury^ John F. M. Dovaston.

4pn7l. 1830.
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Art. XII. Description of the Jaw and Teeth of a Mammoth, and

ofsome other Fossils, found in a Flint Quarry in the Neighbour-
hood of Chatham; being the Substance of a Lecture delivered

to the Philosophical and Literary Society of that Town by
Robert Dadd, Esq. Communicated by Mr. Dadd.

Several months since I received information that an enor-

mous jaw, with teeth in it, had been discovered in a flint

quarry at Luton, a village in the neighbourhood of this town,
situate in the midst of the transverse valley of the chalk form-

ation, at the mouth of which, and where it opens into the

river Medway, this town is seated. I lost no time in pro-

ceeding to the spot, and securing these interesting relics ;

when I also effected an arrangement with the proprietor of

the quarry for receiving whatever else of the kind he should
in future discover there. Several portions of bones, and
several teeth of different genera, have since been obtained.

1. The jaw, which, before I arrived at the spot, had been
reduced to fragments and dispersed, measured 2 ft. from the

front to the angles : its figure is described to be like that

formed by the arms of a man stretched out horizontally
before him ; making the tips of the fingers of each hand to

touch, and giving, at the same time, a slight curve to the

arms and fingers. At the thickest part, that which included

the teeth, it was, as near as I could ascertain, 8 in. through;
but, in consequence of its fragmentary state when I obtained

it, I am unable to give a fuller account of it, except that its

structure was cancellated, and indicated that the animal was

young at the time of its destruction.

2. The teeth, two in number, occupied the opposite sides

of the jaw : they measure, from front to back, 7 in. ; across

the centre of the crown, 2f in. ; from the crown to the radical

processes (which are broken off), 5f in. The plates, made

apparent on the crown by attrition in mastication, are eight
in number in each, and are perfectly divided from each other

by the intervention of the crusta petrosa ; the average thick-

ness of the plates is xb in. ; the thickness of the crusta

petrosa is rather less than that of the plates ; three, or per-

haps four, of the back plates are missing : taking these into

account, seven plates have not yet appeared on the crown.

The crusta petrosa was soft when the specimens were first

discovered, but it has now become hard
;

it is very greedy of

water, and adheres strongly to the tongue. {Jig. 49. a.)

3. A tooth of an animal of the same genus as the last, but

of a different species, and an older animal : the general form

is the same as of them, but it differs, I think, specifically. It

measures, from front to back, 9 in. ; the width across the centre
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®®^^J)®^^
rt, Crown of mammoth tooth.

c, Plate of tooth partly worn. d. Crown.
b, Plate of tooth completely worn.

e. Outside of jaw. /, Inside of jaw

of the crown is 3 in.
; length, from the top of the crown to the

extremity of the radical processes, 4^ in. The plates are four-

teen in number, and are perfectly divided from each other by
the crusta petrosa ; one of the front plates is missing ; two of

the back plates have not appeared on the crown : the thick-

ness of the plates is three tenths of an inch ; the crusta petrosa
is of the same thickness, and was in nearly the same state as

the preceding two. (For the specific difference in the teeth

see ^, c.)

4. A number of loose plates of teeth of the above de-

scription.
5. Bones. The lower articulating portion of the radius,

with about two thirds of the shaft. Numerous cancellae make

up the greater part of the epiphysis of this bone
;
and the

porous texture of the whole indicates youth. The longest dia-

meter of the epiphysis is 6 in. ; the shortest, 4 in. ; circumfe-

rence of the shaft at its largest part, 12in. ; at its smallest,

9jin.; length of the fragment, lOin. ; supposed entire length
of the bone, 1 6 in.

Portion of a tibia. Its structure is cancellated, and the

epiphyses are broken away. Length of this fragment, 8 in. ;

the entire breadth was probably not less than 22 in.
;
circum-

ference at the largest part, 10 in.; at the smallest, 1\m,
There is no cavity for marrow, its place being occupied by
cancellae.

Portions of vertebrae, heads of ribs, the scapulae, and heads

of the greater limb bones. These are all so much broken as

to prevent their appropriation to any one in particular.

Three of the bones of the foot, the articulating surfaces

much worn and broken.

6. Fragments of the tusks. One of them measures 12 in.

Vol. IV. —No. 19. R
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in length, and, being about one third of the substance, gives
a diameter for the entire tusk of 18 in. It is a portion near

the base, and shows the alveolar cavity ; the surface of which
is full of canals and tubes for the passage of vessels.

The whole of these remains bear evident marks of having
been exposed to the violent action of hard and weighty sub-

stances
;
and being found buried under a thick bed of dis-

placed and transported flints leaves no doubt that the skeletons

of the animals were crushed by the falling of these hard and

weighty masses upon them, and scattered by the flood that

drove them along.
Tooth of deer, a grinder. The size of this tooth indicates

the animal to which it belonged to have been gigantic. The
radical processes are broken off*. Its length, from the crown to

the radical processes, \^ in.; from front to back, Ijin. ;

thickness at the base, three quarters of an inch.

Part of grinder of -Hippopotamus. This is of the size

usually found in diluvial deposits, and answers to Professor

Buckland's figure very correctly.

Grinding tooth of tapir ? with a portion of the jaw attached.

The thickness of the jaw including it is 1 J in. ; length from
front to back seven eighths of an inch ; thickness five eighths
of an inch. [d^e,f.)
An account of the geological situation of the remains of a

former world may prove interesting. I have mentioned that

they were found in a transverse valley of the chalk formation.

This valley opens into the valley of the river (Medway),
between Chatham church and Fort Pitt. Its northern side is

i3ounded by a steep ridge, being the basset edge of the upper
chalk ; its southern side is formed of sloping chalk hills,

between which small vales open into it
;
these are rather

numerous. The length of the valley, from the mouth to its

termination, is about three miles ;
its width from half a mile

to one eighth of a mile. The precipitous side is scarcely
covered with soil; the slope is covered over with diluvial

deposits, being the ruins of the chalk and plastic clay ; the

whole bottom or drift of the valley is covered with a dilu-

vial deposit also, consisting of fragmentary rolled chalk,

flints, clay, and sand, of the thickness of from 2 ft. to

12 ft. When this deposit is removed, the chalk upon which
it reposes is found to have been much worn and gullied

by a powerful stream of water. In the centre of the val-

ley, lying upon the chalk in these gullies, the remains in

question were found, embedded in a mixed mass of ^rolled

chalk, displaced flints, and clay, of about 2 ft. in thickness :
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this was covered over by a deposit of flints and clay, 6 ft.

thick, over vs^hich the alluvial and vegetable soil is placed.
The bones, &c., are not found contiguously, but scattered at

distances of from 2 ft. to 50 ft, battered, and a little water-

worn ; and afford one proof among a multitude of others of

a great revolution or catastrophe having completely altered

the face of the earth in this part. A description of that part
of the chalk formation which I have had opportunities of

observing frequently, and a brief account of the deposits that

lie upon it, may enable us to appreciate the nature, and per-

haps go some way towards ascertaining the cause, of that con-

vulsion which has modified this small portion of country ;

and, I presume, the whole of that portion also which is now, or

has been, covered by the chalk. From the river at Durham to

the hill above Detling is a distance of ^\e miles, and it is occu-

pied by a ridge of chalk hills, in height from 500 ft. to

600 ft. ;
it is a portion of the southern edge of the London

basin. Following the river downwards, these hills gradually
decrease in height till we arrive at Rochester, below which

the chalk dips northerly under the river, and reappears on its

opposite bank. On the north-east of the town of Chatham
the chalk forms a long ridge, being the basset of the valley
before mentioned ; it gradually slopes in a northerly direction

to, and dips finally under, the river at the extremity of the

dockyard : this is a distance altogether of five miles. From

Detling Hill to Upchurch, in a north-east direction, the dis-

tance is also five miles. This tract, for about half a mile's dis-

tance, is overspread with a stiff red clay, mingled with great

quantities of displaced flints, broken, but not rounded. The
remainder of it is occupied by the sands and clay of the plas-
tic clay formation, the thickness of the beds of which at and
near IJpchurch is more than 100 ft. From Upchurch to the

dockyard is a distance of 4^ miles : this line is along the

river and its marshes, and is all occupied by the plastic clay,

sands, and gravel. The depth of the deposits thus covering
the water-worn surface of the chalk does not generally
exceed 4 or 5 ft., except where the members of the plastic

clay occur in situ, which is towards the banks of the river,

when their thickness sometimes equals what has been men-
tioned.

The first thing which strikes a geological observer in this

district is the destruction of the continuity of the chalk range,
and the passage of the river through the deep valley formed

by that act. The next phenomena are the formation of trans-

verse valleys, exhibiting on one side a 'basset of the chalk,
R 2
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and on the other slopes (interrupted by vales of similar con-

struction to the transverse valleys) covered by diluvial depo-
sits

;
and the fact that these transverse valleys turn into the

river valley, forming, altogether, a complete system of drain-

age to this portion of country, namely, that lying to the

south-Vilest of the great transverse valley of Chatham. The
remainder of it, included within the limits above-mentioned,
has a gentle inclination towards the river, and is consequently
drained into it in another way.

It is evident, from the nature of its organic remains, that

the chalk was deposited at the bottom of a former ocean ; and

also, from its stratification, that its original position was per-

fectly horizontal : it has emerged from beneath the waters, and
the horizontality of its strata is changed to a dip varying from

10 to 30 degrees. The repetition of the usual phenomena of

nature for a thousand centuries would not have produced these

effects ; except volcanic phenomena on a great scale, we
know of no existing power capable of producing such effects.

The present geological appearances are such as indicate the

action of an enormous and sudden powder, operating as great
and as sudden changes. Let us look at the river valley, the

transverse valleys, and their small vales, and we shall perceive
evidence of a great alteration of the original position of the

mass of chalk ;
its upper beds have suffered very great dis-

ruption and waste. The river valley, and the others connected

with it, have originated, I believe, in the bursting asunder of

the upper chalk beds, to the depth of from 60 to 600 ft. ; the

fracture which produced them also loosened great portions,
and caused the shattering, Assuring, and slipping of the

neighbouring portions, so evident to all who diligently observe

the chalk. The main edge, or basset, to the south, is in-

dented by numerous bays and promontories regularly alter-

nating, the angles of which are worn round and smooth ; the

feet and hollows are covered by a talus of water-worn frag-

ments, among which many flints are found irregularly dis-

persed ;
and this is the case with the basset edges in all the

valleys and vales. The mouths of the transverse valleys,
where they open into the river valley, are more or less choked

by an accumulation of gravel, flints, sand, and rolled chalk

fragments; which have evidently been placed there by an
active current of water, which has flowed from the older and
lower over the younger and higher strata, with great force,

and evidently occupying the river valley to the tops of the

hills : consequently the same waters covered the whole dis-

trict, and flooded even to the tops of the ridge of the great or
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southern basset. The rush of these waters was in the direction

of the river, the course of which is east. The mouths of the

transverse valleys are deflected by the current. This flood,

it appears to me, took its direction from the Weald to the

east; and we consequently find the remains of the chalk and

plastic clay distributed far in that direction, spreading over

Essex and Suffolk, and into the North Sea. The order in which
the ruins lie are, first, from the basset for from four to six

miles over the slopes, in the bottoms of the vales, transverse

valleys, and river valleys, we find displaced flints, stiff red clay,
and sands; secondly, great accumulations of flint, pebbles,

sand, and some rolled chalk, lying in cavities and on the sur-

faces of the plastic and London clays ; lastly, sand, pebbles, and
rounded chalk and clay. In these diluvial beds many remains of

the larger animals, such as those ofwhich the fi^gments 1 have
above described are portions, are buried, with several others.

The cause of the phenomena I have noticed above, I believe

to be the samew^hich effected the Weald denudation; namely,
a power acting from the central regions of the globe towards
its circumference, elevating the strata, and in the focus of its

action not only raising but shattering and loosening them ;

thus rendering them a prey to the flood occasioned by the

convulsion.

It would be beyond the limit of a notice of this kind, to enter

fully into the discussion of the connection of the chalk of Kent
with that of Sussex ; but that they were originally connected
I have no doubt, nor that that connection covered what we
now call the Wealds of Kent and Sussex.

Art. XIII. On the Temperature of the Atmosphere on different
Parts of the Earth's Surface, By Mr. W. H. White, H.M.C.S.

Man, the rational inhabitant of the earth, does not depend
alone upon the extent, soil, and position of any portion of the

earth's surface for his comforts, but also upon its climate or

temperature. The atmosphere is composed of a thin fluid

mass of matter, which gravitates towards the earth, and re-

volves with it both in its diurnal and annual motions ; a know-

ledge of which serves to throw much light on the history and
functions both of the animal and vegetable creation, for it is

through this great medium that heat, light, electricity, oxygen,
and the great springs of vital phenomena are conveyed to

R 3
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all classes of organised matter. It is by the means of this

wonderful agent that we gain the theory of respiration in

all classes of creatures possessing animal life ; it is by this

agent that we become acquainted with the migrations of ani-

mals, as well as of many of their peculiar instincts and habits.

It is the atmosphere that enables us to account for the peri-
odical changes in the plumage of birds, and the furs of ani-

mals, and also the variety of colours to be found amongst
them. It is by means of the elasticity of the atmosphere,
too, that sounds and odours are transmitted to sensitive beings.
As this fluid, therefore, is the most essential of all the elements
to the support and continuance both of animal and vegetable
life, it certainly deserves the most serious attention of every
rational being.
The atmosphere, agreeably to certain laws of nature, and

the benevolent skill which the Author of nature has displayed
in the formation of so surprising a fluid, varies in its temper-
ature in different regions of the earth ; and this variation is

attributable to various causes, which cannot fail to attract the

serious attention of every lover of nature ; and the enquiry
becomes still more interesting when its effects upon the animal

and vegetable kingdoms are considered, as they lie dispersed
over every part of the globe. Had a uniform climate been
established over the face of the whole earth, we should have
been deprived of that beautiful variety of plants and animals

which now strikes us with astonishment at every step.
As the word climate, according to its Greek import, signi-

fies to incline, or to slope, it was probably first adopted by the

ancient geographers to denote the different inclination at which
the rays of the sun fell upon the surface of the earth, and
which they restricted to certain belts of the earth's surface,

beginning at the equator, and proceeding towards the poles.
The distinction between one of these belts and another, or one

climate and another, was a difference of half an hour in the

length of the longest day. According to this division of the

earth's surface into climates, the difference of temperature and
the difference of the length of the longest days lost all propor-
tion, for it was soon discovered that the breadth of the first

climate, i.e. the one nearest to the equator, measured 295 miles,

while the twenty-second climate, or that in the northern part
of England, measured less than 70 miles. However satisfac-

tory this division of the earth's surface might be, to show the

inclination of the solar rays; it did not in any degree point
out how far the climates ofthese diflerent latitudes were favour-

able or unfavourable to animal and vegetable existence.
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These ancients considered the sun to be the only source of

the variation of temperature, except some small influence

which Hippocrates attributed to the winds in Greece and
some of the neighbouring countries, where a few local ob-

servations had been made. But, as nations became civil-

ised and enlightened, travellers were despatched to every
part of the habitable globe, and observations have been suc-

cessfully made not only upon every thing that affected science

in general, but particularly upon atmospheric temperature;
and it is from a comparison of these patient and laborious

investigations that the science of climatology has kept pace
with every other science. Climate, therefore, in its present

sense, serves to denote that admirable combination of circum-

stances, which everywhere exhibits the most striking scenes of

omnipotence and divine skill, and which so essentially tends

to make the earth desirable for the habitation of man.
When we speak of climate in general terms, v/e say either

a good or a bad climate
; but, when w^e particularise, we speak

of hot, cold, dry, moist, healthy, unhealthy, &c.j according
to varying circumstances ;

hence climatology may be deno-

minated one of the most amusing and instructive studies,

that can occupy the attention of a lover of nature.

It is an amusing study, because it brings to a small focus,

viz. to our own imaginations, the results of different observers

upon the surrounding atmosphere ;
and the various and beau-

tiful changes that we see there daily exhibited to our view,
fill us with astonishment. Sometimes we behold the sky co-

vered with sable clouds, at other times we see it tinged with

every hue which fancy could suggest, by the rays of the rising
or the setting sun. At one time we behold the rainbow raise

its majestic arch, and at another the aurora borealis illumi-

nate the nocturnal sky with fantastic and varied coruscations ;

sometimes the heavens appear like a boundless and frightful

desert, and at other times they exhibit an innumerable host

of stars, and the moon "
walking in brightness."

It is an amusing study, also, because it makes us acquainted
with many of the characteristics of the various nations on the

globe, and the produce of the climates which they inhabit.

Thus, we see the rays of a perpendicular sun in the torrid

zone darken the complexion of the inhabitants, enervate their

bodily powers, and enfeeble the nobler faculties of the mind.
Nor is the extreme of cold more congenial to human nature ;

for the nearer we approach the cold and barren region of
the pole, we find man sinking under the opposite extreme to

that which relaxed His powers in tonnd regions; in fact, he
R 4?
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becomes more feeble and helpless, and the faculties of his

mind even less developed, than in hot climates ; while the

vegetable tribes not only diminish in number, but also in

size and beauty. Hence we may reasonably conclude that

the range of climates from one pole to the other furnishes us

with a correct guide to the several degrees of human comfort
and intelligence ;

while we must infer that the more temperate
climes are better suited to the human constitution than either

very hot or very cold climates, and also that the more

energetic and intellectual part of the human race are the

inhabitants of those climes that are comparatively temperate.

Climatology is also an instructive study, as it extends the

mental faculties, and excites in man a desire for intellectual

and moral improvement. To gratify this principle, the Creator
has adorned our globe with an endless combination of beau-

ties, strewed in a never-ending variety over every region of

the globe, which affords so many stimuli to rouse this prin-

ciple into active exertion, and to direct the mind to the

study not merely of created beings, but of the Creator him-

self; for every natural science has a tendency to expand the

conceptions of the incessant agency of a divine power. Again,
does not a knowledge of the different plants and animals
render the earth, as the habitation of man, far more delight

-

ful than the mere gratification of sensual and animal plea-
sures ? Is it not in a correct knowledge of the different

climates of the globe and of their varied and multiplied pro-
ductions, that the very foundation of commerce is laid ? Has
not experience taught us that one country abounds with that

which is desirable, but which is not producible, in another
climate? And hence that mutual intercourse is established

among all nations, which is conducive to the highest interests

of the whole human race, and which firmly binds them

together by the ties ofcommon interest as one great family.

Art. XIV. Data and Observations towards establishing Rulesfor
the Guidance of Agriculturists and Botanists^ as to the Qiiantity

of Rain which falls in different Months of the Year in different
Places. By James G. Tatem, Esq., Member of the Meteoro-

. logical Society.

Sir,

Fully aware that little reliance can be placed upon any
theory founded on data so uncertain as the quantities of rain
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that fall in different years, yet convinced that something might
be done towards establishing rules for the guidance of agri-
culturists and botanists, if observations were made at the same

places for a series of years, and the results reported in your

interesting and instructive Magazine, I have, for the purpose
of furthering so desirable an object, and in the hope of in-

ducing others, subjoined tables showing the average quantities
of rain that fell at Wycombe, Edmonton, and Epping, in

each month during the last seven years ; the greatest and least

quantities in each month, stating the yeais in which they
occurred. I have also added another table, formed on the

same principle, of the rain at Carlisle for the years 1819 to

1826, both inclusive. From these it appears that the greatest

quantities of rain have fallen at Wycombe, Edmonton, and

Epping, in September ; while, at Carlisle, November has been

distinguished for the excess of rain. This last is so much in

accordance with the general opinion of the character of that

month, that no surprise can be excited ;
but it may^ cause

some astonishment that September should be found so wet
a month. On the other hand, January was the driest month
at Edmonton and Epping in the years referred to; but the

smallest quantity of rain fell at Wycombe in the month of

March, and at Carlisle in April. It would give me much
pleasure if some of your meteorological readers would take

the subject into their consideration, and make such improve-
ments on these crude suggestions as may effect the object in

view ; my humble efforts shall not be wanting.
I remain. Sir, &c.

Wycombe, Jan, 18. 1831. James G. Tatem.

Wycombe, Bucks,
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PART IL

REVIEWS.

Art. I. Bulletin de la Societe ImpSriale des Naturalistes de Moscou*
Moscow. 8vo, Plates. Vol. I. for 1829, and No. I. for 1830.

'

The Society of Naturalists of Moscow was founded in 1805j

by Professor Fischer. It was encouraged and fostered by the

countenance of the late Emperor Alexander, who not only
conferred a title calculated to command respect, but ordered

that the letters of the Society to and from its members should

traverse the empire free of postage ; and gave an annual grant
of money to forward its objects. By this means the Society
had succeeded in forming large collections in natural history,
the greater part of which were unfortunately destroyed in the

conflagration of 1812. This misfortune, however, has been
in a great measure repaired, and the successor of Alexander
continues the patron, and has increased the annual pecuniary
allowance necessary to defray the expenses attending the

publication of their proceedings and the formation of their

collections.

To communicate to non-resident members the operations of

the Society, and thus to stimulate their zeal, and keep alive

their interest in its success, and to secure their proper dis-

coveries by an early publication, are stated to be the reasons

for the printing of this bulletin, which is gratuitously distri-

buted. The plan is, in our opinion, admirably calculated to

fulfil its object, and is one which might be beneficially adopted
by some learned bodies in our own country.
The numbers for the years 1829 and 1830 are now before

us. They contain many interesting notices of the journeys
and discoveries of the naturalists in Russia; descriptions of
new genera and species in every kingdom of nature ; abstracts

ofevery paper communicated to the Society; and, occasionally,
directions for collecting natural objects, and notices of new
publications. The zeal and knowledge of the director are con-

spicuous in every pagCj and he seems to be indefatigable in

his work of promoting natural sciences. In No. iii., however.
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he is guilty of some degree of injustice to our distinguished

countryman Mac Leay. The latter, in 1819, had described
a newcoleopterous insect, and named the genus Leucothyreus ;

but Professor Fischer, in giving some additional account of
the beetle, prefers to call it Aulacodus, a name conferred by
Eschscholtz two years subsequently to the publication of the

English naturaHst. The only reason given for this preference
is, that the latter appellation appears more characteristic than
the former

; a reason utterly insufficient to set aside the para-
amount claim of priority.

In the same number there is a notice of the museum of

Barnaoul, in Siberia!, founded in 1823, by the care of the

superintendent of the mines of Kolywano, Woskresensk, and
of the civil government of Tomsk. This museum is intended
for the use of the school attached to these mines, and of all

native lovers of natural science ; and, notwithstanding many
circumstances unfavourable to its increase, it contains 49 spe-
cies of quadrupeds, of which 43 are Siberian and 6 exotic ;

223 species of birds, of which 166 are native and 57 exotic;
four tables covered with beautiful marine shells, some of which
are rare; 1403 species of insects; and a table covered with

corals and other marine zoophytes. The botanical depart-
ment appears to be poor, but it possesses specimens of almost

all the plants collected by Professor Ledebour and his com-

panions, in their journey in the Altai' in 1826, a great number
of which are new species, described for the first time in the

Flora Altdica, The museum, from the late period of its in-

stitution, does not possess any of the rich pieces of minerals

which were formerly found in the beautiful mine of Zmeino-

gorsk, but several chambers contain a considerable number
of the minerals of Europe, and of the Oural Mountains. In

another department are deposited the clothes, ornaments,

arms, instruments, utensils, and idols of the different races of

Siberia and of Northern America ; while a third contains, in

three large saloons, a rich collection of models illustrative of

the explorations of the mines of Zmeinogorsk and of Talair,

and of the methods necessary to reduce the minerals. We have

read the notice, of which the above is a brief outline, with

great interest, for it is pleasing to follow the march of science

into remote regions, and to reflect on what incalculable ad-

vantages, even in a moral view, such an institution may be of,

in a country with which we have been wont to associate some-

thing melancholy and disagreeable.
No. V. contains a description of a phosphorescent larva;

and we shall give a condensed translation of the paper, since

no similar fact is noticed in Kirby and Spence's Introduction
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to Entomologj/, and it may be new to some of our readers. The
larva appears to be that of iV^octua occulta. It has 1 4 feet,

is about IJ in. long, and 1^ line in breadth. The back is

reddish brown, the sides and abdomen yellowish green. A
reddish brown ray passes along the back, and two along the

sides. M. Gimmerthal found this caterpillar near Riga,

upon a plant, about 9 o'clock p. M. when it appeared entirely
covered with a bright phosphorescent flame. The head and

the legs were equally luminous, the brown spots of the former

part and the rays of the body only appearing somewhat
obscure. When placed on a printed leaf, the light was

sufficient to permit the adjoining lines to be distinctly read.

It was preserved alive for eight days, during the last four of

which the light became less intense. On the 5th of September
it began to dry, but still preserved a little phosphorescence,
which at this period became stronger by friction. Two days
after this, the process of drying was complete, and the light

disapjieared.
In No. vii. there is a letter from M. Hedenstrom, to whom

the Russian Government had intrusted an expedition for

the purpose of tracing geometrically the coasts of the Icy
Sea from Lena to Colyma, and of making a description of the

isles of the north. He was three years in these remarkable

countries, and discovered a new island, which he named New
Siberia, because its general appearance is much more savage
than that of the Old Siberia. In the unchangeable icy crusts

of these countries there were found buried thousands of the

mammoth (mammout), rhinoceros, buffalo, and other ante-

diluvian animals. New Siberia is indeed a country full of

wonders, but which naturalists can only admire, for it is im-

possible to study nature there. The ground, frozen, and hard

as the rock, cannot be dug into
;
and the summer is too short

for the necessary researches.

No. viii. is wholly occupied with an elaborate synopsis of

the genus Absinthium by Dr. Besser, a part of a monograph
of the Armoisies of Linne, in preparation by the same botanist.

Some notices of the mammoth and fossil rhinoceros, from

the pen of the director Fischer, occupy the greater portion of

No. ix. The mammoth, or more properly the mammout, is,

as most of our readers may know, a fossil elephant, the bones

of which occur buried in profusion in the soil of Siberia.

The first notice of it appears in the Gn^ammatica Riissica of

Ludolph, printed at Oxford in 1696. He says, "but the

mammoutovoi is a thing of great curiosity, which is dug out

of the ground in Siberia. The vulgar tell wonderful stories

about it ; for they say that the bones be those of an animal
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which burrows in the ground, and in size surpasses all the

creatures living on earth's surface. They administer them

medicinally for the same purposes as they do that which is

called the horn of the unicorn. A piece given to me by a

friend, who said he had received it from a certain Russian

prince returned from Siberia, appears to me to be genuine

ivory ; and the more skilful tell me that these mammoutovoi
are elephants' teeth. So that it appears necessary that they
were brought thither by the universal deluge, and in the lapse
of time have been more and more covered with earth." The

grammarian was right in pronouncing the teeth good ivory,
but he erred in presuming them to have belonged to an alien

elephant ; for the mammout was certainly a native of Siberia

at on6 time, and differs in many particulars from either of the

living elephants. It was more nearly allied to the Indian

than to the African species, but was of a grosser or more

clumsy shape and larger than it, and was covered with hairs

of considerable length, as is proved by the portions of skin

of an individual discovered by Mr. Adams in the icy banks

of the Lena, and preserved in the museum of the Imperial

Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburgh. There are likewise

many remarkable differences between them in the form of

the teeth and jaw. The tusks also were very long, more or

Jess bent in a spiral and directed outwards, fixed in sockets

of such a great length as would indicate a singular difference

in the shape and structure of the proboscis. Of this enormous

creature one species only has been generally recognised ;
but

from a careful examination of the various specimens of the

teeth deposited in the museum of the university of Moscow,
M. Fischer is induced to suspect that several have been con-

founded under one common name. The differences observed

in the curvature of the branches of the lower jaw, and in the

form and direction of the layers of the crown of the teeth,

gave rise to these suspicions; and, in this notice, we have six

species characterised, although, it must be remarked, the pro-
fessor is aware that the differences indicated may not be really

specific. Age has a great influence even on the form of the

teeth, particularly in an animal whose dentition is so singular
as that of the elephant ;

and before the species enumerated

below can be considered as established, it will be necessary
to contrast perfect jaws, or at least to possess of each species
a superior and an inferior molar tooth.

1. jE'lephas mammoutem. The molar teeth straight, the

laminae numerous, narrow, a little raised, narrowly scalloped.

2. E, panicus. Straight molar teeth, the lamina3 broad,

raised, a little scalloped,
' latere longe distinctis.'
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3. E. proboletes. The molar teeth straight, the laminas

raised, deeply scalloped, projected obliquely.
4. E. pygmae^us. The molar teeth similar to those of E.

mammouteus, but more than one half less in size.

5. E. campylotes. The molar teeth somewhat arched, the

laminae narrow, numerous, arched, a little raised.

6. E. Kamenskii. The molar teeth somewhat arched,
narrowed at each side, laminae a little raised, numerous,

ringed in the middle.

No. X. contains the proceedings of the Society at a meeting
held on October 26. 1829, in honour of the visit of Humboldt.
It is on the whole very interesting, but we can only notice

the observations made by Ehrenberg, a fellow-traveller with

Humboldt, on infusory animalcules. He has observed that

similar forms of these microscopic beings are to be found in

very different and remote parts of the world, as in Africa and

Europe; but there are several which are peculiar to each

or every country. During his travels in Siberia he found

113 different species, of which exact measurements were

taken, and drawings made. Of this number 85 perfectly
resemble those which he had previously observed near Berlin.

Four amongst them, however, form the types of as many new

genera, which, so far as is known, are peculiar to Siberia ;

but all the others are referable to genera already character*

ised. Ehrenberg was shown a red clot of blood which was
found in a marsh of the steppes Platowsky, situated between
Barnaoul and Colyvan, and which, he says, is a coagulated
mass of red Infusoria, here named Trachelium desertorum ;

a name, we may remark, which cannot be allowed, since

Trachelium is preoccupied in botany. He had observed

a somewhat similar phenomenon of water tinted red near the

Red Sea, in the bay Tor, at the foot of Sinai, whence perhaps
its name ; but the colouring substance (called Trichodesmium

erythrae\im) of the Red Sea resembles an ^Iga, or glutinous

aquatic filaments ; whilst the colouring matter of the marsh in

Siberia is derived from animalcules.

Of the remaining numbers our limits permit us only to say,
that they will afford many observations of importance to the

scientific naturalist, and contain ample proof of the zeal of

the naturalists of Russia.

N.
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A RT. II. Zoological Researches and Illustrations in Natural History*
By John V.Thompson. Esq. F.L.S. Cork. Nos. I. and II. 8vo.

We have, on former occasions, made some mention of this

work; but, from a C(5nviction that our notices were too brief

to give a proper idea of its interest and importance, we again
desire to call the attention of our readers to it

;
and we do

not hesitate to say that, of all the periodicals in British

zoology at present pouring from the press, there is no one
which more deserves the support of the scientific naturalist.

The memoirs are original, in the true sense of that much
misused word, and relate to topics of considerable interest

even in a popular view: the objects of them are well described,
their economy traced with minute accuracy, and the descrip-
tions everywhere illustrated with figures etched by the author

himself. Fortunately, too, for the practical naturalist, these

plates are not coloured and expensive ;
a circumstance, how-

ever, which may operate somewhat in limiting their circu-

lation ; for this is no book for the drawing-room table, and,
in this country, the fitness of the work to illustrate that

theatre of household display is often more favourable to

success than literary merit.

The first memoir is on the metamorphoses of the Crusta-

cea ;
in which it is proved, or attempted to be proved, that

the greater number of the subjects of this class are not merely
developed, during their growth, in size and proportion, but

do, indeed, undergo changes, in their progress to maturity,
as complete as insects are known to do, and little less sur-

prising. That the discovery of this law in their history is

peculiarly our author's own, no one at all conversant with the

writings of previous naturalists will question ;
and that it is

a discovery important in its bearings on zoology, both sys-
tematic and physiological, is equally imdeniable. It is for these

very reasons, however, that the proofs of the fact should be

multiplied ; and, to secure for himself its undivided merit, Mr.

Thompson should lose no time in laying before the public
those " further instances

" of its proof, with which, he tells

us, his note-book is stored.

The genus Zoea of modern systems has, in its large eyes,
anomalous processes, and odd and disproportioned figure,

something like indications of an imperfect being ;
and it now

appears that it is really so, being (according to Mr. Thomp-
son) the larva of the crab. In the spring of 1822, our author

met with the Zoeae in the harbour of Cove ; and, in the fol-

lowing spring, having preserved a large individual for experi-

ment,
"

it died in the act of changing its skin, and of passing
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into a new form :

"
a form in which its members were

changed in number as well as in proportion and figure ; for

they had lost the structure which fitted them for swimming
in the bosom of the sea, and had assumed that of the crab,

destined to creep henceforth on its bottom. In May, 1827,
a similar experiment was made with similar results ; and, soon

afterwards, the zeal of this excellent naturalist was rewarded

by a satisfactory proof of his discovery, he having, after nu-
merous fruitless attempts, succeeded in hatching the ova of

the common crab ; and witnessed issuing from them the fcetal

young, in the similitude and guise of Zoea Taurus, with the

addition only of lateral spines to the corselet. We think the

inference a fair one which extends a similar metamorphosis
to all the similar Decapodous Crustacea ; which, consequently,
in their first and tender stage, must be "

essentially and purely

natatory animals, and, no doubt, possessed of corresponding
habits, swimming about freely, and without intermission, in

search of appropriate food. In their perfect state, the greater
number can no longer avail themselves of the power of swim-

ming, but are furnished with pincers and feet almost solely

adapted to crawling; so that they are now under the neces-

sity of confining their excursions in pursuit of prey within

more narrow limits. This curious piece of economy explains
what has ever appeared paradoxical to naturalists, viz. the

annual peregrinations of the land crabs to the sea-side;

which, although acknowledged to be true by several compe-
tent observers, could never before be satisfactorily accounted

for." (p. 9.)

The opossum shrimp (Mysis Latr.) forms the subject of

the next memoir, which is full of interest. These Crustacea

abound in the arctic seas, where they afford much food to

the whale ; and we are told that they are the most common of

their class on our own coasts, where, in estuaries particularly,

they may be observed forming an almost continuous band or

column of some feet in breadth, extending ^ong either mar-

gin of the tide, from the sea up to where ^Ire water becomes
almost fresh. In appearance they are not unlike a small

shrimp, but the Myses have four rows of legs, eight in each

row
; or, more properly speaking, each leg is divided to its

very origin into two parts or limbs, the inner limb being con-

structed for progression and the seizing of their prey, and the

outer one for swimming and the giving of that motion to the

water which is essential to the respiratory organs, which are,

as it were, wrapped around the base of this limb, and fully

exposed to the action of the ambient fluid. The little crea-

tures swim easily, with a curved back and drooping tail;

Vol. IV.— No. 19. s
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they are extremely quicksighted and wary, darting away or

descending, tail foremost, when any attempt is made to cap-
ture them ; they are omnivorous, seizing and eating every
animal substance which the current or the tide carries along
with it, and contending like vultures for the possession of

the larger masses. When confined together in a vessel of

sea water, they will even act the cannibal, killing and devour-

ing one another 5 a fact in their history to which the writer

of this notice has been a witness. As they generally swim
near the surface, they there enact the part of nature's sca-

vengers, and remove thence all extraneous matters fitted to

their digestion ; while their allies, the true shrimps, are per-

forming a similar office at the bottom, or in the sand.

The most singular part of the economy of the Mysis, how-

ever, is its mode of generation. The female is provided with

a pouch placed beneath and just behind the thorax, and co-

vered by valves of curious workmanship to shut and open.
Into this pouch the eggs are received when excluded from

the ovarium ; where, enveloped in a mucous or glairy secre-

tion, they are hatched and gradually matured, without any
visible attachment to their parent. The developement of the

embryo appears to be quick, for each female has several

broods in the season ; and the evolution of the foetus is

*'
simply a gradual developement of parts :

"
a proof that all

Crustacea do not undergo a metamorphosis ; and a fact worth

remembrance, were it only as a caution to the naturalist

when he feels disposed to carry his generalisations beyond
actual observation. The period of gestation being elapsed,
the parent spreads open the valves of its pouch,

" when the

whole brood emerge at once into the ambient element, and,
in most of the species, continue associated with the community
from which they sprang. This curious and extraordinary

piece of economy can hardly fail to be regarded by the phy-

siologist as equally interesting with that of the opossums and
other marsupial quadrupeds, and of a much more unaccount-

able nature; for in these last, although the object of the

Creator is not obvious, yet we can understand the manner in

which it is carried into effect : the young being excluded from
the uterus when they have scarcely attained a fourth part of

the growth of the embryos of other animals, naked, help-

less, and blind, they are received into the abdominal pouch of

the mother, and, by some wond^erful instinct, or by the mother's

agency, attached each to one of the teats which are situated

within it ; from whence, when sufficiently grown, they make
occasional sallies, until able entirely to provide for themselves.

In the opossum shrimp, on the contrary, we comprehend the
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object, but are completely at a loss to account for the manner
in which it is brought about ; for these animals have nothing

analogous to teats, the embryos have no visible attachment to

the mother, appear to be in no capacity to take food, nor to

carry on the respiratory function. It is, nevertheless, pro-
bable, that the secretion in which they are immersed consti-

tutes the source of their nutrition, whether taken in by suction

or by absorption ; yet, if we admit this, what are we to think

of the function of respiration, thought to be equally neces-

sary with nutrition to the continuance of life and the evolu-

tion of the foetus, as the subgelatinous secretion appears to

exclude the direct influence of the ocean upon the respiratory

organ, which, moreover, does not appear to be developed
until the moment prior to their exclusion from the pouch.
This circumstance, taken in conjunction with the suspicions
of some physiologists as to the oxygenation of the foetal

blood, may lead to such further observations as may tend

to throw some new light upon this still obscure function in

the foetus." (p. 18, 19.) The author, in this comparison,

may seem to have forgot that the opossum is a viviparous

animal, while his shrimp is oviparous. But this is an error

on the part of the reader; for, in an appendix to the memoir
contained in No. ii., he tells us, that, when he speaks of
the gradual deveiopement of the embryo of the shrimp, it

is not the egg of which he speaks, but the embryo divested

of the tunics which envelope the ovum on its first exclusion.

In the other Crustacea with a pouch analogous to that of the

Mysis, it serves merely as a protection to the eggs, which
hatch all at once, and exclude the young in a perfect state,

as we see in most oviparous animals.

The third memoir is occupied with the discussion of one of

the most remarkable phenomena in nature, the luminosity of

the ocean ; but as there has already appeared in our journal
an able paper on the subject by Mr. Baird, w^e will confine

ourselves at present within narrow limits. There are five

principal varieties of luminosity (we adopt our author's word,

although it is an awkward one) : the first shows itself in scat-

tered sparkles in the spray of the sea, and in the foam created

by the way of the ship, when the water is slightly agitated by
the winds or currents ; the second is a flash of a pale light, of

momentary duration, but often intense enough to illuminate

the water to an extent of several feet; the third, of rare

occurrence, and peculiar to gulfs, bays, and shallows, in warm
climates, is a diffused pale phosphorescence, resembling some-
times a sea of milk, or of some metal in a state of igneous
liquefaction; the fourth presents itself to the astonished

s 2
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voyager under the appearance of thick bars of metal of about

half a foot in length, ignited to whiteness, scattered over the

surface of the ocean, some rising up and continuing luminous

as long as they remain in view, while others decline and dis-

appear ; and the fifth variety is in distinct spots on the sur-

face, of great beauty and brilliancy. The light of the first

variety is more brilUant and condensed than that of any of the

others, and very much resembles, every way, the red gold and
silver rain of the pyrotechnist. It and the third kind are pro-
duced by myriads of various minute crustaceous animals, the

smaller Medusa and Mollusca, and, perhaps, some Annelides ;

the second appears to proceed from the gelatinous Medusa of

a large size; the Pyrosomae (of which we have figured a spe-
cies in Vol. III. p. 534.) are the cause of the fourth kind, which

may often be witnessed by vessels bound to India or the east-*

ward of the Cape of Good Hope, occurring in the calm lati-

tudes near to the line. The Sapphirina indicator, an insect

somewhat resembling in appearance thewoodlouse (Oniscus)^
and about one third of an inch in length, emits the last variety

enumerated, which appears to be limited to the seas situated

to the north and west of a line drawn from the Cape of Good

Hope to the southern extremity of the Island of Ceylon. AH
these heads Mr. Thompson has illustrated with a detail of

very interesting facts, drawn from the writings of travellers

and from personal observation ; and at the end of his elabo-

rate memoir he describes some previously unknown luminous

animals of the same family as the opossum shrimp, and much
like it in general appearance.
We conclude this imperfect notice of these Researches by

an earnest appeal on their behalf to our zoological readers ;

for, in our opinion, they are indispensable to such of them as

are practically engaged in the study of the invertebrate tribes.

To Mr. Thompson himself we would say a word, soliciting
some greater attention to his language ; the sense of which is

occasionally obscured by slight inaccuracies in grammar (pro-

ceeding from inadvertency), and by a carelessness in punctu-
ation which is inexcusable. We will, moreover, recommend
it to him to consider, whether it is not akin to quackery for

an author to endeavour to arrest attention by marks of won-
der

(I !), and by continual boasts of the importance of his own
discoveries. The value of these it would be better to leave

to the sense and judgment of his readers.
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Art. III. Notice sur le Tettigopsis, nouveau genre (T OrtJiopteres
de la Riissie. Par G. Fischer de Waldheim. IMoscow, 1830.

4to. One Plate.

This notice appears to have been read to the Imperial So-

ciety of Naturalists in Moscow, at its sitting immediately fol-

lowing the election of its new president, Prince Galitzin ; and
is published principally, perhaps, as a specimen of a large
work on the orthopterous insects of Russia, preparing by
M. Fischer de Waldheim, the learned director of that Society.
The memoir contains the announcement of a new genus
(Tettigopsis) belonging to the family of locusts, the charac-

ters of which are given in detail, and four species described.

50

Of these, one, brought from the steppes near Sarpa, is con-^

sidered new and rare. The annexed outline, reduced one
half from the original figure, will convey a distinct idea of th^

general appearance of the insect to our readers. {Jig, 50.)

N.

Art. IV. Illustrations of Zoology, By James Wilson, F.R.S.E.

Nos. VIII. and IX. Large 4<to.

These numbers complete the first volume of this work,

which, in our estimation, is too splendid and costly to havfe

much, we had almost said any, influence in forwarding the

study of natural history. Mr. Wilson writes so well and

agreeably, that it is to be wished he would undertake to com-

pose a book of size and price moderate enough to permit of

its circulation among those lovers of nature who (happily cir-

cumstanced) have to labour for their luxuries, and have no
notion to barter their moderate gains merely for fine paper
and print, and pretty engravings. The approbation of the

class of readers alluded to is, perhaps, as gratifying as the

praises of the saloon.

No. viii. commences with a spirited and excellent figure
of the grey American wolf, the finest plate, with one only ex-

ception, in the whole collection ; and it is explained by eleven

s 3
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large pages of letter-press, written in Mr. Wilson's best man-
ner. This variety of wolf is very common on the American
continent north of Canada, and is found as far northwards as

man has been able to penetrate; varying somewhat in size,

according to the latitude of its localities. Tlie two following

plates are devoted to the male and female of Richardson's

grouse (
Tetrao RichardscrnzV), discovered by Mr. David Dou-

glas among the mountainous districts of the river Columbia,
and other parts of the Rocky Mountains, in North America.

The scarlet ibis, in the plumage of the first year, forms the

subject of the other plate.
The two first plates in No. ix. are really out of place in a

Work like this, destined for the drawing-room, and into which
ladies may be presumed to look without danger. They are

pictures of the fore and hind feet of the great orang outang
of Sumatra; faithful to nature we are assured and do believe,

and abominably ugly. The great auk (^Ica impennis) forms

a good subject for plate 35, This large and rare water-bird

is found along the shores of Iceland and Greenland ; it occurs

occasionally among the Feroes, and has been once or twice

observed in the Orkney Islands. Two instances are recorded

of its being driven on the British coast. Its " true sphere of

action is the water, through which it swims and dives with

extraordinary power and rapidity ; and where its short wings,

entirely useless for the purposes of flight, become efficient

locomotive organs when used as oars or fins beneath the sur-

face. Its powers of swimming and diving exceed, indeed,
those of almost any other species of the feathered tribe. It

has been seen cresting the waves during the prevalence of the

most fearful storms, or shooting through the raging surf with

the rapidity of an arrow." Tlie last plate in the number we
do not like : it presents a very large cone, which is described

for the first time, and named Conus NicolhV.

N.

Art. V. Literary Notices,

The Utility of the Knowledge ofNature considered; with reference to the

Introduction of Instruction in the Physical Sciences into the general Edu-
cation of Youth ; comprising, with many Additions, the Details of a Public

Lecture on that Subject, delivered at Hazelwood School, near Birmingham,
on the 2Gth of October, 1830. By E. W. Brayley, Jun. A.L.S., Lecturer

on Natural Philosophy and Natural History, and Teacher of the Physical
Sciences in Hazelwood School. This excellent pamphlet is just published.
A Grammar of Natural History^ for the Use of Young Persons, is in

preparation, and will appear, illustrated with numerous cuts, in the course

of the season.
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PART III.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art, I. Natural History in Foreign Countries,

ITALY.

Weather at Pisa.— Last year I sent you a summary ef my memoranda
on the weather at Florence for the winter of 1829-30; and, having.kept
a similar rough and imperfect register at Pisa for the winter just passed, I

have transcribed its results, which it may interest some of your readers to

compare with their English meteorological journals, adding, as before, a
few observations under different heads. My departure for Rome and

Naples in a few days prevents my remarks extending farther than the
month of February ; but, as the winter might be considered ended on the
1st of that month, this incompleteness is of less moment.

Nov.
183Q.

Dec.
Jan.
1831.

Feb.

Mean height of thennometer at 8 a. at. . ^ .

Highest point * .

Lowest

Days'of bright sunshine .......'

partially 5unny
cloudy, but fair

rainy

Wind, north ... number of days
north-east . . . . .^ . .

east
south-east
south ........
south-west .......
west
north-west

50°

(10.) 62,0

(28.) 42°

12
5
10
3

450

(1.) 540

(23.) 3QO

4
5
2
20

400
(1.) 510

(28.) 280

11
4
9
7

1
6
8
4

430

(28.) 540

(1.) 30°

17
1

7
3

2
3

Frost. With the exception of occasional hoar frosts, especially from
the 12th to the 15th of January, the only period of frost was for six days,
from the 27th of January to the 1st of February, when the ice on ditches

was f in. thick. This short frost did no injury to the great numbers of

unprotected orange and lemon trees trained against the walls of gardens at

Pisa, and laden with fruit. No snow fell the whole winter. The higher

range of the Apennines acquired its cap about the 1st of November.
Rain. Vast quantities of rain, so as to keep the Arno almost constantly

full to the level of its banks, fell during the month of December ; in which
there were twenty rainy days, and only four of bright sunshine. During
the prevalence of rainy weather, and indeed at other times, the air is much
more moist at Pisa than at Florence, judging from the far more copious
Condensation after cool nights on the interior of windows, which is often as

s 4
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confiiderable as in England, and the much greater difficulty of preserving

grapes, &c., from becoming mouldy. Though the atmosphere was, ofcourse,
thick and hazy during the rain, yet there has been nothing that could be

strictly called fog the whole winter.

Progress of Vegetation^ ^c. i/yacinthu.? racemosus in flower, Jan. 18;
Oocus vernus var. ? January 20.; Ficaria ranunculoides, January 26.;

Violets, February 5. ; O'xalis corniculata, February 12. ;
Veronica Cymba-

laria and jPumaria officinalis, February 15.
; almond trees in blossom,

February 10.
; box, Feburary 24. ; blackthorn, February 28. ; leaves of

hawthorn one fourth expanded, February 27. ; horse-beans (of which a

considerable extent is cultivated on the farms near Pisa), sown the begin-

ning of December, 3 to 4 in. high, February 10.; flax, 8 in. high, Feb. 15.

Vine-pruning mostly finished by the middle of February. This is not, as

in France and Germany, a simple affair, as of trimming so many currant

bushes, but requires no small share both of skill and judgment to separate
from the thick entanglement of the scores of last year's shoots the eight
or ten which alone are to be suffered to remain for the next, as well as to

deeide which of the branches of the pollard willows and poplars that sup-

port the vines, and to which their shoots are tied, so as to form festoons

from one to the other, are to be cut out, and which left, in order to insure

the required support without too much shade. The due pruning of one

tree, and of the two or three vines attached to it, often requires the labour

of a man for half a day.
Vanessa Atalant« on the wing, January 12,; Fieri* rhamni, and other

common butterflies, February 12.; Macroglossa stellatarum very frequent
towards the end of the month ;

Bibio hortulanus in great numbers, Feb. 4. ;

ants and various coleopterous insects running on the footpaths, and Armi-
dius dispar on the wing on fine mild days the whole winter ; lizards, of

which not a single one visible in December or January, began to appear

occasionally early in February, and by the middle of the month swarmed
on every sunny wall.

General Remarks. The Pisans have a saying,
" If the weather be open

on the 2d of February (the feast of the "Purification of the Virgin),
the winter is over ;

if severe, it is only beginning." I know riot how far

this proverb may (with some latitude as to time), like that in England re-

lative to St. Swithin's day, and other popular meteorological sayings, have
some foundation in fact and long-continued observation. A Pisan, how-

ever, might have appealed to the present winter in proof of its accuracy;
for the slight and only frost, after lasting six days, broke up on February 1 .,

and after that time, for a fortnight, the weather would in England have

been called that of May rather than of February ; the thermometer, at

8 a.m., being generally from 45° to 50° i often 60° at 2 p.m. in the shade,
and 84° in the full suri. The latter half of the month, however, was a

good deal cooler ; the wind being generally from the north, and high. The
weather of Pisa is influenced by the quarters from which the wind blows,
much as in England : a south and south-west wind bring a damp, cloudy,
and mild atmosphere, and often rain ; and a north or east wind usually a

clear sky and cool temperature. The south wind, though disliked by the

Pisans, who transfer their old summer associations of the oppressiveness
of the scirocco even to winter, is not disagreeable at that season to the

feelings ofsuch English invalids as chiefly require mildness of temperature ;

but the most delightful winter weather at Pisa is, doubtless, when a bright
sun is tempered by the tramontana^ or north wind, blowing in a very
moderate degree. If it blow strongly, it is sometimes almost as cutting as

an English March wind. I am, &c.— W, Spence, Pisa, March 4. 1831.
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Art. II. Natural History in the English Counsels.

An Entomological
Tour in Wiltshire^ Hampshirey OxfordshirCy S^c,

— On
the 10th of February last, one of tlie most delightful summer-like days
that perhaps ever occurred at this early period of the year, it was my lot

to travel from Salisbury to Southampton, by way of Ringwood, Christ-

church, and Lymington.' To one fond of entomology, you can scarcely
conceive a greater treat. I was passing through the head-quarters of the

insect world. I had from the top of the coach captured several species of

Coleoptera (principally Staphylinidae), also Micropeplus porcatus, and a

species of Cryptophagus. Before we reached the New Forest, very much
to my astonishment, I had the pleasure of seeing the brimstone butterfly

(Gonepteryx rhamni) apparently strong on the wing, enjoying itself in the

sun.

. Two days afterwards (February 12.) I was at Oxford, and took about

thirty species of Coleoptera. The Thames had flooded the adjoining

grounds, and some posts surrounded by the water were literally covered

with insects. Amongst these Staphylinidae were most prevalent, and

especially the genus Stenus, of which there were many hundreds. In

company with these, I took Dyschirius gibbus, Poe'cilus cupreus, Chryso-
mela staphylae'a and marginella, Helodes phellandrii, Haltica nemorum
and flexuosa, Scydmae^nus thoracicus, and two or three species of

E'ngidae, Curculionidae, &c. &c. I mention these not as rarities in general,

but as rarities in the month of February.
At this time the gossamer spiders were floating through the air in

myriads ; the water was destroying thousands which had fallen on its sur-

face, and every thing around was covered with their webs. I observed

several beetles which had just before escaped a watery grave now become
the captives of this minute animal : it had passed so frequently over the

rails on which they had taken refuge as to form a very closely meshed net,

from which it was impossible for them to escape; indeed, so thickly was it

woven, that I could with difficulty distinguish the prisoners underneath.—
William C. Hewitson. London, March 8. IS31.

Insects captured by J. C.Dale, Esq,, in Hampshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire,

Cornwall, S^c, in 1829 and 1830.— 1829. June 9th. The New Forest. Co-

leoptera : -Buprestis nitidula, Orsodachna humeralis. Neuroptera : Cordulia

ae'nea, Raphidia ophiopsis. Lepidoptera : Anthophila punctosa, Ge6metra

punctaria. Diptera : Milesia specidsa and n. s., Mlcrodon «pif6rmis.
^latta Panzeri.— 10th, 11th, and 12th. New Forest. Coleoptera: Lep-
tura nigra, praeusta, sexguttata, and abdominalis, Elater fugax and san-

guineus. Diptera : saw Stratiomys strigata.
— 14th. Christchurch ; rushes

on sandhills. Lepidoptera : Crambus marisci Curtis, Fumea nitida, Crambug

tristis, barba, and pygmae^a, Lycae'na A'rgm, Pterophorus triddctylus,
Geometra galiata, and Pyraiista angulalis and porphyrialis.

— 17th. Isle of

Portland, Dorsetshire. Coleoptera : Masdreus luxatus, Harpalus verna-

lis, &c.
1830. April 8th. New Forest, Hampshire. Coleoptera : Elater san-

guineus in plenty, and in larva and pupa, on rotten oak stumps : Byrrhus
dorsalis. Hymenoptera : Dolerus ?, abdomen partly orange : Halictus

4-guttatus ?, styloped.
— 15th. New Forest. Neuroptera : Hemerobius

n. s. ?— 17th. Coleoptera (Curculio) : Platyrhinus latirostris, under
bark of beech. Lepidoptera : Cleora cinctaria ^, on body of an oak tree.

May 6th. New Forest. Coleoptera : Thymalus limbatus, in a -ffoletus.

Lepidoptera : Cle6r« cinctaria ^, on body of an oak tree. Diptera : Ciilex

concinnus $ ?, Milesia speciosa.
— 7th. Neuroptera : Hemerobius ?,

dark, on alder. Lepidoptera : Platypteryx unguicula, flying like B. antiqua.
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-— 8th. Coleoptera : larva of Tillus ambulans, in rotten oak, bred on the

11th; Leptura praeusta.
— 12th. Glanville's Wootton, Dorsetshire. Coleop-

tera: CEdemera podagrariae.
— 15th. Lepidoptera (Geom.) insulata. Dip-

tera : Criorhina floccosa, ^ and $ .
— 20th. Lepidoptera : bred (iVoctua)

verbasci,two years in pupa. Diptera : Hilara cilipes ^.
June 2d. Glanville's Wootton. Coleoptera : Telephorus fuscus.— 1 1th.

Coleoptera : Malthinus brevicollis. Hymenoptera : Cephus pusillus ?,
on oak. Lepidoptera: (CTinea) hesperidella. Diptera: Cecidomjia
tritici. Strepsiptera : Stylops ? or n. g. ? Walken' ? : I cannot find any
bee about likely to produce a Stylops now ; it might come from some
Tespa, and then would probably be a Xenos ?. jE'mpis pennipes, a Semblis
with very smooth wings. Cephus minutus ?.— 12th. Fumea plumistrea ?,

bred ; larva found in a case on an oak in the New Forest.— 18th. Oxycera
analis, terminata, formosa, and trilineata, in Mullet's Copse; the first

three, I believe, are new to Britain.— 19th. Rhaphium ? ^ and $.
Phycita bistriga, Pedicia rivosa, Panorpagermanica, Lycae^nrt Cymow, only
three and bad, and one Pda*. — 30th. Near Weymouth. Tetanocera mar-

ginata, Crambus barbus, Forficula borealis, in plenty under stones. Isthmus
of Portland. Harpalus stygius, Cryptocephalus pusillus, &c.

July 2d. (A flower) Sevk^ias palustris, at Charmouth.— 3d. Cicin-

dela germanica, in plenty in wet situations on the Liasa Sea.— 5th. Pa-

chygaster Leachii, Tephritis cardui, O'rtalis crassipennis, and A'lcis con-
versariaand (Geom.) ambadata, by Mr. Morris.— 7th. At Teignmouth
(^Captain Blomer had larvae of Thecla betulae\ Pterophorus lunaedactylus,
in tolerable plumage.

— 8th. Scopula asinalis ^ and $.— 9th. Larvae
of (iVoctua) Achatea spreta. $ A'lcis (fine) conversaria, Andrena haemor-
rhoidalis,— 10th, Bradley Woods, near Newton Bushell. E'later 4-

pustulatus and vars. ? Geom. ^ var. B. piniarius. G. procellata.

Bombylius.— 12th. (A flower) Cistus perfolius, near Torquay. Scopula
longipedalis, figured by Curtis (British Entomology) ; Phytometra lusoria,

Phosphuga subrotundata, Ophonus azureus, Tabanus rusticus or alpinus ?,

(Curtis's British Entomology/); a rare Helophilus ?— 14th. On the
Dart near Ashburton. Chimarra marginata ; A'therix maculata, which I

took from a Crabro ; saw^ Perla grandis ? on some fern, and crossed the

river. (A flower) Campanula ^ederacea. (A bird) Mr. Hale shot two

young Lanii? — 15th. At Islington, and High Tor Rocks, borders
of Dartmoor. Leptura 8-maculata, and Chrysomela varians only.

—
20th. Near Bideford. Medeterus? (^ and $.; Acanthia, n. s.?;

Syrphus ornatus, Andrena rosae?, and a rare bee?.— 21st. At Sand-

hills, near Appledore. (A rare rush) Hemerobius n. s. ? ; Chrysopa
viridis, pupae of Pulex ifalpee, Perilampus ?, and Phycis marisci of Curtis ;

CoUetes succlncta (Pharalias euphorbie<^).
— 24th. Near Barnstable.

Two or three species of Nemotelus. — 26th. Branston Burrows.
.4'nthrax flava ; Pterophorus n. s. ? not in Haw. Lep. Brit. Mr. Cocks
took there Cordulia compressa.

— 27th. At Ilfracombe. Tortrix infici-

liana, or n. s. ?, and saw Tinea barbatella ?.— 28th. At and near Val-

ley of Rocks. Scopula asinalis and flammealis, Eudorea raurana, (Geom.)
incanata, Crambus pineti, and Ornithomyia viridis.— 29th. Colymbetes
isubnebulosus ?, under dry stones near the sea, no fresh water near ;

CoUetes succincta, in places near the sea on ragwort.
— 30th. Charissa

obscuraria ?, on a wall on Mendip Hills, no heath near ; Muscai pyrastri,
from Appledore; Phycita diluta.— 31st. Notonecta maculata, in a pond
without weeds at Cheddar Clifls; Phycita nebulosa, Lycae^na Argiolu*,

Argjnni* Aglaia, Hipparchia Semek, (Geom.) bipunctata, Jfusca p^n-
dula [?].

August 2. Larva of M. stellatarum, Pyraustra cingulalis and ostrinalis [?],

or its ally.
— 16th. Tortrix emargana and excavana, &c., near Glanville's

Wootton; Galeruca viburni?, pale under side.— 19th. A fine Tfpula in
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Lewel Plantation, near Dorchester j AVrlon rufipes and sangulnea !

Acanthia rare.— 20th. Stafford, near Dorchester. Peltastes necatorius ;

A'crida Kirbei ; A'crida aptera, which has a transparent ocellus, although
lately asserted to the contrary ; but it is not seen without lifting up the left

elytron. (See Curtis's British Entomology, A'crida.)
— 25th. Plumley

Wood. -Bombyx coryli ! and also the larvae, by D. Senel, Esq. ; Pontia

(remarkably small) rapae, by one or two persons considered distinct.

^
September 1st. Calepteryx virgo ! ! ! Corixa affinis, plentiful in Glan-

ville's Wootton, &c. &c. I never saw Corixa affinis before, and I have
often tried our pond.

Lymexylon navale is confirmed as a British insect, also taken in Windsor
Forest by Mr. Griesbach. I once had a specimen of ^ombyx menthrasti,
and six of O^phion vinulae, hatched from the pupae of ^ombyx vinulus,
which is certainly a curious fact. I had of Mr. Latham a Penthophera,
somewhat similar to nigricans, but with a thinner body, which he said he
took himself; but, as he had it not in his own cabinet, I think he may be
mistaken. The Stylops is certainly a new genus, and the only one in

the order I took this year. I am, &c. — J. C. Dale, Glanville's Wootton,

Sejit. 19. 1830.

Buckinghamshire.

The Kingfisher.
— There appearing to be some disagreement between the

author of Omithologia and other of your correspondents as to the rarity of
the kingfisher (^Icedo Fspida), or the frequency with which it makes its

appearance, I beg to state, that on the small stream which takes its rise

near West Wycombe, and, running through this place (Landwater and

Woodburn), falls into the river Thames near the latter village, the king-
fisher is almost a constant visiter. From the summer-house at the end of

my own garden, not quite 150 yards from the main street of this town, the

bu*d has been frequently, very frequently, seen by myself flying up and
down the river. On the banks of the river Lea, in the neighbourhood of

Wheathampstead in Hertfordshire, this beautiful bird was also often seen

when I resided in that vicinity ; and a stuffed specimen, shot near that

place, now ornaments my hall. I remain. Sir, &c.— James G. Tatem,

Wi/combe, Jan. SI. 1831.

Cornwall.

TTie Cornwall Literary and Philosophical Institution was established in the

year 1818, for the diffusion of scientific information and the excitement of

literary emulation in this county; which, from its peculiar character,

depends more on science for its prosperity than any other part of the

kingdom, and at the same time affords greater facilities for the acquirement
of scientific knowledge, were these facilities rendered generally available.

The antiquities and history of Cornwall opened also a wide field for

literary research, and it was hoped that this Institution might prove a
nucleus around which the literati of the county might concentrate. A
Society, embracing in part the objects of this Institution, had been esta-

blished a short time previously under very flattering auspices ; but, its field

of operation being restricted to geology and mineralogy, there appeared
ample space for another Society in the wide scope of chemistry, mechanics,
natural and experimental philosophy, and natural history in its various

branches, both indigenous and exotic. A considerable sum was raised for

the purposes thus contemplated, by proprietary subscriptions of 10/. 10*.,

and also by annual subscriptions ; and with this the foundation of the pre-
sent museum was laid, and an extensive collection of chemical and philoso-
phical apparatus purchased ; which was, for several years, used by various

gentlemen in elucidating different branches of science and literature by
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public lectures during the winter months. In 1821, the Society, with a
view of increasing its influence with the oligarchy, took the title of Royal ;

but, as it still continues poor, the title does not seem to have done it much
good. In 1828, the Society purchased and fitted up two spacious and
convenient rooms as a museum. A theatre for lectures, and a laboratory
for metallurgic researches, are in contemplation. The museum contains

specimens of nearly all the birds of that part of the country, whether
natives or visitants ; presented by Mr. C. Jackson, chemist, of East Looe.
A collection of shells has lately received large additions from Sir Charles

Lemon, bart. The niineralogical collection contains numerous valuable and

interesting specimens. The collection of rock specimens is so arranged as

to give a general idea of the outlines of geology ; but the detail belongs to
another Society, with which this desires always to cooperate in their com-
mon object, the diffusion of science. There are some fossil organic re-

mains, ancient coins, specimens of manufactures of foreign and uncivilised

countries ; Buffon's works in 74 vols., and 150 vols, of French scientific

journals, presented by John Forster, Esq., of London, well known for his

liberality. This Institution is always ready to exchange duplicates with

any similar Society, or with individuals. The objects and laws of the In-
stitution are printed at Truro, and the secretaries are Mr. W. M. Tweedy,
and Mr. J. T. Nankivell there.— A. B. B. Truro, Jan. 1831.

Essex.

An Adder and its Eggs.— In the beginning of the month of August,
1830, I resided for some weeks on the coast of Essex. I had repeat-

edly observed, in a little grove, an adder coiled up among some brushwood
at the foot of a tree. It always managed to elude my pursuit, until

one day, having very cautiously approached its haunt, I succeeded in

placing my foot on its tail. In the hurry of the moment I mistook it for

a snake, or I should not have hazarded the experiment : fortunately, how-
ever, instead of turning to inflict a venomed wound, it endeavoured to

regain its hole, and I was thus allowed time to seize it firmly by the throat,
and to hold it, until my brother, with a pair of scissors, had cut out its

poisoned fangs, and had separated the spinal marrow with a penknife. On
performing the former operation, a few drops of the deadly fluid were

ejected upon his hand. Life soon appeared to be extinct, and I stretched

the creature on the ground, in order to measure it : in length it was 2 ft.

5 in., and its bulk was very extraordinary, which led me to suppose that it

was a female about to bring forth a noxious progeny. On opening it some
hours afterwards, I discovered a string of eggs, fourteen in number, in

each of which was a young adder, perfectly formed, and enveloped in a

glutinous fluid. These little creatures, although they had never seen the

light, were lively, and I thought they even evinced an inclination to bite,
which made me cautious not to bring my fingers into contact with their

mouths. I took some of them out of the eggs, and they soon died, but
those which were laid on a piece of paper, with their envelope unbroken,
were alive and active many hours afterwards, and would probably have
lived a long time had they been Left undisturbed. As may be supposed,
the parent animal was now in nearly an empty state ; but on examining its

heart, I perceived that it was still strongly convulsed. I removed it with
a penknife, and laying it on a piece of white paper, was much interested in

watching its motions. It continued to beat, with little abatement of force,
for an hour, when its palpitations, though still strong, became less rapid,
and ceased in half an hour more, apparently less from want of energy in

the organ than because it had begun to dry and adhere to the paper. I

stuffed the parent, and preserved the young ones in spirits ; and both pre-

parations now form part of my little museum.— Anon, Jan. 1831.
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Norfolk.

Norfolk and Norwich Museum.— The Sixth Annual Meeting was held on
the 28th of November, 1830, Thomas Brightwell, Esq., in the chair. The
chairman congratulated the Meeting on the increased and increasing interest

generally taken in scientific pursuits, and especially in the prosperity of

this Society, clearly evinced by the very large donations of specimens
which had been made in the past year. He expressed, at the same time,
his earnest hope that pecuniary as well as scientific support would much
more largely be afforded to it. His desire was to see the Society not only
fi-eed from debts, but possessed of sufficient funds to enable the committee-

at least to preserve and display specimens presented, if not to purchase

occasionally desirable additions to their collection. The report of the

committee noticed a number of donations received, and gave a favourable

account of the Society's funds.— S. W. Norwichy Jan. 1831.

Art. in. Natural History in Scotland.

Birds either resident or occasional Visiters of Renfrew and its Neighbour-

hood, from November to February 1. 1831.— Our situation is low, not

many feet above the water level of the river Clyde ; the surface consists,

of small plantations, cultivated fields, and marshy meadows. The names
are Linnean, and taken from Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary. Those
marked with a star are visiters.

Trfnga Van^Uus, Lapwing, Peeseweep.
C6rvus glandarius. Jay, Jay-pyet.

it/onfedula. Jackdaw, Kay.
A'rAea. major, Heron.
F&lco JVisus, Sparrowhawk.
Loxia Chloris, Green linnet.

*F&lco palumbarius. Goshawk.
Tfirdus pilkris. Fieldfare,

^^as ^oschas, "Wild duck.
Col6mba Palumbus, Cushat Woodpigeon.
C6rvus Corone, Carrion crow.
Certhia famili^ris. Tree-climber.
2\ardus A/^rula, Blackbird.
Motacflla Tiegulus, Golden-crested wren.

Trogl6dytes, Common wren.

*Sc61opax rusticola. Woodcock.
*i4^nas Penelope, Widgeon.
Motacilla modul^rls. Hedge sparrow.

^Ibida, Water-wagtail.
•

*Pkrus caudatus, Long-tailed titmouse.

PJirus mJijor, Greater titmouse.

kter. Cole titmouse.

caerWeus, Small blue'titmouse.
rtirdus visefvorus. Missel-thrush.

mtisicus, Mavis.

Pringilla dom^stfca. House sparrow.
*Sc61opax Gallinkgo, Common mire snipOv
C6rvus frugilegus. Rook, Crow, Craw.

*Cbrax, Kaven, Croupycraw.
Motacilla Rub^cola, Robin redbreast
Phasiknus colchicus. Pheasant.
Tetrao P^rdlx, Partridge, Paitrick.
Strix O^tus, Horned owl, Houlat.

'

Corvus Pica, Magpie, Pyat.
AladAa, arvensis. Skylark, Laverock.
*^*nas Berniculn, Wild goose.
*3/otacilla Atricapilla, Black-cap, Coal-hood.

Pringilla coeMebs {males only). Chaffinch.
Emberiza Citrinella, Yellowhammer,Yeldrock.

Besides these, there have been some species of gulls that I cannot name.

I intend, at some future time, to send you a list of our summer birds.—
X Y, Z. Near Renfrew, Feb. 16. 1831.

Art. IV. Natural History in Ireland,

Birds at and near Londonderry.
—

Sir, As I perceive from your interest-

ing Magazine that you do not despise small things, I send you the following
account of a few birds which I observed in a district of this county, Lon-

donderry, twenty miles south ofthe Giants' Causeway. The figure given of

the lesser pettychaps, in a late Number, is very like it. This pleasing little

bird arrives here about the 10th of April, and departs in September. I

found a nest of it on the ground, apparently laid on its side, among some
small hawthorn twigs that had been cut from a hedge ; it was made of dry

grass outside, then moss, and then feathers, some ofthem those of poultry.
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The bird is a great singer, and flies from tree to tree in search of insect* ;

it is distributed over the whole country,, wherever trees or bashes are t»

be found ; the young are o£ a brighter yellow than the old birds j the nests,

I think, are always on the ground ; the eggs are seven or eight, or perhaps

more, and their colour is white, spotted with red. The whitethroat sings

jerking up in the air, it erects the feathers on its head, swells out its throat,

and makes a peculiar noise when you approach its nest, which it forms of

dry stalks of grass and long hairs, in a low bush. I have found the bags of

spiders in its nest. No others of this interesting group, as far as I can

judge, pay this district a visit, which, I assure you, I consider a very

great loss. The cuckoo is very common in this district ;
I have seen six

or seven on one tree at a time. It makes a variety of changes in its note,

sometimes repeating the first syllable of its name two or three times, and

sometimes making a curious chatter, like the blackbird, but much louder

and stronger : it cries sometimes nearly all night in warm weather, and

also on the wing. It feeds on the ground at times ; lays chiefly in the tit-

lark's nest, which bird I have frequently seen feeding its large foster-child,

and showing much anxiety about it. The young cuckoo will sit, if undis-

turbed, a long time on the same stone or hedge, and will let both foster-

parents feed it frequently. The cuckoo arrives here the latter end of April,

and departs the last week of June ; the young remain sometimes till August,
The missel thrush sings occasionally before Christmas, and afterwards till

July ; its song resembles that of the throstle, but it is not, I think, so full

or sweet ; it builds its nest often in the fork of a tree, and sometimes in

the small branches near the top, it is very bold and clamorous in defence

of its eggs and young, fighting with and beating off* the magpie and other

enemies valiantly. It will even fly very near human beings, like the lap-

wing, screaming very much, and appearing greatly distressed : if it were

quieter, its nest would not be so easUy discovered. In this respect it differs

from the sweet songthrush, which steals almost unperceived from her nest :

I have seen fifteen of these birds in a flock in autumn. This delightful

songster plasters her nest inside with cow-dung. The blackbird delights

in singing in warm weather. The redwing thrush arrives about the middle

of October, and departs about the same time in April.
— H. N. Januaryt,

1831.

Art. V. Montldy Calendar ofNaturefor Scotland.

Extracts from the Meteorological Register, kept at Annat Gardens, Perth-

shire, North lat. 56° 23^', above the Level of the Sea 172 ft., and Fifteen

. Miles from the Coast j being the Mean of Daily Observations taken at

Ten o'clock Morning and Ten o' Clock Evening.

Results for February.

Month.
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ordinary mean. The rain and melted snow in the rain gauge is 82 decimal

parts deeper than the average depth for February.

Results for March.

Month.
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Retrospective Criticism,

remarked, that the blackbird seldom attempts commencing music when the

temperature is below 42°. The lark will sing, if the sky is serene, at

a temperature of 34°.

In consequence of the long protracted winter frosts, vegetation had

been stationary throughout the winter months. The Christmas rose (Hel-
leborus niger) had its_flowers formed in December, but did not open tiH the

14th of February; snowdrops and the winter aconite were in flower on

the 15th, and spring crocuses began to appear above ground. The tem-

perature of the last 10 days of February being 37°, vegetation became

again stationary. The aurora borealis was brilliant on the evenings of the

2d and. 7th, indicative of the unsettled state of the atmosphere which

prevailed till the middle of the month. The crocus was in flower on the

4th, five days earlier than last season. The mezereon was in flower by the

8th. Wheat from Tangier sown on the 22d of January, appeared above

f
round on the 10th, a period of 47 days; mean temperature of that period

8*5°, corresponding exactly with privet wheat sown on the 26th of January
last year (Vol. III. p. 296.), both as to temperature and period of duration

under ground. The iSaxifraga oppositifolia opened its flowers on the 14th,

exactly on the same day as last year. Garden peas sown on the 21st of

February appeared above ground on the 22d of March, a period of 29 days;,
mean temperature of that period, 41°. Apricots were in full blow on

south walls on the 22d; the Erythronium Dens Canis, and iVarcissus

minor, on the 26th. Gooseberries were in leaf on the 27th ; and the Pul-

monaria paniculata was then in flower. The progress of vegetation at this

period, it will be perceived, is as near as can be to the corresponding period
last season. The only observable anomalies are, the larch trees appear
about as forward in leaf as on the 8th of April last season, which may be

accounted for by the excessive moisture of the soil throughout the early

part of March, and consequent cold produced at the earth's surface by

evaporation, affecting the progress of herbaceous plants, while lofty trees

enjoyed a higher temperature. The Draba «izoides in the same situation

as last year, has not kept pace with its fellows; it having flowered last

year on the 16th and this season on the 26th of March. It is not so easy
to account satisfactorily for this anomaly.

— A. G. April 2. 1831.

Art. VI. Retrospective Criticism,

Periodical Publications.— Sir, Accidentally looking over a very well-

written article on Strutt's Sylva Britdnnica, in your last Volume (p. 549.), my
eye was caught by the following passage :

— " We could wish, for his own

sake, that Mr.Swainson would not levy so exorbitant a tax on his subscribers

as to charge them half-a-crown for about eight pages of titlepage, preface,

indexes," &c. Now this, abstractly, is a just animadversion; but, with

reference to the work itself, it is a very partial mode of reasoning, and

therefore not fair. In each regular number of the Zoological Illustrations

(which amount to twelve in thirteen), there are five highly finished plates

for 45. 6c?. Now let the writer compare this price with that of three other

zoological periodicals, of the same size, and executed with equal care : he

will find that in one of these there are six plates for six shillings ; in another,

four plates for four and sixpence; and in another, where the letter-press is

more copious, two, or sometimes one plate, for three and sixpence. Let

me ask the writer, which he would rather have done : the number of plates

reduced from five to four, so as to bring the work upon a level with those

just alluded to ; or would he rather continue to pay this
" exorbitant tax

"

of half a crown for every thu-teenth number ? It is surely enough that there

are still men of science who will devote their time, and moreover their for-
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tune, to the publication of illustrative works, without being condemned in

this manner. A. Y. R. may not know that such ])ul)lications are always a
certain loss to their projectors : the booksellers know this full well, and
will never have any thing to do with them. Your correspondent A. Y. R.,
and " a Purchaser of Periodicals," whom I take to be one and the same,
need not, however, fear this

" exorbitant tax
"

will continue, or that the

science of the country will be much burthened vvith illustrative works.
I leave the Zoological Illusirations out of the question ; they are only pretty

pictures, fit to copy from, and sketchy descriptions : but I could name some
others, of much higher pretensions, which, to the disgrace of patrons of

periodicals, and of the true legitimate science of the country, are most

unworthily neglected ; they are, in fact, all but discontinued. Why is this ?

Because the grown-up public are satisfied with infants' food, in the shape
of cheap cohipilations, crude translations, wonders of the insect world, &c.

&c., with such like amusing trifles, fit only for children. While the >

of Dr. H., the I— Z— of G. H., the S. C. of G. S., and half a dozen

others, which would reflect honour upon any age or country, are left to

languish and decay. If such a mighty passion for natural history has

really sprung up among us, why do not the different public subscription
libraries, provincial institutions and societies, and wealthy individuals, pur-
chase and uphold such books ? Is there no writer in your Magazine with
the abilities and the courage to point out which of all these countless peri-
odicals deserve encouragement, and which do not ? Let A. Y. R. take up
this subject, for I suspect he is equal to it, and he will confer a signal benefit

on science. Let him give you a critical list, and then let all the provincial
societies make a choice of some one, or two, or more, as their funds may
permit, and send their orders to the publishers. We shall then see some real

patronage of science excited, and for the highest purpose, the increase of

knowledge. But so long as this merit is assumed by societies which merely
arrange stuffed skins in their museums, or import wild beasts, and receive

money for exhibiting them afterwards, we must in vain look for any real

encouragement to natural history. Yours, &c-— W. S. Februaryy
1831.

The Natural Productions indigenous to Britain.— Sir, The subject which

your learned correspondent T. E. L. has entered upon, in his observations

upon the "Natural Productions indigenous to Britain," is one so interesting
to every native of this country, and so instructive generally, that I cannot
let his paper slip through my hands without making a few remarks upon it.

In every meal which a man in the middle ranks of society usually takes,
there is one, if not more, of its ingredients the produce of a foreign country.
His breakfast and evening meal are supplied either by China or Jamaica ;

and an indispensable part of his dinner, though at present naturalised to

our soil, once found its way, in some " rich argosy," from the wilds of
America. The trees which compose the shady coverts and bowers of our

gardens are principally foreign ; the laurel, and those graceful varieties of
shrubs which adorn our pleasure grounds, have all derived their birth in dis^

tant lands. Many of our larger trees are aliens, the silver poplar of Italy, and
the lusty poplar of Ohio, the chestnut, and many others. From T. E. L.'s

opinion that the abies and the fagus are not natives of Britain, I feel much
inclined to differ. In the first place, I conceive that abies is the common
pine, and fagus the beech. That the pine is indigenous to this country, the

daily discoveries of embedded forests of that wood declare to us ; and our

peat bogs, which were formed centuries probably before any connection
that the inhabitants of this country had with strangers, bear testimony to

this fact. That the beech is indigenous I feel less confident; but the opi-
nion of Evelyn

* bears me through in my supposition that it is. There is a

* Vide Evelyn's Sylva, Hunter's edit., vol. i.

Vol. IV.— No. 19/ t
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passage in Caesar's Commentaries * which would seem to confute my opi-
nions ; but I must aver that I conceive the author to have been either mis-

informed or little acquainted with the interior of the country. T. E. L.,

your correspondent, vindicating this opinion of Caesar's, is confident that

the tree mentioned in the passage quoted is not the beech, but a species of

oak ; and this he strengthens by adducing passages from authors of anti-

quity, describing the fruit of the fagus as an article of food. That the fruit

of the oak was and is used as food, I know ; and also that the fruit of the

beech was not only formerly used as food, but is so to this day. The ker-

nels of the beech-nut are to this day, in some parts of France, ground and
made into bread ; and from the same nut an oil is extracted useful and

pleasant to the taste. Deer and swine have pastured upon beech-nuts from

the earliest ages. I should therefore rather interpret fagus, with several

learned expositors, the beech than the oak ; since the argument in favour of

its being the oak, from its fruit being mentioned as an article of food, I

think I have proved to be futile. But granting for a moment that fagus is

not the beech, but the oak ; if we allow T. E. L.'s argument, it will lead us

to the conclusion that the oak is not a native of Britain ; a conclusion which

I should hope all your readers know to be false. T. E. L.'s reasoning is

this :
— Caesar was correct in saying that the fagus was not found in Bri-

tain J but Caesar's fagus is the oak, and not the beech ; therefore the oak
was not found in Britain. In describing the pearls found in England in the

time of Agricola, T. E. L. will not forget the fisheries of the Conway river,

which, if my memory fails not, has been productive of pearls from the

earliest times. I am, &c.— cc . Jamiari/f 1S31.

Hares tatcing the Water.— Sir, Your correspondent (p. 143.) recommends
those who doubt the emigration fancies of the hare to visit the island of

Havergate, where they might have ocular demonstration of such an

extraordinary fact. Being rather sceptical on that point, I proposed taking
a journey thither : but as I am well acquainted with Mr. Edwards, the

proprietor of the island, I thought a little conversation with him upon the

subject would answer my purpose quite as well. That gentleman assures

me (to the best of his belief) that every hare upon Havergate Island was
either born there, or is one of the original stock sent there by himself for

the purpose of colonising the island ; he trusting to the formidable aqueous
barrier for their preservation. Mr. Edwards is an old sportsman, and is of

opinion hares will never voluntarily take to the water : he says your cor-

respondent must have very much misunderstood him.

Naturalists have recorded an instance or two of extraordinary sagacity
shown by hares that have taken to the water, in cases of emergency, to

evade their pursuers ; but that they will swim backwards and forwards, as

it were for amusement, across a rapid stream of 200 yards in width, is

more, I suspect, than most naturalists will give credence to.
" Not being

a fox-hunting or hare-coursing parson, I know but little about game ;

"
but

it is the first time I ever heard of any migratory propensity peculiar to

British animals, or that the quadrupeds of England had caught the mania
for crossing salt water from their biped superiors.

— S. V. W. Woodbridge,
March

y 183L
Missel Thrush singing oti the Wing.— Sir, Your correspondent, who

signs himself "
iScolopax rusticola," in p. 183., among other very just ob-

servations relative to thaLt amusing bird the missel thrush, remarks that he

has once in his life observed one to sing whilst hi the act offlyingfrom one side

of a field to another ; "but," he adds, "it is a solitary instance, as I neither

observed it before nor since, and had they been in the habit of doing so, I

should most certainly have noticed it." I am inclined so far to agree with

* " Materia cujusque generis praeter fagum et abietem,"
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your correspondent, that this must be, at least, a rather unusual occur-

rence, inasmuch as I never recollect to have observed it previously to see-

ing his statement in your Magazine ; and yet I have not been inattentive

to the habits and manners of the bird. I can now, however, bear testimony
to the accuracy of the remark. On the 3d of March I was an eye and ear

witness to the fact of a missel thrush singing,
—and singing in good

style,
— on the wing, flying over the Lammas Fields, between this vil-

lage and Coventry. And it is a singular coincidence, though perhaps
too trifling to be noticed, that this occurred the very next morning after I

had read the remarks of your correspondent. That cuckoos frequently
sing on the wing is a fact, I believe, well known to naturalists.

The above remarks may perhaps be deemed too unimportant to find a

place in your pages ; at the same time it strikes me, that the remarks of
one naturalist in corroboration of those of another, relating to a fact which,
it appears, had almost escaped the notice of an out-of-doors observer, may
not be entirely without interest to some at least of your readers.

I will only add, that the missel thrush commenced its ordinary song in

this neighbourhood on the 24th of November, 1830. Yours, &c.—W. T^
Bree. Allesley Rectoryy

March 8. 1831.
The Nuthatch in the Neighbourhood of Bedford.

—
Sir, The very handsome

manner in which Mr. White has alluded (p. 184.) to the remarks which I

took the liberty of making in a former Number (Vol. III. p. 450.) on his

statements relative to the song of the cuckoo and the departure of the

swifts, induces rae to put another question to that intelligent naturalist ;

and I now feel confident I may do so without running the risk of giving
him offence, Mr. White, in his " Journal of the Weather kept at Bedford

'*

(p. 171.), says,
" the nuthatch (>Sitta europae^a) arrived on the 24th of

March." Allow me to ask whether the bird is a migratory species in that

neighbourhood. Possibly it may be so ; for some birds are partially migra-

tory ; I mean that in some cHstricts they are to be seen only in summer or

in winter, while in others they are to be met with during both seasons alike.

An example of this kind occurs, as I am informed, in the common king-
fisher ; a very able naturalist, resident at the time in Yorkshire, once as*-

sured me that the kingfisher was only to be found in his neighbourhood
in the winter ; and I have been told of other places where the bird is only
to be met with in the summer. In Warwickshire, however, both the king-
fisher and the nuthatch undoubtedly remain with us throughout the whole

year.
The Cuckoo. Again, Mr. White (p. 172.) says,

" the cuckoo departed
on the 3d of July." Does he not rather mean that the bird then became
silent ? that being just about the season when its song usually ceases to be
heard. But the bird itself does not depart, or leave this country, till long
after it has ceased to sing ; not, I believe, till the autumn, or at least till

late in the summer. I conceive it to be the right, I might almost say
the duty, of one naturalist to criticise (provided it be done with courtesy
and moderation) the remarks of his brother students in the field of nature;
for b}^ these means the truth, which ought to be the object with all natu-

ralists, is most likely to be elicited and confirmed. And I cannot but ex-

press a wish that all your correspondents would receive the remarks of
those who may happen to differ from them in opinion, in the same candid
and gentlemanlike spirit as is evinced by Mr. White.

• I had almost forgotten to state, that the facts of the cuckoo being heard
on the 28th of July, and four swifts seen on the 27th September (see
p. 185.),

—
facts, the accuracy of which I no longer feel myself at liberty to

call in question,
— are certainly very unusual ones, and, as such, are well

worthy of being recorded in your Magazine. Yours, &c.— Id,

The pectinated Claw of the Goatsucker.— I cannot but smile at the sim-

plicity of Mr. Rennie, who, with an obvious desire for truth, is sometimes
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very unfortunate in his speculations. He thinks the question of the
"
goatsucker's foot-comb

"
is

"
set at rest," because he discovers that

these birds are infested with vermin. Does he not know that it would be
difficult to name any land bird which is without such parasites ? If he
doubts this fact, let him examine the heads of all our native birds ; or,

what is better, let him go to the British Museum and ask to see Dr.
Leach's collection of these extraordinary insects. To suppose that nature
has given to one or two families of birds the exclusive power of freeing
themselves from an enemy which in like manner infests all birds is pre-

posterous. I can, moreover, assure him that the Australian Podargus is

so tormented, since some of the empty nits still adhere to the feathers

of my specimens. Is Mr. Rennie now satisfied ? Wilson in general is

remarkably accurate, but he also must, in this instance, give place to our
White.— 5m;. Feh. 1831.

Formation of Wax hy the Bee.— Most practical men think Professor

Rennie (p. 185.) wrong, notwithstanding the authorities that he has in his

favour. I have been taught to believe that the farina of flowers is the

material of the wax, and that it is cemented by a glutinous secretion

of the insect. Wasps scrape or bite off the soft down-like pile which is

generally found on the surface of oak boards or posts that have been

exposed to the weather, and mixing it with a gluten which they secrete,
form a kind of paste or paper of which they construct their cells. Hornets
make use of rotten wood instead of the scrapings of oak boards to form
the paper for their nests ;

and I observe by the Bulletin Universcl that a

gentleman in France has taken out a patent for the same thing.
—J. W..Xj.

London, March, 1831.

The " Flora of Richmond as compared ivith that of Thirsky^ contained m
your Magazine (p. 24.), exhibits a few inaccuracies which I wish to rectify,
and some opinions which I feel inclined to oppose.

It seems to me that one of the plans the most conducive to the advance-
ment of the science upon which your Magazine treats, is that of the inha-

bitants of particular counties or districts transmitting to you an account of
their discoveries, stating to you their remarks, and the inferences they
draw from the data they possess : still this system, useful as it is, with-

out it is conducted with caution and fidelity, will prove futile, and tend
to mislead the enquiring naturalist. In making some remarks upon
the peculiarities of the woods about Richmond, the author of the paper
before me says, that,

"
ascending the higher grounds, the woods, if any, are

principally fir." Now, I conceive that this is not peculiar to Richmond,
since where firs are not of spontaneous growth, in all elevated situations

where the soil is barren and unprofitable,the proprietors usually plant fir trees,

as affording the best crop which they can procure from soil of that nature ;

and this I conceive to have been the origin of the plantations near Richmond.

May I ask the author of this paper, did he not mean to write metalliferous,
when he wrote carboniferous, limestone ? I believe coal is scarcely found
within many miles of Richmond (a peculiarity of the mountain limestone

series), though the metals galena, zinc, and copper are found in abundance ;

from which fact this limestone is denominated by geologists metalliferous.

Mountain limestone totally prevails at Richmond, though your more
cautious correspondent says only generally. The town of Richmond
stands upon a rock of limestone, and the same stratum forms the bed and
banks of the river Swale. As to the cavernous fissures which T. E. L.

mentions, I can assure him I know them well, and in the days of my
youthful enterprise, equipped with tinder-box and candle, I have tra-

versed their depths with the adventurous spirit of a Quixote, and returned

to the daylight soiled and bemudded as much as ever mining practitioner
was. As to T. E. L.'s assertion, that the mountain limestone series is

"generally" full of fissures, I feel too dubious upon the subject to hazard
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a negative. Some of your readers may perhaps be able to give an opinion
more strongly confirmed by experience than mine would be. The valley
of the Swale, some miles above Richmond, is rich in veins of galena, and,
far from being

" not uncommon," they constitute the entire wealth and

produce of the country. From that valley lead is forwarded to all the

Yorkshire markets and consumers, and from Stockton upon Tees great

quantities are shipped to London and the southern ports.

Perhaps I may be ignorant of the meaning of the term " elevation
" used

by T. E. L. in describing the " thickness
" of the mountain limestone stra-

tum ; or science may have assigned to that polysyllable a different inter-

pretation from its common conventional one. T. E. L. makes the words
" thickness

" and "
elevation

"
synonymous. The passage is this :

—"The
thickness of the mountain limestone varies ; perhaps we may not exceed
the mark in assigning it an elevation of 300 or 400 feet." It appears to me
that the latter member of this sentence does not explain the former ; since

the elevation or height of a substance can give no ciue to discover its

thickness. Here is an arithmetical problem, which will employ as much of

T. E. L.'s time to solve, as it would of mine to unriddle his observation :
—

If the perpendicular height of a maypole be 60 ft., what will its diameter
be ? Perhaps T. E. L. will explain me this matter.

The mountain limestone not unfrequently appears lying under the grit-

stone, as is the case at the outcrop at Ingleborough Hill, and Whernside
in Yorkshire. This latter hill, indeed, derives its appellation from the an-

cient household article in making which its gritstone was employed, namely,
the querTiy which by an easy corruption becomes whcrn.

T. E. L. says
" there are mrfew^ proofs of the valley [of the Swale] hav-

ing been narrower in former times." I should like him to give me his

reasons for such an evident conclusion. It never struck me as having been

likely, nor does it appear at all probable. Does T. E. L. mean by the
"

basis of the hills
"
the land in the valley ? Some further remarks from

T. E. L. upon the "
geography of plants," if gathered by his own-observ-

ation, and well supported by facts, would be interesting and instructive.

My kind wishes for T. E. L.'s success as a naturalist have drawn me
into these remarks. I am in general so inert that nothing but liiy kind

feelings towards him, or some " such convulsion of nature," or "
great acting

force," as hath formed a passage through the hills for the river Swale, and
dismembered the Round How from its parent rock (as T. E. L. describe

it), could have impelled me to scribble at such length, and with such pro-

lixity.
— N. Januart/ 27. 1831.

The specific Relations of Anagdllis arvensis and asrulea.— Sir, In reply
to Professor Henslow's communication (Vol. III. p. 537.), I have to state

that, in 1828, a friend sent me a small parcel of seeds of ^nagallis caerulea,

from which I raised a considerable number of plants ; but not one of them

presented any thing different from the usual appearance of the plant from
which they were derived. I suffered the plants to scatter their seeds, and
the following year they came up equally numerous, but still without any
deviation. The above was not done with any view to ascertain the fact

of identity ; but had any variation occurred in the colour, &c., I should have

observed it, as I was very frequently looking at the plants. The soil upon
which they grew was gravel, with a slight covering of mould. It may be as

well to observe that we consider the Jnagallis caerulea a very rare plant;
indeed, I have never seen it wild, although Jnagallis arvensis, as in most
other places, is one of our commonest weeds. As blue flowers are subject
to more variation than others ; and as flowers of that colour and white

frequently turn to red in their last stage. Professor Henslow should have
stated if the flowers were red at first opening ;

and if they were precisely
of the same colour as the ^nagallis arvensis. I presume every means was
used to prevent the introduction of the more common plant, which is so very
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frequently a trespasser in gardens. I am. Sir, &c.— Dan. Stock. Bungat/,
Dec. 2. 1830.

In the botanic garden. Bury St. Edmund's, ^nagallis ca^rulea, which

was introduced there by the Rev. Geo. Reading Leathes, came up annually
from seeds dropped the year before ; and as its numerous bright blue flowers,

glittering in the sunshine, made it a very ornamental little annual, the

plants of it were allowed to be numerous j amongst them all I never per-
ceived any variation.— John Denson. jun., lately Curator there. Baysivater^
JV6.19. 1830.

Art. VII, Queries and Anstvers.

Erratum.— Page 144. line 12. from the top, for
" Vol. 11. p. 123.," read

"VoI.III. p. 193."

Accentuation.— Sir, We have in this vicinity several young persons who
are pursuing the study of entomology with a zealous application ; but

having unfortunately, like our immortal bard,
" but small Latin and less

Greek," we are frequently unable to ascertain the derivation, accentu-

ation, and application of the nomenclature. This is a truly discouraging

circumstance, as it very much impedes those personal communications of

discovery and progress, from which arises, as we conceive, an intense

gratification to those united in the same study. We have resorted to

your Magazine, as a work that would materially assist us in subduing our

difficulties; we expected much improvement from it, and we have not

been disappointed : but, in general, you do not enter extensively enough
upon our favourite pursuit j and you have lately very much shaken our

confidence by an alteration of your practice. In fourteen Numbers you
uniformly placed the accent on the penultimate syllable of what may be
termed the patronymics of the science, but in the fifteenth Number the

said syllable is shortened ; thus we have Cynipidae, Chalcididae, &c. Lem-

priere, our best reference in this case, generally adopts your latter accent-

uation : but Withering teaches his readers that all terms ending in ides

have their penultimate syllable long, according to your former pronunci-
ation. Now, who is to decide when doctors disagree ? If those whom
we deem mastei's in a science falter, what are the inexperienced novices

.to do ? We at least think ourselves justified in making a respectful appeal
to you, for the reason of the change that you have adopted ; and, as the

case before us fully evinces the necessity of some standard of reference

even to the learned, we, the unlearned, feel ourselves entitled to make a

still bolder appeal. We frankly call upon the veterans in the science for

a dictionary of British Entomology, with derivations, accentuations, and
reasons of application, &c. Since Mr. Stephens's Catalogue has been before

the world, a work of this description has become of easy accomplishment
to the scientific : but who is there that can present such an effectual as-

sistance to the student so well as our venerable head and tutor the Rev.

Mr. Kirby, or Mr. Weston ? To use the words of the former gentleman,
"
May it therefore, in such good hands, begin, make progress, prosper, and,

Deofavente, be happily concluded ! Verbum sapientiJ' I am, &c.— F7^ank

Plain. Jan, 28. 1831.

In the earlier Numbers, names of families in idee were printed with the

penult long, under the impression that they were composed of the name
of the type and eidos, likej as Cynip-idae (Cynips-like ) : but, as these

names were subsequently ascertained to have been used as patronymics

by the eminent naturalists who invented them, and without any reference

to cidosy they have in later Numbers been regulated by the prosodial rules

that govern jmtronymics, and of course have the penult long or short
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according to the termination of the word from which they are formed.
As far as entomology is concerned the penult is always short ; as

Cynipidee.
The terms Animal and Vegetable.

—
Sir, I should consider myself highly

favoured, if you would give me, in your forthcoming Number of the Maga-
zine, a distinct definition of the term *'animal j" also, a distinct definition of
the term "

vegetable ;" and if you would show me how you can satisfactorily
draw a line between the animal and vegetable kmgdioms.

—
Inquisitor.

Jan. 2^, 1831.

Lady Derwentwater.— Is your correspondent, W. B. Clarke (p. 92.),

acquainted with the voice of the heron ? If not, will you allow me to

hazard an opinion that it is the mortal body of this majestic bird, upon
which tradition has fixed as a tabernacle for the spirit of this Lady of the
Lake ? I well remember, whilst leisurely rowing round the islands on this

beautiful sheet of water on a lovely evening last spring, to have watched
this bird soaring high above my head whilst uttering its singular scream.
After the sun had disappeared behind the western mountains, and the dusk
of evening precluded my again seeing this feathered friend, its cry was
still to be heard ; and, though there is nothing particularly plaintive in it, I

shall be inclined to adhere to my opinion, in the absence of a better illus-

tration of the fair spirit's dwelling-place. The unsuccessful attempt of

your correspondent and his friends to obtain a sight of the birds on the

island, strengthens the probability of its being some bird that emits its note
whilst high on the wing.

— 17. B. Giles. March 28. 183L
The Breathing-Tube ofthe Boa. (p. 20.)

—
Quaere, Whether the breathing-

tube of the boa, noticed by Mr. Dillon, was not the fleshy receptacle (if I

may so apply the term) into which the snake withdraws its tongue ?

Whilst I was an under-graduate, I kept a couple of snakes for some time,

which, after fasting for three months, at length began to take food. I have

frequently seen them swallow the largest-sized frogs. When these were
sometimes slowly receding, hind quarters foremost, into their enemy's
stomach, the distended jaws of the snake were in one period of the pro-
cess tightly contracted round the frog's head, producing the curious effect

of an animal with one mouth (the frog's) and four eyes, two of which
were winking continually and the other two in a glazed stare. I never
saw any breathing-tube exserted during the operation, neither should I

consider any such apparatus to be needful, because my snakes would fre-

quently lie wholly under water for a much longer time than was necessary
for them to swallow their food. The common snake is particularly
abundant in the fens of Cambridgeshire ; and may be seen in the spring,

upon any fine day, basking on the banks of the ditches, into which it im-

mediately retreats upon being disturbed, swimming across them with the

greatest facility. A fenman and his two sons were formerly employed to

procure these snakes for an agent from London, who paid for them, when
skinned and dried in the sun, at the rate of one shilling per dozen. The
men remember to have had one day's sport more remarkably good than

usual, in which the three respectively caught nine, eight, and seven dozen.
To their great regret, this profitable trade has suddenly ceased. What
the man who purchased them did with them they never knew

;
but per-

haps some of your correspondents may throw some light upon the subject.— J.S.Henslow. Cambridge, Feb. 'i. 1831.
On Snakes taking the Water.— Sir, In Vol. III. p. 450., J. Murray of

Carmarthen says:
— "In reference to your Portsmouth correspondent, it

may be remarked that I believe it not a rare phenomenon to find snakes
or vipers occasionally take the water, either to cross a stream or traverse
a pond or lake." I think there can be no doubt of the fact. Although
my opportunities of observing the habits of snakes in this country have
been few, I have often seen them in the water in North America in search
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of frogs, which I believe to be their principal food. I have also very fre-

quently seen them in pools of water by the road side, with their heads

above the surface, watching for their prey; and I have often relieved the

poor frog from the fangs of his enemy, having been attracted by his cries

to his assistance. Being in search of aquatic plants in a small lake in

Upper Canada, in a birch canoe, I was joined by a young Indian whom T

was acquainted with. He had come there in search of fish or wild-fowl.

He called to me as he approached, and [)ointed out to me a very large
black snake, about fifty yards from the shore, which lay coiled up amongst
the water-lilies with his head raised about four inches above the surface.

I called to the Indian to fire ; he did so, and the snake disappeared under

the water, and again made his appearance nearer the shore. I also fired,

but with no better success, for we saw no more of him. I enquired of the

Indian if the black snakes often went into the water. He replied,
" O yes,

they go a-fishing."
— In Canada I heard many wonderful stories of snakes

charming their prey, particularly birds ; but I confess I am myself some-

what sceptical on this head. The following, which exactly agreed with my
own opinion on the subject, was related to me by a very respectable

farmer, who had previously been a true believer in their fascinating

qualities. He was walking in a field near his house, when he pei-ceived a

bird fluttering above the stump of a tree, uttering an uncommon cry, and

by degrees getting nearer to the ground. The farmer's attention being
drawn by the uncommon cries and motions of the bird, he walked slowly
towards it, but it seemed to take no notice of him, and continued still

getting closer to the ground. The farmer at last observed that the bird's

attention was drawn towards a large snake, resting against a stump, nearly

erect, with its head close to a small hole. The bird (probably encouraged

by the presence of the farmer) struck at the snake with his wings, which

caused him immediately to drop. On examination, it was found that the

bird's nest was within the tree, with five unfledged young ones ; which the

snake had been exerting his ingenuity to procure a part of for his dinner.

I think. Sir, I hear you exclaim, after reading this. What is all this to

the purpose about the snakes, without giving their scientific names ? I am

sorry to say that I am obliged to plead ignorance on that head, being only

acquainted with the local names given to them in America; the most
common snake of which country is the garter snake, which I believe

seldom attains the size of the common snake of England. The rattle-

snake, I think, has not been met with in Lower Canada ; but they are

found in considerable quantities in Upper Canada, particularly about Lake
Erie. I am, &c.— Thomas Blair. Stamford Hill, Jan. .3. 183L

The Circumstance of Snakes taking the Water (Vol. III. p. 450.) is to be

observed wherever they are common ; and, as far as my observations go,

they abound most in those places where there is shallow water, which is

favoin-able for their obtaining a due supply of food, such as frogs, &c.—
Rusticus. Newark on Trent, Feb. 4^ 1831.

Hooks detecting Grubs.— A perusal of the Discourse on the Studi/ of Na-
tural Philosophy/, by Mr. Herschel (No. 14. of Lardner's Cyclopcedia), will

furnish many of your readers with valuable hints for directing their reason

and observations to the true and easy solution of what may at first sight

seem to be most unaccountable phenomena. I here extract an article for

the notice of j'our correspondent L. D. ; he will find it at p. 84.
" In Captain Head's amusing and vivid description of his journey across

the Pampas of South America occurs an anecdote quite in point. His

guide one day suddenly stopped him, and, pointing high into the air, cried

out * A lion !

'

Surprised at such an exclamation, accompanied with such

an act, he turned up his eyes, and with difficulty perceived, at an immea-

surable height, a flight of,condors soaring in circles in a particular spot.

Beneath that spot, far out of sight of himself or guide, lay the carcass of a
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horse, and over that carcass stood (as the guide well knew) the lion, whom
the condors were eyeing with envy from their airy height. The signal of
the birds was to him what the sight of the lion alone could have been to

the traveller, a full assurance of its existence."

Doubtless the rooks could distinguish some marked peculiarity in the

plantains and other plants attacked by the grubs ; although, to an unac-

customed and less interested eye, the " verdure of the pasture might remain

uniform, and without any sensible appearance of withering or decay."
—

J.S.Henslow. Cambridgey FebA. im\.

Electricity of the Caterpillar of Cerura vinula.— Animal electricity (that

is, the voluntary power of communicating electricity) is one of the strangest

phenomena in nature ; and this seems to accord so much with the general
sense of mankind, that any new fact of this kind is listened to with inat-

tention, if not with incredulity. It has been allowed to be ascertained in

some fishes, and in one insect, a beetle from Brazil. What I am going to

relate establishes the existence of the power among caterpillars, at least to

the conviction of my own mind.

Observing the leaves of a young poplar, of the species P. canescens, to

be much destroyed, I was led to examine the cause. Two large sorts of

caterpillars were feeding upon it, both to me, at that time, unknown ; and the

name of one of them I am still ignorant of: the other is now called Cerura
vinula. I broke off two twigs, with one of each, and was carrying them
home : the Cerura showed decided symptoms of irritation, which particu-

larly drew my attention. It began to contract itself, drawing itself closely

together, and by degrees elevated and extended its bifurcated tail ; and
there were slowly protruded from each of the points bright red filaments,

about one eighth of an inch long, and irregularly bent to one side. In a

short time I felt a sudden tingle along my arm, which made me stop with

surprise. Suspecting, however, that this might be imaginary, I again pro-

ceeded; and, shortly after, I felt another shock, which made me almost

involuntarily throw the twig with the creature upon the ground. As I was
near the house, and one of the children with me, I sent her for a wine-

glass, in which I put the caterpillar, which immediately drew in its tails to

their original parallel position, and coiled itself in the bottom. On enter-

ing the house, I set the one in the glass on the chimney-piece ; and, as the

other was more lively, I passed a minute or two in examining it with a

pocket lens. I then turned to the Cerura from which I had the electrical'

shocks ; and as it had remained coiled together when I set it down, I was'

surprised to see the glass empty, and the insect gone : it had fallen upon'
the carpet ,•

and I was sorely disappointed to find that the child had crushed

it with her foot, displacing the intestines, and along with them a clear gela-
tinous matter, consisting of a great number of short cylinders. Upon at-

tempting to lift one of these with the point of a pin, I found that I pulled
more after it. They were attached to each other by small ligaments ; and
I was agreeably astonished to discover that they separated from the mass

exactly after the manner that the links of a land-measurer's chain are ex-

tended, and had been so arranged in the body of the caterpillar, forming an

organ, composed of these cylinders, at right angles with its length. I con-

vinced myself that this apparatus had nothing to do with the viscera of
the insect, and remain satisfied (not altogether philosophically, I must

acknowledge) that they composed the electrical organ by which I received

the shocks.

As I have never been so lucky as to procure another of these caterpil-
lars (although in 1826 they abounded in great numbers, as 1 learned after-

wards, on a plantation of poplars at Thirlstane, the seat of Lord Napier,
on the Ettrick), I would, therefore, be glad to hear, through your Magazine,
if any analogous fact relating to this well known caterpillar has been ob-

served.— If. !>. Selkirkshire. iV^or. 1830. .
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The Portuguese Man-of-War. (p. 96.)
— This apjxjUation is usually

given to the Velella limbosa, a figure of which may be seen in Shaw's
Katuralisfs Miscellany ; and though the vague description of the animal
referred to by your correspondent (R. S.) should seem to agree with this

zoophyte in many particulars, yet the tubes of twenty feet to an animal of

six or eight inches must be either a mistake or a newly discovered marvel.

At all events, this mention of the name has recalled to memory my having
detected this Velella on the shores of England. In the summer, or rather

in the autumn, of 1817, I found it at Ilfracombe, in Devonshire, thrown up
by the waves after windy weather, sticking to the rocks, and on the beach.

Some of the specimens were alive, retaining their brilliant blue colour,
and others were dead, transparent, and without the delicately filamentous

tentacula beneath them. The specimens were presented to Dr. Leach,
of the British Museum, by whom they were placed in the room appropriated
to British zoology, and where I have since seen them in a bottle of spirits,
labelled as above mentioned. I am not aware that any previous memoran-
dum has ever been made of their having been found on the British coast,

though it was certainly Dr. Leach's intention at the time to make the fact

known. — J. S. Hemlow. Cambridgey Feb. 4. 1831.
. The Portuguese Man-of-War. (p. 96.)

—
Sir, I had an opportunity of

examining one, in a voyage from the West Indies, about a year and a half

ago, and I now send my observations on it. This animal I take to be one
of the Mollusca, the ^olothuria Physalis of Lin. The individual I ex-

amined was scarcely 6 in, long, of a delicate pink on the upper part (the

top of the crest being darkest), and shading off' into an azure blue ; the cirri

were none of them longer than 3 ft. ; but the animal was in a bucket, and,
as it has the power of contracting them, it may have reduced them to this

length to accommodate them to the shallowness of the vessel. The fact

of these Mollusca being able to descend at will, I doubt ; for though I never
remember to have seen them in a gale, yet in a tolerable breeze, when we
have been going at 7 or 8 knots an hour, I have seen them rather abundant,
but still not so much so as in a calm. My reasons for doubting their having
this power are these :

— When they are blown over, which frequently hap-

pens, they lie on the top of the water till they are able to right themselves ;

which, from experiments I made on the one caught, appears to be by an
exercise of muscular power, and not by the mass of cirri acting as ballast ;

on the lower part or keel of th,is little ship muscular fibres are very evi-

dent. When a bucket is thrown over to try to take them up, though
they may be upset by the shock and splash of the water, they never sink ;

which, as all animals have an instinctive dread of danger, we may suppose
they would do if able. Besides, with a knife I opened the crest of mine,

and, notwithstanding the air escaped, the animal still floated, its weight not

being sufficient to sink it ; though, from the motion of the cirri, it was still

alive, and, therefore, had the power of sinking, if it ever possessed it, as

much as before. The cirri are, no doubt, intended for securing prey. As
a proof of this, a small fish, about an inch long, was put in with the jH^oIo-

thuria ; and, when it came within the influence of the cirri, it was seized

and carried among the mass situated close to the body of the animal. It

remained there some time, and, when expelled, it was quite dead and

squeezed flat
,*
so that the animal appears to live by suction, and not (like

the Actiniae) by passing the solids into its stomach. The sting of the cirri

is like that of nettles, both in feel and appearance, but I do not think so

severe as it is generally reported ; for, to ascertain the fact of its stinging at

all, which I had very much doubted, I took it up in the palm of my hand,
and felt no inconvenience ; a part, however, clung to the back of my hand,
and occasioned the sensation I have mentioned. Another person tried it, and
the palm of his hand was not stung, but the tender skin of his arm was. The

^poison, therefore, appears not strong enough to penetrate the hardened
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cuticle of the palm. On looking at one of the cirri through a small pocket

microscope, it appeared covered by a number of small hooks ; and I think

it must be those that occasion the pain.
There is a very good delineation of this animal in Forbes's Oriental Me-

moirs, but a little too highly coloured. 1 have not the work, or I would
send you a copy of it. They are not all of the same colour, some being
much brighter than others, and they are of various sizes. I am, Sir, &c.—
C. Jan., 1831.

Lobster-like Insect attacking the Leg of a House-fly. (p. 94.)
—

Sir, I appre-
hend the circumstance of the common house-fly having been attacked

in the way described by O. was purely accidental, if his description of the

creature attacking it be correct. Judging from his observation of its having
claws resembling those of a lobster, it must have been a species of the

genus Chelifer Geof. and imc/i, belonging to the class Jrachnoida F/^r//^r,

&c., fara. (Scorpionidae Ijcach. There are several species of this genus ;

their most common habitat being beneath the bark of trees, and they are

occasionally met with in moss. Your correspondent will find a figure of

Chelifer cancroides in the second volume of Kirby and Spence, pi. v. fig. 5.,

from which he will be able to judge of the correctness of my opinion. Had

your correspondent not alluded to the peculiarity in the form of the claw,
I should have concluded it to have been a parasite of the class ^'cari

Leacliy by which many Dlptera and Hymenoptera are attacked. About
three years since, my attention was called by my children to a fly ( ikfusca

vomitoria) which they described as being mad : it had been spinning about

upon its head, and appeared incapable of flying any distance. On taking
it up, I found it infested with an ^'carus, which I iDelieve to be the Ocj-
pete rubra Leach. The proboscis, neck, and anterior pair of legs were so

covered as to disfigure the fly ; and having enclosed it in a box, and fumi-

gated it, I destroyed both the insect and its tormentors. On counting the

number of ^'cari which were in the box, I found no* less than sixty-two,
which I preserved, placing them beneath the unfortunate insect in my
cabinet. Whether these pests are truly parasitical on the Dlptera, I think,
admits of doubt : the J'cari may attach themselves to their legs while they
are depositing their eggs in dung and corrupt animal substances, in which
J'cari abound. Bees, however, which do not frequent such matter, are

often met with similarly infested, particularly the common Bombus terres-

tris.— A. H. Davis. London, Feb. 7. 1831.

A Lobster-like hisect attacking the Leg of a House-fly. (p. 94.)
—

Sir,

From the short account given of the insect attacking the ikfusca carnaria,

by your correspondent O., it may be inferred to be the Chelifer can-

croides, or book scorpion (Phalangium cancroides o( Lin.) ;
if by lobster-

like is meant a small apterous insect, about the shape of the common bed-

bug, resembling a small scorpion without a tail, having eight legs, and
two long palpi like the arms or claws of a crab, with which it catches its

food, carrying them forward in rather a menacing attitude. Its motions

are quick, and it runs usually sideways, like the crab. It inhabits old

libraries and collections, feeding on the insects which infest those valu-

able repositories. Not only the entomologist should be inclined to culti-

vate the acquaintance of this little creature, and tender it his protection,
from its habits, but the herbalist will also find it a kind friend, and the

librarian and general collector will do well to allow it the free room of
their shelves and cases ; and last, though not least, the housewife will find

it of essential use where the Cimex lectularius abounds. Whether it eats

the eggs of the bug, or catches the young ones (which is most probable),
I have not been able to ascertain ; but I have frequently observed it in-

specting the haunts of this annoying insect, and on one occasion found it

among a range of eggs, which had been carefully emptied.
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The circumstance mentioned by your correspondent, of its attaching

itself to the leg of a fly, is in accordance with the habits of Chelifer cimi-

coides, which I have seen dragging the dead carcass of the Stomoxys ciil-

citrans (which resembles the il/usca domestica) by the legs. This species
inhabits the bark of old trees, and feeds like it on small insects. I remain.

Sir, &ic.— F. a L. Guernsey, Jan. 11. 1831.

A Lobster-like Insect, S^c.
— A species of the genus Chelifer, which not

unfrequently employs gnats and other flies as a means of transport, but

whether accidentally or intentionally, is for the decision of entomologists.
These insects are to be met with in decayed trees, where I have often

seen them whilst searching for minute fungi.
— J. S. Hensloiu. Cambridge^

FebA, 1831.

Caterpillar infesting the Sycamore.
— Had A. E. pursued the usual ento-

mological course of feeding his caterpillar, and of tracing it through its

transformations, he would, in all probability, have long since obtained the

information he asks for at p. 93. The insect is common everywhere near

London, and its larvae infest the sycamore in the autumn. The imago

appears in September j it is not a iVoctua, but one of the JSorabycidse ;

the common vapourer moth of English collectors ; the Orgyia antiqua of

Ochsenheimer. The female of this moth is apterous, and deposits her eggs
on the external portion of the cocoon from which she escapes.

— A. H.
Davis. Lo7idon, Feb^l. ]83'l.

Greenish black-marked Caterpillars on Cabbages. (Vol. HI. p. 476.)
—

The caterpillars are, no doubt, those of the large garden white butterfly

(Pontia brassicae); and the "minute eggs" I have no hesitation in refer-

ring to the pupae of a well known small parasite called Microgaster glo-
meratus (/chneumon glomeratus of -Lm.), of whose operations you will find

an account in Professor Rennie's Insect Transformationsy^. 61, 62., where a

figure of the insect will be found in its different states, together with that

of the caterpillar on which it preys. The insect has also been figured in

your Magazine (Vol. III. p. 52.) under the name of Platygaster ovulorum,

which, in p. 432. of the same volume, is shown to be erroneously applied.
In Gai'd. Mag. (Vol. VII. p. 121.) will be found quoted the passage in In-

sect Transformations referred to, in^an article by your correspondent W. T.

Bree. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— A. D. Feb., 1831.

The Rot in Sheep.
—

Sir, I have sent specimens {fig. 51.) of what are

provincially termed flukes, taken from the liver of a sheep
and generally supposed to be the cause of the rot, now
so very prevalent that it becomes a matter of no small,

consequence to ascertain what is the cause of the disease.

It is said by the farmers who have land by the river side

here, that the meadows never rot sheep unless they are

turned in immediately after a flood. Whether that is

the case or not, I will not pretend to say ; but if any of

your numerous correspondents could give information as

to the occasion of the rot ;
in what manner the fluke gets

to the liver ;
how produced, and to what class or family the flukes belong,

it may be a means of finding a remedy for a disease as fatal to sheep as

consumption is to man. I am, &c.— Rusticus. Newark on Trent, Feb. 4.

1830.

Luminosity of the Sea.— Sir, Being out upon an excursion on the 19th

oflast July, I wanted to get from Lowestoft to Yarmouth that evening. A
party of gentlemen whom I knew had engaged a boat for the same purpose,
and offered me a seat. Unfortunately there was no wind stirring, and we
were consequently kept upon the water four hours, namely, from six to ten

o'clock, in accomplishing a distance of nine miles. This, however, turned

out very fortunate for me, as I was particularly anxious to witness that
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singular phenomenon, the luminousness of the sea, which I had the satis-

faction of seeing that evening in great perfection. As it became dusk, the

edges or divisions of the waves became luminous, and the spray from the
oars particularly so. When it became nearly dark, every disturbance of
the water gave out a brilliant flash of phosphoric light. By placing the

finger in the water it was seen to great advantage, and small particles of light
were perceived for several seconds, receding from the boat in the w ake thus

produced. Water taken up, and spilled on the floor of the boat, appeared
like so much mercury let fall by daylight, as the points of light diverged in

radii from the spot where the water fell. I had no opportunity of examin-

ing the water at that time, but a friend (the Kev. Wm. Foulger) procured
some for that purpose from the same locality, and we determined, by the
aid of the microscope, that the luminousness of the water of this part of
our coast proceeded from a small animalcule {Jig. 52. a) resembling that

figured in Mr.Baird's paper (Vol.III.

p. 313. fig. 82. d). These appeared
in great numbers near the surface,
and arranged themselves round the

edge of the glass into which we
poured the water for examination.

They were sometimes so numerous,
and arranged with such order, as to resemble a string of beads. This
animalcule is a thin transparent globule, from the upper part of which
rises a small tube, in length about one diameter of the globule; a num-
ber of minute vessels diverge from the base of this tube, spreading thin

ramifications over the surface of the animalcule. We also detected

another animalcule (6 c
rf), twice the size of the former, which appeared

to possess a greater degree of luminosity when agitated in the water. It

had the appearance of a hollow fleshy globule, having a retractile tube

arising from the bottom of the cavity, over which is a square aperture, and
at the angles of this aperture are placed four moniliform tentacula (c?),

which, when the animalcule is in a state of repose, are contracted into four

lobes (c). The exterior is divided longitudinally into eight parts, and is

studded with minute points. I should be glad if any of your correspondents
would inform me, through the medium of your pages, to what genus these

animalcules may be referred, and the work or works in which they are

figured or described. The first, I conceive, cannot possibly be a Medusa,
as stated by Mr. Baird. I am, &c.— Samuel Woodward. Norwich^ Nov, 8.

1830.

The Aster which rolls back its Corolla, of which an imperfect specimen
has been sent us by M. A. Brown of Walsal, appears to be the Kaulfussia

«mell6ides. The circumstance of its rolling back its marginal petals during
overcast weather is a peculiarity ; most plants closing their petals in such
weather over the flower.— Cond.

Epidendrwnfnscdtuni.
— The orchideous specimen sent us by A Constant

Reader is not a parasite, as he supposes, but an epiphyte. A parasite grows
into the living trees as does the mistletoe; an epiphyte grows upon the

outer bark or rotten wood of a tree. The specimen sent is the Epidendrum
(epiy upon, dendron, a tree; place of growth) fuscatum, an orchideous

epiphyte. It is a stove plant of easy culture in rotten tan, with a strong
moist heat. — Cond.

The Constituents of Bezoar.— Sir, As your, correspondent, A Mine-

ralogist (p. 9C.), wishes to know of what substances the bezoar is com-

posed, I have drawn up a short account of the different varieties, according
to the analysis of MM. Vauquelin and Fourcroy, published by them in the

Annates de Chimie (see Ure''s Diet.), and the animals in which each parti-
cular kind is said to be found. Bezoars have been found in the intestines,.
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stomach, gall bladder, gall ducts, salivary ducts, and pineal gland. There

are nine or ten varieties :
—

1. Phosphate of lime, forming concretions in many of the Mammalia.
The bezoars of the pineal gland and salivary ducts are of this kind. Bezoars

of this species have occasionally been formed in fish.

2. Phosphate of magnesia, semi-transparent and yellowish, specific gravity
2*16. This kind has been found in horses, and many of the Ruminantia;

though it is diffiicult to conceive whence the magnesia is obtained, as only
a minute portion of it enters into the composition of their food.

.3. Triple phosphate, phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, composed of

concentric laminae, radiating from a centre, and rattling within like the

v2iJtites, or eagle-stone. This kind of bezoar is of a brown colour, and is

confined principally to herbivorous animals; as the elephant, horse, ass, &c.

The horse bezoar {Bezoar
*
equinum, or hippolite, as it was formerly called)

was generally composed of this triple phosphate. Dr. Watson has given us

an account of two bezoars of this kind taken from the intestines of a horse;
one of which weighed 15 lbs. 12oz., and the other 19 lbs. A very large one
of this kind was taken from the intestines of a horse belonging to Mr.

Hayward of Brandon, Suffolk ; and there is now in the museum of Guy's
Hospital a bezoar of this description, weighing upwards of 7 lbs. The
Bezoar microcosmicum, human bezoar, or enterolite, was occasionally of

this variety (Goody vol. i. p. 211.) ; an instance of which is recorded in the

ease of a lady under the care of Dr. S. Fitzgerald of Mullingar. {Med.
Com.)

4. Biliary. Colour reddish brown, found in the gall bladder of oxen
and sheep. This was called the Bezoar bovinum. It is very common in

the human species ; it has all the characters of inspissated bile, and is used
as a pigment by painters.

5. Resinous. This variety, commonly called the Oriental bezoar was

procured chiefly in Malacca, from unknown animals, by traffickers in the

East, and was by them very often sold for ten times its weight of gold.
The Bezoar hjstricis, Bezoar porcinum, pietro del porco, or lapis malacensis

was said to be of this kind. It was found in the gall bladder of the Indian

porcupine, had a bitter resinous flavour, on being steeped in water com-
municated its bitterness to it, and was taken formerly as an aperient and
stomachic. Some specimens of the Occidental bezoar, taken from the

stomach or intestines of an animal of the goat or stag kind, a native of

Peru, were said to be of the resinous kind, but they were sometimes
also composed of the triple phosphate. That the Oriental and Occidental
bezoar occasionally consisted of resin and bile, there is very little doubt ;

but for the most part they are composed of inert vegetable matter. A
few of the Oriental bezoars analysed by Dr. Watson were of the latter

description (Philosojjh. Trans., vol. Ixxxviii. p. 46.); though it is highly

probable that these were not from the gall bladder, but from the stomach
or intestines.

6. Fungous : consisting of pieces of the boletus igniarius swallowed by
some animal.

7. Hairy. The one described by I. W. D. of Greenwich was probably of
this kind. They are by far the most common of all bezoars, and have
been found in a great number of animals, particularly in beasts of prey, on
account of the hair which they swallow with their food becoming agglu-

* From pa, against, zakar, poison, Persian ; having been first employed
as an antidote, or counter-poison. Some derive the term from pazar, a

goat, Persian ; because the most anciently known bezoar stones were pro-
cured from the stomachs of goats feeding on the mountains of Persia.
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tinated together, so as to put on the peculiar spongy appearance described

by your correspondent. The aegagropila?, Bczoar simiae, or bezoar of the

monkey species, bezoars of the camel, the alpine goat, the chamois {Anti-
lope ^upicapra Linn.)^ and gazelle (A?itildpe Gazella Linn.), are occasion-

ally of this description. In these latter cases the hair most probabl}' is

taken into the stomach, as I. W. D. observes, by the animal licking
itself.

8. Ligniform, agglomerated lignin, or woody fibre. Most probably those
mentioned by the "

Mineralogist" were composed of a mixture of this and
the preceding variety. The emperor of Persia sent three bezoars as a

present to Napoleon, and by the analysis of Berthollet they were com-

posed of lignin.
9. Cholesterine.* This kind is not mentioned by the French authors;

but there is at this time in the museum of Guy's Hospital a beautiful

specimen, consisting of pure cholesterine, or the pearly matter of bile, in a

subcrystalline arrangement, taken from the gall bladder of a bullock, and
another from the gall bladder of a mare.

10. Extraneous, composed of foreign bodies introduced into the stomach,
and there, through the medium of some of the preceding varieties, agglu-
tinated together. The bezoar of the cobra di capello, or "

pietra de cobra
di cabilos," and rhinoceros bezoar,

"
pietra de mombazza," were of this

description. In 1749, Sir Hans Sloane communicated to the Royal Society
an account of two pretended stones, said to be found in the head of the

cobra di capello.
" The first," says he,

" I have heard, and also do believe,
to be a stone found in the intestines of the rhinoceros, not, that I know,
taken notice of by any natural historian except Redi." {Fhil. Trans.y vol.

Ixxix., p. 910.) Dr. Waldo, who went to the East Indies on purpose to

search after the natural products of that country, sent specimens of the
"

pietra de serpente de mombazza" to his sister in London, with directions

to show them to the Earl of Pembroke, Sir Godfrey Kneller, and Sir Hans
Sloane. Among them were some which were by him called

"
pietra de

mombazza," or rhinoceros bezoar, supposed by Sir Hans to be taken from
the stomach or guts of that animal. From the description and drawings
given by Sir Hans Sloane, these bezoars evidently consisted of the stones

of fruit agglutinated together. They were very hard, and were capable of

being polished.
These are the general varieties, but bezoars are occasionally composed

of other materials. " La plupart des animaux ruminants de I'Amerique
meridional e, tels que les guanacos, les tarugas, les rigognes (llama), sont

sujets a porter une pierre connue sous le nom de bezoard occidentale.

Quatre onces de ce bezoard traitees avec I'acide vitriolique donnerent a

M. Proust de la selenite (sulphate of lime), et une once d'acide phospho-
rique." f {Annates de Chim., vol. ccxcvi.) A. M. Fernandes had also in his

cabinet bezoars of the guana lizard. They were light, spongy, and had the

appearance of white agaric. (Annales de
C/mn.^

The pietra de Goa, or

pietra de Malacca, were generally factitious ; bemg composed of bone earth

and the concreted bile of some animal. Yours, &c.— H. I. C. East Berg-
holt

y Jan. 1831.

A Species of Tnlohite. — Sir, The accompanying sketch {fig. 53.) is

*
Fourcroy, Animal Chemistry, vol.iv. p. 16.

'

f
" In most of the ruminating animals of South America, as the guana-

cos, tarugas, and llamas, is found a stone known by the name of the Occi-

dental bezoar. Four ounces of this bezoar, treated with vitriolic acid,

vielded to M. Proust sulphate of lime, and 'an ounce of phosphoric
acid."
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taken from a small slab of limestone which I obtained

from Dudley. It ai)pears to be the caudal termination

of a species of trilobite, differing materially from the

A'saphus caudatus in being furnished with a number 'of

rounded processes and very minute transverse lines down
the middle lobe. There are two of these specimens

upon this slab, rather smaller than the drawing, mixed
with fragments of the Calymene variolaris, A. cau-

datus, various testacea, and madrepores ; but no head

or upper portions can be traced, which might lead to

an idea of its complete figure. 1 shall be glad to be

informed if this specimen has been before noticed.

Yours, &c.— F. /. Feb. 5. 1831.

The Atmosphere never dark on a ivindy Night.
— Several years since,

when travelling by night in the mail coach, in the depth of winter and

during the absence of the moon, I was surprised to observe, that, though
dense clouds covered every part of the horizon, and not a single star could

be seen, yet the night was far from being dark, and large objects near the

road were easily discerned. On expressing my surprise to the driver, he

replied,
'* The wind is very high, and during a great many years that I have

been upon the road, I never knew it to be dark on a windy night." The
observation was at that time new to me

; but subsequent experience
has convinced me that it was true. Many plausible explanations might
be offered ; but I congeive the most rational one would be, to attribute

it to the evolution of a small quantity of light from the whole atmo-

sphere by the pressure of the particles of air during a high wind. When
atmospheric air is suddenly and violently compressed in a tube, suf-

ficient heat is evolved to ignite combustible substances, and I believe

a sensible quantity of light is also given out at the same time ; it is, there^

fore, not unphilosophical to infer that a lower degree of pressure, on an
immense mass of air, may evolve a portion of light from each

particle,
which may collectively afford a low degree of illumination, sufficient to

render large objects perceptible in the night. Perhaps some of your corre-

spondents can give you a better explanation of the cause of this phe-
nomenon.

Being for many years an amateur star-gazer, I have invariably observed

that, however clear the sky might be, if the stars appeared to swim in the

focus of an excellent achromatic object glass, and the more delicate double
stars could not be defined, the following day was always more or less

rainy.
In the course of the last summer, when the weather for a few days

seemed to promise a fine settled state of the atmosphere, I observed about

midnight what appeared to be a strong twilight in the north-west, but too
luminous to be produced by the refraction of solar light. After observing
it for some time, a single ray only rose towards the north, and disappeared.
This was sufficient to prove the phenomenon to be the common aurosa
boreahs. The light continued steady for a very long time. The following
day the weather changed to rainy, and continued so for many days. The
aurora was too near the horizon to be observed in London, It bore a

strong resemblance to common twilight.
In December, or the latter end of November, 1821, there was one of

the most tremendous thunder storms at Geneva I ever remember to have
witnessed : it occurred about four o'clock in the morning. The evening
previous the mercury in the barometer fell suddenly lower than it had
been observed in that city for forty years. The storm was followed by a

general change in the state of the weather,'which had been previously fine

and mild.— B. Hampstead, Nov. IS30.
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Letter 5. The American Highlands,

JVJ[y dear B. — Rounding Stony Point, we were quickly la

prospect of what is called the Entrance of the Highlands.
The river becomes narrow and rapid, and winds a singu-

larly twisted and angled course for a distance of sixteen

miles, or throughout the whole of this mountainous region.
It is hemmed in on both sides by stupendous cliffs, and
rocks of magnitude sufficient to stem the weight and fury of
an ocean ; the bed of the river appearing to be troughed out
of the solid stone. It is very deep, and easily floats the

largest vessels close to its margins. From the whirls, rapidity,
and violent tossings of the stream, its depth in many places
cannot be accurately ascertained, but it is supposed to be very
considerable. (Jig, 54<.)

Forts Independence, Montgomery, and Clinton, now so

dilapidated as scarcely to be distinguished from the crags
that surround them, are at the entrance of the Highlands, and
at the time of the revolution were posts of very great conse-

quence ; they were, therefore, the scenes of many an arduous

struggle, and never remained long in the hands of either

party. Fort Putnam is two or three miles farther up the

river, and is said to have been the strongest fortress on the

Hudson ; its outer walls were 30 ft. in thickness. It stands
on a rock composed principally of feldspar and black schorl,
or tourmaline, and is 600 ft. above the level of the water. To
prevent the enemy's fleet from ascending the river at the

Vol. IV.— No. 20. u
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Highlands, the Americans contrived to throw across its

channel a boom and chain.

The Hudsoriy near Vredideka Hook.

I, Primitive rock, granite. 2, Secondary rock, compact limestone.

The Hudson, more especially about the centre of the High
lands, presents some of the most interesting and remarkable

scenery perhaps in the world. Nature, it would seem, here

made the wilderness of romance her chief delight, and studied

to excel in the ruggedness of stupendous cliffs and crags.
The Jersey, or western, shore of the Hudson, as far as the

Highlands, is of secondary formation, and consists principally
of limestone, which in some places is of a flinty hardness, in

others as soft nearly as the soapstone, and occasionally mixed

up with organic remains, such as small bivalve shells, &c., in-

cluding veins of pyrites and spars of different denominations.

The eastern shore of the Hudson, commencing near the city

of New York, and taking in the whole range of the High-
lands on each side of the river, is of primitive formation, and
almost wholly composed of compact granite and gneiss, dip-

ping towards the east, and intermixed in places with mica of

various shades, quartz, and mica slate. The mountainous

ridges contain bears, wolves, foxes, racoons, wild cats, deer,

and rabbits. Birds are not numerous in these forests ;
the

eagle may be frequently seen soaring far above the highest
summits. Among serpents, the rattlesnake, the copper-head
snake, the hoop snake, and the flat snake infest these "

airy
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heights," of which, most Hkely, I shall soon have an oppor-

tunity to treat more at length.
West Point is the seat of a military school, and is a place

of great notoriety. It is an extensive level, near the termin-

ation of the northern slope of the Highlands, and on an ele-

vated angle of the river, of granite formation. Two hundred

young gentlemen cadets are instructed at this establishment,
not only in soldiership, but in the arts and sciences generally,
as well as in various languages and polite literature. In

the war of the revolution, the camp of the illustrious Wash-

ington was stationed at West Point, when Sir Henry Clinton,
the British general, was to have surprised him ; and if the

plot of Arnold had succeeded, the commander of the American

forces, and with him their choicest army, must have fallen into

the hands of the English. The scheme failed ; Major Andre
was taken prisoner, and forfeited his life, This gallant officer

was employed by Clinton to negotiate with Arnold.

At West Point the river is narrow, and difficult of navi-

gation. In its vicinity are the remains of many batteries and

entrenchments, where bullets and human bones are yet to be

found. Diedrich Knickerbocker (Washington Irving), in

his History of New York, has laid some of the most amus-

ing scenes in that work in this neighbourhood. Below you
have a sketch

( /ig, 55.) of West Point
(
1 ), and ofthe northern

slope of the Highlands, looking south. .

Passing the base of Anthony's Nose, the top of which is

about 1600 ft. above the level of the river, and two or three

other mountainous elevations of less importance, we were
clear of the Highlands. Our prospects were now of another

description : instead of enormous crags, and overhanging
cliffs, the hissing, foaming, and gushing of waters, the

u 2
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almost endless towering of mountains and lofty ridges, we had
an extended view of apparently a richly cultivated country,

pleasingly ornamented with villas and other vestiges of human
skill and activity. The river, which is in many places very
broad, and studded with small islands, stretched before us

about thirty miles in nearly a direct line.

At four P.M. we came up to Newburgh. This flourishing

village is distant seventy miles from the city of New York :

it is built on a gradual but pretty steep acclivity ; and is seen

at some distance, and very advantageously, from the river.

The Neptune had now finished her voyage, and was hauled

alongside of a wooden wharf (wharfs and piers in this country
are uniformly constructed of wood). I adjourned to Craw-

ford's, which is a large and somewhat elegant hotel. My old

calculating companion, who, at least, certainly appeared to

consider my welfare and personal comfort as matters of no

trifling importance, strongly recommended this house to my
notice. He described it as having quite superior accom-

modation, keeping the best of tables (a first-rate American

consideration), and having excellent and wholesome beds, as

soft as the softest down. '*
Besides," he added,

" the land-

lord is a smart, good-natured, and civil fellow, always upon the

spot, and alive to the wants and enjoyments of his guests."
Here he gave such a recital of the good living, the luxuries,

the feasts of turtle-soup and the like, of which he had from
time to time partaken at this hotel, that I am sure it would
have raised the appetite ofan individual of infinitely less noto-

riety than an alderman.

It was, however, more out of compliment to my friend's

wishes than to my gastric propensities, that I was induced

to conform to his pleasure in taking up my temporary abode
at Crawford's. To be thought an epicure would annoy me
most unmercifully ; and, therefore, I pray you to bear in mind,
that my sojourning at Crawford's is directed by other feelings
than those which voluptuous eating and drinking can afford.

The first thing most likely to attract the attention of a

stranger at Newburgh is the state of its improvements. Like
the machinery of a clock, every part is in motion The num-
ber of recently built houses, and those now being built, the

dash and rather gaudy display of numerous shops, crowded

storages, the continual and almost deafening noise of carts,

and the lively, bustling, business-looking faces and quick
movements of the inhabitants, considering the size of the

place, are quite astonishing. The upper stories of the dwell-

ings are mostly made of wood, and painted white ; the lower

ones are of stone or brick, and for the greater part are
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painted yellow ; a style of building that may be singular, but

by no means, as they are here finished, inelegant or incon-

venient. Windows in great abundance. In this country

dwelling-houses are much better supplied with lights than in

England. Glass is one half cheaper, and windows, no matter

how numerous, are not taxed in America.

Newburgh contains about 2000 inhabitants, is rapidly im-

proving, and promises soon to be one of the largest and most
considerable places in commercial importance on the Hudson.

Nearly opposite is Fishkill, another large and beautiful vil-

lage. The river is here about five miles in breadth, and is

bounded on each side by much variety of interesting scenery.
The trade between this pkce and the city of New York is

very extensive
; from ten to fifteen sloops are constantly

employed in the transferring of goods between the two

ports. It supports two printing establishments, from one of
which is issued weekly a newspaper, Tke Political Index.

By the spirited and laudable efforts of a few gentlemen,
a lyceum has been recently established : although small in

stock, and commenced upon very limited resources, it con-

tains some rare and many valuable specimens of minerals, a
collection of fossils, dried plants, and relics of Indian handle

craft, with a few birds and animals in excellent preservation.
I have to acknowledge many obligations which I received,

from its worthy and talented vice-president.

Strolling into the fields, in the immediate vicinity of New-^

burgh, one of the first things that particularly took my atten-

tion was a large black snake (Coluber constrictor), the first of
the kind I had seen. The motions of this snake are much
quicker than those of the generality of snakes ;

it is sometimes
found of 7 or 8 ft. in length, and although its bite is not poi^
sonous, it is still an object of great horror with the peasantry
of this country, who assert and believe wonderful tales about
it. The present one was about 4< ft. longj in bulk well pro-
portioned, and from the middle part gradually tapering to

the caudal extremity, until it terminated in a point not more
than the twelfth part of an inch in diameter

; head rather
small ; colour, above, a shining iridescent black ; sides same,
but less intense ; below, nearly a pure white, running into a
whitish freckle, growing less defined as it approached the
tail. The arrangement of the scales was similar to that gene-
rally found in the reptile tribe ; those of the abdomen, how-
ever, I thought, were larger than any I had seen in other
snakes of a proportional size; and this fact may account in

some degree for the celerity of progressive movement of the
u 3
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black snake. Teeth closely resembling those of the common
fresh-water eel.

If not a convert to the principles of the law, as laid down

by Mr. Martin and others, I can respect and venerate feelings
that would not wantonly take away the life of any creature,
however worthless or insignificant it might appear ; yet, as

the very purposes and constitution of the brute creation rest

upon the doctrine of subserviency, the sacrifice of life is an
ordination of necessity, and consequently its justification be-

comes irrevocably established, leaving choice and inclination

quite another thing, these having nothing whatever to do with

the regulation of the matter. I killed this snake, that is cer-

tain ; and I trust the act, associated with the motive, will find

favour in your sight.
Snakes are very tenacious of life ;

in them the vital prin-

ciple seems to be more independent, or less circumscribed, than

in most other animals ; they having this property almost in full

perfection in every part of the body. Hence the tail of a

snake will move for a long time after it has been severed from
the body, will shrink from the infliction of pain, and be alike

sensible of the least touch. The action of the heart, too, is

peculiar ; in the present instance I detached it from the body,
and placed it upon the ground at some distance, and yet it

continued to beat vigorously for several minutes. After it

had ceased to move, a slight touch, especially with a sharp-

pointed instrument, would again cause it to beat ; and this

kind of excitement, repeated at intervals for nearly half an

hour, produced the same effect— a return of motion, regular
contraction and dilatation. The former, I observed, was

always the first to grow feeble, and the first to cease to move.
Gn inspecting the contents of the abdomen, eighteen small

bodies arranged in a string in close contact, white, soft, and

pulpy, resembling bags or cysts of fat, were exposed. These

were, no doubt, the eggs of the animal snakes in embryo. In
size they varied from that of a small pea to an ordinary play-

ing marble.

In the vicinity of Newburgh is an abundance of bluish

clay, immediately below the soil, resting upon a stratum

of transition argillite,
in which anthracite and occasionally

petrifactions are found. This clay supplies the inhabitants

with good brick. At a short distance north of this village,

limestone, evidently transition, containing numerous organic

remains, is procured, which affords, by the usual process, an

excellent lime. This rock, the metalliferous limestone of

Eaton, sometimes appears above the transition argillite ;
when

it does not, it is generally overlaid by greywacke. The petri-
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factions found in it are always of marine origin, and consist

chiefly of madreporiles, terebratulites, encrinites, anthocepha-
iites, gryphites, belemnites, and trilobites ; of some of these

there are two or three species, more especially of the last,

which not unfrequently occur of a very large size.*

Yours, most sincerely, T. W.
jSfewbiirgh, Mai/, 1823.

Letter 6. Neijoburgh to Albany.

My dear B.— I am about to take my departure from this

place, and have already engaged my passage for Albany in

the sloop Charles. Crawford's, as was represented to me,
contains every thing desirable to a stranger ;

besides excel-

lent tables and accommodations, there are always found some

respectiible company, groups of well-informed loungers, whose

politeness and interesting communications render the time of
the sojourner agreeably and profitably spent. Last evening
I stepped to the Piazza. This is constantly a retreat for

select parties ; independently of possessing a most delightful

prospect, from its elevation and contiguity to the river, a fine

breeze is always present, one of the most exhilarating and
desirable things, in a hot climate more especially. The place
was nearly crowded with ladies and gentlemen ; ladies, hand-
some of course, dressed very fashionably, and attended by
their gallants, were promenading in one part; another and
the remaining part was occupied solely by the other sex,

many of whom surrounded small tables, which apparently
were well stocked from the stores of Bacchus, whiffing cigars,
and spitting in all v directions. This spitting practice of
the Americans is extremely annoying, and I am much sur-

prised at its being so prevalent among the better societies ;

how they tolerate and indulge so frequently in what is so

much at variance with their general character and deportment
in other things, I am at a loss to conceive.

Three hours* pleasant sail brought us opposite the landings
of Poughkeepsie. Poughkeepsie contains 3000 inhabitants, and
is in a flourishing condition. It stands pleasantly at a short

distance from the eastern shore; and on a fine stream of

water, which falls rapidly from the hills, in its course from the

* Since the above was written, a canal, uniting the waters of the -Hudson
with those of the Delaware in the state of Pennsylvania, has, by immense
labour and expense, been completed, and opens a few miles north of New-
burgh. This, from the extent and nature of the ground, is a herculean
work ; but the achievement of great and mighty undertakings is character-
istic of the American people.

u 4
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village to where it empties itself into the Hudson, several

mills, principally for the manufacture of flour, are erected.

After passing Poughkeepsie, the traveller meets with little

to interest him on this majestic river until he reaches Albany.
The country is nearly a level, a great portion of which is ap-

propriated to agricultural purposes, and consequently desti-

tute of that sublime and splendid wildness which always

accompanies the scenery of the mountain. Kingston, Esopus,

Glasgow, and Caatskill are villages on the western border.

These are places of small account to the stranger, yet they
contribute no trifling share to the stores of the greatest com-
mercial mart of this country. New York. There is a lyceum
at Caatskill, well supported, and, I am informed, upon an
extensive scale. The village of Hudson is situated on the

eastern bank, thirty miles from Albany, and was a few years

ago in possession of the principal trading on this river, mono-

polising a very extensive commission business. The times

have altered, and with them the commercial prosperity of
Hudson. Although not now noted as a place of business, it

maintains a degree of wealth and influence which none of its

more bustling and enterprising neighbours have yet attained.

Its lyceum is one of the best in this country, and in it regular
courses of lectures on subjects of natural history are constantly

given.
We reached Albany about noon of next day. Albany is a

city, and the capital of the state of New York. It is built on
an irregular descent, and crowded down upon the western
shore of the river. It was founded by the Dutch, and for a
number of years afterwards contained few inhabitants of any
other nation. Some of the houses appear very antique, and
are constructed after an old Dutch fashion, of a most gro-
tesque description. The streets are irregular, mostly narrow
and crooked ; the buildings, too, are destitute of that uniform-

ity of structure so conspicuous in all the principal towns I

have seen in this country ; for amidst some of the best and
most elegant, in the gayest and most fashionable parts of the

city, may be found Dutch huts or miserable-looking wooden-
framed houses. For these and other singularities Albany is

indebted to the taste and unwieldy manners of its ancient

inhabitants. State Street is about 500 yards in length, very
broad, and consists generally of handsome brick houses, of

three and four stories in height. On an elevation, and directly
across the upper extremity of State Street, stands the Capitol.
The exterior of this building is by no means elegant, or go-
verned by any regular laws of architecture ; and, with the

exception of the court-room, which is spacious, with mahogany
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desks in circular rows, and also appropriately decorated with

tapestry and paintings, its interior is confined and inconve-

nient. The front is the only part which distinguishes it from
an ordinary public academy or free grammar school. This
consists of a portico, with a pediment supported on four

massive white marble pillars of the Corinthian order, and
finished in a style creditable to the artist. At the centre of
the roof is a plain-looking cupola of wood painted white ; on
the top is a figure dressed with studied simplicity, intended,
no doubt, to personate Justice : but Justice requires no human
invention to make her lovely in the eyes of all. The state

legislature holds its sessions in this building.
Almost close to the Capitol stands the Albany Academy.

This edifice is in an unfinished state ; but, when completed,
will form a handsome and commodious building, and is to be
endowed with all the rights and privileges of a chartered col-

lege. It already contains both a lyceum and museum, which

promise to become valuable and extensive. From the literary
and scientific acquirements of the principal conductor, this

academy must soon rise into great celebrity. Here is also

an agricultural society, which holds its meetings in one of the

apartments in this institution. Albany supports a charity-
school also, of about 400 scholars, who are taught upon the

plan of Lancaster.

There are three banks in this city, modern and not un-
handsome buildings ; being made of an inferior white marble,

quarried from the transition limestone of this country. As in

England, these banks issue money made of paper, without, it

is feared, much reference to capital or means of redemption.
The natural consequence of such a system is, that bank fail-

ures are common, and the country inundated with paper

money, and those pests of mankind called money changers.
Your friend, T. W,

Albany^ June, 1823.

Art. II. Rough Notes made during a Pedestrian Tour to the

Lakes of Cumberland and Westmorelandf in the Spring of 1830.

ByG.
" To a homeless man, who has no spot on this wide world that he can

truly call his own, there is a momentary feeling of independence, when,
after a weary day's travel, he kicks off his boots, thrusts his feet into

shppers, and stretches himself before an inn fire. Let the world without

go as it may, let kingdoms rise or fall, so long as he has the wherewithal to

pay his bill, he is for the time being the very
" monarch of all he surveys ;*'
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the arm-chair is his throne, the poker his sceptre, and the little parlour
of twelve feet square his undisputed empire. It is a morsel of certainty,
snatched from the uncertainty of life, it is a sunny moment gleaming out

kindly on a cloudy day ; and he who has advanced some way on the pil-

grimage of existence, knows the importance of husbanding even morsels

and moments of enjoyment."
— Irving.

Having made arrangements with a gentleman in the north

to perform a tour of the lakes, we determined that the George
Inn, Penrith, should be our place of rendezvous, where, after

thirty-six hours' travelling, I arrived, at 4 A.M., Monday, 17th

May, 1830. My friend had been some days in the neigh-

bourhood, and had taken up his abode at our inn the evening
before, in anticipation of my arrival. We rose at eight, and

immediately after breakfast set off for the residence of the

Reverend T. Gibson of Tirrel, at whose house Mr. H. had

lately been a guest, and whence we were to commence our

pedestrian excursion. The morning was cloudy without rain,

and cleared up for a fine day about noon.

The distance from Penrith to Tirrel is about three miles.

Crossing Emont Bridge, you take the road following the course

of the river to Tirrel, from which there is a pretty view of

the Penrith Beacon, peeping with its grey head above the

trees with which it is surrounded. Mr. Gibson's house is

very pleasantly situated about midway between Penrith and

Powley Bridge ; and a more eligible and delightful situation

for a boys' school is seldom to be seen. We presently com-
menced the needful preparation, by furnishing our knapsacks
and the pockets of our shooting jackets with such articles, and
such only, as were likely to be of service to us. Mine con-

sisted of a single change of linen ; pair of thin shoes ; corked

insect-box ; bottle for insects ; sandwich-box
; liquor-flask,

&c., with a large oilskin cape fastened under the straps of the

knapsack, for use in the event of heavy rain. Mr. H. made
much the same provision, with the addition of a portfolio of

blotting paper for plants, and a sketch-book ; but we both

afterwards regretted that we had not also taken a pair of light

trousers, which, after a wet day, would have proved a great
convenience. Equipped in a shooting-dress, and shod in very
thick and strong shoes, with our knapsacks at our backs, we
bade adieu to our kind friends, Mr. and Mrs. Gibson, and
set off for Ulswater. The road from Tirrel to Powley is

uneven and varied, whilst the banks on each side of it are, at

this season of the year, adorned with a profusion of wild

flowers, amongst which are primrose and scentless vetch in

great abundance.

The little chapel at which Mr. Gibson officiates stands on

the right-hand side of the lane, at no great distance from his
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pretty residence; and before yon arrive at it, on the same

side, you pass a white building, which was probably intended
for a barn, but which is now appropriated to the purpose of
a quakers' meeting-house ; here we found the nest of the wil-

low wren (Sylvia Trochilus) containing five eggs, which are

white, beautifully spotted with pink ; the nest is composed of
moss and grass lined with feathers, and was snugly constructed

in the bank by the lane side.

We did not obtain a sight of Ulswater until within a very
short distance of the lake. Passing through Powley, which
consists of about a dozen houses (one occupied as an inn, and
another by a surgeon), we crossed the bridge at the extremity
of the lake, and took the road winding along the western

margin of it, at the foot of a range of mountains, beautifully
wooded with pine and other forest trees.

The finding ourselves really on that spot which we had so

long hoped to see, and the knowledge that we were actually

pursuing a path which we had years before pencilled out

upon our map, and often trod over in anticipation by a Christ-

mas fire, produced feelings which it would be equally impos-
sible to describe or to forget ; and to attempt even the most
distant description of the scenery would be undertaking a task

which I feel my thorough incompetency to perform ; indeed,
the views all along the lake are exceedingly picturesque ; and
the brightness of the day, throwing the mountains into light
and shade, added not a little to the beauty of the picture.
Mr. Green, in his Guide to the Lakes ^

informs us, that Uls-

water is in the shape of a Z ; but I could find so little affinity
between Ulswater and that letter, that I am induced to sup-

pose that Mr. Green and myself have not been taught by the

same writing-master. Following the second turn of the lake,

or rather the down-stroke of the Z, you presently reach Gow-
barrow Park, the property of the Duke of Norfolk. On
entering the park we were particularly struck and pleased
with an old oak, from the broken trunk of which, about 6 ft.

from the ground, grew a large bough of sycamore : the seed

of it had in all probability been deposited there by some of

the feathered race, at a distant period of time. I made a

sketch of it ; and we were afterwards informed that these para-
sitical branches are by no means unfrequently to be met with

in Cumberland.
Gowbarrow Park is situated at the foot of a hill, and

appears to be well stocked with deer. About the centre of

it, on a gently rising eminence, is Liulph's Tower, a stone

building, having all the appearance of antiquity, with its de-

cayed wooden sentry-boxes standing outside its walls, and a
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bloodhound chained at the gate. It is, however, a modern

building, and was erected by the late duke for a shooting-
box.

Arriving at the third bend of the lake, you come in full view

of the Place Fells, a range of high and barren mountains,
which descend quite into the water on the eastern side of the

lake. Mr. Marshall, M.P. for Yorkshire, has a mansion

delightfully situated here, and so also has his son still nearer

Patterdale.

About seven o'clock P.M. we arrived at the King's Arms
Inn, Patterdale, having walked fourteen miles, with little or

no fatigue. After refreshing ourselves with a cup of tea, and

changing our heavy shoes for the others that we had provided,
we were quite inclined to explore some of the everlasting hills

with which we were surrounded.

Running through Patterdale is a little stream from the lake,

called Coldrick Beck, and over it a rustic stone bridge, by
crossing which we soon ascended above the slate quarries, in

the side of Place Fell, in the fond hope of obtaining a view of

Helvellyn, which we purposed ascending on the morrow; but

the tops of the mountains were so cloudcapt that it was impos-
sible accurately to distinguish it. On the grassy side of this

mountain we found the nest of the titlark ; it was composed
of moss, the interior being lined with fine grass, and contained

four small eggs, darkly freckled with brown ; leaving the eggs
for the pretty bird, which was anxiously fluttering about us,

we returned to our little inn about nine o'clock, much de-

lighted with our first day's excursion.

King's Arms, Patterdale, Tuesday, May 18. 1830.

Disappointments commenced. We retired to rest last night
in full purpose of heart to ascend Helvellyn this morning on
the eastern side, and then to make a descent towards Kes-
wick. Our friends had laughed at our intention of climbing
the mountain on the Patterdale side at all, and the villagers
recommended us not to attempt it without a guide ; but, like

young and sanguine travellers, we now set the opinions of

friends at defiance, hoping to have the laugh on our side by
accomplishing this deemed impossibility. Having therefore

heartily broke fast, replenished our sandwich-boxes and spirit

flask, we a second time mounted our knapsacks, and set off*

in quest of adventures ; but alas ! our preparations were

useless, for we were not to " climb the dark brow of the

mighty Helvellyn" to-day ; the pass, by which alone we could

reach Helvellyn and the intermediate mountains, was so com-
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pletely enveloped in clouds, that it would have been rashness

to have proceeded ; and, though we were not inclined to be

frightened by little difficulties, we were not quite such fools

as to encounter certain destruction. After descending again
from the mountain fog, we made for a pretty cascade, at a
short distance from our inn, that was falling from rock to rock

in the most romantic manner. This waterfall, which feeds a

trout stream that empties itself into the lake, is completely

overhung with trees ; and, in scrambling from one promontory
of this rock to another, we got thoroughly drenched by the

thick foliage above us, which had condensed the vapour from

the mountains. The force of the water, which has doubtless

fallen for many centuries, has here and there formed natural

tanks in the rock ; and the clearness of the stream enabled us

to see that many of them were several yards deep.
The whole village of Patterdale does not consist of more

than a dozen houses ; and, as it has no communication with

any market, its resources as to provisions are completely
within itself. In the winter it sometimes happens that the

only road by which there is access to this spot is for several

months rendered quite impassable by the drifted snow. Then
it is that Patterdale is a microcosm of itself; Ulswater supply-

ing the villagers with fish, and their little farms with more
substantial animal food ;

whilst those who are not so well to do

subsist principally on aver cake and bacon ; but even in this

humble village of Patterdale you will find, in the neatly white-

washed inn of Mrs. Dobson, a pianoforte for the amusement
of her fair summer visitors, who, from the album in which

travellers enter their names, appear to be very numerous.

At the inn, also, is an old oaken chest, which, from its spacious

dimensions, and the work carved in relief upon it, brought

instantly to my mind the beautiful lines by Rogers on " Ge-
nevra."

The King's Arms is very pleasantly situated, about a quarter
of a mile from the lake, which lies directly before it ; behind

and on each side of it are very high mountains. It is a
most comfortable inn; and here you may depend upon
meeting not only with the greatest civility, but with the most
comfortable and reasonable accommodation.

We had eventually no occasion to regret our disappoint-
ment as regards Helvellyn, as it enabled us to reconnoitre the

more immediate vicinity of this truly delightful dale. The
chapel of St. Patrick, or village church, is situate between
the inn and the head of the lake, and forms a picturesque

object in the distance. In this churchyard the humble vil-

lagers of many generations have found a last resting-place,
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with no other monuments than the green clods of the valley.
In the building is no room for the squabbles of a select

vestry ; the surplice of the clergyman lay on the reading-desk
or pulpit, upon which was laid a well-read church bible,

covered with brown paper.
The most remarkable feature of the churchyard is a very

old yew tree, with hollow trunk, which is figured by Mr.

Green, and of which I also made a sketch. On the summit
of three or four moss-covered steps, from the crevices of

which grow in profusion a beautiful little geranium ( G. Ro-

bertzawwm), then in full bloom, is a stone pillar, surmounted
with a brass sundial intended to supply the place of a village
clock. On the other side of the lane, and nearly opposite
the- little cemetery, is the parsonage house, a small stone

building ; whilst hard by is a curious erection, composed of

uncemented stones, appropriated to the use of the parish
schoolmaster. We saw this flourisher of the village birch,
and there certainly was much more of the rural than the

classical about his outer man.
This afternoon we gained the summit of the mountain

behind our inn, from which, on a clear day, there must be a

commanding prospect ; but, as it was, we saw little else than

that the summits of the surrounding mountains were enveloped
in clouds. Here we could not help remarking the beautiful

variety of the mosses and lichens vegetating from the rocks on
this mountain. Before tea we strolled along the bank of the

lake, gathering many of the beautiful wild flowers that we met

with, including three species of geranium, of which there was
a great quantity growing out of the rock. Here, also, we had
a sight of that beautiful bird the pied fly-catcher (Muscicapa
luctuosa Temm,): it is most plentiful in the mountainous dis-

tricts of Cumberland, and is often shot in the woods at Low-
ther. The curious voice of that "

delightful visitant," the

cuckoo, was to be heard almost every hour of the day ; and
their being so numerous in Cumberland and Westmoreland

may probably be in some measure accounted for by an

immense number of titlarks inhabiting such of the mountains
as are covered with vegetation. It is in the nest of the titlark

that this unnatural mother deposits her egg.
We frequently saw the delicate sandpiper skimjning over

the surface of the lake, or strutting in the shallow water on its

edge.
The extreme length of Ulswater is about nine miles ; and

we were informed by a gentleman angling in the lake, that in

some parts it is ] 30 fathoms deep. It abounds with fish, par-

ticularly trout, and a small species of char : wild ducks are very

plentiful upon it. G.
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Art. III. Remarh on the recent Mode ofpublishing the Numbers

of Stephens's
'• Illustrations of British Entomology,'' By A. H.

Davis, F.L.S.

Sir,

The task of a public accuser is by no means an enviable

one ; and it is only by regarding it as a duty, that I have as

an original subscriber to Mr. Stephens's work, come forward

to expose the unexampled line of conduct pursued in its pub-
lication. I disclaim any personal feeling towards the author,
for whose efforts and talents as an entomologist I have high
respect : my observations in the present case relate only to

the publication of his work.

On the first appearance of this periodical (on the 1st of

May, 1827), it was announced at 35. 6d. per number, and was
to be completed in sixteen years. It appeared regularly till

the conclusion of the first volumes of each sub-class; but

previously to commencing the second volumes, the price was
raised to 55., to enable the author to give a larger quantity of

letterpress, while the work was to be completed in 1 35 num-
bers, and in ten years.*

'

.

At this period commenced those irregularities in the pub-
lication which have produced so much mystification, as to

render it extremely difficult to arrive at any satisfactory con-

clusion as to the relative situation of the author and his sub-
scribers. A slight delay which occurred with Nos. xv. and
xvi. was attempted to be atoned for by another pledge (being
the third alteration) to complete the work in 120 numbers.

Owing to these irregularities, the second volumes were not

completed until the 1st of July, 1829, instead of the 1st of

May ; and on the wrapper of No. xxviii., which appeared on
that day, a farther proposal was announced : it was this — to

reduce the coloured figures, and increase the letterpress ;
a

promise was given that each number should contain alter-

nately a plate with six figures, and thirty-two pages of

letterpress, and a plate with three figures, and sixty-four

pages : the advantage to be derived being the completion of
the work in 87 numbers instead of 135, and the cessation of
the author's labours in five years ; and the cost, at least, two
thirds less than originally proposed, f His renewed engage-

* How this was to be accomplished was not so evident. Mr. Stephens
proposed to describe all known British species, amounting, according to his

own catalogue, to above 10,000. He professed to describe 800 annually:
now, 800 X 10 gives only 8000, leaving 2000 species undescribed, without

allowing for new discoveries, which he elsewhere estimates at one tenth.

f The fallacy of all this would admit of exposure. Four years have now
been consumed, and the author has described less than 2500 species : at

the same rate of proceeding, sixteen years will be required to describe

10,000.
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ment, then, binds him to furnish annually six plates of six

figures each, with twelve sheets of letterpress ; and six plates

of three figures each, with twenty-four sheets of letterpress.

Irregularity and apology, and irregularity without apology,
have been the order of the day ever since this number ; until

the confusion arising from it seems as inextricable as any man

wishing to puzzle his subscribers could possibly desire. I

have taken no small pains to go through the whole series of

promises, pledges, alterations, explanations, evasions, and

attempts, rather too undisguised, to persuade his supporters
that the author has exceeded his engagements. I wish to deal

only with facts, and I believe the result of my labours to be

correct. As I conceive an exposure of the system which has

been pursued would be of real advantage to science, you will

excuse my going a little into detail.

On No. XXX., which was published 30th September, 1829,

is this address :
—

" Uncontrollable circumstances having unexpectedly occurred to prevent
the author from devoting his attention to his MSS. during the past two

months, he has been compelled to publish the present number without its

due allowance of letterpress : in order, however, not to disappoint his sub-

scribers by any further delay, it has been thought advisable to bring out the

sheet of descriptions required to complete No. xxviii., and with it two

plates containing nine figures (the latter being equivalent to an ordinary

number). But as this plan rather interferes with the usual arrangement.
No. xxxi. will contain six sheets of letterpress, without any plate ; and will

be published on the 30th of November, and the succeeding numbers on the

last day of the ensuing months respectively, until the author is enabled to

regain the lost month, which he hopes to accomplish before the conclusion

of the present volume."

Let us see how these pledges are redeemed. No. xxxi.

does not come out till the 31st of January, four months being

lost; and instead of containing six sheets, the author, with

singular modesty, puts forth one plate of three figures, and a

single sheet of paper, with the usual moderate charge of 5s,

No apology is offered for the disappointment of his sub-

scribers, but a tirade about " uncontrollable circumstances,"

and so on, with a promise to make good his deficiencies in

No.xxxii., which was to appear on the 31st of March {losing

another month!); and that No. xxxiii. would appear on the

1st of May, and the succeeding numbers regularly.
Did No.xxxii. appear on the 31st ofMarch? Oh no! it bears

date the 1st ofMay ; and contained no plate, and onlytwo sheets

of letterpress, again charged 5s. \JvDe shillings for two sheets of

printed paper, value, on a liberar scale, even of allowance for

the author's labours, not exceeding 1 5. 6d. ! An address states

the usual story of " uncontrollable causes ;

"
which, he assures

us, are of " no immediate interest to his subscribers." The
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causes, certainly, may not, but the effects most indisputably
affect their pockets. Instead of the deficiency being at once

given, it is now to be " made good during the progress of

the volume "
(volumes ?) ;

which are not both complete to this

day, although they ought to have been so on the very day
this address was dated. It was now stated that the work would
be completed in eighty-one numbers. By a careful examin-

ation, I find the author was at that period at least fiVQ and
a half sheets in arrear.

No. xxxiii. appeared on the 1st of June, mthout a plnte,
with three sheets of letterpress : the omission of a plate being
accounted for from " the late period at which the author

resumed his labours.^'

No. xxxiv., dated July 1 ., contained no plate^ and only two

sheets of paper, ^rice ^five shillings ; but No. xxxv. was to "con-

tain two plates, and five, sheets of letterpress."
On the 1st of August comes out No. xxxv. pa7^t i., a single

sheet of printed paper, worth 9d., charged 2s. 6d., and another

statement of an "
unexpected circumstance," &c.

No. xxxv. partii. is dated August 15. (but did not, I be-

lieve, appear till the 3 1st), and contained two plates of three

figures each and four sheets ; and it was stated that " the re-

maining portion, promised on the 1st of July last, is now pub-
lished." Of course, any person taking all upon trust would

suppose we were now all right ; but, in truth, the author was
then in debt to his subscribers one plate of three figures, two

plates of six figures, and three and a half sheets of letterpress.

In each of the succeeding numbers, to the 30th of Novem-

ber, there was a deficiency of letterpress, and none of the

portion due on the 1st of August was made up.
The following extract is from the wrapper of No. xxxviii.,

dated Nov. 30. 1830: —
" The author having been prevented, by a severe domestic affliction,

from superintending more than the accompanying quantity of letterpress

[one sheet only !]
in time for publication on this day, begs to inform his

subscribers that No. xxxix. will contain the full supply thereof, and the

figures required to complete the third volume of each sub-class, agreeably to

the proposals on the wrapper of No. xxviii. ; and that No. xl. (to be pub-
lished in January next) will commence the fourth volume."

Thoroughly sick of this dilatory course of proceeding, I

resolved on completing the third volumes of each sub-class,

and then to discontinue the work. I cannot help suspecting
that the author had some strong misgivings that many persons
would entertain a similar design ; and was, therefore, led to

adopt a course which, however it may be consistent with the

policy of a certain class of booksellers, is at least discredit-

VoL. IV.— No. 20. x
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able to any man professing to be actuated by honourable

principles, and influenced by a regard for his reputation.
This course has been, to publish the back portions of vols. iii.

which are due, to subscribers without farther charge, in con-

nection with the numbers of the fourth volumes, in direct

violation of the pledge above given. On the 3 1st of December

last. No. xxxix. was published ; but instead of containing, as

promised, the " full supply
" of letterpress, and " the figures

required to complete the third volumes," it had no plate at

all, and only four sheets. A poor subterfuge for the omission

of plate 19. of six figures is made, arising from the colourer

having spoiled the entire impression ; but
"

It, with plate 32. of Haustellata, and the letterpress required to com-

plete the third volumes of the work, will be presented gratis to subscribers

when ready, which will be as speedily as possible, without interfering with

the regular publication of the work."

Here we perceive at once on what a shallow foundation

the author builds his promises. In November, the whole

letterpress and plates in arrear are to be given in No. xxxix. ;

but on the 31st of December he finds it convenient to say,
" as speedily as possible ;

"
promises it gratis^ which, accord-

ing to all reasonable acceptation of the term, means, that it

can be obtained without proceeding with the next volumes :

in proof of which, he states it will not " interfere with the

regular publication." Let us see how these renewed engage-
ments are kept. On the 31st of January appeared part xl.,

which, in utter defiance of all honour, contained one plate of

three figures, and a sheet of the fourth volume; and one

plate of six figures, with four and a half sheets of letterpress,

completing one only of the third volumes : for this part there

is the usual charge. The author has the unblushing con-

fidence to append a note to this effect: — " The conclusion

of the Haustellata will shmily appear^ Be it remembered,
a portion of the work promised on the 31st of December,
and due long before ! Thus the subscriber is compelled to

go on again, and buy as many numbers as it may please
Mr. Stephens, in his cupidity, to force upon him. That I do

not apply too strong terms is pretty evident from the next

number having been published on the 28th of February, and

containing all new matter, although still less than the stipu-

ted portion. The design of leading on the subscriber is

clearly shown in a note, which states that " the conclusion of

the third volume of Haustellata will, if possible, appear with

the next number;" but, to the shame of the author, No. xlii.

also appeared with matter entirely connected with the new
volumes: after promising in November to complete the "full
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supply
"

in December; in December, to deliver it gratis; in

January, that it
" will shortly appear ;

"
in February, that

"if possible in March;" now, on the 31st of March, the

author gravely says, "It mil appear with No. xliii.," placing
his assurance in italics.

In spite, however, of this confident assertion. No. xliii.

appeared on the 30th of April, with a plate of six figures
and one sheet belonging to the fourth volume, and only two
sheets of the promised letterpress to complete the third vo-

lume of Haustellata, accompanied by the following modest
address :

—
" A misunderstanding having occurred [with whom ?] with regard to the

time of publication of plate 21. of Mandibulata, and plate 32. of Haustel-

lata (intended for the present number), which was not discovered till too

late to rectify by the 30th inst., the former will be added to No. xliv., and
the latter to the conclusion of the third volume of Haustellata, which will

appear by the close of the ensuing month.
«
%^% 'j'j^g author takes this opportunity of stating, that the matter in

arrear will be published as speedily as is consistent with accuracy ; the

delay having enabled him to embody the more recent observations of Con-
tinental writers, and the discoveries of new species, in their respective
locations." [A plea on which the work might well be delayed for twenty
years.]

This final master-stroke of policy determined me on stating
to you this intolerable grievance; and I ask whether any
thing more characterised by chicanery can possibly be con-

ceived than the whole affair since December last. I have
been compelled to go on ; and have already paid 205., and

am, it appears, to pay 5s. more, for that to which I am
honestly entitled without paying one farthing. According to

my calculation, relying on the proposals made on No. xxviii.,

the author is still indebted to his supporters two plates of six

figures each (although, in the index to the volume, I see he

allows only four), and at least three more sheets of letterpress.
As to the fourth volumes now in progress, they are at this

day in arrear one plate of six figures and six sheets of letter-

press.
It would be impossible to find in the annals of periodical

publications, with which I am pretty conversant, any instance

of manoeuvring at all approaching this. An author is ob-

viously bound to adhere to his part of a contract, or act

so that his subscribers may withdraw their support, without

being forced to unnecessary expense for that purpose. But
Mr. Stephens makes no less than five deviations from his

> original plan, and debars his supporters from their undoubted

privilege. I am not singular in the view I take of the course

pursued by the author. His broken promises and violated

pledges, and the paltry advantages he has taken, have excited
x 2
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in numerous instances a feeling of indignation, of which that

gentleman may be in ignorance. Should Mr. Stephens keep
his promise on his last wrapper (which, from past experience,
I much doubt)*, the third volumes of the work will be com-

pleted just thirteen months later than the time originally pro-
mised. Were it not for the tame submission of the public to

such impositions as these, we should have fewer of them : and
if this attempt to expose the system be of any advantage, my
purpose will be gained.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Mai^ 26. J 831. A. H. Davis.

Art. IV. An Attempt to explain the principal Phenomena of Geology
and Physical Geography, by the Precession of the Equinoxes and
the Earth's Figure as an oblate Spheroid. Presented to the

Geological Society of London by the Author, Sir John Byer-

LEY, Member of several learned Societies.

Gentlemen,
If we take a survey of the present state of the sciences

of geology and physical geography, we shall find that there

is scarcely a single phenomenon that is not the subject of

conflicting hypothesis ;
even the rainbow has found an advo-

cate to bend it to the text of Moses.

Such, indeed, is the unsettled state of opinion, that, from

the same data, one party infers our globe to have had an

igneous and another an aqueous origin. They will both,

perhaps, bestow the smile of pity on a theory which supposes
the earth in its origin to have been, in all essential points, the

same as at present, and simply modified through the succes-

sion of ages in its surface, to a certain depth, by the action of

constant astronomical causes.

Such, however, gentlemen, is the doctrine I have the

honour to submit to your consideration. I have recourse to

no hypothesis for its support : the only data on which the

whole system is founded are two facts, established by universal

consent : the precession of the equinoxes, and the figure of

* The fact has supported my doubt. No. 44., which appeared on the

1st instant, does not complete Haustellata ; but, as if the author were

resolved on trying how far he could impose on his supporters, although
the whole of the number (with the exception of a plate) belongs to the back

volumes, and ought to have been delivered gratis, it is as usual charged
five shilHngs. It remains to be seen, through how many more numbers

this third volume of Haustellata is to be scattered.
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the earth as an oblate spheroid. To illustrate the theory, I

have taken the liberty to present you a globe, and an instru-

ment which shows the flattening of the poles by the centri-

fugal force.

Sir Richard Phillips appears to be the first who conceived

the idea of great physical changes on the globe arising from

the precession of the equinoxes
*

: but to M. Guesney, an

advocate of Coutances in Normandy, is due the merit of

developing and applying the theory.f The globe before you
is his invention ; and had he studied physics instead of the law,

he would not have coupled a sublime discovery with one of

the wildest theories of the universe ever produced, nor have

confined the application of his theory to the phenomena of

the deluge and magnetic needle.

Baron Cuvier has already passed in review J and rejected
the precession of the equinoxes, as being totally inadequate
to explain the grand cataclysm which is erroneously called

the universal deluge. The authority of so great a name justly

inspired me with a diffidence of the truth of the new theory :

1 accordingly adopted the excellent method laid down by
your learned secretary, in his Principles of Geology. I dili-

gently collected every fact from observation and the best

authorities ; and I had the satisfaction of finding, that, however

isolated, or to whatever order they appertained, our little

geological globe invariably offered a simple and elegant
solution.

It is, therefore, with confidence that I submit to you, gen-
tlemen, a rapid sketch of my researches, in which you will

find that imagination has no part.
" The pole ofthe earth," says M. Cuvier,

" moves in a circle

round the pole of the ecliptic." § Can you conceive, gentle^

men, that for 2000 years astronomers have resembled the one
in the fable of La Fontaine ; they have been so occupied with

the heavens, that they have paid no attention to what was

passing on the earth ? They never considered that the ecliptic,

instead of being an imaginary line, to be traced at pleasure
on the terrestrial globe, provided it cut the equator at an angle
of 23° 28', is a real circle, and can only be placed in one

position, to be in harmony Avith the annual motion which it is

intended to represent : and as every circle must have a centre,
the ecliptic necessarily ought to have one too; especially as it

* Proximate Causes of the Material Phenomena of the Universe, 1821.

t Mouvement Heliaque. Paris, 1824.

X Discours sur les Revolutions de la Surface du Globe. Paris, 1822
—1830.

§ Discours, &c,, p. 42. 6th edit. 1830.

X 3
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is round this centre that the pole of the equator turns on a

radius of 23° 28', performing its revolution, according to

Delambre, in 25,920 years.
It may be proper to notice here an objection of the French

astronomers, founded on an observation of the illustrious

De la Place. In his Exposition of the System of the World* , he

states :
— "All the researches I have made on the displacing of

the poles of rotation on the surface of the earth prove to me
that it is insensible."

It is difficult to account for such a conclusion, after the

admission that the poles of rotation revolve in th^ circum-

ference of a circle f of 2816 geographical miles in diameter.

Our globe seems to offer the only solution possible. M. de

la Place had found from observation, that, during the space
of 2000 years, the length of the day had but very slightly
varied ; and thence he probably conjectured the immobility of

the pole.
If M. de la Place had had our globe before him, he would

have found that we, in western Europe, are situated near the

first meridian, on the colure of the winter solstice, which passes

through the poles of the ecliptic and the equator.
The pole of the equator is now at nearly its greatest dis-

tance from us: it has moved through 30 degrees in 2160

years, which is about the commencement of the astronomical

observations on which any reliance can be placed. Its motion,
as it regards us, is therefore nearly due west ;

and M. de la

Place appears to have been led into the error from the versed

sine of the arc being so small, that, for the last 2000 years, none

of the great phenomena arising from the change of position
of the pole could possibly afi'ect the portion of the globe
we inhabit. The great changes in the northern hemisphere

have, during this period, been confined to Russia and North

America, the history of which is confined to a few centuries.

It would, therefore, seem that M. de la Place has mistaken

the versed sine of the arc of 30° for the real approach of the

ecliptic to the equator.
The first point, therefore, is to determine the position of

the pole of the ecliptic. M. Guesney has supposed it to be

placed m the magnetic meridian passing through the island of

Ferro, at the distance of 23° 28' from the pole of the equator,
or in the polar circle at the back of Iceland; and geological

phenomena prove that he is very near the truth.

From this point, then, and its antipodes, I have traced the

*
Exposition du Systeme du Monde, p. 277. f Ibid., p. 95.
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usual circles of the sphere in red inJc, to distinguish the system
of the ecliptic from that of the equator. It is from these few
circles that I propose to explain the principal phenomena of

geology and physical geography.
If we now look at our globe, we shall find that the solstitial

colures divide the two great continents ; all is ocean in their

lines from pole to pole, if we except a small portion in the

vicinity of Kamtschatka ; and this, we may observe, is the

natural effect of the earth's motion in its orbit on those

poles.
We next discover that the magnetic needle points to the

pole of l5ie ecliptic, and also that its dip corresponds with the

altitude of that pole ; and we can hence explain why the dip
varies in different places situated in the same parallel of lati-

tude. We shall see in the sequel why the magnetic pole is in

the immediate vicinity of that of the ecliptic.
As the pole of the equator performs half its revolution in

12,960 years, the present place of the pole will in that time

be in the latitude of 43° 4-^, or that of the south of France;
and we find from the globe that at one period

—
Kamtschatka is in lat. 56° 30'; at another in lat. 9° 34'

Tobolsk
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it of 2800 miles in diameter will be submerged, buried under
the Frozen Ocean

; and the extreme slowness of the motion of
the pole, which takes nearly 1000 years to traverse France,
will cause the duration of the deluge on any one spot to be

nearly 4000 years : the question is not, therefore, at what time

the deluge took place (for it is now in operation), but at what

period it took place in a given spot.
On examining our globe, we shall find that, 8280 years

since. Grand Cairo was in the first meridian *, and in lat. 67°,
or within the polar circle. That epoch we may therefore

consider as the middle period of the deluge; and, from the

configuration of the earth's surface in those parts, we may
fairly assume that the waters did not retire until the pole had
moved to Warsaw, or 1700 years afterwards, which brings
the end of the deluge down to 6580 years. I am ashamed to

have kept father Noah and his animals nearly 4000 years in

the ark ; but it is the fault of the pole of the equator, and
not mine.

Baron Cuvier has filled nearly half his volume on the

revolutions of the globe, with a dissertation to refute the pre*
tensions of the Egyptians and Chaldeans to a high antiquity.

By our globe the question is decided at the first glance.

Egypt and Chaldea, about 6000 or 7000 years since, had been
buried in the Waters of the pole for perhaps 4000 years; which,
I think, must be considered as fatal to the pretensions of the

Egyptian priests and their chronology. Indeed, if we wanted

any positive proof of the imposture of these "
sages," we shall

find it in the story they told Herodotus of the sun having at

two periods in their annals risen in the west. It is evident,
from a simple inspection of the globe, that at no period of
time could this happen.f

Before we quit Egypt, we will attempt to solve by our globe
a curious point of chronology, the period of the construction

of the pyramids.
The late M. Nouet, astronomer to the expedition of Egypt,

found, from the most careful observations, that they were

placed due north and south, declining to the west only 19^ 58^^

Now, we learn from Proclus, in his Hypotyposes, or repre-
sentation of astronomical hypotheses, that even in his time the

learned knew of no other method of tracing a meridian than

the inexact one now in common use for fixing sundials ; and
as 19' 58'^ are little more than one minute of time, it proves

* By first meridian is to be understood the parallel of longitude which

intersects the two poles.

f If we regard the tradition as correct in point of fact, we may be led to

suppose that the Egyptians are a colony from Abyssinia.
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that the architect traced the meridian as correctly as his im-

perfect means permitted.
If we now examine the globe to find at what period the

meridian at Cairo was precisely in the same direction as at

present, we shall perceive that the parallel of longitude, or in

other words the meridian, intersects the polar circle at 82° 30^

from the pole, or 5940 years since, and 640 years after the

period we have supposed, of the final retreat of the waters of

the pole ; the tradition of which being so recent, the pyramids
were probably erected to preserve the remains of royalty from

the ravages of a future deluge. By the same method we find

that the tower of Belus at Babylon was built 4680 years
since.

We have seen that the pole of the equator passes in its

revolution directly over Lyons : at that period Kamtschatka
will be distant only a few degrees from the equator ; the Isle

of Skye will be due south of London, and Alderman Jones's

Sound in the latitude of Lyons ; and there can be little doubt
that then Asiatic Russia and North America will form one

continent, as Icy Cape will be in lat. 26° 30' ; Inverness-shire

will probably be then the Spitzbergen of the globe, and Ben
Nevis the Black Point Mountain of the island.*

Our globe seems also satisfactorily to account why the debris

of the Alps are found in Lombardy ; those of the Jura, across

the Lake of Geneva ;
those of Scandinavia, on the other side of

the Baltic
;
and those of England, drifted from north-west

to south-east; such being the line of direction of the waters of

the pole : and future observations will probably prove that the

debris of Judea and Arabia Petrsea are from the Anti-Libanus

and the mountains which stretch along the coast of the Red
Sea.

That great naturalist, Baron Cuvier, whose work on fossil

remains is a stupendous monument of genius and application,

declares, in the most decided manner, that this motion of the

pole of the equator can account for no natural phenomena :

" the revolution," says he,
" was sudden, instantaneous ; and

no slow motion can produce a sudden effect."

Happily we have no popes in science, and are, therefore,
not bound to believe in the infallibility even of the greatest
authorities: we bow to them with respect, but must have
a reason for our faith.

Let us suppose the waters of the pole advancing against
the chain of the Alps ;

it is a matter of little importance whe-

* In the table of the heights of the mountains of the globe, Ben Nevis
follows immediately after Black Point, it being only 50 yards lower.
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ther the mass of ocean gains their summits in 1000 hours or

1000 years ; it at length breaks over them, at perhaps a maxi-

mum depth of 2 miles, and in breadth extending the length
of the chain. Such a column of water is surely sufficient

to break off fragments of 50,000 tons, and transport them to

great distances, even heaving them to the summit of a distant

mountain.

M. Cuvier attributes, I humbly conceive erroneously, to

two distinct events, the evidence of violent convulsion, and the

state of perfect repose, discoverable in the beds of fossil

remains. This distinction, we find, holds between terrestrial

and marine deposits. According to our theory the fact could

not be otherwise. Land animals were destroyed by the influx

of the waters, and borne along by the currents in chaotic

disorder, until they were deposited in caverns, generally on the

western sides of mountains, or in plains, where the subsidence

of the waters suffered them to remain. It is probably from
this cause that we find in the same place the remains of

animals of such different natures, from the great mastodon to

the hyena, and down to the water rat, including even those of

different climates. Dr. Young informs us that the tides on
the British coasts move 50 miles an hour, and in open seas

with still greater velocity ; and this will perhaps explain, what
M. Cuvier considers as the most difficult problem of geology,

why some animals have been found with the skin and hair on,
without the extreme hypothesis of an instantaneous change of

temperature from that of the torrid to that of the frigid zone.

As to the marine deposits, they were formed at the bottom
of the ocean, where they had accumulated for 4000 years;
which accounts for their immense mass in the Jura and other

places. The ocean retired, and left them dry ;
hence their

state of perfect repose and evenness of surface.

Many other phenomena may be also explained by inspec-
tion, which it is unnecessary here to enumerate.

The Magnetic Fluid,— I have already observed that the

magnetic needle points to the pole of the ecliptic, and that its

dip is nearly equal to the altitude of that pole ; it must not,

however, be supposed that the magnetic pole and that of the

ecliptic are the same, though, as I hope to prove, very near

each other.

It is a generally received opinion that the magnetic fluid

resides in the earth, and flows from the equator to the poles ;

but even conjecture is silent as to the cause of such an effect.

May I be permitted to aver an opinion directly the reverse,
and attempt to show that the magnetic or electric fluid

resides in planetary space, and flows from the poles to the

i
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equator ? Many recent experiments tend to favour the former ;

and those of Messrs. Humboldt, Parry, &c., confirm the

latter, by proving the increased intensity of the magnetic
fluid in approaching the pole ;

and it will probably be found
to agree with Newton's law, and be as the square of the dis-

tances. I conceive it to be concentrated at the pole by the

combined diurnal and annual motions of our planet ; the same
as electricity is concentrated and developed by the rapid
rotation of the plate in the electrical machine ; and the cur-

rent forced to the equator, in the same manner as the polar
currents, which I attribute to the same combined motions.

Now, if we consider that a point, even on the equator, moves

only by the rotatory motion at the rate of 2 4-, 8 56 miles in

24 hours, and that in the same space of time the planet itself

moves through 1,610,709 miles in its annual course, we find

these forces are nearly as 67 to I ; and by the law of the com-

position of forces we find that the magnetic pole is not farther

distant than 22 miles from that of the ecliptic.

If it be asked, how are we on this system to account for the

variation of the compass, which in various instances departs
from the general law ? this, I conceive, may be done, on

considering that the interposition of any mountain, or even

stupendous iceberg, in the immediate vicinity of the magnetic
pole, will necessarily cause a deflection of the fluid, as we
know is the case with chains of mountains in the lower lati-

tudes.

The last point to which, gentlemen, I have to solicit your
attention, is an entirely new theory of earthquakes and vol-

canoes.

Our planet being flattened at the poles, and enlarged at the

equator, by the diurnal rotation of the pole ; if the equator
remained stationary, there would probably be few either

earthquakes or volcanoes
;
but the pole moving at the rate of

nearly 600 yards per annum, every part of a line of surface of

2816 miles becomes in succession in the equator. Hence we
have a constant astronomical cause, raising one part and

depressing another, so that the whole surface of the globe is

in a constant state of commotion : veins, faults, and caverns

will be necessarily created, especially where rocks intervene.

This will affbrd room for the developement of the subterranean

gases ; and consequently, if earthquakes ought to excite our

wonder, it is that they are not more frequent.
I have, gentlemen, to solicit your indulgence for this crude

essay, and beg you to consider it merely as materials for

thinking. I have studiously avoided developing the theories

it contains, not to fatigue your patience; but, should you
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deign to receive it favourably, I shall finish the work I have

in hand, wherein I show that the phenomena of our globe

appear invariably to accord with the theory.
I have the honour to be,

Gentlemen,
Your very obedient servant,

Paris, Feb, 11. 1831. J. Byerley.

Art. V. Afarther Defence of certain French Naturalists.

By William Swainson, Esq. F.R.S. F.L.S. &c.

1 FEEL particular regret that Mr. Bennett, whose mild and

conciliating manners are so well known, should have been

induced to join in the unworthy attack that has been more

particularly aimed at M. Lesson ; and still more must I

regret, in common with some of his intimate friends, that he

should now proceed to defend such conduct, rather than

silently acknowledge it was hasty and ill-judged. I truly
believe him to be " anxious to give credit where credit is

due;" and that, in general, he is
"
prone to entertain feelings

of universal good-will." In the present instance, however, he

seems to deceive himself.

The fault is either Mr. Bennett's Or mine, that I did not

clearly understand that M. F. Cuvier had attributed the dis-

covery of the Indian Tapir to Major Farquhar. I have not

the work, and therefore could only depend upon Mr. Ben-
nett's statement

; from which it certainly appeared to me
that such was not the case. The passage runs thus :

—
" This latter circumstance," (meaning the discovery, as I sup-

posed, and desc7'iplion of the Tapir by Mr. Farquhar,)
"

it is

true, is not mentioned by M. Fred. Cuvier." It seems,

however, that it is ; and I am very glad of it.

I will, then, fully admit that both MM. Desmarest and
Lesson " knew of all this." But are we to conclude, therefore,

that they desired "
wilfully to mislead their readers ?" Such,

indeed, would be a fair inference, if, as I had supposed, they
had given no quotations, or if they had concealed from their

readers where any further information on the subject could

be procured. But they, as well as myself, must thank

Mr. Bennett for having shown the utter improbability of such

an intention. So far from these gentlemen wishing to leave

their readers in the dark ; to prevent them knowing all the
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particulars of its discovery; to conceal from them names,
dates, and circumstances ; they have both, as I am now in-

formed by Mr. Bennett, actually referred to the volume and

page where all these particulars are given ! No man who
wishes to tell a falsehood, and to have that falsehood believed

by others, will be so inconceivably silly as to refer to a book,
or cite as an authority, a statement which would completely
belie his words. Nay more, it now appears that M. Lesson,
not content with quoting M. Cuvier's work, goes still farther :

he refers to a passage of Sir Stamford Raffles's paper, where
the true history of the discovery is again given ! Now, had
M. Lesson's motives been dishonourable, he could not have

chosen a more certain method of exposing his own duplicity.

Why, therefore, Mr. Bennett should construe this latter act

ofjustice into a jealousy of Major Farquhar's name, is to me
perfectly unaccountable.

Truth is generally the result of discussion ; and, however I

regret being drawn into a controversy vath Mr. Bennett in de-

fence of an absent friend, I cannot but feel pleasure that I am
now enabled to place the motives of MM. Desmarest and Les-

son beyond suspicion. Mr. Bennett himself must now acquit
them of wilfully intending to mislead their readers. The

weight and importance of his charges have not, I think, been
increased. I wish it to be observed that I do not possess any
of those works to which Mr. Bennett alludes ; they are all

out of my line of study. I have therefore taken his own

authority ; the best, perhaps, that could be brought forward

on this occasion.

Mr. Bennett regrets "that, in the discharge of an unpleasant

duty, he was compelled
"

to speak of MM. Desmarest and
Lesson in such terms. Let me ask him, what was this "

duty?"
and in what manner was he "

compelled?" Pursuant to the

plan of his work, he had to describe one animal, the American

Tapir : what occasion was there to wander from that subject,
to travel to Asia, and introduce a controversy about a totally
different animal, the Tapir of Sumatra ? Why seek occa-

sion to follow up, under a new form, the attack made upon
M. Lesson by his colleague in office only a few months be-

fore ? Assuredly this was neither a "
duty

"' nor was it com-

pulsory.
Mr. Bennett will surely perceive that the charge of accusing

the French naturalists collectively is not applied to him. It

is urged against the writer who states that M. Desmarest
makes " a national rather than a personal attack

"
upon British

naturalists ; and who has unequivocally declared that " there

prevails, to a great extent, a disposition to depreciate the
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zoological labours of this country among the Continental

writers." I hold this statement to be unfounded. Let the

writer defend it. The words are plain, and cannot be mis-

taken.

Regarding the Hyacinthine Maccaw, I have little to say.
It is not usual to call Azara, whose work was published in

1809,
" a writer of the last century," although he was in

Paraguay from 1781 to 1801. When I read that " no author

of the present century appears to have observed the Hya-
cinthine Maccaw, with the exception ofM. Spix," I concluded

Mr. Bennett had ascertained that the bird was not mentioned

by Azara, and that consequently I was the first ornithologist
who had discovered its

" true locality." I do not, however,
share in Mr. Bennett's " sorrow "

that he cannot invest me
with this immortal honour. Had I not put some faith in the

writer's accuracy, I should not myself have erred. But is Mr.
Bennett correct in deciding that Azara's bird and mine are the

same ? I suspect not. The synonymes he has now brought
forward may be accurate : but 1 have ceased to place any faith

in those voluminous compilations, which have so long encum-
bered rather than facilitated science; nor do I ever venture

to pronounce upon such questions from such guides. Having
seen, however, the Paris specimen, I strongly suspect it is

quite distinct from mine
; but, from not being in the same

museum, it could not be compared with the other. I sus-

pect, also, that it is not M. Spix, but his draughtsman, who is

in error. I could blame no one, with justice, for not men-

tioning my account and discovery of the bird in Brazil, since

neither had been published : but it appeared to me somewhat

strange, that while Mr. Vigors (or, as it now appears, Mr.

Bennett) was investigating this species, altering his opinions

upon it, and then endeavouring to show that a traveller of

no mean authority, who had seen the bird in its native regions,
was in error ; it seemed to me, I repeat, rather strange, that

he should never have had the curiosity to enquire about a

specimen which he must have repeatedly seen in the Linnean

Society's rooms, before he wrote that " no author of the pre-
sent century appears to have observed it, with the exception
of M. Spix." I certainly conceived that, if the work received

the least assistance from Mr. Vigors, it would be in what con-

cerned the Parrots.

I hope that, in defending those scientific friends from whom
I have received great and signal assistance, and who are not

here to defend themselves, Mr. Bennett will acquit me of all

personal hostility towards himself. It will give me most sin-

cere pleasure to evince this on any and on every occasion. It
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is neither fair nor just to speak of foreign naturalists in a

different language to that which we should use among our-

selves; and I will put it to Mr. Bennett's good sense and good

feelings, whether such language would not breed dissensions

among us, or would not deeply injure the reputations of MM.
Desmarest and Lesson, if left uncontradicted.

Tittenhanger Green, St. Alban's,

May 28. 1831.

Art. VI. A Reply to Art. I. No. XVIIL of this Magazine. By
N. A. Vigors, Esq. A.M. F.R.S. &c., in a Letter to the Editor.

My dear Sir,

The appeal which I stated, in my letter of the 12th of

April (p. 206.), that I had made to the writer of an

article in your Magazine (p. QT.)? containing many extra-

ordinary and injurious attacks upon my character, has been

made in vain. The hopes I had entertained that I should

have been spared the mortification of being the vindi-

cator of my own reputation, and the pain of exposing, at the

same time, the conduct of a fellows-labourer in science, have

thus been frustrated. My forbearance has been met by a

repetition of the same offensive insinuations ; and my concili-

atory advances have only subjected me to insult in addition to

injury.
I do not however regret having made that appeal, although

it has been thus abortive. I feel that in that act I have done

my duty. I feel strong in the approbation of those eminent

and impartial persons through whom I made the appeal, as

well as of all those my coadjutors in science whose favourable

opinion it is an honour to possess ; and who, having admitted

that I had done all in my power to avert the continuance of

this controversy, and the exposures consequent to it, have

decided that 1 am perfectly justified in using the weapons,
however severe, with which a just cause has supplied me.
I now enter into the combat with unsullied hands. If my
language be strong, or my observations severe, they both are

forced upon me. My opponent has left me no other alterna-

tive in repelling his unprovoked and wanton outrage.
The unprovoked and wanton nature of this attack is one,

indeed, of its most extraordinary features. The common
civilities of life dictate a conciliating mode of feeling and
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expression towards all with whom we are, even by accident,
associated in any common cause. Do we differ from them in

opinion, or interfere with them in interests, we endeavour to

explain the one or reconcile the other in mild and courteous

language and demeanour. But here is a person who, without

a shadow of provocation, commences an abrupt assault upon
an individual following in an honourable track the same science

and the same line of studying it as himself: an individual

who at all times has endeavoured to do justice to his merits,

and to give commendation to his labours where commendation
was due ; who has gone out of his way to assist him in his

pursuits, to recommend him in his professional capacity, and
befriend him on all occasions — and many such have occurred— where friendly interposition could have been of service;

here is a person who, not content with the usual channels of

disseminating his calumnies, obtrudes a private copy of them,
lest their venom should be lost, upon the notice of every scien-

tific friend of him whom he volunteers to calumniate ; here,

Sir, I must still further continue, is a person who, when

appealed to in the language of conciliation, and advised of the

recrimination to which he has exposed himself, by a generous
and candid exposition of the heads of the defence which may
be brought against him, — those, in short, which will appear
in the following pages,

—
obstinately refuses to make any

reparation, reiterates his offensive insinuations, and shelters

his unmannerly attacks under the pitiful and unmeaning
subterfuge of their being levelled, not against a private indi-

vidual, but against a public character.

What, Sir ! do we live in an era and in a country which
will tolerate such an outrage upon all honourable feelings and

principles ? Is any man to be allowed with impunity to accuse

another of dishonour, and then contend that he means no dis-

honour to attach to him, because he unites to the character of

an individual the character of a public man ? In the present
instance this evasion will admit not of the slightest palliation.

A writer has the audacity to accuse another of having
abused the authority intrusted to him as editor of a scientific

journal, by introducing into that work private communica-
tions addressed particularly to private individuals, and not

intended for the public (p. 97.); of abusing the same power,

by making a spirit of dissension and of invective the con-

spicuous feature of that journal (same page) ; of equally

abusing the influence which he is alleged to possess as the

ostensible agent of a scientific institution, by rendering that

institution far behind all others, whether of France or Eng-
land, in the march of liberality (p. 106.) ;

of being the detrac-
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tor of men of merit (p. 104.); of not acting in accordance

with his own recorded professions (p. 98.); of rendering his

professions of truth being his guide utterly worthless, by not

putting them in practice, (p. 105.)
— A writer, Sir, I repeat,

advisedly and deliberately advances such charges as these ;

advisedly and deliberately repeats them ; and, forsooth, he
means no offence ! He speaks not of the individual, but of the

editor ; not of the gentleman, but of the author
;
not of the

man of honour, but of the public agent of a public body 1 In
the circle of society in which Mr. Swainson appears to revolve,
such insinuations may perhaps be little regarded ; their shafts

may most probably fall blunted from the coarse and callous

feelings of the individuals of his caste : but among gentle-
men and men of honour the case is dilFerent. I am here, in

fact, left but one alternative. I will meet this asperser of my
honour upon his own grounds. Since he so pleases, I will

sink the individual, and let the public man alone be prominent.
And, in the language of honest indignation, the editor of the

journal which Mr. Swainson censures, — the author of the

papers which he misrepresents,
— the secretary of the institu-

tion which he has dared to calumniate, — tells Mr. Swainson,— tells him before the world, and in the face of day,
— tells

him, without evasion or reserve,— that his accusations are as

false as they are malignant.
Let us descend from these generalities, and now examine in

detail the accusations of this writer. I will advert to them

nearly in the order in which they occur.

1. I am accused of publishing controversial papers which
were not intended for the public eye ; in this manner giving

publicity to expressions of ridicule and contempt which my
correspondents have used in private communications, but
which their sense of what is due to the courtesies of life would
withhold from using in public, (p. 97.) A deep and serious

charge ;
and one which, if substantiated, would stigmatise the

f' guilty person" for ever in the eyes of all honourable men !

" There are
" some papers of this description in the Zoological

Journal, asserts the accuser. I unhesitatingly answer, there

is not one. With the exception of some scientific extracts,

avowedly, and with the consent of the authors, taken from

private or demi-official letters,
— not one of them being con-

troversial,— there is not a line printed in that journal, at

least since my connection with it, which was not composed,
written, and transmitted to the editor for express publication.
The want of truth in this accusation being established, there

is no need to refer to its malignity.
2. I am accused of publishing other papers in the same

VoL.IV.— No. 20. Y
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journal, which, being avowedly written for the public eye, are

much more calculated
(i.

e. than the aforesaid private commu-

nications) to foment bitter feeling among individuals, and to

bring national reproach upon us all. (p. 98.) It is, moreover,
insinuated that I have misused my influence as editor, in

making a spirit of dissension and invective the conspicuous
feature of that work, and thus giving rise to one of the chief

causes of the decline — yes. Sir, the decline !
— of zoological

science in this country, (p. 97.) The only answer, perhaps,
which ought to be made to such assertions and insinuations is a

reference to the names of those eminent persons who cooperate
with me in the editorship of that work. These would be ofthem-
selves a sufficient guarantee that no papers of a disgraceful
nature would be allowed to creep into it. But I do not shield

myself beneath their common responsibility. Neither shall I

seek shelter under the principle, however universally acknow-

ledged, that no editor of a journal or superintendent of scien-

tific transactions is answerable for the papers contained in

them, to which the authors affix their names. And yet, Sir,

if we do not subscribe to this general principle, what incon-

venience will be the result 1 You, among others, will have to

answer not only for the errors and misconceptions, but for

the evil passions and severe recriminations, of your corre-

spondents. You will be responsible for all Mr. Swainson's

misrepresentations ; you will even be called upon to account

for the language of indignation in which I am constrained to

rebut them. But I do not, I repeat, rely upon such a mode
of defence. Standing upon higher grounds, and voluntarily

assuming every responsibility, I boldly appeal to the work
itself for its own justification. Let us enquire what are the

controversial papers thus alleged to be injurious to science?

Your readers will be startled at finding that the very first

paper of a controversial nature, which I had any share in

having inserted in that journal, was written by Mr. Swainson
himself! Yes, Sir, this meek inculcator of temperance,
moderation, and self-denial (p. 106.), was the first to set the

example of "prominency in this species of scientific warfare !"

(p. 98. note.) The very man, Sir, who accuses me of intro-

ducing into the journal over w^hich I presided a litigious

spirit, was the man who first tempted me to the deed ! Let
me not, however, be understood as condemning the introduc-

tion of that paper. It is the blinded inconsistency alone of

the would-be critic that I reprobate. The paper itself was a

reply,
—

right or wrong, conclusive or inconclusive, I say not,— but a reply to a previous attack made upon the opinions of

the author. As such, I know not how iri common justice the
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publication of it could be refused. But the same principle of

common justice which authorised its insertion, equally au-

thorised the insertion of every other paper published in that

journal, against which this delinquent
— if to defend one's

opinions is to be esteemed delinquency
— has vented his ran-

cour. Let us enumerate them in order. Immediately follow-

ing Mr. Swainson's paper, appeared a reply to it by Mr. Gray.

(Zool. Journ., vol. i. p. 523. art. 64.) After some interval was

inserted a paper of mine, entitled, and deviating in no respect
from the title,

"
Reply to some Observations in the Diction-

naire des Sciences Naturelles, upon the newly characterised

Groups of the Psittacidae." (Vol. ii. p. 91. art. 11.) Next in

order appeared a "
Reply to some Observations of M. Virey

in the Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles, 1825," by my ever-

valued friend, Mr. William S. MacLeay. (vol. iv. p. 47.)

Shortly afterwards was published a letter, by the same author,
to J. E. Bicheno, Esq., in examination of his paper

" On
Systems and Methods "

in the Linnean Transactions, (vol. iv.

p. 401.) And here I must deviate a little from my purpose,
to state my own conduct on the occasion of this last publi-
cation. Living on terms of friendly intercourse with Mr.

Bicheno, and unwilling to bring before the public any docu-

ment which he might in any degree consider as calculated to

wound his feelings, immediately on receiving the paper in

question, and before I laid it before the board of editors, I

submitted it to his inspection, and obtained his full sanction

for publishing it without restriction. I have at this moment
before me the reply of that gentleman to my communication
on the subject; and with pleasure would I transcribe it, but

that it contains remarks upon the course I had taken too

complimentary for me to repeat. It has been my endeavour

throughout life to act with manliness, openness, and candour
to all

; and I know not how I could better have maintained

those qualities than by the course 1 thus pursued. The only

papers remaining, that partake in any degree of a controversial

nature are, Mr. MacLeay's, on " The (JTstrus of Mr. Bracy
Clark "

(vol. v. p. 18.), a paper written in answer to an attack

made upon him, by that well known veterinarian, in the Liin-

nean Transactions ; and a " Notice respecting some species of

Mammalia" referred to by Dr. Horsfield and myself in a

previous number of the journal ;
a defensive paper also, con-

taining a reply to some observations on our labours by M.
Lesson, in the Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles.

Now, Sir, the whole of these papers are replies to what the

authors considered injurious observations on their scientific

labours. If controversy is to be reprobated in science, the

Y 2 .
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blame must surely rest upon those who commence the attack,
and not upon those who act merely on the defensive. In the

present instance, it is not the Zoological Journal that is to be
condemned ; but the Linnean Transactions^ the Dictionnaire,
and the Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles. I know not, in fact,

how the cause of science is to be advanced, or her truths

maintained, if the voice of the accuser is alone to be heard,
and that of the accused is to be condemned to silence. Under
Mr. Swainson's new system of morality, our science will be
one of mere aggression on one part, and patient submission on
the other:— ubi tupulsas, ego vapulo tantum. The assassin

may stab our reputation in the dark, or the bravo may assault

it in the open day, and we must endure the injury and the

insult, lest our honest defence should expose us, in the eyes
of some mawkish sentimentalist, to the imputation of being

possessed of a litigious and controversial spirit ! Sir, I will

admit of no such insensate reasonings. The publication of

the papers referred to, which, in conjunction with my col-

leagues I was instrumental in introducing into the journal,
was not only justifiable but praiseworthy. Among them, — I

allude more particularly to the papers of Mr. MacLeay, —are

to be found, intermingled with the necessary defence of the

opinions of the author, some of the profoundest trains of

general reasoning, and some of the most lucid expositions of

the truths of science, that were ever brought before the scien-

tific public.
3. I am accused of occupying myself a distinguished sta-

tion as a combatant (p. 98. note) ;
as selecting two, among the

best known naturalists of France, as fit subjects for discourteous

treatment (p. 98.); as being the detractor of those naturalists

(p. 104.); of repeatedly insinuating accusations to the disad-

vantage of M. Lesson and other distinguished Parisian natur-

alists (p. 106.), &c. &c. &c. This charge is attempted to be

supported by a reference to three articles; the first two ofwhich
are the papers which I have already mentioned as being pub-
lished by me in the Zoological Journal^ the third an article

contained in the eighth number of The Gardens and Menagerie
ofthe Zoological Society delineated.

The last of these claims our first attention, not only as it is

that which is stated by the accuser himself as involving the

most serious "
guilt

" on my part ; but as it is the only

charge of the three on which he condescends to enter into

the details of the case, or to go beyond mere vague and un-

supported assertion.

Your readers, Sir, have already been convinced, by Mr.
Bennett's letter in your last Number (p. 199.), of the un-
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foQnded nature of this charge, both as it refers to me, who
never wrote the work in question, and as it refers to himself,
who was the real, avowed, and well known author. That

gentleman has proved, beyond a doubt, the accuracy of his

own statements, and the fallacy of the arguments by which
Mr. Swainson has endeavoured to irflpugn them. The injus-
tice of the accusation having been thus fully established by
Mr. Bennett, it remains only for me to advert to its malignity.
And is it not. Sir, an outrage upon all common decency, de-

serving of the severest language that the indignant feelings of
an honourable man can use, that an individual is to be dragged
before the public as the author of a work, — even allowing it

to be deserving of censure, instead of being, as in the present
case, deserving of all praise,

— of which work every proof^

every certainty, every publicity was afforded that it w^as written

by another ? On the respective cover of every number of
that work it has been made known that the descriptions and
anecdotes illustrative of the natural history were furnished by
Mr. Bennett. In every society where such subjects as zoology,
and the novel information occasionally accruing to that science,
are wont to be discussed, Mr. Bennett received the credit, and
the well founded credit, I will add, of being the author. In
an article of your own Journal (Vol. III. p. 201.), written by
me, and evidently read, for it has been quoted, by the writer

who would despoil Mr. Bennett of his well earned reputation,
the work is referred to as Mr. Bennett's, and due praise

assigned it. Surely, in the worst of those invectives with

which Mr. Swainson would seek to injure one who never

wished but to benefit him, he could not venture to accuse that

individual of praising the work which he himself had written !—
Nay, Sir, even beyond all this, lest a doubt should exist

of this authorship being known to all, I have only to refer

to the preface, published in No. x. of the work in question,
to which Mr. Bennett's name is subscribed as the sole and

responsible author. And here let me pause a moment. — It

is worth while to examine the accuracy of the writer, who is

so forward to scatter his random shafts upon what he calls

the gross mistakes, the looseness of research, and the inac-

curacy of observation, of others. At p. 101. of your Journal

he has given us the following words :
— "If the reader turn

,to No. viii. (the last number, as we are informed, which has

been published), he will find," &c. &c. Now, Sir, the

voluntary information included in the parenthesis must have
some meaning. The writer, I repeat, must have had some

object, secret or open, in view, when he furnished his readers

with such a gratuitous addition to their knowledge. But
Y 3
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open object he could have had none ;
for the observation

is entirely extraneous to the subject treated of. A hidden

object there must be
;
and but one can be here inferred ;

viz.

that these words were volunteered for the purpose of antici-

pating any future reference to the tenth number, to which the

preface, containing Mr. Bennett's subscription, was affixed.

Oh ! says the critic, isoe were not aware of that fact ; at the

time we wrote 0W7' critique "we were informed— for xve do not

descend from the importance of our collective and kinglike

dignity to inform ou7'selves respecting such '^
trivial period-

icals"—we were informed that the eighth number was the

last which was published. But mark the fatuity of the pro-

ceeding. That left-handed wisdom, which condescends to

such subterfuges as these, ever betrays itself by overshooting
its mark. The gratuitous information afforded at p. 101. is

forgotten, nay, contradicted, at p. 104. There the eleventh

number* is quoted at length by us, who, a few pages before,
were unaware of the existence of a subsequent number to the

eighth ! Quern Deus vult perdere prius dementat.

The only charge which there is any attempt to substantiate

by a reference to the details of the case thus falls to the

ground. Of the two remaining papers of mine, on which the

accusation of my being
" a detractor" of the French na-

* It is curious to trace the modes of reasoning by which this writer

would arrive at his conclusions. Speaking of what he calls the famous
hyacinthine maccaw, he censures the author of the Menageries^ &c., for

inferring that it had been noticed by no writer previous to M. Spix ; be-

cause I,
— the authorship of the work being as usual attributed to me,— I was aware that he, Mr. Swainson, had given one specimen of the

species to the Linnean Society, and sold another to Mr. Leadbeater. Of
the first fact, it is true, I had a casual knowledge, by seeing the bird in the

Linnean Museum ; and I had heard of the second in consequence of a

famous story, the only thing famous I ever knew of the bird, which the

latter gentleman often tells with his usual facetiousness, respecting his

purchase. But how my knowledge of the aforesaid gift or the aforesaid

purchase could invalidate the observation, that no author had noticed the

species previously to a given period, I am at a loss to divine. Had I been

inclined, as superintendent of the work, to suggest any additions to Mr.
Bennett's remarks, I do not consider the scanty information I possessed
regarding the two foregoing facts would have contributed much to its value.

As to the superintendence of this yery valuable and popular work, which
is all, as is well known, that devolves upon me, I shrink in no respect from
the responsibility attached to it. Much more commendation, indeed, than

censure, on this score, would fall to my share. But let not the superin-
tendence of the whole be confounded with the execution of any particular

part. Were the excellences of Mr. Bennett's pen to be attributed to me,
those of Mr. Harvey's pencil, and of Messrs. Branston and Wright's graver,

nay, those of Mr. Whittingham's type and paper, would equally swell

the measure of my praise. I should soar into reputation on no ignoble

wing.
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turalists is founded, I shall first advert to that which contains

my "
Reply to some Observations in the Dictionnaire des

Sciences Naturelles on the newly characterised Groups of

the Psittacidae."

Now, Sir, after a lapse of four yeai's, and in consequence of

the present accusation, I have looked back to that paper, and
read it over for the purpose of forming a dispassionate judg-
ment on the opinions expressed in it, and the spirit which
dictated it. And here I will allow no false modesty on my
part to interfere with my general sense of justice, or deter me
from declaring that a more temperate reply to an uncalled

for attack and an unusual mode of criticism never issued from
the pen of a naturalist. There is not a sentiment nor an

expression in that paper, which the calm reflection of the

present moment would induce me to alter or expunge. The

parts which come at all under the description of being con-

troversial are purely defensive ; and the whole tenour of the

reasoning evidently proves my object to have been the

explanation and elucidation of some of the higher truths and

principles of science, even more than the justification of my
previous opinions.

But what judgment. Sir, will your readers form of thi&

writer's mode of criticism in calling me the " detractor of

M. Desmarest," w^hen I acquaint them that, in the very paper
of which I have spoken, so far have I been from detracting
from the merits of that highly respectable naturalist, every
honour is bestowed upon him ? His name is studiously kept

apart from all participation in the blame which I meant to

ascribe to the real author of the critique that called for my
answer. One of the objects of my paper was actually to

prove that M. Desmarest did not write that part of the article

which reflected on Dr. Horsfield and myself. The only
blame in any respect attributable to that veteran in science is

his having permitted one of those numerous critics, those

hackneyed drudges of the bookseller, who, unfortunately for

the cause of science, are to be found in Paris as well as in

London, to foist his surreptitious remarks into the paper
which bore his valued name. The style, in fact, of this

extraneous critique in the Dictiormaire, the very contradic-

tions that set it at variance with the rest of the subject,

evidently separated that part of the article from the body of
the article itself. The superficial slime betrayed the reptile's
track.

The remaining paper, in which, according to Mr. Swainson,
I have taken a conspicuous part as a combatant, is an answer
to some observations of M. Lesson upon a previous paper of

Y 4i
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Dr. Horsfield * and mine. In the journal so often alluded to,

we had made some remarks upon four species of Mammalia

belonging to the collection of the Zoological Society. Upon
these four species M. Lesson volunteered some very flippant

observations, to which I replied,
— for in the present instance I

should not feel the slightest objection to take upon myself the

entire responsibility, if it so pleases this worthy pair of sud-

denly created friends,
— to which, I say, I replied in the same

strain, by observations equally flippant. If there is any point
connected with this subject on which I can condemn myself, it

is my having deviated from my accustomed mode of animad-

version, and condescended to stoop for, and make use of, my
adversary's weapons, after they had fallen harmless from his

hand. The whole business, in fact, is but a paltry affair,

scarcely worth the time that is spent or the paper blotted by
a reference to it. And yet upon this feeble foundation alone,
this single discussion between M. Lesson and myself,

— a dis-

cussion for which that gentleman is responsible, as having
provoked it ; a discussion in which he is palpably wrong, and
in which, by the way, it is of little consequence whether he
was right or wrong,

— are rested all those sweeping charges of

my combative disposition, all those unmeaning and declam-

atory insinuations of my setting at variance the " two greatest
nations in the world," and bursting the *' silken cords "^—

yes.

Sir, the "silken cords— of friendship and respect that should

unite them."

Once for all, Sir, in order to dismiss these senseless alle-

gations of my hostility to the French naturalists, 1 will appeal
to such of my works as bear a reference to their labours in

science. There your readers will judge for themselves, if

* Mr. Swainson has insinuated (p. 98.) that Dr. Horsfield had no parti-

cipation in the paper which contains our reply to M. Lesson ;
and he

volunteers to express the difficulty he feels in "
divining how his name

came to be associated
"

in that article. Now, I wish not to involve any
man in any question that regards myself. I am fully able and willing to

vindicate, single-handed, my own cause. But justice to one of my most
valued friends will not permit me to allow it to be thought, for a moment,
that he would desert an associate at the hour of need. The following
extract from a letter of his on this occasion will evince that he does not

shrink from the responsibility :—
" The sorrow which 1 feel, on behalf of the attack that has been made

on you by Mr. Swainson, is increased by the consideration that it must
have affected you more severely, from the apparent desertion, as insinuated

by him, of your unworthy associate. Now, in the case of the papers
in question, I feel it my duty to assure you, that I do not at this moment

depart from that share of responsibility which devolved on me when the

papers were published ;
and I consider my name to stand, as it was origin-

ally, associated with yours."
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they feel any interest on such points, how far I have been
either ignorant of the labours of our French contemporaries,
or unjust to their merits. There they will find that, as I

have elsewhere expressed myself, I was among the very first

of our British zoologists, and in union with some of the most

enlightened among them, to break through the restricted

mode of studying nature that retarded the growth of the

science in this country, and to open the eyes of our rising
naturalists to the improvements of the Continental schools. I

here, indeed, find myself standing on high ground. Nor
have my exertions been unfelt or unacknowledged. I could

refer to the kind and flattering expressions of many of the

most eminent of the founders of those schools, to testify how
little they are desirous of such a "

defence," as Mr. Swainson,
or any other uncalled for volunteer in their cause, could

advance on the present or any other occasion.

It is true that, in some of my previous writings, I have

regretted the fact, that, while we have done justice in every

respect to the merits of the Continental zoologists, a disposition
has prevailed to a great extent, on their part, to depreciate the

zoological labours of our countrymen. But it is equally true

that I have had grounds to regret it. Those who are at all

conversant with the history of zoology for the last twenty

years, require no chain of evidence to be convinced of the

prevalence of that feeling. It has, indeed, been a source of

regret among us, as universally acknowledged as deeply felt.

The very names which Mr. Swainson so strangely brings for-

ward on this occasion— strangely, I must say, for they militate

most powerfully against himself— those of Sir Stamford Raf-

fles *, the greatest benefactor of science that this or any other

* The general prevalence of these prejudiced feelings against our natu-

ralists on the part of the Continental writers, but certainly not those of the

highest reputation, is a fact known and lamented by all who know any
thing of the state of our science. The insinuation that when I alluded to

this fact (ZooL Journ.y vol. iii. p. 92.) I looked only to my own case, and
inferred the existence of that feeling, in consequence of a writer under
M..Desmarest's signature having rejected my arrangement of the Psittacidae,
and of M. Lesson not acknowledging my species of Mammalia, is too paltry
to be noticed, but as it points out the petty-minded spirit that pervades
Mr. Swainson's paper. He can know little, indeed, of the views and

principles of our modern naturalists, who asserts that they imagine their

own peculiar modes of communicating their knowledge of the facts of
nature will be adopted by others, or even that they should wish them to be
so. As to the reference to M. Lesson, it is sufficient to say, that my
observation, above referred to, in- the Zoological Journal^ was printed two

years before that gentleman's remarks in the Bulletin des Sciences, The
anachronism involved in Mr. Swainson's insinuation is as glaring here, as his

mode of confounding, cause and effect elsewhere.
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country ever produced ; and of Dr. Horsfield, the friend,

companion, and cooperator in the liberal views and splendid
exertions of that great man, will suggest sufficient proofs of
the justice of my assertion. I will add to these examples of

unjust treatment that of Mr. Swainson himself: and I need
adduce no farther case in point beyond that with which he
has himself in the present instance supplied us, his contro-

versy with M. de Ferussac (p. 106.) ; a case where he accuses

and convicts of striking injustice a naturalist of France, in the

very paper in which he contends, with notable inconsistency,
that no such injustice exists in that country.

4. The accusation to which I shall next allude is almost

too contemptible to be noticed. It amounts simply to an
assertion that I have described two birds as new to science

eighteen months after he— I beg pardon, >we— Mr. Swainson,
had already described them. Nothing but the previous com-

ment, that this was " a much graver charge than mere careless-

ness," and the subsequent attempt to prove, by a series of
what is meant to pass for argument, that I knowingly described

these birds a second time, to the disparagement of the first

describer, would justify me in introducing such a paltry sub-

ject upon your readers' notice. Now, Sir, such a charge as

the latter brings with it its own refutation. Is there any man,
I will ask, in his right mind, who would knowingly describe

animals as new, which are in reality old ; or, in other words,
would knowingly commit an error which he equally well knows
would be detected at the first glance? Such is the futile

nature of the charge itself; but it is worth the attention of

-your readers, to trace out the inconsistencies of the whole

paragraph which contains this charge. The first step of the

writer is to lay down the conclusion at which he means to

arrive, his object being to establish a graver charge than mere

carelessness :— his second step is to point out the gravamen of

the charge, assuming it to be " malice prepense
" on my part,

which he proves, by a chain of undeniable reasoning
— "I

knew his paper, where he described these birds, for I quoted
it:"— his third and concluding step is to draw his deduction

from the foregoing premises,
"
what, then,^' he says,

" are we
to think on this matter ? Simply, what we believe : the mis-

takes are unintentional ; proofs of looseness of research, and

inaccuracy of observation," &c.— Mark, Sir, the subtle logic
of this our "

goodman delver
"

in criticism. The error was

kfiawingly committed ; argal, it was unintentional : — it ori-

ginated in mere carelessness ; argal, it exposed the "
guilty

person
"

to a much graver charge than mere carelessness !

But this is trifling with our subject. Let us see what are
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the facts of the case. I did consult Mr. Swainson's paper,—
although 1 must confess it to be one of the most difficult

tasks imposed upon the naturalist, to hunt out all the scattered

information disseminated by the traders in science throughout
the multifarious periodical publications of the present day,
which afford a " consideration

"
for their scientific peltry ;

—
I did, Sir, I repeat, consult Mr. Swainson's paper, and found

my two birds totally disagreeing with the descriptions* of his

two species. The very name of one of them actually proves

my reference to his species, as it points out the specific differ-

ence that separates one bird from the other. The species
which he meant to describe may by some possibility have
been the same as mine : but in that case his descriptions are

imperfect ; and, in the eyes of science, an imperfect description
stands for no description at all. After all, Sir, let us allow

that the worst suspicions of this writer have been realised, and
that I actually did describe a second time two species which
should have borne the honours of his important name, as

having previously been noticed by him ; is not this an error

of unavoidable and of everyday occurrence among our best

and most accurate writers ? — an error from which Mr.
Swainson is not, and cannot be supposed to be, exempt; —
an error which only requires to be noticed in a friendly-

manner, in order to be repaired on the first opportunity ; and

not, as in the present instance, to have been brought forward

after an interval of two years, as the subject of a grave and
formal accusation ?

5. The foregoing charges are, comparatively speaking, of
little moment, as they involve the character and the feelings

* The difference between my Colaptes collaris and Mr. Swainson's

Col. Mexicanus consists chiefly in the collar, which marks the breast ofmy
-bird, whence its name ; and which is not mentioned in the description
of the Mexican bird. I presumed that such an important character would
have been mentioned, if it had existed; particularly as less important
characters, such as the markings on the back, are particularised in the specific

description. My Pica Colliei (not Collieri, as Mr. Swainson misquotes
the word) differs from the description of his Pica formosa, by being one
third greater in size, and by having a black throat and breast, with a white

abdomen, while the whole under part of the latter species is white, with

the exception of a black pectoral band. I make little doubt that Mr.
Swainson's bird is the same as M. Wagler's Pica Bull6ck«, and M. Tem-
minck's Garrule commandeur. (pi. col. 436.) If I was in error in de-

scribing the bird brought home by Captain Beechey as different from the

Mexican species, and consequently deserving of the very flagrant censure
that he would bestow upon me, so equally was Mr. Children, so was the

editor of the translation of Cuvier's Animal Kingdom, so was Mr. Audu-
bon

; all of whom described the bird as different from Mr. Swainson's

species, and nearly at the same time with myself.
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only of an individual. The last to which I shall direct yout
attention is of much more serious importance, as it is directed

against the reputation of a scientific Institution, flourishing
under the high patronage and unmingled approbation of the

public. This writer has the temerity to charge the Zoolo-

gical Society with illiberality ;
and he denounces it as being

in this respect far behind all similar institutions whether of

France or England. This charge I shall examine, first, ac-

cording to Mr. Swainson's own statement of the case ; and,

secondly, according to the facts, the official facts, which ex-

hibit it in its proper light.
' ** Not being a member," says the complainant,

" we were

'prohibited from making any effectual use of the Zoological

Society's museum, while engaged on the ornithological por-
tion of a national work, Dr. Richardson's Northern Zoology.

We, therefore," — what did we, therefore^ do in this distress-

ing embarrassment ? Become a member, and thus quietly sur-

mount the impediment to our wishes ? No, Sir ; that would
have been the plain and legitimate conclusion at which any

single-minded man would have arrived, who did not study his

logic in the same school as Mr. Swainson. No, Sir ; "we,

therefore^ went to Paris !

" There the accuser goes on to

state his having met with that courtesy and assistance in his

studies which every naturalist, as we well know, expects to

find, and is never disappointed in finding, in the public
institutions of that city. Now, Sir, if I can at all ascertain

the meaning of this logician (which, indeed, is no easy task,

while he deals in such extraordinary non sequiturs), the illi-

berality of which he would complain consists in the law

which limits the privileges of the Zoological Society to its

members ; while, on the other hand, the liberality which he

commends in the French institutions consists in the law that

opens their privileges to the public. The two cases, never-

theless, although at first sight apparently dissimilar, are

precisely the same. Both institutions equally confer their

privileges on those who respectively support them ; the mem-
bers of the London society providing the funds that are

indispensable for its maintenance, the public purse supplying
similar funds to the Parisian establishments. There is, there-

fore, no more liberality on one side of the Channel than on

the other ; the regulations on both sides being in principle
and in spirit the same. If there is any illiberality in the

present case, it attaches to him who admits that he would

not support an institution, the benefits of which he would at

the same time gratuitously appropriate to himself. If, indeed,

there is any class of persons on whom it is generally supposed
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to be more incumbent than others to contribute to the funds

of science, it is that class which is known to pursue science

as a source of emolument. And yet here is a person, de-

riving, according to public rumour, considerable emoluments

fi'om zoology ; nay, who is employed, with a liberal recom-

pense, on a work, for the completion of which he alleges that

it is necessary to consult the collection of a zoological esta-

blishment ;
and yet he has not generosity sufficient to spare,

out of those ample emoluments, a trifle,
— a very trifle, cer-

tainly not equal to the expenses of a journey to Paris,
— to

support an institution, ostensibly devoted to a science which

liberally supports himself Does not the charge of illiberality-

thus recoil upon him who prefers it ?
'

Such are the insufficient grounds of Mr. Swainson's accus-

ation, even according to his own statement. Let us now turn

to the actual facts of the case, as taken from the official

records of the Society.
Mr. Swainson, Sir, nsoas a member of the Zoological Society,

He was among the first to afford to the infant establishment

the high sanction of his name
; but, unfortunately, his name

alone— vox et prceter^ea nihil— testified his devotion to the

science cultivated by that body. For two years he continued

a nominal member ; after which period a correspondence took

place on the subject between the financial department and

himself, which terminated in his expressing his wish to cease

being a member, on the plea of his not having it in his power
to enjoy any of the privileges of the Society. His request
was liberally and cordially complied with by the council, and
his name was withdrawn from the list of members. Shortly
after this period, Mr. Swainson again appeared before the

council of the Society ; not as a contributor to its support ;

not as the fulfiller, even the tardy fulfiUer, of his previous

engagements ; but as a suppliant for its favours. Unmindful
of the delicacy of the situation in which he had placed him-

self, and forgetful of his antecedent declaration that he could

enjoy no advantage from a connection with the Society, he

applied for permission to consult the museum ; nay, farther,
for what could scarcely be accorded even to the best bene-
factor of the Society, for unrestrained permission to consult

it ! No circumstances could have authorised the council

officially to grant such a request. Their rules, but more par-

ticularly the principles that dictated their rules, imperatively
forbade them. But still, in accordance with the truly liberal

spirit that animated all their proceedings, and unwilling that

any conduct towards themselves, however discourteous or

ungenerous, should interrupt the even tenour of that
spirit,
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they allowed their secretary to offer, m his individual capacity,-
whatever information their museum could afford to Mr. Swain-
son. An intimation to that effect accordingly accompanied
the official letter that conveyed the refusal on their own part.
The same assistance towards the prosecution of his work
was of course offered to Dr. Richardson, the employer of

Mr. Swainson, and was freely accepted and frankly
* acknow-

ledged by him. If Mr. Swainson did not make use of the

liberal assistance thus placed within his reach, if he considered

himself compelled to seek in a foreign country that aid in

science which was freely open to him in his own, the fault

rests with himself. What, Sir, I will ask, in conclusion, will

your readers now think of the conduct of an individual, who,

having placed himself in circumstances under which any man
of common delicacy of feeling would have shrunk from observ-*

ation, nevertheless obtrudes himself unblushingly into notice

as an accuser, where, by right, he should stand as the accused,
and the calumniator of an honourable institution, that had
treated him with unprecedented generosity and forbearance?

It is not the least of the evils that attend such controversiesf

as the present, into which an individual is dragged contrary
to all his feelings and principles, that he is forced to make
himself the subject of discussion, and even, at times, to speak
of himself in language that must apparently bear the character

of commendation. One of the insinuations advanced by this

writer, in his inconsistent and ill digested attack, is, that the

illiberality, of which he accuses the Zoological Society,
—

with what justice we have already ascertained, — may be
attributed to the secretary of that body, whom he honours
with the distinction of being

"
its chief adviser." Your

readers. Sir, will scarcely imagine that the individual thus

accused of illiberality, in using his influence to debar men of

science from the use of the Society's museum, had it in his

power, if such had been the bent of his disposition, to mono-

* I should refer on this occasion to Dr. Richardson's published acknow-

ledgments of the assistance he received from our Society, in the Fauna
Boredli-Americdna for instance, were it not likely to be said that such

acknowledgments are but matters of course and form, and, as such, of little

weight. I shall therefore transcribe the following letter of his, written

expressly in answer to an appeal of mine on this subject :
—

" My dear Sir,
— In answer to your question as to whether I have or

have not received from you every facility in consulting the collection of
the Zoological Society, 1 have no hesitation in saying that you afforded me
every facility that I could desire, and showed the greatest anxiety to aid me
in my researches.

" I am, my dear Sir, very truly yours,
**
London, June 14. 18^1.

'

John Richardson."
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polise to his own use the greater portion of the contents of

that collection, and to shut out the public from all participation

in its benefits. Yes, Sir, the greater portion of the collection,

the whole, it may almost be said, at the period of which we

treat, with the exception of Sir Stamford RaiSles's splendid

Sumatran gift,
had originally been the private property of

that illiberal secretary, and was by him presented to the

scientific public, without reserve, without condition, nay,

almost without acknowledgment. So reckless, indeed, was he

of all personal considerations, or of aught but the public

benefit, that he believes, even up to the present day, that

there is not a record of the transaction. But there are gifts

of higher price than those which may be measured by the com^

mon rates of value ;
such gifts as those of time, and labour,

and thought ; such sacrifices as those of ease, and leisure, and

private interests, and personal gratifications. Such contri-

butions there are, and such it was the pride of him, who is

forced into this declaration, to oifer to the science which he

espoused, and to the institution which devoted itself to that

science. Such, at least, was his endeavour. If he has been

unsuccessful, his failure has arisen from want of capacity, not

from want of inclination or exertion; and it may be added

to those numerous proofs of the blindness of our judgment,
which every day demonstrate that, where we have fondly,

fancied ourselves to have been most strong, there we have

been found most weak.

Such, at least, I repeat, was my endeavour ; and I repeat
it the more pointedly, because, from this very endeavour on

my part may be traced the origin of the present attack, which

otherwise appears so causeless and unaccountable. The at^

tempt to introduce into science a spirit of disinterestedness and

liberality, could not fail to excite a hostile feeling on the part
of those whose connection with science was based on selfish

and sordid considerations. It is an unfortunate fact, that the

elements of corruption are as rife in science as in any other

pursuit of man ; and that jobbers, and jealous competitors for

emolument, and petty monopolisers of petty power, abound

among the apparently retired students of the closet, as fully as

among the votaries of more bustling and public professions.
To these selfish and mercenary propensities alone is to be

attributed, not the decline of science % in our country
— for

* The " decline of science" is the cant of the present day. Every
man who has a petty grievance to bring forward, or some trivial point
of minor information on which he hopes to be borne into notice, adopts
the "

decline of science
"

as the post from which he starts. Mr. Swain-
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when did science, our science at least, stand on a higher eleva-'

tion than at present?
—but the clogs that have so long retarded

its progress. Where the exertions ofthe naturalist are founded
on the love, not of science itself, but of the good things that

accompany it, little is to be expected of energy in the investi-

gation of truth ; little of patient research, for it tends not to

the profit of the moment ; little of generous cooperation, for

it interferes with the monopoly of the "
money-changer." In

the eyes of these dealers in nature, the attempt to impart a

higher tone and a purer spirit into natural pursuits is a crime
not to be pardoned. The reformer becomes a marked man.
Hence the secret enmity, that works its injuries wherever it

can work in darkness and impunity ; hence the open rancour,

that, when it becomes too effervescent to be restrained, and
must find utterance, vents itself, as in the present attack, in

froth, and slaver, and impotent malignity.
But it is time that I should conclude : already I have gone

far beyond the limits which 1 have any claim, from the nature

of my subject, to be accorded to me in your journal. I have.

Indeed, to apologise to your readers for intruding so tedious

and uninteresting a series of details into a work which should

be devoted to science alone ; and, when 1 look back upon the

style and language in which they have been clothed, I have

equal apologies to offer on that score. But I must let my
words pass as they are. I have neither time to revise, nor

inclination to recur to so disgustful a subject. Something, it

is true, should be accorded me ; and the provocation I have

received should be accounted in my favour. It should be
remembered that the aggressor has voluntarily and delibe^

rately commenced this attack, and voluntarily and delibe-

son's assumption of the present decline of zoology is most amusing to

those who have marked its late progress. Can he tell when zoology was

at its height, or point out the period when it commenced to go down ? The
causes he assigns for this degradation of zoology are distinguished by the

same logical acuteness which seems to be characteristic of the bent of his

mind. They are worth repeating. The first cause is,
" the denial of the

greatest and most acknowledged truths by bold and specious reasoners."

When or by whiom were they denied ? The second is, the " zealous adop-
tion by some, and the unqualified rejection by others, of theories or systems
which neither party understood^ What influence these misunderstanding

parties could have had upon the general interests of zoology, I am at a loss

to conjecture. The third,
" the substitution of flowery and sententious

oratory for the results of deep and patient research." Where does this

Substitution appear ? or how could it in any respect produce the slightest

effect upon the real interests of the science ? In what academy could this

logician have studied his modes of reasoning ?
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rately has rejected
*

all conciliation. I am forced into the

contest, an unwilling defendant. And if my language exceeds

the bounds of moderation, it expresses but the natural aver-

sion with which every honourable mind recoils from what is

mean and sordid, from what is selfish and malignant. To
this man, as a fellow-labourer in science, I held out the right
hand of friendship ; to this man, as one whom I fancied to

have been deceived, and to have required explanation only in

order to be induced to retrace his false steps, I held out the

olive branch of conciliation. He has spurned both ; he has

derided both; he has heaped injury upon me in exchange for

kindness ;
he has loaded me with insult in return for forbear-

ance. On the head of the aggressor let the odium rest !

I am, my dear Sir, faithfully yours, &c.

Chester Terrace^ Regent*s Park, N. A. Vigors.

June 20. 1831.

Art. VII. On the Habits ofthe Weasel, By 5c6lopax Rusticola.

Sir,

It gives me sincere pleasure to find my observation

on the missel thrush (Turdus viscivorus) corroborated by
that very attentive observer the Rev. W. T. Bree : as, at the

time I advanced it, I felt confident that many would be

sceptical, especially those who contend that it has no melody.
I shall now advert to a little animal, the weasel, concerning
which I am in possession of two or three anecdotes.

The Rev. Gilbert White, in his Natural History of Sel-

borne, states, in Letter 40., that " weasels prey on moles,
as appears by their being sometimes caught in mole-traps."
I believe that people in general are not aware of the fact

; but

the following will bear it out :
—

A neighbour of mine, a man of acute observation, who had
set a common spring mole-trap in a field which he occupied,

having occasion to go to it to stop a gap in the hedge, per-
ceived that a mole was taken. He took the trap from the

ground, and allowed the mole to remain suspended in it. In
about a quarter of an hour, whilst working, he chanced to

look in the direction of the trap, and, much to his surprise,

perceived a weasel very actively engaged in striving to get the

mole out of the wires which held it. The animal ran up
the stick which formed the spring of the trap, and then

* The whole of the answers and explanations which are made in this

letter were laid before Mr. Swainson. Nothing, in fact, was left undone
on my part to avoid this distressing exposure.

Vol. IV.— No. 20. z
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descended on the captive, which he seized, and tried, by
wriggling, twisting, and hanging by it, to appropriate to his

own use, but without success. When exhausted with his

efforts, he relinquished his hold and dropt on the ground,
where having taken wind, he ran up the stick again, and
renewed his task with redoubled ardour. My old friend,

having observed him try ten or eleven times successively,

thought that he deserved the mole for his trouble and perse-

verance, and, taking it from the trap, laid it on the ground
read)^ for him ; but, on being disturbed, he retreated, and
would not again make his appearance whilst the old man
remained.

An instance of the affection of the weasel for its offspring was
related to me by one of our labourers. He was standing in a

footpath close to a hedge side, when he observed something

coming towards him, but till it got close to him he could not

be certain what it was ; at last he perceived that it was a

weasel with one of her young ones in her mouth. The animal

was so intent on her burden that she did not see the man till

he kicked at her, when she dropt her young one and retreated

into the bottom of the hedge. The man then stood over the

helpless young one with a large stick in his hand, not with the

intention of harming the old one (as he was not a keeper), but

merely to see how the parent would proceed. She soon

peeped out of her covert, and then made several feints to get
her charge ; but was obliged to run into the hedge again,

apparently intimidated at the stick which he flourished and
knocked about. At last she summoned up all her resolution

for one grand effort
; and, in spite of the opposition of the

man, she, after a great deal of dodging to avoid the stick,

which he used in every way to keep her off without hurt-

ing her, fairly succeeded in obtaining the object of her solici-

tude, and bore it off in triumph from between his legs.
I am, Sir, &c.

SCOLOPAX RUSTICOLA.

Chilwell, near Nottingham, May 12. 1831.

Art. VIII. Some Account ofa Grampus (Delphinus Cyrca) recently

captured in Lynn Harbour. By G. M.

Sir,

The history of the cetaceous animals, in consequence of
their being placed beyond the reach of .the naturalist, is so

confessedly incomplete, and the interest attached to them, not

only on that account, but because of their importance in a
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commercial point of view, is so great, that every attempt to

avail himself of the few opportunities that are presented will

be eagerly seized by the true lover of nature ; and his observ-

ations, however cursory, readily communicated to those who
have not been so favoured.

As it is probable that many of your readers have never had
an opportunity of examining any, even of the smaller genera,
of the whale tribe, you will, 1 think, be glad to receive an

account of a grampus (Z)elphinus f/rca) which has been

recently captured in Lynn Harbour, about ten miles from the

town.

The animal, which is a male, was discovered by some
fishermen on the 19th of the last month, with his dorsal fin

rising just above the surface of the water. He was imme-

diately driven into the shallows, and attacked by the men ;

but not being provided with proper weapons, it was with

much difficulty they were able to despatch him by the help
of knives and sharpened oars. The groans of the poor ani-

mal are described as having been most horrible, and the

effusion of blood very great. Being at length deprived of

life, he was towed up the river to the town, and landed on the

quay, whence he was drawn by six horses through the streets,

to the place where the carcass was flenched, or cut up.
The accompanying drawing [Jig, 5Q,) is a faithful repre-

sentation of the body, when lying on the ground; and the

dimensions, taken as accurately as circumstances would admit,
are given below.

The descriptions of the grampus, in the works on natural

history to which I have had an opportunity of referring, do
not exactly correspond with the above specimen; but that

which approaches nearest to it is the following, taken from
the last edition of the Encyclopaedia B7'itannica.

4th Genus.— Z)ELPHrNUS.
" Maxilla utraque dentata : fistula in fronte.
" Both jaws are furnished with teeth ; the spout in the

forehead.

z 2
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"
T>elpMnus O^rca, Grampus,

'* The body is nearly oval. The dorsal fin is very higff^
The teeth are conical and slightly curved. The profile of

the grampus is oval and oblong. The greatest thickness is

about the middle of the trunk, from which it gradually di-

minishes towards both extremities. The snout is short and
round. The lower jaw is broader than the upper. Both jaws
are furnished with conical teeth, which are unequal and curved
at the top, and are from twenty to thirty in number in each jaw.
The eyes are situated in the same line with the opening of the

mouth. But the most distinguishing mark of the grampus is

the dorsal fin, which rises from the middle of the back, and is

nearly 4 ft. in height. The pectoral fins are very broad and

nearly oval. The tail fin is divided into two lobes in the form
of a crescent. The upper part of the body is black, the belly
is white. Sometimes white spots are discovered on the head
and back. The grampus is the largest fish belonging to the

genus. Some have been seen of 25 ft. in length, by 12 or

13 ft. in circumference."

Our specimen varies from the above description in the fol-

lowing particulars :
—

Its dimensions are —
Ft. In:

From the tip of the upper jaw to the division of the talt, following
the curve of the back - - - -

From the tip of the under jaw to the same, in a straight line

From the tip of the upper jaw to the anterior edge of the dorsal

fiu - - _ . -

From the posterior edge of the dorsal fin to the division of the

tail - - - - -

Base of the triangular dorsal fin - - -

Height of ditto

Length of the ovate pectoral fm - - - -

Width of ditto . - - - -

Distance of the two lobes of the caudal fin - - -

Circumference of the body - _ - -

From the tip of the upper jaw to the spiracle
-

From the tip of the lower jaw to the anterior edge of the pec-
toralfin-- - - - -4

From the back tooth of the lower jaw to the same on the oppo-
site side -- - - - -.-0 10

The teeth are twenty-four in each jaw, the seven backward

ones are cuspidate, the rest appear to have been the same, but

are now worn down. Those in the front are nearly concealed,

and a few of the central ones are curvated. The upper jaw

projects a little beyond the lower. The. eye is placed 5 in.

above the corner of the mouth. The orifice of the ear is

scarcely large enough to admit a pea, and is placed just
behind the eye in the white spot. The spiracle was so much

21
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injured by the fishermen in their attempts to kill the animal,
that its form cannot be correctly ascertained ; but it appears
to have been lunated, with its horns turned towards the nose.

The skin is a fine glossy black
; but the under jaw, the belly,

a singular oval spot behind each eye, and a large mark on
each side are of a pure white : the saddle-like mark on each
side the back is of a silvery grey. Tlie dorsal line is promi-
nent, sharp, and of a jet black. Its weight is computed at

about 3^ tons ; and it was purchased of the :fishermen for 231, ,:

it is not, however, expected to yield a sufficiency of oil to

repay the purchaser ; but, as he realised something by exhi-

biting the animal, and afterwards sold its head for 7l. to a

gentleman in the neighbourhood, he is not likely to be a loser

by his bargain.
I am, yours truly,

Lj/7m Regis, December.I, 1830. O. M.

Art. IX. Observations on the British Species of Shrikes^ their

Habits, Nidification, 8^c, By J. D.-Hoy, Esq.

Sir,

I HAVE a few remarks to offer you on the birds of this

genus inhabiting or occasionally visiting our island, which

may perhaps be not altogether uninteresting to some of your
readers.

The Great Ash-coloured Shrike has never, I believe, been
known to breed in this country, but it is not unfrequently
met with during the autumn and winter, more particularly in

the eastern counties : seldom a season passes without my
observing the bird in this neighbourhood. A friend of mine
assures me he has seen it in Essex, near Colchester, in the

month of June ; that he had a good view of the bird, and could

not be mistaken : but I consider it merely an accidental occur-

rence. I have occasionally seen the shrike suddenly stop in

its flight, and balance itself on wing, in the manner of the

kestrel, probably looking for mice, of which it is very fond.

I have often found the remains of mice, and sometimes small

birds, fastened on whitethorn bushes, near its haunts. It is

common in many parts of Europe ; breeds most frequently in

the heathy and wooded districts, often building its nest on fir

trees, which are in many parts thinly scattered over the heathy
lands, sometimes in the fork of an oak or other tree, at a
considerable height from the ground ; it never builds in low
bushes or hedges ; the nest is large, formed on the outside

z 3
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with small sticks, pieces of heath, and wool, with a little moss
sometimes intermixed, lined with wool, fine grass, and feathers.

It lays five eggs, rather less than those of the common
thrush, pale bluish white, sprinkled all over with ash-coloured

spots running into each other at the larger end. There is not

much difference between the plumage of the young and that

of the adults.

The manner in which this bird is used by falconers, in

assisting them to catch hawks for falconry, shows that the

term excubitor has not been given it w^ithout reason. As
the method may not be known to many of your readers^
I will briefly describe it.

The village of Falconswaard, in North Brabant, has been

long famed for its falconers
;

it formerly sent out men well

practised in this art to every country in Europe; and the

few efficient falconers still remaining (as this diversion has
been of late years almost wholly laid aside on the Continent

as well as in this country) are natives of the village of

Falconswaard. The hawks are generally caught during the

months of October and November, when they are on their

passage towards the southern parts of Europe. The falconer

constructs a low turf hut in an open part of the country, with

a small opening on one side ; at about a hundred yards' dis-

tance from the hut a light-coloured pigeon is placed in a hole

in the ground covered with turf, with a string attached to

it which reaches to the hut
;
another pigeon is placed in a

similar situation on the opposite side at the same distance^

At ten yards' distance from each pigeon a small bow net is

fixed on the ground, so arranged as to be pulled quickly
over by means of a piece of small iron wire made fast to

the net, and reaching to the hut : the string by which the

pigeon is held passes through a hole in apiece ofwood driven

into the ground in the centre of the bow net. The falconer

has also a decoy pigeon in a string at a short distance froni

the hut; and several tame pigeons at liberty on the outside,

which, on sight of a hawk, immediately take shelter within.

The butcher bird (Lanius exciibitor) is fastened by a leather

thong on a hillock of turf, a yard in height and a few yards
distant from the hut ; a small hole is made, and a piece of

turf laid over, for a place of retreat in case of danger.
The falconer, employing himself in some sedentary occupa-

tion, observes every motion of his little watch, and it is almost

incredible at how great a distance he will point a falcon in the

air. If it approaches, he shows symptoms of alarm, drawing
in his feathers, and fixing his eyes in the same direction : on
a nearer approach, he screams aloud ; the falcon being then.
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perhaps, not less than three or four hundred yards distant :

on its closer approach, he retreats under the turf, and quite
conceals himself. It is then the falconer draws out the pigeons
where the nets are fixed, which fluttering round generally

tempt the hawk to make a stoop at one of them, which if he
takes he is inevitably ensnared. While the felcon is near, the

shrike continues in his hiding-place, hardly daring to show his

head at the entrance of his retreat ;
should the falcon be taken

or pass over without attacking the pigeons, he cautiously creeps
out, yet almost afraid to trust himself on his hillock, looking
on every side ; and does not during some time recover from
his alarm. He is greatly terrified at the sight of the goshawk,
screaming and endeavouring to escape ;

as this hawk would
even seize him in his hiding-place, should he catch sight of

him, which the falcon would not. He does not show much
alarm at sight of the kite and different species of buzzards,
unless they are very near to him ; so that, by the motions of

the butcher bird, the falconer can tell almost with certainty
the species of hawk which is approaching him. Were it not

for the penetrating eye of the watchful bird, the falconer would
sit many dreary hours to no purpose, as he would not know
when to pull his pigeons out to lure the hawk.
The Woodchat (Lanius rutilus) may be numbered among

our accidental vimtants, and one of the most rare. Never-

theless, it may visit this island oftener than is imagined, as its

great similarity to the red-backed species would prevent its

being noticed by the unscientific. It is abundant in some

parts of the Netherlands. I know of only two instances, within

a few years, of its being killed in this country, once near Can-

terbury, and another time in the neighbourhood of Swaffham,
Norfolk

;
which last bird is in the collection of the Reverend

R. Hammond of Swaffham. It differs from Lanius Collurio

in the choice of situation for its nest, placing it invariably on

trees, and preferring the oak. The nest is placed in the fork

of a projecting branch, composed on the outside with sticks

and wool, mixed with white moss from the bodies of the trees,

and lined with fine s-rass and wool. Effojs four and five in

number, rather less than those of Lanius Collurio, and varymg
much in markings; the ground colour being pale blue in

some, in others a dirty white, surrounded near the larger end

with a zone of rust-coloured spots ;
in some, again, the mark-

ings and spots are of a paler colour, and more dispersed over

the Qg'g. There is but little difference between the plumage
of male and female, in the latter the plumage not being quite
so bright. The young in first feather much resemble those

of the red-backed shrike. It is not a wild bird, often building
z 4
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close to houses and public roads. It arrives and departs about

the same time as Lanius Collurio. I have a female bird of

the red-backed species, in the full garb of the adult male.

I had found the nest, and observed near the spot apparently
two male birds ; not being able to discover the female I was
induced to shoot both ; and, on dissection, one proved the

female, with the eggs much enlarged, and one nearly ready
for exclusion. I mention this circumstance, as this change
of plumage in some species has been attributed to barrenness.

I am, Sir, &c.

&oke Nai/land, Sufolk, March 16. 1831. J. D. Hoy.

P.S.— A stork (y^'rdea Ciconia) was shot near Mildenhall,
in this county, in the beginning of July, 18S0; and, during
the month of December, 1830, six specimens of the waxen
chatterer (^mpelis garrulus) were killed in the vicinity of

Ipswich.
— J. D. H.

Art. X. On the Black Marten (Uirundo A^pus Lin.). By W. L.

Sir,

Mr. White, in his fascinating letters on the natural history
of his district, gives several interesting memoranda respecting
the habits of the black marten, and he tells enough to show

that, like the starling, it is sometimes capricious, and some-

times exercises a sound discretion in the choice of a place for

breeding. Jn this, indeed, many birds are evidently ruled by
circumstances. For instance, I recollect, when a schoolboy,
a commonwealth of sparrows that had for generations nestled

in the thatch of an old two-storied mill. By their numbers,
which probably might lead them to their licentious and irre-

gular mode of occupancy, the roof had become, from eaves to

ridges, a mass of holed and perterebrated shapelessness ; and,

as it had been considered both as " labour in vain
" and

needless expense to renew it with similar materials, the mill

was slated. The kiln had been slated before for a different

reason, and the adjoining cottages were too low to be safe in

the neighbonrhood of a town that, over and,above the usual

swarms of bareheaded runagates, contained two boarding-
schools. The sparrows, seemingly with common consent,

removed to a very old garden hedge, that had grown wp into

hawthorn trees, and there made large clumsy nests of straw,

each nearly the size of a magpie's, solid at first, and then they
made the necessary holes in them, as they are accustomed to

do in the eaves of a house.
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But as to the black martens. One of the branches of the

river Beauly, or Glass, between Inverness and Ross shires,

forms an alpine valley, about twenty-five miles in length, sur-

rounded by rugged conical mountains, upon which the snow
often lies until the month of August. Two narrow lochs,

through which the stream flows that descends from this glen,
extend together, and fill about twelve miles of its length. The
whole valley was in former times one continued forest of
native fir (Pinus sylvestris), which for many centuries fur-

nished timber for the boats and roofs for the cottages of the

south-western part of Ross and the Isle of Skye ; and for

sixty years, until lately, it has been cut and floated to the

Beauly Firth ; so that now the extent of the forest in that

valley is almost confined to the banks of those lochs : but still,

for about three quarters of a mile in breadth, it covers the

sloping skirts of the mountains on the southern side, and
forms one of the most extensive pine forests in Scotland.

Through this the traveller has to fight his way by a track

broken, rough, and circuitous in a strange and perplexing

degree, and so encumbered by rocks and insulated masses of

granite, and huge tortuous roots of trees, that a stranger from
the Lowlands, and without experience in such districts, finds

it not a little difficult to persuade himself that he actually
traverses part of his native land. It was my fortune to pass

through this wilderness for the first time alone, and in the

close of the evening ; and I am not likely to forget the impres-
sion. The trees having all been cut over below the main

branches, and these being often of great size, and left to

remain where they had been severed from the trunks, and the

timber being of the hardest and most imperishable kind, the

ruins of a hundred years, in all stages of decay, were crowding
the long heath in the intervals between the standing trees.

Stripped of the bark by time, and bleached white by the

storms and weather, they looked like the ribs and bones of

immense animals, the race ofwhich had long perished fi*om the

earth. Moreover, as none of the hollow, diseased, or crooked
trees had ever been felled, most of these had died, and were
likewise divested of their bark ; and their grey and fantastic

forms, between which was at times reflected the snow wreaths
of the opposite mountains, added very much to the loneliness

and dreariness of this strange scene of desolation.

Since that time it happened to me to be with some friends

in a boat upon one of these lochs, and while contemplating
the grandeur of such an extent of gloomy forest, and the

effect of the broad masses of light and shade, varying from
" tufted ridge to hollow glen," I was greatly surprised to
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observe hundreds of black martens skimming over the tops of

the trees, after their usual manner while eager in pursuit of

their prey. No old building or castle was nearer than thirty

miles, and Inverness was more than forty ; the only place,^

indeed, from which I could suppose such an unusual number
of these birds to proceed. Whilst trying to digest the im-

probability that the parents should leave their young at such

a distance, and considering if it could be at all possible that,

with all the remarkable power of wing peculiar to the bird,

they should be able to fly back and forward in time to supply
their wants, the noise of a woodpecker, labouring for its suste-

nance after quite a different manner, drew an observation from
one of my friends resident in the neighbourhood, that is,

some ten miles off- He remarked that the loud* tapping
sound was not so often caused by their searching the bark
for insects, as by their boring holes in the large decaye4
trees in which they made their nests ; and that it was said

they never made use of an old hole, but took the trouble

of perforating a new one every time they hatched. It imme-

diately occurred to me that the presence of such a prodigious
number of swifts could be more easily accounted for than by
supposing them to come either from the old monastery at

Beauly or from Inverness, to hawk for flies thirty or forty
miles from their young: I forthwith requested that one of

the shepherds who had most turn for enquiry anent such sort

of matters might be set to examine whether the swifts did not

occupy the deserted holes of the woodpeckers ; and I was

gratified by being assured, some time afterwards, that this w^as

found to be the fact.

Selkirkshire^ November^ 1830. W. L.

Art. XI. Remarks on the Locoynolion and Habits of the Limpet.
By Frederick C. Lukis, Esq.

Sir,

The opinion that the common limpet (Patella vulgata) is

stationary, and that the animal remains in the same place,

only raising its shell for the purpose of catching food from
the surrounding element, has frequently been advanced by
superficial observers, who have been deceived by the circum-
stance of the same individual being seen for days, and even

years, attached to the same spot.
The principal object of these remarks is to point out some

facts connected with this shell, which may lead to further
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observation, and the careful study of this neglected species^
Since the observations of Reaumur on the locomotion of the

Patellae, the general habits of the limpet have not been so

clearly known as might have been expected. M. d'Orbigny,

junior, indeed, made some interesting remarks on this class of

Gasteropodes, from examinations taken on the chalky coast of

the Channel, where they are frequently found partly buried in

holes in rocks and stones, symmetrically formed by their own
shells; and the constant position retained by the shells in

these cavities has raised a doubt whether they ever left these

favourite spots. It may be observed, that the regularity of

the shells of the Gasteropodes is considerably affected by the

ruggedness or unevenness of the spot to which they show a

predilection to attach themselves ;
and that the growth of the

shell is influenced by it, so that they frequently appear dis-

torted in an extraordinary manner. This singular attachment
to a particular spot having commenced during their young
state, they seldom seek another, but accommodate their shell,

in its after-growth, to all the irregularities of the rock. The
first choice of the situation appears to differ agreeably to its

distance from low-water mark, those animals most exposed to

the rays of the sun seeking a shaded side in preference. The
Patella having the power of raising its shell, and roving about
at pleasure, counteracts the influence of the inequalities of
the substance to which it is fixed, and does not so frequently
exhibit the pattern of the base as the O'strea, Anomia, and

Xepas are seen to do.

The locomotion of the limpet may be ascertained by mark-

ing one individual, to avoid mistake, and then observing its

cautious roaming, and regular return to its favourite place of

rest, where the shell will be found exactly to correspond with

the surface of the rock to which it is attached. Here it will

rest, or sleep, and only relax its strong adhesion to the rock

when the muscular fibre becomes exhausted by long contrac-

tion, in which state a sudden blow horizontally given will

easily displace it. A fact known to the fishermen and the

poor who use them for food *
is, that they are more easily

* Patella vulgata seems to have been used by the inhabitants of these

islands from the earliest times, as appears from masses of its shells now
found in ground which has lain waste and unturned for centuries. In 1829,
a large heap of these shells, mixed with ashes, was discovered in a furze

field, about 2 ft. below the surface ; among which a leathern bag was found,

containing near 700 silver and copper coins of the reigns of Edward III.,

Philippe VI. (de Valois),&c. In the ruins of the oldest buildings are found

great quantities of broken limpet shells (many of them retaining the marks
of fire) mixed with the mortar used in the building. This, however, will

appear the less rqmarkable in a country destitute of limestone.
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collected in the night-time than in the day. May not this be
the period of roaming for food, as well as when covered by
the tide ?

The march of the limpet is slow and formal
; and, whenever

the cupping process is renewed, the posterior end of the shell
is brought in contact with the rock, which, if of a soft nature,
will receive the impressions of its denticulations, as seen in
the annexed sketch {Jig, 57.); which exhibits a piece of argil-

laceous rock in my possession, on which this operation has

taken place. The track of this individual was visible over a

space of several yards, possessing the same regularity and dis-

position, and was further remarkable for the constant revolu-

tion on its left.

The tracks of the limpet on granite and other hard rocks
•

present at first sight the same appearances ; but on a closer

examination they are found to differ, as will be seen by
Jig. 58., which represents a rock of fine-grained siennite on this

coast, the surface of which was much worn and polished by
the action of the sea. When first observed, in 1829, a large

portion of it w^as traced over by these shells ; the remainder

was plain, and appeared varnished with a thin coating of

some kind of fucus, without any markings upon its surface.

As no Patellae were at first discovered, and the isolated situ-

ation of the rock prevented any from reaching it, I was at a

loss to explain these appearances ; but, after some search, a

fissure was found at the north end, where five or six limpets
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had fixed themselves, each having a direct road leading to

their pasturage ground. By the help of a glass, the mark-

ings visible on the rock were discovered to be the remains of

the above fucus, which had been eaten through, or trodden

down, by these animals in their excursions, and which re-

tained the indentures of their shells. The edge of the vege-
table surface was then examined, and found to be nibbled

in a circular manner, resembling the anterior margin of the

shells. On comparing this with the above specimen (,y%-. 57- )>

a remarkable difference was found to exist in the position of

the circular traces, which appeared chiefly the work of the

mouth or anterior serrations of the shell, and not like the im-

pressions caused by the locomotion of the animal on a soft

rock.

This fact tends to prove the species of food eaten by the

limpet ; although I think it probable that they feed on other

substances besides Thalassiophytes, as I have since fomid
similar markings on Ziehen niger, which covers our rocks

below high-water mark.* Whatever doubts may exist on
this subject, it may be presumed that, like Patella laeVis and
P. pellucida, their chief food consists of marine plants ; and
that the cretaceous substances found in their stomachs may be,
as in the case of other animals, for some necessary use. The
rock has been revisited this year, and the shells observed in

* "
L'appareil dentaire des patelles,et leur grande abondance dans les lieux

couverts de Thalassiophytes, me fait soup9onner qu'elles doivent se nourrir
de substances vegetales; mais c'est ce que je ne puis assurer." — M.de
JSlainville, Dictionnaire des Sciences ^aturellesy torn. 38.

" The dental apparatus of the Patellae, and their numbers in places
covered with Thalassiophytes, lead me to suspect that they feed on vege-
table substances ; but of this 1 have not been able to satisfy myself."
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their former lodging ; but the field of pasture appeared some-
what diminished in extent.*

In closing these remarks, I cannot refrain mentioning the

following, which I do without entering into the various opi-
nions regarding the propagation of this class of Mollusca,
whether the eggs are deposited in the situation they are

destined to occupy, or whether the creatures are viviparous.

Having taken one specimen, to which several young ones,

perfectly formed,
were attached [Jig,

59.), I kept them
in a glass of water

several days ; the

parent(so tospeak)
evinced an extra-

ordinary care of

the young, draw-

ing them about in

her march round
the glass, and

fetching them
back again, if any
of them moved

away from the

limits of the shell.

As the superior

power of suction of the parent was capable of overpowering
that of the young ones, I repeatedly reversed their position

by placing them foot to foot ; the animal, instead of proceed-

ing round the glass as before, appeared in a state of uneasi-

ness, became stationary, and would immediately contract the

edge of its foot to replace them in their former and natural

position. This operation seemed one of difficulty ; but, when

effected, the limpet commenced its perambulations as before.

This circumstance seems to indicate a degree of sensibility
not generally ascribed to this species ; and my reason for re-

lating it is to induce others to the closer study of the nature

and habits of this common molluscous animal.

The limpet has been used as an article of food by the

poorer classes in most parts of the world, and in these islands

great quantities are daily consumed ; scarcely a cottage on the

* Turbo litoreus and Cardium edule have both nearly become extinct

on this coast, where they were once abundantly found : in their place,
Trochus crassus and Venm verrucosa supply our market, and are esteemed

by the inhabitants. These last, with Haliotis tuberculata, and Pecten

maximus, are the only species of Mollusca which afford a dieap and whole-

some diet.
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coast is seen, where a heap of empty shells does not form a pro-
minent feature near the door : but, although they are gathered
in vast numbers, their rapid propagation affords a constant

supply, and they do not diminish, comparatively, as some
other tribes of shells.

Guernsey^ Nov. 1830.

Art. XII. An Introduction to the Natural History of Molluscous
Animals. In a Series of Letters. By G. J.

Letter 7. On Burrotving and Stationary Mollusca.

Sir,

I SHALL continue in this the subject of my last letter, and

proceed to make you acquainted with such habits of the fixed

and burrowing Mollusca as have relation to locomotion ; and

there is more to interest us here than may be at first obvious.

The permanently stationary tribes are to be found only

among the bivalved and tunicated classes, and of the latter

the greater number are so circumstanced. Some of these

(Distoma, Aplidium, Polyclinium, Botryllus) envelope the

stems and leaves of sea-weed in a jelly-like mass, studded

over with stellated figures ; others (Cynthi<^) adhere to them
or to rocks by a base more or less extended, and, being
covered with a rough coriaceous skin, very much resemble

large warts or tumours; while a few (Boltenia, Clavelina)
rise on a slender stalk which serves them for a cable, and is

fixed to its stay by fibrous radicles, not unlike those of some
sea-weeds. The adhesion of all of them is permanent and very

strong ;
so that when you attempt their removal, it must

be made cautiously, and with a knife, otherwise their body,

tough as it is, will certainly be torn. These Mollusca, how-

ever, are born free, and in their veriest infancy even swim at

large ; but, unapt to roam, and careless of liberty, they soon

voluntarily root themselves beside their parents, never again
to remove from the natal rock.

The bivalves which are stationary are much less numerous
in species than the locomotive tribes; but among the former

there are some, as the oysters and muscles, which in the number
of their individuals probably far exceed all others. With
the exception of the two genera A'rca and Chama, they all

belong to an extensive suborder, which has only one, or at

least one principal, transverse muscle to close the shell with ;

and the shell of them all is more or less of the foliated struc-
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ture. They are affixed in various ways ; for the Author of

nature^ in accomplishing one and the same end, ever varies

his means and workings. The oysters and iSpondyli, horrid

with projecting spines, adhere by cementation, that is, without

the medium of any connecting membrane or ligament ; the

inferior valve, in its growth, becoming fixed and modelled to

the foreign substance on which it lies. The Anomige, which

in character much resemble the oysters, are fixed partly in

the same way, but their chief hold is effected by the transverse

muscle, which, in the form of a round ligament, passes through
a hole in the lower valve, and is firmly cemented by the inter-

vention of a calcareous wafer. In a somewhat similar manner
the Terrebratulae are fixed by a short ligament ; while the Lin-

gula anatina is raised and supported on a cylindrical cartila-

ginous peduncle, a few inches long, and capable, apparently,
of a certain degree of contraction and elongation. The mus-

cles, the Pinnae, some pectens and A'rcae, are moored by what

is vulgarly called the beard of the fish, but in the language
of science the byssus. This consists of a bundle of blackish

horny fibres or threads, connected to the animal within the

shell on the one hand, and to the rock on the other. These
threads are formed, according to Cuvier and most authors, of

a glutinous matter, secreted by a conglomerate gland placed
at the base of the foot, and drawn out by the evolutions of

this organ to their proper length, and moulded to their shape
in a longitudinal groove on its surface. Blainville, however,
considers this an erroneous account

; for, according to him,
the byssus is a collection of dried muscular fibres. The
adductor muscle, he says, of these genera is at first, like those

ofother Mollusca, contractile and living ; but, being protruded

beyond the shell, and attached to the rock, it becomes dried

and inirritable to a certain extent, and the fibres by their

exsiccation become loose from the thready cable, such as

we observe it.* 1 know not which of these explanations to

* Manuel de Malacologie, p. 1 16.— In Fyfe's Compendium ofComparative
Anatom?/, p. 309., the following paragraph occurs :

— "
Many acephalous

Mollusca have a locomotive power, in consequence of a muscular appendix
or foot, having on each side a set of fibres like silk. This body they can

protrude or retract, so as to fix themselves to solid substances, or drag
themselves along the sand. This substance is termed the beard, and is

exemplified in the fresh-water muscle, where it is situated under and near

the fore part of the shell. By means of the beard, the animal has some-
times been observed to move to the distance of some yards in a few hours."

Indeed ! For nonsense and error this passage has no parallel ; nor should
I have quoted it, had the book not possessed some reputation, and been
intended for the " use of students." The author appears to have been

totally ignorant of natural history, a study, indeed, which some anato-

mists affect to despise ; and hence such blunders.
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commend to your choice, for neither of them exactly cor-

respond with the observations I have made to satisfy myself;
but, my examination having been confined to the common
muscle (Mytilus edulis), I will not aver that the following

description of this part is generally applicable. From each

side of the shell, in front of the great adductors, a cylindrical
tendinous muscle {Jig, 60. a) arises, and, running forward

^
obliquely, it meets its fellow

tnear

the centre, and opposite
to the hinge, where they
unite, and where they are

met by other two similar

muscles {b\ which arise near

the beaks, anterior to the

c? lesser adductors, and run

backward. From the place
of union between these mus-
cles originates the byssus {c)

by a single root or stalk.

This is firm, cylindrical,

cartilaginous, and of a clear

amber colour, continuing

simple for a short space,
when it divides, in a very irregular manner, into a few

branches, which are again divided into numerous entangled
threads. These are attached to the foreign external bodies

by means of the foot, a tongue-shaped organ lying at the base

of the byssus, distinguished by its dark violet colour, and

capable of considerable extension and retraction {d). There
is a furrow drawn along its middle, probably of use in holding
the threads while they are fixed without ; but I do not perceive

any glandular apparatus by which the latter might be secreted,

unless this should be a fleshy sheath, which, indeed, does sur-

round the base ; and the transition, from the peculiar structure

of the muscle to the horny structure of the byssus, is so

abrupt, that this looks rather like a new organ than a modi-

fication of the one to which it is attached, as Blainville sup-

poses. The accompanying figure will give you a good idea

of what I have just described. These byssiferous species
cannot voluntarily detach themselves; but if forcibly torn

away from their hold they can refix the shell, probably by
forming a new byssus ; a provision without which they must
have become the sport of the waves.

The next tribe to which I direct your attention are of sin-

gular habits. They are not mechanically fixed, but they
Vol. IV.— No. 20. a a
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immerse themselves in cells, whence they cannot again issue

or be removed ; their house during life, and after death their

grave. The Teredo digs his tortuous cell in wood
;
the Pho-

lades construct their more capacious dwellings in wood or

clay; the Lithophaga and Lithodomi excavate limestone rocks,
coral rocks, or the thick shells of other Mollfisca ;

while the

Fistulanae are said to burrow indifferently in sand, in wood,
in rocks, and in shells. In general each species confines itself

to one kind of substance, though this is not always the case.

Olivi says that he has twice seen Pholades in a piece of com-

pact lava
;
the common European species of that genus are

found as often in timber as in clay, and some of them per-
forate likewise calcareous rocks. Montagu tells us he had

specimens of Mya pholadia in common limestone, in fluor,

and in granite
*

; and Dr. Pulteney speaks of Donax Trus as

being plentiful on the Dorset coast in clay as well as in lime-

stone.f They are to be found on all shores, from Greenland

to the furthest Ind. Within the tropics, however, they are

most abundant, and of the largest size ;
but the station most

celebrated in history is European, viz. in the Bay of Naples,
where a colony of Lithodomi had settled themselves in the

pillars of the temple of Jupiter Serapis during the period of

its submersion. At the height of 10 ft. above the base of the

three standing pillars which remain, and in a position exactly

corresponding in all, is a zone of 6 ft. in height, where the

marble has been scooped into cells by these Mollusca (Jig. 61).

* Test. Brit. Sup., p. 21. t Ibid, p. 109.
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The holes are to the depth of 4 in. ; and it is observed that

the nodules of quartz and feldspar, which sometimes occur in

the hard limestone of the pillars, are untouched.* In what
manner this temple was submerged and again left dry has

much puzzled and perplexed philosophers, and the discussion

is fortunately beyond our province ; but it becomes us to

enquire by what means shell -fish make these holes, for which,

apparently, they are most unfit.

The point has been much debated, and it seemed so hard
to solve, that Rondeletius saw nothing for it but to suppose
that the sea water, lodging in the rocks, was itself transformed

into Pholades and other saxicavous Mollusca ; and other phi-

losophers, as Mr. Bingley good-naturedly calls them, were
driven to the belief that they entered the rock while it was yet
in a soft state, which afterwards hardened by degrees around
them. Two explanations of the process have divided less

imaginative naturalists : the one is, that the creatures bore by
the aid of a solvent liquor which they excrete ; the other,
that they do so by the friction made by semi-rotatory motions
of the shell. I will not detain you with a regular defence of

either opinion; for it is very probable that neither is applicable
to all ofthese Mollusca, some ofwhich
are certainly mechanical borers, while

others apparently operate by a che-

mical menstruum. This is the view

which. Mr. Osier has taken of the

subject, in a paper of very great ex-

tent, from which I shall give you
some rather long extracts, the more

willingly, as it is contained in a

work not easily accessible in remote

situations, f
The anatomical structure of the

Pholas leads to the conclusion that

it excavates its cell mechanically, b^

employing the shell as a rasp; and
the part which it employs ia ijoring
is the anterior and lower portion of

phMas Candida. «, The ligament
^^^ shcll, which is thicker and armed

and process to which it is attached, ^jth much strouffer spiucs than auv
*, The lateral process, c, The pos. \it r\ -i t -

terior adductor, d. The anterior other part. Mr. Uslcr haS fflVCn a
adductor, e. The accessory valves .

, . r t t • • r
over the hinge. mmute accouut ot the peculiarities oi

* Brewster's Journ. of Science for Oct. 1829, p. 271.

f Phil. Trans, for 1826, part iii.
" On Burrowing and Boring Marine

Animals." By Edward Osier, Esq., p. 342. What follows of this letter is

almost entirely taken from this admirable paper.
A A 2
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structure which enable the animal to perforin the necessary

motions, but much of it I must omit. The fish, he tells us, is

provided with four sets of muscles, in addition to those belong-

ing to the siphon. The posterior adductor (Jig. 62. c) is a

flat muscle, connecting the valves nearly midway between the

hinge and the extremity of the shell, and having its attach-

ments at about one eighth of an inch within its dorsal margins.
It lies so superficially, that its action is seen when the animal

employs it in boring. The anterior adductor (Jig. 62. d) is

attached to the reflected folds of semi-perlaceous shelly matter

which cover the umbo. It extends, from a point a little before

the hinge, nearly to the anterior extremity of the shell, and

is covered by the accessory valve. The ventral margins are

connected by muscular

fibres from the opening
in the mantle through
which the foot is pro-

jected, as far as the

origin of the siphon.
" A pair of muscles,

ducelfoSspfayr'"^^
6, A piece of dark paper intro- ^^Jch may be termed

lateral, arise from the

points of the long hooked processes, which, becoming fan-

shaped as they pass over the body, are inserted into the sides

of the foot (Jg. 63. a).

The offices of these muscles are peculiar. The shell is

closed, not by the adductors, but by the fibres which connect

the ventral margins of the valves, and it is opened by that

part of the anterior adductor which lies nearest to the hinge,
and which thus performs an office analogous to that of the

ligament in other bivalves. The other portion of this muscle

antagonises the posterior adductor. By its contraction, the

anterior points of the valves are brought into contact, and their

dorsal margins separated as widely as possible. The action

of the posterior adductor reverses this state ; and, in uniting
the dorsal margins, expands the anterior and armed portion
of the shell. The foot of the Pholas, like that of the Gas-

teropoda, is a flat disc, by which the animal can attach itself

firmly. When it is thus fixed, the lateral muscles, acting in

an oblique direction, will raise the posterior end of the shelly

and press its armed extremity forward and downward ; or, if

one of them should contract more strongly than the other, it

will bring down the corresponding side of the shell, which
will be restored to its erect position by the action of the oppo-
site muscle.

The Pholas, then, has two methods of boring. In the
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first, it fixes itself by the foot, and raises itself almost perpen-
dicularly, thus pressing the operative part of the shell upon
the substance to which it adheres ; it now proceeds to execute
a succession of partial rotatory motions, effected by the alter-

nate contraction of the lateral muscles, employing one valve

only, by turning on its side and immediately regaining the

erect position. This method is almost exclusively employed
by the very young animals, and it certainly is particularly
well adapted for penetrating in a direction nearly perpen-
dicular, so that they may be completely buried in the shortest

possible time ; a time still farther diminished by their form :

for at this early age the posterior extremities of the valves are
much less produced than they afterwards become.

But when the Pholades have exceeded two, or, at the

utmost, three lines in length, they change the direction and
work horizontally ;

for the altered figure of the shell, and the

increased weight of that part of the animal behind the hinge,

prevent them rising so perpendicularly as at first. In the

motions required to enlarge the habitation, the adductors per-
form a very essential part. The animal being attached by
the foot, brings the anterior points of the shell into contact.

The lateral muscles now contract, and raising the posterior

extremity of the shell, press its operative part against the

bottom of the hole, and, the moment after, the action of the

posterior adductor brings the dorsal margins of the valves

into contact; so that the strong rasp-like portions are sud-

denly separated, and scrape rapidly and forcibly over the

substance on which they press. As soon as this is effected,

the posterior extremity sinks, and the stroke is immediately
repeated by the successive contractions of the anterior ad-

ductor, the lateral, and the posterior adductor muscles.

Thus do these creatures mine their cells; the instinct

which directs them operating from their earliest infancy: for

they are found completely buried, when so minute as to be
almost invisible

; and the rapidity of their growth, for the first

few weeks, compels them to exert themselves perseveringly in

effecting the enlargement of their habitation. The particles
of clay or wood worn down by their operations, and which, in

a short time, completely clog the shell, are removed in a very

simple manner. The animal fills the siphonal tubes, which

convey water into its body, closes the orifices and retracts

them suddenly ; by which act the water which they contained

is ejected forcibly from the opening in the mantle ; and the

jet is prolonged by the gradual closure of the valves, expelling
the water contained within the shell. The chamber occupied

by the animal is thus completely cleansed
;
but as many of the

A a' 3
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particles washed out of it will be deposited before they reach

the mouth of the hole, the passage along which the Pholas

projects its siphon is constantly found to be lined with a soft

mud.
The Teredo, which, as a British animal, is probably now

quite extinct, is also a mechanical borer ; and it does its work
much in the same manner, and by means of a structure very

analogous to that of the Pholas. The muscles indeed vary
in their relative size, because their size is proportioned to the

force they are required to exert, which differs in the two

genera ; but their arrangement and mode of action are so

similar that it is unnecessary to enter into the detail. The
Teredines, it would seem, however, do not eject as useless all

the debris worn down in their operations, but turn part of it

at least to their nourishment, for Mr. Hatchett found the

contents of the intestine to be "
vegetable sawdust." It is

also worth remarking, that they bore across the grain of the

wood as seldom as possible ; for, after they have penetrated a

little way, they turn and continue with the grain tolerably

straight until they meet with another shell, or perhaps a knot,

which produces a flexure, the course and size of which depend
on the nature of the obstruction, and which, if considerable,

causes the individual to take a short turn back in form of a

siphon, rather than work any distance across the grain.*
But the Lithophaga and Lithodomi {fg. 61, a) have no

structure for boring such as I have described in the Pholas,
and yet it were reasonable to suppose for them a structure

stronger and more fully developed for the purpose, did they

really operate mechanically, seeing that the substances they

dig into are harder than those selected by the Pholas or

Teredo. This anatomical argument might be deemed suffi-

cient of itself to prove that the Lithophaga must work by the

agency of other means. Moreover, the texture of the shell

is so soft, that it could make no

impression upon the stone without

being itselfacted on ; and the effect

ofthis would be permanent, because

superficial injuries of the shell are

never repaired. But nothing of
this kind is met with. Mr. Osier

has even found a Saxicava rugosa (fg, 64. a), the species on
which his observations were made, fixed between two others,
which was so compressed that it was quite flat, and little more
than a third of its proper thickness ; yet neither of the three

* Montagu, Test. Brit., p. 529.
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^owed the slightest mark of friction, and the cuticle of the

sides in contact was as perfect as usual.

What, then, is the power which the Saxicava and its con-

geners employ? The question has not been perfectly re-

solved ; but it is probably an acid excreted by the animals,

capable of softening or dissolving lime. An objection to this

may be taken from some facts already mentioned, viz. that

these shellfish are sometimes found in argillaceous as well as

in calcareous rocks. The facts, however, admit of explan-
ation ; for the young animals may be supposed to fix them-

selves in holes or crevices convenient for their purpose, and
which afford them immediate shelter. Hence they are occa-

sionally found lodged among the entangled roots of sea-weed;
a-nd they will sometimes find a shelter in rocks upon which

they are unable to act chemically. And that this explanaticMi
is correct may be proved by the examination of the cells,

which are not smoothed and fashioned to the shape, as they
are when excavated in limestone : and, indeed, when burrow-

ing in the latter, if the animal meets with a piece of clay or

feldspar, its progress is immediately stopped, or the shape of

the shell is deformed by the pressure of this insoluble sub-
.

stance. The cells in the pillars of the temple of Jupiter

Serapis afford examples of this fact, and Mr. Osier has

adduced several others which fell under his own notice.

But this solvent of limestone must, you may still object,

act destructively on the shell itself, which is of the same com-

position, and certainly not more insoluble than the rock ? To
answer this, you must allow me to suppose, nor is the suppo-
sition an unreasonable one, that the animal has the power of

applying its solvent to a limited space external to the shell,

where it is quickly neutralised and rendered harmless. The
instrument of the application I believe to be the foot, an

organ which admits of being extended to a length fully equal
to that of the shell, and appears to be perforated by a tube,

which passes forward from the part where it joins the body
and terminates abruptly on the under surface near its extre-

mity. By this instrument the liquid can be applied remote

from the shell, which is thus removed from its destructive

influence. Where the Saxicavae are numerous, their holes

communicate very freely ; and it is common to meet with one

which has attached its byssus to another. In this case, it is

always found that the shell of the second has been acted on
in a direction, and to an extent, which corresponds with the

range of the foot of the assailant. The neighbouring shells

are very often thus corroded. " On examining a considerable

number," says Mr. Osier,
" taken indiscriminately from the

A A 4
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same rock, I have found that the shells of more than half had
been thus injured. As long as the injury is superficial, no

attempt is made to repair it ; but, when the shell is nearly or

quite penetrated, the breach becomes filled, not with new shell,

but with a firm yellow substance, which is insoluble even in

a strong mineral acid. It would be difficult to conceive a

fact, short of absolute demonstration, which could give a more
decisive support to the theory of a solvent. A peculiar pro-
vision is given to the animal to preserve it from destruction

by an injury to which it is particularly exposed. The sup-

position of mechanical penetration would require us to believe

that a newly formed substance, much softer than that which
has been destroyed, can stop the progress of the mischief, and

even repair it, under the continued application of the original
destructive force.

These arguments seem strong, perhaps conclusive, yet
has a solvent never been detected; and every experiment
which Mr. Osier has made for this purpose has been quite
unsuccessful. Had the question been previously balanced,
our inability to detect a solvent would justify strong doubts

of its existence : but, while all the facts connected with the

natural history of the Lithophaga afford a strong and con-

sistent support to the theory of a solvent, and are opposed
as decidedly to the supposition of penetration by a mechanical

force, the failure of the experiment cannot be considered to

militate very strongly against the only inference to be drawn
from the facts. And it may be observed, that, where the

Lithophaga happen to be lodged in situations which affi^rd

them sufficient room and shelter, they make no attempt to

enlarge their habitation. Thus Saxicava praecisa
*

{/ig, 64<. b)

is more frequently found among groups of Serpulae, or in the

roots of sea-weed, than in a hole excavated by its own effiDrts ;

and Mr. Osier has obtained full grown specimens of Hiatella

arctica]* {Jig.64'.c) attached by the byssusto aPecten. It may
therefore be presumed that the solvent is secreted only when
its agency is required ;

and this would sufficiently explain why
a free acid cannot be detected in the animal by any chemical

tests.

The boring species of Mollusca are few in number when

compared with the hosts which burrow in sand, mud, or

gravel ; but, as the resistance they have to overcome does not

seem disproportioned to their powers, less interest is taken

in their proceedings. The <Solenes and Tellinida^ prefer

* These are merely varieties of Saxicava rugosa ; and they are common
on most of our shores.
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fine sand to work in, the ikfyades coarse gravel, and the

Cardia are often found in sludge. Some dig scarcely deeper
than just to cover and conceal themselves; others penetrate
to a depth of one or even two feet, ascending and descending
in the furrow with a velocity rather surprising for creatures

so habitually sluggish. They effect these motions by varying
at will the length and form of the foot, the same organ with

which they had in the first instance dug their furrow. When
the animal would burrow, it projects and elongates the foot,

distending it until every part of it, except the point, appears

semitransparent. Directing its point downward, it insinu-

ates it into the sand until it is nearly buried. A circular

motion is now given to the shell, by which its anterior point
is quickly brought nearly into contact with the foot, and

immediately returned to its former situation. It thus moves
on the foot, as on a fulcrum, with a see-saw motion. The
foot, which had been partially retracted, is again gradually

projected as far as possible into the sand, when the circular

motion of the shell is repeated. When the animal is moder-

ately active, the strokes follow each other at intervals of

twenty or thirty seconds. The apparent progress is at first

but small ; the shell, which is raised on its edge at the mid-
dle of the stroke, falling back on its side at the end of it :

but, when the shell is buried so far as to be supported on its

edge, it advances more rapidly, sinking visibly at every
stroke, till nothing but the extremity of the siphon can be

perceived above the sand. These motions of the foot

and shell are effected by two pairs of muscles, which arise

from the shell and are inserted into the foot, which they
embrace : but this organ is likewise perforated to near its

point with a tube, which, opening just within the mouth, con-

veys water to distend and stiffen it. In some of the largest

species, as in Cyprina islandica, a transverse section of the

foot shows a single chain of pores along its whole length,
which communicate with this tube, and transmit the

water to the cellular portion of the foot; and, when thus

distended, a viscid matter is secreted from its surface, which,

by agglutinating the sand around it, fixes it more firmly, and
thus augments the force of the stroke.

These burrowing tribes never, I believe, voluntarily quit
their cells ; and, if torn from them by the action of a stormy
sea or any other cause, they rarely, at least when full grown,
attempt to rebury themselves. But there is a species of

Gasteropode which, generally living on the surface, has yet
the power to burrow, and does so, it would appear, habitually
when in search of prey. This is the waved whelk (Z?uccinum
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undatum), so common on our coasts, and of which Mr. Osier

gives the following interesting account. " As in the bivalves

inhabiting sand, its foot is the instrument of penetration ; and,
like them, it has the power of distending this organ to a size

nearly, if not quite, equal to that of the shell, A section of

the foot shows it to be divided into two nearly equal parts ;

the powerful muscle which extends from the operculum to

the spire forming the upper or posterior half, and a cellular

spongy mass constituting the remainder. The lower surface

of this portion is the disc on which the animal crawls ; and,

being considerably longer than the muscle, it is folded upon
itself, when retracted within the shell; and the operculum
lies flat above it, when it is projected and extended. A trans-

verse section of the foot, near the part where it joins the

body, shows four considerable tubes penetrating the spongy
portion, and very near each other ; three of which are in a

line parallel to, and almost in contact with, the muscle ; the

fourth a little below the middle one of the three. By a

series of transverse sections of the foot, parallel to the oper-

culum, we are enabled to trace these tubes ; and to ascertain

that they become rapidly smaller as they advance, until they
are quite lost ; the longest of them not admitting of being
traced quite to the operculum. All these tubes are given off

at the extreme anterior point of the thorax from a consider-

able one {J^g, 65, /),* which, being situated under the muscular

floor of this cavity,
^ ' takes a direction

/ to the right side,

h
.
/ Itterminatesnear-

^
,• ly midway be-

tween the heart

* « The animal of ^uccinum undatum ; part of the spire of the bran-

chiae removed; the mantle turned to the right side; the upper part of the

thorax cut away to expose its cavity, from which the boring trunk and

salivary glands have been taken, a a, The foot; b, the head ; c, a kind of

platform raised above the floor of the thoracic cavity, on which the point

of the boring trunk rests, and which leads to the mouth ; dy the cavity of

the thorax; e, the mantle; /, the rectum; g, the stomach; //, the heart,
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and the rectum
{7ri), opening into a considerable cavity, which

has the Hver underneath, and the membrane enveloping the

spire above it. When the animal contracts the distended

foot, the water is seen to flow out between the mantle and the

shell on the right side. The tube and cavity are easily inflated

by a blowpipe introduced into one of the tubes of the foot.

The moderately distended foot can scarcely be retracted

within the margin of the shell ; and, when fully injected, it is

elastic, and of a very large size. The cavity which it opens
into the sand is therefore fully adequate to receive the shell,

which is drawn down into it by the contraction of the muscle

of the spire. From the attachment of this muscle, the spu'e
is the part more directly acted upon, and which is depressed
in the greatest degree. Hence the notch is always uppermost;
and the ^uccinum, when completely buried, is enabled to

communicate with the water by its respiratory siphon.* The
habits of the Cassides, or helmet-shells, and of several others

amongst the carnivorous tribes of univalves, are similar to

those of the whelk, and they have probably a foot of similar

structure.

I am. Sir, &c.
G.J.

Art. XIII. An Account of the Discoveries ofMiiller and others in

the Organs of Vision of Insects and the Crustacea. By George
Parsons, Esq.

(Concludedfrom p. 234.)

Vision of Insects and of the Crustacea, as produced

by the Compound Eyes,

The visual circle of insects, &c., comprises only that part
of the whole horizon which corresponds to the extent of sur-

face of the eye; in other words, insects see those objects
alone which are situated perpendicularly to some part within

the circumference of the cornea : and, as their eyes undergo
no changes of form, they consequently have no power of

adapting themselves to the vision of objects placed at differ-

ent distances ; they see clearly and distinctly only the nearest

objects.
The compound eyes are neither dioptric nor catoptric

instruments : animals provided with them see only by means

thrown below and to the right side of its natural situation, to allow the
. opening of the tube to be seen j e, the respiratory trunk ; Ar, the origins of
the muscles of the boring trunk ; /, the course of the tube by which the
foot is supplied with water; ?«, its termination." (Phil. Trans, for 1826,

pl.xiv. fig.3.)
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of the general impression of the light.
A spherical visual

organ, illuminated by rays of different colours coming from

numerous and distinct places externally, will present, in the

distribution of the light on its spherical surface, a very im-

perfect separation of the different colours. One section of

the sphere, for example, vf\\\ be illuminated more by the

red, another more by the blue rays. Each set of rays will

probably fall upon a large part of the eye ; and, even if the

mingling of the clear, the shaded, and the coloured rays be

not very great, there may, and probably would, be perceived

only one intermediate coloured light.
The condition requisite for distinct vision would be, so to

insulate and limit the light given out from the different

points of the object viewed, that it may fall upon the sphe-
rical retina at certain points corresponding to the points of

emission. If a certain point of the retina can only receive

the rays emitted from a certain point of the exterior object,
whilst the rays from this point are excluded from all the

other parts of the retina, an image of the object will be

formed upon the sentient surface. This is exactly what
takes place in the compound eyes of insects and of the Crus-

tacea, by means of the transparent cones situated between
the extremities of the optic filaments and the facets of the

cornea. Each of these cones, thus placed on the periphery
of a convex nervous mass, conveys to the nervous filament,
to which its apex corresponds, that light alone whose course

coincides directly with the long axis of the cone itself.

The rest of the light given out from some point of the

exterior object, falling obliquely upon the cornea, does not

penetrate to the internal extremity of the cones, and con-

sequently produces no impression upon other filaments of

the optic nerve; for, entering the cones obliquely, it im-

pinges upon, and is absorbed by, the pigment which sur-

rounds them.

Fig. 6Q, represents the section of a compound eye, in order

to show the course of the light. If rays of different colours,

given out from the points «, h^ c, d^ fall upon the eye, the

cone h will be illuminated throughout its whole length by
the ray d'y which traverses this cone in the direction of its

long axis. The other cones situated in the vicinity of the

line m d will not be illuminated as far as their internal

extremity by the rays from c?, which will penetrate less and
less deeply into the neighbouring cones, in proportion as they
become more remote from the line m d. The nervous fila-

ment 7w, corresponding to the cone ^, is consequently im-

pressed with the ray d'
; other rays from d, being absorbed
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by the pigment investing the neighbouring cones, will of

course produce no effect on any nervous filament placed out

of the line m d. The coloured ray d' is therefore perceived

only by means of the filament m, on which latter alone it

impinges. So also the ray c% given out at the point c, will

pass through the whole length of the cone g, and will affect

only the corresponding nervous filament /; the ray b'

traverses only the cone
J",

and is perceived only by means of

the filament k; and the ray a\ emitted at the point a, is

perceived only by means of the filament i, after having passed

through the cone e.

The variously coloured rays given out from the points a,

b, c, d, will thus produce in the interior of the eye a deter-

minate figure, corresponding to the luminous object without ;

and the same remarks will necessarily apply to any number
of points situated between a, b, c, d.

Each nervous filament conveys to the bulb of the optic
nerve the impression of the ray which it has individually
received ; and, as all the nervous filaments, at first insulated

by the pigment, are at length united together into one com-
mon and continuous bulb or nervous expansion, the im-

pression received by each filament is united to those of all

the others in the bulb of the optic nerve, and so a common
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and continuous image is produced. Rays coming from one

point of a remote object will, it is true, illuminate throughout
more than a single cone ; and then, to each luminous point
without, there will correspond in the interior of the eye, not

exactly a single illuminated point, but rather a little circle

of diffused or dispersed light; and, in consequence, an

image of but little distinctness will be reproduced on the

sentient surface or retina ; the distinctness of the image of

course increasing in proportion as the object approaches the

eye.
The image in the interior of the eye will be more distinct,

precisely as the cones, in a given portion of the eye, are more
numerous ; the distinctness will also increase in proportion
to the length of the cones; for the longer the cones are,

the more completely will all rays entering them obliquely be

prevented from reaching their internal extremity or apex.
The dipterous and neuropterous insects, whose eyes contain

thousands of facets and corresponding cones, are distin-

guished in general by their more powerful sight from other

insects ; and this is owing to the number of facets, &c., and
not to the size of the eyes; for the size of the eye merely
influences the extent of their visual horizon.

From this statement, it may be inferred that the vision of

the compound eyes must be very imperfect and indistinct ; but
at the same time, no doubt, it is amply sufficient for the wants
of insects, &c. The quantity of light which enters into the

interior of the eye is also very small ; but the optic nerve is

probably so constituted as to perceive the faintest differences

in the intensity of light and colours. Of the whole light
emitted or reflected by exterior objects, we ourselves receive

into the eye only that portion which the pupil is capable of

admitting ; and yet, when the pupil is at its minimum of di-

latation, as at the time of our looking at very near or brightly
illumined objects, or when we are in considerable darkness with

the pupil dilated perhaps to its maximum, the smallest quantity
of light will be sufficient to enable us to distinguish the ge-
neral forms of bodies. A light of moderate intensity, with a

mean degree of dilatation of the pupil, seems best suited to

the degree of perceptibility of our sense of vision ; for, when
the pupil is widely dilated, as by means of belladonna,

objects at other times moderately bright then become daz-

zling. As soon as the general sensation of light exists, the

local diversities of clear, dark, and coloured parts in bodies

will likewise be perceived, provided only those conditions are

present which are required for the proper insulation of the

different kinds of rays.
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The convexity of each of the different facets of the cornea

will refract and cause to converge towards the axis of each

corresponding cone the rays of light which come in the direc-

tion of this axis, and will so make them approximate more

closely towards each other in the interior of the eye. The

rays which illuminate the whole cone will thus be concentrated

to a single point or focus at the apex, and in this concentrated

state will impinge upon the optic filament; a circumstance

which will necessarily induce greater vividness of the image
or impression. But this refracting power of the external and
convex surface of the cornea is not so great as to cause each
individual facet to form a minute and separate image. Than
this, nothing, indeed, could be more adverse to the accuracy
of the visual sensation : for, if images were formed at the

focus of each facet, the facets acting as so many refracting
media or lenses, all the distinct images so produced would

necessarily be reversed, without a corresponding reversal of

the visual field taken as a whole ;
the relative position, with

respect to each other, of the images of all the facets would be

exactly contrary to the relative position of the corresponding
points in the external object. Very frequently the facets of

the compound eyes have scarcely any convexity ; and, conse-

quently, we ought not to attribute to their external and con-

vex surface, even when the convexity is at its maximum, any
other effect than that of approximating and concentrating
towards the apex of the cones those rays which, according
to the known laws of the distribution of light, diverge in their

approach towards each of the cones.

At present no satisfactory reason has been given to explain
the use of the different layers of pigment between the cones

and optic filaments. The pigment between the filaments

generally disappears gradually towards the bulb of the optic
nerve ; its particular use is to insulate the filaments from each
other. The filaments themselves are not always arranged in

straight lines ; but their course, from the apices of the cones
to the bulb of the nerve, is often slightly curved : and, without
the interposition of the pigment, the rays passing along the

axis of any one cone might, and probably would, affect simul-

taneously several of the filaments which are near to each

other, for they are not perfectly opaque.
The compound eyes seeing only those objects which pre-

sent themselves in the axes of the cones, it must result that
the limits of their field of vision will be formed by the pro-
longation of the lateral boundaries of the eye itself. Thus the
visual field is greater or smaller, not in proportion to the

absolute magnitude of the eye, but as the form of it is more
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or less hemispherical, whether the eye be large or small.

The visual field of the hemispherical eye {Jig, 67 » ap b) is

bounded by the prolongations of the diameter of the hemi-

sphere a h ; for the eye a oh the visual field is limited by
the elongated radii c i and i h ; for the eye still less convex

[a n b), by the radii d k and kg ; and the eye of least convexity

{a m b) has the smallest field of vision {elf)', the axes of the

transparent cones seeming in all cases to be, as here supposed,

perpendicular to the surface of the cornea. From this it fol-

lows that eyes of equal circumference, but of unequal con-

vexity, or forming segments of different spheres, but with

equal chords, have a field of vision more extensive exactly in

proportion as the angle comprised between the two sector

radii is greater. If each of the two eyes forms the quarter
of a hemisphere, the internal sides of both being in exact

parallelism, the common field of vision of the two ought to

equal in its circumference the half of a hemisphere. If the

form of the eyes be elliptical, as in the grasshoppers and

others, the boundaries of the field of vision will be likewise

elliptical, and so with eyes of any other form.

The mode of progression of the animal is undoubtedly in-

fluenced by the circumference, the form, and the position of

the eyes. Goetze * covered the compound eyes of a Fespa
Crabro with a layer of opaque varnish, and the animal then

flew only in a perpendicular direction ; the only one, indeed,
in which the stemmata, placed on the upper part of the head,
still supplied it with a minute field of vision ; the compound
eye of one side being covered with the varnish, the animal

* Belehrung liber gemeinnutzigt Natur und Lebenssachen, 1794, p. 42.
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flew only in the direction of that side in which it still saw.

In the experiments of Reaumur *, bees no longer flew up-
wards when he covered the posterior part of the head with
an opaque varnish.

If these observations are correct, the Neuroptera, which
have lateral hemispherical eyes, possess a field of vision cor-

responding in extent almost to the entire circle of the horizon.

Such is the case with the genera JE'shna^ Libellula, A'grion,
Hemerobius. In a new genus of neuropterous insects, Ho-
lomma, the eyes exceed, even posteriorly, the boundaries of
a hemisphere ;

so that not only a circular horizon, but also

the posterior part of the body, must fall within their field of
vision. To the Neuroptera most distinguished by the extent

and precision of their movements may be added the butter^

flies, the J5ombyces, and ASphinges ; then, among the carnivo-

rous Coleoptera, the genera Carabus, Calosoma, Cychrus,
Brachinus, A^ecydalis. In these latter the eyes are placed
lower, because they have no longer any relation to motion by
flight. Amongst the other Coleoptera, the genera most dis-

tinguished by the perfection of their vision are Lema and

JLampyris. The insects whose eyes have a more anterior

position, and are only separated from each other by a narrow

interval, as the genera Naucoris and Notonecta, move by
leaps, which are always directed in front, in accordance with

the extent and direction of the visual field.

The eyes of most of the Hymen6ptera, on the contrary,
are only long and narrow segments of spheres, with the

longest diameter directed from above downwards ; and such

eyes will, of course, have fields of vision equally narrow.

The flight of these insects is commonly irregular : leaping,
as it were, and only slightly directed laterally ; but, in most

cases, rather tending upwards. Travellers have found hy-
menopterous insects on the highest mountains. Deluc ob-

served insects of the genus Culex at an elevation of 1560
toises ; and it appears that they were hymenopterous insects

which Humboldt saw flying over Chimborazo, at an altitude

of 2850 toises.

The neuters and females of hymenopterous insects often

have eyes much smaller, and these separated by greater in-

tervals, than the males : such is the case with the working
bees. In most of the orthopterous insects the eyes are seg-
ments of very large spheres; they are consequently very
flat, and the visual field is small. The movements of these

insects, and particularly the apparently timid flight of the

* Memoires, tom.v. p.287.
*

Vol. IV. — No. 20. b b
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grasshoppers, accord with this organisation. Eyes of greater

convexity are met with in the carnivorous tribes, as in the

genus Mantis, and still more so in the genera ^cheta and

Gryllotalpa,
Instances of eyes placed in the under part of the head are

rare
;
the species of Onitis, however, are examples. The

situation of the eyes is also very low in some of the Cole-

pptera, as in some species of Hydrophilus ; but, in many
insects with lateral eyes, the lower part of these organs is

alone exposed to the light, the superior portion being alto-

gether covered by a projection of the corselet, as in the genera

jLampyris and ^latta, especially in the B. gigantea and B,

coloss^a. Very frequently, on the other hand, the eyes are

placed exclusively on the top of the head ; such is the case

with the species of Forficula, which, from the subterranean

mode of their life, have especial need of the organs of vision

being situated in that position.
As the complete insulation of the rays of light emitted or

reflected from all points of the external object is the chief

condition required for clearness or distinctness of the visual

image or impression, it must follow that this distinctness

will bear a direct relation to the number of facets in equal
surfaces of different eyes. A very small and a large eye,
each having the same number of facets on an equal ex-

tent of surface, will see with equal distinctness any object

placed within the limits of the visual field of such sur-

face. The distinctness of the image will, as already stated,

increase with the length of the crystalline or vitreous cones ;

and, indeed, it may be laid down in general terms, that the

clearness of the visual impression will be greater in propor-
tion to the size of the spheres of which the eyes form seg-

jments, to the convexity of the surface, to the nearness of the

object viewed, to the number and minuteness of the facets, to

the length of the cones, and (consequent upon this latter cir-

cumstance) to the more accurate exclusion from the nervous

structure of all those rays entering the eye obliquely and out

of the direction of the long axis of the cones.

The laws of refraction not being applicable to the com-

pound eyes of the articulated animals, it follows that there

can be no possibility of adapting these organs to see clearly
at different distances.

To understand how the crossing of the visual fields of the

two eyes is prevented, the reader must bear in recollection

what was stated respecting the immobility of the compound
eyes. As the cones, when illuminated throughout, convey to

the optic nerve impressions of those objects alone which are
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situated in the direction of the axes of the cones, it follows,

if double vision is to be avoided, that the bases of the cones

in the two eyes ought never to be so placed as to have a direc-

tion convergent towards each other ; for otherwise the same

object may be seen by both eyes, and, in consequence of pro-
bable inequality of distance, it may appear in different parts
of the two fields of vision. If, '\iijig> 68., a b is parallel to

c df the curves

there deline-

ated will serve

to indicate all

the possible
forms met with

in nature, as

it regards the

respective po-
sition of the

compoundeyes
If the eyes
form two hemi-

spheres, as in the Hemerobius p^rla, the diameters a h and
c d o{ these are always so placed as to be either parallel, or

divergent from each other in front. In the former case, a o
and 6 c must be regarded as the axes of those cones placed
most in front, and nearest to the inner margins of the two

eyes : they indicate, in consequence, the inner boundaries of

the two fields of vision in front ; and, of course, the object
that is visible to one eye must be invisible to the other. Few
insects have perfectly hemispherical eyes; but, when their

surface is spherical, they always constitute either the whole,
or segments, of the hemispheres a h and c d; and, in all such

cases, the prolonged sector radii show the boundaries of the

two fields of vision to be completely distinct. Thus, when the

eye, by its position and size, coincides w4th m a o, the lines m o

and a o form the boundaries of the field of vision
;
for the eye

nao the boundaries are formed by the lines n o and a o ; and
for the eye 6p q^ by the lines 6 q and 6 p. In no known in-

stances are the hemispheres, or smaller segments of spheres,
extended in front and towards each other beyond the parallel
lines a b and c d, for example, to e andy; for, in this latter

case, objects placed in a direction within the visual angles
a e and c ojl would almost inevitably be visible to both

eyes, and would be seen as double.

The lines a7/b and c /r d enclose segments of ellipses with

the greater curvature a little in front : this is observed in the

eyes of many insects, as in the genera Mantis, Lema, Doria-

B B 2
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cia, &c. The lines aub and cud mark the boundaries of

elliptical eyes with the summits placed laterally. The lines

uo, no, q 6, p 6, are the sectors of eyes having the shape of

segments of ellipsoids, as a uo, ayn, 6 c u. The sectors in

none of these instances converge in front, and an object

placed between the two eyes can never be seen simultaneously

by both. No example of convergence of the two eyes ante-

riorly has yet apparently been noticed. When the position of

the eyes is rather anterior than lateral, as in many dipterous

insects, and, among the Hemiptera, in the genera Naucoris

and Notonecta, these organs, although very close to each

other, form segments of only one and the same sphere.
There is, also, never any collision between the different fields

of vision when there are more than two compound eyes.

Crabs, and a few others of the Crustacea only, have mov-
able eyes fixed upon pedicles ; nevertheless, even these eyes
never vary their degree of divergence, their movements being
combined and in unison, as is the case with the eyes of verte-

brated animals. In the Crustacea with long bodies, the eyes
are very near to, and but little divergent from, each other :

the contrary is observed in those whose bodies are very broad.

I am. Sir, &c.

Newkall Street, Birmingham, Jan, 19. 1831. G, P.

Art. XIV. Observations on the Diluvial Gravel in the Neighbour'
hood ofBirmingham, By Frederick Jukes, Esq.

Sir,

The late excavations for the line of a new canal between
this town and Wolverhampton having been made through
a very deep bed of sand and gravel in the neighbourhood of

Smethwick, some interesting phenomena in. diluvian speci-
mens have presented themselves. This deposit is not only
remarkable for the number and variety of organic remains to

be found in it, but also from the vast accumulation of detached

rocks of almost every description. The circumstance of large
rounded blocks of basalt and ironstone being so abundantly
dispersed throughout this bed, may be ascribed to the disin-

tegration of the neighbouring trap hills of Rowley and the

ironstone of Coseley Hill *, both within the distance of a few

* The section of this hill, which is now in progress for the passage of
the canal, presents a good example of the disturbing force to which the

vegetables of the coal formation have been subjected at the time of their

deposition.
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miles ; but the varieties of granite, porphyry, and other rocks

of a primitive nature, in blocks of considerable magnitude,
and rounded by attrition, are referable to a more remote

source, as they will bear no relation to any range of rocks in

the immediate vicinity. It is not an unfrequent occurrence
in some of the beds of diluvial gravel, to find the bones of

large carnivorous quadrupeds and other animals, which have
in all probability been destroyed and buried at a period when
such deposits were formed ; but, in the gravel above alluded

to, none of these remains *, so far as 1 have been able to

ascertain, have yet been discovered, althouglx the excava-
tion in some places has been made nearly 100 ft. below the

surface.

The subject of diluvial deposits has been so ably treated

upon by Professor Buckland (in his paper upon the quartz
rock of the Lickey Hill), by the Hon. Mr. Strangways, and
other gentlemen who have written in the Geological Trans-

actions^ as well as in the concise and admirable paper inserted

in your Magazine (Vol. JII. p. 75.), that little farther appears

necessary to be said, by others, than to offer such remarks as

may be essential upon the localities of these beds, and to iden-

tify the specimens such deposits contain. Most of the organic
remains which have come under my notice are embedded in

rounded fragments of rock, which appear to be detached por-
tions of those ancient strata that are so remarkably elevated

and exposed throughout the central and western parts of our
island.

The vegetable remains, of which there are by far the

greatest abundance, have in all probability been accumulated
from the outcrops of the neighbouring coal formations, when
in a more elevated condition, as they agree in every respect
with those which are obtained from the mines ;

but the speci-
mens of shells, corals, encrinites, &c., are referable to the

transition and mountain limestone, as well as to some of the

oolite beds and chalk formation. Some few of these speci-
mens I have carefully sketched, with a view to their being
more particularly identified, and the names of some of the

vegetables are taken from the work of Mr. Tyrell Artis.

Fig, 69. A very perfect specimen of the fern species, from
a block of light-coloured ironstone, containing also many
flags and reeds.

Fig. 70. A single leaf, in dark-coloured ironstone.

* I am informed that the antlers of a very large species of deer, in an
excellent state of preservation, have lately been found in excavating the line

of continuation of this canal to Liverpool, near Blakemore Pool, the pro-

perty of Thos. H. Burne, Esq., of Loynton.
B B 3
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Fig. 71. A reticulated trunk, bearing a number of tliin

leaves, by which it has been surrounded. Ironstone nodule.

Fig, 72. A seed-vessel of a white sparry appearance, em-
bedded in dark-coloured ironstone, in company with several

leaves.

Fig, 73. An ironstone nodule, the fracture of which pre-
sents three stems of the calamite species, proceeding from a

centre, which appears to have been its root.* Calamites
VseudiO-Bamhiisia, The drawing is about half the size of the

original.

* Mr. Artis considers the pointed end of this plant to have been the

upper termination ; but from the specimen before me it appears to have been
its base or root.
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Fig, 74.. Ficoidites verrucosus, in iron sandstone, 9 in. in
length. The reverse is tuberculated, with a groove in the
centre, enclosing a spike or young stem.

75

Fig. 75. somewhat resembles fig. 118. e, in the Second
Volume of this work. The stone is about 5 in. in length, and
bears also the impression of a flag species of plant.

Fig. 76. An ironstone nodule, 6 in. in length, having in

its centre a thin stem, with fine leaves proceeding from it.

Fig. 77. A large block of ironstone, 10 in. in diameter,
the fracture of which exhibits a bed of shells, much resembling
fresh-water muscles, of about an inch and half in length, and

covering a quantity of calamites and flags. Some of the same
B B 4
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76 77

species of shells that I have found in the ironstone of this

gravel are as small as the drawing represents them.

Fig, 78. Encrinital remains or casts of E'ntrochi in chert,

vulgarly called screwstone, of which there are large quantities
in this gravel.

Fig. 79. A shell of the Pecten species, in a hard siliceous

pebble. Another specimen I have found also in flint, together
with the impressions of Echini and small Terrebratulae.

Fig, 80. Caryophyllia, embedded in a similar kind of stone

^ojg. 78.

Fig. 81. A shell in a brown ferruginous sandstone, mixed
with several species of Terrebratulae and corallines.
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Many other specimens have also been found embedded in

rounded masses of various kinds of rock ; but they have sus-

tained so much injury in fracturing them, that their charac-

ters could not afterwards be satisfactorily exhibited.

The upper surface of this gravel in some places is covered

by a bed of fine drift sand to a depth of 20 or 30 ft., dipping

occasionally between the gravelly deposits to a still greater

depth, and exhibiting in its present exposed condition a

striking illustration of diluvial contortions, much resembling

figs. 123. and 124. in Vol. I. p. 260.

The low gravelly beds of Warwickshire, particularly in the

vicinity of Leamington and Stratford upon Avon, appear to

be composed almost wholly from the ruins of the lias and
oolitic series of rocks, abounding with rounded fragments of

Ammonites, Gryphae'ae, Belemnites, vertebrae, &c.

The vicinity of Newport, in Shropshire, presents a remark-

able instance of the extent and direction to which these last-

mentioned fossils have been swept by a diluvial current, as

the Gryphae'se, in particular, are to be found in considerable

abundance in almost every gravel-pit in that neighbourhood,
mixed occasionally with large fragments of rocks much re-

sembling the Aberdeen granite.
The scarcity or apparent absence of these fossils in the

gravel at Smethwick appears to be somewhat extraordinary,
as its position is not very remote from the sites to which they

belong ; and more particularly so, as it would appear, from the

accumulation of flints at this spot, that the lias and lower

oolite beds must have been exposed to the same denuding
force, as that which had effected such deposits from the chalk

formation. I am, Sir, &c.

Birmingham, May 5. 1830. Frederick Jukes.
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PART 11.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Monthly Calendar of Naturefor Scotland,

Extracts from the Meteorological Register, kept at Annat Gardens,
Perthshire, North lat. 56° 23^', above the Level of the Sea 172 ft., and
Fifteen Miles from the Coast j being the Mean of Daily Observations
taken at Ten o' Clock Morning and Ten o'clock Evening.

Results for April.

Month,
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sun, and protected from falling moisture. The amount of evaporation is

what the air has exhaled from a watery surface, and can only show a pro-

portionate power of action on a surface nearly dry.
The coldest day in April was the 3d : mean temperature of that day,

4r5°; extreme cold, 31° j wiad E. It may be remarked that the coldest

day in April, last year, was the 2d ; the extreme cold at that period was-

9° lower than on the 3d this year.
The warmest day in April was the 30th ; extreme heat, 59° ; wind E.

A curious coincidence occurs in the highest temperature in the corre-

sponding months of this and last year happening on the same day, the

wind on both days of extreme cold and heat being in each case easterly.
The east blew from easterly points on 17 days, from westerly points on
8 days, and on 5 days it was variable. There were 9 days of brilliant and
3 of partial sunshine, the rest were cloudy. Peals of distant thunder
were heard on the 9th and 10th, followed by light showers. There were no

particularly loud winds throughout the month.
The coldest days in May were the 6th and 7th : mean temperature of

these days, 41*5''; extreme cold, 31®
j
wind N. This frost was simul-

taneous throughout the island ; and, from the more forward state of vege-
tation in the south, it seems there to have done most damage. The warmest

day in May was the 31st : mean temperature of that day, 61°; extreme

heat, 72" ; wind S.E. The wind blew from the E. and S.E. on 20 days,
from the N. on 4 days, from the W. on 5 days, on 2 days it was variable.

There were 23 days of brilliant sunshine, an unusual occurrence in our
northern latitude ; 2 days of partial sunshine ; and- on 6 days the atmo-

sphere was cloudy.
The larch was in leaf on the 5th of April, three days earlier than last

season j but the crown imperial, which flowered last year on the 9th, did
not blow this year till the 10th. The hawthorn was in leaf on the 12th;
the O'xalis Acetosella on the 17th, on the same day as in the correspond-
ing month last year. The maple tree was in leaf on the 28th. It may be

proper to remark, that in the leafing of trees there is often from 6 to 8

days' difference in trees unfolding their leaves, although belonging to the

same species, and apparently under the same circumstances : this is most

conspicuous in the beech, maple, ash, and oak ; the same plant uniformly
exhibiting the same appearance as to time of leafing every season. Those
from which observations in the register are taken are the same plants

every year, are neither the latest nor most forward varieties, and conse-

quently show the mean time of the species coming in leaf. Oats that

were sown in Annat Park on the 8th, appeared above ground on the 23d ;

a period of 15 days: mean temperature of that period, 48'6°. Oats sown
in the same park last season gave a braird in 17 days, under a mean tem-

perature of 47°. The difference of 1*6' of elevated temperature gave a
breard earlier by 2 days.
The horsechestnut was in leaf on the 28th ; barley sown at Annat

Park on the 16th gave a braird on the 26th, being a period of 12 days;
mean temperature of that period, 49°. A temperature of 52° gave a braird

of barley at the same park last year in 9 days : difference of temperature,
3° ; and of brairding, 3 days. The birch tree was in leaf on the 30th.

The Scotch damsels of the olden time expected always to have a flower or

nosegay composed of the fragrant leaves of this native plant, to carry to

the " kirk" on the first Sabbath of May. Severe frost in the early part of

May gave a partial check to vegetation. On the evenings of the 6th and
7th georginas were killed down to the ground. The cuckoo was heard
for the first time on the 8th ; we never hear him in this part of Scotland

nowadays in April, although many of our popular traditions for that
month are connected with his cry. By the English papers it appears he

regularly makes his voice sooner heard in England. Rain and a thunder
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storm on the 4th and 5th would have been his ushering speat at the usual

time ; but the severe frost on the 6th and 7th had made him put off the

music till the storm was over. The beech leafing was also retarded by the

frost till the 9th. Crawford pears were in bloom on the 5th ; Green Yare

pears were in flower on the 9th, Green Chisel pears on the 10th, Dutch Ber-

gamot on the llth; Eve apples in flower on the 14th, Hawthornden and
White Codlin on the 17th; the lilac came in flower on the 18th, exactly on
the same day as last year ; figs and walnuts were in leaf on the 22d, and the

oak was in leaf by the 23d ; the narcissus was in flower on the 23d. The

pupae of the wheat-fly still exist in the soil ; but it is hoped that the un-

usually high temperature and clear sunshine throughout the day may bring

many of them into the fly state before the wheat is in the ear; and that the

very dry state of the soil, which is unfavourable to their existence, may
diminish their numbers.— A. G. June 1. 1831.

Art. II. Wood-Cuts in the "
Library of Entertaining Knoxuledge."

Sir, On merely glancing at the new volume of the Library of Enter-

taining Knowledge^ which I have only just received, I cannot help noticing
with regret a serious mistake, which the author, or the artist who has

been employed, has committed, relative to a very common subject of

natural history, on which I should have thought none but a mere tyro
could well have fallerj into error. I allude to the wood-cut exhibited at

p. 109. of the volume on the " Architecture of Birds." The cut is inscribed

beneath,
" The window swallow (ifirundo urbica)," i. e. the marten, or

martlet ; and the position of the nest in the corner of a windowy though it

is not very well made out or intelligibly represented, would seem to decide

it as belonging to that species ;
whereas the bird depicted in the cut is

unquestionably not the marten or window swallow, but the chimney swal-:

low (-fifirundo rustica). The figure of the nest, too, I must observe, if it

be intended to represent thefnished edifice, is not that of the marten ; which,
instead of being open at the top, as in the cut, is invariably covered over

and all round, with the exception of a small lateral orifice towards the

upper part, left for the ingress and egress of the bird. These birds are so

well known, and their nests so obvious and conspicuous, that the blunder

is the less excusable ; and I trust the editors will correct it in a future

volume, or at least in a second edition of the work, substituting, at the

same time, a fresh and accurate plate in the room of the present one, which

is not only a disgrace to the book, but is calculated to mislead and perplex,

beginners in the study of ornithology.
I may remark, also, that the figure of the jay's nest, at p. 196. in the

same volume, appears to me to be represented too deep in the hollow, and
the sides consequently too high ; the whole is a much more elaborate and

neatly finished piece of architecture than the bird is usually in the habit

of constructing. I can only say, at least, that the jays' nests which I have

examined (and they are not a few) in the woods and plantations in this

neighbourhood, are generally very shallow, and, as compared with those of

many other birds, by no means very neat— I should say, rather slovenly
—

performances. One, in particular, which I observed a few years ago in a

stool of birch, not above 10 or 12 ft. from the ground, and which is fresh

in my memory, consisted of a few dead sticks (like the nest of the wood-

pigeon) with a very slight lining of roots, &c., and was so loosely con-

structed that the light was visible through it to a person who stood on the

ground beneath ;
in which position I could perceive that the nest contained

eggs.
Before I conclude, I will briefly advert to another subject presented to us
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m this Volume. At p. 1 19* a figure is given of the flamingo, and in the back-

ground of the cut the female is represented on her nest, on the authority,
I believe, of Linnaeus and Dampier. Now, it would ill become me to deny
the accuracy of this representation, relating, as it does, to a point of natural

history on which I confess myself entirely ignorant ; and, besides, from

the very construction and length of the bird's legs, it is probable that it

must have recourse to some such contrivance while engaged in the process
of incubation. Nevertheless, the attitude and bearing of the bird, as repre-
sented in the cut, are, to say the least, so outre^ that it does require no
small portion of implicit faith in the authorities quoted, to believe what is

here presented to us to be an exact and faithful portrait of nature, and not

rather, in some degree, what old Parkinson would call
" bombast and

feigned/' I -am well aware that there are many strange and wonderful

things in nature ; some, indeed, which, did we not know them to be facts',

would almost exceed belief: and to give delineations of these " miracula

naturae
" cannot but be highly interesting to all who take pleasure in natural

history. But let the delineations be made, if possible, from the living sub^

jects, drawn ad vivum, not copied, perhaps at second or third hand, from
ancient and somewhat questionable authorities, still less made up and con-

cocted at home in the artist's study. Natural history allows no scope for

invention ; not even the minutest detail must be filled up by the imagination.
I feel grateful to the editors of this interesting work, for the mass of valu-

able and entertaining information they have communicated to the world,
and communicated, too, at so very cheap a rate ;

and more especially are

my thanks due to Mr. Rennie, for his excellent volumes on Insect Archi-

tecture * and Transformations. At the same time, I would respecfully sug-

gest to these gentlemen, whether it would not be advisable to refrain from

giving figures of such subjects as they cannot have the means of giving with

that accuracy and fidelity which are requisite portray the true characters of

the animal. Bad figures are worse than none ; and all those which are made

up from the mere written descriptions (however good) of naturalists and
travellers must necessarily be deficient in life, and spirit, and character, at

least, if not in truth and fidelity. The flamingo may sit astride its nest,
like a man on horseback, for all I know to the contrary ;

I do not feel my-
self at liberty to call in question that point, which seems to be attested by
writers of established credit ; but I much doubt the bird's ever assuming
such an awkward, uncomfortable, grotesque appearance, as is presented to

us in p. 119. of the Library of Entertaining Knowledge. In conclusion, I

would strongly recommend to the editors of this delightful little work (for
such it is, in spite of minor blemishes) the inimitable wood-cuts of Bewick,
as the models of .their future illustrations. Yours, &c.— W. T. Bree,

Allesley Rectory, April 5, 1831.

Art. III. Retrospective Criticism,

Kew Mode of examining Birds, S^c. (p. 145.)
—

Sir, I cannot forbear

expressing the high gratification that " the new mode of examining birds,

&c.," has occasioned to myself and others of your constant readers. In-

deed, so many instances of useless cruelty continually occur among amateur

naturalists, that the whole body almost merits the epithet of destroyers of

nature, rather than lovers of nature. Young collectors would do well to

consider whether they may not pursue the study of insects to some ex-

tent by confining the object for examination, and then freeing it. It is

* See a review of Insect Architecttire, p. 39. supra.
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delightful to witness the fly issuing from its chrysalis ; would not the plea-

pure be increased by seeing it at length
"

sail away on silken wing through
the soft air, rejoicing in its new being ?"—A Constant Reader. March 29.

Dried Plants not to be bought in London.— Sir, At p. 178. a correspondent
observes, that " in London there is no place where botanists can obtain

dried specimens." 1 beg leave to state, that small portfolios, prepared with

a view to assist young students in ascertaining cryptogamic plants, espe-

cially mosses, may be obtained of Messrs. Harvey and Darton, 65. Grace-

church Street, and small collections of grasses, and of other plants, with or

without the rarer species, may also be had. To those who are beginning
the study of botany, such collections might aflford great assistance at a

small expense.
A short and familiar introduction to the natural system, appended to a

new edition of Wakefield's Botany^ is published by the abovementioned
booksellers. I am, &c.— Id.

Auditory Aperture in the Skull of the Hedgehog,— Sir, In a paper in

your Magazine by Dr. W. Farrar,
" On the Auditory Apertures in the

Skulls of Quadrupeds and Birds, as Auxiliaries in Classification," he

states that he discovered in the hedgehog a singularity of construction

which much surprised him. His words are:— "External ears he cer-

tainly had ; and these were placed forward in the skull ; but, as for any
external aperture communicating with the brain for the purpose of hear-

ing, not the slightest opening could I discover." So strange did this state

of things seem to me, that I quickly sought an opportunity to examine the

part myself; the result of which examination was so completely different

from what Dr. Farrar's paper had led me to expect, that I feel bound to

communicate it to you, lest any of your readers who may not possess the

means of seeing for themselves should go away with what I conceive an

erroneous idea on the subject. I found the external ear large in propor-
:tion to the size of the animal, terminating inferiorly in an open external

auditory tube, which tube was formed by a continuation of the cartilage of

the ear extending spirally to the bony ring, over which the membrane of

the tympanum was stretched. The membrane of the tympanum was capa-
cious ;

the chain of bones from it to the expansion of the auditory nerve

was beautifully formed ; and the little muscles connected with them re-

markably developed, clearly showing they were in frequent use. The
semicircular canals, the cochlea, in fact every part of the internal ear was

peculiarly perfect. Instead, then, of regarding the organ of hearing in the

hedgehog of no use to it, I believe it to be exquisitely suited to convey to

the sensorium of the animal the slightest vibrations of a sonorous body. I

am. Sir, yours, &c.— C. S. E, Cromer, April 24. 1831.

Hares taking the Water.— Sir, Some misrepresentation, it seems, has

crept into your Magazine by mistake, on the subject of hares taking the

water, and colonising tha Island of Havergate. (p. 143.) This unintention-

ally erroneous statement is corrected (as it ought to be) by a subsequent
communication from another correspondent, on the authority of the pro-

prietor of the island, (p. 274.) 1 was once, however, witness to the fact

of a hare taking the water without being driven to do so by any emergency,
so far, at least, as I was able to discover. When a youth, I was walking
one day by the side of a river with my gun j and, about fifty yards before

me, I heard something plunge into the water from the opposite bank ; on

proceeding towards the spot, I perceived that it was a hare, which by that

time had advanced into the middle of the stream or beyond it. I confess

that I was guilty of the unsportsmanlike act of shooting the poor animal

in this situation. No dogs, certainly, were in pursuit of the hare, or I must
have seen or heard them ; but it is impossible for me to say that she might
not have been pursued by some stoat or other vermin, though nothing
of the kind was to be perceived. And this supposition is the more pro-
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bable, as the hare, regardless ofmypresence, continued to advance towards
me, right across the river ; and, after having received the contents of the

gun, actually landed on the bank, in a wounded condition, close to the spot
where I was standing. It seems probable, therefore, that she was endea-

vouring to escape from some imminent danger from the opposite shore. I
have occasionally, when snipe-shooting, found hares lying in very wet
marshes, much wetter, indeed, than one would suppose they would volun-

tarily select for that purpose. Yours.— B. Coventry^ May 10. 1831.
The Snipe's Beak. (Vol. III. p. 449.)

—
Sir, I beg to assure J. Hay-

ward, that snipes do actually bore in soft mire for their food. Like
Mr. Hayward, I had an opportunity of watching two through a powerful
glass while feeding close to the edge of a small lake, and I distinctly saw
them pushing their bills into the thin mud, by repeated thrusts, quite up to
the eyes, often, as your correspondent observed, drawing them back with

great quickness, and every now and then shifting their ground a little. I

may also mention that snipes arrive in Southern India very lean, in pro-
digious numbers, about the end of October, and depart fat in March.

Stragglers, however, remain the whole year, and during the hot months are
to be found ; for I have often seen them, not in marshes, but on dry stony
hills or high grounds thinly clad with withered grass and leafless bushes,
without one drop of water near. This shows that snipes, like the wood-
cocks mentioned by Mr. Hayward, may and do support themselves where
food is not to be obtained by boring. I am, &c.— A Subscriber. March 16.

Poisonous Plants, (p. 188.)
— If I remember rightly. Smith combines the

character alluded to with another, viz. that the plant is of the artificial

class Icosandria, which i)aphne is not.— J. S. Henslow. Cambridge^
April 9. 1831.

The Sandstone of the Isle of Sheppey (p. 137.) I presume to be the em-
bedded ferrugineo-calcareous nodules from which the Parker's cement is

made. There is no sandstone in Sheppey, but the above nodules abound
in the clay.

— Id.

The Potato-stone of the Mendip Hills (p. 190.) is a nodular concretion of
an impure kind of cherty-chalcedony, studded with crystals of quartz on
the inside, among which are occasionally seen crystals of carbonate of lime.— Id.

The Constituents of Bezoar. (p. 287.)
—

Sir, One little word in my
article, misprinted by you, makes a very great error. You say, line 17.,
"
the gall bladder of a mare," which animal has no gall bladder : I wrote

the
gail bladder of a man.— H. T. C. East Bergholt.

Calendar of Nature in England for 1830.— In the table, p. 168., the

columns representing the rainy and snowy days are evidently misplaced in

reference to the headings they bear.— J. S. Henslow. Cambridge, April 9.

1831.

Art. IV. Queries and Anstoers,

Additional Facts on Goitre, (p. 86—90.)— Sir, A. B., a woman living

on the borders of Derbyshu-e, had, when a girl, the glands of her neck

somewhat enlarged, which have gradually increased to the present time.

She is now thirty years old. The enlargement is greatest on the right

side, and protrudes of the size of her fist ; on the left side not so much. The

whole, she remarks, is larger at some times than at others ; but how far

this is correct I am not able to say. It causes her to cough and breathe

thick, but has no farther inconvenience. She enjoys good health. All the

usual remedies gave no relief, nor did they appear to check it in its growth.
She has had four children, the whole of whom when born had the neck

swelled, and as large as her own, in proportion to their size ; they exhibited
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the same peculiarity both in coughing and breathing, and were, in fact, per-
fect models of their mother in miniature

;
this swelling, however, gradually

decreased in a few months, and also lost its attendant unpleasantnesses ;

but in the whole of them there is still evident enlargement. At the present
time the eldest is eight years old. How far this deformity may become

hereditary I can form no opinion ; the evidence to the full establishment

of its being so is so contradictory. Neither the grandfathers, nor grand-
mothers, nor fathers, had the least deformity ; her own mother had some

little, but not perceptible without close examination. She has two sisters,

both younger than herself; one, married, with a swelling larger than her own,
has two children, but neither show any disposition to swell at present, nor

were they born with any ; her younger sister, not married, has her neck

swelled, but not to such a size as that of either of the others. The whole

generation have always lived in their present neighbourhood. The water

they drink is perfectly clear, though impregnated with a little calcareous

matter and iron ; it is what all the inhabitants drink ; and goitre is not

a general deformity. I am. Sir, &c.—D. N. Worksop , May 12. 1831.

A Marine globular Substance.— Sir, I have observed, when walking by
the sea side, a substance of a globular form, colourless, transparent as jelly,
with four circles (small) in the centre. It appears to be convex on one
side. If you or any of your correspondents could favour me with a

description of it, it would greatly oblige
— A. Z, May 3. 1831.

The ttuo drawings sent appear to be the following ; but they are not, as

M. A. Brown supposes, very rare. They were figured and described

three years ago in the Botanical Register. Eriophyllum (erion, wool,

pkyllon, a leaf J woolly foliage) caespitosum ; Compositse. (^g. 82.) A

plant found by Mr. Douglas in North-west America, from the sea to the

valley of the Rocky Mountains, in dry situations. Dracae'na (drakon, a

dragon ; some of the species having been supposed to produce the drug
"dragon's blood") surculosa. Long-shooting Dracaena; Hexan. Monog.
and ^sparageae. (/g. 83.) A monocotyledonous shrub, from Sierra

Leone,
"

exhibiting, in a small space, what may be termed a model of the

plan upon which the gigantic palms of the tropics are formed. It rarely
flowers, and has never 3et produced fruit ; it is probable that the latter
will show that it constitutes a genus distinct from Dracae'na, to which it

is referred on account of its habit rather than of its fructification, which
approaches that of Sansevier«." (Bot. Reg. 1828.)

— Co7id.
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Art. I. An Essay on the Analogy betvoeen the Structure and
Functions of Vegetables and Animals* By William Gordon,
Esq., Surgeon, Welton, near Hull. Read before the Hull

Literary and Philosophical Society, November 19. 1830. Com-
municated by Mr. Gordon.

Philosophers have divided the immense variety of objects

presented to us in nature into three grand classes or king-
doms ; the mineral, the vegetable, and the animal. The sub-

stances belonging to the first of these divisions, in consequence
of their not being actuated by that incomprehensible principle
denominated life, have been termed unorganised; vi^hile plants
and animals, which are influenced by vital lavt^s, are distin-

guished by the name of organised beings. Although the

distinction between organic and inorganic bodies is universally

acknowledged to be sufficiently clear, yet there are some phy-

siologists who contend that the boundary between them is

less extensive than it is generally represented to be, and main-

tain that there is considerable analogy between crystallisation
and the growth of animals. I shall not occupy time by dis-

cussing this subject at present. I will merely remark, that

it is not improbable that all the phenomena of physiology are

the result of physical causes; and at some future period I

may perhaps discuss the subject of the similarity that appears
to exist between chemical and vital action. Notwithstanding,
however, that there may be a much nearer approximation
between minerals and organised substances than seems to be

commonly imagined, yet it must be admitted that each of
these two orders of bodies possesses characters so conspicuously
distinctive, that the one cannot easily be confounded with the

Vol. IV.— No. 21. c c
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other. On the opposite hand, the line of demarcation between

plants and animals we find it extremely difficult to trace, for

the individuals belonging to these two kingdoms approach
each other so closely, both in their organisation and their

functions, that it is next to impossible to describe their respec-
tive characteristic features. To so great an extent is this cor-

rect, that there are many substances having qualities so peculiar,
that philosophers can scarcely determine whether they belong
to the vegetable or to the animal part of creation. Zoophytes,
for instance, were considered by Ray and Lister as vegetables ;

but they are now regarded as productions of the animal king-
dom. The object of the present essay is to describe the

structure and functions of vegetable bodies, and to endeavour

to point out in what respects they resemble, and in what they
differ from, those of animals.

The first and most essential mark of resemblance that

appears to exist between the vegetable and animal kingdoms
is the possession of life. With this principle they are both

equally endowed, and by its presence they are distinguished
from inorganic substances. What life is, I am unable to define ;

for all the researches of philosophers have hitherto proved

inadequate to discover in what it consists, or from what source

it springs. Some have conceived that it depended upon a

nicely adjusted combination, or a harmony of actions going
on between the different organs of a living being ; others have

supposed that it is an element residing in the blood ; and

others, again, have identified it with caloric, with oxygen, and
with electric fluid. If, however, we are ignorant of the nature

of life, and are incompetent to decide whether it be a real and
distinct agent or not, yet we are perfectly acquainted with the

phenomena that indicate its existence. Observation has taught
us that there are certain properties attached to living beings,
of which inorganic substances are totally destitute. We
observe, for instance, that the latter are incapable of assimi-

lating foreign materials to their own nature ; that their bulk

is enlarged only by the external accretion of new particles ;

that they are under the continual influence of physical agents ;

and that their destruction is never effected, except by some
mechanical force separating their integrant particles, or by
some chemical agent producing an alteration in the arrange-
ment of their ultimate elements.

On the other hand, we perceive that organised beings have

the power of converting substances of almost every variety of

composition into the tissues which compose their organs ;
that

they can resist, to a considerable extent, the action of the

ordinary laws of matter ; that they are produced, by the pro-
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cess of generation, from pre-existing germs ; and that they
terminate their existence by death. Such are the distinctive

characters of life; and these characters we find as strongly
exhibited in the vegetable as in the animal world. In the

next place, when we take a plant for examination, we observe

that, Hke an animal, it is composed of solid and fluid parts.
The former are fixed and permanent, and constitute the re-

ceptacles in which the latter are contained. The fluids, on
the other hand, are generally in motion, and are undergoing
Some change, either in their quantity, their mechanical admix-

ture, or their chemical composition. The solid parts both of

vegetables and animals, great as their number and varied as

their characters are known to be, are all derived from a few

primitive or elementary .forms. In vegetables, these element-

ary forms are found to consist of membranous and fibrous

matter
; and from these two substances alone the roots, the

stem, the branches, the leaves, the bark, the sap-tubes, and
the pith are all produced. The elementary solid materials of

animals, like those of vegetable bodies, consist of membrane
and of fibre ; the former constituting what is termed the cel-

lular tissue, the latter forming the muscular and the nervous

tissues. From these three tissues, the bones, the muscles, the

ligaments, the cartilages, the nerves, the skin, and all the

other animal solids, derive their formation. As we proceed
farther in our investigations, we discover that membranous
matter is a less elementary form than fibrous matter, for all

the membranes belonging both to vegetables and animals are

composed of fibres, regularly arranged and united together.
As we advance still farther, however, we find out that even
the fibrous structures are not the real primitive forms of

organised bodies, but that they also are produced from other

forms, which possess a structure much more simple than that

which they present. If we go on another step, we ascertain

that the true primitive forms, whence all the elementary tissues

to which I have referred are produced, consist of extremely
minute spheres or vesicles, and of spicular-shaped bodies.

They are seen to be evolved from every organising fluid,

vegetable as well as animal, while it is passing fi'om the fluid

to the solid state. It is therefore evident, from what has been

advanced, that every organised structure, whether it be of

vegetable or of animal origin, is composed either of membrane
or of fibre. It is likewise evident, that every membrane, both

vegetable and animal, is formed of fibres disposed in a regular
manner ; that the fibres themselves consist of vesicles and

spicula ; and that these two last are to be regarded as the

true elementary organised molecules, because we can only
c c 2
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carry on our analysis of the living solid until we have arrived

at these spherical and spicular bodies. Such is the wonder^
ful and striking resemblance of the vegetable and animal world,
in the origin and form of their primitive molecules, in the

composition of tlieir elementary tissues, and in the formation

of tlieir diiferent organs.

Although I have stated that both the spheres and the

spicula are the primitive forms of every organic mass, yet

perhaps, strictly speaking, the former are to be considered as

the legitimate primitive corpuscules ; because when an organ-

ising fluid, either vegetable or animal, is assuming the solid

state, they are Jirst evolved, and the spicula afterwards ; and
because they are found to constitute the structure of the lowest

tribes both of plants and animals, while the spicula are only
to be detected in the higher orders of organised beings. For

example, in the simplest kind of vegetables, as the Coniomy-
cetes, and also in the lowest species of infusory animalcula, we
detect the vesicular structure existing alone ; but, when we
ascend to a superior order of organic bodies, we discover in.

their composition that the spheres are never solitary, but

always associated with spicula. It cannot, then, but excite

our astonishment, as well as our admiration, when we observe

that there exists so great a similarity in the ultimate structure

of all bodies that are endued with the vital principle ; and
that we find the same characters of life in the polypus, and
in the lowest species of vegetables, as we find in man, and the

higher classes of animal beings.
I have already remarked, that the elementary solids of

plants are membrane and fibre. The former, however, exists

in the greatest quantity, and is the most extensively diffused.

It is found in the roots, the stem, the branches, and the

leaves ; in short, it exists in every vegetable organ. It forms

the whole of the cellular and the greatest part of the vas-

cular tissues ; and these, the common organic structures, as

they have been termed, by their varied combinations, give
formation to the bark, the wood, the pith, the medullary

rays, and other parts : so that membrane, under some mo-
dification or other, seems to constitute entirely, or to enter

largely as a component into every variety of vegetable
texture. When very much condensed, we observe it form-

ing the epidermis ; under a less degree of condensation it

composes the coats of the sap vessels ; and in its simplest
state it forms the sides of the cells of the cellular tissue. It

is extremely thin, and of perfect transparency, and, according
to Du Hamel, it consists of small organic parallel fibres. It is

cohesive, extensible, flexible, and elastic ; but it is perfectly
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insensible and incontractile. Its ultimate chemical elements

appear to be oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon.

In animals we perceive the same extensive diffusion of

the membranous tissue as we find occurring in plants. Mem-
brane forms the principal ingredient of every part belonging
to the animal frame, and exceeds in quantity all the other

structures of the body taken together. It not only affords a

complete envelope to the exterior of the body, but it covers

the whole of its internal surfaces. It forms the solid part of

all the viscera, it covers every individual organ, and lines

every cavity in which the organs are contained. It com-

poses the chief bulk of the bones, and enters largely into the

composition of the muscles. It constitutes nearly the whole

mass of the tendons, the ligaments, and the cartilages. It

composes the cellular texture, and is the chief ingredient in

the structure of the glands. It envelopes the brain, the

spinal cord, and all the nerves. It composes almost entirely
such organs as the stomach, the intestines, and the bladder ;

and it forms the principal part of the tubes and vessels, whose
office is to convey the fluids to every part of the animal

system. According to Haller, animal membrane is com^

posed of a vast assemblage of small and extremely delicate

fibres. Its ultimate elements consist of oxygen, hydrogen,
carbon, and azote. The tardiness, however, with which it

undergoes the putrefactive fermentation, indicates that its

proportion of azote must be exceedingly minute. Animal

membrane, like that of vegetables, is possessed only of phy-
sical properties ; it exhibits cohesion, flexibility, extensibilityj
and

elasticity, but it is totally incapable of spontaneous con-r

traction, and is likewise devoid of all sensibility. It therefore

appears, that animal membrane is not only the most abundi-

ant, but the most simple, of all the organised parts of the

body ; andj that in its chemical composition, in its mechanic

cal structure, its universal diffusion, and its uninterrupted

continuity, in its being endued only with physical properties
and in its wanting those which are vital, it bears a most

striking resemblance to the membranous matter of plants.
If we cut fi-om the stem of a plant a thin transverse slice,

and carefully examine it by means of a microscope, we shall

find that it is composed of a number of minute cells. This
structure constitutes what is termed the cellular tissue. It is

formed entirely ofmembranous matter, and possesses the same

properties. It enters, as a component, into the structure of

almost all the vegetable organs ; it likewise envelopes them,
and connects their several parts together. The cells of the

cellular tissue seem in most instances to communicate with

c c 3
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each other, but in some cases they do not appear to do so<

Their shape is extremely irregular, although they are said to

be hexagonal. Some of them are thought to contain air,

others contain the oily and resinous secretions, but by far

the greater number contain a watery fluid.

Now, dissection demonstrates to us, that a cellular tissue

exists very abundantly in every part of the animal frame ;

and in its character and uses it bears the strongest analogy
to that which I have just described, as being diffused through-
out the vegetable structure. We see it, for instance, sur-

rounding every organ of the body, and uniting together their

several parts. Its cells, according to the best anatomists, are

of an irregular shape. Most of them contain an albuminous

fluid, and others are filled with a peculiar oily matter, termed
fat. The former of these communicate with each other ; but

the latter have no such communication. The cellular tissue

of animals is composed entirely of membrane ; and, like this

substance, it exhibits no vital properties, and is therefore

neither contractile nor sensible. Besides the cellular tissue,

or membrane, as it is sometimes called, animal bodies pos-
sess other kinds of membrane ; the chief of which are, the

serous, the mucous, and the fibrous. Although there is

nothing at all similar to these in plants, so far as I know, yet

they are all, according to Haller, composed of condensed
cellular substance, which, as I have just shown, is equally
abundant in vegetables as in animals. The integument,
however, or outer covering, of plants, bears the strongest
similitude to the skin of animals ; which by the most eminent

physiologists is considered as one of the principal membranes
of the body. The outer investment, or skin, if it may be so

termed, of vegetables consists of three distinct layers. The
most external of these is called the epidermis ;

the second is

called the cellular integument ; and the third the true bark.

The epidermis is a thin membrane, which is spread over

the surface of every part of the plant. It covers the roots, the

stem, the branches, the flowers, and even the fruit ; and it

enters into and even lines the pores which exist in the leaves,

the stem, and other parts. It is formed only of a single layer.

It is generally so transparent that the colour of the parts be^

neath it can easily be perceived. In some cases, however, it

is somewhat opaque, and occasionally it exhibits a certain

degree of colour. Although it gives free transmission to

moisture, vapour being not only exhaled but absorbed through

it, yet no pores have been detected passing through its sub-

stance. Its thickness varies, not only in different plants, but

in different parts of the same plant. In the fir, it is hard
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and scaly ; in the birch, it is soft and smooth. On the stem

of plants it is thick and tough ; but on the leaves, flowers,

and fruit, it is thin and delicate. The epidermis is continually

being renewed
;
the old membrane falling off in small scales

as soon as the new one is formed. When destroyed by acci-

dent, it is regenerated with surprising celerity. Its use is to

defend from injury the parts over which it is spread, and to

prevent too speedy exhalation from the surface. The cellular

integument lies immediately under the epidermis or cuticle.

It is an extremely succulent substance, and is the part in

which the colour of vegetables resides. It is white, for in-

stance, in the stem of the birch, and green in that of the

apple tree. In most leaves it is green ; in some it is yellow,
and in some red or brown ; but it is in flowers that it displays
its most diversified and matchless hues. The true bark or

third tegumental layer of vegetables is situated beneath the

cellular integument. It is composed of innumerable vessels,

and after maceration it exhibits a reticulated structure. The
inner surface is softer and less dense than the outer one, and
is called the liber. Such are the characters of the external

covering of vegetables. How very closely they resemble

those belonging to the skin of animals will be seen in the

description which I shall now give of the latter substance.

The cutaneous system of animals, like that of plants, is

composed of three separate laminae, which have received

appropriate appellations : the first, or outermost, is termed
the epidermis, or cuticle ; the second is denominated the rete

mucosum ; and the innermost is called the cutis, or true skin.

The epidermis is a thin semitransparent insensible substance,
of a very light grey colour ; readily separated fi:*om the sub-

jacent parts, by the application of boiling water and by blisters.

It not only covers the whole of the external surface of the

body, but is reflected into and lines the large passages ; as the

mouth, the alimentary canal, the trachea, &c. : so that it is

the most extensive membrane of the body, and is the only
organ, except the teeth, which comes in contact with the

atmospheric air. It allows free passage to the cutaneous per-

spiration and to the absorption of substances from without;
and yet anatomists have expressed themselves unable to prove
that it is perforated with pores. It exhibits different degrees
of thickness in different parts of the body. On the inner

edge of the eyelid, for example, it is very thin and diaphanous ;

while on the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet,
it is found, even in the fcetus, thick and of great density.

In almost every species of animal it presents some peculiar
modification. In the human race it is sm(X)th and glossy j

c c 4
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but in the elephant and rhinoceros it is thick, glabrous, and
coarse. The animal, like the vegetable, epidermis is under-

going a constant renewal, and when detached by injury is very

speedily reproduced ; indeed, its reproductive power is greater
than that of any other animal solid. Its use is chiefly to pro-
tectthe delicate structures, over which it is extended, and to

regulate the quantity of the cuticular exhalation.

The rete mucosum, which is analogous to the cellular

integument of plants, is situated immediately under the epi-
dermis. It contains the colouring principle of the skin,

which, by its different shades, distinguishes mankind into

five principal varieties. It is likewise the cause of the differ-

ence of colour in different parts of the body ofthe same person.
In the European it is of a light hue, in the Asiatic it is olive ;

in the aboriginal American it is red
j

in the Malay it is tawny ;

and in the negro, in whom it exists in the greatest quantity, it

is black.

The cutis, or true skin, is composed of a number of small

fibres, or plates, closely interwoven together; and has at-

tached to it a vast quantity of nerves, blood-vessels, and

absorbents, which are minutely ramified over every part of it.

The blood-vessels form innumerable plexuses, and give it a

reticulated appearance. The external surface of the cutis is

compact, while the internal is loose and irregular. Bark, it

may be observed, is a very slow conductor of heat; so that

the more internal parts of plants easily preserve their warmth

during winter, and during summer receive no injurious effects

from the high temperature of the surrounding atmosphere.
The cutaneous laminae of animals, especially the epidermis
and rete mucosum, are, like the bark of vegetables, media

through which heat is transmitted with great difficulty.

Hence the parts adjacent to the skin are prevented from suffer-

ing by the extremes of temperature to which the body is so

constantly exposed. From this account it will be perceived,
that the cutaneous tissue of vegetables possesses so exact a

similitude to that of animals, that a description of either

will answer to both.

The surface of plants is often destitute of covering ; but

generally it is clothed either with down, hair, or wool, all

of which are productions or modifications of the epidermis.
The hair is of various descriptions, being sometimes long
and flexible, at others short and bristly. The woolliness,

too, differs considerably in its character. In some cases

it is extremely delicate and easily detached, as on the leaves

of the coltsfoot ;
in other instances it is of a coarser texture,

as on the skin of the peach. Sometimes, as in the Poten-
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tilla Anserina, it is silky ; and in the Ferbascum Thapsus,
or great mullein, it is so thick and tough as to bear a strong
resemblance to flannel. The clothing, or, as it is termed,
the pubescence of plants, is evidently intended as a protec-
tion against cold : for we find that the plants which grow on
mountains or in cold situations are always clothed with a

woolly investment ; and it is remarked that this investment

is generally thickest on those parts which are most exposed
to the winds. The pubescence of vegetables falls off at cer-

tain seasons of the year, and its original appearances and
character are considerably changed by cultivation. In ani-

mals, as in plants, the surface is sometimes naked; but for

the most part clothed with a variety of substances, such as

down, hair, wool, quills, and feathers. These investments

present every variety of character that can be imagined;

being adapted not only to the peculiar nature of the animal

itself; but to the climate which it inhabits. In cold regions,
where the injurious effects of a low temperature are to be

guarded against, the hair is thick and long, and the plumage
is downy; while in warmer countries, where the temperature
of the body is more upon an equality with that of the sur-

rounding atmosphere, the hair is thin and short, and the

feathers almost destitute of down. The clothing of animals

is cast off once or twice in the year, and by domestication its

original qualities are remarkably altered. The surface of

plants, besides the pubescence, is also furnished with prickles,

stings, and thorns, which may be considered as organs of

defence. The first two, like the wool and hair, are modified

from the epidermis. Animals are provided with similar

weapons, most of which are derived from the cuticle. It is

from this substance that the claws of the tiger and the cat,

the talons of the eagle, and the quills of the porcupine, are

all produced. The sting of the nettle, and that of the wasp,
are not only composed of nearly the same materials, but are

constructed on precisely the same principle. The former,
when examined with a microscope, appears to be a stiff, highly
polished tube, possessing an extremely fine point : at its base
is situated a small bulb, which secretes the venomous liquid.
When the sting enters the skin, the bulb is pressed upon ;

the poison rises in the tube, escapes through an aperture in

its point, and is instilled into the wound. To this, the sting
of the wasp presents an exactly corresponding formation,

except that the channel along which the poison passes does
not open at the very point, but at a short distance behind it.

( To be continued-')
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Art. it. Some Account ofa Russian Natural History Expedition
in Brazily during the Seven Years preceding April, 1831. By
M. F. Faldermann, Curator of the Botanic Gardens, St.

Petersburgh.

Sir,

The imperial Russian expedition for exploring the natural

history of Brazil, under the direction of the Consul-general
Chevalier Langsdorf, has returned, after seven years spent in

the interior parts of that extensive empire. M. L. Riedel,
who was attached to that expedition in the quality of bota-

nist, has consequently returned to the imperial botanic gar-
den at St. Petersburgh ; and, from his intimacy here, I have
had opportunities of learning the facts narrated in the fol-

lowing sketch. Up to the present time nothing has been

published respecting the vast and interesting enterprises of

this expedition: I have therefore judged it useful to send
a short statement of them for insertion in your esteemed

Magazine, as even such a statement will give at least an
idea of the main course of the expedition, and of the prin-

cipal vegetation of this rich empire, so little frequented by
naturalists.

M. Riedel embarked at the port of St. Petersburgh in

the autumn of the year 1820; and, in the beginning of 1821,
after visiting several ports on his voyage, reached Brazil.

He extended his first researches into the province of Bahia,
and directed himself particularly to the Comarca dos llheos.

Thence he travelled on the shores of the rivers Una and

Itahype, until he came to the immense native forests in-

habited by the wild Kamakans. After a very successful

journey, he left this province in October, 1822, and arrived,
loaded with rich collections, particularly of dried plants, at

Rio de Janeiro.

In the capital of the Brazilian empire he joined the im-

perial Russian expedition. In the year 1823 he confined

himself to excursions in the province of Rio Janeiro, and
directed his exertions particularly to the mountains surround-

ing the port of the capital ; he examined most attentively the

lofty and seldom accessible trees of the native forests, and

found them to be chiefly such as Bign6n2>, Terminaliae,

Lecythis, Vochysice, Hymen<^V, JPici, &c. Below these trees,

in very moist shade, he noticed in particular abundance,
and growing most luxuriantly, Begonz<^, shrubby Oxalides,

many ferns, Galipece^ Peperomise, Melastomse, &c. The
lower places of the hills and mountains, particularly toward

the shore of the ocean, are characterised by Coccolobae,
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3f^rti, Ecastaph^^lla, Cacti, Tillandsi^, and the shore palm,

Diplothemium littorale, &c.

In the following year, M. Riedel undertook a journey into

the province of Minas Geraes. He visited there first the

immense and imposing forests of the Puris ;
and afterwards

he ascended the mountains, from 4000 to 5000 ft. in height,
of S. Joao d'el Rey, S. Joze, Marianna, Villarica, Serra da

Cara^a, S. da Piedade, Serra da Lappa, and the other moun-^

tains of the famous diamond districts. To the distant tra-

veller, accustomed to see only amazing native forests, these

high regions appear desert-like and poor, and the plains arid

and sterile ;
but a nearer approach will soon convince him

of the contrary, by presenting a great and rich diversity

amongst the dwarfish vegetation. Every where even the

dry rocks are crowded with beautiful Vell6si<^, BarbacenzVc',

Pitcalrn?>, Gesner?^, i^ilices, &c. The arid and sandy
hills and plains are clothed with rich-flowering i^hexiae,

Kielmeyer<^, Vocht/sice, Luxemburgiae, Lavradi<^, Lusadi^,

Cassiae, Evolvuli, Crotones, &c. A great many of the Gra-

mineae cover the soil, and protect it from the excessive rays
of the sun. In the valleys and low places, where the soil

in general is found to be more moist, and consequently

cooler, are many Eriocaula, Lisianthi, Burm^nn/<^, Xyrides,

Sauvages/<^, and Mim^sae. The trees appertaining more
to the native forests, such as Malpighi^, ^caciae, Geoffr6y<^,

AnbfKje, Erythroxyla, occur in these places, but in a creep-

ing and completely dwarf state ; and such as belong to the

lofty kinds of trees, as Xylopiae, iStrj^chni, Bign6nz<^, ikfyrti,

iauri, QudlecBy iiubiaceae, Legumincisae, Contortae, Sa-

pindaceae, Synantherae, &c., are stunted, and have quite a

shrubby appearance. The palms he most frequently here

met with were:— Cbcos flexuosa, Acrocomia sclerocarpa,

Astrocaryum jTyri^ Astrocaryum campestre, and Bactris

mardja, M. Riedel observed that the considerable luxuri-*

ance of the vegetation, in such an arid soil, may be chiefly
attributable to the heavy dews, and the moderate temperature

during the night, upon these elevated regions.
In the year 1825, M. Riedel, having returned from Minas

Geraes, started from Rio de Janeiro to the province of St.

Paul
; he preferred to take the less frequented roads of the

native forests. Following, therefore, the river side of Para-t

hyba (Paraiba), he came to Rezenda, Lorena, and Taubote

(Taipa-ete) ; and arrived, after leaving the river beyond Tau-
bote and crossing Mugy das Cruzes, at the town of St. Paul.

After this very interesting journey, he rejoined M. Langsdorf
at the latter place, and directed his researches to the environs
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of Campinas, Itu, Sorocaba (Surucava), and Ypanema. In
the year following, our traveller took his course to the
southern parts of that province, in the progress of which he

passed Itapitininga, Fachina, and Castro. As soon as he had
crossed the tropic of Capricorn, he observed a gradual change
in the vegetation. The country began to be more bare ; the
shrubs were few and scattered

; and the ground, being covered
with Gramineae and other low-growing plants, had, at a dis-

tance, the appearance of cornfields or meadows. A few round-
ish little woods (capao) sometimes limit the almost infinite

plains. The tropical vegetable productions, such as sugar,
coffee, bananas, &c., here cease to be cultivated; even the
mandiocca {Janipha Mdnihot) is seldom successfully planted ;

the inhabitants pay more attention to cattle-feeding, in con-

sequence of which animal food is in general more plentiful
than in the beforementioned places. The European hus-

bandry might be practised here with great success, if the

people would but be more industrious. Farther still to the

south, great forests of the Araucd?'ia brasiliensis begin to

predominate in the country. At the time of ripening, various

animals, particularly birds of many descriptions, are seen in:

great numbers feeding on the seeds upon these lofty trees ;

and even the Joyanazes Indians partly subsist on the pinhaes
(pine nuts). Amongst the Gramineae, in the campos or plains,

Lantanae, H^ptides, Polygalae, Ferbenae, 7i]fyperica, ^ryngia,
Plantagines, &c., are frequent. On the shores of all the

rivers and rivulets grows the ilex paraguaiensis, from which
the famous matte tea is obtained. Although this tree belongs
to a cooler region, it is here abundant. In the valleys, pro-
tected from the severe winds by the high mountains, tropical
trees are still to be seen, intermixed with beautiful tree ferns.

The short stay of M. Riedel did not allow him to pursue his

enquiries toward the south ; and circumstances obliged him to

return to St. Paul by the way that he came.
In April of the same year, he again passed Ypanema, and

arrived at Porto Felix; where he joined M. Langsdorf in

the month of July, and embarked with him and the whole

expedition upon the Tiete, the banks of which are magnifi-

cently ornamented with immense native forests. A number
of dangerous cataracts obliged them very often to have the

boats carried by their negroes some distance even beyond the

waterfalls ; under such circumstances they could advance but

slowly, and it was not till after a two months' voyage that the

expedition reached the more navigable river Parana, w^hich

takes its rise in the province of Minas Geraes, not far from

S. Joao d'el Rey. They now directed tlieir course to the
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great cataract Urupupunga (Salto de Viubu-Pungu), one of

the largest they ever met with ; its total breadth is more than

an English mile. M. Riedel was fortunate enough to find

there several kinds of that most singular water-plant Lacis,

growing alongside of the rocks near the cataract, in shallow

water. The prevailing trees on the shores of the fall are

Triplaris, Heliocarpus, Hermesia, and two kinds of Xylopia.
The huge rocks of the cataract are partly overgrown with

Psidia, Phyllanthi, and Cnemidostachys. Thence the travel-

lers went down with the stream until they came to the river

Pardo, one of the tributaries of the Parana; and, leaving the

Parana, they rowed with much difficulty against the current

of the Pardo. Coming gradually up into the more elevated

country, the large woods disappeared by degrees, and the

landscapes changed into open campos, exhibiting a rich vege-
tation on a dry sandy soil. Here were chiefly, but in a dwarf

state, Bauhin/<^, Byttnerz>, Simariibce., Turner*^, Gomphiae,
Cord/^, Celosiae, a species of Jatropha, Janlpha^ and some

creeping iliyrtacese. After a successful voyage of two months

against the stream of the Pardo, they arrived upon the ridge
of the mountain Camapuam. This ridge divides the Pardo,
which takes its course to the south into the Parana, from the

river Cochim (R. Cuchu, Cuchim), which runs to the north

into the Taquari. Though these two rivers in their beginning
take their course in opposite directions, they subsequently
unite with the Paraquay ; after which this mighty stream, under
the name of La Plata, empties its waters into the Atlantic

Ocean. The ridge of the Camapuam extends itself into large

sandy plains, on which grow in a dwarf state, generally not

above two feet high, but with most perfect and large flowers,
such plants as, Lecythis, Anacardium, Ephielis, Caryocar,

Copaifera, and Aspidospermum. The lower damp and marshy
places are covered with palms, chiefly Mauriti« vinifera. The
Indian tribes, Cayapos, Guaycurus, and Guaxis, inhabit, in a

nomadic state, several hundred miles of these elevated coun-
tries ; hunting being their principal exercise, and wild fruits

their chief nutriment.

After a month's stay in the interesting environs of the

Camapuam, where M. Riedel found a very rich collection of

plants, he embarked upon the river Cochim, and came, after

a fortnight's very tiresome travel, on account of many cata-

racts, into the river Taquari. Arrived there, he visited the

Xarayas (Lacunes das Xarayes), low plains of great extent,
which are inundated by the overflowing river in the time of
the heavy rains, something like the shores of the Nile ; after

which, when dried up again, they have the appearance of
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endless meadows covered with beautiful Scitamineae, Cypera-
cece^ and many singular Gramineae. Amongst them he re-

marked a particular kind of Oryza (rice) of uncommon
height; even when the river, swollen with torrents of rain,
overflows these places, the spike appears still above the water,
and ripens its nutritive seeds. The Indian tribes, Guaycu-
rus, Guanas, and Guatos, in the vicinity of Albuquerque and
Coimbra at the boundaries of the Brazils, row tlieir canoes,
made of hollow trees, upon that large temporary sea, and
harvest the floating rice, which nature has given them with-

out any labour save the gathering.
After descending the Taquari into the Paraquay, M. Rie-

del took his course up the latter river, till he arrived at the

mouth of the S. Lorenzo, where he left the Paraquay ; and,
after a seven months' voyage up the S. Lorenzo, arrived in

January, 1827, in the river Cujaba. He could ascend these

rivers but slowly, as they were in an overflowing state, and

consequently the current much more violent than usual. The
shores of the foregoing rivers were chiefly clothed with Gar-

den2Vp, iSapia, Cecr6p^<^, and amongst others a new species
of Hermesia. The prodigious masses of the Ponteder/ff

crassipes Mart, were often a great and troublesome impedi-
ment to their canoes ; and thick clouds of musquitoes pur-
sued and tormented these enterprising travellers day and

night.
Arrived at the town of Cuyaba, M. Riedel made excursions

most carefully in the vicinity, and very much enriched his

collection. He started afterwards for a few months to the

famous mountains where, in former times, the goldwashers

procured quantities of that noble metal. There he discovered

many scarce and new plants, among which he mentioned

in particular,
— Salvert/a, Cnestis, Simdba, Phaeocarpus, Dip-

terix (the Tonquin bean), Chrysophylla, Cinch6n<^, Ptero-

carpi, Luhe^, Helicteres, Nordnte^; shrubs of Hippocrates,
A'nthodon, JWyristicse, Hosta, Asclepiadet^, Apocyneae, Dil-

\m\dcece, Guttiferae, and a beautiful kind of Terminalia.

Amongst a number of different palms which adorn the native

woods and campos or plains, he noticed chiefly Attalia spe-

ci5sa, Attalia compacta, Mauriti^ armata, Mauriti« vinifera,

Corypha cerifera, GEnocarpus Bataua^ Euterpe, Astrocaryum,
and Cbcos, By a digression to the diamond districts, thirty

leagues from Cuyaba, he came to the source of the Paraquay,
and found that this river did not, as formerly stated, take its

origin out of seven lakes (seven lagoons) ; he met with merely
a large bog, out of which arises, in the shade of Mauritis,

that, river which^ in its course, increases so enormously.
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This bog, in his opinion, may be changed in the time of

inundation into a large lake, which afterwards, by drying

up again, may exhibit in the lower places, but certainly

for a very short time, several small lakes ; and these most

likely have caused the tale that " the Paraquay springs out of

seven lakes." It flows, a small rivulet, upon the ridge of the

mountain for the distance of above two leagues, and falls

thence over a high rock into the Valley of Diamonds. In

its crystal water were frequently found some precious dia-

monds. Its current is here often stopped, and led into the

diamond-washes ; and, at a distance of a few leagues farther,

it becomes navigable for small canoes. On the south side of

these mountains (Serra dos Parcels) is the source of the river

Preto, which communicates its waters to the river Tapajos,

which, in its turn, is a tributary to the Amazon. A very lofty

tree, with beautiful large blue flowers, a species of the genus

Qualea^ distinguishes itself here in all the native forests, and

is even seen at a considerable distance. In the same elevated

plains he found a tree closely related to Pterocarpus, covered

entirely with abundance of odoriferous flowers ; it produces
a kind of shell, with a single seed in it, from which the in-

habitants extract a bitter aromatic oil, which they call Fava

de S. Ignacio. This oil is by them highly esteemed for its

great power as a remedy in different diseases, particularly
in colic, and many other stomachic cases.

In September, 1827, M. Langsdorf determined to make a

voyage upon the rivers Arinos, Tapajoz, and the Amazon ;

but, to extend this new enterprise on a larger scale, M.
Riedel agreed with him to undertake a separate tour to

Matto-Grosso, and thence to take his direction upon the

rivers Guapore, Mamore, and Madeira, to the Amazon ; they
intended to unite, after a seven to ten months' separation, at

the Villa de S. Joze do Rio Negro. Having made their pre-

parations, M. Riedel, according to proposal, left the town of

Cuyaba in the month of November, crossed the Paraquay by
Villa Maria, not far from the mouth of the river Jauru, and
at a little distance from the place where the pyramid in com-
memoration of the definitely decided boundaries between the

dominions of Portugal and Spain is erected. Once on shore

again, he traversed arid campos, and arrived at the Indian

tribe Bororos. Amongst them he noticed, as remarkable, that

their principal nourishment consisted of the flesh of the cai-

mans (crocodiles), and the fruits of the Acrocomia sclerocarpa
Mart, Only a few low hills varied the surface of these vast

plains. He arrived at length, in a gently ascending manner,
at Matto-Grosso, by which name the principal town and the
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whole province are designated. Hence take their origin the

Aguapeky (Agoapiki) and Guapore, the first a tributary to

the Paraquay, and the latter to the Amazon. Arrived at

the town of Matto-Grosso, he extended his researches even

to the confines of the Brazilian empire. On his way thither,

he came to the village Cazalvasco, where he met with the

Xiquitos (an emigrant mission from Peru) ; several of them,
he remarked, were able to write and read their language;
and in their religious service, instead of an organ, they use

violins, which several of them played tolerably well. Having
much enriched his collections, he returned again to Matto-

Grosso, at a short distance from which he was overtaken by
a terrible thunder-storm. After his arrival, he had to deplore
the loss of his very dear friend and fellow-traveller M. Adrian

Taunay, the painter to the expedition. Trying to get under

shelter before the storm reached him, this gentleman rode off

from the rest of his companions, who were yet at a consider-

able distance from the town ; and in his hurry he lost the

footpath, and came to the bank of the river Guapore, but on

the side opposite Matto-Grosso. Having passed the ferry a

good way, and finding at the moment no boat to bring him

across, he was seen, by an old woman on the other side, to

drive his horse before him into the river. The animal got

safely over ; and, shortly after, his master threw himself,

clothed as he was, into the current, at that time very rapid,

but, losing his strength about the midst of the stream, he was

drowned. He was seen by no person but the old woman, who
chanced to be at the same time on the river-side, and she

was unable to render him any assistance. She immediately
alarmed a great many of the inhabitants ; but they could not

find him sooner than the third day. After this melancholy
accident, M. Riedel experienced many difficulties ; besides,

his health was impaired from the putrid atmosphere at that

unwholesome place, inundated, in general, about four months

in the year.
The vegetation of Matto-Grosso M. Riedel states to be

little different from that of Cuyaba, notwithstanding many
rare and new plants were discovered. Amongst others, he

found in the native woods a most singular plant, in size a

large tree (Calycophyllum) : one phyllum or leaflet of the

calyx grows into a large heart-shaped petiolate leaf, of a

bright crimson colour: giving the tree, at a distance, the

appearance of being covered with large beautiful crimson

flowers. He likewise discovered at that spot a curious kind

of the numerous Leguminosse, which had a trunk quite flat,

about 1 ft. broad, and but I in. thick, climbing up to the
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very tops of the most elevated trees. In the campos he
found a singular Melastomacea, certainly of a new genus ;

some Qudlece, Calystegiae, Malpighi^, Anonce, Turner*^, and

many of the Gramineae and Cyper^c^<^. On the banks of
the Guapore he noticed an /lex n. sp., which produces the

matte tea in the same manner as /^lex Congonha, and /.

paraguaiensis (or, as it ought to be, /. paraquaiensis). In the'

current of the river he gathered many Ponteder2>, Heter-

antherae, Tonlna, and a very curious Jussieu«, something like,

our Trapa natans, which entirely covers the stagnant pools.
In April, 1828, our traveller embarked upon the Guapore!

at Matto-Grosso, and arrived in a fortnight's time at the
fortress Do Prinzipe Imperiale (Fortalezza do Prinzipe da

Beira), being carried there very quickly by the rapid current of
that river. Shortly afterwards he came upon the river Ma-
more, and reached, in three days' voyage, the river Madeira ;

down which, on account of the dangerous navigation, he
could proceed but very slowly. The woods bordering this

river were yet for the most part inundated, and consisted prin-

cipally of [Theobromata?] Cacdos, Berthollet/fl, Caesalpini«,

Coparfera, Carolinecr, Cedrela, 6^p6ndias, Arouna, Bioca, and
Crat9eV<2. Arrived at the great cataract of Salto do Ribairao,
he fell ill of a putrid fever

; and, although cured in a short time
of that dreadful illness, he was shortly afterwards confined by
an intermittent fever, with which he was afflicted continually
and very severely for about five months. Notwithstanding his

ill health, he made small excursions into the very extended
and lofty native woods of the Madeira. The different palms
exceeded in height the rest of the forest trees, and seemed to

reign, with their grand and beautifully formed leaves, over all

the rest. He noticed amongst them particularly the gigantic

Astroc^ryum Murumiiru Mart., Mauriti« aculeata, several

Bactres and Geonomae ; various kinds of Heliconiae, Ma-r

rdntae, and Costi grow in the dark shade below these lofty
trees

; but the tree ferns, as M. Riedel observed, seemed not
to like that place. A new and most splendid kind o( Ravendla

(Urania) attracted his attention at a great distance; on closer

examination, he found it of an immense height, and at the
same time in seed. Some seeds and specimens of it he after-

wards forwarded to St. Petersburgh ; but, unfortunately, the

seeds, which were of a bright red colour, had, by the period of
their arrival at the garden, lost entirely the power ofvegetation.*

* There being a good quantity of seeds, I tried them in different modes-;
but my exertions were, to my great sorrow, in vain : therefore, it is to bq
feared that this plant will be, for some years, one of the beautiful deside^

Vol. IV. — No. 21. u d
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In the month of January, M. Riedel arrived at the Villa de

Borba, where he attempted to cure himself of the intermittent

fever. For this purpose he made a stay of seven weeks, and

collected, notwithstanding his fever, many new genera and

species of plants ; he noticed amongst them principally, Md-
bca, Schwartz/a, Myristica, Caraipa, M611/<2, Visme«, Cin-

chona', Humiria^ Gustav2«, Abroma, Caryocar, Sterculia,

Tnga^ ^'chras, Bombax, Francisc^a, a new and very distinct

Cochlosperma, Xaurus, iSmilax, Bignonm, several of the 71-

liaceae, Guttiferas, Leguminosse, iliyrtaceae, and many officinal

as well as economical plants. Amongst the latter, the Paul-

\\nia sorbilis Mart. (Gaurana) is, perhaps, the most remark-

able, as the inhabitants prepare with its seeds their favourite

(and even by travellers much praised) beverage gaurana.
At last M. Riedel was again a little recovered from his

disease, and had made preparations for his departure to the

Rio Negro, when he received the melancholy account of

M. Langsdorf's arrival at Santarem, dangerously ill.

The bark that had been hitherto used being too small for

the voyage upon the Amazon, M. Riedel was obliged to go to

S. Joze do Rio Negro, in hopes to find there a larger vessel

for Santarem or Para; but finding no ship ready to sail at

that time, and being less troubled by his illness, he employed
himself in making researches in the environs of that place,
and gathered many undescribed and scarce plants, such as

species of -^myris, I'cica^ Cardpa, Alsodea, Wiopdla^ Luhe«,
&c. Here he remained nearly two months ; when, having no

longer any hopes of a departing vessel, and receiving no fur-

ther news of M. Langsdorf, he was obliged to buy a kind

of large bark, and sailed in September from S. Joze. Pass-

ing the small towns of Serpe, Villa Nova de Rainha, and

Obidos, he arrived, after a seventeen days' passage, upon the

mighty Amazon, at Santarem. Here he was very much asto-

nished to learn that M. Langsdorf had left this town and gone
to Para about four months before. M. Riedel remained seve-

ral weeks, visiting the environs, which consist principally of

campos, and fonnd them not less rich in beautiful plants than

Borba and St Joze. He embarked at Santarem on the 15th

of December, and arrived on the lOth of January, 1829, at

Para. His voyage upon the Amazon was very troublesome

and disagreeable ; even not far from Santarem he was nearly

shipwrecked : and the great many shelves and daily storms

upon that immense stream caused him to be in continual

rata produced in the Brazilian empire. Dr. Fischer named it Urania Rie-

dehana, in honour of this indefatigable traveller.
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anxiety. The enormous trees of the native woods bordering
the sides of the river, the grandest of the vegetable world, he
could only admire ; and, certainly, many naturalists must yet
be content to view them at a distance.

The great diversity and magnificence of the palms are in-

expressible ; he met with all the kinds described by Dr.

Martins, and even with many more which had escaped the

searching eyes of that famous traveller and noted botanist.

At Para our traveller found M. Langsdorf very ill, and

completely unable to continue their proposed voyage upon
the Amazon and Rio Negro : therefore, the whole of the ex-

pedition embarked at the end of January, and, after a seventy

days' passage at sea, arrived again at Rio de Janeiro.

All their rich collections, obtained in their extended and

painful journeyings through so many uninhabited arid campos
and native woods, were then put in order, and sent to St.

Petersburgh, the place of their destination. M. Riedel re-

mahied a few months longer at the capital of the Brazilian

empire, and prepared during that time a collection of live

plants for the imperial botanic garden at St. Petersburgh,
with which he embarked in May, 1830, at Rio de Janeiro,
and arrived, after a happy and quick passage of sixty-four

days, safe at the port of St. Petersburgh.
Of the rich collection of live plants which we received

through M. Riedel's great care, in very good condition, into

the imperial botanic garden, I will give you some account in

my next letter, especially of the most remarkable for novelty
and interest.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Imperial Botanic Garden, F. Faldermann.
St, Petersburgh, April 1 8. (A^. S.) 1 83 1 .

Art. III. Instances of Monstrous Productions. Communicated

by C. B. Rose, Esq.

Sir,

The following descriptions of monsters possessing curious

and rather unusual deviations from the natural developement
of certain parts, I am desirous of having inserted in your
instructive and highly interesting Magazine, that these

strange examples of nature's freaks may stand recorded for

the information of those philosophers who in after times may.
be anxious to collect facts, in order to elucidate (if it be pos-

D D 2
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sible) the occult cause of these anomalies in the generative and
nutritive processes.

The first instance ofdeformity
I have to notice, is that of a
lamb exhibiting considerable de-

ficiency in the facial portion of
the head, which was small, and

> j had no vestige of the projecting
iy portion of the face. It had but

^l^^lone eye, and that placed in the

.#|J
centre of the forehead ; its two

j^ ears were confusedly united into

one, as shown inJ/%-. 84., and
formed one impervious concha

placed immediately beneath the

eye, as exhibited in^^. 85.; below these there was nothing
visible, more than a regularly enlarging neck. Dissection

85
. M^^^!^^^ showed the following dis-

position of the soft parts :— The eye was rather

large in proportion to the

size of the head, but in

every respect a single

eye ; the optic nerve

passed into the cranium
in a straight line back-

wards from the retina;
the eye was covered by
the tunica conjunctiva,
which was reflected, and
lined the upper eyelid,
but was below united to

the very edge of the skin

that formed the inferior

border of the opening for the eye : indeed, there was no lower

eyelid.; the superior palpebra was perfectly formed, except that

there was neither punctum lachrymale nor canalis lachrymalis,
and consequently no saccus lachrymalis, nor ductus ad nasum :

it had a tarsus, cilia, and glandulae Meibomianae. There were
muscles attached to the eye and also to the ear, and nerves and

arteries, but I had not time to trace them. I observed that

the arteries, veins, and nerves which supplied the imperfectly
formed parts that I am about to mention were remarkably
small. The ear had no meatus externus, nor auditory
canal. Below this misplaced double ear, and hidden beneath

tjie jcommon integuments, were observable the rudiments of
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a mouth wanting its upper border ; a line formed by the itt^

ferior half of the orbicularis oris muscle showed where the

opening for a mouth would have been, had not something
arrested the farther deVelopement of the parts ; it was placed
at the upper part of the pharynx, but was completely shut by
cellular membrane : attached to the angles of this inferior

labium were two very small buccinator muscles ; and it had

two depressors veiry well defined. There were myo-hyoidei
muscles; and the muscles situated between the os hyoides^

thyroid cartilage, cricoid cartilage, and sternum, were distinct

and perfect. The larynx and trachea were also perfect.

The oesophagus was large, and commenced from a circular

and muscular bag (the pharynx), which was supplied with

nerves by two large branches on either side from the par

vagum. The stylo-pharyngei muscles were large. Ninth pair

„ of nerves very small. Internal

carotid arteries small, and
entered the cranium through
the foramina, 7, 7,^. 86. All

the parts below the os hyoides

i^were perfect.
I now come to the description

'of the bones of this faceless

head : and here we find more
a want of parts than a great
deviation from the natural con-

*

formation. It has the six pro-

per bones of the cranium ; viz.,

one OS frontis, two ossa parie-

talia, two ossa temporum, and
the OS occipitis ; it has also two
ossa triquetra. Of the bones

common to the cranium and

face, it has the os sphenoides

otily.

I shall endeavour to describe individually the bones of this

monstrous part i and, first, the os frontis {a,Jigs. 86. and 87.)

is situated in front; its superciliary arch {CL*^Jig, 86.), pro-

minent, is nearly a semicircle, and projects so as to form the

anterior margin and extremity of the head. A thin plate of

bone {h,Jig,S6,), the orbital plate, has a large oval foramen

(1) in its centre, for the passage of the optic nerve; be-

tween this plate and the sphenoid bone [d) is a lacerated

foramen (2) for the passage of the nerves to the eye and its

muscles. The ossa parietalia (c, c,Jigs. 86. and 87.) are not

very unlike the natural form, and have nothing peculiar to

D D 3
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them worthy of notice. The ossa temporum [e^ e, Jigs, 86.

and 87.) are very small, made up chiefly of the petrous
portion, possessing scarcely any squamous plate ; they have

very small zygomatic processes (3, ^,Jig, 86.) and no mas-
toid processes ; the petrous portion is formed as if it con-
tained the organs of hearing, for the bulla ossea (4, 4) are

very distinct; but there is no meatus auditorius externus.

The OS occipitis (yj/, f,Jigs, 86. and 87.) lies much more

horizontally than natural, and the ridges and tuberosities

are small
; it has a cuneiform process {5,Jig. 86.) passing up

bone

pro-

ternal carotid arteries passed.

to meet the sphenoid
and (6, 6) condyloid
cesses

; and there are two
anterior condyloid foramina.

The sphenoid bone (d) forms
the centre of the base of the

skull, and has little more
than a flat body with very
limited alae ; it is destitute

of prominent processes exter-

nally, but there appears a

portion of bone at S^Jig, 86.,
that occupies the situation of
the sella turcica, and is proba-
bly that part of this bone ; it

has but two large foramina

(7, 7) and they are com-
mon to it and the temporal
bones, through which the in-

There were neither upper nor

lower jaw-bones. The os hyoides was in its natural place, and

appeared to be perfect ; almost entirely cartilaginous except
its appendices (g, g^Jig, 86.), which were attached to processes
at the base of the skull ; but nothing in the shape of a tongue
was visible. >^, h^Jigs, 86. and 87.5 the atlas, or first cervical

vertebra, attached to the occiput.
The next example of deformity I shall relate, is a single

lamb with two heads and necks united about the first dorsal

vertebra. The mere occurrence of this duplex formation

excited but little notice, from its not being at all an unusual

circumstance ; but upon dissection, a singular adaptation to the

plurality of parts was discovered, as evinced in the origin and

distribution of the bloodvessels supplying the supernumerary
and other parts of this animal. It was not in my power to

do more than trace the larger vessels of this monstrosity,

although I succeeded in injecting the arteries ; for it had been
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suspended in front of the shepherd's house for at least three

weeks before I became possessed of it, and consequently so

far advanced in putrescence as to render minute dissection

out of the question.

Upon opening the chest, I found two hearts
;
the one in the

left cavity (your general readers must observe that the chest

is divided into the two cavities by a partition called the me-

diastinum, passing from the breast-bone to the spine) of the

chest was of the natural size and construction, having two
auricles and two ventricles, commonly called a double heart,

in contradistinction to the heart of fishes, which possesses but

one auricle and ventricle, and is therefore denominated a single
heart. The other heart, situated in the right cavity of the

chest, was remarkably small, and upon examination proved
to possess but one auricle and one ventricle, and consequently

may be termed a single heart. The left or natural heart

gave off from its right ventricle the pulmonary artery, which
was distributed to the left lobe of the lungs only ; the pul-

monary veins returning to the left auricle. The aorta, arising
from the left ventricle, gave off from its arch four arteries,

viz., the right subclavian, the right carotid, the left carotid,

and the left subclavian : the right subclavian, usually sup-

plying the right fore extremity, was in this instance distri-

buted to the muscles, &c., situated between the junction of

the two necks ; the right carotid passed up the right side of

the left neck to its head ; the left carotid to the left side of

the same neck and head \
and the left subclavian to the left

fore extremity. From the aorta, and posterior to its arch,

arose a large artery, which, crossing the spine, passed behind

the right heart, and united itself to the subclavian belonging
to that heart ;

from this large communicating branch arose

an artery that passed towards the junction of the two necks,
and divided into two vertebral arteries (usually arising from

the subclavians), one passing along the left side of the cervi-

cal vertebrae of the right neck, and the other in a similar

situation on the right side of the left neck. The remaining
two vertebral arteries were supplied to the left neck by the

left subclavian artery, and to the right neck by the subclavian

belonging to the small heart.

The aorta of the right heart gave off the right subclavian

artery, which supplied the right anterior extremity of the

animal, after having become united with the large branch

from the left aorta. The aorta then gave off a single branch

that soon divided into the right and left carotid arteries of

the right neck and head ;
it then passed towards the right

lobes of the lungs, ramified through them, and performed
D D 4
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the office of a pulmonary artery. The pulmonary veins of
the right lobes of the lungs united with the jugulars of the

right head and neck to form the vena cava, and terminated

in the auricle of that heart.

. The venae cavae of the left heart were natural, and ter-

minated in its right auricle; but the external jugular vein

from the right neck fell into the anterior vena cava of the

left heart. The animal had two tracheae, that of the left

head going to the left lungs, and the other of the right head

going to the right lungs. There were also two oesophagi;
the left teruiinating in the stomachs of the animal, the right

appearing to terminate in a cul-de-sac in the right cavity of

the chest.

I shall oiFer but few remarks. In relation to the first

example, where there vvas but one eye, and that placed in

the middle of the forehead ; it has been observed, that, "in
all the instances, there have been more or less plain marks
of the apparently simple organ being composed of the parts
of two eyes* ;

"
in my specimen, the eye, although somewhat

larger than natural, was not deformed; and the writer just
referred to, says,

" This kind of deformity is not uncommon
in animals : it has been met with in the lamb, pig, dogj and
cat." He also observes,

" The united foetuses form a very
numerous class of monsters, both in the human subject and
in animals." Haller has collected many instances of this mal-

formation in the human subject and in animals, as the dog,
cat, goat, horse, hare, rabbit, fowls, &c. They occur also

double behind and single before, and vice versa : I have seen

them thus in the calf and lamb.

Now that I am writing on the subject of malformations,
I shall trespass on your pages a little farther, to state two
instances of unnatural developement of parts, that I have met
with in the human subject. The first occurred in one of

twins born prematurely about the seventh month : they were

boys, and the brother of my subject was a perfect foetus. The
external deformity was very unsightly, for there was no con-

traction between the head and shoulders to form the neck;
the left arm was entirely wanting, and the right unusually
short, terminating in a stump at the wrist, from which pro-

jected one finger only : its lower extremities were perfect,

except that there were but three toes to each foot. The most

extraordinary deficiencies were met with in the cavities of the

chest and body ; for the former contained neither heart nor

* Vide an elaborate paper
" On Monstrous Productions, by William

Lawrence, F.R.S.," in vol. v. of the MedicO'Chirurgical Trmisactio7is.
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lungs, and the latter no stomach, but a very small liver, and
a few turns of the small intestines. I am sorry I cannot give

you a more niinute description of this little monster, for I have
mislaid the notes relating to it, and cannot now find them.
I recollect that the aorta and venae cavag were in their usual

situation ; that where the latter terminated the former origin-
ated ; and that no vestige of a heart was to be found. Should
the general reader wonder how an animal of this class can
live without a heart, let him observe they can only live in utero.

There are instances of this deficiency already on record ; the
above example also may be added in confirmation of an
observation of Mr. Lawrence, in his paper before referred to ;

'' I know of no instance of want of the heart without consider-

able deviations from the ordinary structure in other parts of
the body."

My second instance of malformation in the human species
was a case of preternatural origin of the great vessels of the

heart, producing the disease called morbus caeruleus (blue dis-

ease). The subject was a boy, very jolly at birth, but he never
became of a healthy colour : he sucked heartily, but wasted

daily, and died in aljout eleven weeks. As usual in these cases,

the child was purple-coloured, cold, and its lips and nails

particularly livid, from so small a portion of its blood passing

through the lungs, and receiving due oxygenation. On dis-

section, I found the heart large, and the right auricle and
ventricle very much distended with blood : these cavities were

unnaturally large, and the right ventricle thicker in its mus-
cular walls than the left, the reverse of which obtains in the

ordinary construction; the left auricle and ventricle were much
smaller than usual, particularly the auricle ; the walls of the

left ventricle were as thin as the right is usually found to be.

The foramen ovale (an opening between the two auricles,
which should close immediately after birth) was quite open.
The aorta commenced from the right ventricle instead of the

left, and took its natural course : the pulmonary artery com-
menced from the left ventricle instead of the right ; was smaller

than usual; it branched off to ramify through the lungs, which
were found remarkably collapsed. The ductus arteriosus,
that becomes impervious shortly after birth, was small but

pervious. Mr. Abernethy notices a similar origin of the aorta,
in his lecture on the anatomy of the heart. My communi-
cation has extended to such a length, that I shall add no
remarks to the brief statement of this case; indeed, those

persons who are conversant with the foetal circulation will

readily see the consequences necessarily resulting from such
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an origin of the aorta and pulmonary artery as above de-

scribed. I also refrain from offering any observations upon
the cause of these deviations from the natural construction

and arrangement of the organs in animals, because they
could but be mere speculations ; but as the opinion of one
of the ablest physiologists of our day would undoubtedly be

interesting to some of your readers, and as that ophiion has

been published m a work seldom read but by medical men,
I shall conclude my paper by transcribing Mr. Lawrence's

words from the paper before quoted :
— "I ascribe, then, the

aberrations from the usual form and structure of the body
which constitute monsters, to irregular operation of the

powers concerned in generation, and place them on a level,

with respect to their cause, with unhealthy executions of the

nutritive, secretory, and exhalent functions."

I am, Sir, &c.

Swqffham^ June 11. 1830. C. B, Rose.

Art. IV. The Robin. By Von Osdat.

" Secure his suit will be preferr'd,
No fears his slender feet deter j

For sacred is the household bird

That wears the scarlet stomacher."
Charlotte Smith.

Sir,

Grateful for the pleasure I have received in contemplating
the elegance, cheerfulness, and familiarity of the robin (Mo-
tacilla Rubecula), I am induced to ask a small portion of

your publication for a few observations on his amusing
manners and habits. Much has, indeed, been written by
naturalists and poets on this confiding little bird : for who
with a poet's eye or heart could disregard him ? He has

been embalmed in the sunny pages of the immortal bard of

Avon, and had marvellous foul usage in the poets' corner of

every provincial newspaper. This, I conceive, must be in

part the reason that no one of your correspondents has yet

thought proper to dedicate the scrattle of a pen to his honour,

though many other birds have found in your pages a local

habitation and a name.
His spring and summer habits, when he leaves the house-

hold gods for the haunts of the hamadryads, are quite as

interesting to the naturalist who strolls the fields as his winter

ones, when we watch him skipping about the door, or flut-

tering on the ledges of our frosted windows ; indeed, I would
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say more so
; for, when sunshine and love call him to the

grove, we see him all animation and song, his scarlet stomacher

more bright, and his form more graceful ; busily preparing
for the great work of increasing his kind. In the winter, I

conceive his habits to be unnatural, if I may be allowed the

expression : we then see him a bird of sorrow, obliged, from

scarcity of food, to leave his sylvan recesses and frequent the

haunts of man. Brooding on a solitary post in the snow, he
looks unhappy, and his slender pipe and chirp seem the wail-

ing of his starved, forlorn, and half-domesticated state.

In the spring-time he is a constant companion of the gar-
dener, and seldom have I witnessed him with more delight
than when engaged in this healthy and rational recreation.

Perched on the bough of a neighbouring apple tree, his pro-
minent black eye keenly bent on the earth as it is turned up
with the spade, and his head twisted aside, he watches the

writhings of some poor worm or insect larva disturbed from its

place of repose ; briskly poimcing on it, he regains another

situation, to wait and anticipate a fresh supply.
When the brood of the robin first leaves the nest, the

young ornithologist will be very apt, from their mottled breasts

and great difference of plumage from the old ones, to imagine
them another species of bird ; particularly the young of the

redstart (ikfotacilla Phoenicurus), but from which they may
be readily distinguished by the peculiar horizontal movement
in the tail of the latter. This difference of plumage, by the

by, in old and young birds of the same species, has often

lyisled even the experienced naturalist, and has rendered
rather incorrect some of the genera of our British birds. The

young of the robin, too, are perhaps the silliest and most

stupid of all young birds
; easily falling a prey to the cat,

weasel, &c. ; and though numbers are produced at every
incubation, of which there are sometimes two, or even more,

during the breeding season, they are comparatively scarce,
from the above cause.

Few observers of nature, I suppose, can have passed un-
heeded the sweetness and peculiarity of the song of the robin,
and its various indications with regard to atmospheric changes :

the mellow liquid notes of spring and summer, the melan-

choly sweet pipings of autumn, and the jerking chirps of

winter. In spring, when about to change his winter song for

the vernal, he for a short time warbles in so unusual a strain

as at first to startle and puzzle even those ears most expe-
rienced in the notes of birds. He may be considered as part
of the naturalist's barometer. On a summer evening, though
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the weather be in an unsettled and rainy state, he sometimes

takes his stand

" On the topmost twig that looks up to the sky,"

or on the " house top," singing cheerfully and sweetly. When
this is observed, it is an unerring promise of succeeding fine

days. Sometimes, though the atmosphere be dry and warm,
he may be seen melancholy, chirping and brooding in a bush,
or low in a hedge : this promises the reverse of his merry lay
and exalted station.

During the last winter I availed myself of the ingenious
contrivance suggested by Mr. Dovaston, in a note to the pre-
face of the first volume of Bewick's Birds. By placing what he

there facetiously calls an ornithotrophe, well supplied with

bones and other food, before my sitting-room window, I have

been enabled to scrape acquaintance with some of the more
scarce birds, as well as with my old familiar, the robin. In

the early part of the winter, my ornithotrophe was frequented

by two or three robins, who seemed to agree tolerably well,

yet not without occasional bickerings ;
but as the frost became

more intense, and the ground covered with snow, my visiters

increased greatly in number. Now ensued a perpetual scene

of warfare ; not, as would be imagined, for the food, as there

was plenty, and room enough, but, oh ! it must be confessed,

sheer jealousy.
'. I must not, however, take leave of my amusing friend by
relating a fault, without some attempt to justify him. By my
last observation on his habits, I am confirmed in the opinion
advanced by an ingenious friend, that each bird of this species
has a regular beat of his own, to which he thinks himself

justly entitled, and the pugnacity which he exerts is to expel
some daring intruder's raid on his own personal property.

Yours, &c.

Montgomeryshire, Feb, 14. 1831. Von Osdat.

Art. V. Some Account of the British Song Birds.

By Mr. J. Main, A.L.S. &c.

(^Continuedfrom p. 124.)

Having given some account of the warblers *
(Sylviae),

I now proceed to notice the other birds of song, beginning
with the—

* In that communication, the grasshopper lark is called Sylvia trivialis :

it should have been S. locustella.
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Hirundo rustica, Common Chimney Swallow. — This, though
rather low on the scale as a vocalist, few will deny but that

it is amusing to hear
"
Twittering from his clay-built shed,"

•

or while perched on the house top near his nest, especially at

early dawn. His song consists of a strain about one minute

in continuance, prettily enough modulated, repeated at inter-

vals, and always ending with a shrill note, rapidly shaken.'

He also sings on the wing in fine weather when the hen sits,

seldom after the young are hatched, nor until they are able

to fly ; when, congregating on fine evenings, they all join in

a joyous twittering chorus, in which the young ones assist.

The swallow is a companion of man, and one of the most

vigilant videttes for the safety of the feathered race. No
sooner does a hawk or other bird or beast of prey come in

view, than he raises his shrill note of alarm chee chee ; and

while almost all other birds, pigeons, poultry, &c., fly or run

to covert, the swallow dauntless mounts aloft to meet the foe,

menacing and attacking with fury, till he drives the intruder

from the neighbourhood. In this attack, the crow only has

the courage to assist. I have often noticed that the swallows,
on returning from the pursuit, unite in a song of gratulatory
exultation. Gnats (CMex pipiens et bifurcatus) are the fa-

vourite food of the swallow. In this respect, the latter may
be regarded as a friend to man ; not only in tropical countries,

but in every place it visits, as the former inflicts the most
venomous bite of any British flies.

The interior ledges which are left by the bricklayers in

laying the weather-courses at the tops of chimneys, are the

places usually chosen by swallows for nestling in
;
but since

the introduction of cowls and ornamental chimney-pots, these

poor sociable birds have been mostly driven from London,
and from every place or house where these ornaments have

been put up. The adoption of Grecian facades for town

houses, offers some inviting coignes for swallows as well as

house martens, if the audacious citizen sparrows would but

allow them to keep possession ; but as soon as they have, with

much labour, completed their "procreant cradle" they are

ti^rned out of house and home by the overbearing cits. Old
farm-houses and castellated mansions are now their only
haunts. None of the other i/irundines are musical : the

house and sand martlets have only faint calls of a note or

two, and the shrill swee ree of the swift can hardly be called

song.
hlauda arvensis.— This is a justly celebrated bird of song.

Though monotonous, it is cheerful, and imparts a gaiety to
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the mind of even the most serious. His joyous matins and
heavenward flight have been aptly compared to hymns and
acts of adoration and praise. No bird sings with more
method : there is an overture performed vivace crescendo,
while the singer ascends ; when at the full height, the song
becomes moderato, and distinctly divided into short passages,
each repeated three or four times over, like o,fantasia, in the

same key and time. If there be any wind, he rises perpen-
dicularly by bounds, and afterwards poises himself with

breast opposed to it. If calm, he ascends in spiral circles ;

in horizontal circles during the principal part of his song,
and zigzagly downwards during the performance of thefinale.

Sometimes, after descending about half way, he ceases to

sing, and drops with the velocity of an arrow *
to the ground.

Those acquainted with the song of the skylark can tell with-

out looking at them whether the birds be ascending or station-

ary in the air, or on their descent; so different is the style
of the song in each case. In the first, there is an expression
of ardent impatience ; in the second, an andante composure,
in which rests of a bar at a time frequently occur; and in the

last, a graduated sinking of the strains, often touching the

subdominant before the final close. The time and number of

the notes often correspond with the vibrations of the wings ;

and though they sometimes sing while on the ground, as they
are seen to do in cages, their whole frame seems to be agi-
tated by their musical efforts.

The lark roosts and nestles on the ground, most commonly
among standing grass or corn, in open fields, or on downs
covered with low bushes. Hence they evade the search of the

nest-seeking boy, and also of the more fell destroyers, pole-

cats, stoats, and weasels, that seek their prey in hedges. They
are consequently numerous ; and, congregating in winter in

great flocks, are easily caught by the fowlers' snares, who send

them to poulterers for supplying the tables of the epicure :

cruel return for their summer harmony !

Alauda a7'bbrea, Wood Lark. — This bird, though it mostly
lives and breeds on the ground like the preceding, often sits

on trees ;
hence its specific name. His song is peculiarly soft

and pleasing, consisting of a few passages repeated from time

to time, beginning high in double slurred notes, and descend-

ing plaintively diminuendo. They also sing on the wing;
but neither rise so high as the skylark, nor sing- with half its

* Of this familiar fact the poet Gay has made a beautiful application in

his popular ballad of" Black-eyed Susan j" founding on it an apposite and

admirable simile.— J. D.for Cond.
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power. They also differ from the last, in continuing* their

song, sometimes, throughout the night, especially if two or

more are singing together ;
as if excited by a kind of rivalry.

I have noticed that this bird is capricious as to its breeding
habitat. In some years they are met with in every field of

a large district : in others, not a pair is ever seen or heard;

They are not so plentiful as many others field birds ; owing,

perhaps, to the little care they take to conceal their nests.

Exposed on the surface without even a screening leaf, they
are easily spied out by the owl, crow, magpie, and sparrow-

hawk, all of which will take their young.
hlnthus [heretofore Alauda) pratensis, 1. Titlark, or Lesser

Field Lark. — This little emigrant arrives about the same

time as the swallow. Like other larks, they nestle on the

ground, and always near a high hedge or tree, on the top of

which the cock sits and sings, and whence he frequently

springs silently up in the air to the height of 20 or 30 ft.,

and then slowly descends with extended wings, singing his

peculiar tit tit tit song, by which he is readily distinguished.
A'nthus {heretofore Alauda) jn^ttensis, 2. Smallest Field Lark^— This small bird, in his manner of singing, resembles the

titlark in the breeding season; but for the rest of the year

(for he does not migrate) has only a shrill chirp or call, espe-

cially when disturbed and taking wing. This is also called

the titlark ; but the birds are very different in habits, size, and
colour. This last is always found on waste ground and

commons, among furze and low bushes, where it breeds.

The cuckoo is constantly, at least often, followed by a small

bird, which is said to be a titlark. On this circumstance is

founded the proverb, on describing two disproportionately
- sized animals ; they are said to be " like the cuckoo and tit-

lark." From repeated observation it has appeared to me that

the purpose of the small bird is to watch the motions of the

cuckoo, and to drive her away ; because, when on wing, the

titlark is seen to dart on the cuckoo, as the swallow does upon
the sparrow-hawk ; and if the tit has any instinctive jealousy
for the honour of his bed, his aversion to the cuckoo is na-

turally justifiable.*

* It has not yet, I believe, been ascertained by naturalists whether it be
the male or female bird that gives the well-known call, or whether they do
not both sing the same notes. If, as it is suggested above, the titlark has

any instinctive perception of the imposition intended by the cuckoo, the

object of the small bird's attack must be the female; and, if the female,
then I am certain that she sings the peculiar note ; because I have seen her

repeatedly struck at while singing it. Besides, the cuckoo, male or female,
I know not which, has another note, as distinct from the common one as

two sounds can well be, and which I never remember to have seen noticed
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The other larks common in the south of England are the

larger field lark and the yellow lark. The first is almost

mute, very like the titlark in colour and form, but nearly
twice the size. The second is an elegant little bird, having
somewhat of the appearance and action of the yellow-wagtail,
but of a much brighter yellow. Both make their nests in

fields of peas or vetches, and both migrate. There is also

what is called the red-legged or Yorkshire lark, sometimes

met with near London : but of its notes I am ignorant. The
two field larks, and the yellow one, have a habit, after alight-

ing, of moving their tails vertically, like some other soft-billed

birds : not in jerks, like the redbreast ;
nor quivering, like the

redstart ;
nor so quick as the wagtails ; but more gracefully,

like the wheatear.

Emheriza M.ilidria, Corn Bunting,
— This is a songster, but

of a low grade. He does not, however, seem to be aware of

this himself; for, like many pretenders of the superior creation,

he seats himself conspicuously on high, and boldly reiterates

his twittering unharmonious song. He also sings it as he flies

from spray to spray.
Emheriza Citrinella^ the Yellowhammer, is very little superior

to his congener preceding ; but, as he assists in the general

chorus, deserves to be noticed. The cow-boys, from their

own feelings, no doubt, have composed words to his short

and plaintive song, viz.

Vivace.

m ^^m.
A lit - tie bit of bread, but no cheese !

Emheriza Schoeniclus, Black or Coal-hooded Bunting.
—

This quiet little bird pretends to sing, but his vocal powers
are very inferior indeed. Perched on a tuft of rushes he essays
at a few notes of feeble melody in a peculiar style : his rests

between each two notes being twice as long as the notes

themselves.

Fringilla Carduelis, Gold/inch.
— The brilliant colours, ele-

gant form, and constitutional delicacy of this beautiful little

bird make it universally noticed and prized by every lover

by any writer. This other note is chiefly given when the bird is seated on

the top of a tree. It is a loud, liquid, guttural, quickly-shaken note, some-

where about A in alt. It is but seldom heard, and does not appear to be a

response to the common call. There is no way of ascertaining these mat-

ters but by the cruel expedient of shooting both birds, and dissecting them

to find the ovarv.
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of animated nature. Although his notes are neither remark

able for their variety nor compass, yet there is a richness of

tone highly pleasing; a gentility of enunciation which seems

to indicate that the bird is designed to be an inmate of the

sylvan palace, rather than of the rustic bower. The goldfinch
is serviceable to man, in choosing as food the seeds of some
of the worst weeds ; and, as if relying on this piece of service,

fearlessly trusts to his protection by nestling in some fruit or'

otiier tree* near his dwellings.

Yringilla Linbta, Common Linnet. — Next in quality, but

superior in powers and variety of song, to the preceding, is

this common bird. The song is not easily described, but he

has some charming passages, very attractive to a musical eai\

The linnet is a rustic, but always chooses the most flowery
and sweetest parts of rural scenery for his abode and breeding

place ; viz. the open woodlands, that are based with blooming
furze and broom. He is also a favourite cage bird, and well

repays the care of keeping ; being teachable, and when young
readily learns whatever is taught him.

Fringilla cannabina and Yringilla Lindria, Greater and
Lesser red-headed Linnets, or Redpoles, resemble the fore-

going in their action and habits ; but they are both inferior in

song, being scarcely audible among others.

Fringilla Splza, Chaffinch,
— The musical powers of this

well-known bird are not great; consisting only of a short and

rather sprightly strain of a few notes, somewhat in the style of

the yellowhammer ; but being a bustling early singing bird,

and frequenting gardens (where they are useful, being, during
summer, entirely insectivorous) and shrubberies in great

numbers, their united songs make up a considerable accom-

paniment in the woodland concert. The chaffinch has a

peculiar call when alarmed for the safety of his nest, or when
the clouds threaten rain ;

in the latter case, he-is said to pro-
nounce the words,

"
wet, wet, wet," sometimes for an hour to-

gether.

Fyrrhula vulgdris (heretofore Loxia Vyrrhula\ Bullfinch,
—

This bird scarcely deserves to be ranked as a vocalist, as his

natural notes are only a few amatory calls : but having a good
mellow pipe ; tractable to learn little arts, as drawing his own
water; and teachable to pipe any short musical measure;
he has always a place in the aviary.

* " I love to see the goldfinch twit and twit, i

And pick the groundsel's feather'd seeds ;
-'

And then, in bower of apple-blossom perch' d.
Trim his gay suit, and pay us with a song."

Hurdiis Evening Walk.— J. 1}
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Ldxia Chld?'is, Greenjinch,
— This is a common bird, and a

far better songster than the bullfinch, with which he often

associates ;
both living on the same kinds of seeds, and, in

defect of these, on the flower-buds of fruit trees. His song
consists of four or five passages, repeated in succession, and
in very different tones; some of them deep and guttural.
The cock diverts himself by sometimes singing on the wing
in breeding time; flying, not in his usual graceful manner,
but with his wings awkwardly extended, and swaying from
side to side, as if badly wounded. This action 1 suppose to

be some blandishment of affection.

It may be noticed in this place, that the families of Loxia,

Pyrrhula, Emberiza, and i^ringilla have all a peculiar manner
of flight ;

it being performed in graceful bounds or curves ;

the wings being rapidly moved at the end of each, to enable

the bird to perform another ; and at the same time each flap
of the wings is accompanied by a soft note during the whole

flight.

Stumus mdgaris, Starling.
— This bold active bird has no

regular song, but has great powers of voice. Some of his

<;alls are not only amusing, but truly musical. His slurred

octave, both up and down, is admirable ;
and he has several

other calls in perfect intonation, and easily imitable on a small

flute. He has also a confused chatter, like that of a magpie,
which has no semblance of song ; though, from his affected

action at the time, it appears a soliloquy of much self-compla-

cency.
liurdus mimcus, Song Thrus/i, or Throstle. — Here we have

one of the most musical of British birds. He is one of the

first harbingers of spring, and his loud and powerful pipe is

always hailed with pleasure. His song is continued for hours

together, and consists of short passages, each repeated two or

three times. Some of these passages are very fine, and true

to the chromatic scale. The song thrush has certainly more

variety in his notes than any other British bird, the nightin-

gale not excepted. Breeding twice in the season, their song
is continued throughout the greater part of the year; and

even the young ones begin to sing inwardly during the au-

tumn.

Turdus Merulay Blackbird, or Ousel. — A constant com-

panion and rival of the throstle. Though inferior in spright-
liness and variety, he excels in melodious depth of tone, with

fewer repetitions ; and, while "
whistling from the thorny

brake," is one of the most interesting and distinguishable in

the woodland choir. The blackbird does not begin to sing

so early as the thrush, but continues quite as late in the
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summer. His young also sing faintly in the autumn. Both
these birds evince their fears by a low chuck-chucking note ;

and the last his surprise, by a loud scream of shrill notes,

while he retreats from the object of his alarm.

Turdtis iliacus, Redwing.
— This bird not breeding in this

country, we are ignorant of his love-song, or of his powers
as a solo singer : but, before the vast flocks of them leave us

in the spring, they treat us with many concerts. Assembling
on the tops of tall trees, they commence viva ttdti a soft

chorus of agreeable sounds, even approaching to harmony.
Hence they are called by the country people

"
harmony

birds." The Turdus pilaris (fieldfare) often joins those assem-

blies.

Yunx Torquilla^ Wryneck.
— This bird has a kind of song.

Seated on a topmost bough, looking every way around him,
he utters, every now and then, a short strain of uniform notes.

He is called " the cuckoo's mate," because they generally
arrive with us about the same time. His call is probably an
invitation to his own mate. This bird is nearly allied to the

woodpeckers. They live chiefly on the larvae of insects which
breed in decayed wood. For the purpose of seizing their

prey, they are furnished with a long elastic tongue, barbed at

the end
; which, being insinuated into the perforations made

by worms, readily draws them forth to be devoured. The

larger spotted woodpecker (Picus major), in order to rouse

the insects from recesses beyond the reach of their tongue,

give the dead branch a vigorous jar with their strong bill,

and then watch to seize them as they escape. It has been

questioned whether this tribe of birds damage timber. I

think they do not, because they never wound sound timber ;

their borings and eyelet holes being only made to reach their

food, or to form avenues into the hollow trunk to nestle in. I

^Iso think that the recent failure of many ornamental trees, in

populous places, is mostly to be attributed to the absence of

these insect-eating birds, which, no doubt, prey on the perfect
insects as well as on their larvae.

^Yiirdus xiscivonis, Missel Tkriish.— This is said to be our

largest singing bird ;
and so it is, strictly speaking, though it

is well known that both the rook and jay,
" in the gaiety of

their hearts," as the Rev. G. White says,
"
try to sing." But

the missel bird has a set song, which he gives with more
force than effect. The fact is, he is a mere babbler, repeating
his three or four notes incessantly for an hour at a stretch ;

and just as tedious as the old laconic song of

" At the siege of Belleisle,
I was there all the while,"

E E 2
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sung for an equal portion of time. He, however, begins his

song early in the year; and every such sound at that time is

agreeable, merely from its being associated with our ideas of

another summer, and also because he is sometimes mistaken
for the song thrush. Our present subject is also called the

storm thrush, and not without some . reason ; because in

severe winters the frost is usually broken up by a gale from
the S.W. This brings milder air, and a thaw, together with

the vernal song of birds ; the missel thrush being the most

conspicuous of the whole. During the equinoctial gales, too,
in the month of March, this thrush is often seen perched on
the highest branch of a tree, braving the blast, and bawling
forth his monotonous song. His nest is frequently robbed
of the eggs or young by the audacious crows or magpies ;

but this can only be done with impunity in the absence of the

old ones, who, if present, defend their nest courageously, and
with loud cries drive the cruel pilferers from their prey.

It has been matter of doubt whether the peculiar song of
birds be innate, or only acquired. Conflicting opinions are

held. Mr. Sweet brings forward strong proof that young
birds never gain the song of their parents if they have never

heard them ; while, in respect to a tame young cuckoo,

brought up by hand, and which never heard the voice of its

parents, it sung, nevertheless, its proper call in the winter.

This tells the contrary way.
In conclusion, it may be added, there are many other birds

than those mentioned, that assist to diversify and fill up
" the

music of the groves ;" but, separately considered, their notes

are only calls expressive of amatory or social invitation,

joyous feeling, parental solicitude, surprise, fear, &c. Such
are the notes of the greater titmouse, the garrulous prating
of the smaller species, the crowing of the domestic cock,
the partridge, pheasant, quail, and corncrake; the notes of the

nuthatch and cuckoo ; the cawing of the rook and jackdaw ;

the laugh of the green woodpecker, and the plaintive cooing
of the turtledove and woodpigeon : all these are the chanted

language, though not exactly the songs, of the feathered race,

and give that delight to the ear, that is experienced by the eye
while contemplating the various forms and beauties of sylvan

scenery,
J. Main,

Jult/, 1831.
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PART II.

REVIEWS.

Art. I. Catalogue of WorTis on Natural History, lately published^
with some Notice of those considered the most interesting to British

Naturalists,

Drummond, James L., M.D. Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in the

Belfast Academical Institution : Letters to a Young Naturalist on the

Study of Nature and Natural Theology. London, 1831. Small 8vo.

This is a valuable little book, and the fittest possible present to the

youth of both sexes : it is written in a popular manner, is very readily in-

telligible, and is illustrated with several wood-cuts. Considerable origin-

ality, too, pervades the book ; in the facts and materials, we mean : the

author's deductions are necessarily his own. His " Letters
"
embrace the

whole range of nature, and expatiate by turns on quadrupeds, birds, fishes,

reptiles, insects, plants, &c. We quote one beautiful passage :
—

" Societies which would devise means of giving stated lectures on sub-

jects demonstrative of the wisdom and other attributes of God as discovered

in his works, whether in the structure of the heavens, or in the history and
conformation of organised nature, or of the great features of our globe,

would, I am convinced, do an incalculable good. There is one recom-
mendation of natural theology not a little powerful ; which is, that men, by
attending to it, would become possessed of more and more knowledge as

long as they lived. So long as a man retains his faculties, there is still

something more in it to be acquired ; and a discourse on science in con-

nection with it, though attended to but once a week, would gradually
bestow upon the hearer a large fund of knowledge which would still be

increasing, and which none, I presume, will dare to say would be a useless

or unimportant acquisition. I again assert, what I am most assuredly con-

vinced of, that the imparting a knowledge of the works of creation to man-
kind at large would prove to them a most valuable gift. I would like that

a lecture-room, a museum, and a library, should be attached even to every

village as regularly as its church or chapel ; and that part of some set day
or days should be appropriated to the demonstration and teaching of the

works and wisdom of God in the great subjects of natural theology, whe-
ther in the sublime science of astronomy, or in the leading branches of
natural philosophy, or in the economy, fabrication, and history of the indi-

viduals of the animal and vegetable kingdoms ; in short, the wide and glo-
rious field that occupies every page of nature's stupendous volume. This
would be teaching men of every creed and every faith a kind of knowledge
which must of necessity be useful to them. Let it not be said that such is

taught !
— the case cannot be made out ; the people are taught no special

knowledge of these things in any country upon earth." (p. 318.)
— J. V,

E^E 3
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Timbsy Johiy Editor of "
Laconics, Arcana of Science and Art," &c. :

Knowledge for the People ; or, the plain Why and Because, familiarising

subjects of useful curiosity and amusing research. Zoological Series,

London, 183L 12mo. 4*. 2d edition.

Excellent; worth double the money: the information it contains has
been derived from works which, taken altogether, are doubtless fifty times
its price. The diligence of the research, the judgment in the selection

of the matter, and the ingenious adaptation of it to the reader's apprehen-
sion, which the book evinces, all attest that the editor is master of his

business. To be practically versed in every detail of his subjects no one

expects him. Hence we notice in p. 28 L, that the dog's-bane's (^pocy-
num «ndrosaemif61ium) power of entrapping flies is attributed to the

elasticity of its filaments. This is wrong ; the filaments have no elasticity
but detain the flies by their mechanical position only. See Curtis's

Botanical Magazine^ 280. the account whereat is practically accurate.

. The Zoological Series of Whi/ and Because embraces quadrupeds,
birds, amphibia, fishes, worms, and insects ; and explains the adaptation of
their structure and habits to the ends and offices for which they are

destined, in the general system of usefulness which fills nature, in aid of

man, and of each other.— J. D.

JRennicy James, A.M. A.L.S. Professor of Natural History, King's Col-

lege, London : Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary of British Birds.

Second edition : with a Plan of Study, and many new Articles and

Original Observations. London, 183L 8vo. 1/. Is.

Sir, I take the liberty of sending you a few remarks on the new edition

of Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary/ by Mr. Rennie, a work which has

been lauded by reviewers, &c., sufficiently ; my object, though certainly
less agreeable, but not less necessary, is to point out a few of its faults.

His "
plan of study

"
is no doubt very good ; but the supposition that

the student possesses such a variety of books as those referred to is

altogether erroneous. Instead of having Linnaeus, Latham, Willughby,

Ray, Brisson, Fleming, Goldsmith, Griffith, Jennings, Belon, Gesner,

Aldrovand, Jonston, Drapiez, BufFon, Hill, &c., the probability is that the

book under consideration is the only one he has. If the books are ne-.

cessary, the "plan of study" must be defective; but I should suppose
they are not, and that we are treated with all this array of names respect-

ing the nest of a dabchick, more to show the author's research than as an

example he would recommend to be followed.

After the plan of study, the author proceeds to " the use of system ;"

and it is in this that I entirely disagree with him. It is well known that,

Montagu's work has for a long time been very scarce, proportionately

dear, and eagerly sought after by ornithological students. But why ? not

because it was the best book to enable the student to discover what a bird

was which he might have before him, but because, when he had ascertained

its name from some system, it contained more information respecting that

bird than any other single book which he could find, supposing, of course,
that the bird had come under Colonel Montagu's notice. I was, therefore,

amongst others, much rejoiced to see a new edition of the Dictionary/ ad-

vertised, by such an acute observer as Mr. Rennie ; fully expecting that a

systematic compendium of the birds would precede or follow the other

matter. My disappointment has been fully equal to my pleasure : on open-

ing the book, instead of finding a system, I find all systems abused ; instead

of finding the due praise bestowed upon our zoologists, for leading the way
to more extended knowledge by means of systematic arrangements, I find

them nearly all abused for it ;
and some of them for casually making use

of expressions which, in the opinion of Mr. Rennie, derogate from the
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power and goodness of the Creator. Of this part of his assertions I shall

say nothing at present. Mr. Rennie considered a sketch of the various

systems necessary in the introductory chapter of his Architecture of JSirds,

where it certainly was not wanted ; but in the case of Montagu, I consider

a systematic appendage absolutely necessary ;
or you must possess some

other work : a circumstance, to say nothing else about it, which may not
suit every one who studies ornithology.

Mr. Rennie ought to have stated explicitly whether he made use of wo

si/stem in acquiring his own knowledge of natural history. He appears to

be a very good naturalist ; and if he is not indebted to any system for such

knowledge, then the public have still a claim upon him for his "
plan of

study:
"

for the one published supposes the student to know the subject
he is looking at (as in the case of the grebe's nest), which is not likely to

be the case without previous study, and that study systematical.
I shall beg to ask one question :

—Can any person having a British bird,

of which he knows nothing, make it out by the new edition of Montagu ?

If he cannot, its boasted superiority over the first shrinks into insignifi-

cance : and that he can do so, no one will, I think, have the hardihood to

advance.

The book, viewed in this light, appears to be a complete failure. Had
the original edition of Montagu contained a systematic arrangement with

short specific characters, it would have been reprinted before now. I am

sorry, for myself and others, that Mr. Rennie has so uselessly devoted his

time : half the space in his book which is occupied in abusing systems,
would have held the necessary compendium, and then the work would have
been what it ought to be.

If Professor Henslow, Hooker, or Lindley, were to publish alphabetical
lists of British plants ;

or if you had made your own EncyclopcBdia of
Plants alphabetical, of what use would such books be ? Mr. Rennie, how-

ever, seems to have great faith in such arrangements, for to his alphabetical
book he has added an alphabetical index.

I shall conclude by giving you a specimen of Mr. Rennie's criticism. It

is on our poet Southey, and is contained in the article on the bittern : and
while it shows very clearly that Mr. Rennie is no poet, it certainly does not

prove that Mr. Southey is no ornithologist. After mentioning the booming
of the bittern, he says

— "
Its lofty spiral flight, indeed, is a matter of

common remark—
* Swift as the bittern soars on spiral wings.'

Southet/.

A line which, I may remark, is not very ornithological, inasmuch as nei-

ther the bittern nor any other bird has spiral wings."
*

No one would for a moment imagine that Mr. Southey thought the

wings of the bittern spiral ; but, knowing that it raised itself into the air in

this peculiar manner, he, by a figure, conveyed the idea to his reader in the

shortest and best manner he could : and Mr. Rennie ought to have known
that such figures are by no means uncommon in all our best poets. I am,
Sir, yours, &c.— D. S. Bungaz/, July 12. 1831.

However defective the omission of all means of determining the name
of an unknown British bird (at least, without a great sacrifice of time and

labour) from this
"
alphabetical book "

may be, the "
alphabetical index

"

added to it should not be censured. The arrangement of the body of the

book is alphabetic according to the English names of the birds; the alpha-
betic index is one of their systematic names : both, therefore, are intended

to facilitate the researcher's attainment of the information the book may

* This remark, and others on the habits of the bittern, occur in our
Vol. I. p. 495. : supplementary ones on p. 464, of the present volume. —
J.D.forCond.

E E 4- . ,
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contain on the subject of his enquiry, but both clearly suppose the researcher
to know either its English or systematic name. Under these circumstances,
the technical descriptions of the species seem almost superfluous. But they
serve two purposes : one, that of assuring the student of the accuracy or

inaccuracy of the bird's name ; the other, that of retrogressively (if we may
so express ourselves) familiarising him with systematic technicalities, should
he have not previously been acquainted with them.

The Ornithological Dictionary is a copious accumulation of synonymes,
of definitions, of delightfully interesting narratives of the habits and man-
ners of our feathered natives, and of reasonings and speculations on the
ends and offices of their structure, habits, and instincts : all these, of

course, being derived from successive writers and observers of repute in

British ornithology, from the earliest records to the hour of printing the

book ; on perusing which, it is, however, clear that Mr. Rennie is in him-
self a host. " With all its imperfections on its head," the Ornithological

Dictionary is perfectly indispensable to everj student of British birds.

Not wishing, however, to assume the critic in the case, we leave the work
to its merits, and present our readers with a few improvements in nomen-
clature which Mr. Rennie has devised :

—
"
Recently," he observes,

"
it has been the chief business of those who

call themselves naturalists to alter and invent names, sometimes with, but
often with no advantage. Having small inclination to employ myself in

such task-work, I have made extremely few alterations in this respect ; and
I have only changed five names which served to propagate error or ab-

surdity : such as Anorthura for Troglodytes ; i^ringilla *S'piza for F. coe'lebs j

i^fotacilla lotor for M. alba ; Corvus pra^datdrius for C. frugllegus ; and

Nyctichelidon for Caprimulgus. To say that these erroneous names are

only distinctive appellations, implying no more error than the surname of

White to a negro, or of King to a scavenger, is at once to confess the im-

perfection of what is called scientific nomenclature."

In the body of the book, Mr. Rennie gives his reasons for these changes
in detail, which we here present :

—
Wren (Anorthura communis Rennie

^ Troglodytes europae'us Cuviery,
The meaning of the name is not explained ;

but it is probably from anorthoo,

to erect, and oura, a tail : expressive of the perpendicular carriage of the

tail, for which this bird is remarkable. " I have thought it expedient to

substitute a new name for this genus, instead of the received one (Troglo-

dytes), which is taken from a false notion that the wrens live in caverns, as

the ancient people named Troglodytae are recorded to have done."

Chaffinch (jPringilla ^Spiza Rennie, F. coe'lebs LinncEus). As the Lin-

nean name of" Bachelor
"
(coelebs) appears to me very inappropriate, when

applied to a bird so remarkable for the neatness of its nest and for domes-

tic attachment, I have restored the name of (Spiza, given it by Aristotle

in his Hist. Anim., viii. p. ]."

Pied Wagtail (ilfotacilla lotor Rennie, M. alba Linncsus).
"

It being

manifestly absurd to name this the white wagtail, as Linnaeus does, I have

changed the specific name to lotor, in accordance with an expressive pro-
vincial name "

[viz. Dish-washer, or Washerwoman].
Rook (Corvus praedatorius Rennie, C. frugilegus Linn.). The reason of

this change is not palpably given ; but as the bird preys more on insects

than on corn and fruits, the old epithet
"
frugilegus

"
is scarcely requisitely

expressive.
The Nightjar, Fern Owl, or Goatsucker, &c. (Nyctichelidon [nyx,

night, and c/ze/zWon, a swallow] europae'us Rennie, Caprimulgus europae'usof

others).
" The name of goatsucker, which it has received in all languages,

[and which is] most absurdly continued by systematic naturalists in the

term Caprimulgus, shows the opinion entertained of it by the vulgar. It

IS, however, as impossible for the nightjar to suck the teats of cattle

(though most birds are fond of milk) as it is for cats to suck the breath
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from sleeping infants, of which they are popularly accused ; inasmuch as

the structure of their organs would baffle any such attempt."
*

The pectinated Claiu of the Nightjar or Goatsucker. This subject lias

been discussed in our Vol. III. p. 30. 188. 296. 449., and Vol. IV. p. 275. j

and the views exhibited in these places are conspectively noticed by Mr.
Rennie in his Ornithological Dictionary, where he replies to Mr. Swainson's

criticism at p. 276. of our current volume, in the following words :
—

"
Though [Mr. Swainson] smiles at my

*

simplicity,' and alleges that I am
* sometimes very unfortunate

'
in my

'

speculations,' the simplicity must, in

the present case, rest with himself; for, if the pectinated claws are be-

stowed on the nightjar and the heron to secure their prey, he ought, by
his own argument, to be able to show that all birds which feed on similar

prey, such as the swifts, have pectinated claws."

Besides these changes devised by Mr. Rennie, he adopts others from
recent authors, which we also, on future occasions, may use in our pages.
For information to our readers, and as proofs of Mr. Rennie's ardour for

accuracy, we quote further :
—

Bohemian Waxwing (Bombycivora garrula Temminck, J'mpelis garrulus

Linncsus).
" This genus has been established by Temminck, who has very

judiciously removed it from the genus ^'mpelis (chatterer), where it was
left by Linnaeus and Latham ; but which possess distinct and peculiar cha-

racters, and belong to a different order."

Guernsey Partridge (Perdix rufa).
" Why this should be called Guern-

sey Partridge we cannot imagine, since we are credibly informed it is very
rare in that island. The common species breeds there, but is scarce ; whe-
ther this ever bred there is uncertain, though it is known to breed in the

Island of Jersey. It is also found in various parts of Asia and Africa, and
is called by the name of the Red-legged Partridge."

The White-headed Eagle is frequently called the Bald Eagle, and excites

from Mr. Rennie this remark :
— " The epithet bald applied to this species,

whose head is thickly covered with feathers, is equally improper and absurd
with the titles goatsucker, kingfisher, &c., bestowed on others; and seems
to have been occasioned by the white appearance of the head when con-
trasted with the dark colour of the rest of the plumage."
Heron (^'rdea cinerea).

" * Not to know a hawk from a heronshaw
'

(the
former name for a heron) is an old adage, which arose when the diversion

of heron-hawking was in high fashion. This phrase has since been cor-

rupted into the absurd vulgar proverb,
* Not to know a hawk from a

hand-saw.'
" We quote this remark for the sake of observing that heron-

shaw is the prevailing name for the heron in the fens of Cambridgeshire,
where this bird is frequent, but that the name is there pronounced as if

spelled herringshaw. "Absurd" and "vulgar" as may be the proverb
alluded to, Shakspeare has stereotyped it

; and it, therefore, is not likely to

become soon obsolete. He makes Hamlet say
— "I am but mad north-

north-west ; when the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a hand-
saw." f Mr. Hoy's clear description, at p. 342, 343. ofour current volume,
of the mode of capturing the hawks for heron-hawking ; and J. C's account,
at p. 43 L, of a late practical instance, in Norfolk, of that diversion, explain,
or contribute to explain, the whole process of heron-hawking.

* In Cambridgeshire and Suffolk there are those to be found who still

gravely assert, and pretend to have witnessed, that the hedgehog sucks the
teats of cows by night.

-|-
An identification of the particular objects in natural history to which

Shakspeare has made allusion, with the species of modern systematic
naturalists, would form a welcome addition to British literature. Smith, in

his English Floray has identified a few : see under Lonicera Periclj'menum,
vol. i. p. 326. ; and O'rchis mascula, vol. iv. p. 12., in that work.
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Mr. Rennie, in his remarks on system, takes occasion to reply to the
article occurring in this Magazine at p. 273. :

— "
It is," says Mr. Rennie,"

pitiful to hear the querulous tone in which the manufacturers of words
and systems complain of their *

legitimate
'

productions, as they call them,
being

*

unworthily neglected,' and *
left to languish and decay ;

' ' because
the grown-up public are satisfied with infants' food in the shape of cheap
compilations, crude translations, wonders of the insect world, &c. &c., with
such like amusing trifles, fit only for children.' This may be taken, indeed,
as the creed of each and every systematist, who looks upon details of the
wonders and wisdom displayed in creation as amusing trifles, fit only for

children, while the *

legitimate science
'

of names, grouping, and affinities,

is fit to *
reflect honour upon any age and country.' I, on the contrary,

claim no merit for looking upon this so-called *

legitimate science
'

as far

below the leyel even of an amusing trifle ; since, to every rational reader,
not infected with the mania for this sort of frippery, arrogantly and falsely
called science, it must appear in the same light. Pitying the dry drudgery
of the authors who have spent their hours in thus nibbling down nature
to their own narrow measurements, and laying their works on the shelf,

where they are destined to remain unopened, I bid them a long farewell ;

and hurrying
*

forth,' as Solomon did of old,
* to the field,' I can revel

with * ever new delight
'

in

* The boundless store

Which bounteous Nature to her vot'ries yields :

The warbling woodland, the resounding shore.
The pomp of groves, the garniture of fields ;

All that the genial ray of morning gilds.
And all that echoes to the song of even.'

"
Beattie.

As an instructive admonition to our young readers, and as an instance

of Mr. Rennie's candour, we quote the following :
—" Recent observations,

by extending our views, have shown that, in several instances, Montagu
was led into mistakes. Although I have corrected many of these, it does

not follow that all my corrections are themselves correct ; for subsequent
observation may in the same way prove at least some of them to be

wrong : as the youngest naturalist who will pursue the plan I have recom-
mended may, perhaps, discover, if he examine Nature for himself, and not

allow his thoughts to be trammelled by the leading-strings either of the

present work or of any other." — J.D.

JRennicy James: Architecture of Birds. London, 1831. 12mo. 2s. and
4s. 6d.

The reading public are laid under further obligations to the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge by the publication of another most in-

teresting volume, entitled the Architecture ofBirds, which is likely to afl^ord

to the ornithologist, as well as to the casual reader, a large fund of inform-

ation and amusement. The volumes sent forth to the world as the Library

of Entertaining Knowledge well deserve that title ; for I deem them, at

the present time, to be not only the most entertaining, but at the same

time the most useful works that are issued from the press. They might,
in comparison with the other series published by the same Society, be more

justly called " useful
"

as well as "
entertaining

"
knowledge; for the deep,

and I had almost said abstruse, sciences published under the title of the

Library of Useful Knowledge, are of such a profound character that they

require a person with a collegiate education before one fifth of them could

become serviceable: and, consequently, the ostensible object for which they
are put forth, viz. the affording information to the poorer classes, is com-
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pletely r.ullified by publishing such works as the Polarisation ofLights Hy-
drostaiicSy Pneumatics, &c. &c.

In the 28th number of the Westminster Review is an admirable article,

setting forth, in no measured terms, the extreme inutility for the proposed

purpose ofsuch publications. The writer veryjustly observes, at p. 372. ;
—

" If the observations above hazarded on the matter of instruction to be

conveyed to the people be just, a series of treatises, pretending to be for

their use, of a more preposterous description, can hardly be conceived.

What, for example, could be expected from a treatise on dynamics being
read by one of the poor labourers of Kent who clamorously demanded a

rise of wages ? What instruction, moreover, could be conveyed to him by
a treatise in which the subject-matter is conveyed after the following fa-

shion :
* The orifice of discharge, as indicated by the dots in b, was an

hyperboloid of the fourth order.'
* In rivers or open channels, the velocity

and quantity discharged at different depths would be as the square roots

of those depths.' From these passages alone (and, be it remarked, they
are a fair example of the style displayed throughout the whole article) one
of two things may be fairly concluded : either the committee were totally

ignorant of the people to whom they were addressing themselves, or, if they
were not so ignorant, they were totally incapable of judging of what was

required to instruct them. Here, in the very outset of their career, they
committed two gross and palpable errors : first, they made choice of the

wrong matter ; secondly, from the manner of their instruction, they were

utterly incomprehensible to nine hundred and ninety-nine out of every
thousand of the labouring classes."

The object for which I have taken up my pen is not so much to make a

comparison between the two publications, as to point out to the directors

of them, that, without caution, the same evil will befall the "
entertaining

"

as has befallen her sister the "
useful," viz. an overweening show of learn-

ing ; but, 1 trust, it is from a better feeling that we have evidences of it in

the "
entertaining," than what, I suspect, has produced the same effects in

the *' useful :

"
it is, I conceive, a laudable desire of showing the researches

of the compiler more than a wish of exhibiting his learning. The parti-
cular portion of the work that I wish to bring before their notice is, the

quoting of nearly every author that has written on the subject of ornitho-

logy. It is seldom that the same author's name is quoted consecutively ;

but, with a strange affectation, a series of generic and specific names are

given, from different writers, all
"
good men and true," doubtless, in their

vocations ; but, as the more numerous class of readers of the volume in

question are seldom possessed of more than one work on ornithology (if
even that), the names of so many different authors, without a clue to find-

ing the original, renders the Architecture of Birds almost a sealed volume
as to its usefulness.

I have every reason to believe that the intention of the compiler has

been to give what he conceives to be the best names, and from the best

authorities ; and which, doubtless, is the case. But he would afford a most
incalculable advantage to those persons whose means do not allow of their

possessing many works on natural history to refer to, if he had given, in a
note at the foot of the page-, the Linnean name of the bird, which v/ould

be the means of readily elucidating most of the mysteries (to the unlearned)
of his very excellent book. The above improvement would be of great
service ;

but I will mention a plan that I deem much more advantageous
and interesting still

,*
which is, that, at the end of the next volume (for, of

course, on so delightful a subject as the economy and habits of the feathered

tribe we may hope to have several volumes), a synoptical table, if not of the

whole family, at least of those mentioned in the volume, should be at-

tached.— i?. //.
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Anon. : The Observations of a Naturalist ; contained in the "
Companion

to the Almanack for 1829."

Sir, My present communication will consist of the promised strictures

on the work mentioned by me (p. 184.) ; I mean,
" The Observations of

a Naturalist," contained in the Companion to the Almanac for 1829, pub-
lished under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge. It will, probably, be thought presumptuous in so young a
naturalist as myself attempting to refute assertions emanating from such

high authority ; but facts, Mr. Editor, are stubborn things.
It would, probably, have been better had they been noticed before j but

as I did not see the book in question till a year and a half after its publi-

cation, I trust that will be sufficient excuse. It is, however,
" better late

than never" to correct an error; and one or two have gone forth to the

world under the sanction of this Society, which, no doubt, stamps every
article proceeding from it with the air of correctness and truth ; which

might mislead young beginners and people who are not in the habit of

investigating for themselves. First, then, under the head of birds, in the

remarks for January, the following passage occurs :
— " Some gardeners

who know no better
"

[forsooth !]

" accuse many birds of destroying the

buds of their trees at this season, because they are seen continually nibbling
about them. The truth is, however, that it is not the buds, but the insects

frequenting them, of which the birds are in search." Will the would-be-

naturalist tell me that the bill of the bullfinch looks like one of the in-

sectivorous tribe ? I have shot these birds in the act of eating the buds
from cherry trees, and which they destroyed in such numbers as to render

the attendance of a man with a gun indispensably requisite, if the owner
wished to have any crop. When I had killed them, I squeezed the buds
out of their throats which they were in the act of swallowing. I have like-

wise examined their crops, and found them to contain cherry buds divested

of their outer husks; and the ground underneath the trees was always

profusely scattered with the husks refused by the birds. This, from actual

observation, negatives what the " naturalist
"

asserts as truth.

I do not mean to deny but many birds may pick insects from the buds ;

but I know the bullfinch actually to subsist at the spring of the year on
them. Sparrows, tomtits, &c., are great frequenters of gooseberry bushes,
and certainly pick the buds off;' but I have never examined them so as to

state positively whether they use them as an article of food or not. I have

known people, who, to prevent the ravages of the tomtit, have dressed a

piece of raw meat with arsenic, and fastened it securely in an apple tree,

in the vicinity of their gooseberry trees. The rapacious tomtits would eat

the flesh in preference to searching or eating the buds, and consequently

pay for their feast with their lives. I next proceed to the note on the owl.

In his remarks for March, he asserts again :
— " But the truth is, that

the owl only utters her cry while on the wing." Now, this again (though
I acknowledge it is not very polite) I am obliged decidedly to contradict,
as owls which build in Attenborough Church, in this parish, sit on the

turrets, and hoot fearfully ;
an old white owl used to frequent a dovecot

not two hundred yards from where I am writing this, and, late in the even-

ing, would sit at the top, and utter its doleful cries. What it came to the

dovecot for, I do not pretend to say, unless it might prey on the young
pigeons, or suck the eggs. I notice these two observations merely to set

the author right; and, as he says,
" the truth is," he is incorrect. I see

many quotations, likewise, from White's Natural History of Selborne: I

fancy, the observations should have been original. I am, Sir, yours, &c.—
Scolopax rusticola. Chilwelly April 19. 1831.

Hewitsony William C. : British Oology ; being Illustrations of the Eggs of

British Birds, with Figures of each Species, drawn and coloured from
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Nature. To be continued periodically, in 8vo Numbers, 3^. Qd, each.

Newcastle upon Tyne and London, 1831.

This is an original work, both in its scope and objects, as also in the

descriptive remarks of its author, who is rich in out-of-door observations

on his subject. Besides the neat and pretty pictures which the plates con-

stitute, the text supplies, incidentally, valuable notices of the habits of the

birds to which the eggs depicted belong. Of these notices, we hope sub-

sequently to avail ourselves.

It is the opinion of M. Gloger, a German naturalist, that the eggs of
birds are coloured by nature, so as to render them in the least degree dis-

tinguishable from surrounding objects, and this to deceive the eyes of

carnivorous birds or other plundering aninials. Mr. Rennie, in his Orni-

thological Bictionary^ under the "
Eggs of Birds," notices M. Gldger's

theory (or rather our Darwin's, as Mr. Rennie represents) at some length,
thinks it

" much more beautiful and ingenious than true," and cites not a
few refractory reasons and instances. We particularly refer our readers to

Mr. Rennie's interesting article.

The present work on British oology will tend to accumulate a rich store

of facts appertaining to the eggs of our native birds ; and which facts will

be of the greatest possible utility as data by which to confirm or confute

the theory alluded to ; as well as conducive to numerous other, some of
them at present unconceived, inferences. The very great value of depart-
mental works is cordially acknowledged by every systematic student of
nature. The work in question already exhibits an extensive "

list of sub-

scribers."— J. B.

Curtis, Jokn^F.li.S.: A Guide to an Arrangement of British Insects;

being a Systematic Catalogue of all the named Species hitherto dis-

covered in Great Britain and Ireland. London, 1831. 8vo. 8^. 6d.

The name of the excellent author of British Entomologi/ is a sufficient

guarantee for the accuracy of this Catalogue ; and it is well for the inte-

rests of Science, that men of high talent are to be found in her train, willing
to incur the drudgery and expense of a work like the present.

"
Upwards

of one thousand names are included in this list, which are not to be found
in any other ;

" and it forms a Systematic Index to the British Entomology,
and also to Gravenhorst's IchneumonidcB. We regret that the words are

not accented, for the benefit of the unclassical. This is in all cases an im-

provement, in many indispensable, and in no department of natural history
more requisite than in entomology. Numbers of the softer sex engage in it,

allured by the surpassing beauty of its objects ; and collections for sale

are made by many persons whose knowledge of the learned languages is

bounded by the names of their insects. If the wants of such should be con-

sidered in any book, it is assuredly in a scientific catalogue. The work is,

nevertheless, a valuable one, and maybe confidently recommended to every

person who has made, or is making, a collection of British insects.— W.

Banks, George, F.L.S. : The Plymouth and Devonport Flora; or, a De-

scription of Plants indigenous to the Neighbourhood of Plymouth and

Devonport. Devonport, 1830. In 8vo Numbers, 1^. each.

Of these we have seen seven, and can say of the work, that it excels

any local Flora we have previously seen. It gives, as usual, generic and

specific diagnostics, references to authors, and the topographical stations ;

but it gives, moreover, and these we deem the superior features of the work,
detailed descriptions in the manner of those in English Flora, but always
with a careful avoidance of unnecessary technicality ; the etymologies and^

meanings of the generic terms, and glossarial explanations of all others;

and, lastly, the uses to which the plants are applicable in the arts, in medi-

cine, in domestic economy, and in their subservience to the embellishment
of poetry and of literature. — J. B.
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PART III.

COLLECTANEA.

Art. I. Zoology.

The domestic Cat divingfor Fishes.— Sir, In reading that delightful little

work of Mr. White's, The Xatiiral History of Se/borne, the propensity of

'cats for fish, and their repugnance to wetting their feet, are remarked by the

intelligent author. An anecdote or two of these beautiful but maligned

quadrupeds, proving their piscivorous natures in the one case, and in the

other a strong natural antipathy overcome by a still more powerful pro-

pensity, will perhaps be amusing to some of your readers, who, like myself,
have a regard for every thing

" which lives, and moves, and has a being."
In the centre of my father's garden was a fish-pond, stocked with various

kinds of fish. Many a time and oft have I witnessed puss (and a very

pretty tortoiseshell puss she was, and a great favourite withal) watching at

its brink for its finny inmates, and on their appearing at the surface darting
on her prey, and in spite of the wetting and ducking she encountered,

bringing them in triumph to the pond's edge, and regaling on the delicious

fare. This sport, I believe, she continued in the enjoyment of till the day
of her death ; and so amused were we with her angling powers that no
obstruction was ever thrown in her way. The pond, moreover, was not, as

some may imagine, sloping in its bottom and picturesque in its appearance,
but it was completely a cockney pond in its tout ensemble, octangular in its

shape, of precise equality in its depth, with a pavement smooth and regular
both in the sides and base ; therefore, before this puss could gratify her taste,

a plunge was to be taken which was sufficient to make the stoutest cat's

heart tremble.

The other anecdote relates to a cat of more extraordinary acquirements,
which belonged to one of my workmen. In a large and deep pond at my
premises in the Green Lanes, a stock— not of fish, but of rats— had

accumulated, the destruction of which was undertaken by this uncommon
cat. He was daily in the habit, for nine or ten years, of stationing himself

on the margin of the water, and ofjumping into the liquid element on the

appearance of his game. A day seldom closed unsuccessfully, and he has

been seen and known to catch and bring from the watery deep four of these

vile vermin betwixt sunrise and sunset. As I said, this amusement was

kept up by him for the space of nine or ten years, in fact until his rat-

catching powers deserted him
; and when his teeth became all extracted in

the performance of his daily feats, his master had him killed, that the

miserable death of starvation might not await him. This cat was truly a

sportsman, and pursued the sport solely from the love of it; he caught his

game with avidity, but never eat a morsel ; so that the pleasure of the chase

alone had charms enough in his mind to vanquish one of the strongest

antipathies of his nature.

Should these trifling tales of the members of a race hated and perse-

cuted without cause by some, and too much loved and fondled by others.
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be thought worthy of being inserted in your Magazine, I shall be happy
that I have communicated them to vou. I am. Sir, &c.— William Scales,

Stamford Hill, April 13. 1831.

Monstrous Lamb.— Last week, a ewe sheep, the property of Mr. Connop
of Fownhope, in Herefordshire, yeaned a lamb with a perfectly formed

mouth within the natural one. As it could not take nutriment, it was de-

stroyed. (Hereford Journal^ June 22. 183 L)
Unusual Appearance of the Redstart.— Having lately spent a few months

at Ramsgate, in the Isle of Thanet, a circumstance rather contrary to the

common course of nature came under my observation. I was walking by
the sea-side on the 1st of December last, with my gun, when, in passing a

breach in the cliff, or rather a road cut through it, called Dumpton Stairs,

a small bird flew from a projection in the cliff's side, and picked up some-

thing from off the sands, returning to another projecting crag a little farther

on. At first sight I had nearly mistaken it for a redbreast ; but, as it seemed
to move with greater activity in returning to its perch than is usual with

the robin, I approached as near as possible, in order to discover what spe-
cies it might be ; and on viewing it through my pocket spy-glass, I saw, by
the motion and colour of its tail, that it was a female redstart (Sylvia

Phoenicurus), which very much surprised me, as the season was so far

advanced. The weather had previously been, upon the whole, rather mild,

and flies were at times numerous ; but I cannot account for its staying so

long after the usual period of migration, which is about the end of Sep-
tember. In hopes of ascertaining what it had fed upon, as well as with a

view to preserve it (being a rara avis at this season), I followed and shot

at it, but missed my aim. On the 23d of December, walking under the

same cliff, I observed it again (at least, in all probability, the same) near

the spot where I first found it. A slight snow-storm fell in the morning,
and the day was cold. I saw it again on Christmas-day, which was very
cold, with a severe frost and strong north-west wind. I watched its motions
for some time : it appeared to possess its usual activity, but seemed rather

more tame, and permitted me to approach very near. It would fly down
on the sands, pick something up, and return to the cliff's side again ; shak-

ing its tail in the usual manner, and seeming to be but little affected by the

severity of the weather. How this little summer visitant is supported
during so cold a season, when the greater part, if not all, of its insect food
must be in a torpid or hidden state, is to me very strange. Perhaps some
of your more experienced correspondents may be able, in some measure,
to account for it.—T. G. Chipping Norton, April 1. 1831.

Late Appearance of the Swift, Swallow, and Marten.— On reference to

my journal, I find that I saw the swift so late as the 27th of September :

the swallow on the 10th and 12th of November; and a person told me he
saw a swallow fly past him, while shooting in the marshes, on the 24th of
November : the marten on the 29th of October and 3d of November ;

and on the 18th of November, which was a remarkably fine day, I saw two
martens flying to and fro beside the chalky cliff, on which the sun shone

brilliantly and warmly. These are late instances, compared with those
mentioned in the Natural History of Selborne.— Id.

On Falconry.
— In June, 1825, happening to be in Norfolk, I became an

eye-witness to that most ancient and now very rare sport of falconry ; and
I now relate what I actually saw, and which was to me most novel and

entertaining. The place fixed upon for the spot was in the intermediate

country between the fens and the heronry, and in the afternoon of the day,
with the wind blowing towards the heronry. There were four couple of
casts of the female Peregrine falcon carried by a man to the ground, upon
an oblong kind of frame padded with leather, on which the falcons

perched, and were fastened to the perch by a thong of leather. Each bird

had a small bell on one leg, and a leather hood, with an oblong piece of
scarlet cloth stitched into it over each eye, surmounted with a plume of
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various-coloured feathers on the top of the hood. The man walked in

the centre of the frame, with a strap from each side over each shoulder
; and

when he arrived at the spot fixed upon for the sport, he set down the frame

upon its legs, and took off all the falcons, and tethered them to the ground
in a convenient shady place. There were four men who had the immediate
care of the falcons (seemingly Dutch or Germans), each having a bag,
somewhat like a woman's pocket, tied to his waist, containing a live pigeon,
called a lure, to which was fastened a long string ; there were also some

gentlemen attached to the sport, who likewise carried their bags and lures.

After waiting awhile, some herons passed, but at too great a distance ;

at length one appeared to be coming within reach, and preparations were
made to attack him. Each falconer was furnished with a brown leather

glove on the right hand (I suppose, to prevent the talons of the bird from

scratching it), on which the falcon perched ; and there was a small bit of

leather attached to the leg of the bird, and which was held by the falconer

between the thumb and linger. Each of the men thus equipped, with a

falcon on one fist, and the bag with the lure tied to the waist, and mounted
on horseback, proceeded slowly in a direction towards where the heron
was seen approaching. As soon as the heron was nearly opposite, and at

what I conceived a great height in the air, the falconers slipped the hoods
from off the heads of the falcons, and held each bird on the fist by the bit

of leather till the falcons caught sight of the heron, and then a most gal-
lant scene ensued. The instant they were liberated, they made straight for

their prey, though at a considerable distance ahead. As they were dashing
away towards the heron, a crow happened to cross; and one ofthem instantly
darted at him, but he struck into a plantation and saved himself: the fal-

con dashed in after him, but did not take him. The other falcon soon
overtook the heron (which immediately disgorged its ballast of two or
three fishes); and after flying round in circles for some time, at length soared
above him, and then struck him on the back ; and they both came tumbling
down together, from an exceeding great height, to the ground. The other

falcon, having lost some time with the crow, was flying very swiftly to assist

his comrade, and had just come up at the time the falcon and heron were

falling. At this instant, a rook happened to fly across
;
the disappointed

falcon struck at him, and they both fell together within twenty yards of
the other falcon and the heron. When on the ground, each falcon began
to pull to pieces its victim ; but, as soon as the falconers rode up, the

lures were thrown out, and the falcons suffered to make a meal (having

previously been kept fasting) upon the pigeon, which was laid on the car-

cass of the heron; and, after they were satisfied, were again hooded and

put up for that day.
The next cast consisted of two younger birds ; and when let loose at

another heron, they flew up to it very well. But the heron was an old

one, and supposed to have been caught before; for the moment he was
aware of his enemies below, he began to soar into the air, and set up a
loud croak : and these, not so experienced as the first two falcons, would
not attack him, but soared about and left him. Upon this, one of the fal-

coners set up a peculiar call, to which, no doubt, the birds were trained;
when one of them, from a very great elevation in the air, immediately
closed his wings, darted down to the man who called him, and was taken
in hand. This was a very extraordinary manoeuvre, and an instance of
tractable sagacity. The other falcon did not come to the call, but sailed

about in the air. At length a heron crossed, and the falcon attacked it,

but again left it. A third heron also came in his way : this he also fell to

work with, and, after a short struggle, brought him to the ground in the

same style as the first. This last heron had his wing broken, and the fal-

coner killed him; but the first was taken alive, and was afterwards

turned out before a single falcon, which struck him down in a minute. I

understood, that, when a heron had once been taken by a falcon, he never
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made any more sport. It was the case with this one ; for, the moment he

saw his enemy coming towards him, he lost all his powers, and made a

ridiculous awkward defence on the ground j where the falcon would soon

have dispatched him, \i the falconer and his lure had not been near at hand.

This sport was to me an extraordinary treat, from its novelty and the

excitement which it caused j but there were circumstances attending it

which would have made the farmers stare and swear in some counties, for

the horsemen rode through fields of standing corn with as little ceremony
as the titheman, but with much more celerity : and the sport was more

dangerous than fox-hunting ; for the eye, being constantly aloft to view the

aerial diversion, the chasms and sinuosities of mother earth were not so

observable as when the object of pursuit lay more at right angles with the

vision of the pursuer.
— J, C. June 2.3. 1831.

The Blackbird crowing like the common €o€k.— Sir, As the fact I ara

about to mention is a novel one to myself, I am inclined to hope it may be

so to many of your readers. Within half a mile of my residence there is a

blackbird which crows constantly, and as accurately as the common cock,
and nearly as loud ; as it may, on a still day, be heard at the distance of

several hundred yards-. When first told of the circumstance, I conjectured
that it must have been the work of a cock pheasant concealed in a neigh-

bouring brake ; but, on the assurance that it was nothing more or less than

a common blackbird, I determined to ascertain the fact with my own eyes
and ears; and this day I had the gratification of getting close to it, seated

on the top bough of an ash tree, and pursuing with unceasing zeal its

unusual note. The resemblance to the crow of the domestic cock is so

perfect, that more than one in the distance were answering to it, and the

little fellow seemed to take delight in competing with its rivals of the dung-
hill. It occasionally indulged in its usual song ; but only for a second or

two ; resuming its more favourite note ; and once or twice it commenced
with crowing, and broke off in the middle into its more natural whistle. I

am not aware that the blackbird has ever been included among those birds

-which could be taught to imitate sounds ; such as the starling, jay, or mag-

pie ; and in what way this bu-d has acquired its present propensity I am
unable to say, except that, as its usual haunt is near a mill where poultry are

kept, it may have learned the note from the common fowl. lam, Sir, yours,
&c.— Barton Bouchier. Wold Rectory, near Xorthampto7i, April 27. 1831.

In-door Nests of the Thrush.— The statement in VoL III. p. 237. of a
curious deviation from its usual habits in the common thrush or throstle

( T'urdus musicus), brought to my recollection a similar cii'cumstance which

came under my own observation. At Whitley, a small village about three

miles from this place, is a gentleman's house which has been untenanted

for several years, and near it is a shed or outhouse through which the

person who had the care of the garden was accustomed to pass and repass
several times in the course of the day. Two years ago, the gardener

pointed out to me a thrush's (or, as he termed it, a grey bird's) nest, built

on a cross beam, close to the wall of the shed. At the time I first saw the

nest, the eggs were nearly hatched, and in the course of a few more days
the young birds were out ; but unfortunately the gardener, in this instance,

was not so fond of watching the habits of birds as the millwright in your

correspondent's account, for, as soon as the young birds were nearly

fledged, he carried them away, with the intention of keeping them until fit

for sale. This deviation from the natural habits of the bird was the more

remarkable, as on the other side of the shed was abundance of shrubs and

bushes, such as the thrush delights to build in, and where it would have

been much less apt to be disturbed than in the shed. I am. Sir, yours,
&c. —E. Headlam. Greenhow, North Shields, May 13. 1831,

To obtain the Skeletons ofsmall Fishes.— My method is this :
— I sus-

pend the fish by threads attached to the head and tail, in a horizontal

Vol. IV. — No. 21. f f
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position, in a jar of water such as is found in ponds where tadpoles abound j

and change it often, till the tadpoles have finished their work; which, if two
or three tadpoles are allowed to work on a fish of a small size, they
will complete in twenty-four hours. I always select the smallest sort of

tadpoles, as they can insinuate themselves between the smallest bones,
without destroying their articulation." (T. Bluetty in Philosophical Maga-
ziney vol. vii. p. 151.)

Hermaphrodite Insects.— Sir, Perceiving at p. 150. the figure of a her-

maphrodite specimen of jBombyx castrensis, forwarded to you from Switzer-

land by M. Duval, I have considered that the accompanying figures, repre-

senting several other equally and even more extraordinary individuals may
be deemed worthy of a place in your Magazine ; especially since they are all

representations of British species. The figures are from an extremely rare

quarto tract, published by the celebrated Professor Klug of Berlin, and of

which not more than a single copy, now in the possession of the Rev.
F. W. Hope, has, to the best of my knowledge, found its way to England.
From the interest of the figures, I thought it worth while to make a copy
of them for my own use ; from which copy my ingenious friend, Mr. Ingall,
has since engraved the plate (not intended for publication) of which I now
forward you an impression.

Fig. 88. represents the

very rare moth J56mbyx
(Eutricha Steph.) pini ;

and by drawing a line down
the centre of the body, it

will be perceived that the

left side of the insect pos-
sesses the characters of the

male, with feathered an-

tennae, short wings, and
abdomen ; whilst the oppo-
site side exhibits the con-

trary characters of the fe-

male.

Fig. 89. is a much more

singular specimen of B6m-

byx (Clisiocdmpa Curt.) castrensis (which is also rare as British) than

M. Duval's; the wings on the right side

being those of a male, whilst the antennae

and abdomen of the left side are of that

sex ; and the left wing, right antennae, and

the right side of the abdomen are those of

a female.

Fig. 90. represents the -Bombyx (Hypo-

gymna Huhn.), with the antennae of the male, but the ground of the wings"^
is white, as in the female, with light

waves. This I should be inclined

to regard merely as a very pale

variety of the male.

Fig. 91. exhibits a hermaphrodite,
and at the same time distorted,

specimen of the stag beetle (Zuca-
nus Cervus L.)-, the left side of the

^^^ specimen being masculine, with the

jaw twisted, and The right side feminine. It is, however, to be observed,

that the elytrum on the left side is larger than that on the right ; whence it

would follow (if the general rule of female insects being larger than their

male companions be here preserved) that the specimen is quartered like
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the -Bombyx castrensis described above. The
lyUcanidEe are, however, generally excep-
tions to the rule.

There are other instances of similar freaks

of nature on record besides the preceding.

Thus, in the 15th volume of the Liniusan

Transactionsf and the 1st volume of the Zoo-

logical Journal^ an account is given of a spe-
cimen of a large foreign butterfly, in the col-

lection of Mr. MacLeay, the right side of

which is masculine, and exhibits the cha-

racters of Papllio Polycaow, belonging to

the Linnaean division of the Greeks ;
and

the left side female, and representing P.

Laodocu^, a Trojan : thus proving these two

supposed species to be but the sexes of the

same, and also that this portion of the Lin-

naean classification was erroneous ; since

the section was established upon sexual characters.

The Encyclopedic Methodiqne, art. Papillon, however, records an instance

of two Greeks thus united. The specimen, which is preserved in the

museum of the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, being composed of two hitherto

supposed distinct species ; the right side being P. Ulysses, and the left

P. Diomede^, which are hence found to be the sexes of one species : and

it is not improbable that other supposed species of Papilio are in the same

predicament.
Tn the majority of the preceding instances it will be perceived that the

left side of the specimen is masculine.

The Russian naturalist. Dr. G. Fischer, in the plates of the Natural His-

tory ofMoscow, published with his Oryctographie du GouvernementdeMoscoiiy

(fol. 1830, Mosc), has figured a hermaphrodite -Sphin.r (Smerinthus) p6-

puli, which he reared from the caterpillar (and which, as well as the pupa,
is figured) in 1809; but the specimen has since unfortunately been con-

sumed in the fire of Moscow. The right side of the insect is male, and the

left female :
—" Tout le corps (including the antennae, palpi, &c.) est divise

en male et femelle ainsi que les parties genitales," is the short notice given
of the insect. Magnified figures are added of the appearance of the latter

organs, as well as of the head, antennae, and palpi ^ which last are more

developed in the male than in the female.

Figures are also given of a hermaphrodite moth (Geometra artemisiaria)
which nearly resembles the Biipalus piniarius, likewise bred from the larva,

which is figured, as well as the pupa. In this specimen the left side is mas-

culine, and the right feminine : in the genus Bupakw, however, the females

are smaller than the males.

1 have likewise seen two specimens of 5phin.r (Smerinthus) populi, bred

by Mr. Weaver of Birmingham, both of which have the sides of the body
of opposite sexes; and the Rev. F. W. Hope has been fortunate enough
to procure a specimen of the large water beetle (Z)ytiscus marginahs) also

similarly circumstanced; which is the more interesting, since the sexual

characters in that group aregreatlj' developed; the males having patelHform
anterior tarsi, and smooth elytra, and the females simple tarsi, and the

elytra with deep longitudinal hirsute furrows.

I may add, in conclusion, that these, and other instances of a similar na-

ture, occupy at the present time the attention of one of our most philoso-

phical researchers in natural history ; and we may rest assured that from thfe

hands of the acute detector of the C'jgnus Bewickii the student will receive

a memoir worthy not only of the subject, but of its author. I am. Sir,

yours, &c, — John O. Westwood. Grove, Hammersmifh, June, IS3\.

F F 2 .
•
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The Fact of the Flight of Earivigs I had long known, on the credit of

others, but not at all from inspection, till May 12. 1831. Between 5 and 6
P. M. the atmosphere was warm and most exciting, when, in an area between
two ranges of hot-bed frames, I saw numerous specimens of i^orficula minor,
all in highest ecstasies, and traversing the ground in all directions. 1 thought
I also saw some flying, and alighting round about. Hereupon I caused one
on the ground to mount my hand, and elevating it to the level of my eye,
saw it fly off: thus also did a second, a third, and a fourth. Each, before

taking flight, aided or effected the expansion of its snow-white membranous

wings with the forceps in its tail, which it turned over its back, and used
with admirable adroitness. They flew ably, and in curves of short diame-
meters. This instance is very similar to the one related in Kirby and

Spence's Introduction to Entomologyy vol. iv. p. 514.— John Denson. Bays-
watery July 12. 1831.

^phin^ A'tropos met with at Sea.—On our passage up the Mediterranean,
in his Majesty's ship Ingate, in the month of May, 1831, then off the Spa-
nish coast. Cape Palos being the nearest point, distant about twenty miles,
a fine specimen of the 5phinj; A'tropos, or death's-head moth, flew on
board. That butterflies, and other light and buoyant insects, are of fre-

quent occurrence at sea, I am well aware, having repeatedly seen them in

the Atlantic when at least a hundred miles from the land. This instance

of the »S'phin^ A''tropo5, however, appears worth noticing, on account of
the extraordinary size and weight of the insect, compared with the area
of its fragile wings ; which must have been kept in a violent state of mus-
cular exertion for a length of time, to support so weighty a body in the air,

without a moment's pause. As the breeze was not overpowering, it may
be fairly conjectured that this aerial traveller had quitted the shore more
from choice than compulsion ; and, probably, might have safely landed
itself in Africa, had it instinctively sought a warmer climate : which, pos-
sibly, might have been the case, from its having been met with at so early a

period of the year, its usual appearance in England, at least, being in the
autumn : seldom before August, but more frequently in October.— F. S.,
F.L.S. July2\.\S3\.
A Description of an Instrumentfor catching all hinds offlying Insects.—

Fig. 92. a represents the front view when open ; b represents the side

92

view partly closed ; c the front view when closed. The instrument vs

to be constructed in the following manner :
— To a ring of stiff iron

wire is to be attached a bag of spider-net to form the bottom, which is to

be covered at pleasure by means of a movable half-ring of wire, filled in

with spider-net, and hinged so as to close the top securely when flapped
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together : the whole is to be fixed firmly to a light stick about 3 ft. long.

It is to be used with a slight jerk ; and, with a little dexterity, it will gene-

rally enclose the insect between the bags.
— John Ferri/,jun. July 13. 1831.

Art. II. Botany.

On the relative Scarciti/ of certain Species of Plants^ and on Changes in

their Habitats.— Sir, Mr. Bree's communications are always interesting ;

they present the observations of an enthusiastic naturalist without any sci-

entific rust ; and his uniform candour and goodnature in reference to the

observations of others, well merits imitation. His remarks " On the claims

of /Vis tuberosa as a native of Ireland
"

(p. 28.) have induced me to take

up my pen, with the intention of making a few observations on the change
in the habitats of plants, and their relative scarcity.

Mr. Purton, in his Midland Flora^ complains that he could scarcely ever

find any of the rarer plants in the stations assigned them by authors ; and
he therefore observes,

" that in the present work no plant is inserted ex-

cept on positive information." However, I have myself found the same

disappointment with regard to Purton's habitats as he himself complains
of in others, and it shows the necessity not only of recording any new
habitats that may occur*, but of stating the failure of the old ones, where
that is the case, since it is frequently the occasion of much disappointment
to the botanist. For instance, i?anunculus Lingua appears in several

botanical works, as found on "bogs in Malvern Chase;" but without any
other local adjunct:

— I have trod the chase in all directions in vain, and
I need not hesitate to say that it is no longer found there, nor have I ever

found it nearer than Langorse Pool, Breconshire; a fine station for marsh

plants, and where it flourishes abundantly. It is true that a considerable

part of Malvern Chase is now enclosed, and doubtless several bogs may
have been drained, but no record of this appears ; and the new edition

of Withering still flatters us with "
bogs on Malvern Chase," only to be-

tray : ignis fatuus like, we are led into the bog, and left there.

Dr. Stokes (for I have his edition of Withering as mentioned by CCj*

at p. 55.) savs that he found ^Scandix Cerefolium " near Worcester, grow-
ing in considerable plenty in the hedge on the south-east side of the

Bristol road, just beyond the turnpike. May, 1775." Now, lest the veracity
of the good doctor should be hereafter impeached, I beg to say that it was

growing in the very place indicated by the doctor, in great profusion in

1829, and I had previously noticed it there for several successive years ;

but in 1830 came that great enemy to botanical habitats the "
surveyor

of the roads," who, armed with his "brief authority," demolished the
bank on each side, lowered the hill, altered the direction of the road;
and hence, farewell to Dr. Stokes's habitat of the ^Scandix Cerefolium,
" near Worcester," for I can perceive no traces of it this year. Dr. Stokes
also records J'pium graveolens as growing in Sansom Fields, Worcester;
where, indeed, there would seem to have been a mere or lake at some
distant period ; but the meadows are now enclosed, gardens formed, and
built upon, a canal cut, and the plant in question is no longer to be found

* Mr. Dale's plan (p. 265.), where he interlaces his "
captures of in-

sects," with an occasional rare plant, is excellent ; but a few more parti-
culars, as to whether there were few or many of the plants, if in full

flower, &c., would be acceptable.

F F 3
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here
; while, curious enough, it now grows in profusion on the banks of

the saltwater canal formed by Brindley to connect Droitwich with the

Severn, which was only finished in 1771, and was thus quite a novel un-

dertaking at the time Dr. Stokes edited his edition of Withering. That

plants, therefore, change their stations, and cease to grow where they
formerly abounded, is very evident j and I have myself noticed plants in

habitats where afterwards no diligence could find them: thus, in 1821, I

found C^robus sylvaticus on the bank of the Severn just below Worcester,

though it has not since appeared there, perhaps washed away by the

autumnal floods which are ever making ravages on the bank of the river,
and it is not unlikely it might have been brought down the stream origin-

ally to the spot I have mentioned, as it has not occurred to me any where
else in the neighbourhood. In the autumn of 1822, 1 found -Erica vagans
on some heathy ground on the red sand of the Upper Bromsgrove Lickey
(the Lower Lickey, closely adjoining, consists principally of quartz rock) j

but I have not been again able to meet with it there, and from recent

plantations, alterations of roads, and continued enclosures, I fear it may
now be totally eradicated. Leland, in his Itinerary^ mentions Towbury
Hill Camp, near Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, as being overgrown with

the juniper (cTuniperus communis) where not a single plant of it now
exists.

On the other hand, beautiful plants occasionally rise up in stations

where they were before unknown, and sometimes would almost tempt us

to disbelieve the evidence of our senses, or that we must have been dozing
when we passed the spot so often before unnoticed j

I can therefore easily
believe Mr. Bree's surprise at being told by Mr. Drummond that /Vis
tuberosa grew wild in the neighbourhood of Cork (for botanists are often

rather incredulous if a rare plant has not been found by themselves) ; while

his pleasure at being shown the spot, and presented with the roots, will be

equally appreciated by a genuine botanist. But still we must discriminate,
and there does appear ta me something like a doubt hanging over the

claim of Hibernia to the /. tuberosa, as a specimen of her indigenous
flora; the ominous word "ruin" is mentioned by Mr. Bree, and the infer-

ence, therefore, is (till further information be elicited) that the /Vis may
have been a tenant of the garden of the "ruin," and thence have insinuated

itself around, increasing as it does so much from the roots. In this way,
doubtless, some of the plants in our flora have been introduced into the

country \ many of the monks in olden time cultivating curious herbs in

their gardens for medicinal or superstitious purposes, the gift of some

holy brother abroad. Indeed, when we find any rare plant on or in the

neighbourhood of a "
ruin," we ought to be very suspicious whether the

plant is not a naturalisation, rather than a real denizen. Thus I noticed

the Dianthus barbatus in the summer of 1827 growing on the ruins of

Ragland Castle, Monmouthshu-e ; and Dr. Stokes, in his edition of With-

cnngy mentions it as found by him on a limestone wall at King's Weston,
near Bristol ; but it can have no real claim to a place in our indigenous
flora. ^Saxifraga umbrosa may now be found on some of the rocks at

Malvern, having straggled from the neighbouring gardens, though not

really wild there. I have found Melissa officinalis in several places near

Worcester, but always in the vicinity of gardens or farmhouses, from

which it must have escaped, or been accidentally thrown with the out-

casts of gardens. Valeriana rubra must be considered another of these

insinuating emigrators : like the land-squatters of America, it first takes

possession of some old wall of the garden, thence perhaps it advances to a

neighbouring sand-hill, or establishes itself unnoticed in a chalk-pit. After

the same manner, Antirrhinum majus scales the walls of our gardens,

mounting higher and higher \ and at the present moment some luxuriant

specimens of the plant may be seen waving their red insignia on the roofs

of some lofty old houses on the western side of the cathedral here. Mr»
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Bree's notice of /. tuberosa also reminds me that, some years ago, Dr.
Nash published, in his History of Worcestershire^

/Vis JTlphium as found

by the side of the river Avon at Fladbury; and, on Nash's authority, it

was inserted in Dr. Stokes's edition of Withering^ Berkenhout's Synopsis

ef the Nat. Hist, of Britain^ and other publications ; but the plant (if

really found at all) must have been an outcast from a garden, and cannot
now be found at all on the banks of the Avon. 1 by no means would
wish to insinuate any doubt whatever as to Mr. Bree's or Mr. Drum-
mond's accuracy, as to the Irish habitat of /. tuberosa, but merely (in the
absence of more specific intelligence) to hint that perhaps the " old hedge
bank" was the boundary of a former garden, and the station near the " old

ruin," probably so likewise.

While, however, as Dr. Withering remarks (see new edit, of his father's

Arrangement of British Plants, vol. ii. p. 89.),
" from the progress of time

and intercourse with foreign parts, so many exotics have become naturalised

in Britain," plants truly wild occasionally spring up in habitats where they
were before unknown j and records of these facts, when noticed in con-

nection with the nature of the soil, become truly valuable. Thus, in your
Second Volume, p. 70., Mr. Bree notices the apparently spontaneous ap-

pearance of Epipactis latifolia in a new plantation he had made, though it

was previously unknown in his vicinity; and Purton, in the Appendix to

his Midland Flora, mentions the ffinothera biennis as springing up on the

banks of the river Arrow, after the widening of the bed of that stream, and
I have myself observed the same plant on the bank of the river Teme,
probably after an operation of a like nature. These and other similar

facts are confessedly valuable ; but I must enter my protest, in accordance
with E. {Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. iii. p. 460.), against, I must say, the bo-
tanical fraud of scattering the seeds of exotic plants among our wild

woods and rocks, either for the purpose of astonishing the traveller, or

hoaxing the scientific collector. Notwithstanding, then, your query as to

increasing the beauty of our wild scenery, and Mr. Thompson's support
of the practice (p. 86.), I do think it childish at best, and can only com-

pare those who thus employ themselves to the rustics in the vicinity of
Bredon Hill, in this county, who some years ago constructed a pyramid
of the oolitic stones which there abound, beneath which they placed an
immense horse-shoe, made for the occasion, to astonish the antiquaries of
the year 3000. * The garden, the plantation, and the pleasure-ground are

the proper places for the exhibition of the effect of man's sportive and

improving hand; but let us leave the woods and rocks to their native

wildness and magnificence, as long indeed as the advance of population
allows us to retain any wilds at all. If, indeed, as Mr. Thompson hints,
the winds, birds, and animals may introduce fresh species without our aid,

here we have opportunity for observation and remark ; but doubt, con-

fusion, and everlasting dispute must result from the reprehensible practice
to which I refer, independently of the hoax on the collecting botanist,
for that is not " the limit of the evil." Last week I passed through a
wood covering one of the transition limestone hills near Ledbury, which
was most profusely ornamented by the beautiful Tfcia sylvatica, festooning
the trees on all sides ; I was delighted in the extreme at this wild produc-
tion of nature so strikingly lovely, but had it been in the power of any
person to have informed me that some ornamenter of wilds had been

purposely sowing the plant in the wood, my pleasure would have been
much abated, nor could I have in that case concluded that a calcareous

* I must exclude from this censure that genuine son of humour, J. F.

Dovaston, Esq., who has frequently enlivened your pages, and who made
(Vol. II. p. 400.) t\iQ amende honorable for planting Antirrhinum Cyrabalaria
jn Wales.

F F 4
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soil was the natural home of the plants. As I last week found i^maria
lutea in full flower, growing in some quantity in a retired lane leading
from Abberley church, in this county, towards Stourport, near the village

pound, I would enquire whether any of your readers may have sown the

plant there purposely, or whether I may consider it as really placed there

by the hand of nature ? I have also found ifypericum calycinum in some
abundance in a hedge bordering a grove, and among underwood about
the grove, at Little Malvern, at the eastern base of the Herefordshire
Beacon. The plants have now a wild aspect, but may have originated
from one planted in the grove. I annually find Terbascum virgatum by
the side of the road leading from this city to Kidderminster, where it was
first observed by Dr. Stokes ; and, though, being so conspicuous a plant,
it is always sure to be plucked before it has perfected its seeds, it still

obstinately persists in maintaining its station ; from which circumstance, I

conclude it to be really wild here, notwithstanding Sir J. E. Smith's idea

that it had escaped from ^Irs. Nash's garden at Bevere (Smith's E, Flora^
vol. i. p. 312.), which is, in fact, nearly three quarters of a mile from the

spot; and nearer Bevere House I have seen no traces of it. But to recur

more particularly to the subject with which I commenced this paper.
While new plants are doubtless yearly naturalised among us, many of

our old native ones are becoming scarce, cease to be found in the stations

where they formerly abounded, and may, perhaps, be finally lost to u&.

For instance, the Bl-rberis vulgaris, once so common in many places, is

now so totally eradicated (at least in this part of the country) that I

am not acquainted with a native station for it within thirty miles ;
—

per-
secuted (and justly so) from the haunts of man for its blighting infliuence

on our corn, it has now taken to the hoary ruin, and the last time I saw it

in a wild state, was (a curious habitat I ) on the picturesque remains of

Buildwas Abbey, Shropshire. The destruction of old hedges has also

caused the scarcity of jEuonymus europae^us, which is now only found in

old fences that have escaped being rooted up. The il/anaibium vulgare,.

which fonnerly abounded on the commons at the foot of the Malvern Hills,

has been almost totally eradicated by cottagers, who have transferred the

plant to their own gardens, for the sake of the medicinal tea which they
extract from it. Thus, too, beautiful varieties can no longer be found, as

the sole specimens left are often rooted up j and thus I have often searched

in vain a second time for lovely specimens I had, on a former occasion,

neglected to secure.

Mr. Bree's observations on the flowering of the I. tuberosa are curious,

and similar observations on the irregularities of plants in flowering would
l>e very acceptable ; more especially if the causes of such irregularities
could be satisfactorily elucidated. I have noticed a small patch of Pr'is

foetidissima growing wild in a copse at the foot of Cruckbarrow Hill, near

this city, and though I have regularly observed it for some years, I could

Hever find it in flower but once. The soil is a heavy red marl, and its

situation may not be favourable, as I observed numbers of the same plant
most profusely in fruit on the sandstone rocks between Salterton and

Sidmouth last autumn, and in greater luxuriance than I ever before no-

ticed. In 1827 I found the TuUpa sylvestris in some abundance on a red

marl cliff amidst underwood, close to the Severn, at Clerkenleap near

Worcester, and several specimens were then in flower ; but since that time

no flowers can be met with, though the leaves are abundant enough. The

year before last the Crocus vernus was pointed out to me in a field be-

tween this city and Cruckbarrow Hill, and several specimens were gathered
in flower by myself and friends, but it has not appeared in flower since

that time. The ^edum album grows i)lentifully on the rocks at Mal-

vern ; and yet never but once, amidst the multiplicity of trailing stems

and leaves, could I meet with a flowering branch. The /Ranunculus fluvi-
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fitilis abounds in the Severn ;
but it scarcely ever flowers, unless the river

is so low as to expose its herbage to the influence of the sun, when it

flowers profusely. From the continued dry weather this summer, the

Severn became very shallow, leaving masses of the R. fluviatilis stranded

on the shore, and on June 7. all the shallows of the river were beautifully
white with the flowers, many of which were double ; and one blossom
I dissected had 15 petals; but in less than a week, partial heavy rains

produced a rise of about 9 in. in the river, every specimen was submerged
^and not a vestige of the plants are visible to the eye.

Did space allow me, I might enlarge upon the relative scarcity of plants ;

for how often it happens that those which are rare in one place are abun-

dant in another ; and I think your correspondents should not be blamed
if they insert in their list plants which may appear common to some, but

which are not in reality generally distributed. How very common the Adoxa
Moschatellina is in the neighbourhood of Wellington, Salop, while here

the botanist would search the country in vain for it. Cotyledon Umbi-

licus, a rare rock plant here, is a common denizen of every wall about

Abergavenny, Monmouthshire. 0''rchis pyramidalis covers whole fields

on the south side of the Wrekin, Salop, though in this neighbour-
hood it is rare, and I have only met with it at Malvern. -4nthjllis Vul-
neraria grows abundantly on the transition limestone, west of Malvern,
but I find it no where else in this neighbourhood. In Shrawley Woods,
with a light sandy soil, the abundance of Convallaria majalis is astonish-

ing; but our other woods on the heavy marl might be searched for it in

vain. In a fallow field, near Bridgenorth, I noticed, in 1823, the most
luxuriant and beautiful specimens of ^^chium vulgare I ever beheld, full

3 ft. in altitude ; while around this city I never met with a specimen,

except a starveling 6 in. plant, gathered by a friend from a wall near

Evesham. In the same rich meadows by the Severn between Coalport
and Bridgenorth, the 7'nula Helenitim makes a magnificent appearance with

its golden sun-flower ; but I never met with a specimen lower down the

river. The Tanacetum vulgare, indeed, abounds on the banks of the Severn,

giving the richest appearance to the scene when in full flower, but in

mountainous situations it becomes uncommon. I was once delighted
with the sight of twenty or thirty full grown plants of the Orobanche
elatior in a single clover field at the northern base of the Wrekin, Salop,
each plant nearly a yard high, but I have never since observed such a

spectacle. I have observed the Origanum vulgare most abundantly, both
with purple and white flowers, at the base of the Mendip Hills, Somerset-

shire, but here I find it very scarce, even on calcareous soil. I have perhaps
dilated too much on this to me delightful subject, and shall therefore

close ; leaving my apology with you and your readers in the fine language
of James Montgomery :

—
" We but begin to live from that fine point.
Which memory dwells on, with the morning star,

The earliest note we heard the cuckoo sing.
Or the first daisy that we ever pluck'd,
When thoughts themselves were stars, and birds, and flowers."

1 am, Sir, yours, &c.— Echvin Lees. Worcester, June 23. 1829.

T/ie Localisation of Plants b^ Man.— " We fancy that Mr. Dovaston
little anticipated the animadversions to which he so innocently subjected
himself by his candid acknowledgment (Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. ii. p. 400.) of
his patronage of the supposed foreigner Linaria Cj^mbalaria. That serious

complaints should be advanced
"

[see Mag, Nat. Hist., vol. iii. p. 460, 461.;
vol. iv. p.439.]

"
against any individual for increasing the beauties, and adding

to the interest of British scenery, will appear singular to the majority of
our readers. Those, however, who have experienced an enthusiastic plea-
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sure in the pursuit of any peculiar department of science, can readily
excuse the feelings of exclusive importance with which the minds of natu-

ralists are sometimes occupied. No established law of nature, in the geo-

graphical distribution of plants, is interfered with. Under the same latitudes

of the eastern and western hemispheres, the plants are neither all similar

nor all dissimilar ; therefore, whether seeds be conveyed by man, or by the

waters of the Deluge, we see no distinction in the consequence. Who,
amongst us, would venture to assert the propriety of excluding cultivated

exotics: the edible from our tables, or the ornamental from our gardens;
why, then, the flowers from our fields ? We would be content to register
Britain's legitimate post-diluvian flora as it now stands, class future dis-

coveries as doubtful natives, or acclimated subjects, and encourage all to

become disseminators of new beauties over our native land, for the benefit

and gratification of future generations. After all, the calm looker-on must
smile at the effects of any recent dissemination of the Linaria Cymbalaria ;

since Parkinson, about six generations ago, said— *
It groweth naturally

in divers places of our land.'
"

(B. Maund, in his Botanic Garden for

March, 1831, No. 300.)
Linaria Cymbalaria prevails in the interstices of the masonry of Caius

College, Cambridge, especially at the back of the Gate of Virtue ;
that is,

supposing one to enter at the Gate of Humility, and to pass through the

Gate of Virtue, in his way to the Gate of Honour. Mr. Dovaston (Vol. II.

p. 401.) attests its prevalence in similar situations at the sister university.

lyissemination of Exotic Plants.— Sir, I have seen that opinion is divided

with regard to distributing foreign plants in British soil. I confess I am
for doing it, as I have not seen at present any reasons to the contrary that

have satisfied me : so, if you do not supply a satisfactory objection, 1 shall

soon commence the (to a select few) abominable practice. Spring flowers,
I believe, are generally acknowledged to be most welcome

j
so I ask you

(though, perhaps, you are one of the select few I mentioned), what would
more heighten a mechanic's pleasure, after being pent up in a close workshop
all the week, and without having tasted any fresh air, and whose eyes have
not been blest with the sight of the least

"
green thing

"
all the time, than, on

taking a Sunday morning's ramble, to observe, on some sunny bank, the

golden winter aconite shining in the sunbeams, and here and there a few

snowdrops scattered among the sod on which he treads ? Oh ! he would
feel it ; it would penetrate to his heart, and make him look " from Nature

up to Nature's God." It is what I have been thinking of for some time.

I have a stock of seeds of Eranthis hyemalis (the winter aconite) ;
and I

think nothing shall prevent me attempting to make our fields a perfect gar-
den. Gilia capitata and Collomia grandiflora are the sort of plants for the

purpose, as it requires some trouble to extirpate themwhen once established.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.— F. i2. ik%21. 1831.

We have been told that the beautiful Coreopsis (now Calliopsis) tinc-

toria is established in the corn fields about Glasgow. Is this true ? If not,
it can doubtless be rendered true, as the plants from self-sown seeds are,

especially where even slight shelter obtains, proof to the severity of British

winters. This elegant and splendid annual, if established in our corn fields,

would rival, perhaps even surpass, the brilliant bluebottle (Centaurea Cy-
anus, the Cyanus ^egetum of Moench); the gorgeously golden corn mari-

gold (Chrysanthemum ^egetum)'; and the beauteous branching larkspur

(Delphinium Consolida) ;
all which, here and there, beautify the fields of

Cambridgeshire.
— J. D.

Anemone nemorosa.— The blossoms of this plant are very fragrant, so

much so, that a wood in which it abounds is as fragrant as a bank of vio-

lets (Hola odorata). This quaUty is not noticed by Smith in his English
Flora.— Henry Turner. Botanic Garden, Bury St. Ednrnturs, April,

1831.
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Useful Application of the dead and dry Stems of the Umbelliferous and

other Herbaceous Plants.— Sir, I have before now heard the observation

fall from the lips of an uneducated person, when speaking of some plant,
or animal, or natural substance,

" What a pity it is that it is of no use 1

"

and for myself, I always consider it a point gained when any article, hitherto

either entirely neglected, or regarded as of little utility, is found to be

capable of being turned to account, and applied to some useful purpose :

more especially if the article in question be one which can be procured

easily and in abundance. I have been led into this general remark by

having lately observed the dead dry stalks of Chaerophjllum sylvestre (cow
parsley) andi^eraclezww *S'phondylium (cow parsnep) cut into pieces ofabout

a foot long, and hung up in the chimney-corner ofa farm-house in this neigh-
bourhood ; which, upon enquiry, I was informed had been laid up for the

purpose of being used as spills to light candles, &c. It is probable that

the dead stalks of many other plants would answer the same purpose

equally well. I have tried the experiment successfully with those of An-

gelica sylvestris (wild angelica) and ^Scandix odorata (sweet Cicely). It

is almost unnecessary to add, that these ready-made spills, which are to be

found in the winter, or even spring, in every hedge, wood, or plantation,
should be gathered when quite ripe and dead, and must be kept for use

perfectly dry. The hollow stalks of the more gigantic specimens of An-

gelica sylvestris, which sometimes exceed an inch in diameter, may be split

longitudinally into quarters, or still farther divided, before they are applied
to the above purpose. Some specimens of each kind 1 herewith send you ;

and should you deem this trifling communication at all worthy of being
more generally made known, you are at liberty to make any use of it you
may think proper. The discovery, if discovery it is, may be of no great

utility or importance ; but at least it serves to show historically, and as a

matter of curiosity, the purposes to which these neglected vegetable remains

are actually applied in some parts of the country. I am, Sir, yours, &c.—
W. T. Bree. Allesky Rectory, April 29. 1831 .

Art. III. Geology,

Fossil Trilobites resembling

Butterflies, (figs. 93. 94.)
—

Sir, As the locality of various

fossils is a desirable thing to

be ascertained, perhaps that of
the following may be worth in-

sertion in your truly valuable

Magazine. Last midsummer,
whilst I was on a sketching
excursion through part of

Wales, I was informed when
at Llandilo Vawr, that in Lord
Dinevor's grounds there were
found petrified butterflies. I

went in search of them, and
discovered what was named
petrified butterflies to be parts
of a trilobite found in a sort of

slaty sandstone ofan ochreous
brown colour. Their form is

very flat compared with those
discovered at Dudley, thereby
giving something the effect of
a butterfly. I have sent two
sketches of them; one (^g.94.)
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showing the parts as they are generally found, and the other {fig. 93.),
a more perfect one, which I was fortunate enough to discover. The greatest

projection is not more than three eighths of an inch. They are found

rather plentifully in a bank on the right side of the road, shortly after

entering the park from Llandilo. The drawings are the exact size of the

fossil. I am, Sir, yours, &c. -— L. E. Reed. Tiverton^ Sept. 27. 18,30.

Art. IV. Meteorology.

A FOREWARNER offoul Weather.— It may be a useful piece of inform-

ation for agriculturists, or those concerned in getting in their crops on the

approaching season, to describe the appearance of a small cloud, which,
from its rapid formation and disappearance, is likely to escape the observ-

ation of most persons, but which from my own experience I have found a

very faithful forewarner of foul weather. It appears mostly in the mild
weather of spring, summer, and autumn, when its warning token becomes
most acceptable. I will endeavour to describe it in the best manner I

can :
— It is a small, delicately soft, thin, white, curved cloud, formed sud-

denly upon the summit of those fine heaped clouds (termed cumuli) which
often prevail in warm weather, and appear to tower up to a prodigious
height. It is necessary to keep a watchful eye upon the summit of the

cumulus. When this little film, which I term " the storm cap," appears, it

lies closely over the rounded summit, like a white silken web : in a very
few seconds it will disappear ; sinking, I suppose, into the cumulus

,•
but in

a little time, and when heavy foul Weather threatens, the film again ap-

pears, disappearing as shortly as before. Last summer this
" storm cap

"

was often to be seen, and how much foul weather succeeded I well re-

member. So confident do I feel in this little warning cloud, that I should
entertain no fear of foretelling in this, my letter, the threatening weather,
within 24 to 48 hours, and invite the editor to testify the reality by a

note.— B. Laytonstone, April, 1830.
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PART IV.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE.

Art. I. Natural History in the English Counties.

Devonshire.

Climate ofBovey Tracery Chudleighy Devon, as to Birds.—Three swallows
were seen here, April 15. 1831, going into some old nests under the eaves

of the house.— J. G. C. Bovey Tracey, Chudleigh, DevoUy April 20. 1831.

Habits and Habitats of 'Noctua prce^coXy vitta, valligeray sagittifera, and

JEgeria crabroniformiSy Saturnia Pavonia mmory and Callimorpha domimda.—
Sir, As I believe myself to be the first person who ever reared that beautiful

moth, iVoctua prae^cox, from its larva, and ascertained its proper food and

locality, I send you some particulars relative to that and some other insects.

Donovan mentions that the larva of N. prae^cox feeds on the thistle ; one

having been found at the roots in Portland Island. When residing at Bedi-

few, North Devon, I examined the thistles at Appledon Burrows for two
seasons without success. It was by mere accident I met with the larvae

one dark showery day in the end of May, when they were feeding on short

stunted plants of the Galium verum, or yellow-flowered ladies' bedstraw,
which grows on the bare sand. I found forty in the course of half an hour,
and in the circumference of 100 yards ; and although on several subsequent
days I examined the same spot, not one was to be seen. I put these larvae

into a box, the bottom of which I covered 3 in. deep with sand from the

spot, and fed the larvae with the bedstraw. The moths were produced the

following August. The succeeding spring, with a small garden rake, I
raked the sand in the same spot and in other places, where I found a
number of them, and also of iVoctua vitta and valllgera. The last two
feed on the roots of the grass, and all remain about l| in. beneath the sand.
The larvae of the N, pras^cox come to the surface to feed only at night;

except occasionally on a dark day, after a wet night, as in the above instance;
and this through fear of their enemies, the crows and gulls, which feed on
them. I also found the larvae of the iVoctua sagittifera feeding on the
leaves of the henbane (ITyoscjamus niger) near the same spot; and when
not feeding they remain under the sand near the plant. I have subsequently
found all the above-named larvae in South Devon also ; and this by using
the rake.

Habitat of the Larva, Pupa, and Fly ofJEgeria crabroniformis. Exa-
mining the bole of a large poplar tree for moths, the bark of which was

exceeding rough, I observed a substance resembling sawdust, falling down
from several small holes the size of a goose quill in the bark. On a close

inspection I found a pair of the insects in a state of copulation. They had
that moment escaped from the pupae, the empty cases of which were half

protruding out of two of the small holes. Previously to the developement
of the insect, the pupa forces its way to the front of the hole by means of

prickles on each segment of the body. I also found one on a sallow tree

(»S'alix) near the above poplar, and on the margin of a fishpond infested with
them. I examined the above trees early every morning for some days after,
and collected about twenty; and I invariably observed, if the two sexes were
on the same tree, they were always in a state of copulation. During that
time I was in the practice of beating all the branches of the trees and bushes
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about the spot with a pole, and a sheet under to receive the insects and
larvae ; yet not one of the above fell into the sheet, nor did I ever see one
on the wing.

Saturnia Pavonia minor. The larvae of Satumi« Pavonia minor feed on
the heath, and are not confined to the withy tribe, i. e. the osier species of
the genus A^alix. On the 14th of June, 1822, at Fishguard, on a rocky
mountain near the sea, I found upwards of fifty of them feeding on the
heath (^rica) where no other shrub or tree, except the furze ( U^lex eu-

ropae^a), was growing within a mile of the spot. 1 fed them exclusively on
that plant (heath ), and they all produced fine moths.

Callimorpha dominula. In a valley two miles from the above mountain,
I observed, a few days after taking the above-named larvae, a number ofthe
males of the Callimorpha dominula flying about at twelve o'clock on a

bright sunny day, and captured six males which were surrounding a female
at one time. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— Charles Blomer. Wellington Place^

Clifton, Bristol, March 17. 1831.

Essex.
A Catalogue ofPlants collected in Essex, with Remarks on some of the other

Natural Productions of the Countt/.
— Essex appears to have been as little

botanically explored as perhaps any part of England ; and of the neighbour-
hood of Chelmsford, in particular, scarcely any thing is recorded in works
on our indigenous plants. A residence of some years in this count}', and

repeated visits to its coasts, have, however, served to convince me that it

is by no means destitute of rarities. My own labours, together with those

of a botanical companion by far more efficient than myself, were amply
rewarded by the discovery of the following habitats :

—
Verdnica montkna. In a wood near Broom- Campanula hfbrida. In corn fields near
field, a village about three miles from Chelms- Chelmsford.

ford, on the Braintree road. Flola hfrta. Very frequent near Chelmsford,
Utricularia vulgaris. In an old clay pit near where the soil is clay,

Broomfield. Bht^ maritima. 7 a « -iaj u r.

Valeriana dentita. In corn fields near Broom- Salsbla Kali, j
^^ vvaiton.

field. £ryngium maritimum. On the sandy shore

5clrpus sylv&ticus. In a bog near Danbury. near Walton, along with Psamma aren&ria.
Milium lendigerum. 7 In woods near Great Arenkria /jeploldes, &c.
Jfilium eff'tisum. j Leighs, about half-way Peucedanum officinale. Near Walton.*
between Chelmsford and Braintree. .Buplefirum tenulssimum. In 1828 it grew on

.^lopectirus fulvus. In swampy places near the sea walls at Walton, but had totally dis-

Great Leighs. appeared in the summer of 1830.

M^lica uniflora. In woods at Great Leighs. jBupleilrura rotundifolium. Near Broomfield.

Spartlna stricta. In the salt marshes at Walton, Sambiicus £'bulus. Near Danbury.
on the Naze, a village about ten miles south St^tice Z<im6nium. 7 t., \XT„^^^^ ^o.„u«„
of Harwich. St&tice Armferia. j

^" Walton marshes.

Psamma arenaria. On the sandy shore near Drusera rotundifolia. On Danbury, Little

Walton. Baddow, and Galleywood Commons.
Rotb611«a incurvata. In Walton marshes. Myosurus mfnimus. In many of the corn fields

fl6rdeum maritimum. At Walton, on the sea near Chelmsford.
walls. .Narcissus Psefido-iVarcfssus. In a wood near

Triticum Jdnceum. At Walton, on the sandy Broomfield.
shore. Convallkria majklis. Very abundant on Little

i61ium temul^ntum. 7 Com fields near Broom- Baddow Common
; bespangling the barren

iblium arv^nse. 3 field. waste with its snow-white blossoms, and

Dipsacus pilbsus. Between Coggeshall and "
wasting its sweetness on the desert air."

Braintree. .4'corus C&iamus. This plant is frequent on the
Primula elktior. At Broomfield. banks of the Chelmer, I

Menyanthes trifoliJlta. In boggy ground on Frankdnia IjeVis. 7 . . -Walton
Galleywood and Little Baddow Commons. Triglbchin maritimum. $

^^ ^'''•i""-

Hottbnia pal6stris. In ponds near Galleywood Chlora perfoliata. Near Broomfield.

Common. Daphne Laurfeola. In woods and hedges near

.4naga.llis cserulea. In com fields near Broom- Chelmsford.
field. Poly^gonumJ Bist6rta. By the side of the

^nagfellis ten^lla. On boggy ground near Dan- Chelmer, about two miles above Chelmsford.

bury. Pkris quadrifolia. In a wood near Broomfield,

Calystfegia Soldanella. On the sand near WaU and in the Thrift Wood, near Chelmsford.

ton, in one place covering a space of many In this latter station it thickly covers the

square yards with its large and delicate sloping sides of a pond, which is filled with

flowers. Hottbnia palustris, and grows to a very un-

Campanula iJaplinculus. On a dry bank at usual size : many of the specimens have five

Danbury. leaves.

* The habitat of this plant and that of Trifolium maritimum have, I

believe, been previously discovered ; but I think the plants had not been

seen in them of late years.
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r F"
cornfields near Broom-

field.

On Danbury Common,

.Biltomus umbellktus. In the Chelmer.
Dianthus Armaria. At Danbury, Sandon, and

in the Thrift Wood.
Siltine noctiflura. In corn fields near Broom-

field.

Sfedum Telfephmm. Near Chelmsford.

£uphurb«a platyphflla. In corn fields near
Broom field, and at Great Leighs.

i^ubus Idae'us. In woods near Chelmsford.

Fragkria elktior. In woods near Great Leighs,
and at High Easter ; undoubtedly wild.

Papkver hybridum. In a field near Walton.

Aquilfegia vulgaris. At Danbury, &c.
Ranunculus parvifl5rus. Very common about

Chelmsford.
Scutellaria minor. On Danbury and Galley-
wood Commons.

LinSlria spilria.
Linaria J^latine.

Linkria minor.
Orobanche elation

great luxuriance.
Senebifera dfdyma. Near Danbury. This plant
has not, I apprehend, been often met with in

the eastern counties.

Caklle maritima. On the sandy shore at Wal-
ton. It was blooming, in spite of the wintry
blasts to which it was exposed, in the twelfth
month (December), 1830 ; and its colours
were then much more brilliant than is usually
the case in summer.

Cardamine amara. By the side of the river

above Chelmsford.
JFumJiria claviculata. In many places near

Chelmsford.
FumSria capreol&.ta. At Great Holland.

Z&thyrus J'phaca 7 At Springfield, near

iathyrus NissoUa, J Chelmsford.
Trifolium subterrkneum. On Galleywood Com-
mon, and at Danbury.

Trifblium ochroleucum. 7
-i^ rhp1m<!fnrd

Trifblium medium. j
^^^^ Chelmsford.

Trifblium marftimum. Near Walton. (See
the note to Peucfedanum offlcinMe.)

Trifblium fragfferum. Near Walton,
>4'rctium Bardana. Near Great Leighs.
C'&rduus tenuiflorus. 1 ^ walton
Artemisia maritima. j

^^^^ Walton.

Gnaphklium rectum. In the Thrift Wood, and
on Little Baddow Common.

.4'ster Tripolium. In Walton Marshes. There
are two very distinct varieties of this plant :

the one of humble growth, much branched,
and having the beautiful blue rays very per-

feet ; the other wanting the rays altogether,
attaining the height of 4 ft. or more, and being
unbranched, except at the top of the massy
succulent stem, where the flowers form a

corymbus. Both varieties occur nearly on the
same spot.

J'nula Pulic^ria. Near Thorp, and near Gal-

leywood Common.
J'nula crithmoldes. About Walton.
Centaur^a Calcitrapa. At Tilbury Fort.

Orchis latifblia. Near Springfield.
Gymnadfenia con6psea. Near Great Leighs.
Gymnad^nia bifolia. Near Broomfield.

O^phrys apifera. Near Great Leighs, and spar-
ingly near Broomfield.

0"*phrys muscffera. At High Easter.

Ne<Sttia splrJllis. On Danbury Common.
jE'pipactis paHistris. On Galleywood Common,
£pipictis latifolia. At Great Leighs.
r^pha angustifolia At Sandon and Danbury,
Sparg^nium natans. Near Lyonshall, Great

Leighs. This is, I believe, the first time the

plant has been found in Essex : this, as well
as all the other Great Leighs stations, was
discovered by my companion, Robert Har-
rison.

C^rex pulickris. In a bog on Little Baddow
Common.

Carex arenaria. On the sandy shore at Walton.

Myriophjrllum spicktum. At Danbury.
Myrioph;fllum verticillatum. At Broomfield,
&c.

.^''triplex lacini^ta. On the sand at Walton.

JEquisfetum sylvaticum. On Galleywood Com-
mon.

Ophiogl6ssum vulgktum. At Great Baddow
and at Broomfield.

.^splfenium JVich6manes. On a very dry bank
between Chelmsford andGalleywood Common.

Rl^chnum boreJlle. On Little Baddow Com-
mon.

Lycopbdium clavktum. Once found by my
friend, R. Harrison, on Danbury Common,
but could not be detected there afterwards,

Aspidium spinulbsum. \ At Danbury and on

Aspidium dilatatum. 3 Little Baddow Com-
mon.

Aspidium TTielfpteris. On Little Baddow Com-
mon. I believe this to be the only Essex
station.

Osmfinda regMis. On Little Baddow Common,
covering some acres, and growing to the

height of 6tl. Its wiry roots form mounds
of considerable magnitude, the spaces between
them being channels of water or of black
wet peat.

I am no geologist ; yet it may not be amiss to state, as far as I am able,

the nature of the soil in the various places mentioned above. The imme-
diate neighbourhood of Chelmsford is principally red gravel ; at Broomfield

there is clay, in many places containing calcareous matter ; and at Great

Leighs it still more nearly approaches chalk, as may be supposed from the

plants found there. Little Baddow Common is a w^aste of some hundreds

of acres, about six miles to the eastward of Chelmsford : it is a hungry
loose gravel, and is covered with t/'lex europae^a, Pteris aquilina, Calluna

vulgaris, Convallaria majalis, &c. In one or two places is found peat; and
it is these spots that produce most of the Little Baddow plants mentioned
in the catalogue. The soil in the adjoining parish of Danbury appears to

be very similar. Galleywood Common is gravel ; and the Thrift, a wood of

three miles in length by about half a mile in width, is generally stiff clay.
At Walton, the soil is a dark clay ; the cliffs, which vary from 30 ft. to

1 00 ft. in height, are perpetually undermined by the sea, and tumble down
in huge masses, frequently exposing to view beautiful specimens of talc,

and, in one spot, a great number of shells. There is a stratum of them
near the top of the cliff, a large proportion being bi'oken and reduced to a
sort of red sand, among which perfect specimens are often to be met with :
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they are of the colour of rusty iron, and are, I think, mostly of the genus
j&uccinum or ilfiirex. There is also a flat bivalve shell, very abundant,

probably a Mactra ; and some which I suppose to belong to the genus
Helix. One shell is precisely like the common whelk, except that it is

spirally twisted in the opposite direction ; a peculiarity which I observed in

no other speeies.
To the north-east of Walton are extensive marshes, overflowed at spring-

tides ; these are the resort of a considerable variety of water-birds, particu-

larly the Grallae. An inlet of some width intersects these marshes ; and
on sailing down it, you hear the loud and mournful piping of the curlew
and whimbrel, the shrill scream of the redshank and pewit, and the hoarse
cries of the heron and sea-gull. On the shore are to be met with the

sanderling, the dunlin, the ring-dottrel, the turnstone, the green and purple

sandpipers, the oyster-catcher, and five or six species of gulls. It is alto-

gether a place which affords a rich field for the naturalist, whatever depart-
ment of natural science may be his particular pursuit.

My researches in Essex have afforded me many hours of delightful re-

creation; and were the means of awakening that ardent love of rural enjoy-
ments, and that deep interest in the beauties of nature, which will, I hope,
never forsake me : and they have proved to me, that no district is so

unproductive as not to be worth investigating ; for we generally find that

where particular spots seem to produce an unusual proportion of rarities,

it is only because a greater share of labour has been bestowed upon them.— J: G. Third Month {March) 3d. 1831.

Lancashire.

Some Account of the Banksian Society at Manchester.— Sir, The Banksian

Society was established in January, 1829, for the purpose of supplying its

members with mutual instruction in botany, entomology, mineralogy, and

geology ,•
and this by conversations, by the reading of papers, and by lectures.

As the Society is composed in a great degree of tyroes in these branches of

natural history, we at present are not able to furnish any information fit to

be published. Owing to the want of a convenient room for our meetings, we
have not made that progress which we might have made had we had a better

situation. I hope, however, we shall soon have a good room for our meet-

ings; and in the mean time we are improving each other by meeting to-

gether, by the exhibiting of specimens and conversing upon them, and by
occasional lectures. It is the intention of the members, individually, to

furnish an account to the Society, as far as it is practicable, of the geological
and mineral productions of about thirty miles round Manchester ; also of

the plants and insects that are to be met with in the same extent. Our

library is increasing very fast ; it consists of upwards of sixty volumes, in

active circulation amongst the members. The magazines are passed from

one member to another, according to the situation of the town in which

they reside, with the allowance of three days for the reading of them. We
have collected a great number of plants, which are arranged according to

the Linnean system, and are in ^ good state of preservation. We have

very few insects at present, on account of our cabinet not being complete to

receive them. We have several drawers of minerals and fossils, many of

which are very beautiful specimens. I am, Sir, yours, &c.— Wm. Garry.
223. JOeansgate, Manchester^ May, 1831.

Northumberland.

Birds shot in the Winter of 1829-30, at Greenhow, North Shields :—
A^nas 5(jschas, Wild Duck. ^'nas er:fthropus [.4'nser Bdrnida Willughby]
A^n&i fdsca [Oid^mia fi'isca Fleming], Velvet Bernacle Goose.

Duck. Podiceps minor, Little Grebe,

^nas Cygnus [C^gnus f^rus Ray\ Swan. P6diceps crista tuc. Crested Grebe.
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Margca fistul^lris, Widgeon. Fdlco iVlsus C^ccfpiter /iringillarius iJayl,

Querquedula Cr^cca, Teal. Sparrowhawk.
Mergus serrator, Red-breasted Merganser. Falco Tinnunculus, Kestrel
Frat6rcula arctica, Puffin. Falco ^'salon. Merlin.

C61ymbus arcticus, Black-throated Diver. Strix fiammea [AlCico flammeus Fleming}^
J-krus mar'inus, Black-backed Gull. Barn Owl.
iarus canus, Common GuH. Strix OHus [0\us aurlta Ray\ Great Horned
Gallfnula chloropus, Water Hen. Owl.
Phalacr6corax C^rbo [Cltbo Cormoranus 5trix brachybtus no^tus bracliybtus Fleming^,

Meyer'\, Cormorant. Lesser Horned Owl.
Phalacrucorax Graculus, Shag. JFringflla Montifringilla, Brambling, ,

^'rdea mSjor [4'rde^ cinfcre^ Lathain}, 5'turnus vulga.ris, Starling.
Heron. Jlirdus pilaris, Fieldfare.

Some of these, I believe, are rare. I am, Sir, yours, &c.— E* Headlam.

GreenhoWy Noi'th Shields, Ma?/ 13. 1831.

We have given in brackets the names adopted by Mr. Rennie in his Orni-

thological Dictionary/, where different from those applied by our correspond-
ent. J'nser erjthropus (^^nas erythropus Lin.) Mr. Rennie applies to the

Laughing Goose, which has orange-coloured (legs and) feet ; as erythropus

expresses. The Bernacle Goose (^'nser Bernicla of Willughby), Mr.

Rennie states, has its legs dusky black. The Pufiin (called above Frater-

cula arctica) Mr. Rennie denominates Puffmus Anglorum Ray; and

applies the terms Fratercula arctica to the Coulterneb : as, however. Pen-

nant, in his British Zoology, 2. No. 2.S2., has published the Coulterneb

by the name of Puffin, we have not ventured to vary our correspondent's

application.
— J. D,

Suffolk.

Birds in the Neighbourhood of Great Finhorough Hall.— Sir, To promote
my acquaintance with the productions of nature, I have preserved some
birds and some insects, and am now forming a Hortus Siccus. I send the

names of my birds, which will show what species prevail in, or frequent,
this neighbourhood, as all, except those starred, were shot in the village

close by. I am, Sir, yours, &c. —J. NichoUs, Gardener. Great Finhorough

Hall, Suffolk, May 26 . 183 1 .

Accentor modul^iris. Hedge Sparrow. P^rus ma.jor. Large Titmouse.
^Icfedo Tspida, Kingfisher. P^rdix cinferea, Common Partridge.
Tardufelis commiinis, Goldfincful P^rdix rCifa, Guernsey Partridge.
C^rthia familiaris, Tree-creeper. . Plcus mkjor. Large Woodpecker,
Clangula vulgaris, Golden-eye. Picus minor, Small Woodpecker.
Columba Palumbus, Woodpigeon. Picus viridis. Green Woodpecker.
Ciiculus canbrus, Cuckoo. *P6diceps minor, Dabchick, or Little Grebe.

Emberlza Citrinella, Yellowhammer. Pyrrhtila vulgJlris, Bullfincli, male and female,

*Pringilla canaria, Canary-bird. in abundance.
Pringilla Chluris, Greenfinch. Jiegulus crista.tus, Golden-crested Wren, with

PringfUa Montifringilla, Mountain Finch. its nest.

PringfUa Spiza Rennie, Chaffinch, Saxicola Rubicola, Stonechat.
Galllnula chl6ropus. Moorhen. 5culopax rusticola. Woodcock.
Garrulus glandularius. Jay. SUta europteX Nuthatch.
.Hirtindo rustica. Swallow. 5trix Alilco, Grey Owl.
Hirimdo urbica, Marten. 5ttirnus vulgaris. Starling.
L^nius exciabitor, Butcherbird. Salvia Atricapilla, Blackcap.
*Z,ari species, a species of Gull. Sylvia Luscinia, Nightingale.
L6xia curvirostra. Crossbill. Sylvia Phcenicurus, Redstart.

*M&xgus Merganser, Dun Diver. Totanus hypoleiicus. Sandpiper.
Muscicapa luctunsa, Flvcatcher. Turdus pilaris, Fieldfare.

*Nyrbca ferlna. Dun Bird. T6rdus viscivorus. Missel Thrush,
*aidicnt;mus crepitans. Stone Curlew. Yunx Torquilla, Wryneck.
Parus caudktus, Long-tailed Titmouse, called Oven-bird,
here Puddingpoke (poke being the Suffolk
word for bag).

The systematic names are those adopted by Mr. Rennie in hia Ornitho-

logical Dictionary, where " Oven-bird" is not obvious.— J. D, . :

The first appearance of Yunx Torquilla here, in 1831, was on April I3li

In the various parts of England it is known by the various names of.

Cuckoo's maid, mate, leader, and slab; wryneck, snakebird; in Hertford-

shire, barley-bird ; and around Stow-market, Suffolk,** the turkey-bird."
—

Henry Turner. Bury St. Fdmund's.
In Professor Rennie's Ornithological Dictionary, all these names do not

occur, but the omissions are possibly wilful. This remark, among numC"
Vol. IV.— No. 21. gg
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rous interesting ones, occurs there :
— " The wryneck is seldom observed

to climb trees, although the feet seem calculated [constructed] for that

purpose." I once saw it climb the perpendicular face of an old tall wall

in the botanic garden at Bury St. Edmund's ; it was seeking either insects

or grit, and proceeded as if in neither haste nor fear, but uttered its hawk-
like note at intervals. I observed it through a telescope, and at no great

distance, and then first saw the elegant markings of its plumage : this was
seven or eight years ago.

—J. D.
The Kingfisher not rare about Bury St. Edmund's.— At the bottom of

the botanic garden, where runs the river Lark, specimens may very often

be seen ; and also in the low meadows south of the town. On Easter

Sunday last, some boys watched an old one into a hole in the bank, and

attempted to capture it on its exit ; but without success in this case.

They then with a crooked stick pulled out a portion of a nest, consisting
of a few feathers, old dried roots, and hay. I subsequently examined
the hole. It was in a low meadow 300 yards east of Northgate Street,

and on the bank of a small stream. The entrance to the hole was about

3 ft. from the water, and 1 ft. beneath the level of the meadow. Hole
9 in. in diameter, and about 5 ft. in length ; straight, and somewhat larger
at the end than at the entrance. Since this, I have been told of another

nest's being found from watching the old bird into her breeding-place,

where, in this case, she and her eggs were captured. I have seen many
specimens, but only one to alight. I saw one alight about three years

since, which it did on a weeping willow that overhangs the Linnet, a

branch stream of the Lark above, and where it sat about a minute, atten-

tively watching the fishes in the water, and then plunged in and seized what
I believed to be a stickleback, and with this in its beak flew swiftly away.—
Henry Turner. Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmund'Sy May 15. 1831.

I have frequently observed this bird fly up and down the stream of the

Lark, and once to be perched on a bar that was placed across the stream.

One of its white egg-shells, obtained from a boy who had plundered a nest,

was once given me. The size ofthe hole described by ray friend Mr. Turner
was seems past the powers of such a bird to excavate : hence Montagu's
opinion that it adopts a rat's hole is probably correct j of course a water

rat's, and one that has been deserted.— J. D.
Anemone vanuncidoides.— I had, this morning, April 3., the pleasure of

finding this plant wild in the vicinity of Hawstead, on the banks of a rivu-

let, about half a mile to the south of Pinfer End Farm. I believe it is of

very rare occurrence in this neighbourhood, having never seen it wild before.

There were five or six full-blown specimens.
— Henry Turner. Botanic

Gardenf Bury St, Edmund^s, 1831.

Worcestershire.

Barer Plants of Worcestershire.'— The following list, which I hope will

not be unacceptable to Worcestershire botanists, contains only plants which

were observed and gathered by myself in 1812, 1813, 1816, 1827, and

1829. Yours, &c.~- W. G. Ferry. Warwick, March 12. 1830.

5cirpus sylvaticus. Near the Lodge-pool, Kid- Dlpsacus pilosus. Blackstone Rock, near Bewd-
derminster, and in Wire Forest. ley.

Eriophorum polystachyon. In a bog in Wire Galium saxitile. On all the heaths in the

Forest, and in a boggy field by Finny Rough, vicinity of Kidderminster.
near Stone. ilfyosbtis caispitbsa, with white flowers. In

Eriophorum angustifblium. In a swamp on Burnt Wood, near Bewdley.
the north side of Falling Sands Common, Symphytum officinElie, with purple flowers.

; Kidderminster, and in Burntj Wood, near On the banks of the canal, &c., Kiddermin-

Bewdley. ster.

^Tardus strlcta. On Sutton Common, near Kid- Jfenyanthes trifoliJita. In a boggy field by
derminster. Finny Rough, near Stone.

Meliea uniflbra. Blackstone Rock, near Bewd- Xysim^chia neraorum. In a wood by Picket

ley. Rock, near Kidderminster.
M6ntia font^na. In a swampy place on Abber- Jnag&Uis tenella. In a boggy field b Finny

ley Hill, above the Hundred House. Bough, near Stone.
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Campanula patula. In Dolphin Lane and in

hedges, Chaddesley Corbet.

Campanula Trachfelium. Blackstone Rock,
near Bewdley; banks of the Severn, near

Stourport ;
and on a steep bank, about four

miles on the Hereford road from Stourport.
I^erbiiscum virgatum. Near Worcester, on the
road to Ombersley, 1813.

rerb^scum J?lattaria. Lanes about Foxholes,
near Kidderminster.

Slum rfepens. In a swampy place, on Abberley
hill, above the Hundred'House.

jSambticus nigra, with laciniated leaves. Ches-
ter Lane, near Land-oak Turnpike, Kidder-
minster.

Linum usitatissimum. In fields near Hartle-

bury.
Drosera rotundifblia. In a swamp on the north

side of Falling Lands Common ; and at Devil's

Spitalfields, near Kidderminster.
JTftncus squarrbsus. Devil's Spitalfields, near

Kidderminster,
iJtimex maritimus. On the banks of the Lodge-

pools, Kidderminster, 1816.

Triglbchin pal6stre. Finny Rough, near Stone,

y/lisma ranunculoides. .Oldfield, near Om-
bersley.

Epilobium rbseum. In a garden before a house
in Church Street, Kidderminster, 1816; and
in Mr. John Lea's drying-ground. Mill Street,

Kidderminster, 1829.

Epilbbium paliistre. On Falling Lands Com-
mon, Kidderminster.

Dianthus deltoides. Blackstone Rock, near

Bewdley.
Cotylfedon Umbilicus. On Picket Rock, and
about Foxholes, near Kidderminster, plenti.

fully.
S^dum dasyphyllum. On a wall by the side of

the Kidderminster road, Bewdley.
P^rus dom^stica. In Wire Forest, June 25.

1827. This solitary tree was observed by Mr.
Pitts in the time of Ray, and is supposed to be
more than 250 years old. In the neighbour-
hood of the forest it is well known by the
name of " the witty pear." It appears to be

rapidly decaying, as it bears leaves on the

upper branches only, and shows no signs of

,
fruit.

I Bhsa. gracilis ? In Wire Forest, near P^rus do-

I mestica.

I Potentilla argfentea. On the top of the rock
at Foxholes, and on a rock by the roadside

at Wolverley, near Kidderminster ;
and on

rocks by the roadside between Kidderminster
and Bewdley.

Comarum paltistre. Oldfield, near Ombersley.

Aquilegia vulgaris. On the banks of Dowlass

Brook, in Wire Forest.

iianuncLilus Aederaceus. In a swampy place,
on Abberley Hill, above the Hundred House,

«?peta Cataria. Roadside between Kiddermin-
ster and Bewdley.

Ferbfena officin-ilis. In a lane near Hartlebury ;

on the stone cross at Stone; and between

Dunley Hall and Abberley.
3/arrilbium vulgkre. Opposite to Crane's of

Abberley, on the side of the road leading to

Picket Rock, from Kidderminster,

niy^mus Calamintha. Hampton Magna, near
Evesham.

Scutelliiria minor. In Rock Wood, near Bewd-
ley.

Melampj^rum prat(5nse, with orange flowers.

In .Wire Forest; in Rock Wood and Burnt

Wood, near Bewdley ; and at Blackstone,
near Bewdley.

/'edicularis palustris. Oldfield, near Ombers-

ley ;
in Wire Forest ;

and in Burnt Wood,
near Bewdley.

Pedicularis sylvatica. In a swamp on the

north side of Falling Sands Common, Kidder-
minster ; Oldfield, near Ombersley; and. in

high pastures atTrimpley Green, near Kid-
derminster.

Liniria spfiria. In a hilly field at Hampton
Magna, near Evesham.

.(Antirrhinum mJijus. Walls near the cathedral,
Worcester.

Teesdaha nudicaulis. On Falling Sands Com-
mon, pi.

Thl&spi arvense. In gardens near Broad Street,

Kidderminster; and in fields near Hartle-
'

bury.
Jv^asturtium terr^stre. On the banks of the

Lodge-pools, Kidderminster.
Turritis glfebra. Chester Lane, and in a lane
near Crane's of Abberley, Kidderminster;
and on the roadside between Kidderminster
and Chaddesley Corbet.

Erbdium marftimum. On the heath at Picket

Rock, near Kidderminster.
Geranium liicidum. Blackstone Rock, near

Bewdley.
Geranium columbinum. Roadside towards

Broadwaters, Kidderminster.
Jl/alva moschata. In a wood on the summifof

Abberley Hill, west of Abberley church ; and
in hedges about Bewdley.

ii'um^ria lutea. On a limestone wall near the
church at Abberley,

Famkx'm clavicuia,ta. At Picket Rock, near
Kidderminster.

Polygala vulgkris, with white flowers. At
Picket Rock, near Kidderminster.

Ficia sylvatica. In Wassel wood, near Bewd-
ley.

Ficia angnstifblia. In a swamp on the north
side of Falling Sands Common, Kiddermin-

ster; and in a field between Kidderminster
and Picket Rock.

Ornithopus' perpusillus. Blackstone Rock,
near Bewdley ;

on Sutton Common, near Kid-
derminster ;

and in fields between Kidder-
minster and Picket Rock.

Hedy^sarum Onobr^chis. Near a wood on Ab-
berley hill, west of Abberley church.

Trifblium striatum. At Picket Rock, near Kid-
derminster ; and on tlie side of the Kidder-
minster road, near Bewdley.

J7yp(5ricum ^ndrosee^mum. In a wood by
Picket Rock, near Kidderminster.

Hypericum montknum. Blackstone Rock, near

Bewdley ; near a wood on Abberley Hill,
west ofAbberley church; and at Picket Rock,
near Kidderminster.

Pren&nthes murahs. Blackstone Rock, and
Rock Wood, near Bewdley ; in a wood by
Picket Rock, and Summer Hill, near Kidder-
minster ; and Rock Hill, one mile and a half
from Bromsgrove, on the road to Alcester.

Ifierkcium murbrum. In a wood by Picket

Rock, near Kidderminster ;
and in the rocky

wood. Finny Rough, near Stone.

Hierkcium sylvaticum. Summer Hill, near
Kidderminster ;

in a lane leading from Fox-
holes towards Kidderminster ; and in Rock
Wood, Burnt Wood, and.Wassel Wood, near

Bewdley.
Carduus ficanthSides. In fields between Kid-
derminster and Picket Rock.

Cnicus paltlstris, with white flowers. At Picket

Rock, near Kidderminster.

Onopordum ^canthium. Summer Hill, near
Kidderminster.

Con^za squarrbsa. In a lane near Hartlebury ;

and about Chaddesley Corbet.

Solidago Virgaurea. In Burnt Wood, near

Bewdley.
O'rchis conopsea. In a bog in Wire Forest.

Ckrex rembta. In the rocky wood. Finny
Rough, near Stone.

C^rex. Pseudo-Cypferus. In the Lodge-pools,
Kidderminster.

Juniperus commilnis. In Wire Forest.

Aspidium spinulbsum. In a cave on the right
hand side of the road from Kidderminster to

Bewdley.
Aspidium dilat^tum. Blackstone Rock, near

Bewdley.

G G 2
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Aspidium Pilix-fce'mina, with a scaly stalk. J51echnum borekle. At Foxholes, and on the
In the rocky wood, Finny Rough, near Stone. StourportRoad.near the Larches,Kiddermin-

.^isplfenium Trichomanes. At Blackstone Rock, ster
;
Rock Wood, Burnt Wood, and Black,

near Bewdley. stone Rock, near Bewdley ;
in the rocky

ilsplfenium /^tita-muraria. On the church at wood. Finny Rough, near Stone; and in a
Stone. dingle between Dunley Hall and Abberley,

Art. II. Natural History in Ireland.

Birds at and near Londonderry. {Continued from p. 270.)
— The

fieldfare arrives in October, departs in the first week of May, and some-
times in the second : the country people call it the felt. The fallowchat,
or wheatear (provincially stone-checker), arrives about the 21st of March,

departs in September. Whinchat arrives about the 1st of May, departs
earlier in September than the fallowchat. Stonechat, resident. The reed-

bunting, common, resident. Chaffinch in considerable numbers. I think

none of these birds migrate from or to this district, nor do the males sepa-
rate in flocks from the females. There are no bullfinches in this district.

Grey linnet makes its nest in low bushes. Lesser linnet : I had the nest

of this little bird in high pear trees in my garden. Golden-crowned wren :

this charming British humming-bird is common here from the middle of

September till about the same time in April ; but I have never seen more
than one (and that but once) in summer : it arrives in September, from

places more northerly, I should think. The great titmouse, the cole-

mouse, and the blue titmouse, all resident ; a lively handsome family. The

skylark (laverock): this "herald of the morn" is very numerous, building
its nest frequently in the mosses, or turf bogs, which abound in this district.

[Pied] wagtail, grey wagtail, yellow wagtail : I have never seen the latter

at any time except April. House swallow, marten, sand-marten, and swift :

all these arrive and depart as usual in the British Isles. Bunting, yellow-
hammer (yellow yorlan) : I saw a bunting last January, with the whole
head and part of its neck yellow, like the yellowhammer. Green gros-
beak or linnet, goldfinch, hedge sparrow, redbreast, and wren : all pleasing

songsters. Ringdove. Red-grouse is found in floes (mosses [morasses]
uncut and undrained, covered with heath, bog myrtle [ilfyrica Gdle\ and

diiFerent kinds of mosses,) remote from hills or mountains : it is also found

in the mountains in abundance. Partridge, quail : not numerous, from

May till October. Heron. Bittern : not common. Common curlew : a

few breed in the mosses. Woodcock : from the beginning of October till

April. Common snipe serenades us with the ^' heather bleat" all spring
and summer, almost as numerous as in winter. Jack-snipe : a winter visit-

ant. Common sandpiper : numerous in summer, along shallow streams.

Green or golden plover : in large flocks during winter ; breeds, I believe,

in large floes and mountains. Redshank : a summer visitant. Common wild

duck resident. Teal : resident, on small lakes. Widgeon : a winter visitant.

Pochard widgeon,wild-goose widgeon, wild-swan widgeon, water ousel, corn-

crake, water hen or common gallinule : all resident, except the corncrake,

which arrives in the latter end of April, and departs in September. Raven,

crow, rook, magpie, jackdaw. Golden eagle, in the mountains. Kestrel, or

windhover, very common. Hen harrier, common. Kite, not common.

Sparrow hawk, common. Long-horned owl, seen chiefly in harvest.

lAst of some of the Quadrupeds of this district, in the county London-

derry, viz. twenty miles south of the Giant's Causeway.— Common fox, in

the mountains chiefly. Badger (brock), in the mountains. Otter. Mar-

ten. Hedgehog. Hare. Rabbit. Weasel. Black rat, not common.
Brown rat, very common. Common mouse. Field mouse. Shrew mouse.

The sheep of this district have scarcely any disease : we have no trouble

in examining them whether they are fly-struck. I never heard of their

suffering from it. We shear them the 1st of May, and I have seen wethers
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shorn in March. The river Bann abounds in salmon, trout, and eels : the

latter come down from Lough Neagh in immense multitudes, choosing the

darkest and most tempestuous nights : rolling themselves up in balls, they
break through weirs and other obstacles, if not broken by the poles of the

fishermen. I will add, in conclusion, that the remarks (Vol. III. p. 538.)

upon the winter of 1829-30, &c., by the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, at Swaff-

ham Bulbeck, in Cambridgeshire, would almost describe the weather here.

The chief difference was, that it was some days after the severe weather
came on there before it arrived here. There was remarkably warm and
beautiful weather the last week of March, 1830 ; and during the first week
of April, 1830, there was no snow or sleet here, but keen north and north-

east wind. The weather here, however, as there, soon became seasonable

again. The late summer and harvest of 1830 were excessively wet and

stormy here. October was very fine ; nothing remarkable in November,
till the morning of the 20th, when there came on a most tremendous hurri-

cane from the south. The snow was eight or nine inches deep from the

22d of December to the end of the same. Sir, yours, &c.'—H. iV.

June, 1831.

Art. in. MontJdy Calendar of Naturefor Scotland.

Extracts from the Meteorological Register kept at Annat Gardens, Perth-

shire, N. lat. 56° 231', above the Level of the Sea 172 Ft., and 15 Miles

from the Coast; being the Mean of daily Observations at 10 o' Clock

Morning and 10 o' Clock Evening.

Results for June.

Month.
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has been for the most part moderately moist, and nightly dews have been

copious. The warmest day in June was on the 13th : mean temperature
of that day, 64*5° ; wind west : extreme heat throughout the month, 78°.

The coldest day of June was on the 10th : mean temperature of that day,
53° ; wind east : extreme cold in course of the month, 42°. The highest

temperature in June last year was 65°
; extreme cold throughout the

month, 38°, or 4° lower than this season. The wind blew from easterly

points on 11 days; from westerly points on 18 days; 1 day it was variable.

The atmosphere was clear on 18 days; on 12 days it was cloudy.
The warmest day in July was on the 29th : mean temperature of that

day, 67° ; wind west : extreme heat in course of the month, 79°. The
coldest day in July was on the 20th ; mean temperature of that day, 55° :

extreme cold during the month, 42°. On 1 1 days the wind blew from the
east ; and on 20 days from westerly points. There were no loud gales of
wind on this or the preceding month ; and only twice thunder was heard at

a distance. There were 19 days of brilliant, and 5 days of partial, sun-

shine ; 7 were cloudy.
About the beginning of June, vegetation was as forward as is usual on

an average of seasons. The laburnum showed its flowers on the 4th, 4 days
earlier than last season ; and the mulberry was in leaf on the 5th, also

4 days earlier. Light showers, with a moderately high temperature, were

frequent till the 21st, and promoted a vigorous vegetation. The Jester

alpinus came in flower on the 8th. Wheat from Morocco, a promising
variety, and very similar to the China wheat received from Mr. Loudon
last year, came in the ear on the 10th, a period of 92 days from brairding :

mean temperature of that period, 492°. Field wheat came in the ear on
the 18th, 4 days earlier than on an average of seasons. In my last I

expressed a hope
" that the unusually high temperature and clear sunshine

throughout the day might bring many of the wheat maggot into the fly

state before the wheat was in the ear ; and that the very dry state of the

soil, which we found was inimical to their existence, might diminish their

numbers." (p. 380.) This hope has, fortunately for the farmer, been fully
realised. As early as the 6th of June, we observed myriads of the flies

amongst wheat which lay contiguous to wheat fields of last year ;
and

where the plants stood close, or where chickweed or Veroniccs afforded

them shelter amongst the roots ofthinly planted wheat. The brilliant sun-

shine then prevailing was to them very oppressive, and they were much
exhausted in strength and diminished in numbers before the wheat came in

the ear. Some few very early fields of wheat that came in the ear about
the 12th suffered partially; but by the 18th, when the general crop came
in the ear, the fly was in its last stage of exhaustion, and the loss this

year does not exceed the proportion claimed by an English clergyman ; in

some of the preceding years nearly the half was destroyed. There are,

however, still sufficient numbers perpetuated to excite serious alarms as to

the safety of future crops. Strawberries were ripe by the 17th, at least a
week earlier than on an average of seasons. Spring-sown wheat of the

common variety, which appeared above ground on the 5th of April, and had
been sown on the 9th of March, came in the ear on the 29th of June, only
1 1 days later than autumn-sown wheat of the same variety. The dry state

of the soil, high temperature, and brilliant sunshine in July, forced the

growing crops into early maturity. The privet flowered on the 6th ; the

white lily (Lilium candidum) on the 11th ; Centaurea aurea on the 14th ;

-(41thaeHi officinalis on the 17th. Peas with black pods (a promising field

variety from Van Diemen's Land, seeds from Mr. Lawson, Edinburgh),
sown on the 23d of March, were fully ripe on the 23d of July. The C6\-

chicum autumnale showed its flowers on the 28th ; Morocco wheat (seeds
from Mr. Neill), which came in the ear on the 10th of June, ripe on the

31st of July, 51 days from the time of earing: mean temperature of that
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period eO'C. The crops are about 16 days earlier than on an average of
seasons

; but, on light dry lands, barley, oats, and beans are short in straw.

Wheat seems to require little moisture to bring it to full maturity. The
sample this year, as in the memorable dry year of 1826, is uncommonly
fine ; and the return is most abundant in proportion to the plants, which,
however, were for the most part thin.— A. G. Aug. 2. 1831.

Art. IV. Retrospective Criticism,

On the recent Controversy/ in this Magazine.— Sir, I must and will repeat
my extremest disgust, and that of about eleven subscribers here, at your
sullying these pages with private squabbles. Are not the ephemeral news-

papers a fitter arena ? Mr. Murray, an able and persevering philosopher,
you suffered to be drummed out : and, by printing part of my letter, com-

plimentary to him (but never intended for print), you caused a misunder-

standing and coolness in that gentlemen towards me. This was like
" the

Devil quoting Scripture." Your very last Number is disgraced with two-

and-twenty pages of blarney between Mr. Swainson and Mr. Vigors, two

gentlemen who might delight and instruct us with their really able and

elegant talents, and not waste their moonshine on rubbish. Who is to pay
for such trashy trumpery ? Or, when given, who is to bind, or even shelve,
such chaffy sheaves ? But 'tis you I blame, Mr. Loudon, for allowing it.

Is not this like the foolish Egyptian quail-fights in a hoop i Or is it not, as

it were, a brace of brawling orange-wenches, from Covent Garden Square,

rushing on the stage, between two scenes of Nature's Great Poet ; and dis-

gusting the delighted audience with their snarling tongues and talons ? Fie
on it : my gorge rises at it. At first it struck me to think no more of the

Magazine ; till finding some that I had laboured to lug into taking it, had

really discontinued, and others talked of doing so ; I determined to send

you this free but friendly admonition j though I think it impertinent to

what ought to be the contents of your book. Let it act as a radical

reform. If you have such quantities of matter as you say, why not print
it ? and not keep papers of correspondents soaking in pickle months after

months, till their temporal interest is entirely evaporated j to make room
for the scum, froth, and sputtering of effervescent irritability. Encourage
such correspondents as the amiable and intellectual parson Bree, who is

too, kind and courteous wantonly to attack others ; and whose always-

pleasing productions, like those of his congener. White of Selborne, are

too sweet and sound to admit attack from others. I was happy to hear so
well of him by my new friend, the Rev. Andrew Bloxam; a thriving,

learned, and travelled young naturalist, who visited me this summer on a
botanic excursion. Should you print this, 'tis likely you may suffer some
other to "

lay on," Mac-Loudon ;
for which I shall care just about three

skips of a louse ; and treat with the same respect as Deaf-and-Dumby did
the donkey. Yours, as you conduct yourself,-

— John F, M. Dovaston,

WcstfelioUy near Shrewsbury ^ July 20. 1831.

Becent Controversy in this Magazine.— Sir, It is not without regret that,
as one of your subscribers and constant readers, I feel myself called upon
to enter my protest against the war of words which has been carried on
for some time past, through the medium of your Magazine, between par-
ties standing high in the scientific world. With the cause and nature of
this dispute I have no concern ; but surely. Sir, these gentlemen might find

some other means of settling their differences, without having recourse to

your Magazine, and converting it into an arena upon which to throw down
the gauntlet of defiance to each other. On turning over the last Number,

G G 4
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I find no less than twenty pages devoted to this species of warfare ; the

disputes. Sir, of parties as to which first named a bird or discovered a

quadruped. I humbly suggest that such articles as these can afford little

instruction or amusement to your readers, and tend rather to subvert
than advance the interests of science, and to create a distaste for studies

which it has. always been your aim to render more popular. I shall not
encroach farther on your time and attention, for sure I am that the stricc

impartiality with which you have hitherto acted cannot fail to suggest the

expediency of putting an end to a discussion totally devoid of interest to

the majority of your readers, and reflecting but little credit upon the par-
ties engaged in it. I am. Sir, yours, &c,— An Observer. July 12. 1831.

Notefrom Mr. Swainson.— Dear Sir, I have waited until now, expect-
ing daily to receive from my friend, M. Lesson, a reply to the attacks made

upon him by the Vigorsian school, and which he had expressed a wish
should appear in your Magazine. This reply, however, has not reached
me. M. Lesson is absent from Paris, and the delay, I have reason to ap-

prehend, originates in domestic affliction. Be this, however, as it may, I

am quite content to remain bespattered with the mud of personal abuse
until your next Number. Those to whom I am personally known are well

able to discriminate truth from falsehood : but, as this scurrility is intended
to prejudice those who do not Jcnow vie^ its author may rest assured of such
a reply as will work his sore discomfiture. I am, dear Sir, your faithful

obedient servant,
— William Swainson, August 11. 1831.

Management ofthe Magazine.— Sir, I feel confident that you will agree
with me in the broad general principle, that "

every promise or engagement
ought to be fulfilled." I have been led to make this commonplace remark,
the justness of which no one will be disposed to dispute, by observing
several subjects commenced in your earlier Numbers with a pledge that

they should be continued ; which pledge, however, has not been redeemed
in your subsequent pages, though we have now arrived at the fourth volume
of the Magazine. I allude particularly to two articles (the one a sequel
of the other) in your first and third Numbers (Vol. L p. 37. 242.), on
" the principal Forest Trees of Europe, considered as Elements of Land-

scape, by J. G. Strutt;" and another, in your second Number (Vol. L
p. 147.), an

"
Introductory Sketch of the Objects and Uses of Meteorolo-

gical Science, by E. W. Brayley." In both cases it is added at the

conclusion of these Essays, that they are " to be continued." Mr. Strutt's

articles are highly interesting in themselves, considered in a general point
of view, and are, it strikes me, of especial importance to the landscape-

painter, more particularly so, when illustrated, as they have been, by the

beautiful wood-cuts of Mr. Williams, who possesses the art of depicting

foliage, and hitting off the distinctive characters of trees, in a manner far

superior to that of any other xylographer with whose performances I

happen to be acquainted. Mr. Brayley's Introductory Sketch is an able

essay on a useful and difficult subject; a subject but little understood, and
well worthy of farther investigation. But my business at present is not

to enlarge on the merits of these articles, but to enquire why they have

not been continued, according to promise. Have any of your subscribers

objected to the introduction into your Magazine of such subjects generally,
or found fault with the manner in which these in particular have been

treated ? I know that it is difficult, if not impossible, to please all tastes :

at the same time, I am inclined to think, that at least the majority of your
readers have too much good sense not to regret, with me, the discon-

tinuance of the able and interesting articles alluded to. That blame

attaches somewhere, on account of the non-fulfilment of the promise,
is quite clear. Does it rest, let me ask, with you as editor, or with the

respective authors ? Have you declined to insert what may have been
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sent to you with a view to complete the series? or have these gentlemen
failed to supply you with the means of doing so ? In either case, your
subscribers suffer, and so also, I may add, does the reputation of your

Magazine. These few remarks, which are offered in no unkindly spirit, I

hope may have their weight in the proper quarter, and induce the parties
in fault, whoever they may be, to redeem the pledge, by speedily supplying
the deficiencies of which I complain. I am, Sir, yours, &c.— B, Coventry,

July^. 1831. [It rests with the respective authors.— Cond.]
Periodical Publications.— Sir, I am very much pleased to find that a

note relating to Swainson^s Zoological IllustrationSy appended to the review

of Sylva Britdnnica (Vol. III. p. 549.), and also an article on " the Advan-

tages and Disadvantages of Periodical Publications
"

(Vol. III. p. 297.),
have attracted the attention of that eminent naturalist. The accusation made

was, that Mr. Swainson had levied an exorbitant tax on his subscribers, by
charging them half-a-crown for about eight pages oftitlepage, preface, indices,
&c. Some retrospective criticism on this subject appears in your May Num-
ber (p. 272.), with the signature of W. S. affixed to it, which, I may fairly

presume, is from the pen of Mr. Swainson himself. He here admits what
I have said to be "

abstractedly just ;

"
but adds, that,

" with reference to

the work itself, it is a very partial mode of reasoning, and therefore not

fair." He then goes on to draw comparisons between the price of the

numbers of Zoological Illustrations and that of other similar works ; and
shows that the advantage to the public, in point of cheapness, is greatly on
the side of his own publication. Now, all that he advances about the rela-

tive price of his own and other works may be very true, but it is nothing to

the purpose. I never insinuated that Mr. Swainson's work was too dear ;

indeed, I think so highly of it, both of its illustrative and descriptive depart-

ments, that had he charged 5.5., or even Qs. a number, in the first instance,
I should not have complained, nor have thought the book unworthy of the

cost. What I quarrel with, and what offends others as well as myself, is

the underhand mode of extorting every now and then a paltry pittance
from the pockets of his subscribers, by charging them half-a-crown for

eight pages of titlepage, preface, and indices ; a demand which no pur-
chaser could possibly expect to be made when he commenced taking in the

work, and which, in fact, amounts to a departure from the original bargain
between the author and the public. This charge I call an exorbitant tax,

and levied too in an unwarrantable manner, let the price of the numbers be

what it will ; and I should equally object to it, had the numbers been no
more than one shilling or sixpence each. For in that case Mr. Swainson
would be doing a shabby thing with one hand, while he did a liberal thing
with the other. If a man were in the habit of giving a sumptuous enter-

tainment to his friends regularly six days in the week, but on the departure
of his guests were to make a practice of charging them a penny per cork

for each bottle of wine consumed, or four-pence a head for the use of his

stable for their horses, he would, in spite of his hospitality, justly incur the

imputation of doing a very mean action. Just so with Mr. Swainson : his

admirable work (1 am really sorry it does not answer) is, I think, well

worth all the money it costs ; but this extra unexpected charge of two shil-

lings and sixpence for titlepage and index mars all. And I really do regret
that a gentleman should condescend to adopt such an unworthy mode of

reimbursing himself, and not rather have charged a fair remunerating price
for his numbers in the outset, as is more fully stated in the last half page

(Vol. III. p. 308.) of the article on " the Advantages and Disadvantages
of Periodical Works "

already alluded to.

Mr. Swainson tells you that
"

I need not fear that this exorbitant tax

will continue, or that the science of the country will be much burthened

with illustrative works." What am I to understand by this ? not, I sin-
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cerely hope, that his Zoological Illustrations are to be discontinued *, but
that it is his intention to discontinue the practice to which I have ventured
to object. He asks, also, why it is that some other periodicals, which he
has the modesty to designate as of much higher pretensions than his own," are most unworthily neglected ... to the disgrace of patrons of period-
icals, and of the true legitimate science of the country ?" I will endeavour
to give Mr. Swainson an answer to this question. Not to mention, then,
that such works are for the most part expensive, if not dear, and therefore

beyond the pockets of very many who would like to encourage them ;

not to mention, also, that scientific works on natural history are not calcu-

lated for general readers, and therefore are confined to a limited sale ; one
cause of the neglect complained of, and one that operates even with those
who have the taste to appreciate scientific publications, is to be found (I

speak from actual knowledge) precisely in the very circumstances I have
endeavoured to point out, viz. an apprehension, on the part of those who
would otherwise become purchasers, that a work will be discontinued with-

out being completed ; a fear of being in some way or other imposed upon,
as, e. g., by reduction in the number of the plates, an additional charge for

the numbers over and above the original stipulated price, or an afterclap for

the titlepage and index.

Mr. Swainson suggests that some writer in your Magazine should "point
out which of all these countless periodicals deserve encouragement, and
which do not." If I thought that any

"
wealthy individuals," or the

managers of " the diiFerent public subscription libraries, provincial institu-

tions, and societies," would attend to the recommendation of an humble
and anonymous individual, like myself, I could readily furnish you with a

pretty considerable— I do not say a perfect
— list of the kind. And I

assure Mr. Swainson that his own excellent work. Zoological Illustrations
,

should find a place in the very fore-front of the catalogue, with a salutary

warning, however, by way of notice to the public, about the charge of
half-a-crown for a few pages of titlepage and index. The particular men-
tion of such works as are not worthy of encouragement would be a rather

invidious, if not an unnecessary task ; and it fnight be enough merely to
'

pass such over by a tacit omission. I heartily join Mr. Swainson in his

wish, that out of such critical list
"

all the provincial societies should
make a choice of some one, or two, or more, as their funds may permit,
and send their orders to the publishers." I greatly fear, however, that the

formation of such a list as is suggested would be labour in vain. For the

truth is, neither societies nor individuals can afford to gratify their taste to

the extent they might wish by the purchase of costly publications.

Having defended (sufficiently defended, as perhaps he flatters himself)
his own conduct, Mr. Swainson, I am sorry to see, indulges in certain

petulant insinuations against
"

cheap compilations, crude translations,

wonders of the insect world, &c., with such like amusing trifles, fit only
for children." And he speaks also in no very complimentary terms of

societies which "
import wild beasts, and receive money for exhibiting

them afterwards." These remarks, it strikes me, are neither just nor

liberal. If, in the latter instance, allusion is made (as I shrewdly suspect)
to the Zoological Society, it is not my business, as I have no connection

v/ith that institution, to stand forth in defence of its proceedings ; and the

members of the Society are, no doubt, fully competent to defend them-

selves. I may remark, however, in passing, that I can see no ground for

complaint against the Society for
"
importing wild beasts," and affording

the public the high gratification of viewing the collection at the low price

of one shilling. If, again, in the other instance, by
"
cheap compilations,"

* I have received no number of the work for many months, and, upon

enquiry, the only answer I can get from the bookseller is,
" Not out."
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and " wonders of the insect world," are intended such works as Professor

Rennie's Insect Architecture (the review of which in your Magazine, p. 39.,

lies at my door), I cannot help expressing my surprise that an accomplished
naturalist like Mr. Swainson should be so deficient in good taste, as not to

admire that useful and entertaining little work (cheap though it be), and

that he should designate such performances by the reproachful title of
"

infants' food," and "
amusing trifles, fit only for children." Mr. Swain-

son is indeed a giant in natural history, and as such, no doubt, is able him-

self to relish and digest the strongest meat ; but he should remember that

the same may not be adapted to the constitutions of the majority even of
** the grown-up public."

In conclusion, I beg to assure Mr. Swainson that I have no intention to

hurt his feelings, or give him unnecessary offence ; my sole object has been

to prevail upon him to discontinue a practice which appears to me to

reflect discredit upon himself. This end being effected, I should rejoice

sincerely if what has passed between us on the subject might prove the

means of extending the sale of his admirable work, and obtaining for it that

additional encouragement which its merits * so amply deserve. Yours,
&c.— ^4. R. Y. May 6. 1831.

Remarhs on Mr. Davis's Letter (p. 303.), which impugns Mr. Stephens's
Mode ofpublishing his

" Illustrations of British JEntoinologj/.^'
—

Sir, In an
article in your last Number, Mr. Davis complains of the irregular manner
in which Stephens's Entomology is published. Being a subscriber to this

work, and a personal friend ofthe author, I feel myselfjustified in objecting
to Mr. Davis's letter. Without attempting to exculpate Mr. Stephens
from the charge of irregularity, which, I doubt not, he can satisfactorily
account for if he shall think it worth his while to do so, I conceive that

Mr. Davis might have discovered a better mode ofremoving from his shoul-

ders the " intolerable burden "he complains of, without aspersing the cha-

racter of an honourable man. Surely, Sir, his letter is every way calculated

to injure rather than promote the cause of science. Mr. Stephens's work
will always be acceptable to those who are really anxious to see entomology
flourishing, upon whatever terms he may be enabled to publish it; and
those who are not content with his present mode might easily discontinue

their support without attempting to prejudice the minds of other sub-

scribers by an ignorant notion that the author was actuated by dishonour-

able motives, and would one day leave them in the lurch. A little enquiry

might have satisfied Mr. Davis that the motive assigned by Mr. Stephens,
viz.

" domestic misfortune," was the cause of introducing the irregularities
of which he so loudly complains, and which, indeed, every subscriber must

greatly regret. Would it not be better for you in future to make a rule that

all personally abusive articles, like that of Mr. Davis and some others

which so unfortunately stain your pages, should be first submitted to the

perusal of the parties they are intended to reflect upon, before you gave

your sanction to their publication ? One word of explanation would often

be sufficient to stop a controversy begun in misapprehension, and you would
thus be the means of saving the abusive from their expression of much

angry feeling and its consequent remorse, the abused from the pain of

unjust censures, and the public from the disgust of witnessing the want of

charity and good-fellowship which actuates the motives of our selfish or

unhappy moments. Yours, &c.— J. S. Henslow. Cambridge^ Aug.^. 1831.

* I have elsewhere spoken (see note appended to the review of Strutt's

Sylva Britdimica, Vol. III. p. 549.) ofthe excellence of Mr. Swainson's plates,

particularly of the shells, the beauty of which, as works of art and faithful

representations of nature, I have never seen exceeded in any publication
whatever.
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Stephens's
"

Illustraiions of Bntish Entomologi/" — Sir, I am not sorry
to see the subject of Stephens's Illustrations of British Entomology taken

up in your Magazine (p. 303.), and the gross imposition practised on the

public, by the recent mode of publishing the numbers of that work, exposed
to view, as it ought to be, by the honest and spirited remarks of your cor-

respondent, Mr. Davis. Like him, I have taken in the work from its com-

mencement, and like him, too, am thoroughly sick of it, in consequence of

having long been aware how unfairly the subscribers have been treated by
the author. There has been an undue increase in the price of the num-
bers

(i. e. an increase out of proportion to the additional quantity of

matter), a reduction in the number of the plates, a mosu unparalleled

irregularity in the periods and mode of publication. Then we have had

apologies and excuses, explanations and evasions, without end, and pro-
raises of future reparation from time to time, which, up to this moment,
have not been fulfilled. Mr. Stephens, in short, has contrived so to mystify
and perplex the subject, that I, for one, have found it next to impossible
to keep a regular debtor and creditor account between him and his sub-
scribers. Mr. Davis, however, has had the patience to unravel the intri-

cacies of this mystery of imposition ;
and the thanks of the public are due

to that gentleman for the laborious task he has undertaken, and for the

plain straight-forward manner in which he has accomplished it. I shall be
curious to see whether any, and what, reply will be made by Mr. Stephens
to the charges brought against him. Of one thing, however, let him be

warned, viz. not any longer to " throw dust in the eyes
"
of the public ;

nor to attempt (as he has done) to persuade us that the alterations he has

adopted in the mode of publication are to the advantage of his subscribers.

This would only be adding insult to injury; for it is quite clear,
— and

Mr. Stephens must know it, however he may attempt to disguise the

matter,— that every departure from his original plan has been, in fact, a

fraud upon the public, and an artifice to extract money from the pockets of
his purchasers. Does Mr. Stephens himself believe that he would have
obtained one in ten of his present subscribers, if they could have calculated

before-hand on the work being conducted in the manner it has been for

some time past ? For myself, I regret having taken in the work, though I

think highly of its merits ;
and could I find a convenient stopping place

(which, however, the author takes pretty good care shall not be afforded),
I should resolve with Mr. Davis to discontinue the numbers. I really am
sorry to see a respectable gentleman, a most able and acute entomologist,
like Mr. Stephens, disgrace himself by practising such mean artifices ;

which, 1 can assure him, injures not only his own reputation, but the cause

of science, by tending to deter the public from patronising scientific peri-
odicals in general. I have so often had my

"
fingers burnt," that, partial

as I am to the sort of works in question, I have almost come to the deter-

mination (and in this I am not singular) never again to commence taking
in a periodical publication on natural history, unless some substantial

pledge is given on the part of the author, that he will faithfully fulfil his

engagements, without departing from his original terms. Yours,—J Pur-

chaser of
**

Stephens'*s Illustrations.^'' July 4. 1831.

Geological Relations of Plants.— Sir, In a late letter to you, in Gard.

Mag. vol. vii. p. 372., I adverted to the valuable letter on the geological

afRnitaes of plants by Mr. Thomson, which appeared in Mag. Nat. Hist.

vol.iii. p. 410. I had the temerity there to insinuate that the learned

author had fallen into some slight errors, which I did not state. It has

since occurred to me, that it is perhaps less kind and less respectful to

accuse a writer of error, without pointing out what it is, than to state

openly what appears to the reader to be a mistake. I will now, therefore,

explain myself on that head. The first point whereon I should differ from

him would be the apathetic calmness, and almost scepticism, with which he
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treats that most extraordinary hallucination of Dr. Alexander Murray
which prefaces Mr. Thomson's remarks. Dr. Murray sets out by saying

that he has " endeavoured to discover whether, in the comparatively
limited tract to which his observations relate, any decided connection could

be traced between the native plants and the soils wherein they are found;"
and he concludes that there "

is not in science a more hopeless labour than

the attempt to discover an unvarying and necessary relation between most

plants and the soils wherein they are found." I may, in the first place,

observe, that Dr. Murray here entirely changes the terms of his proposition.
There is a vast difference between a " decided connection," and " an un-

varying and necessary relation." But when the doctor proceeds to add,

that,
"
except in point of moistness, compactness, and depth, soils have, in

general, no cognisable relation to their vegetable products," I appeal to

every farmer, to every gardener, to every botanist, whether daily and hourly

experience does not prove this proposition to be unfounded. If this is

" the result of the doctor's observation," his sagacity is but small ; and

when he asserts that "
it appears, when well examined, no less to accord

with reason than experience," we may discern that the doctor's " reason
"

is even less than his sagacity. The reason he assigns is, that "
if we

examine Britain, we find the soils in all places composed mainly of silica,

alumina, magnesia, and lime, with accidental animal and vegetable impreg-
nations." Here he omits to notice the metallic substances ; of which one,

at least (iron), acts not an unimportant part in vegetable physiology, to say

nothing of the mineral acids, the sulphuric, muriatic, and nitrous, which

might deserve to be noticed, as well as the phosphoric and oxalic, citric,

malic, and gallic : but, confining ourselves to the earths, how does the

doctor's complaint that the soils of Britain consist only of all the known
earths (viz. the same of which the rest of the globe is composed) prove
that the plants have no assignable connection with the soil ? Does it

follow that no plants have a determined election for some one of these

simple earths separately ? Does it follow that the numerous combinations

which may be made of these four earthy bases with animal and vegetable

substances, will not furnish soils extremely distinguishable from each other,

differing in many other qualities besides "
moistness, compactness, and

depth'?" And does it follow that plants may not have very different

degrees of election for soils consisting of the same ingredients, combined in

different proportions ? The doctor's a priori reasoning on this head does

not carry any conviction to my mind : the whole diatribe is really not

deserving of the temperate and elaborate refutation with which Mr. Thom-
son treats such a mass of crudities.

Mr. Thomson illustrates his theory by an allegation that "
primitive

ranges produce the greatest variety and richest specimens of vegetables ; a

phenomenon," he says,
" derived from the obvious aptitude of such rocks to

furnishthe best and richest soil for vegetable growth ;" and " we should

contrast," he says,
" with these ranges, the poverty and slow productions

of secondary and diluvial districts. We should simply contrast the shores

of Orme's Head and Devonshire with those of Lancashire, and leave

each enquirer to his own conclusions ; satisfied that they would be favour-

able to the relations we endeavour to establish." Now, be it observed,
that this relation may well subsist, though the example fails. Here I

object to Mr. Thomson, that he has fallen into a fault still too common,
though numerous naturalists and philosophers of the present age have

greatly kept clear of it ; that, instead of amassing facts, and postponing the

making of theories until he had abundance of materials, he has rushed into

theory-making with a very scanty provision of facts, and has consequently

adopted a theory, to say the least of it, extremely doubtful, and which pro-

bably will be impugned by more facts than he can array in support of it ;

viz. his position, that primitive ranges produce the richest specimens of
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vegetables, and that secondary and diluvial districts are distinguished by
poverty and slow production. I leave, for the present, the discussion of
the question, whether primitive or secondary formations produce the

greater variety of plants, because this is by no means identical with the ques-
tion whether they produce the richest specimens. I do not know whether,
when Mr. Thomson speaks of "

diluvial,'* he means to include alluvial

strata; but I conclude that he does, otherwise he would be omitting un-
noticed extensive tracts of country which cannot be included among
primitive ranges, and therefore, unless they are classed with the secondary
and diluvial, must go altogether unnoticed. Understanding him thus, I

venture to deny his assertion. The soils which invest the primitive rocks
in this kingdom are far less fertile than those which clothe the rocks of

secondary formation ; but the richest of all the soils are on the alluvial and
diluvial deposits. It happens, indeed, that the country about Liverpool,
and the adjoining parts of Lancashire, consist of an alluvial detritus of the
coal measures and adjacent sandstone, which is extremely poor and barren;
but the vales of Evesham and Taunton Dean, the rich meadows which
follow the course of the Bristol Avon, the fertile marshes of Romney,
of Lincolnshire, of Somersetshire, of Pevensey, of Gloucestershire on the

Severn, the rich pastures of Crediton, v/hich is the most productive land
in Devonshire, and very numerous other spots of superior soil to which
I might refer, are all either situate on the secondary strata, or composed
of the detritus of it ; while very few indeed are the spots where the detritus

of the primitive rocks forms so good a soil.

I am not sure whether I misapprehend Mr. Thomson in supposing that

he attributes the presence of samphire, cabbage, and Plantago raaritima, on
Orme's Head, simply to their affinity for the mountain limestone ; but, if he

does, I am induced to think that he has not marked them with sufficient

discrimination. Besides the presence of mountain limestone, the presence
of sea salt, or one or more of its ingredients, is necessary to make these

plants flourish. He would in vain seek for them on the inland ledges of
Chedder Cliff; and he justly observes, he could not find the samphire on
St. Vincent's Rocks. Although the tide below these rocks is saline, the

river is so land-locked, that no spray can dash against the heights ; and the

maritime plants are mostly confined to the ooze at the water's edge, and
the lowest portion of the rocks.

Mr. Thomson says
" G'eranium pratense is, I am persuaded, to be found

luxuriant only in basaltic districts." Now, throughout the south of Britain,
in almost every sound, deep, rich, loamy soil, in which the various com-

ponent earths are moderately balanced, not excluding a good proportion of
calcareous earth, argil, and silex, this beautiful plant thrives luxuriantly.
On the fertile green sand of the Vale of Pewsey in Wiltshire, on the

sound calcareous loam over the great oolite, on the new red sandstone beds
of Somersetshire, and on the rich alluvial beds that accompany the course

of the Bristol Avon through Wiltshire, Somerset, and Gloucester, and on
the old red sandstone of Gloucestershire, this G^eranium is both abimdant
and magnificent.

Foxglove, which Mr. Thomson says is common every where but on

chalk, is not, in truth, common, unless on soils where there is abundance
of silex; but on all calcareous strata, and on clays, the foxglove is not

spontaneous, and can scarcely be made to grow ; and although it is now

many years since I visited the Isle of Wight, I should be extremely sur-

prised were I to find in the stratum of grey sand, which crops out below

the chalk and forms the central ridge of the island, whereon Appul-
durcombe Park extends, the Digitalis not plentiful. Mr. Thomson cruelly
belies the chalk when he charges it with almost a want of grasses, except
those allied to the bents. The fact is, that very few bents grow on chalk,

unless there be over the chalk a bed of poor silicious sand ; otherwise, the
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/4vena pubescens, flavescens, and pratensis, the Festuca ovina and duri-

uscula, 7j?riza media, -Sromus erectus and mollis, i761cus avenaceus, Phleum

pratense, and Dactylis glomerata are the grasses which chiefly predominate
there ; and, instead of there being a want of the grasses on any moderately

good specimen of the chalk downs, the turf is closer and thicker, and

comprehends a greater number of gramineous plants within the compass
of a square foot, than almost any other pastures.
The first, and I may say the only, objection which Mr. Thomson raises,

in order to combat it, is really not worth notice, viz. that the number and

variety of rocks are not in proportion to the number and variety of vege-
tables. To give any weight to this objection, we must involve in it the

term, that those who assert that plants have a geological predilection also

assert that only one, or a few, or a very limited number of plants, elect the

same stratum ;
in short, that the whole number of native plants cannot find

strata which they affect ; a position which I do not understand Mr. Thom-
son to assert, nor any other observer of nature, and therefore it seems
needless to combat it. Suppose, for instance, there were only six strata,

and 10,000 plants : it is not asserted that 3000 may not elect one stratum,
2000 another, 1000 a third, 500 a fourth, 500 a fifth, and 800 the sixth;
that 1200 may not be common to three, 500 common to other three, 250
common to five, 50 common to six, and 200 common to four of the strata :

does the proportion in which the number of species surpasses the number
of strata at all forbrd such a scheme of election ? And yet is it not as much
an election, as if six plants chose each one stratum, and all the rest of the

10,000 species refused to grow at all ? To know why plants elect some
strata and refuse others, we must first collect our facts ; and let them be

sufficiently numerous before we attempt to generalise and theorise. I am,
Sir, yours, &c.— Causidicus.

On Hares taking the Water.— I think I am enabled, by decisive facts, to

settle all doubts respecting the capability or inclination of hares for taking
the water j a curious point of natural history, which has drawn the attention

of some of your correspondents at various times, (p. 143. 274. and 382.)
Near my residence there is a large sheet of water, in which there is a small

island at no great distance from the shore. Conceiving that the spot might
be made a convenient receptacle for hares or rabbits, I at various times, as

opportunities of catching them occurred, turned out several of each species ;

but was surprised, on subsequent visits, never to meet with a single indi-

vidual. For a time I imagined that they had been either drowned in

attempting to escape, or been starved from a deficiency of proper food ;

though, as the island abounded in rich vegetation, untouched, of course, by
cattle, I could not so easily admit the latter supposition. One day, how-

ever, on landing, I was startled by a large hare bouncing up, which I knew
could not be one placed there by myself, as many months had elapsed since

I had repeated mj experiment of peopling the island. On seeing her rise,

I immediately returned to the boat for a dog which had accompanied me ;

when, to my surprise, I saw her in the act of swimming towards the main
land at a steady pace, and, before I could cut her off, she had effected a

landing, and, after shaking herself, went away at full speed. On exa-

mining the island, I found a regular hare track from the point whence she

started, through the rich grass, to her seat ; an evident proof that she
was in the habit of crossing the ferry, and reposing for the day in a situ-

ation which she had wisely selected, as removed from alarm of dogs, guns,
and sportsmen. This is not the only instance I have to offer : another
occurred in the case of a three-fourths-grown leveret, which accidentally
fell into my hands, and whose motions I determined to watch after land-

ing it on the island. For a time it ran about in a state of uneasiness, when,
as if aware that it was under restraint, it made for the nearest point to the

land, and without a moment's hesitation, as a matter of course, plunged
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boldly into the water, and, like its more experienced predecessor, swam on
shore with the greatest ease and confidence.—E. S.,F.L.S. July 21. 1831.

Hares taking the Water.— I once saw a hare that was closely pursued

spring into a river about 20 yards wide, and swim boldly across it. Rabbits

will take water when less pressed, as I have seen four, and heard of more,
to do so, which might have easily escaped without getting wet. In one

case, although a man stood on the bank which the rabbit was striving to

gain, and the bank was not more than If ft. above the water, the rabbit

landed, and made its escape.
— Henry Turner, Botanic GardenSy Bury

St. Edmundsy May 15. 1831.

New Mode ofexamining Birds.— If A B. (p. 145.) will refer to the pre-
face of the sixth edition of Bewick's Birds, for the account of Mr. Dovas-
ton's **

ornithoscope," he will perceive that his mode of observing the

motions of his feathered friends is not new. — Thomas Edgeworth. Wrex'

ham, June 8. 1831.

Men feel and reason very similarly. The same necessities suggest
similar expedients to remove or relieve them. I adopted A. B.'s mode,
and Mr. Dovaston's also I suppose, for I have not seen Bewick's Birds,

years ago. (See p. 450.)
— J. D,

The Resident and Visiting Birds of Renfrew and its Neighbourhood,
— Sir,

In X. Y. Z.'s list of birds in the neighbourhood of Renfrew (p. 269.), I

observe that Parus caudatus (long-tailed titmouse) and Turdus musicus

(mavis or throstle) have a star prefixed to their names, which mark, we
are told, is intended to denote that such species are visiters in that part of

the country : again, Turdus pilaris (fieldfare) has no star prefixed to it ;

and we are therefore left to infer that this bird is not a visiter, but that it

continues in the neighbourhood of Renfrew throughout the year. Allow
me to ask whether these are real facts ? or whether the insertion or omis-

sion ofthe star respectively, in the cases alluded to, are mere typographical
errors ? I do not at the moment recollect ever to have heard of an instance

of the fieldfare breeding with us, or continuing in the country through the

summer ; which I thuik somewhat extraordinary, considering the immense
numbers in which these birds visit us in the autumn and early part of the

winter, and also that many of them occasionally get crippled by hedge-

sportsmen, and hence might probably be unable to undertake a journey to

a distant country. As to the long-tailed titmouse and the mavis, these

certainly are not visiters merely, or migratory species, in most parts of the

country ; they may, however, be so in the north, as may the fieldfare there

also be a constant resident. At all events, I should be glad of farther in-

formation on these points from your correspondent X. Y. Z. : for the facts,

as stated in his list, if facts they be, are certainly curious and highly inter-

esting ; and, if the statements be erroneous, they ought to be corrected

without loss of time, lest the error should be widely propagated and handed
down under the authority of your Magazine. Yours, &c.— W, T, Bree,

Allesley Rectory, May 12. 1831.

Habits of the Bittern.— Sir, In Vol. I. p. 495., your correspondent,
Mr. Rennie, remarks, that " the bittern (^'rdea stellaris Lin.) usually
booms while flying high in the air." Now, I do not deny that such may be

the case occasionally ; but it happened to me to be for many years a fre-

quent visiter of the extensive tract of marshes in the county of Norfolk,

through which the river Bure pursues its course, and where the bittern was

then a common inhabitant. The amusement in which I was engaged, that

of angling, often led me amongst the ditches and retired spots of these

marshes : there the bittern's boom was heard, sounding hollow from its

sedgy couch amidst the almost impervious clumps of lofty and tufted reeds.

On one occasion I had the good fortune to see the bird rise into the air

at a short distance only from the place whereon I stood : its boom, how-

ever, ceased ; and I do not remember ever to have heard it from a bird
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when upon the wing. I am inclined to think with Dr. Fleming (Brithh

Animalsy No. xcv.), that this peculiar noise is most frequent in the breeding

season, and that it proceeds from the male bird ; more especially, perhaps,

during the period of incubation by the female. I never succeeded in dis-

covering two of these birds together ; but I suspect that they generally lie

very close upon the ground, concealed by long grass and rushes, and that

on any sudden alarm, or the approach of danger, they crouch into their

retreat, rather than, in the first instance, seek escape by flight.

Dr. Fleming also observes that "
this bird has disappeared from many^

districts where it formerly abounded, and is daily becoming scarcer." This
is undoubtedly the case in Norfolk, and it may probably be attributed to

the draining and improvement of the marshes, which have deprived the

birds of their accustomed shelter and food. The name by which it is known

amongst the common people is
" bottle bump." I am, Sir, yours, &c.—

Michael Bland. Montague Place
y Russell Squarey July 5. 1831.

The Robin's forsaking its Eggs after thet/ have been touched, has been seve-

ral times touched upon and controverted in your Magazine. In a hawthorn
bush known to me, a robin's nest was built, and young robins annually
hatched for at least fifteen successive years. For the last five of these

years, the garden in which this hawthorn stood was occupied, with the

house adjoining, by my father ; and, as I at this time was " in childhood's

happier days," it was no rare sight to see me mounted on a short ladder,

handing down the eggs for the inspection of my playmates, and replacing
them afterwards : I have often even lifted the hen off the nest, to get at

the eggs. Notwithstanding all these molestations, the pair continued the

use of their old family nursery, until a cat killed both them and their

young. The male bird had the rare and permanent peculiarity of three or

four white feathers in his breast, which gave him a curious motley appear-,
ance.— Henri/ Turner. Botanic Garde7iy Bury St. Edmund''s, April 10. 183 1 .

The Nuthatch {Sitta europce^a).
—

Sir, In reply to the remarks (p. 275.)
of your valuable correspondent and that able naturalist the Rev.W.T. Bree,
relative to this little interesting bird, I beg leave to say that it is not only
a very scarce bird here, but, so far as I have been able to observe it, I

believe it to be migratory, as I have never seen it during the winter

season. It is also very irregular in its appearance j as last year it appeared
on the 24th of March, and this year, it was first seen on the 14th of

April, not by myself, but by a gentleman who shoots migratory birds on
their arrival, for the purpose of stuffing them for his museum. I have

endeavoured, during the last three years, to meet with its nest, but I

have hitherto been unsuccessful. This disappointment I very much regret,
as I am making a collection of the nests and eggs of every bird that builds

within a circumference of five miles of Bedford. I will now avail myself of
the present opportunity of enquiring, through the medium of your Maga-
zine, M'hether the nuthatch can fairly be classed among the mason birds.

I ask this question, because I once found its nest in Derbyshire, in the

deserted hole of a woodpecker, the entrance of which had been diminished

by a wall of clay, so as just to admit the parent bird. In my attempt to

extract the nest, I injured the mud-walled entrance, and retired unsuccess-

fiil. The next day, I visited the nest, for the purpose of securing it, when
I saw the male bird actively engaged in repairing the breach I had made on

my first visit, the female being in the act of incubation at the time. This

interesting sight had such an effect upon me (although I was then in the

prime of my birdnesting days), that I desisted from my cruel attempt, and
suffered them to bring up their young brood, consisting of four, without

further molestation. I have since seen its nest, but I could not perceive

any masonry employed in its construction. It is, therefore, from having
witnessed the masonry of this bird in cases of necessityy and not in the con-

Vol. IV. — No 21. hh
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ttnccUon of its 7iesi, that I consider the matter worthy of investigation.
—

W. H. White, H.M.C.S, Bedford, May, 1831.

Departure of the Cuckoo.— The same intelligent naturalist, too (p. 275.),
questions the probability of my having stated the departure for the silence of
the cuckoo, as early as the 3d ofJuly last ; and indeed he may, with great ap-
parent propriety do so, since the song of this interesting bird was protracted
in 1829 till the 28th of July. As a fair and open criticism is the most
effectual means of producing well-attested facts, and of promoting scientific

research, so also it is the most efficacious method of detecting errors, and
of exposing falsehoods (the most insuperable barriers to the acquirement of
real knowledge), and of holding them up to that ignominious contempt they
justly deserve. As I am very particular in stating only what I see and hear

myself, unless I have it upon unquestionable authority, I trust I am taking
the only sure means of arriving at facts, of which only it becomes natu-
ralists to speak. Now, with regard to the very early departure of the

cuckoo, I can only account for it from the exceedingly cold and wet sum-

mer, it being alike ungenial to the feathered and to the vegetable kingdoms.
Again, as the situation of Bedford is low, moist, and cold, and many acres

of land on the banks of the Ouse were overflowed from the constant rains

in June, this may, perhaps, form an additional reason for his retiring so

early, from a watery district, to the light sandy spot, Ampthill, where, I

am informed, he continued his song till the 10th of July, and took his final

departure about the beginning of August, but the precise day I could not
learn. Ampthill is a favourite resort of the cuckoo ; for, on the last day
of April (almost the only summer's day in the whole year), I was in the

park, in company with a friend, when we saw seven of them together^

sporting and laving on the edge of a fishpond, with all the playfulness of

young lambkins.— Id.

Cuckoo at the "
Witching Hour of Night.'**

—
Sir, This circumstance,

your correspondent J. Murray (p. 147.) considers unusual ; but, per-

haps, it is not so unusual for the cuckoo to sing at midnight, as for the

naturalist to sit up to hear the " unusual sound." But permit me to say
that this is not a solitary instance. During the summer of 1830, the days
were wet and chilly, and the nights clear and calm ; so that the night was,
in fact, more pleasant than the day : so much so, that I frequently walked
out after supper, and as frequently heard both the cuckoo and the nightin-

gale from ten till eleven o'clock ; but on two succeeding evenings, the 4th

and 5th of June, the moon being about full, and shining with " unclouded

majesty," I heard, about the "
witching hour of night," both the cuckoo

and the nightingale ;
and on the 9th, as I was returning from a party of

friends, with the fair partner of my pleasures and pursuits, a little after mid-

night, we were highly gratified in hearing a trio, with all the native melody
of the grove, performed by the cuckoo, the nightingale, and the sedge war-

bler. I am. Sir, yours, &c.
— Id.

Specific Relations of Anagdllis arvensis and cceritlea. (p. 277.)
— I am

obliged to two of your correspondents (p. 277, 278.) for their remarks on

my communication (Vol. III. p. 537.) respecting the identity of Jnagallis
arvensis and caerulea, and would reply to them by a contrary observation,
which I have received from a botanical friend, who states his belief that

some seeds of A. caerulea sown in his garden, after a few years degenerated
to the pink colour. I would farther observe, that, however valuable these

notices may be, as serving to direct our attention to particular enquiry, we
(ian expect nothing satisfactory until we shall have had recourse to direct

experiment. Mere conjecture, and recollections of what happened, are too

vague to furnish any conclusions.— J. S. Hensloiv. Cambridge, August 4.

1831.

-, In reference to the remarks in p. 278., the validity of Professor Henv
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slew's objection is, for the most part, acknowledged j but this objection

operates against himself with equal effect in the case of B.'s opinion, ex-

pressed in p. 79. The facts in p. 277. seem to us scarcely amenable to

the above objection.
— J. D.

The Natural Productions indigenous to Britain.— Sir, The remarks of

your correspondent go (p. 273.) respecting my article upon the produc-
tions of this country (p. 1.), if I understand his meaning aright, alto-

gether misrepresent my argument. I can assure w that I consider the

beech and the pine ? (Scotch pine) to be as much natives of this island as go

himself does ; nor did I ever say, or mean to say, that they were not so.

My object was to vindicate Caesar from the charge of falsehood, by proving
that the ^^^bies and Fagus did not signify the Scotch pine and the beech so

called. Your correspondent seems not to have viewed my argument in this

light : but surely the way to persuade the world that a person is in error is

not merely to assert that another's opinion differs from his ; the facts ought
to be adduced which bear him out in his judgment, instead of a bare

opinion to the contrary. Your correspondent quotes Evelyn^s Sylva, to

contradict an assertion which was never made. Will your correspondent
inform me who " the learned expositors

"
are with whom he is so readily

induced to coincide in believing that the i^agus of Csesar is the beech ? for

I do not see at all how Gc.has proved my assertion to be futile, that the

i'^'agus of Caesar is a species of oak. oc will see in a future Number some
additional proofs of the fact in question, which (but it is needless) I might
here repeat. I cannot help being of opinion that your correspondent never
referred to the passage of Caesar in question, or else he is guilty of inten-

tionally misquoting; which, for his credit, I hope is not the case. He
unaccountably leaves out the most important part of the sentence, which is

as follows :
— " Materia cujusque generis, ut in Gallia, est, praeter fagum et

abietem." Without this, the passage is unintelligible ; or od might at once
as well endeavour to prove that ebony and the cocoa-nut are natives of
Great Britain ;

'*

which, I should hope, all your readers know to be false."

oc proceeds as follows :— " T. E. L.'s reasoning is this; Caesar was correct

in saying that the i^agus was not found in Britain ; but Caesar's Tragus is

the oak, but not the beech ; therefore the oak was not found in Britain !

"

Perversio optimi fit pessima. I should fancy that (ji is no botanist, or else

is ignorant of facts known to all who profess any acquaintance with the

science. Does oj suppose that only one species of Quercus exists? and

surely he does not think that the ^'bies of Caesar, which " hewn on Nor-

wegian hills
" was fitted

" to be the mast of some tall ammiral," is synony-
mous with our Scotch pine the only native species. Let cc understand my
argument once for all ; in which I am borne out by Mr. Mitford, no mean

authority. Caesar states that the only Gallic trees which he did not meet
with in Britain were the ^^bies and Tragus. To this I assent ; contending
that the ^'bies is probably the silver fir, and the i^agus the Quercus -Sallota,

or evergreen oak of the Mediterranean, neither of which is or ever was a

native of England; and not, as cc strangely interprets it, the Quercus

i?dbur, or British oak. It was with great reluctance that I entered into

this controversy ; but I could not see Caesar's veracity impugned, without

striking a blow in his defence ; which excuse, I trust, will satisfy ck that no
offence is intended by these remarks. I am. Sir, &c.— J, E.L. Bichmond,
Yorkshire, May^. 1831.

The Flora of Richmond {Yorkshire'), as compared ivith that of Thirsk,

(p. 276.)
—

Sir, Allow me, through the medium of your Magazine, to ex-

press my due acknowledgments for the critical remarks with which your
correspondent N. has favoured me, at p. 276., respecting the " Sketch of

the Flora of Richmond;" and likewise to assure him that 1 am fully sen-

sible of his good wishes, so kindly expressed for my success as a naturalist,
'
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Some of the statements contained in that article (p. 24.), which he calls in

question, I shall endeavour as briefly as possible to confirm.

Respecting the first passage with which N. has occasion to find fault, I

must candidly admit that it is no peculiarity in the Richmond woods, situate

upon the high grounds, to be composed of fir, as such is usually the case, on
account of the reasons which your correspondent has mentioned.

N. says,
"
May I ask the author of this paper, did he not mean to write

metalliferous, when he wrote carboniferous, limestone ?" If N. will take
the trouble to refer to Phillips's and Conybeare's Introduction to Geologyy

at p. 352. he will find the reasons assigned for which the title of carbonife-

rous is preferable to any other, or rather, why those authors thought proper
to apply the term to the formation in question.

Since N.'s critical feelings are offended by the term "
generally," which

I unoffendingly applied to the predominance of mountain lime in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of Richmond, I promise him that his eye shall not
have again to complain of such "

general
"
imperfections.

N. seems to doubt that it is the character of the carboniferous limestone

(I cannot drop the term consistently) to be full of fissures. If time and

space did but permit, I could mention a score of instances sufficient to

satisfy any reasonable person ; and such I consider N. to be. If N. is a

north-countryman, he has probably at some time or other visited the dis-

trict of Craven in Yorkshire. If so, he must remember Wethercat Cave,
Hardraw Scar, and some curious funnel-shaped orifices named Hartle Pot
and Sand Pot, and numerous others near Malham Tarn and on the base
of Ingleborough ; all of which occiu* in the mountain lime. Nay, even
rivers which flow through these strata are not unfrequently swallowed up
in the earth, and, after flowing for some time underneath, reappear again
in the light of day. Such are the Ribble, and the Manifold in Staffordshire,

according to Conybeare ,*
as also Horton Beck, at the foot of Pennigent in

Yorkshire ; all of which flow for some distance under the surface.

N. forgets that the lead mines, which he says constitute the chief mineral

wealth of the country, are from twelve to fifteen miles above Richmond.

My observations did not extend so far : I have found lead in small quan-
tities within two miles of Richmond.
To the charge of ambiguity, which N. next brings against me, I plead

guilty. By elevation, which I admit is a misappropriation of the term, I

meant to signify the thickness of the beds. To the next question which N.
offers for solution, I suppose an answer will be expected. My assertion,
that the valley of the Swale was narrower in former times (by which I

must be understood to mean the valley ascending above Richmond, for

below that point I consider the river to enter the plain), though perhaps not

an evident conclusion, I still consider highly probable. However, as the

supposition gives such offence to your correspondent, I will for the present
let it rest. But I would ask N. to what caube does he attribute the forma-

tion of valleys ?

N. laughs at my hypothesis respecting the separation of the RoundHow
from its parent rock ; yet I could cite several instances, such as Hood Hill

and Blakey Topping, which perfectly resemble the Round How in form,

though upon a larger scale. I should wish these remarks to be received in

the candid spirit with which they are offered ; as truth is, or ought to be, the

acknowledged aim of both ; yet I would rather N. remained silent, if his

inertness requires such astonishing convulsions ofnature to awaken its sleep.

I remain, &c.— J. E. L. Richmond, Yorkshire, May 3. 1831.

mUes, or Eagle Stone. (Vols. III. p. 484. and IV. p. 190.)— Sir, In

addition to the description given by your able correspondent Mr. Clarke of

East Bergholt, at p. 190., I beg to say that those found in Norfolk, and

which I have described in the notes appended to my Synoptical Table of
British Organic Remains (p. 41

.), are, in my opinion, the true ^tites. Their
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spherical form, the smooth exterior, and the sharpness of their rattle, give
them a decided superiority over the argillaceous ironstones described by that

gentleman, the nucleus of v^'hich is simply indurated clay. Their origin

appears to be the investment of an alcyonitic body in flint, some part of the

exterior of which resisted this process; consequently, a nucleus was formed,
which in some instances is loose. These are what are called eagle stones

in Norfolk. I have but one in my cabinet in this state ; I have others pre-

cisely similar, which do not rattle : one which I broke some time since exhi-

bited the same organic character as represented in Parkinson's Organic
JRemains, vol. ii. pi. 12. fig. 5. There is generally on the surface a number
of small holes, which appear to have their origin in the flint, being moulded

upon radicles projecting from the body of the alcyonite. I am. Sir, yours,
&c.— Samuel Woodward. Norwich^ March 22. 1831.

Adages on the Weather.— Sir, Mr. Spence, in his remarks on the wea-
ther at Pisa (p. 264.), observes that " the Pisans have a saying,

* If the

weather be open on the 2d of February (the feast of the Purification of
the Virgin), the winter is over ; if severe, it is only beginning.'

"
This

brings to my mind the old meteorological couplet, of a nearly opposite
tendency :—

" Si sol splendescat matutino Purificante,

Major erit glacies post festum, quam fuit ante."

i. e. If the sun shines on the morning of the Purification (February 2.),
there will be more frost after the festival than there had been before it. It

would be difficult to account for the origin of these contrary sayings. The
Latin proverb is perhaps to be understood with considerable latitude of

interpretation, as meaning only that^ if we have premature mild weather in

the early spring, we are likely to suffer for it by severe weather at a later

season of the year; a sense which seems also to be expressed in the

following saying :—
*' If the grass grow in Janiveer,

It grows the worse for 't all the year ;

"

as well as in another, of more coarse and homely manufacture, relating to
the worth or value of "

February's grass," which I refrain from quoting.
How far the Pisan adage may be founded on fact, I am less able to judge
than Mr, Spence; it carries with it, however, more of the air of proba-

bility than the Latin couplet, at least if literally interpreted, appears to do.

Yours, &c.— W. T. Bree. Allnley Rectory, May 12. 183L
Erratum in J. G. Tatem^s Journal of the Weather for 1830, at High Wy-

combe, (p. 168.)— Sir, I beg to thank your correspondent the Rev. J. S.

Henslow, for recalling (p. 383.) to my notice an error in the heading of the

columns containing the number of rainy and snowy days in my table of the

weather for 1830, inserted in p. 168., which should have been "
rainy,

snowy, fair," instead of "
fair, rainy, snowy." The long and dangerous

illness of a much-loved daughter has prevented my requesting your atten-

tion to the subject before. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— James G. Taten^

Wycombey July 18. 1831.

Kilkenny Meteorological Journal.— Sir, I beg to correct an error which
I made in my communication. Vol. II. p. 97. I there stated Kilkenny to

be 500 ft. above the level of the sea ;
I should have said, about 400 ft. ; and

its distance from the sea about forty English miles, as our Irish miles are

much longer. Yours, &c.— John Robertson. Kilkenny, March 15. 1831.

Erratum.— For " Coulemb's balance of Tarsim," Vol. III. p. 189.,
read " Coulomb's balance of torsion." — J. Murray. Caermartheuy April 2,

1830.
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Art. V. Queries and Ansioers.

Depotfoi' the Exchange and Sale of Specimens in Natural History.
— Sir,

Fully concurring in the suggestions of your correspondents (Vol. III.

p. 185. 470. Vol. IV. p. 178.), as to the practicability and usefulness of

a depot for the exchange and sale of duplicate specimens in Natural His-

tory, and having fully considered the probable success of any individual

-who should commence such an establishment, I take the liberty of stating
that I should have much pleasure in commencing such an undertaking,
under such regulations and superintendence as might hereafter be agreed

upon. Of my fitness for this office it is necessary I should say something.
I have been a shell collector for the last fifteen years ; four of which have

been entirely devoted to that object in Africa and the Maurithis; and
I am now residing in a central situation, where I would gladly undertake

the commissions alluded to, as far as regards shells, birds, or insects. Fos-

sils and plants I have no knowledge of; but, if supplied with the necessary
information respecting them, the exchange would be a mere matter of

attention. I would rather, however, confine myself to the three firsts

named branches. With regard to my respectability and character, I should

be able to supply you. Sir, with references from many persons well known
to you. By way of commencement, I beg to state that I am ready to

exchange any of the Cape and many Mauritius shells, with the true

localities attached, for those of equal value of any other country (except

Britain) ; likewise many of the birds from the same countries. Of the

shells 1 enclose you a list, and remain. Sir, &c.— J, Warwick. 1. Newman
Streety Oxford Streety March 16. 1831.

Cbnus mon\Ie.
betiilinus.

qu^rcinus.
Nussatella,

figullnus.
Dentalium dent^lis. '

Sab^lla alveolata
Tubicinella ftalsenkrum.
Cor6nula ialfendris.

Mactra Spongier/.
Dbiiax rfngens,
Tridacna glgas.

Hippopus maculMus.
JVfurex liaust^llura.

ternispina.
inflatus.

adiastus.

Pterocera chiragra.
L^mbis.

Dolium Perdix.
fasciktum.

Malleus vulgkris.
Avicula crocea.
Chiton gigas.

spin5sus.
squambsus.

Also many fine specimens of
J?chini and Madrepores from
the Mauritius.

Exchanging of Eggs.
—

Sir, I beg to enquire whether any of the Norfolk

gentlemen mentioned (p. 177.) as collectors of eggs; viz. Mr. John Scales,

Beachamwell ; Mr. Richard Griffin, Norwich ; and Mr. John Smith, Yar-

mouth ; are desirous of exchanging or selling any of their specimens. If so,

I am prepared to send to the London depot mentioned on the cover of

your May Number, viz. No. 1. Newman Street, any duplicates I may have

to dispose of. I subjoin a list of those of which I am in want :
— Kite,

Honey Buzzard, Moor ditto. Brown Owl, Long-eared ditto, Short-eared

ditto, Red-legged Crow or Cornish Chough, either of the Woodpeckers,

Patella granatina.
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Great Ash-coloured Shrike, Wryneck, Nuthatch, Grosbeak, Bullfinch,
Lesser RedpoJe, Pipit Lark, Grasshopper ditto, Wheatear, Marsh Tit-

mouse, Cole Titmouse, Sand Miirten, Quail, Bustards, Curlew, and almost

any kind of water birds. Any of these I shall be glad to buy, or receive

in exchange for others.— H. Burney. Near Wallingfordy Berks, June 26.

1831.—A letter addressed " H. B., Post Office, Wallingford, Berks," will

be immediately answered.
A Dictionarj/ of British Entomohgi/.— Sir, I see by your last Number,

(p. 278.) that your correspondent
" Frank Plain," in the name of the

unlearned, among whom he is pleased to class himself,
"
frankly calls upon

the veterans in the science for a Dictionary of British Entomology^ with

derivations, accentuations, and reasons of application, &c." I beg most

heartily to join him in this request. Such a work as he suggests is much
wanted, and, if well executed, would be of the highest utility, not merely
to the unlearned, but even to fair classical scholars. The enormous multi-

plication of genera in modern days has induced the necessity of construct-

ing a corresponding number of new names. These names are often derived

from the Greek language, and from words by no means of everyday occur-

rence ; so that even the learned are often obliged to turn to their lexicons,
and after all, perhaps, to remain in doubt, if not in ignorance, as to the sig-
nification in particular instances. The task of committing to memory a

long list of hard names is much diminished, and becomes, indeed, a pleasur-
able occupation, when their meaning is known, and the propriety of their

application apparent. And here I cannot help expressing my regret that

the master-builders in the science of natural history should not have
attended a little more to euphony in their nomenclature. Some names of
modern manufacture, in botany as well as entomology, are so cacophonous,
and almost unutterable, that they do require some considerable counter-

balancing advantage to justify their admission to general use. It would be

superfluous to produce examples, as they must occur in abundance to every
one at all acquainted with recent scientific works. Except in particular

cases, where it is intended to do honour to the memories of eminent men,
I do not see any reason why the naturalists of this country, at least, in

describing a new insect or plant, should choose to encumber it with a name
as difficult to be pronounced by English lips as the sesquipedalian name of
some Russian chieftain, consisting of perhaps eight or ten consonants to a
vowel. At the same time I am fully aware of the difficulty of inventing a

large number of new names, which shall be at once appropriate and free

from every objection. But I am straying from my subject, and occupying
too large a space in your pages ; I will therefore conclude by again express-

ing my earnest hope that Frank Plain's suggestion will be attended to, and
that some " veteran

"
will ere long present us with a "

Dictionary of
British Entomology." Yours, &c. — -B. Coventry, May \0. \^S\.

Trade in Snakes in the Fens of Cambridgeshire.
—

Sir, Professor Henslow
mentions the circumstance (p. 279.) of a trade in snakes having been car-

ried on by the fenmen in Cambridgeshire, who sold them, when skinned
and dried in the sun, to a London agent, at the rate of one shilling per
dozen ; but he states that this profitable trade has ceased, and that it was
not known to what purpose the snakes were applied. Is it not probable
that they were procured on account of their supposed medicinal virtues ?

The fat or grease of vipers, it is well known, was believed to possess pecu-
liar properties ; and we have often heard of viper broth as a specific for one
disease or another. The fat of the common snake might be equally effi-

cacious, or perhaps might be substituted for that of the less abundant species,
the viper. It is not, I think, more than fourteen or fifteen years since I

happened to be in the late Mr. Dickson's shop in Covent Garden (an ex-

c-ellent gossip-shop, by the way, for naturalists), shortly after a viper had
been brought in from the country, which Mr. Dickson had purchased in the

H H 4
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way of trade as an article for retail sale. Some portions of the reptile lay-

on the counter when I was there ; and I recollect that the entrails, &c,, still

exhibited a very high degree of palpitation or muscular motion, though se-

parated from the rest of the body. Whether viper broth or the fat ofvipers
or of snakes be still retained in the materia medica, it is not for me to deter-

mine : but if, as 1 think probable, such recipes have been exploded by the

more enlightened practice of modern physicians, this circumstance will

account for the loss of trade to the Cambridgeshire fenmen. Yours, &c.—
W. T. Bree. Allesley Rectory, May 12. 1831.

Since writing the above, in referring to the materia medica of Linnaeus, I

find that the common snake (Coluber iVatrix), as well as Coluber Fipera
(an Egyptian species), is mentioned by him as possessing medicinal proper-
ties. Speaking of the latter species, in his Systema Nalurce, he says,

"
Offi-

cinalis haec vipera est Egyptiorum, nee Berus :" with the Egyptians this,

and not Coluber ^erus (the common viper), is the viper of the shops.
—

Id.

The Rot in SheejJ. (p. ^84.)
—

Sir, So great has been the mortality

amongst sheep this season, that I think, with Rusticus, it becomes a
matter of no small consideration to be more acquainted with so fatal a

malady. The opinions amongst farmers, as to the cause of the rot, are very
numerous ; which fact renders the knowledge of its real cause the more
desirable ; for, from not knowing the real cause, we know not a proper
remedy. The disease is well known to be that of the liver in particular.
I shall not pursue it through its whole course, nor indeed do I think it

needful; the cause being the chief object. Most of your readers are aware
that by the frequent and repeated moistening of land the grass grows in

greater abundance,much more quickly, and has a more luxuriant appearance,

particularly
when the weather is close and warm. It is this quickness of

Its growth which, I think, is the great cause of the mischief. When grown
slowly, time is allowed for that bitter principle to be more fully elaborated,
on which depends the good quality of our grasses ; which is the case in a

moderately dry season, and when also the disease does not make its appear-
ance. But when, contrary to this, the grass grows too quickly to allow of
that change taking place, and does not contain that bitterness, but has a
more delicate appearance, or is what is termed squashy, thefsheep'become
diseased, from the loss of that usual stimulus to the bowels, the bitter

principle of well grown grass. In consequence of this they become torpid,
the food not well digested, the secretion of bile sluggish ; and here is the

foundation of that mass of disease in the liver. How far this opinion may
be correct, I leave to the judgment of others ; but, should it prove so, the

remedy will be simple when taken in the first place, that is, before matter is

formed in the liver. I presume that for want of that stimulus to the
bowels the liver does not perform its functions, and becomes overloaded
with bile, part of which is again circulated with the blood ; but in time, from
its stagnation, it becomes putrid, and matter is formed upon the liver in

small tubercles, which, bursting into each other, becomeabscesses, in which
are found the hydatids or flukes (fig. 51. p. 284.). By what means they get
there is at present a matter of conjecture. It is certain they are animalcules,
as they have been seen to move several hours after their removal from the

sheep. It may be asked by some. How are we to know the rot in its first

stage ? The weather, the situation of his land, together with his own judg-
ment as to the probability of his flock becoming diseased, are the sheep-
owner's best guides. The sheep themselves, in an early stage of the disease,
will appear slothful, and their eyes dim, with a tinge of yellow ; i. e. having a

jaundiced appearance. In this state, I should give a few doses of mild mer-

curials, saline aperients, and then a mild bitter infusion, such as infusion of
chamomile or of gentian, two or three times a day. I am. Sir, yours, &c.—
D. N. Worksop, May 12. 1831.
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Cheap Preparation of Anatomical Specimens.
— Sir, In Vol. III. p. 92. I

find a query as to a cheap and efficacious mode of putting up anatomical

preparations. Perhaps the following, for which my father obtained, in

1819, the silver medal of the Society of Arts, and which has stood the test

of fifteen years, may answer the wishes of your correspondent.
Make a saturated solution of muriate of soda (common salt) in clear

water, and filter through blotting-paper. Let the specimens to be preserved

macerate, as usual, a few days in water, frequently changed, to cleanse them
from blood. Then let them remain four or five days in some of the solution,

and it will be advisable to put in with them some salt, tied up in a linen bag.
Your readers will at once perceive the importance of this second mace-

ration, as the large quantity of water which would otherwise be left in the

specimens would destroy the saturation so essential to success. In putting

up, the only thing necessary to be observed is that it is better to avoid

the use of lead. The best mode of closing is with glass, cemented over

the mouths of the bottles with rosin, or a mixture of rosin and oil. Some

specimens will be found to float, even after the second maceration, and
should be sunk by pieces of glass, which may often be made useful, by
extending or exposing any parts required to be seen. A few drops of

water may be added to the solution ; say a drachm to a pint ; otherwise the

least evaporation will provoke crystallisation. Glass floats, for ascertaining
the point of saturation, may be obtained of any instrument-maker. It only
remains to add, that specimens thus treated in general retain their natural

colours better than in spirits, and that some agarics have thus been pre-
served with such success as to warrant a repetition of the experiment.
A more detailed account may be found in the Transactions of the Sodety

of Arts for the year 1819. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— W. C.jun. Tnnity Square^
Tower Hilly London^ July 1. 1831.

Whirls of the Tumbler Pigeon.
—

Sir, If Mr. Swainson, or any of the

learned contributors to your Magazine, will condescend to give a satisfac-

tory reason for the instinct pecuhar to the tumbler pigeon, it would be a

great rehef to my mind ; as it is a subject with regard to which I can

come to no satisfactory conclusion. Buffbn attributes the movement to

vertigoes, arising from domestication ; but Temminck, though he does not
risk an opinion about it, gives an account of a wild species of tumbler

(Columba arquatrix), that amuses itself in the air with a sort of movement
somewhat resembling the one alluded to. I therefore cannot imagine that

BufFon, who was unacquainted with the wild species, has solved the riddle ;

especially as I am convinced that in both species it is a movement indicative

of pleasure. I shall anxiously wait for a reply to my enquiry in your next

Number. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— A Subscriber. Southampton, May 12. 1831.

Goldfinch losing its Note.— Sir, Having placed a canary within sight of
a goldfinch, I found some time after that the canary began gradually to

lose its note, and at last ceased altogether. It now endeavours to imitate

the note of the goldfinch. Information on the reason, and the means I

should adopt for the restoration (if possible) of its note, would oblige
—

A. Z. Lo?idon, June SO. IS31.

In Bird-stiifflngy-wh-dt book of instructions is best, and cheapest?
— H. T.

Rennie's Ornithological Dictionary seems silent on this subject.
-—

J.D.
The Tree Creeper (Certhiafamilich'is).

—
Sir, I saw this little bird on the

6th of January last, but always looking upon it as migratory, I thought I

might have been mistaken, especially as Pennant says it migrates into Italy

during our winter. In order to satisfy myself of its identity, or to convince

myself of my mistake, I kept a daily look out, and had the satisfaction of

seeing it again on the 14th, not far from the spot where I saw it on the 6th.

It was running rapidly round the bole of an oak tree, apparently in search

of insects. I approached sufficiently neai- to feel certain that I was not
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Imistaken. I shall, therefore, feel obliged if any of your correspondents can
inform me whether the tree creeper is regularly a migratory bird, or whether,
from its retired habits, it does not spend the winter in our woods. It is a

very rare bird here, and the specimen I saw might have been of a late

brood, and too weak to join in the general flight, if migratory. Yours, &c.— TV. H. White, H.M.CS. Bedford^ Feb. 1. 1831.

The Habits of the long-legged ivhistling Ducks of the West India IslandSy
and the Habits of the Sheldrake.— Sir, I shall feel particularly obliged to

any of your readers who can furnish me with some information on the

manners and habits of those long-legged whistling ducks found in the

West India Islands, which are said to perch upon trees, and live more

upon land than in the water. What I want is, information from those

who have seen these birds in their native country, or who have watched
them in a state of domestication. A similar original history of the com-
mon sheldrake (^^nas Tadbrna) would be valuable and interesting, touch-

ing its respective powers of walking, swimming, and diving, in comparison
to those possessed by the common duck. Yours, &c.— W. Swainson.

The Fijpefor blowing Eggs, (fig . 25. p. 145.)
— " An Observer ofNature "

would oblige me, and doubtless many other lovers of oology, by inducing
the manufacturer of his invention to place some pipes on sale at some shop
in London, and in making known to us what shop, and the price, through
your Magazine.

—Henry Turner. Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmund's.
Snakes taking the Water.— Sir, At p. 279, 280. there are references

-to the question, whether the common land snake will take the water. I

was not aware until I read the articles on this subject that any doubts had
been entertained respecting it. Snakes will not only enter freshwater

ponds and rivers, but will cross considerable channels of the sea. About

thirty years since, during my first excursion into North Wales, I met by
accident at Caernarvon with the Rev. W. Bingley, author of Animal

Biography ; we engaged a fishing-smack, to sail for a day on the southern

coast of Anglesea, and to land us on those parts we wished to examine.

It was a brilliant cloudless day, in the month of August. On our return

in the evening, I was surprised by a sudden cry of the boatmen, when,
about fifty yards south of the vessel, we saw a snake, with its head raised

about one foot above the water, progressing rapidly towards the Isle of

Anglesea : the snake was then in the broadest part of the Menai, nearly
a mile from land on either side of the strait. The head and neck had
an oscillatory motion. One of the men in our vessel threw out a small

cork boat, and with oars and the most dreadful imprecations hastened to

arrest the progress of the poor animal, which appeared to have no power
pf escape by diving. After a few strokes with his oar, the man succeeded

in wounding the snake, and bringing it into our vessel. It was nearly a yard
in length, and differed in no respect from the common snake. Mr. Bingley,
who was well acquainted with that part of Wales, said that snakes

abounded in the southern part of the Isle of Anglesea; and were fre-

quently seen crossing thence to the Caernarvonshire coast. The common

people entertain many superstitious notions respecting them, and their

association with demons and wizards : this, he told me, was the cause

of the rage with which our Welsh boatman pursued the snake we had

just seen him kill. It is difficult to imagine how an animal like the

snake could first ascertain the existence of land across a strait so broad

as the Menai on its southern end ; and by what instinct it was first im-

pelled to undertake so long a voyage of discovery. I am, Sir, yours.

Sec.— Robert Bakewell. Hampstead, June 7. 1831.

P. S.— The frequent passage of snakes across the Menai, to and from

the Isle of Anglesea was further attested by fishermen whom I questioned

respecting it. They said that the snakes generally deposited their eggs on

the low grounds on the Anglesea coast. — B. B.
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The Portuguese Man of War. (p. 96 282.)
—

Sir, If the accompanying
sketches (^gs. 95. and 96 ) and description will convey a good idea of the

animal, they are at your service. In Stark's Elements of Natural History it

will be found under the division Radiata, class -4calepha : it is the Physalia,or

Phjsalis pelagica, of Lamarck. When seen floating on the surface of the

water, the most conspicuous part of the animal appears to be an oval sub-

trigonal membrane, inflated with air, having an elevated ridge running along
its back like a cock's comb, strongly marked with indentations, and tinged

along the summit of a beautiful rosy hue, the extremities of the inflated

bladder being of a fine purple and violet colour. Underneath the membrane,
and nearest to the larger extremity, are attached numerous appendages ; some
are very short and thick, while others are very long, many upwards of 30 in.

in length. Some are straight, others twisted, and a few are spirally twisted,

like the spring-wire of a bell. These appendages, according to Cuvier,
form the suckers, tentacula, and ovaries, and are of a beautiful violet and
blue colour, intermixed with purple. The smaller extremity is free, and
the animal possesses the power of lifting it out of the water altogether ;

raising it aloft into the air, while the larger one is kept floating on the

water by the weight of the fleshy appendages already mentioned. They
have the power of contracting and dilating their membranous bag at plea-
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sure, and no doubt, by trimming it to the wind, make it act the part of a
sail to propel themselves through the water. "

They are very often to be
met with at sea," says Sir Hans Sloane ;

" and seamen do affirm that they
have very great skill in sailing, managing their bladder or sail* with judg-
ment for this purpose, according to the different winds and courses."

(Sloane^s Voyage to Jamaictty vol. i. p. 7.) Upon attentively examining the
narrow or free extremity of the bladder, a small round aperture is percep-
tible, surrounded by a circular zone of fibres, of a beautiful red colour, like

the muscular fibres of the iris of the eye. Out of this small hole, which is

not larger than would be sufficient to admit the passage of a very fine

bristle, I squeezed the air out of the bladder. It is by this aperture (which,

by the by, I have never seen described) that the animal, I presume, expels
the air from the bladder, when he wishes to sink under the surface of the

water ; but whether he refills it, by inhaling the air by this aperture, or
secretes it from his blood, I shall not undertake to determine. They pos-
sess in a high degree the stinging quality which has procured for the

animals belonging to the Radiata the term sea nettles. They are also

endowed with the luminous property which belongs to so many marine
animals ; and I have never failed to observe, when they have been nume-
rous during the day, that the sea at night has been brilliantly illuminated.

Sir Hans Sloane, in his Voyage to Jamaica, has given a figure of this inter-

esting little animal, plate 4. fig. 5.
"

i/rtica marina soluta, purpurea,

oblonga, cirrhis longissimis
— a caravell." The plate, however, is exceed-

ingly bad ; the crust is much too large, and altogether, as Lamarck observes,
it is

" tres-mauvaise."— W. Baird. 8. Everett Street, Russell Square,

Apnl 10. 1831.

E^later murinus, with a branched Antenna.— Sir, I captured some time

since, on a nettle in the Battersea Fields, a specimen of E'later murinus, re-

markable for an extraordinary appendage attached to the second joint of

the left antenna. This appendage consists of two antennae, if I may so

call them, each composed of nine joints, very stout. The natural limb

however, though containing its usual number of eleven joints, is weak and

slender, and not above half the length of the right antenna, which is per-

fect, and has no appendage attached to it. I should feel obliged if any of

your readers could inform me if such instances as the present are of frequent

occurrence, and to what cause, sexual or otherwise, this singular formation

of the antennae may be attributed. I am. Sir, yours, &c.— A Lover of the

Science. July 14. 1831.

The supernumerary appendage found on the tarsus of Chlanius vestitus,

as figured and described in Vol. II. p. 302. fig. 86., may be cited as a case

remotely parallel to the above.— J.D.
The Water Beetle. (Vol. III. p. 148.)

— I should be obliged if you, or any
of your correspondents, would inform me what species of insect is meant

by
" the water beetle," and to what previous communication the notice

there refers. The destructive propensity of the insect in question renders

it a matter of importance that its species should be accurately ascertained.

— B. Coventry, April, \mQ.
Queries by Agronome.

—
Sir, I shall endeavour, in this letter, not to offend

any of your readers, by rambling out of my element, and getting among the

Stars or comets, but content myself with asking a few questions respecting
the lower order of creation. And first, you have not satisfied me what are

the origin and end of the hairworms (Gordius and Filaria, Vol. I. p. 301.,

II. p. 103. 211., III. p. 149. fig.32. p. 459. fig. 1 14.). I dare saythat you, like

me, when a boy, have been told that it was a horse-hair dropt in the water,

and that the moisture swelled it into life ; we have also heard of a lady
who oiled her hair to such a degree, that each hair swelled into a serpent,
and stung her to death. When a cowboy, I often tried to bring hairs into

life by steeping them in water, but without effect. I then concluded that

the hairworms were young eels, and kept some in bottle?, but still they
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would never grow bigger, and died in the course of time. I was thus far in

the dark for many years, when in 1808 I was sweeping out a damp shed, in

which were great quantities of the common black beetle, and in killing them
I discovered in many of them a full grown hairworm : I therefore concluded
that the hairworm was the origin of the beetle ; and that, after it had lived

a certain time in the water, it retired into some hole, and shrivelled up into

a chrysalis, and formed the beetle. This I however afterwards found to be
another grand mistake of mine, as on examining the natural habits of the

beetle (not from books, but from actual observation), I found its natural

history quite different. I therefore still wished and wish to know, how an
animal such as the hairworm could get into the intestines of the beetle, and
there grow to its full size, almost as heavy as the insect it lives in. I can
believe that the bots in horses proceed from the eggs or nits deposited
on their hair by a certain fly ; but what is the origin of the tapeworm, and
other worms, in man or beast, or what is their ultimate or last stage of

perfection ? How does the tapeworm propagate its species ? We know that

it is propagated by cuttings ; but naturalists know that nothing can be pro-
duced without original seed. Even the louse. Sir, (you can give it its

scientific name) [Pediculus humanus] has puzzled me very much to find

how it first originates on the cleanest of children's heads. If some of your
many excellent correspondents will answer all or any of the above queries,
I shall be particularly thankful ;

if not, I shall endeavour to answer them
all in my own clumsy wa}^, as I have a deal more to say on these subjects,
but forbear, on account of my not being perfect in the language of science.

Yours, &c.— Agronome. March 28. 1831.

Are Polyommatus ArgwluSy MelUce'a EuphrosynQ and M. Selene double-

brooded or single-brooded Insects ?— Sir, I should be obliged to any of

your entomological correspondents, if they would inform me, through the
medium of your Magazine, whether they consider the beautiful little Poly-
6mmatus Argiolm (Papilio Argiolu* Linn.)y azure blue butterfly {fig. 97.),

to be a double-brooded or a single-brood-
ed insect. This may be deemed a question
not worth taking up the room it oc-

cupies in your pages, as the answer to
It might be readily obtained by reference

to almost any work on British Lepidop-
tera. But my reason for asking the ques-
tion is, that, though the butterfly is com-
mon enough in this district in the spring,
more common, indeed, than I happen else-

where to have observed it *, and usually
makes its appearance with us by the mid-
dle of April, if the weather be fine, or

towards the end of that month, I never yet could see, in any one season,
a single specimen later in the summer than the month of June, or one
which could be supposed to be any other than the product of the spring
brood. I am well aware that the insect is mentioned by most entomo-

logical writers as a double-brooded species : and for this I may refer you,

among other works, to Haworth's Lepidoptera Britdnnicafj Samouelle's

* I generally see it daily during its season, when the weather is fine,

hovering about, and occasionally settling upon, the evergreens in my garden,
with which it seems to be much delighted. The holly and ivy, on which, I

believe, the caterpillar feeds, abound in this neighbourhood ; and it is no
uncommon thing to see four or five of the butterflies at a time vapouring
about the same bush.

f In Haworth's Prodromus Lepidoptei'orum Britafinicorum, which was pub-
lished in 1802, one year before his larger work, P. Argiolu* is merely stated
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Entomologists Useful Compendium^ The Butterjly Collector's Fade Mecumy
Stephens's Illustrationsy &c. ; all of which speak of the insect as double-

brooded, and appearing in May, and again in August. Lewin [British

Papilios) says,
" there are two broods in the summer : the first is out

on the wing the first week in May; the latter, the first week in July;"
and Donovan, in his British InsectSy observes,

" there is one brood in

the month of June or July, and another the latter end of August ;

"
a

statement which is evidently erroneous. I see by the last Number of

your Magazine (p. 266.) that Mr. Dale took P. Argiolu^ at Cheddar, on
the 31st of July; and lastly, 1 have myself taken fresh bright specimens
in the Isle of Wight on the 29th of that month. It should seem, then,
either that the insect in one part of the country produces two broods in

the season, and in others only one ; which would be an anomalous and

extraordinary occurrence ; or else, that in one place it appears only in

the spring, and in another only in the summer, which would be little less

extraordinary : and it may be worth while to submit to a minute examin-
ation the vernal and aestival specimens, in order to see whether two distinct,

though closely allied, species may not have been confounded together,
and hitherto supposed to form but one. Can any practical entomologist
inform me, on his own authority, that he finds P. Argiolu^ in one and the
same district both in the spring and more advanced summer ? And has any
one carefully examined and compared together specimens captured at dif-

ferent seasons of the year and in distant parts of the country ? It is

somewhat extraordinary, again, that a butterfly, which makes its appearance
so early as the middle or end of April, or sometimes earlier (I have seen it

on the wing on the 28th of March), should produce but one brood during
the summer, as seems unquestionably to be the case with P. Argiolm in

this neighbourhood; while several allied species, which make their first

appearance later in the season, are known to produce two, as, e. g. P. Ado-
nic, I'carm, Pda^, A'lsu5, &c.; though, lam aware, we have an instance of
the like anomaly in the case of Pontia cardamines, which appears on the

wing in April and May, and is only single-brooded.
—While on this sub-

ject, I would wish to ask also, whether Melitae'a Euphrosyne and Selene

(large and small pearl-bordered fritillaries) are really to be considered as

producing two broods in the year ? They are, I see, stated so to do by
Mr. Stephens, in his Illustrations ; and the latter of the two insects also by
the author of The Butter^?/ Collector's Vade-Mecum, In answer to some

enquiries on this point, Mr. Haworth, if my memory serves me, stated in a

letter, that all the examples of the second brood which he had seen, and
which were but few in number, varied from those of the first brood, by
being of a much paler colour. I suspect that these two species are not, in

reality, double-brooded, and that the few examples that have occurred later

in the summer than usual, are merely accidental, and exceptions from the

general rule. No other of our British fritillaries, I believe, is double-

brooded, with the exception, perhaps, of the rare Argjnni^ Lathonia

(queen of Spain fritillary) ; concerning the broods of which there seems
to be nearly the same kind of doubt and uncertainty as I have above stated

in the case of P. Argiolu^.* A. Lath6ni«, however, is so rare an insect

in this country, that there is but little opportunity for instituting such

as appearing on the wing the middle of May. No notice is here taken ofany
second brood ; and this omission leads me to conclude that the insect was

only known to the author at that time as a single-brooded one : and if so,

knowing, as I do, how accurate an observer Mr Haworth is, I may con-

clude also that P. Argiolu^, in other parts of the country as well as this,

appears on the wing only once in the year, and that in the spring.
* See preface to Haworth's Lejndbjytera Britdnnicay p. 27, 28. ; and'

Stephens's Illustrationsy Hiustelldtay vol. i. p. 37, 38.
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experiments on the subject as may enable us to draw from them any very

satisfactory conclusions.— I have to apologise for the length to which my
remarks have extended

;
and I fear they will occupy more space in your

Magazine than the importance of the matter in question may be thought to

justify. The subject, however, relates to what appears to be a singular
fact in natural history, and as such is interesting to me, and may prove so

to some of your readers. Yours, &c.— W. T. Bree. Allesley Rectory,

MayVl. 1831.

Lobster-like Insect attacking the Leg of a House-fly. (p. 94.)
—

Sir, From

your correspondent's description of this insect, I should take it to be the

Pediculus pubis Liw., as 1 remember some years ago finding one in a

similar situation. These animals are frequently found on uncleanly per-
sons ; and the way in which I accounted for this insect being found on
the fly was, by supposing that the fly had alighted on some one so

infested, and that one of the insects had seized on the fly. I preserved
this specimen for some time, and gave it to a friend for microscopical

observation, but, as well as I remember, it was a flattened insect with six

Tegs, the two former having the claws like a crab. The description given in

Turton's English edition of Linnaeus's Systema Naturce is
" abdomen emar-

ginate, and hairy behind : legs cheliform : antennae of five articulations." —>

C. Jan. 1831.

The Housefl,y's Duration^ Bate of Increase^
and Deposition of its Eggs.

—Is

it annual ? as of the myriads which prevail in summer very few individuals

are perceptible in winter. If annual, the rate of increase must be pro-

digious. What is the rate ? Are there several generations in one summer ?

If yes, how many ? Does each or every female produce more than one
brood ? If yes, how many ? When does she produce it or them ? Where
are the eggs or larvae usually deposited ? — for though those of the flesh-

fly (ilfusca carnaria) are familiar to me, those of the house-fly (Musca
domestica) I have never knowingly seen.— JohnDenson. July 30. 1831.

Corollas perforated by Bees ; in reply to R. A. Tudor (p. 93.).
— I have^

seen the conical hoods (galeae) of ^iconitum lycoctonum and the species
nearest to this, when perforated, and under perforation, by bees; almost half

the flowers on a plant : this five or six years ago ; and a few flowers this

week also in the Comte de Vandes's garden, close by. The specific name
of the bee or bees I know not. In ^conitum lycoctonum and its near allies,

the structure of the hood so effectually covers and guards the nectaries,
that to touch the latter without perforating or removing the hood is per-

fectly impossible. In A. Napeilus and its near allies, a more lax structure

of the hood renders perforation less necessary, and in these I have nevef

observed it. Is not the Aconite genus a suspicious one for the bee family
to collect from ? Nevertheless, two, three, or more species of bee do col-

lect from it, and amongst them, I believe, the hive-bee; and hereby, I

suppose, illustrate the couplet of Pope :
—

" In the nice bee, what sense, so subtly true,

From poisonous herbs extracts the healing dew !" J. D.

Campanula hederdcea at High Beech.— A. J. (at p. 182.) asks some one
to verify this habitat. In the summer of last year I observed the plant

growing there, sparingly, together with ^nagallis tenella, Drosera rotundi-

folia, &c. — J. G. May 19. 1831.

Mr. Dale observed Campanula ^ederacea, .July 14. 1830,
" on the Dart, .

near Ashburton." (See p. 266.) —J^. I).

Lace Bark.— Sir, I possess a small portion of a substance composed of
fine white fibres of wood, having in their arrangement the appearance of

lace. It was given me for part of a tree growing in Falmouth, north of

Jamaica, called the lace tree. A description of such tree would be a favour
to— A.Z. LondoHy June 30. 1831.
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"
Lagetta lintearia, producing the lace-bark, is a tree, the wood of which is

white; its leaves are about 4 in. long, and 2\m. broad near the base where

broadest, having one middle and several transverse ribs of a yellowish

green colour, shining, thick, and smooth. The outer bark is smooth, light

brown or grey, and striated ; the inner is solid and white, of a very fine

texture, tough, and divisible into several coats or layers, which may be
drawn out into thin webs resembling lace, and have been actually worn as

such. King Charles II. had a cravat made of it, which was presented to

him by Sir Thomas Lynch, then governor of Jamaica. It is there prin-

cipally used for ropes ; but would undoubtedly make fine paper if properly

prepared. Native of Jamaica, where it is called Lagetto, or lace bark tree
;

and of Hispaniola, where it is termed Bois Dentelle."— Martyn's Miller's

Dictionary^ under 2>aphne Lagetto^ the name of the tree in old nomen-
clature.— J. D.

Retrospective Meteorology.
—The following passages occur in Tacitus's life

of Agricola (cap. 12.), and are related of England:— " The sky in this

country is deformed by clouds and frequent rains
j but the cold is never

extremely rigorous The soil, though improper for the olive"and vine,
and other productions of warmer climates, is fertile, and suitable for corn.

Growth is quick, but maturation slow ; both from the same cause, the great

humidity of the ground and the atmosphere." Are not these passages,
written almost 1800 years ago, a proof that no great alteration has taken

place in the soil or climate of England?— W. P. S. March 6. 1831.

Frost.— Sir, I have elsewhere observed (p. 35.), when speaking of the

severe weather which occurred early in April, 1830, that " the effects of
the frosty nights on trees seemed to diiFer according to circumstances, and
to be most destructive in the lower situations." Several instances oi^ the

same kind presented themselves to my notice this season, during the frosts

which prevailed in the month of May. The gooseberries and currants

were in some cases much injured in gardens which lay low, while those in

more elevated situations escaped unhurt. Many of our native plants were
cut oWy as, e. g. JSquisetura arvense, Aspldium jFllix mas* and aculeatum,
/Scilla nutans, &c. ; all of them lovers of low ground. But not only were
the late frosts most destructive in low situations; they seem also to have
had a much more injurious effect on vegetation within a few feet of the

surface of the ground than they had as many yards above it. And of this

I was struck with a remarkable instance in a wood in this neighbourhood,
which consists chiefly of oak. For the space of several acres, I observed
the opening foliage of the underwood oak, to about 7 or 8 ft. from the

ground, entirely cut off by the frost, though the bushes were, of course,
much sheltered by the overshadowing boughs of the poles and trees above
them ; while, contrary to what might be expected, the foliage of the poles
and trees themselves, which were exposed to the atmosphere, but elevated

some yards above the underwood, remained unaffected. In the case also of

single oak trees, in other situations, I observed the foliage of the lower

boughs to be cut off by the frost, and that of the head and higher branches
to be unimpaired. Is this usually the case ? and how is it to be accounted
for ? It has been suggested to me, that these spring frosts prove most

prejudicial to vegetation at that distance from the surface of the ground
to which the fogs extend which often accompany them. Yours, &c. —
W, T. Bree. Allesley Rectory, June 1. 1831.

* I remarked, in several instances, that one patch of fern was cut off,

while another of the same species, on the same bank, and only a few feet

distant, was not affected ; and even one frond was killed, and the remainder

on the same root escaped without the least injury.
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Art. I. The final Statement of Mr. Stvainson, in Repli/ to Mr,

Vigors, By Willam Swainson, Esq. F.R.S. L,S.&c.

Dear Sir>

AVhen a man, for defending his friend, receives abuse, he

justifies, not to the insulting party, but to the bystanders. I

address myself therefore, to you and to your readers.

Violent and reiterated attacks have been made upon
M. Lesson and other French naturalists. These attacks have

been vindicated by one party, and deprecated by me. The
name of Mr. Vigors, either as author, abettor, or editor, is

attached to all. Of the last and worst,
"
published under

the superintendence of the secretary, and with the sanction

of the council, of the Zoological iSociety," Mr. Bennett steps
forward as the avowed author. This may be true: but I

have yet to learn the difference between the man who ori-

ginates, and the man who knowingly propagates, a calumny ;

who "
superintends

"
its concoction ; gives it the public sup-

port of his name; and impHcates a set of gentlemen, as

sanctioners of the libel, who never saw it. When this differ-

ence is established, then will I publicly retract my accusations.

To do so before, with a conviction of their justness, would be
base and dishonourable.
The editor of a journal, it must be confessed, is in a deli-

cate situation : he cannot, nor should he, reject controversial

papers. Science would be stationary without discussion, and
without the insufficiencies of its teachers ever being questioned.
But an editor, in my estimation, is bound to strike out all

passages of personal abuse ;
all charges of base motives ;

all

violent and unwarrantable expressions. Since his name is

Vol. IV. — No. 22. i i
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unavoidably coupled with controversy, he will be doubly
cautious in becoming himself an antagonist. Mr. Vigors has

neither evinced this discretion, nor manifested this spirit. Had
he loved peace, he would not have printed (at whose expense?)
the well-known letter on the dichotomous system*, after it

had been published, in a softened tone, elsewhere. In all this,

however, there is nothing dishonourable. What I say is, that

it implies a want ofjudgment and a love of controversy. We
judge by acts, not by professions. You are told, indeed, that

I was the first to begin this system. This the asserter knows
to be false. The very first article of this description in his

journal is an attack upon me {Zoologicaljournal, vol.i. p. 253.);
the first I ever received. My answer was the first and the

last, until now, that I ever penned: it occupies four pages.
The controversial papers of Mr. Vigors, avowedly by himself,
fill exactly forty. {Zoological Journal, vol. iii. p. 92— 123.

vol. V. p. 134—141.)
So far for the main question. My connection with the

Zoological Society may be stated in a few words :
— Mr. Vi-

gors, by personal importunity, got permission to write my
name on the paper sent round for its establishment. Sir

Stamford Raffles was then alive ; and Dr. Horsfield, I was

told, was to be secretary. Upon these names I relied for a

liberal set of measures. I soon, however, quitted London,
and never heard more of the Society until I received the

subjoined letter f, from what is mystically called " the finan-

cial department," in plain English, from Mr. Vigors. Sir

Stamford Raffles, in the interim, had died
;

Dr. Horsfield

had retired ; and the whole concern had assumed the charac-

teristics of any thing but of a liberal scientific institution.

I consequently would not confirm my first intention, and
declined joining a society where science was not wanted.

*
It is somewhat singular that the library of the Linnean Society should

have been fixed upon as the deposit of this private reprint, whence the

copies were disseminated.

f
"

Sir, Your name appearing on the list of members of the Zoological

Society for an early period, but no communication having been received

from you from the time at which it was entered, I am requested by the pre-
sident and council to enquire whether it is your intention to continue a

member. I am likewise instructed to inform you that, as you have not

availed yourself of the privileges of this society, you are liable to no
further demands, should you wish to remain a member, than the entrance

subscription, and the contribution for the present year.
"

I have the honour to be, &c.
"

Zoological Society^ Bruton Streety
" N. A. Vigors, Secretary^

April 14. 1828."

" William SwainsoUy Esq.'*
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Subsequently, for the advantage of Dr. Richardson's work, I

asked permission to use their museum : having previously,

by the way, presented to it my collection of fish. Permission

was granted, but with this extraordinary condition, that

whatever I wished to know was to be learned " at the dis-

cretion of the secretary :

"
in other words, I was prohibited

the free use of my own eyes and my own judgment; and was
to solicit those of another, incompetent to understand, much
less to throw light upon, my enquiries. Such was the " liberal

assistance placed within my reach," such the "
unprecedented

generosity and forbearance
"
experienced. I went, however,

to Bruton Street, accompanied by my friend, Mr. Audubon.
Mr. Blanchard, the brother-in-law of Mr. Vigors*, very

civilly opened the cases, and I was pencilling some notes

upon a well-known bird
(
Jurdus orientalis Gm.\ when Mr.

Bennett, with evident reluctance, interfered. He stated that,

as Mr. Vigors was absent, I could not, agreeably to his ex-

press orders, proceed with my notes ;
the species I was exa-

mining not being an arctic bird, f Mr. Audubon and myself
were both astonished looked at each other, and soon walked
out of the place. In this way has been manifested " that

spirit of disinterestedness and liberality," which, as Mr.Vi-

gors says,
" renders him a marked man." \

Having now divested this subject of all personal consider-

ations (for a large body of liberal-minded gentlemen shall

not be brought into disrepute and contempt by the petty jea-
lousies of a few "

monopolisers of petty power "), I shall

have the "
temerity

"
to return to it ere long. I shall mix

up no scientific question in this letter. Those who choose to

know more of Colaptes mexicanus than they have yet been

told, may consult North. Zoology, vol, ii. p. 315. I have there,

long ago, spoken of this blunder as Mr. Vigors wishes, and
in that spirit which he should have shown towards M. Lesson.

Here I would fain pause ; and if the personal reflections

upon me had been less gross, or had come from one less

known, I should have done so. But I must throw aside false

delicacy, and proceed.

* There is a vast deal of patronage, I hear, in a small way, in the gift of
the secretary.

f I accordingly applied, a second time, for
" unrestrained

"
permission,

and was then officially refused.

:j:
So long as the secretary is thus able to debar scientific men from the

free use of the Society's museum, he has, of course, exclusive control

over his former collection. This collection, so much vaunted, T have often

seen. I may safely say, it is decidedly inferior to the duplicate series of

birds, insects, and shells in my own museum. It is certainly the dearest

shilling exhibition in London. Who are the "
money-changers ?

"

I I 2
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First, then, on my
"
grade

'* and "
profession." My in-

terrogator was, or is, in the army; consequently he knows,
or should know, that he of whom he writes is his superior
officer, and that in "

camps and courts
" he must give him

place.
2. On the decline of science*

" This is the cant of the present day : every man who has a petty grier-
anee to bring forward, or some trivial point of minor information on which
he hopes, to be borne into notice, adopts the decline of science as the post
from which he starts." (p. 335.)

The only men who have written upon this subject are Sir

Humphry Davy, Mr. Herschel, Mr. Babbage, and a powerful
writer in the Quarterly Review. I feel honoured in being
thus associated.

3. Opprobrious expressions are heaped upon me for re-

ceiving pecuniary recompense for my writings. Here again
I find myself in a goodly company, headed by Sir Walter

Scott, and terminated, we will say, by Mr. Bennett. We are

all, it seems,
"

jobbers,"
"
money-changers,"

" dealers in

literary or scientific peltry." With such epithets does this

writer insult that mighty and intellectual power of the country

engaged to instruct or delight the world.

4. I am, moreover, "employed" by Dr. Richardson. The
nature of this employment will be best Understood by the

following extract of his letter :—
" Chathamy July^. 1831.

" Dear Sir, I have had the honourofyour acquaintance now for upwards
of three years, during which we have been mutually engaged on the orni-

thological part of the Fauna Boredli-Americdna ; and, so far from your
being guided solely by mercenary motives, you have voluntarily, and at a

great personal sacrifice of time, and a considerable one of expense, contri-

buted a large and most material part of the letterpress to that work;
although you have not received any pecuniary reward for these exertions,
and were perfectly aware, from the first, that you never could derive any.
Your conduct to me has been gentlemanly and strictly honourable through-
out, and I have derived both pleasure and profit from your society.

" I remain, ever your sincere friend,
" William Swainson, Esq'*

" John Richardson.'*

Dr. Horsfield, Sir W. Jardine, Bart., Messrs. Selby, Wil-

son, Sowerby, Stevens, Audubon, Trail, Scoresby, the late

Mr. Roscoe, all the most eminent naturalists of the present

day, have warmly returned me public thanks for liberality

and disinterestedness. This, too, at a time when solicited on
all sides, by publishers and booksellers, to devote more of my
time to their undertakings. Even the author of the Hoi^ce

Entomologicce is a public, a willing, and a grateful witness in

my cause.* 1 am perpetually assisting others, to the neglect

* Horae Entom., part 2. p. 524.
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and detriment of my own publication.* But there is one

witness yet to be intimated : a person, who, having largely

profited by this liberality, has measured out his acknowledge-
ments in an equivocal tonef and in a thankless spirit; who,
as a mere tyro in that science over which he now assumes

the dictatorship, assiduously sought and courted my acquaint-

ance, importuned me with interrogatory letters J, borrowed

specimens from my museum, expensive books from my
library, until his character was discovered and his acquaintance
renounced. There was wanting but a darker and a bolder

stroke to complete the picture ;
that by which our real posi-

tions were to appear to the world as if reversed : this stroke

has now been given.
But those I have named are personal friends. Now for

the testimony of a stranger, and of one, moreover, who

requested my advice and assistance in controverting my own

opinions ! Mr. Rennie, a gentleman I never saw, thus ex-

presses himself:—
" Permit me to return you my best thanks for your prompt attention

and your candid remarks on my proposed introduction to Montagu.

They are the more valuable, as coming from a naturalist who has had so

many opportunities of studying the various classes of animals, and who is,

besides, well acquainted with the quinary system, to which I have ventured

to object. Your remarks, however, make me think 1 shall never be able

to comprehend that system. In my first proof I had treated it as claiming
to be the natural system ; but Mr. ,

on reviewing that proof, disclaims

this absolutely, and says it is altogether artificial. I amended my proof
accordingly, in conformity to all these minute corrections, yet you intmiate

that it is 9 the natural system, as Mr. MacLeay, I think, unequivocally
does."

In consequence of another explanatory letter from me,
Mr. Rennie thus replies :

—
" I feel extremely flattered and obliged by youf kind letter; so very

different from the treatment I have received from several other quarters,
where my fairness, in sending my proofs before publication, has been met
with abuse, instead of the manly candour of your communication."

Here we have one party meanly betraying, or ignorantly

misrepresenting, his master ; and another, while he does not

assent to his entire theory, nevertheless defending him. Such
is the present state of zoological science among us. Mr. Mac

Leay is peculiarly unfortunate : misunderstood by his oppo-
nents, and misrepresented by his friends, I can only wonder
he has a grain of patience left. When will he return, like

Ulysses, and clear the hall of these pretenders ?

*
Zoological Illustrations.

f Linn* Trans, vol. xiv. p. 465., and particularly the note at p. 513.

X These have been preserved ; they are unanswerable witnesses,

^
" A part of" should have been here inserted.
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As. I am contemptuously urged for farther explanations on
this topic, I must now declare that he " who adopts theories

he does not understand "
is Mr. Vigors. He has proved this

by his own words, in his published writings. 1 have con-
victed this person, moreover, of being profoundly ignorant of
the very essence of that quinary and circular system upon
which he publicly lectures.* These are no random assertions.

They rest upon scientific details now coming before the public,

divested, as all such matters should be, of personal feeling.
To me this exposure is any thing but distressing. Living

on terms of intimacy or of friendship with almost every
naturalist in London, whispered defamations, from time to

time, have reached my ears : they have now appeared in a
definite shape, and I rejoice in the power of fairly meeting
them.f

If it is enquired, what good results from this controversy ?

J would reply, much. Truth is the result of discussion. A
better tone will be assumed by those who write and those who
edit. Students will know the respective merits of their

teachers ; and a beneficial change will be effected, sooner or

later, in the management of the Zoological Society.^ For

myself, I have little or no personal interest in these matters :

praise and blame, from such a quarter, are alike indifferent to

me. I have stepped forward as the champion of others, not

of myself. Had I desired controversy upon my own ac-

count, I have shown it might have been begun three years

ago. I have done, in fact, what every one of your readers,

placed in M. Lesson's situation, bit and worried on all

sides,, would have most cordially thanked me for. Let them
remember this, and I am sure of their approbation. Nothing
shall now tempt me to another reply,

I am, dear Sir, yours, &c.

William Swainson.

Tittenhanger Green, St. Albans,
October L 1831.

* " What influence these mistfnderstanding parties could have had upon
the real interests of science, I am," says Mr.Vigors,

" at a loss to discover.'*

In other words, it is of no consequence whether a public lecturer under-

stands, or not, the theory which he professes to explain and illustrate.

f It is almost beneath me to say that the " famous story
"

about the

hyacinthine maccaw is a complete fabrication. The specimen in question
was exchanged, not sold, for sixteen small African birds, with this person's

friend, the bird-stuffer.

J Who does not know that you. Sir, more than any other reformer, by

your just and manly attacks on the Horticultural Society, worked as great
a change in the disreputable management of that institution, as is now so

loudly called for in the Zoological ?
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Art. II. Letter to the Editor, in Defence of certain French
Naturalists, By M. Lesson.

Sir,

Will you have the goodness to insert, in your valuable

Journal, the short answer of a stranger, to the voluminous
articles of Mr. Vigors in the Zoological Journal? Your
readers may possibly blame your indulgence, since they

may think these recriminations very tedious. I shall even
confess that if an individual of the most honourable feeling,
and for whose high talents I have the greatest respect, had
not taken up the gauntlet which Mr. Vigors so disdainfully
threw down, I should not have done it myself, literally

speaking at least, since I should have left the public to form
its own judgment upon these attacks, destitute, as they are,

of justice and of good feeling. But I cannot refrain from

publicly expressing to Mr. Swainson the most lively sense of

gratitude for his generous conduct. He has known that the

feelings and the reputation of his friend have been wounded

by unjust and personal attacks
; and that this friend, a stranger

and a foreigner, might be condemned in England, without

appeal. But to the question. Indirect attacks by Mr. Vi-

gors upon other foreign authors had made me understand the

nature of his criticism*, when M. le Baron de Ferussac

requested me to give an account of the memoir of Messrs.

Horsfield and Vigors upon certain quadrupeds described by
these gentlemen as new. This I did, simply by referring to

certain descriptions and figures, already published, of these

supposed new species. A long and angry reply from Mr. Vi-

gors, full of bitterness and personality, immediately appeared
in the Zoologicaljournal. (No. xvii. p. 134.) If "the style,"
as BufFon asserts,

" shows the man," I conclude that Mr. Vi-

gors is more prolix in his refutations than in his memoirs.
How could I have been justified in deceiving the public that

these discoveries were new? I should then, indeed, not

have offended ;
but vitam impendere vero,

I am accused by Mr. Vigors of jealousy of the naturalists

of England ;
of ignorance of their labours, &c. Now, it is to

this that I must answer. I have for many years travelled in

the foreign colonies and possessions of Britain, and there

learned to appreciate the character of the nation. So far

back as 1825, I translated into French the Zoological and Bo-
tanical Memoirs of Dr. Horsfield, which had been published
in Java. I receive all the monthly scientific publications of

* In the original, vi'avaie7it donne la mesure de sa critique.
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Britain, and make known their contents in those of France ;

and although without private fortune, and a military medical

officer upon slender pay, there are few English works upon
zoology I have not procured, except the very expensive ones.

No writer on the Continent has so frequently cited the works
of Sir S. Raffles, Swainson, Horsfield, Yarrell, Selby, Bell,

Richardson, Sabine, Hardwicke, &c. &c. This accusation

is therefore false and unjust. A nation, also, which has pro-
duced so many eminent zoologists, and which ranks so high
at this moment, can only be regarded with jealousy by blind

or stupid men; and I do not believe I am in either of these

two classes.

I ought, perhaps, to have followed the same course as my
friend M. Desmarest, who, after seeing Mr. Vigors'^s article

on the word "
Perroquet

"
in the Zoological Journal (vol. iii.

p. 91— 123.), said to me,
" I shall take good care not to answer

this : if I write but one or two pages, they will come down

upon me with a quarto volume at least." * To conclude, I

can only subscribe to the " defence" ofmy friend, Mr. Swain-

son : in every respect. Both as regards M. Desmarest and

myself, it is perfectly true, and will be sufficient, I hope, to

clear us in the estimation of the naturalists of England, whose
esteem we value in proportion as we highly appreciate their

numerous and important works* Accept the assurances of

my great consideration, &c,

Faris^ Aug,2^, 1831. P. Lesson.

Art. III. Beply to Mr, Davis^s Animadversions upon the recent

Method of publishing his '* Illustrations of British Entomology,**

By J. F. Stephens, Esq. F.L. and Z.S. &c.

Sir,

An article having appeared in your Magazine of the 1st

instant, respecting the recent mode of publication of my Il-

lustrations of British Entomology, from the factious pen of

Mr. Davis, I rely upon your impartiality to insert the follow-

ing refutation of the calumnies contained therein, though, as

I would much rather that the space were devoted to objects
more legitimately connected with the real advancement of

knowledge, I shall be as explicit as the nature of the charges
will permit. I shall, therefore, first proceed to analyse the

first two paragraphs and their attached notes, and to correct

• Me dit,
" Je me donnerai bien de garde d'y repondre; car si j'ecrivais

un ou deux pages, on me terrasserait avec im volume in 4to au moins."
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the obviously false inferences Mr. Davis necessarily draws

from his erroneous premises.
Mr. Davis commences by saying (p. 303.)

—
1.

" On the first appearance of this periodical (on the 1st of May, 1827),
it was announced at 3s>Qd. per number, and was to be completed in sixteen

years."

Now, Sir, the original prospectus, which was issued exten-

sively, and inserted in all the leading journals of the day, and
of which I enclose you a copy, regretting at the same time

that 1 have not a sufficient number remaining to meet the

demands of your useful publication, assuredly states that the

Illust?'ations were to appear in monthly numbers, containing
one sheet of letterpress, at 35. 6d. each, but not one word
occurs regarding the extent of the work, or the time it was

likely to occupy in its publication ; and it was not until the

appearance of my tenth number, on February 1. 1828, that

any definitive time was even hinted at ;
when it was stated, in

reply to a disingenuous allusion to my work by Mr. Curtis,—
" That no one could expect to see the completion of a work upon spe-

cies, in the present advanced state of science," &c. :
— that "

my labours

would cease in about sixteen years, or the period employed in the publica-
tion of Mr. Donovan's British Entomology."

But no time was even then named for the termination of

the respective volumes; and it was not until the 1st of May
following that I proposed

" to complete two volumes, with an

index, &c., annually on the 1st of June," to be effi?cted by pub-

lishing a supplementarynumber ofabout 100 pages, on June 30.

1 828 : thereby clearly showing that it was never contemplated
that the first two volumes (of six sheets each, less than some
of my numbers) were to be completed by the 1st of May, as

Mr. Davis, who states that he " wishes to deal only with

facts," chooses to assert, by affirming (in p. 305.) that the
"
third volumes "

ought to have been completed on the very

day this address (of May 1. 1830) was dated;" and also

again (in p. 308.),
" the third volumes of the work will be

completed just thirteen months later than the time originally

promised," if finished by the 1st of June last ; mere assertions,

evidently introduced, as above and elsewhere alluded to, for

the dishonourable purpose of giving a colour to his other

misstatements and charges**

*
Figures, the most unerring guides when correctly stated, will render

this point more evident, and show the false stress that is laid upon the mere
word volume. The three double volumes, actually brought to a close, con-

tain ninety-two sheets of letterpress. Now, as the original stipulation
Was to publish one sheet monthly, ninety-two months, or nearly eight years.
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2.
" At this period [before the appearance of No. xv.] commenced those

irregularities in the publication which have produced so much mystifica-

tion," &c.

Now, the only irregularity that took place previously to the

appearance of No.xxviii., exclusively of the extra number (xv.),

was by No. xxii. containing one sheet in lieu of two ; arising
from my being unexpectedly called upon and compelled to

serve on the grand jury for Middlesex for nearly a fortnight ;

but the deficient sheet was published in the following number.
Here again Mr. Davis's dates and assertions are false.

3.
" A slight delay which occurred with Nos. xv. and xvi. was attempted

to be atoned for by another pledge (being the third alteration) to complete
the work in 120 numbers."

Here also Mr. Davis, with his usual disregard to veracity,
makes no less than three false statements. No. i. was pub-
lished, as admitted by Mr. Davis, on May 1. 1827, and the

succeeding numbers appeared on the 1st of each successive

month, as stipulated. No. xiii., consequently, was published
on May 1. 1828 ;

No. xiv. on June 1. ; No. xv. on July 1.

" Oh, no !" "I wish to deal only with facts," says Mr. Davis.
" A slight delay occurred with Nos. xv. and xvi.;" whereas

No. XV. was published on June 30., and No. xvi. on July 15. ;

which, according to my simple notions, was rather an acceler-

ation, and required no atonement
;
the former number being

published one day, and the latter one fortnight, earlier than

would have been required before three volumes of the same extent could

have been completed, agreeably thereto ; whereas fifty months only have

elapsed since the commencement of the work (eight of which, as hereafter

noticed, were not devoted towards its prosecution,) and, in addition, seven

sheets towards the next volumes have been published ; thereby manifestly

showing that double the original quantity of matter has been given in half

the time. And, with regard to the third volumes, it may be remarked, that

the volume of Mandibulata was actually finished twenty-nine months, and
that of Haustellata twenty-three months, before their original time, although
the former volume contains six sheets more than the covenanted quantity,
and the latter four sheets ; being forty-six sheets in lieu of thirty-six, or ten

extra-sheets (about three times the value of the six figures deficient in the

volumes, but which will, nevertheless, ultimately appear), which would have

occupied above three monthly numbers, and for which no actual charge is

made ; these volumes being sold at the same price as the others, although it

has clearly occasioned me one fourth more labour than the subscribers have

any right to expect. But, should it be objected that the latter are placed
in a worse condition than those persons who take the work in volumes, by
having apparently to pay for the extra-matter, be it remembered that they
have already received thirty figures, and seven sheets of letterpress (and
would have received more of the latter, had it not been for the gratuitous

quantity in the third volumes), towards the next volumes, in addition to

the advantage of procuring the early parts of the volumes, and becoming

acquainted with their contents long since.
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promised. No. xvii. appeared on the 15th of August, and
No. xviii. on the 1st of September, all complete; whereby a
clear month was gained, exclusively of the additional quantity
of matter produced within that period (in No. xv.), which,

according to the original proposals, would have been eighteen
sheets only, whereas no less than twenty-seven sheets and a
half had been then published, and which, had the original

plan of the work been adhered to, would have occupied as

many numbers
; the twenty-seventh of which would not have

been published until the 1st of July, 1829. The other pledge," to complete the work in 120 numbers," was given, according
to Mr, Davis, in consequence of the delay above referred to.

This assertion Mr. Davis contradicts, himself, in the following
paragraph, from my words; which clearly show that the 120
numbers alluded to on June 30. 1828, were in addition to

the fifteen then published (making 135, as there stated) : there

was consequently no alteration, instead of a third, as falsely
assumed.

4.
"
Owing to these irregularities, the second volumes were not com-

pleted until the 1st of July, 1829, instead of the 1st of May."

See the first observation in regard to this succeeding mis-

statement, to which, as showing the wonted injustice of the

writer, it may be added that the volumes were completed and

published on the 15th of June, and a copy presented to the

Linnean Society on the 16th. It is, therefore, evident that

Mr. Davis finds it inconvenient for his arguments to adhere

correctly to dates, &c.

5. " On the wrapper of No. xxviii. [it should have been xxvii.], which

appeared on that day (July 1. 1829, see above), a farther proposal was
announced : it was this— to reduce the coloured figures, and increase

the letterpress ; a promise was given that each successive number should

contain alternately a plate with six figures, and thirty-two pages of letter-

press, and a plate with three figures and sixty-four pages : the advantage
to be derived being the completion of the work in 87 numbers instead of

135, and the cessation of the author's labours in five years; and the cost,
at least, two thirds less than originally proposed."

To this is attached the following note :
—

" The fallacy of all this would admit of exposure. [Why so considerate

as not to proceed with the exposures ?] Four years have now been con-

sumed, and the author has described less than 2500 species : at the same
rate of proceeding, sixteen years will be required to describe 10,000."

These sentences are replete with misstatements and false

assumptions. On the 15th of June I proposed
" to reduce the number of coloured figures, and to increase the quantity
of letterpress : each number (price 5s., as at present) [see hereafter] to

contain alternately six figures with 32 pages of letterpress, and three
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figures with 64 pages, forming two annual volumes, as heretofore. By this

alteration in his plan, the author's labours will not only cease in five, in

lieu of nine, years [from the commencement, Mr. Davis infers by his note,

though any schoolboy could tell better by the context], but the entire work

(in 87 instead of 135 numbers) will cost nearly two thirds less than ori-

ginally proposed."

In this quotation, where does the word plate appear? a
term made use of by Mr. Davis, with his usual candour, to

found a further charge upon. He concludes the two wily

paragraphs, which I have here analysed, by the following
statement :

—
" His renewed engagement, then, binds him to furnish annually six plates

of six figures each, with twelve sheets of letterpress ; and six plates of three

figures each, with twenty-four sheets of letterpress."

There is apparently but little difference between our two
statements in this particular ; but the variation Mr. Davis

makes is entirely to strengthen a subsequent assertion, by the

undue advantage of employing the word plate, of which
anon

; as I must first controvert the more important misstate-

ments or reservations,
" the fallacy of all which," Mr. Davis

says, "would admit of exposure." My proposals of the 15th

of June, 1 829, simply amount to this ; to complete the work in

87 numbers, each two contahiing nine figures and six sheets

of letterpress, or 54 figures and 2i6 sheets per annum; and

by this plan to save nearly two thirds of the original ex-

pense *, as well as to conclude my labours in seven years from

• The original expense would have been above 40/., thus calculated :
—

One year of 21i sheets, one year of 24 (or 25i sheets, as ac-

tually published), and five years of 36 sheets ; with ten

additional sheets given in vol. iii*, and at least 10 more in

the forthcoming volumes : equal to 247 sheets or original
numbers at 3^. Qd. each = _ _ _ - ^43 4 6

Altered publication, as proposed
on wrapper of No. xiii. (May 1.

1828) : one year, or 15 Nos. at ^3
120 do., bs. each= 30 0=£33

First saving £\0 4 6

Second (and last) alteration : one

year, or 15 Nos. at - - ^3
72 do., at 5s. each = 18 = 21

Actual saving to subscribers, with the original quantity of

letterpress (247 sheets), without taking into consideration

other additional sheets which may be given in the forth-

coming volumes, or the six numbers saved by an alter-

ation, not of plan, but of type alone, 1/. lOir. more; or

23/ 14.9. Qd. altogether; and the work to be completed in

seven, instead of upwards of twenty, years
* - £22 4 6
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the commencement ; 27 numbers having then appeared, and
60 monthly ones being at that time required to make up the

number promised. Mr. Davis continues :
— " Four years

have now been consumed," &c. ; intimating, by his astute mode
of reasoning, that they had elapsed since the alterations, or

rather that the alterations implied the completion of the work
in five years from the commencement; "and the author has

described less than 2500 species [2551 was then the number] :

at the same rate of proceeding, sixteen years will be required
to describe 10,000." This last clause is undoubtedly incon-

trovertible. But do I proceed at the same rate ? No
; I

boldly aver. During the first twelvemonth, I described only
280 species ; whereas, 694 were described between November
and May last, and 175 in the last two numbers. The third

volume of Mandibulata (which contains full descriptions, &c.,
of 735 species) was completed between May 30. and January
last ; and the total number of insects already described is

2726.

Having thus shown that there is scarcely a correct sentence

in the two leading paragraphs of the article in question, I

must proceed to notice other charges therein, which I shall

do as briefly as possible.
With regard to the irregularities, no one has more cause to

regret them than myself; and I candidly admit that my zeal

has overstepped the bounds of prudence, by inducing me to

suppose that I should be enabled to redeem my promises at

the periods specified : promises broken, not from the sordid

motives imputed by Mr. Davis (which I utterly and con-

temptuously deny), nor from any other motives, but purely
from physical causes, and from them alone ; as I shall, though
accompanied by painful reflections, proceed briefly to detail ;

—
causes well known to most of my entomological friends, and
not altogether unknown to Mr. Davis himself, although unno-

ticed by him. In changing my residence rather unexpectedly,
at the end of July, 1829, my library and cabinets were neces-

sarily packed up; and from the alterations required here, it was

not until the end of September following that I could regain
access to them, which alone compelled me to postpone the

publication of the number then due to the 30th of that month ;

during which interval severe domestic illness arose, which
continued almost unceasingly, until it suddenly terminated

fatally in the beginning of November last. And I was not

only afflicted myself with illness during the greater portion
of the preceding months of February, March, and April,

part of July, and again in September, so as to prevent me
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from attending my public avocations, as officially notified ;

and, for about fifteen successive weeks, I scarcely obtained two

hours' consecutive repose, in addition to the anxiety conse-

quent upon the state of my family ; but unexpected demands

upon me, connected with my publications, in October, 1829,
determined me, in justice to my then increasing family, which

is chiefly dependent upon my exertions for support, to discon-

tinue my Illustrationsi as I found the expenses of carrying
them on amounted to at least two thirds of my income, with

an uncertain return of less than three fourths of my actual

expenditure. In pursuance of that resolution, I abstained

from proceeding with my MSS., with the exception of the

small portion that was then nearly ready, and published in

January at the urgent solicitations of many friends, whose

persuasions subsequently induced me to recommence my la-

bours, which were, as above stated, necessarily suspended
from January to nearly the end of April. The causes, there-

fore, to which I referred on the 1st of May, were indubitably
*'

uncontrollable," and remained so, and were of no " imme-
diate interest

"
to my subscribers : and I have yet to learn that

any human being is accountable to another for suspending an

undertaking in which he may be engaged, when prevented
from proceeding by the afflictions of our " Universal Parent ;

"

because such compulsory suspension may
"
indisputably affect

the pockets
" of the subscribers, as Mr. Davis so feelingly

remarks : a remark, by the way, totally devoid of truth.

Having thus shown that the causes which led to the derange-
ment of the work were totally repugnant to my own designs,
I shall leave the other " envenomed shafts

"
of Mr. Davis to

receive their proper direction from the justice of the reader,

previously directing attention to one or two sentences therein

which seem to require particular notice. It may be remarked
that every extenuating point is omitted, while defects, real or

assumed, are unjustly magnified throughout the article ; e. g.
Mr. Davis observes that certain numbers are charged the

usual price (5s, *), although they contain less than the stipu-
lated quantity of matter : but he takes especial care to remain

silent in regard to the price of such numbers as, for instance,

* In reference to the price of the numbers, that was settled by my pub-
lishers, whose known probity and uprightness sufficiently guarantee its

propriety, and which, compared with similar works, is not exorbitant; and

the third volumes will bear comparison with any systematic work in regard
to price ; and, in these volumes, twenty-two sheets of letterpress have been

given in lieu of twenty-four figures, decidedly to the advantage of the pur-
chaser.
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No. xL, which contains six sheets and nine figures (two ordi-

nary numbers, for 5s.)^ or No. xxxv. part 2., which contains

more than an ordinary number, for which 25. 6d. only was

charged. Again, how carefully he conceals the fact that the

third volume of Mandibulata contains 24 sheets instead of 18,
while he claims " at least three more sheets" to complete that

of Haustellata, at the time when 37 instead of 36 sheets had
been published towards the third volumes

; and, although forty-

eight figures out of fifty-four had appeared, he claims two

plates of six figures each to make up the assumed deficiency,
as boldly as if his mere assertions were matters of fact !

Before I conclude, I must add a word respecting the com-

pletion of the third volume of Haustellata, which I proposed
that 4ny subscribers should receive gratis, as, it is evident, will

be the case, however dissonantly to the practices o^ trade I may
have carried my designs into execution. The third volumes
are now terminated : consequently, as they contain ten extra

sheets, and are sold for the original price, the additional

quantity, recently published, has been given gratis, notwith-

standing, in their publication, they have been blended with

the fourth volumes, which will also contain at least thirty-six

sheets, as stipulated, and the six deficient figures. And it

may be remarked, that the blending of the volumes (a point

by no means unusual in periodicals), although liberally attri-

buted by Mr. Davis to design, stimulated by cupidity *, which
I utterly disclaim, was solely the effect of accident, occasioned

by my determination to carry each volume to the point fixed

upon for their respective limits, so as ultimately to comprise
the work in (the eighty-one numbers, or) thirteen volumes,
at \l. 11 5. 6d. each half-bound, without rigidly adhering to the

eighteen sheets proposed for each volume respectively. Where-

as, had I been actuated by the feelings alluded to, the third

volume of Mandibulata would have stopped at the eighteenth

sheet, which appeared in December ; and the matter of the

January number would then have sufficed to complete the cor-

respondingvolume of Haustellata ;
the points I had determined

* When I state that, from some of my friends preferring the work in

volumes, several copies of the third volumes cannot be distributed by me
until they are completed and bound, it appears paradoxical how the exten-

sion of the volume can arise from cupidity ; and whether my actions in the

prosecution of the work are stimulated by that feeling, especially when I

add that tivo thirds of my actual expenses have not yet been repaid^ may be

appreciated by remarking, that, in order to enable me to proceed with my
Illustrationsy I have refused very lucrative offers from my own publishers,
and also from Messrs. Murray, Griffith, and others, to edit works on ento-

mological subjects, unaccompanied by personal expense^ by which I have

sacrificed several hundreds of pounds.
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to reach being to the end of the Bostricidae in the Mandibulata,
and to that of the Geometridae in the Haustellata, as I had,
in hke manner, determined to carry the fourth volumes re-

spectively to Hispa on the one hand, and to the end of the

Lepidoptera on the other. Acting, therefore, upon my deci-

sion, the third volumes were thus terminated, notwithstanding,
when I collated the MSS., I found they would so considerably
exceed their due bounds. And when I state as facts that the

ten sheets published in December and January were written,

printed, corrected, and published during those two months;
to accomplish which, I was actually compelled to labour during
two entire nights, my time being limited to five evenings in the

week only, and to a short period each morning ; the cause of

the conclusion of the volume of Haustellata not appearing so

soon as promised may be rendered manifest. And I may add

that, in consequence of my proceeding with the MSS. of the

last-mentioned volume, which I could not send to press, from
the tabular views of the iVbctuidae and Geometridae not being
drawn up (a task, I freely confess, I had not sufficient confi-

dence to attempt, nor time to devote thereto, and was at last

compelled to postpone to the end of the volume), a single
sheetof Coleopterawas published in February; the only month
this year in which there has been a real deficiency of letter-

press : the January number (xl.) containing six sheets ; March,
three ; April, four ; May, four

; June, three ; July, five : equal
to twenty-six, as distributed by me *

; and the number of

figures being thirty-three, or six sheets and three figures above
the quantity required for seven months, and consequently so

much towards getting up the arrears, which last I have never

attempted to deny. What "
paltry advantages," therefore,

I have taken, in the prosecution of my work, I must leave to

the astuteness of Mr. Davis to discover. I may, however, here
take the opportunity of noticing a point with which, although
a bookseller, he appears to be unacquainted. Amongst his

other assertions, he finds it convenient to confound a matter
of courtesy with a right, by stating that I " debar my sup-

porters from their undoubted privilege
" of withdrawing their

support. Now, the general fact is (not that I wish to apply it

to my case) that an "
original subscriber

"
has no right to

withdraw his name, and can be compelled to " finish what

* The custom of the book-trade requiring that periodicals shall be ready

by an early hour on the morning of publication, has occasionally caused a

dissimilarity in the contents of the numbers, as distributed by my pub-
lishers and myself, as in some instances an additional sheet has been ready
by the 1st of the month, which I have sent out to my subscribers.
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he has begun ;

"
but, in courtesy, his withdrawal is generally

admitted.

Finally, Mr. Davis asserts that " I make no less than five

deviations from my original plan." This I deny in the most

positive terms. My original plan was, to publish one sheet

monthly, and six figures ; my second, two sheets and six

figures ; and my third and last, to furnish alternately two and
four sheets, and six and three figures, equal to three sheets

and four and a half figures monthly : the saving of six num-

bers, as before alluded to, originating in no deviation from the

plan of the work, but by a slight alteration in the employ-
ment of type alone.

A person who takes upon himself the unenviable office

of a "
public accuser

"
should, at least, be certain of his

premises, and come before the public with clean hands.

Whether Mr. Davis's conduct is as pure and honourable

as it ought to be, may be inferred from the fact of his be-

coming the publisher (of course, disinterestedly) of a work
which he was informed by me, in March, 1828, was ob-

tained originally from my MSS. ;
and which, had he been

well versed in entomology, he might have seen was subse-

quently pirated from my Nomenclature and Systematic Ca-

talogue, the combinations of species existing in no other

works, and the typographical errors being, in most instances,

scrupulously and ignorantly retained and republished : a fact

which sufliciently exemplifies the object of his attack, and at

the same time shows how little he regards the just rights of

others, while he so pertinaciously adheres to his assumed pri-

vileges, under the false plea of promoting the "
advantage of

science." But from the context, and his conduct, it is evi-

dent that his object is the suppression of the work which I

have undertaken : a suspicion confirmed by the circumstance

that, although he received an invitation to visit this place,
whenever he was disposed, on Wednesday evenings (of which
he has several times availed himself, the last time in July 1830,

twenty-seven months after the irregularities
in my work com-

menced, according to his account, and three months after

I had, as he wishes to make out, endeavoured to impose

upon him by publishing numbers without plates for the full

price), he has chosen your pages in which to make his first

complaint. But he may rest assured that, feeling conscious

of the rectitude of my intentions, his malevolent assertions

excite only the contempt they merit ;
and that I shall continue

to labour at my avocations, without deviating from the course

I have already chalked out, so as to complete the work within

its assigned limits, although irregularities may occasionally
Vol. IV. — No. 22. k k
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take place, being fully aware that every honourable man,
upon becoming acquainted with the truth, will give

" credit

where credit is due."

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Hermitage, Sozith Lamhetk, J. F. Stephens*^

July 29. 1831.

Art. IV. On the Intellectual Faculties ofBrute Animals,

By J. J.

Sir,

It is an opinion very generally entertained, that man is the

only living being endowed with the faculty of reason ; and
that the intellectual operations of all brute animals are the

results of mere instinct. This doctrine has been current from
time immemorial, although the most learned and the most

knowing amongst the ancients and moderns, who have ex^-

amined it impartially, have been obliged to admit that it is

unsupported by a single fact ; and that it is altogether incon-

sistent with philosophy, and even, indeed, with common
sense. Mr. Locke, who by universal acquiescence is allowed

to be one of the most profound thinkers, and one of the

most generally correct in his positions and inferences, of any
that ever lived, conceded a degree of reason to brutes. " It

seems," says he,
" as evident to me that some of them do in

certain instances reason, as that they have sense." The most
eminent philosophers and naturalists of the present day are

also unanimous in the same opinion. The testimony of that

prince of naturalists, Cuvier, will serve as an example.
" Al-

though," he observes,
" the most perfect of other animals

are infinitely below mankind in their intellectual faculties, it

is, nevertheless, certain that they perform intellectual oper-
ations similar to ours in ki?id, although not in degree" After

having amply illustrated, and proved incontrovertibly, the

truth of this proposition, he adds : — " In short, we perceive
in the superior animals a certain degree of reason, with the

consequences, both good and bad, resulting from the exercise

* In your last Number (p. 460.) there is an addendum to Mr. Davis's at-

tack, from the pen of a cowardly assailant,whose anonymous remarks I shall

not condescend to reply to, until he has the manliness to avow himself;

which remarks, by the way, being unaccompanied by the writer's name,

according to your avowed sentiments, ought not to have been inserted.

[When we feel, as in this case, perfect confidence both in the science and

honesty of a correspondent, we do not hesitate to publish his opinions,

though under an assumed name. What we have stated on the cover of

No, XXI. is perfectly consistent with this view of our duties.— Cond.]
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of that faculty in man. It resembles the dawning of intellect

in the infant mind previously to the acquirement of speech."
It would be useless to multiply authorities in opposition to

a hypothesis, the absurdity of which must be obvious to every

enquiring unbiassed mind ; and if the subject were formally

investigated in its various bearings, the arguments pro and
con brought forward, I should usurp the space that may be

occupied by much more interesting matter, and should become
involved in details, many of which are rather alien from the

objects of this Magazine.
I was led into these remarks by having lately observed

a circumstance that exemplifies, in a remarkable degree, the

truth of the assertions I have just made. It was about the

middle of last April, when I observed a young lamb en-

tangled amongst briars. It had, seemingly, struggled for

liberty until it was quite exhausted. Its mother was present,

endeavouring with her head and feet to disentangle it. After

having attempted in vain, for a long time, to effect this pur-

pose, she left it, and ran away baaing with all her might.
We fancied there was something peculiarly doleful in her

voice. Thus she proceeded across three large fields ; and

through four strong hedges, until she came to a flock of sheep.
From not having been able to follow her, I could not watch
her motions when with them. However, she left them in

about five minutes, accompanied by a large ram that had two

powerful horns. They returned speedily towards the poor
lamb ; and as soon as they reached it, the ram immediately
set about liberating it, which he did in a few minutes by
dragging away the briars with his horns.

In order to elucidate the matter still farther, it may not be

improper to introduce in this place a definition of the word

instinct, that we may clearly understand the difference be-

tween its operations and those of reason. Instinct may be
said to be " an involuntary desire or aversion, acting on the

mind without the intervention of reason, motive, or deliber-

ation, but tending uniformly and exclusively to the pre-
servation of the individual, or propagation of the race." Or
it may be defined as " an involuntary stimulus of an innate

unknown power, acting on the principle of life, both animal

and vegetable, for the preservation and propagation of organ-
ised existence." In either of these respects, instinct is the

very antithesis of reason,
" whose acts result from volition,

are perfectly free, may be beneficial, injurious, or indifferent

to the creature, may perpetuate its rac€, or work its de-

struction."

Now it may be asked, what analogy, even in the remotest

K K 2
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degree, had the actions mentioned in the above anecdote, to

the operations of instinct ? Was it an "
involuntary desire,"

that induced the sheep to endeavour to liberate her young
one, when she observed it imprisoned amongst briars ? Was
she urged by an "

involuntary desire," or did she act " without

motive or deliberation," when she ran across three large
fields, and surmounted four strong thorn hedges, in search

of its relief, which, by these means, she must have known, or

at least hoped, that she could obtain? Did the ram act

"without motive or deliberation," when he returned with

her, of course according to her request, and effected what
she desired? Or is it not infinitely more probable, is it not,

indeed, indisputable, that these, and a thousand actions of a

similar nature, which are daily observable in our domesticated

animals, are "perfectly free," are the "result of volition," are,

in short, neither more nor less than the operations of reason ?

If we can entertain the contrary conclusion, our reason must
have gone most wofully astray*

J. J.

G y, Montgomeryshire, June, 1831.

Art. V. Further Remarks on the Luminosity of the Sea. By
William Baird, Esq. M.D., Member of the Plinian Society,
Edinburgh.

Sir,

As there seems at present a spirit amongst naturalists for

exploring the wonders of the deep, and extending our know-

ledge of those exceedingly interesting but minute animals

which, by their power of emitting light, illuminate the pro-
found abyss of ocean, and throw a fairy radiance over the

solitary and otherwise dark face of the sea, especially when
deserted by the lights of heaven, may I presume to come
forward again, and add my second mite to this hitherto neg-
lected part of natural history ? In a former paper on this

subject (Vol. III. p. 308.), I described a number of ani-

malcules, which, during a long voyage at sea, I had found

possessed of the property of luminosity, and had observed in

various parts of the world. Since that paper was written, I

have had another opportunity of continuing those researches ;

and, besides corroborating my previous observations, have

found several other luminous animals, some of which may
perhaps be new.

In prosecuting my researches upon this subject, I have
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generally found that, out in the open ocean, the little animals

belonging to Mliller's Entomostraca, and most probably to his

genus Cyclops, were by far the most numerous, but that their

power of emitting light was fainter and less easy of satisfactory

proof (they are so exceedingly minute) than that of the others

to be described, which were generally most abundant in straits,

or near sand-banks, such as the Aguillas Bank off' the Cape
of Good Hope, &c. One of these minute creatures I have

sketched, highly magnified {Jig.9S.a^ b), evidently belonging
to the genus Cyclops.
It resembles, in general

appearance, e and^ fig.

83. Vol. III. p. 315.,
but differs materially
from both the animals

there represented in the

length and form of the

antenn£E, which are

much shorter, and
somewhat articulated.

In general outline, too, it differs somewhat, and appears a

more graceful animal than either of the two former : b repre-
sents a view of it lying supine, or on its back. These minute

creatures were not larger than a grain of sand.

a, bf and c {Jrg. 99.) appear to belong to the division

Radiata, or radiated animals.

a [Jig, 99. ) appeared, when submitted to the microscope, to

be composed of a small circular body of short tentacula, very
numerous, with larger and longer ones, but fewer in number,

running through it, like the spokes of a wheel. The whole

animal, with the exception of the largest tentaculum, was en-

veloped in a loose membranous expansion or bag.
b [Jig. 99.) much resembled, when seen by the microscope,

an JSchinus. It was covered with numerous very short spines,
like most of the sea eggs, a number of larger and longer ones

projecting considerably beyond them. The animal was a per-
fect sphere. These two last-mentioned animals were each

about the size of a grain of sand ;
a rather the larger of the

two.

c [fig. 99.), perhaps, instead of being referred to the Ra-

diata, ought to be placed amongst the Entomostraca of MUller,
as it seemed to be contained within a fine, transparent, delicate

shell. It may be described generally as a round, glutinous,

perfecdy transparent body, with four very long tentacula, and
two short ones. A cylindrical body occupied the centre,

containing the viscera apparently ;
while four fine rib-like
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lines ran across the body, two of them terminating in the two

upper long tentacula. It was possessed of considerable

celerity of motion through the water, the body being very

rapidly contracted and dilated
;
while the long tentacula were

thrown out from it, as if to sweep for prey.
a audi {Jig. 100.) were two crustaceous animals, possessed

of the luminous property in a much higher degree of intensity
than any yet described. The light given out by one solitary
animal was brilliant in the extreme. What must the sight be
when the ocean is lighted up with myriads of such beautiful

animals ?

a
( figAOOJ) very much resembles the Cancer fulgens of Sir

Joseph Banks, the Noctiliica Bdnks// of Thompson. It is

described by Sir Joseph Banks as having its legs furnished

with numerous setae : but this beautiful appearance does not

seem to me to be well represented in the figures of this

animal, as given by Macartney in the Philosophical Transac-

tions for 1810, or as copied from his plate into the frontispiece
of Mr. Murray's work, Experimental Researches on Natural

History^ or in the figure given by Thompson ; and, as there

seems to be some little difference in other respects, perhaps
mine may be a separate species. The six legs on the upper

part of the body were furnished with numerous setae, most

beautifully arranged in curved lines, and, when seen through
the microscope, presenting an exceedingly interesting appear-
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aiice. Its other legs were seven in number. The body was
of a light colour, elegantly spotted with red, and tinged

slightly of that colour in various parts.

100

h [fg, 100.) is evidently pretty nearly allied to the last,

and, like it, is highly magnified. Its eyes projected consider-

ably from the body, and its antennae were differently situated

from the last, jointed, and bifurcated at their extremities. Its

body was divided by six bands, running across ; two legs (or

spiracles?) springing from the body at each segment. The

upper and largest segment was spotted with numerous dark

spots. This is by no means such a graceful animal as the

last, though the light it gives forth is exceedingly brilliant.

a, b, and c {Jig. 101.) are most probably animals which
would have been placed by Miiller amongst his Entomostraca,
as they were contained within delicate shells.

a {Jig. 101.) is a very beautiful transparent animal, contained

within a delicate, perfectly transparent, conical shell. Out of

the upper part of this shell were exserted, when in motion,
two large flattish bodies, or antennae, which he quickly with-

drew into his shell when he was touched, or the water near

him even agitated ; remaining motionless for a time, but very
soon thrusting them forth again, and moving away. This little

animal, or at least an animal verynearly resembling it, is figured

by Dr. Friedr. Eschscholtz, in a work lately published in

Germany, and perhaps not much known in this country. It

differs from his figure only in the colours, this animal being

perfectly transparent, and almost colourless. It is called by
the above mentioned naturalist the Chryseis conica.

b {Jg. 101.) consisted of an oval, transparent, gelatinous

body, about the fourth of an inch in length ; the projecting aii-
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tennae-like bodies being about the same length. Its structure

appeared at first sight to be very simple. At one extremity

projected two bodies, like antennas
,*
and betwixt these there

was a short conical body protruded a little distance. Just

beneath this was a beautiful circular collar, set round with

two rows of small round substances, which, from their clear-

ness and brilliancy, appeared like a rich necklace of the finest

pearls ; and in the centre of this was situated an elongated

cylindrical body, which appeared to terminate in a spiral tube,

running through the whole length of the animal, but dividing
before it reached the opposite extremity, into two smaller

ones, through which the fluids were to be seen in a constant

vermicular motion. Two minute feathery filaments were

attached to the cylindrical body, and were also in constant

motion (branchiae ?). Through the body ran several fine hair-

like tubes, one of which became of much larger diameter as it

descended. A number of flat zones or belts, quite transparent,
encircled the animal. It darted through the water pretty

rapidly, and, though it moved freely in either direction of its

extremities, its general motion was what at first sight ap-

peared to be retrograde, dragging the antennae-like bodies

after it. Near to the extremity to which these were attached

were situated the chief apparatus, resembling viscera, and a

retrograde motion is not a very rare thing to be met with ;

but it was at the opposite or blunt extremity that an aperture

existed, which was evidently the mouth. This aperture was

of considerable dimensions, and the lips were curved, and

almost constantly in motion, opening and shutting ;
at which

times it caused a strong circular motion, or wliirlpool, in the
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water round it. This animal possessed a great power of con-

tracting its body laterally ; and it seemed to me that it was by
this power it was enabled to dart so quickly forward in the

water. It retained its luminous property for upwards of
twelve hours after it was put into a tumbler of clear salt

water, d is a more magnified sketch of the front of the body,

showing the necklaces and feathery filaments.

c {Jig, 101.) is evidently one of the same group as the last-

described. It consisted also of a pure, transparent, gelatinous

body, with four short angular horns projecting from its upper
extremities, and in the centre a cylindrical substance, as in

the last, but without the beautiful pearl necklace. It was
contracted near its lower extremity, bulging out again at the

lower end. The body of the animal was surrounded like the

other by circular zones; and two short antennae, with a round

spot at their summits, appeared on each side, running a short

way into the angular horns. This also retained its luminous

power a considerable time. Yours, &c.

Edinburgh, July 20. 1831. W. Baird.

Art. VI. Additional Remarks on the Luminosity of the Sea.

By J. O. Westwood, Esq. F.L.S. &c.

Sir,

My friend, W. Baird, Esq., has placed in my hands the

very interesting paper inserted above, upon the luminosity
of the ocean (intended for the Magazine of Natural History),
for the purpose of my adding any additional observations

which may occur to me upon the subject. These additional

observations will relate, 1st, to the nature and cause of lumi-

nosity of the sea; and, 2d, to the animals observed by my
friend belonging to the class Crustacea.

1. It will be seen, in his former memoir (Vol. III. p. 308.),
that Mr. Baird, after stating some of the supposed causes of

the interesting appearance in question, adopts the now gene-

rally received opinion, which, indeed, he considers as fully

established, that animalcules of various kinds, having the power
of emitting light, are the true cause and origin of the appear-
ance. Let us, however, consider the views taken of the sub-

ject by some of the most distinguished naturalists. It is true

that Vivian i. Sir Joseph Banks, Dr. Macartney, Mr. J. V.

Thompson (p. 260.), Dr. Macculloch, Mr. Vl^oodward(p.285.),
as well as my friend Baird, and others, suppose that it origin-
ates in luminous marine animals : Dr. Macartney expressly

stating, that " the light of the sea is always produced by living
animals "

{Phil Trans., 1810, vol.ii. p. 290.); Dr. Macculloch,
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that every marine animal which he has examined is luminous ;

and Mr. Baird, that in every instance where the water has been

properly examined when luminous, great quantities of ani-

malcules have been seen ; and that, on the contrary, where
the water has not been luminous, the animalcules have not

been present.
Other causes have, however, been attributed for the appear-

ance by equally celebrated naturalists, although some of their

suppositions certainly do not appear very tenable. Martini

supposed the light to be occasioned by putrefaction ; Silber-

schlag believed it to be phosphoric ; Professor Mayer con-

jectured that the surface of the sea imbibed light, which it

afterwards discharged; Bajon and Gentil thought the light

electric, from a circumstance which the animalculists have too

greatly overlooked, viz. that it was excited by friction ; Forster

conceived that it was sometimes electric, sometimes caused by
putrefaction, and at others by the presence of living animals ;

Fougeroux de Bondaroy believed that it came sometimes from

electric fires, but more frequently from the putrefaction of

marine animals and plants. (Macartney in loc. cit.) The latter

opinion was also held by Commerson. M. Bory de St. Vin-

cent has more recently declared that marine animals take no

share in it ; and my friend, Daniel Sharpe, Esq., has par-

ticularly examined and described the luminous appearance of

the ocean during his recent passage to Lisbon. [Proc, ZooL

Soc, January, 1831.) The appearance here resembled a num-
ber of small sparks, not brighter than the smallest stars.

When a bucketful was taken up, nothing was visible until it

was shaken, when it was instantly filled with spangles, which

disappeared as the water settled. On carefully examining this

water with a microscope, nothing could be detected but an

abundance of small fibres and shreds of apparently animal

matter ;
and Mr. Sharpe did not detect even one entire animal.

Hence he is disposed to infer that, in some cases at least, the

phosphorescence of the sea arises from the particles of dead

fishes, &c., always floating upon its surface, although he con-

fesses himself unable to explain the reason why these shine

only when the water is disturbed.

From these and the preceding observations (for I am only
able to judge of the question from the statements of those

who have observed it), I certainly feel inclined to adopt the

opinion, that animalcules are not the primary cause of the

phenomenon ;
in other words, that some species of luminosity

may and do exist without the presence of living animals.

How this effect is produced is a very distinct question. The

putrefaction of the waters of the ocean is not a likely cause ;
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but the decomposition of animal or vegetable matter, in various

stages, is a much more plausible reason. Mr. Baird merely
states, to the contrary, that, when fishes and other marine ani-

mals have fairly commenced the putrefactive process, their

luminosity ceases altogether : thus, in fact, admitting that in

certain stages of their decomposition they are luminous. But is

not this supposition greatly strengthened by the circumstance

above alluded to, that the light is excited by friction or motion?
Mr. Sharpe expressly states that it was not until the water in

the bucket was shaken that the luminosity appeared ; Mr.
Woodward states (p. 285.) that the edges or divisions of the

wavesbecame lun^nous, and the spray from the oars particularly

so, and that every disturbance of the water gave out a brilHant

flash of phosphoric light (Viviani describes his animalcules

in a work with the title Phosphorescentia Maris) ; Mr. Baird,
more elegantly, tells us that the light appears when the bow
of the vessel throws the water to each side, as it gracefully

parts the yielding waves ;
and Mr. Thompson's first variety

of luminosity sparkles in the spray of the ship, and in the foam
created by her way, when the water is agitated by winds or

currents ; sometimes even, in stormy weather, enveloping the

sails in a sparkling shower as the foam is dashed over the ship.

Now, in all these instances, it appears evident that it is only

upon the contact of the matter with which the surface of the

ocean is at such times impregnated with the atmospheric air

that the light is given out, since, if the animals were per se

luminous, the light would constantly appear, and not merely
when the water is disturbed ; or at least it is not to be sup-

posed (even if it be admitted that the animals have the power
of emitting light at will) that they never do so except when
the water is disturbed, and comes in contact with the atmo-

spheric air. As to the nature of the matter or fluid with which
the ocean is at these times impregnated, and which I consider

to be the primary cause of the phenomenon, it is only by the

assistance of chemical analysis that we can arrive at certain

conclusions.

But we are told that every marine animal is luminous, and
it is acknowledged by most authors, that animalcules have
been caught in the very act of giving out the luminous ap-

pearance in vast numbers. This, however, I conceive to be
rather a corroboration of my idea, that these animals are a

secondary but not primary cause ; since, if the water be at

certain times charged with some matter or liquid, which
when agitated has the power of emitting light, it would neces-

sarily follow^ that if any living animalcules were to find their

way into such impregnated water, they must necessarily by
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contact and respiration, both internally and externally, ac-

quire the means of emitting this light : and, indeed, this idea,
which reconciles the two diverse opinions, perfectly accords
with the observations of Mr. Thompson, namely, that, con-

trary to what is observed in terrestrial animals, the aquatic
luminous species seem to be entirely pervaded with the light.
I may likewise mention another circumstance, observed by
the Kev. F. W. Hope, which seems to confirm this view of
the question, viz. that he once met with a specimen of Silpha
obscura upon the coast which was luminous, although the

species has never been observed to possess the power of

giving out light. In this case, the conjecture of Mr. Hope,
that the insect (which had evidently been feeding upon the

dead fish, &c., lying upon the shore in a state of decomposi-
tion, and about which it was crawling) had received its

luminosity from the putrefactive animal matter, appears to be
well founded.

Moreover, in the accounts of the animalculists, we even
find that the presence of the animalcules is not the true and

only cause of the phenomenon. Mr. Baird himself tells us

that he put a single Medusa into a glass full of clear water,

and,
" when taken to a dark place, the water, upon its surface

being struck and agitated by the finger, immediately gave
out several bright sparks." Now, in this case it is evident

that the water, and not the Medus«, gave out the light. So
the insect described by Riville, generally supposed to belong
to the genus Lynceu5, and which Miiller considers may be
his Lynceus brachyilrus (but, as the species of that genus
are only found in fresh water, it should rather belong to the

genus Cythere«), is not of itself luminous, but certain con-

glomerated globules pendent from the body are represented
to be so ; which Riville, indeed, supposed to be the recepta-
cles of phosphorescent liquid, but which Latreille, Goetze,
and Miiller consider as eggs.

In concluding these observations upon the nature of the

luminosity of the sea, I am tempted to remark that the sup-

positions which have been raised as to the object of its

existence, appear very inapplicable thereto ; Mr. Thompson
considering that it may be given in order to render the dark-

ness and gloom less dull and irksome to the voyager, and in

order to diminish the number of his dangers by pointing out

his approach to some fatal spot ; and Mr. Baird stating that

the faculty of emitting light is evidently given to the animals

as a defence and protection, and to enable them to take their

prey in their deep and dark abodes. In preference to adopt-

ing either of these ideas, which appear to me to be " of fairy
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fancy formed," I should be rather inclined to imagine that

this is one of the inconceivable number of the "ways" of

the Great Creator in " the great deep," which, at least as yet,

are "
past finding out."

2. With respect to the crustaceous animals which have

been recorded by Mr. Baird in his former and the preceding
memoir, I can but regret the difficulty under which he (in

common with Macartney, Thompson, and others, who have

observed these animals at sea) laboured, in not being enabled

to examine and describe the very minute objects of his inves-

tigation with that degree of delicate accuracy which the

recent researches of Strauss, Jurine, &c., have shown to be so

indispensable to the true knowledge of their structure.

With respect to the Limulus noctiliicus of Macartney,
which Dr. Leach regarded as belonging to a very different

undescribed genus, I may observe that Mr. Thompson has

described its characters and luminous properties under the

name of Sapphirina indicator, and that he considers it as

referable to the group of Monoculi near Cyclops.
The crustaceous animalcule figured by Mr. Baird (Vol. III.

p. 315. fig. 83. d) certainly belongs (as Mr. Baird considers) to

a new genus, if it really possesses a pair of lateral eyes ; in

other respects it resembles the one-eyed genus Cyclops, to

which e and/" (Vol. III. fig. 83.) are certainly referable : the

latter appears to approach the Cyclops minutus of Miiller

(Monoculus staphylinus of Jurine and Desmarest), with which

it agrees in the length of the antennae and two long caudal

setae. In the engraving these two setae are accidentally united

at the end, giving the appearance of a long cylindric tail.

MUUer obtained this species not only from stagnant water,

but also from the waters of the coast of the Baltic.

The singular animal
fig. 83. g (Vol. III.) appeared to me^

at the first, to be the young state of some species of Cyclops,
which Miiller, supposing to be perfect animals, formed into

two genera. The possession, however, of two lateral eyes,

sufficiently separates them ; but, as it was found by Mr. Baird

in the Straits of Malacca, where it would appear that
fig. 83. d,

was also captured, it does not seem improbable that it may
be the young state of that insect : especially since, from a

general comparison of Miiller's figures of the young and per-
fect Cyclops, I feel but little hesitation in regarding it as not

arrived at its adult state. The same observation seems, also,

to apply to
figs, h and /. The form and structure of these

two extraordinary animals are perfectly distinct from any

thing hitherto recorded, and it is only to be regretted that

more highly magnifying powers were not employed in their

examination. From the very interesting account of the
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motions of
fig. /, we are, however, able to supply from

analogy some of the deficiencies. Now, it seems certain that

the very quick rotatory motion, produced by the fascicles of
hairs at the upper and lower extremities, had for its object
not only the supply of food, in the manner so well described

by Mr. Baird, and which is, in fact, perfectly analogous to

what I have observed in the common Branchipus (Cancer
Linn.) stagnalis, but also, as in that animal, for the equally
important function of respiration ; it being evident that the
fascicles at the tail cannot be set in motion for the pur-
pose of producing a whirlpool, the centre of which is the

mouth, and which is the case with the fascicles at the sides

of the head ; those at the tail I should, therefore, rather con-
sider as the analogues of the false respiratory legs of some of
the typical Crustacea. If we further compare fig. 83. ^ with
Dr. Shaw's figure of the young state of the Branchipus stag-
nalis, in the first volume of the Linnean Transactions, we
find the same short obtuse body, and likewise the three pairs
of long lateral fringed legs ; whilst, if

fig. 83. i be compared
with the figure of the second state of the same animal in the

same plate, we perceive in both the tail more elongated, and
the long ciliated legs reduced to two pairs. Hence, both
from structure and economy, I should be inclined to think

that Mr. Baird's two animals belong to that group of

entomostracous Crustacea, whose legs serve both for swim-

ming and respiration (Branchiopoda), rather than to the

Lophyropa or Ostrapoda. The small size of the animal

(scarcely that of a small pin's head), and its fascicles of hairs,

are different from any of the known forms of the former group.
In

fig.
98. a and b, in the preceding memoir, two lateral

eyes are represented ;
hence I should regard them as con-

generous with
fig. 83. d (Vol. III.), rather than e andj^ which

belong to the one-eyed genus Cyclops. The only two remain^

ing animals belong to the more perfectly organised Crusta-

cea, and appear referable either to the group containing the

long-tailed crabs with eyes on foot-stalks (Malacostraca Pod-

opthalma, division Macrura), or to the split-legged shrimps

(Schizopoda) ; indeed I should be inclined to agree with

Mr. J. T. Thompson, that the first of them, at least, belongs
to the latter group.

Fig. 100. a seems to represent Sir Joseph Banks's Cancer

fulgens, especially in the antennae. In this respect Mr. Thomp-
son's figure of the Noctiluca Banks/? seems to be distinct.

As the legs of these animals are always placed in pairs, Mr.
Baird has certainly fallen into an error respecting their

number : the true legs being stated to be only six, and the

abdominal false legs seven. It^ however, this animal belong
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to the Schizopoda, there are not less than eight pah's of

double or split legs attached to the thorax, and five pairs of

subabdominal ones.

Fig. 100. h appears, from the pedunculated structure of the

eyes and bifurcate antennae, to represent an animal belong-

ing to Mr. Thompson's genus Cynthia. The legs, from
Mr. Baird's description, appear to be only six pairs ; but he
has not noticed the more delicate legs attached to the first

or thoracic segment. These and the first pair of legs men-
tioned by Mr. Baird are the true legs, and are doubtless of

the same number, and similarly formed, with those of Cyn-
thia figured by Thompson, (pi. 6. fig. 7.) The remaining five

pairs of legs are the subabdominal prolegs, used, as Mr, Baird

conjectures, for the purposes of respiration.

Fig. 101. Z> and c are very extraordinary, and require further

investigation. Yours, &c.

John O. Westwood*
The Grove, Hammersmith, July, 1 83 1.

P.S. I perceive that Mr. Rennie {Insect Miscellanies, p. 232.)
is inclined to think that the light does not arise from living
animals. Also see Literary Gazette, Oct. 8. 1831.

Art. VII. On the Domestic Education of Cats, By Cattus.

Sir,

It has not been ascertained at what period cats were first

classed among domestic animals; but, as this of little conser

quence, I will endeavour to give some account of them from

the time that their useful and amusing qualities brought them
into general notice, as forming a part of our household com*

forts. The finest species of domestic cats are those called

Angora, which are remarkable for size and strength of body,

elegance of the head, softness of hair, and docile qualities,

which rank them precedent as domestic cats. Every country
has its peculiar species : that of Tobolski is red ; that of the

Cape of Good Hope blue; and those of China and Japan
have pendent ears. Pallas informs us, that in Russia the muzzle

is small and pointed, and the tail six times as long as the

body.
At all times, cats have acquired some influence, indeed may

be considered favourites, with women. There were very
severe laws enacted in Egypt against those who killed or even

illtreated this animal. They carried their notions so far as

to be quite ridiculous
;

for they actually worshipped them
as their gods, made great lamentations at their death, and
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buried them (according to Herodotus) with much pomp. In

China, this animal is indulged with a bed of down and silk,

where it remains in a state of indolence, or lies at the feet of

its mistress on a sofa, covered over like a child, decorated

with a silver collar on its throat, and its ears adorned with

earrings of jasper or sapphire. The Turks have places made
or rented for them, that they may be fed and attended to by
servants engaged for the purpose. They enjoy a still happier
life in France : as faithful companions to their mistresses, they
not only amuse them, but, by their gentleness and playful

tricks, dispel ennui. They seldom look you in the face, but

obliquely.
I have remarked that naturalists have not spoken much

in favour of this animal, particularly BufFon, who says
" that

the cat may be considered as a faithless friend, brought
under human protection to oppose a still more insidious

enemy. It is, in fact, the only animal of this tribe whose

service can more than recompense the trouble of education,

and whose strength is not sufficient to make its anger for-

midable. Of all animals, when young, there is none more

prettily playful than the kitten ; but it appears to change this

disposition as it grows old, and the innate treachery of its

kind begins to show itself. From being naturally ravenous,

education teaches it to disguise its appetite, and to seize the

favourable moment for plunder. Supple, insinuating, and

artful, it has learned the art of concealing its intentions till It

can put them in force : whenever the opportunity occurs, it

directly seizes upon whatever it finds, flies off with it, and

remains at a distance till it thinks its offence is forgotten."
The aversion cats have to any thing like slavery or impri-

sonment is so great, that by means of it they may be forced to

prompt obedience : but, under restraint, they are very different ;

though surrounded by food, when deprived of liberty, they
abandon the desire of theft or prey, and literally die of lan-

guor and hunger. Lemery, after having put a cat into a cage,
suffered two or three mice to run through it. Puss, instead

of destroying them, only looked at them with apparent indif-

ference. The mice became more bold, and even attempted to

provoke her ; however, it had no effect, as she still remained

quiet. Liberty being given her, her strength and voracity
returned ; so that, had the cage been open, the mice would

have soon become her prey. They also fear severe chastise-

ment, and therefore this may be considered the best means

of enforcing obedience. It is related that the monks of the

Isle of Cyprus instructed cats to drive away serpents which

infested the island ; and they succeeded so well, that in a short

time they were relieved of the venomous reptiles.
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The effect that both sound and music have upon this animal

is well known. They, like dogs, may be made to answer the

call of a whistle. An invalid, who was confined to his room
for some time, was much amused by this means, and with

other proofs of the docility and sagacity of a favourite cat.

Valmont de Bomare saw, at the fair of St. Germain, cats turned

musicians, the performance being announced by the title of

the "
Mewing Concert." In the centre was an ape, beating

time ; and on either side were the cats placed, with music
before them on the stalls : at the signal of the ape, they

regulated their mewing to sad or lively strains. One of our
celebrated naturalists assures us that they are capable of gra-
titude, and may be considered faithful.

After so many instances well known, why should so severe

a sentence be passed upon these animals ? It is said (with-
out proof) that education has no effect upon their natural

savageness ; but I cannot imagine why this should be asserted,
when we notice how quietly a cat will obey its mistress, and
remain by her side most of the day, if required ; will run
when it is called, and appear unsettled and unhappy during
the absence of its protector; and how delighted when she

returns, as it proves by its caresses, not acting from dissi-

mulation or cunning. When cats have attained these social

habits, they will retain them till their death
; and thus brought

up, they lose their inclination for mice and rats, and are

devoted to those who are attached to them. From all that

can be said, this conclusion may be drawn, that the more

pains are bestowed upon educating them, the less they show
of their natural wild state. Yours, &c.

Cattus-

Art. VIII. Unusual Structure ofthejirst ttvo Cervical FertebrcB

ofa large Quadrupedjbund in a Bone-yard. By C. B.

Sir,

There is, perhaps, no opinion more prejudicial to the

promotion of scientific knowledge, than the idea that trifles

are not worth recording or being examined. Some of the

most splendid inventions and useful discoveries have had
their origin from what might at first appear, to the careless

observer, trivial occurrences, and, as such, unworthy of any
analysis. It is by noting down any the smallest deviation

from the more common contrivances and operations of na-
ture (such as, for instance, any slight variation in the form-

VoL. IV. — No. 22. LL
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ation or habits of animated beings), that the naturalist, at the

same time that he gains to himself an endless source of amuse-
ment and instruction, can ever hope to contribute to the

support of science, and add a powerful stimulus to investi-

gation, the final results of which become not unfrequently of

most extensive and permanent advantage to mankind. But,

independently of this, supposing that such or such a fact

leads to nothing beyond the knowledge of the bare circum-

stance observed, still it is an operation of nature, and, there-

fore, ought not to be passed over by the general observer,
whose professed object is to record new phenomena for the

purpose of still better comprehending the magnificence and
beautiful order of creation, and of more worthily adoring its

beneficent Creator. The case to which I beg to invite the

attention of yourself and your readers is one of unusual

structure in the first two vertebrae (verto, to turn) of the neck

of some large quadruped, as exhibited in a specimen picked

up at a bone-mill at Grimsby, not long ago, by myself.

{Jg. 102.)
It will be proper to explain the ordinary structure of these

two bones in vertebrated animals, so as more clearly to de-

monstrate the extraordinary formation in the specimen referred

to. When it is re-

membered that the

[object
of the back-

bone or spine is to

give support to the

whole frame; that

at the same time it

must be firm and

flexible, so as to

allow of free mo-

Ition; its structure

[exhibits a most in-

teresting example
of adaptation of

means to the end

required.
The whole backbone consists of a certain number of se-

parate bones, locking one within the other in succession, and

moving on each other by means of smooth surfaces, which

admit of a sufficient degree of play, at the same time that

strong connecting ligaments prevent dislocation. Each bone

or vertebra is in the shape of an irregular ring, thicker in

front, which thicker portion is termed the body : processes,
or bony projections, stick out laterally, obliquely, and poste-
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riorly. It is from the shape of those which stick out behind
that the whole column derives its name of the spine. The

Jong series of these vertebrae which extends all along the back
forms a tube or canal, nearly round, but rather flattened in

front, for the reception of the spinal marrow, which is a pro-

longation of the brain ; and which, from the important offices

it is destined to fulfil, and its extreme delicacy (the least pres-
sure causing paralysis or death), requires to be as strongly
defended as it is. On the top of this column is placed the

head. Now, when we consider how necessary it is, for the

preservation and comfort of the animal, that the head should
have free play up and down, to the right and to the left, we
shall be led to examine with wonder and delight the beautiful

yet simple mechanism by which this is effected. The up-and-
down (supination and pronation) is produced by a peculiar
formation of the first cervical vertebra {^fig. 103. a). This is

termed the atlas, because it gives support to the globe of the

head. It has, on its upper surface, cavities to receive the con-

dyles (or knobs) of the occipital bone of the head : thus a

hinge is formed, and the head acts freely in that direction.

But now we want horizontal movement ; and for this end
the second vertebra (b) presents a peculiar mechanism. From
the body of this bone a process, called, from its resemblance
to a tooth, the processus dentatus (^), arises, and sticks

103 ^^ up perpendicularly ; and, fitting

into a hollow in the interior sur-

face ofthe body of the atlas, allows

of the horizontal action of the

skull. Thus we have the com-

pound action required, amply and

beautifully provided for. Now,

though in the structure of the

spine of all vertebrated animals

there exist some slight modifica-

tions suited to the habits ofthe dif-

ferent animals, the general type is uniform ; but, in the instance

of the two vertebrae now the subject of this paper, there ap-

pears a very essential departure from the general mechanism.

Upon examining the first vertebra {Jig. 102. a), I found that the

transverse processes {c c), as well as the upper surface of the

body of that vertebra, were hollowed out, in order to receive the

condyles of the occipital bone : hence it is evident that this is

the adas, and that the animal had the power of moving the

head up and down. I next examined the second vertebra {b).

The tooth-like process is totally wanting ; there are no traces

of its ever having existed ;
there is no cavity in the atlas for

LL 2
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its reception, but there is a very curious bony excrescence

which unites the two vertebrae firmly together on the right
side (d). The two vertebrae are perfectly distinct and se-

parate as usual, except at that one point. There are no

appearances whatever of the second vertebra having been

joined in a similar manner to the third, the under surface of

the former being perfectly smooth. What I would particu-

larly remark in this specimen is, that whilst, in all the spinal
columns that I have ever seen. Nature has (as it has been

explained) provided in an especial manner for the horizontal

motion of the head, she has in this instance made an especial

provision against the possibility of such an occurrence. The
lower cervical, the dorsal, and the lumbar vertebrae, are not

wanted to move horizontally, and there is, therefore, no tooth-

like process in any of them ; but, on the other hand, they have

nothing analogous to the bony excrescence which is observ-

able in3%. 102., to keep them firm
; the surrounding ligaments,

&c., are sufficient for the purpose. From the specimen I have

described, it would almost appear that Nature had feared that

the atlas would instinctively try to move in a rotatory direc-

tion, as in the generality of cases ; and that thus an extra-fast-

ening was provided, for keeping the animal from attempting
to imitate its neighbours, for which it had not the requisite

apparatus with which they are furnished. Whether these

vertebrae belonged to an individual of a species of vertebrated

animals who enjoy but a circumscribed action of the head, or

whether it is an instance of malformation, I do not pretend
to decide. The fact is a curious one ; and I do not remember
ever to have seen a similar circumstance noticed in any of the

works which treat of that deservedly admired piece of animal

mechanism, the spinal column.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

Londo?i, Oct. 9. 1830. C. B.

The dimensions of each vertebra are 3^ in. deep, and the

diameter of the spinal canal If in. The transverse processes
are broken off at their extremities.

Art. IX. Remarks on Professor Rennie's Edition of Montagus
Ornithological Dictionary, By Charles Waterton, Esq.

" It is admitted by all the naturalists already quoted, that the nest in

question (grebe's) is built on moist ground, if not actually touching the

water, and that part at least of the materials consist of moist water plants.

Now, it is indispensable to hatching, that the eggs be kept at a high tern-
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perature, and not be suffered to cool for a moment. The natural heat df

the bird itself is sufficient for this purpose, without the heat of ferment-

ation, erroneously supposed by Pennant ; but if she quits them for a mo-

ment, to go in pursuit of food, or to withdraw the attention of an intruding

water-spaniel, or a prying naturalist, their near vicinity to moist plants, or

to water, would certainly prove fatal to the embryo chicks. In order, then,
to prevent the brood from being destroyed by cold, the careful bird covers

the eggs with a quantity of dry hay, to keep them warm till her return."

When the worthy Professor wrote the above-quoted pas-

sage, I am sure that he had not the least doubt but that it

was correct. Nine tenths of his readers would be of the same

opinion with him. The errors it contains can only be ac-

counted for on the score that our Professor, like many other

naturalists of high note and consideration, has spent more
of his time in books than in bogs. His deficiency in bog-
education is to be lamented ; for such an education would have

been a great help to him in his ornithological writings. For

my own part, I must own, that I have been more in bogs than

amongst books ; and have for years wandered "
per loca senta

situ," where, it is easy for the reader to imagine, that I must
have had many corporal misadventures, and at the same time

acquired some mental improvement.
After this statement, I trust that the Professor will not

take it amiss if I do not agree with him in all his notions on
waterfowl incubation. Many writers on natural history, on
account of their situation in life, can only attempt to clear up
doubts by means of theory. Others, again, who have had

practice, have it in their power to adduce facts. Truth is

the great object which all strive to reach. " Omnes eodem

cogimur."
Let us now go to the marsh, and find a waterfowl's nest,

with the old bird sitting on eggs containing embryo chicks.

We will drive the bird gently off the nest, and we will stay
full two hours near the place, to prevent the return of the

bird. At the end of the two hours we will go away, and I

will engage that the old bird will come back to her nest, and
hatch the eggs which have been left uncovered all this time.

This being the case, how stands the Professor's speculation,
that the vicinity of the nest to moist plants, or to water, would

certainly prove fatal to the embryo chicks, were the bird to

quit the eggs for a moment unless she covered them with

dry hay ?

In 1826 I was helping a man to stub some large willows

near the water's edge. There was a waterhen's nest at the

root of one of them. It had seven eggs in it. I broke two
of them, and saw that they contained embryo chicks. The
labourer took up part of the nest, with the remaining fvio,

L L 3
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eggs in it, and placed it on the ground, about three yards
from the spot where we had found it. We continued in the

same place for some hours afterwards, working at the willows.

In the evening, when we went away, the old waterhen came
back to the nest. Having no more occasion for the labourer

in that place, I took the boat by myself the next morning, and
saw the waterhen sitting on the nest. On approaching the

place, I observed that she had collected a considerable

quantity of grass and weeds ; and that she had put them all

around the nest. A week after this I went to watch her, and
saw she had hatched ; and, as I drew nearer to her, she went
into the water, with the five little ones along with her.

Birds which, on voluntarily leaving their nest, cover all

their eggs containing embryo chicks, equally cover those eggs
before they contain an embryo chick, that is, before they

begin to sit. Now, during the period of laying, the old

bird seldom returns to the nest above once in twenty-four
hours ; and then only to lay an egg^ and go away again. Are
the eggs, then, covered these four and twenty hours, to keep
them warm ? Put your hand upon them, and you will find

them " cold as any stone." Nay, more, you shall take one

of these eggs, which you find covered before the bird begins
to sit, and you shall immerse it for four and twenty hours in

water ; and if you put it back into the nest before the bird

begins to sit, you will find that she will hatch it at the same

time with the rest of the eggs.

If, then, this egg will produce a bird after being four and

twenty hours in the water; and if the other eggs (in the case

of the waterhen) containing embryo chicks will produce birds

after being left uncovered some hours by the mother, may we
not venture to hazard a conjecture that the Professor, some-

how or other, has not exactly entered into the real notions

of waterfowl for covering their eggs with dry hay when they
leave the nest, both before and after they begin to sit ?

I will here add an observation, " The Dabchick," says our

Professor,
" covers its eggs to keep them warm ; for the vici-

nity of the nest to moist plants, or to water, would certainly

prove fatal to the embryo chicks, were she to leave the eggs
for a moment without covering them." But the wagtail will

build her nest within a foot of the water, and yet she never

covers the eggs when she leaves her nest. Now, the shell

of the wagtail's egg being much thinner than that of the

dabchick, might one not be apt to infer that the egg of the

wagtail would suffer sooner from cold than the egg of the

dabchick ?

One is rather at a loss to know how the Professor disco-
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vered that the eggs of the dabchick are affected by their

near vicinity to moist plants or to water, unless they are co-

vered either by the old bird, or with dry hay. The dabchicks
raise their nests upon a superstructure far above watermark.

Now, the height of the nest from the water, and the thick-

ness of the materials with which it is lined, will effectually
secure it from damp. Put your hand into the nest of the

next dabchick which you discover, and you will find that it is

quite dry.
The waterhen is another bird which generally builds its

nest upon the sedges and rushes ; and it carefully covers its

eggs, both before and after it begins to sit : but sometimes
this bird makes its nest in a place warm and comfortable.

In 1828 I formed a little structure, about a foot square, on
a dry island. It was intended for a duck

;
and it was built

of brick and mortar. The top was well secured with a flag ;

and there was a hole left in the side, just large enough to let

in a duck. Some dry hay was put into the place, to serve as

a nest for the duck. But it so happened that the duck had to

go somewhere else to lay her eggs ;
for a waterhen took pos-

session of this little structure ; and I found her eggs covered
with hay, both before and after she began to sit. Did she do
this to keep the eggs warm, lest their vicinity to the water

should prove fatal to the embryo chicks ?

In 1826, a wild duck made its nest within two yards of

the water's edge, and upon ground not more than three inches

above watermark. She covered her eggs, both before and
after she began to sit.

Another wild duck, in this same year, made her nest in the

thick ivy, upon the top of an old ruin, full 18 ft. from the

water; and she regularly did the same thing with regard to

her eggs. Did the last duck do this to preserve the eggs
from the fatal influence of the vicinity to water, full 18 ft.

below her, wdth a thick wall intervening ?

While this duck on the ruin carefully covered her eggs

every time she voluntarily left the nest, a chaffinch, a wag-
tail, and a ringdove, building in the ivy of the same ruin,

never covered their eggs at all on leaving the nest; while,

in deep holes of the same ruin, a barn owl, a jackdaw, a

starling, a house sparrow, and a redstart, had their eggs

safely sheltered from wind, and cold, and rain.

I offer these facts and observations to young naturalists as

a kind of Ariadne clew, to help them through the labyrinth
of waterfowl incubation. Should they not suffice, all I can

do is, to recommend the bewildered ornithologist to go to

that far eastern country where the vizier of Sultan Mahmoud
L L 4
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understands the language of birds. Though, possibly, the

vizier may be now dead, still his surprising knowledge has,

no doubt, descended to his offspring ; just in the same way
as a hereditary knack at legislation goes down from father

to son in our English peerage. We are told that—
" Fortes creantur fortibus et bonis ;

Est in juvencis, est in equis patrum
Virtus." *

Charles Waterton,
Walton Hall, Sept. 27. 1831.

Art. X. Notes on the Chimney SvoalloMo (Hirundo rustica), and
on the Windo'w Swallow, or Marten (Hirundo urbica). By Jona-
than Couch, Esq.

Swallow (iyirundo rustica). First seen, April 10th, 1808 j 13th, 1827 j

13th, 1830; 16th, 1818, 1824; 17th, 1828; 21st, 1811, 1821 ; 23d,

1817, 1822; 26th, 1825; 28th, 1823; 30th, 1820: May 2d, 1812, 1815.—
Disappeared, Sept. 24th, 1816 ; 28th, 1820 ; 29th, 1819; 30th, 1818 :

Oct. 2d, 1823; 3d, 1825; 7th, 1824; 11th, 1815; 29th, 1819: Nov. 1.

1805.

Marten {H. urbica). First seen, April 16th, 1831; 20th, 1816; 21st,

1829; 22d, 1819; 23d, 1818; 24th, 1810, 1821; 30th, 1823: May 2d,

1812, 1815, 1820; 3d, 1817; 5th, 1825.— Disappeared, Sept. 28th,

1820; 30th, 1818: Oct. 2d, 1823; 3d, 1825; 5th, 1819; 11th, 1815,

1816, 1821, 1828, 1829; 13th, 1817; 14th, 1822; 15th, 1824, 1827j
'

27th, 1813 : Nov. 1st, 1805 ; 6th, 1810 : Dec. 13th, 1830.

Few migratory birds have attracted so much observation as

these, chiefly on account of the regularity of their movements,
and the proximity of their abode to the residence of man:
but though thus offering themselves continually to his observ-

ation, a satisfactory account of their migrations, and of the

motives of them, is far from being obtained as yet ; nor is this

likely to be the case until the observations have been made
for a longer period, and in different quarters of the world.

For the furtherance of this object, the following notes are

recorded :
—

These birds, in crossing the Channel, reach the land near

the shore, and in misty weather seem to have a difficulty

in finding it : for I have been assured by intelligent fisher-

men, that, when the weather is hazy, swallows, martens,

swifts, and other birds are accustomed to alight on their boats,

at the distance of three or four leagues from land, either

singly or in small flocks ; at which time they appear so much

fatigued, that the swallow is often only able to fly
from one

* " The brave and good are copies of their kind ;

In steers laborious, and in generous steeds.

We trace their sires.'* Fmncis's Translotion,
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end of the boat to the other, when an attempt is made to seize

it. The swallow and marten come either singly or in small

parties, and, if they do not happen to be our own residents,

soon pass on to their accustomed haunts ; so that after two or

three have been seen, it may perhaps be a fortnight before

others make their appearance. In 1831 a single swallow was
seen by a fisherman near the Eddystone on the 4th of April ;

again, a company of four was seen on the 1 3th at sea, flying

low, and making towards the land, at 3 o'clock p.m. Two
martens were also seen on the 16th; but the first of either

of these that I saw was on the 1 9th. Martens and swallows

continued to fly on board fishing-boats, at the distance of ten

leagues from land, through the whole of May ; my last note

of that circumstance being so late as the 28th of that month.
There are rarely more than two or three in a company ; and,

considering that the wheatear and willow wren cross in safety,
the state of fatigue in which they are seen is remarkable. One
man informs me that in fine weather he has often seen them

drop on the water, flat and with the wings expanded, and

presently after fly off* again, as if refreshed.

The extraordinary confidence which these birds repose in

man, in placing their nests among his dwellings, is worthy of

notice, and explains a circumstance that is singular in the

feathered race : 1 allude to the fact of their singing on their

nests, which can only take place where there is no desire of

concealment. The nest of the swallow is commonly in an
unused chimney, but I have known it on the rafters of a
deserted house ;

and at Trelawny a swallow has for several

years found an entrance through a loophole in a turret, and
fixed its nest against a chamber-door. The nest of the marten
is placed under the eaves of houses, and the birds usually
dedicate a few hours in the morning to the work, leaving it to

dry during the remainder of the day ; but I have known them

neglect a fine morning, and carry on the work through the

afternoon, from no other apparent reason than the facility of

procuring mortar at that period from a small distance, in a

place which in the morning was covered by the tide. In

selecting a place for the nest, they are much influenced by its

affording them a favourable fall in taking flight : and I have
known them forsake a situation in which they had long been
accustomed to build, only because a low wall had been erected

in a situation that interfered with their comfortably taking

flight. Towards the end of the season, these birds congre-
gate, in rather large companies, on the roof of a house, or
other favourable situation ;

from which some are continually

taking flight, and to which others are perpetually returning.
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This congregation seems only to arise from a sociable dis-

position ; yet it continues perhaps for six weeks, until the

party is reduced by migration to a very small number.

My experience corroborates the remark, that the swallow
tribe disappears earliest in the warmest seasons. This seems
to be a mysterious circumstance, but may perhaps be explained

by reference to the bodily constitution of the birds. It is well

known that a certain temperature is necessary for hatching
the eggs of birds, and that, if this be exceeded, the death of
the embryo is the result. The temperature adapted to the

incubation of most tropical birds appears to be too great for

the eggs of the cuckoo and swallow. Under the direction,

therefore, of a guiding Providence, which has implanted
within them a sensibility of the due temperature, they pass
into the northern regions at the proper season. When this

great object has been accomplished, the body becomes fitted

for another service. Birds that remain with us through
the year require the warm temperature of autumn to enable

them to moult. A degree of feverish action is necessary to

this process ; and by raising it artificially and prematurely,
birdcatchers are known to accelerate the process of moulting.
This fever, as in the disorder of the same name in the human

body, is accompanied with a morbid sensibility, which renders

painful those impressions of the air which before were pleasing.

Instigated by these new sensations, they fly towards warmer

regions ; and, having there accomplished the natural process
of renewing the plumage, a change of constitution again leads

them to a cooler air. In many instances the marten has been

known to remain late, for the purpose of feeding the young
which have been slow to leave the nest ; and, as the moulting
fever does not commonly arise until the breeding constitution

has ended, this does not usually produce inconvenience : but

when the approach of the moulting constitution is felt before

the young are able to fly, parental fondness yields to febrile

excitement, and I have known them left to perish in the nest.

It is easy, then, to imagine how a warm summer, by inducing
the moulting fever early, causes their early departure ; while

a cold season delays them, by retarding it.

At the season of departure, the number of our resident

birds lessens gradually ;
and even those that go away together

soon separate. Neither do they proceed in haste : for those

which I have seen migrating seem to be employed in hawk-

ing for prey as usual. The following notes confirm the

remark that these birds pass off" in small companies, and that

those from more northern regions are often seen on the

passage after our own birds have departed :
—
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In 1819, swallows were gone from our own neighbour-
hood on the 29th of September, and martens Oct. 5th;

yet on the 29th of October two swallows appeared durmg a

snow shower. They settled wherever they could find a place,

lying on the belly, as if the feet were benumbed. They
finally passed onward to the west. — 1825. Oct. 12. Two
martens were seen ten days after all our residents had

departed; the same happened two days after. — 1827. Our
resident martens went off on October the 14th; and on the

29th of November two of that species arrived in the after-

noon, and continued hawking for flies. In the previous week
there had been frost and snow, with the thermometer 44° at

noon. The previous night was a storm ; the same day the

thermometer 51°. Probably these birds had been blown out

of their course.— 1828. Our residents departed on October
11 th; but on November 9th a few appeared.

— 1829. Martens
decreased gradually until only four couple remained, which
went off on October 11th; on the 27th, five birds appeared at

about 11 o'clock, sporting about after flies.— 1830. Our resi-

dent martens disappeared on October 1 1 th ; but a single bird

appeared on December 13th ; the thermometer in the morn-

ing 38°, with frost. I was informed that a small flock was
seen at Looe a few days previously, and a single one on the

16th. No one can suppose that these birds had remained

through becoming torpid; for the weather had been mild,
and that which I saw appeared on the only cold day we had
had. The latter (single) bird seemed in no haste to go off;

and I feel inclined to conclude that when instinct has been

crossed or not obeyed at its first influence, the individual may
cease to be influenced by it, and suffer on that account. It

cannot be considered probable that these birds lie hid in tor-

pidity for a month or more of mild weather, and then sud-

denly appear in that which is colder. J. C.

Polperro, Cor?iwall, June 22. 1831.

Art. XI. An Introduction to the Natural History of Molluscous

Animals. In a Series of Letters. By G. J.

Letter 8. On their Nervous System and Senses.

"When we are in perfecthealth and spirits,"saysDr.Paley,
" we feel in ourselves a happiness independent of any parti-
cular outward gratification whatever, and of which we can

give no account. This is an enjoyment which the Deity has

annexed to life, and probably constitutes, in a great measure,
the happiness of infants and brutes, especially of the lower
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and sedentary orders of animals, as of oysters, periwinkles,
and the like ;

for which I have sometimes been at a loss to

find out amusement."* There is much of truth in these

remarks of the great moralist ; but, nevertheless, the enjoy-

ments, even of the oyster, are not so few arid unvaried as on
a first glance we might deem they were. Among the number-
less happy creatures which crowd our world, the shellfish

and the still more helpless Ascidia play, it is true, no obtru-

sive part, yet neither do they mar the scene by their depri-
vations. The performance of every function with which their

Creator has endowed them, brings with it as much pleasure
and happiness as their organisation admits of: in the gentle

agitation of the water which floats around them, in its varied

temperature, in the work of capturing their prey, in the im-

bibition and expulsion of the fluid necessary to respiration,

&c., they will find both business and amusement ; and, in due

season, love visits even these phlegmatic things,
" And icy bosoms feel the secret fire."

Oysters, then, and the erratic Mollusca in a somewhat higher

degree, are capable of having agreeable and varied sensations,

which, however, are purely organical. They cannot recall

them when past, to reenjoy ideal happiness ; they are neither

benefited by experience, nor guided to any act by intelligence.
I am aware that some naturalists have gone so far as to say

that, in some instances, they are so
;
but the facts, few and

somewhat doubtful at the best, will by no means warrant such

a conclusion. For example, we are told that oysters, when
removed from situations that are constantly covered with the

sea, from want of experience, open their shells, lose their

water, and die in a few days : but, when taken from similar

situations, and laid down in places from which the sea occa-

sionally retires, they feel the effect of the sun's rays, or of the

cold air, or, perhaps, apprehend the attacks of enemies, and

accordingly keep the valves close till the tide returns.f When
104

divested of its hypothetical language, this fact assuredly
affords no proof, as it was intended it should, that oysters

* Moral Phil., book i. chap. 6. f Bingley's Anim. Biog., iii. 564.
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are "
capable of deriving some knowledge from experience ;

"

nor will the following anecdote of the spout-fish (>S51en

siliqua, J^g, 104.), told for a similar purpose, strengthen the

argument.
" It is remarkable," says Mr. Smellie,

" that

the spout-fish, though it lives in salt water, abhors salt.

When a little salt is thrown into the hole, the animal instantly

quits his habitation. But it is still more remarkable, that, if

you seize the animal with your hand, and afterwards allow it to

retire into its cell, you may strew as much salt upon it as you
please, but the fish will never again make its appearance. If

you do not handle the animal, by applying salt you may
make it come to the surface as often as you incline ; and
fishermen often make use of this stratagem. This behaviour

indicates more sentiment and recollection than one should

naturally expect from a spout-fish."
*

I think that it indicates

neither ;
for nothing more can be safely inferred from it than

that the creature has experienced, from the rough handling,
a disagreeable sensation, which continues to operate for its

safety for a time ; and analogous facts meet us every where
Do you irritate a snail for a few successive times, and, though
apparently intent on a journey of importance, it will with-

draw within its house, and your patience shall be exhausted
before it will reissue; or make an unsuccessful attempt to

detach a limpet from its rock, and it will not forego its firm

105 hold until, perhaps, the flowing tide has again covered it.

#
Facts like these do not indicate intelligence. Neither is it

from any consciousness of the existence of enemies that a

little land snail (Bulimus obscurusjj'^. 105.) covers itself

with a coating adapted to the different situations in which it is

found, so as to be detected with difficulty.
" If its abode," ac-

cording to Mr. Sheppard,
" be upon the trunk ofa tree covered

with lichens, then is the epidermis so constructed as to cause

the shell to resemble a little knot on the bark, covered with

such substances. If on a smooth tree, from whose bark issue

small sessile buds, as is frequently the case, it will pass off

very well for one of them
; and on a dry bank, or the lower

part of the body of a tree splashed with mud, its appearance
will be that of a little misshapen pointed piece of dirt."f This
is an interesting passage in the history of the animal, not

probatory of any superior
"

sagacity and intelligence" cer-

tainly, but illustrative of the care of its beneficent Creator,
who has bestowed upon it the instinct to do this for a purpose
of which it is itself wholly ignorant :

"
things reasonless thus

warned by nature be." It is the same unerring and unvarying

* Phil, of Nat. Hist., i. 139. f Lin. Trans., xiv. 166.
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principle which directs the Pholades in their operations, which
moors the muscle to the rock, and to all others teaches them
their proper devices.

The happiness of molluscous animals, then, depends on
the possession of life, and on the play of its functions ; and, if

thence we estimate their pleasures at a low scale, we must
remember that their pains and sufferings are proportionably

slight. Their days pass away in an even stream of quietness :

there is no anger to ruffle, no disappointments to sour them ;

they are amply provided by Him who careth for all, and they
take no care for to-morrow

; and, if it prove the precursor of

evil, the evil has been unforeseen and undreaded. But many of

this class of animals have additional means ofenjoyment in the

organs of sense with which they are furnished, and which vary
in number and in perfection in the different tribes. Our
account of these it may be convenient to preface with a very
short and general sketch of the nervous system, as from it

emanate all their powers.
In the Molliisca, this system consists of a central ganglion,

considered as being analogous to the brain, and placed above

the intestinal canal ; of a ganglion for each separate sense,

and for the organs of locomotion ; of some irregular visceral

ganglia ; and of nerves which connect the whole together, and
which permeate every part of the body. To adopt an illus-

tration from Cuvier, we may liken the system to a loose and

complicated network, in which the greater portion of the

threads communicate with each other, and in which there

appear, at different places, masses or enlargements, more or

less conspicuous, which may be considered as centres ofcom-
munication *

: and the comparison is the more apt, as these

ganglionic enlargements are not masses of medullary matter,

but appear rather to be knots, formed by a compact and inti-

mate union of the filaments. The nerves themselves, how-

ever, cannot be resolved into smaller filaments, like those of

vertebrate animals ; they are formed apparently of a soft ho-

mogeneous medullary matter, surrounded with a sheath so

loosely adherent thereto that it can be filled by injections ;

whence some have been led to suppose that the nerves are

hollow, and others that the tunics are the vessels of the

lymphatic system.f The colour of the ganglia in some Mol-

lusca is remarkable. Cuvier found them bright red in the

Lymnse^a stagnalis and Planorbis cornea; in the Aplysiae

they are blackish red and granular ; and Carus asserts that

* Comp. Anat., trans., ii. 102.

f Fleming's Phil. Zool., ii. 408. ; Edin. Phil. Journ., xi. 419.
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those of the common fresh-water muscle are invariably bright

yellow.*
The brain, in the cephalous Mollusca is composed of two

similar parts, more or less closely united by a sort of com-
missure. In the Cephalopoda, it is enclosed in a cavity in

the posterior part of the cartilage of the head, which is

pierced by a number of holes to give passage to the nerves ;

but, in the Gasteropoda and others, it lies, protected only by
the skin, above the oesophagus, and behind an oval mass of

muscles which envelopes the mouth and pharynx. From the

brain, the nerves which go to the tentacula and lips originate ;

it sends anastomosing branches to the ganglia of the other

organs of sense, when they exist ; and from it likewise pro-
ceeds a remarkable filament which surrounds the gullet like

a collar.

The nerves of the skin, and of the organs of locomotion,
issue from a single ganglion situated on each side, sometimes

placed at a considerable distance from the brain, with which
it always communicates by a nervous cord ; more often so

near that it seems a part of the same organ. In both cases,

it is from this ganglion only that all the nerves depart which
are distributed over the musculo-cutaneous envelope, and

particularly to those parts of it which are subservient to loco-

motion, as to the foot of the Gasteropoda, the sac of the cut-

tlefish tribe, the fins of the Pteropoda, &c.

The visceral ganglia appear to be only two in number : one,

supplying nerves to the organ peculiar to the male, is situated

near the orifice by which this issues ; the other, more con-

stantly present, is usually placed near the stomach, and fur-

nishes the intestinal canal with its nerves. Both ganglia send

also branches of communication to the brain or oesophageal
collar.

It may seem unnecessary to mention that the developement
of the diflPerent parts of the nervous system is in proportion
to that of the organs to which they belong ; that, consequently,
it is much more perfect in the cuttlefish, which are at the

head of the class, than in the Patellae, which are at the bot-

tom of it. The observation applies equally to the nervous

system of the acephalous Mollusca, in which, indeed, it is

so little developed, that the very existence of it was for a long
time not perceived. In them, the brain is a double ganglion,
or rather a sort of flattened cord, situated always above the

oesophagus, and from which the nerves in general originate.
There does not appear to be any proper oesophageal collar; but

* Comp. Anat., t ans., i. 53.
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from the brain two very long cords are sent out to establish a
communication with the ganglion appropriated to the loco-
motive organs, and which is found below the posterior adduc-
tor muscle.*

1 will now tell you all I know about the senses of the Mol-
Idsca, and will begin with that of touch, as it is common to

the whole class, and by far the most important.
1. Touch, — The skin of the Mollusca is a soft, spongy,

mucous membrane, wrinkled and thickish where exposed,
smooth and very thin where covered with the shell. It is

never in the slightest degree hairy, or villous, or horny, but

always kept in a moist state by a glutinous secretion, exuded
in some instances from "

little, glandulous, unequal grains,"

profusely scattered over the surface
;
in others, from crypts or

glands confined to particular parts. It is a homogeneous
membrane, not divisible into epidermis and cutis vera, like the

skin of the vertebrate animals ; and it is so intimately fixed

to, or rather interwoven with, the subjacent muscular layer,
that it is contractile at every point, and in all directions. It

invests every part, sometimes closely, but more commonly
there is

"
ample room and verge enough

"
to form folds and

expansions ; from which circumstance it has received the name
of mantle or cloak. The blood-vessels distributed in its tex-

ture are very numerous, and the nerves are presumed to be

at least equally so.

From this structure we might have concluded that the skin

would be peculiarly sensible to external impressions ; and this

we know is the fact. Let your experiment be made with the

lightest hand and the softest instrument, yet it cannot come
into contact with the Molluscum which will not feel the im-

pression, and evidence its alarm by intelligible signs. The
intimations which they receive by this medium are probably
of a very general character, and have respect only to the

motion, the temperature, the hardness or softness, of the

impressing body. To judge of the position, and perhaps in

some degree of the form, of bodies, they are provided with

special organs, which, when situated on the head, or about

the mouth, are denominated tentdcula ; but, when arranged

along the side«^ or on the margins of the cloak, more com-

monly tentacular ^filaments. The former are two or four in

number, of a cylindrical, tapered, or triangular figure, very

flexible, and almost always capable of being withdrawn within

a sheath or under the collar, at the will of the animal. These

* This view, sufficiently extensive and accurate for our purpose, is

translated from Blainville's Manuel, p, 142, et seq.
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^filaments are sometimes retractile, and sometimes not : many
species do not possess them ; but, when they are present, they
become the creature's chief ornament. The shell of the

Haliotis, for example, if we except the splendid iridescence

of its interior, is sufficiently plain and vulgar ; but behold it

borne along by the living tenant, its garniture all displayed
and vermicular in the smooth and crystal water, and it

moves wonder and admiration, (^g. 106.) The Trochi, and

many other univalves, afford equally fine illustrations. Among
bivalves a fringe of these filaments is very general. In the

genera which have the cloak completely open, as the oysters,
or the sea and fresh-water muscles, the filaments fringe it all

round ; and in those in which the cloak opens by a tube only,
these appendices are attached to the circumference of its

orifice. Such is the case in the genera Venu5, Cardium, &c.

Now, these tentacula and filaments are exquisitely sensible,

and, in all likelihood, convey impressions of a more distinct

character than the general surface. When the Mollusca walk

abroad, these organs are all extended to the utmost, and in

perpetual motion ; sentinels alive to every thing around, warn-

ing against foe or danger, and w^atchful of prey. By means
of them they likewise feel their way, and ascertain the nature

of the ground they traverse, as it seems evident from the man-
ner in which they use them ; but to this purpose the proper
tentacula are never applied, at least when they carry the eyes
on their tips ; and they appear to be organs of some other

sense. If removed, the snail creeps on as if it were unmu^
tilated ; and there are tribes, the Doris is one, in which their

position is such, that they cannot possibly be applied to

objects either in front or around them.

2. Taste,— Swammerdam found, by experiment, that snails

have " a nice appetite and taste ;

" and it seems necessary to

suppose the existence of this sense in all Mollusca, for they
select particular articles of food in preference to others ; and

we know no other sense which is fitted to regulate the choice.

Vol. IV.— No. 22. m m
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It must reside, of course, in the mouth ; but, whether diffused

over the whole, or Umited to a certain space, it were hard to

determine. Blainville thinks that in the cephalous Mollusca
the seat of taste may probably be in a knob or swelling at the

lower end of the buccal cavity ; and Cuvier conjectures that

the tentacula, at the orifices at which the water, the vehicle of

their aliment, enters, may exercise this sense in the acephalous
ones.*

3. Smell.— According to Swammerdam, snails have a very

quick smell. " This I observed," says he,
" when I moved

a little fresh food towards them, for they immediately per-
ceived it by the scent, and crept out of their little shells, and
came to it." f Gaspard appears to have repeated this experi-
ment without success J ; but he is surely hasty in denying, on
that account, the existence of the sense, seeing how positively
the contrary is affirmed by one of the greatest and most honest

of naturalists. Blainville says, in general terms, that the

acephalous Mollusca have no smell, but he admits that the

Cephalopoda and Gasteropoda possess the sense, and the ter-

restrial species in a degree of considerable delicacy, since we
observe that slugs and snails seek out particular plants, where

sight could not have availed them. According to Cams, it

appears to be fully proved by the observation of the aversion

of these animals, the Sepiae for instance, from strong-scented

plants, that those Mollusca which live partly in water and

partly in air have an olfactory organ, but he denies its exist-

ence in those which live exclusively in water. § Admitting
the existence of the sense in the cephalous families, there

remains great uncertainty relative to its seat. Analogy is

here at fault, for invertebrate animals have nothing similar to

a nose. Cuvier thinks that a special organ may not be neces-

sary, for the whole skin appears to resemble a pituitary mem-
brane, and may, in consequence, be susceptible of receiving
the peculiar impressions emanating from odorous bodies.

||

If, however, a particular seat for the sense is to be fixed upon,
he would place it at the entrance of their pulmonary cavity,

because, in all vertebral animals, it is situated at the entrance

of the organs of respiration ; an argument of little value in

the present instance. Blainville, whose opinion is always
entitled to attention, states his belief that the proper tentacula

are the olfactory organs, because the skin of them is more

^soft, smooth, and delicate than on any other part, and their

* Comp. Anat., trans., ii. 694. f Book of Nature, p. 49.

:j:
Zool. Journ., i. 179. § Comp. Anatomy, i. 74.

11 Comp. Anat., trans., ii. 688.
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nerves moi-e considerable *
; arguments of too general a nature

to have any influence when adduced for a special purpose.He might have found, perhaps, a better proof in their position,
for in very many genera the tentacula do not support the

eyes, nor are they, nor can they be, employed in tracking the

way. This is the case in the genus Dori^, in which the teii-

taenia are situated on the back, point directly upwards, are

remarkably large, and of curious and complex organisation.
4. Sight.— The, tunicated and bivalved Mollusca are desti-

tute of eyes, but, with the exception of the Pteropoda, all the
others have organs which have been generally considered as
subservient to the purposes of vision. There can be no ques-
tion of their function in the cuttle-fish, for in them the eyes
are very large, and similar, in all material points, to those of
vertebrate animals. They are two in number, one on each
side of the head ; they are capable of being moved to a slight
extent ; they are formed with coats, humours, and nerves, so

arranged that, on physical grounds alone, we may confidently
107 ...s^^^^^^ _ pronounce them to be

optical instruments of

considerable power. {Jig.

107.)
The case is greatly dif-

ferent with the reputed

eyes of the other Mol-
lusca. From their mi-

nuteness it is difficult to

unravel their structure;
and in many instances

they are so situated, that,

were they organs of vi-

sion, the creature, it is

presumed, could be little benefited by them. Moreover, it

.

*
Manuel, p. 107., or more particularly his excellent Principes d'Anato-

mie Comp., i. 341.

f The figure is a view of the eye of Octopus vulgaris, copied from Cuvier.

a a, A cellular and muscular tunic, the latter for opening the lids ; b b, the

conjunctiva; c, another tunic, enveloping the globe of the eye, and a

pouch situated behind it (e\ containing (/) the optic ganglia, and the

glands which surround it (g). The pouch (e) is a transparent membrane,
which occupies all the spacfe between the globe of the eye and the tunics

which go to its lids ; so that the former actually fills only about a third of
the greater globe, which, at first view, appears to be the eye itself, h h. The
external coat of the proper eye, perforated with an infinite number of

minute holes, for the passage of the filaments from the optic ganglion ; and

if another coat, formed apparently by the expansion and netting of these

nervous filaments, m, The crystalline lens.
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has been asserted, that those of snails at least are in every
respect insensible to light, for the creatures creep and climb
as correctly in the dark as by daylight ; they do not at any
time perceive obstacles, placed of purpose in their way, until

they touch them ; and when deprived of the organs, they
crawl on as unconcernedly, and guide themselves as safely, as

they did previously to the mutilation. On these grounds some
naturalists of eminence deny that the little black points, deno-
minated eyes by the vulgar and the learned, are ocular bodies,
and find in them nothing more than the organs of an exquisite
sense of touch.*

Organs of touch they may be in snails (Helix, Limax, &c.),
in which they are elevated on movable and filiform tubes

capable of being directed to all points ;
but organs of touch

they surely cannot be in the greater number of the class, on
which they are placed, as it were purposely, to be removed
from the contact of external objects. Such, for example, is

their position in the whelks (jSuccinum) and rock-shells

( Murex), in the Lymnae^ae, Turbonidae, and others. Seeing,
too, how ampfy the MoUusca are otherwise furnished with

tactic organs, additional ones might be deemed superfluous ;

and, notwithstanding the facts opposed to it, I am firmly of

opinion that what have been called the eyes have been pro-

perly designated organs susceptible not merely of the impres-
sions oflight, but capable of distinguishing objects, and perhaps
colours. They are placed on the anterior part of the body,
as the eyes of every other animal are ; their size and num-
ber are constant in individuals of the same species ; they bear

a very exact resemblance to the eyes of many insects, and to

the stemmata of others, which are believed to be eyes ; and the

snail, when confined, makes unequivocal attempts to turn that

part of the body which is furnished with them to the light, f
I have occasionally, on a summer's dewy evening, when the

animals were on the alert, made experiments on our common

slugs and snails ; and I am satisfied, as Lister appears to

have been J, that they do perceive obstacles placed in their

way, diverging from them when within from one to three

inches. They rarely touch the opposing substance, but

often they alter their course so slightly as to pass it by in

freedom with a shortening of the tentaculum on the near

side, while sometimes the track is changed entirely. Nay, I

have seen, or imagined I have seen, in more than one instance.

* Gaspard, in Zool. Journ. i. 179.

f Miiller Verm. Hist., i. praef. 3. et 4.

j Lister's Exercit. Anat. de Cochleis, p. 10. 1694. 12mo.
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a snail follow, with apparent eagerness, the purple-coloured
flower of a thistle held near its tentacula, and gradually with-

drawn. Adanson says that the Cyprc^^ce
" se servent fort

bien de leurs yeux;" and Swammerdam affirms that the

Turbo littoreus draws itself suddenly within the shell when

any thing is suddenly presented to its eyes ;

" so that," he

adds,
" I may venture to affirm from hence, that this is the

only species of snails that I know wherein any manifest signs
of sight appear."

*
Further, such Mollusca as have oculi-

ferous tentacula do not use them in touching objects ; for, as

Mr. Guilding has properly observed, they carry them usually
erect ; and the inferior ones, with the lobes of the cheeks, are

principally used as tactors.

I grant to you that these arguments are not decisive of

the question, and that one drawn from the anatomical structure

of the organs would be of superior convincement
;
and that

argument is, I think, upon the whole, in my favour. In the

Cyprce^adce and the allied families, the structure of the eye is

said to be by no means obscure; and the giant >Str6mbidae,
which inhabit the Caribbean Sea, have eyes more perfect than
those of many vertebrated animals. They have, according
to Mr. Guilding, a most intelligent and indefatigable natural-

ist, a distinct pupil and a double iris, equalling in beauty and
correctness of outline those of birds and reptiles ;

and he
discovers in the organ a vitreous and an aqueous humour,
and the black pigment.* Mr. Gray, a naturalist of equal

industry and accuracy, tells us that if they who have doubted

concerning the nature of these organs
" had examined the

eyes of the marine carnivorous Mollusca, ^uccinum undatum
or Fusus despectus, and more especially some of the larger
>Str6mbi, they would have found the eye as fully developed
as in the cuttle- fish, showing the cornea and the nearly orbi-

cular crystalline lens almost perfectly formed, as may be seen

by any person simply cutting the cornea across, and slightly

pressing it, when the crystalline lens will protrude." } This
evidence seems conclusive ; for if the same parts cannot be

demonstrated in the smaller or in the terrestrial Mollusca,
it is surely because of the minuteness of the organ and the

difficulty of the dissection. But the fact is, that Swammer-
dam has described with great minuteness the eye of the com-
mon snail, in which he detected "five distinct and visible

parts," viz. the uvea, the aqueous, the crystalline, and the

* Book of Nature, p. 81.

t Zool. Journ., iv., 172,

:f
Edin. Journ. NaL Geogr. Sc, i. 52. new series.
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vitreous humours, with the arachnoid tunic ; parts which, he

affirms, were as ** clear as the sun at noon." He likewise

observed that the eyes of the Lymnae^ae were provided each

with "
its own proper crystalline humour." The accuracy

of this description has been denied, and while I admit that

recent observations render it doubtful, I am still unwiHing to

believe that they have proved it false or erroneous. Few,

very few, have been gifted with the eye and hand of a Swam-

merdam, and his honesty is beyond impeachment. This good
and great man seems to have foreseen that doubts would

arise concerning the correctness of his account. " But who
can credit this," says he,

" for it seems indeed improbable,
that on a point not bigger than the nib of a writing pen,
such exquisite art, and so many miracles, should be dis-

played."
The eyes are always two in number, generally minute,

although perhaps not disproportionably so, black, convex,
and glossy, and incapable of any independent movements,
but their position relative to the body is often altered by the

motion of the parts on which they are placed. Sometimes

they are placed on the body behind or between the tentacula,

as in Apiysia ; often they are at the base of the tentacula, and

not unfrequently in a notch on their sides at a greater or less

elevation. In some genera, as in *Str6mbus and Natica, the

eyes are on the summit of pedicles appropriate to themselves ;

and in the Helices and Ximaces they terminate the superior
tentacula. These are fleshy tubes, which, as you well know,

may be drawn completely within the head, and again pro-
truded by a motion similar to the evolution of the finger of

a glove. The muscle which withdraws the tube arises from

the muscles that draw the snail into its shell, and, running
forward, is fixed to the extremity. When, therefore, it con-

tracts, but still more when assisted by the contraction of the

great muscle of the body, the apex of the horn is drawn

inwards, in a manner which resembles the turning in of a

stocking. The annular fibres, which encircle the horn

throughout the whole of its length, unfold the internal part

by successive contractions, and thus bring back the eye
to its external position.*
The location of these organs has been varied according to

the wants and habits ofthe animal, and to the medium in which

it was destined to five ; but neither this medium nor these

habits have had the slightest share in producing the vari-

* Cuvier, Comp. Anat., trans., ii. 444,
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ations ; a remark so obvious, that it may well seem to you
unnecessary, did not the language of too many naturalists

imply something to the contrary.* The notion is akin in

absurdity to another doctrine which Lamarck in particular
has strenuously and long endeavoured to establish, viz. that

the eyes (and of course the same reasoning applies to the

organs of the other senses) are the products or manufacture
of strong desires on the creature's part to enjoy the blessing
of sight,

" The production," he says, "of a new organ in

an animal body is the result of a new supervenient need
which continues to be felt, and of the new motion which this

need has originated and keeps up : and as an illustration of

this law, which he is careful to print in italic letters, he in-

stances the snail, which, in crawling along, finds the necessity
of touching the bodies which are before it, makes efforts

to do so with some of the anterior prominences of the head,
and sends there every moment waves of nervous fluid and of

the other liquids. Now, the result of these repeated tides on
the points in question, is a gradual extension of their nerves,
a gradual growth of their substance, and the ultimate bud-

ding and evolution of two or four tentacula.f Think not I

overstrain the doctrine, for indeed I translate the words of

my author with sufficient closeness and sobriety ; and had he
not been silent on the points, I would also have told you
wherefore the desire awoke in some and still sleeps in others ;

from what cause it happened that a creature born blind, and
all unconscious, became conscious of the existence of light,
and felt the wish to see this fair scene ; and by what more than

magnetic influence this longing wish arranged the particles,
and moulded them so curiously, that an ordinary mind can

perceive only the designing hand of an intelligent first cause.

These are perhaps questions of little moment, and you must
rest satisfied with the dicta of the teacher :

—
" For when each would have open'd its eyes,

For the purpose of looking about them,

* See a very objectionable passage quoted from FerussaCj in Zool.

Journal, ii. 505.

•f Anim. sans Vertebres, i. 185. 188. —^ The doctrine of Lucretius,
which is at antipodes, I nevertheless like rather better :-—

** Note here, Lucretius dares to teach

(As all our youth may learn from Creech)
That eyes were made, but could not view,
Nor hands embrace, nor feet pursue :

But heedless Nature did produce
The members first, and then the use.

What each must act was yet unknown.
Till all is moved by chance alone." Prior.

M M 4<
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—

They saw they had no eyes to open, 7

And that there was no seeing without them !"

5. Hearing,— If sounds are heard only by such animals
as have an organ framed hke the ear, then very few Mollusca
can possess this sense ; for traces of an auditory organ, some-
what similar to that of fishes, have been detected in the
head of the cuttle-fish (Cephalopoda) only, and the organis-
ation of it is so imperfect, and its situation so deeply con-

cealed, that the impressions received and communicated must

necessarily be obscure. All other Mollusca, as I have said,

are destitute of organs of hearing, and many of them at least

are insensible to sounds. Snails are not affected by loud
and harsh noises about them

;
nor are the periwinkle and

whelk more susceptible in this respect. Baster, however,
on the authority of the seamen engaged in carrying muscles
to Holland, tells us that these shell-fish are grievously
affected by any violent motion and concussion of the air;
for if the ship is overtaken by a thunder-storm, or sails too

near any other vessel which at the moment discharges its

guns, the muscles, frightened with the tremor, shut their

valves too suddenly, so as to expel the contained fluid, and in

consequence soon die.* It is affirmed also, by Mr. Guilding^
that the (Strombidae possess the sense of hearing, or some-

thing allied to it.
" I lately suspended," he says,

" a num-
ber of large ^Strombi by the spire, that the animal when
dead might fall from the shell. They had remained in this

situation several days, till the body, weak and emaciated,

hung down nearly a foot from the aperture, and the eyes
had become dim. I found that even before my shadow
could pass over them they were aware of my presence, and
endeavoured to withdraw into the shell. I then cut off the

eyes, with the thick cartilaginous tentacula in which they
were lodged, but the animals still continued to be sensible of

my near approach, while hanging in this mutilated and pain-
ful condition."f The experiment is not conclusive, nor does

it appear indeed that any noise was made. The impression
which gave the alarm might perhaps be from the pulses of

the atmosphere, thrown into motion by the approach of the

experimenter, and acting on a skin morbidly sensible. On a

summer evening 1 have observed the common spout-fish

(6(Men siliqua) extended along the surface of the fine sand in

which they burrow, enjoying apparently the calmness and

mildness of the season, take alarm and instantaneously de-

scend when I was yet distant several yards ; and I can ex-

* Opusc. Subscciv., i. 109, f Zool. Jouni., iv. 172.
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plain this and similar facts only on the supposition of the
existence of a sense of touch feelingly alive to impressions
impalpable to our grosser sense.

Molluscous animals are dumb, one only (Tritonia arbores-
cens {^g. 108.)

having been ob-
served to pro-
duce a sound of

any kind. The
sounds this Tri-

t6ni« produces,
10^ W when in a glass

vessel, says Professor Grant,
" resemble very much the

clink of a steel wire on the side of the jar, one stroke only

being given at a time, and repeated at intervals of a minute
or two : when placed in a large basin of water, the sound is

much obscured, and is like that of a watch, one stroke being
repeated as before at intervals. The sound is longest and
oftenest repeated when the Trit6ni<:^ are lively and moving
about, and is not heard when they are cold and without any
motion

;
in the dark I have not observed any light emitted

at the time of the stroke; no globule of air escapes to the

surface of the water, nor is any ripple produced on the sur-

face at the instant of the stroke; the sound, when in a glass

vessel, is mellow and distinct." The Professor has kept
these Trit6ni<^ alive in his room for a month, and, during the

whole period of their confinement, they have continued to

produce the sounds, with very little diminution of their ori-

ginal intensity. In a still apartment they are audible at the

distance of twelve feet. "The sounds obviously proceed
from the mouth of the animal

; and at the instant of the

stroke we observe the lips suddenly separate, as if to allow

the water to rush into a small vacuum formed within. As
these animals are hermaphrodites, requiring mutual impreg-
nation, the sounds may possibly be a means of communica-
tion between them ; or, if they be of an electric nature, they

may be a means of defending from foreign enemies one of
the most delicate, defenceless, and beautiful gasteropodes
that inhabit the deep." {Edin, Phil. Journ., vol. xiv. p. 186.)

I am. Sir, yours, &c.

March 31. 1831. G. J.
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Art. XII. O71 a peculiar Species ofMite parasitical on Slugs,

By the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, F.L.S.

During a recent examination of our British Z/imaces, I

observed a peculiar parasite infesting some of the larger spe-
cies of that family, which, at jfirst, I was inclined to think

might prove new. I have since ascertained that it was known
to Reaumur, and described by him in the Memoires de VAca-
demie Royale des Sciences, so long ago as in the year 1710. I

have also met with a short notice respecting it in Shaw's

Naturalisfs Miscellany. As, however, Reaumur's account of

this insect differs from mine in one or two particulars, while

that of Shaw's is a mere allusion to it, appended to his

description of one of our British slugs, I have thought that

some farther publication of its history, accompanied by a

correct figure, might not be without interest; especially to

those persons who, being unacquainted with the memoir above-

mentioned, may possibly have no knowledge whatever of the

existence of this insect.

The parasite in question belongs to the ^caridae of La-
marck ; a tribe, perhaps, better known by the English name
of mites ; and, although extremely minute, is interesting, on
account both of its usual place of residence and the singu-

larity of its habits. I first noticed it on some specimens of

the J^lmax variegatus of Ferussac, which were obtained from

a cellar in Cambridge, and thought that, like many of its con-

geners, it was a species of a wandering disposition, which had

only strayed upon these animals accidentally. I afterwards,

however, found it upon the same kind of slug, obtained from

another source, and have since met with it in great plenty at

Swaffham Bulbeck upon the common black slug (Arion em-

piricorum Fer,)> I now feel satisfied that these insects are

strictly parasites attached to this family of molluscous animals ;

an idea which receives full confirmation from the observations

of the two authors above alluded to.

One of the most striking features in the history of this

little insect is the circumstance of its not confining its abode

to the external surface of the slug, but often retiring within

the body of that animal ; effecting its entrance by means of

the lateral foramen which leads to the cavity of the lungs.

Indeed, I am inclined to think that this cavity is its prin-

cipal residence, whence it only comes forth occasionally, to

ramble upon the surface of the body. In one instance, I con-

fined in a close box a slug which, to all appearance, was free

from parasites. On opening the box a day or two afterwards,

I observed very many crawling about the slug externally, all
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of which would seem to have proceeded from the pulmonary
cavity. On another occasion, I observed these insects running
in and out of this cavity at pleasure ; and some which I saw
retire into it never reappeared, although I watched the slug

narrowly for a considerable time. It is remarkable, as

Dr. Shaw observes, that the slug appears to suffer no parti-
cular inconvenience from these parasites, and even allows

them to run in and out of the lateral orifice without betraying
the slightest symptoms of irritation.

Another curious circumstance in the history of these insects

is the extreme rapidity of their motions. One might have

thought that so slimy a ground as the surface of a slug's
back would have rather impeded their progress ; but so far is

this from being the case, that they are never to be seen at

rest : indeed, they run with greater celerity than any other

parasites of this tribe with which I am acquainted; these

insects, in general, being rather slow in their movements than

otherwise. From this circumstance, it becomes a difficult

matter to secure them for examination, and the more so, their

bodies being of a soft nature, and crushed by the slightest
touch. My first attempt consisted in dropping the slug into

water ; but I was rather surprised to find that the ^'cari,

although immersed, rose instantly to the top, and ran about

with as much celerity upon the surface of the fluid as upon
the slug itself. I afterwards tried the same experiment with

weak spirits, which was at-

tended by better success; the

spirits having the effect of

paralysing the limbs of the

parasite,withoutimmediately

destroying life. It was, ac-

cordingly, in this manner
that I was enabled to make
the accompanying drawing

(J/g, 109.)? and to note down
the description of this in-

sect, to which I shall now

proceed.

Although this little ^"ca-

fl, A very highly magnified representation of this yUS is UOt altogether UCW, I
insect. ^ /? ^ v i

b. The terminal joint of the foot, still more en- am UOt awarC that it UaS CVCr
^^^^^^'

received a name, or had its

distinguishing characters accurately defined. It will not asso-

ciate well with any of Lamarck's genera; and I am unacquainted
with a more recent arrangement of this much-neglected tribe.

It seems to bear some distant affinity to Erythrse^us, which it
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resembles in the swiftness of its motions, and also in having a

movable fingerlike process attached to the last articulation of

the palpus. But it differs essentially from that genus in its

place of residence, Erythrae^us not being parasitical ; and in its

being furnished with a haustellum, as far as I can perceive,
instead of mandibles. The feet and palpi are also much
shorter. If it be really hitherto undistinguished, as a pecu-
liar genus, I would propose for it the following name and
characters :

—
Philo'dromus.*

Gen. Char.— Os haustello terrainali, brevi, porrecto. Pa/pi duo, rostrum

longitudine paullulum excedentes, filiformes, quadriarticulati ; articulo

ultimo appendice mobili ad basim instructo. Oculi indistincti.

Corpus ovale, setigerum. Pedes octo, subaequales ; unguibus instruct!.

Sp. 1. P. JCiMA^cuM mihi.

P. flavo-albicans, pedibus pallide testaceis.

Insecte des Lima9ons, Reaum. Mem. de PAcad. des Scien. 1710.

p. 305. pi. 8.

Long, vix 1 lin.

Body oval, convex above, with the sides very much bulging between the

second and third pair of feet, beneath which, in some specimens, it is slightly
coarctate. Colour yellowish white, with the feet pale testaceous red ; upper
surface beset with short scattered bristles ;

with two longer pairs, of which
one arises from the anterior part of the body, and is directed forwards ;

the other from the posterior part, immediately above the anus, and is

directed behind. Thefeet appear to consist each of about five articulations,
and are nearly of equal length ; the first pair being somewhat longer than
the others. The last joint terminates in a pair of strongly hooked claws,
surrounded by a coronet of bristles. A pair of short bristles also arise at

the junctures of the other articulations.

Such is the result of my own observations upon this para-
site. The description which Reaumur gives of his in-

sect agrees with mine in all essential particulars, as does

his figure also, although this last is but rudely executed.

There are, however, one or two differences in our respective
accounts of its economy, which deserve to be pointed out : —
First, he appears to have met with his specimens upon snails

;

and the species represented in his plate are evidently the He-
lix pomatia and the Cyclostoma elegans Drap. Neither does

he make any mention of having seen these insects upon slugs.

Secondly, he notices their singular habit of retiring occasion-

ally within the body of the animal
;
but speaks of them as

taking up their residence in the intestines of the snail, enter-

ing per amnrii and only quitting their abode when forced from

their retreat by the evacuation of the faeces. It is just possible
that Reaumur's insect may have been of a different species
from mine, although evidently of the same genus ; and in that

case it would be well characterised by these diflferent, yet at

* From philed, to love, and dromos, running.
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the same time analogous, habits. But I am more inclined to

the opinion that he has, in this instance, confounded the pul-

monary foramen with the anus, and been thereby deceived as

to the exact retreat of the parasite. Those who are acquainted
with the anatomy of these Molliisca are well aware that the

two apertures in question are situate close to each other, and

that, in the case of the snail, the anus may almost be said to

terminate in the pulmonary cavity ; the two together having
but one opening externally, which is common to both. This

common aperture, which is often very conspicuous from its

size (the animal having the power of enlarging and contract-

ing its dimensions at pleasure), is seated in that part of the

cloak which is called the collar
;
and an ordinary observer,

who saw the excrement passing out of it, would naturally

suppose that it led directly to the intestines.

Reaumur also states another circumstance with respect to

these insects, which deserves to be mentioned ; and that is,

that he could never meet with them in wet weather ; but that

if, at such times, he confined a number of snails in a close

vessel, however free they might then be from these parasites,
these last were sure to show themselves in plenty in a few

days. I have not myself observed any particular connection

between the appearance of these insects and the state of the

weather ; but the above circumstance will, perhaps, throw

some light upon the fact which I mentioned in the former

part of this article.

Dr. Shaw appears to have met with this parasite upon the

great spotted slug, the Z/imax antiquorum of Ferussac; a

species on which I have not hitherto observed it.

Swaffham BulbecJc^ Cambridgeshire, L. Jenyns.

Sept. 13. 1831.

Art. XIII. Nexjo Theory of the Ascent ofthe Sap. By H.

Of all the various attempts to explain the laws of vege-
table physiology, which have at different times engaged the

attention of talented and scientific investigators, none have

been so unsuccessful as those which attempt to elucidate the

cause of the ascent of the sap. As obscure now as when
Grew first published his theory to the world, the lapse of a

century and a half has thrown no light upon the subject,

though during that time many patient labourers were en-

gaged in that arduous field of discovery. The results of

their labours were so unsatisfactory when given to the world,
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that now not a single ray remains, not even the shadow of a

hope, to give encouragement to future researches. Nature,
indeed, seems to throw an impenetrable veil over the mysteries,
and guard with a jealous care the theory of vegetable form-
ation.

After such disheartening results, any farther attempt to

illustrate this subject might appear but lost labour ; but it is the
business of the philosopher to be checked by no difficuUy
that may be interposed between him and the object of his

research; and, at the same time, to conceive nothing inex-

plicable, which has not yet received a probable explanation.
Under the influence of such feelings, I have placed together the

following hints, which, should they be thought of sufficient

importance, may perhaps engage the attention of some of your
readers, who probably may have better opportunities of con-

ducting such enquiries than myself.
What appears to me of great weight in this theory is, that

it is founded on nutrition, and consequently dependent on
the vital principle ; an argument against which many of the
abandoned theories could make no stand.

The theory I wish to prove is the following :
— The sap,

in its ascent in the stem, becomes deprived of some of its

constituents, more especially of its aqueous part ; this depriv-
ation is effected by the vital principle of the plant decom-

posing the aqueous part, and assimilating the resulting gases
to its own constituents. As the assimilation takes place, a

partial vacuum is formed by the change of gases to a solid

form ; and this vacuum is immediately filled, by the sap

rushing into it, according to the well known law of the tend-

ency of fluids to rush into any cavity deprived of the pre-
sence of air.

In order to strengthen this theory, it is necessary to bring
forward some arguments which prove the changes the sap

undergoes in the stem, and also to prove, that some of its

elements are there appropriated to its growth.
It is now received on all sides that the sap ascends through

the wood, and in greater quantity in the newest layers ; in

fact, so true is this, that in the innermost layers, where the

vessels have become gradually obstructed by the deposition
of ligneous matter, vitality in time ceases, and they decay
away, as we see in very old trees, where the internal part has

been quite removed, and an external tube now serves to carry
on the functions of the tree. Here the vessels become

gradually hardened, and in the course of time perfectly ob-

structed, by the deposition of matter resulting from the de-

composition of some of the aqueous portion of the sap, and
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carbonic acid, some of which is always held in solution ; the

carbon, hydrogen, and part of the oxygen going to form the

wood. That a portion of water is removed is evident from
an experiment of Mr. Knight, who found that sap taken

from a plant varied in specific gravity in proportion to the

distance from the root at which it was taken.

It might also be added, as a proof of this, that, according
to the analysis of the woody fibre given by chemists, it is

found to consist of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen ; the two
latter in the proportion to form water. It has been observed

by vegetable physiologists, that light, heat, and electricity all

concur in accelerating the ascent of the sap : these agents are

well known to hasten chemical decomposition. By an action

of this kind, the sap, when exposed to their influence, may
undergo changes with greater rapidity, and consequently give
increased energy to the motion of that fluid.

I have yet to mention another argument, which, if it re-

mained unanswered, might have great weight in crushing the

theory I am attempting to explain. I refer to the tendency of

fluids to occupy a vacuum. It might be thought that this law

is incapable of acting in the vessels of plants ; but the experi-
ments of M. Amici of Modena are, I think, sufficiently satis-

factory to prove its possibility, and, at the same time, its

reality. Assisted by the microscope, he has discovered that

each cavity is of itself a complete organ ; and that in this space
the fluids of the plant move independent of the neighbouring
cavities, so that by the assimilation of part of the fluid con-

tained in one cavity, that cavity becomes a partial vacuum to

those places near it. As the earth is the source of nourish-

ment, the motion must necessarily be upwards, and there

being no limit to its ascent, it rises with as much ease in the

stately cedar as in the humblest annual.

London, March, 1831. H.

Art. XIV. On the recent and rapid Formation of some Peat

Bogs in Ireland, By George Ensor, Esq.

Sir,

Among the advances of the knowledge of mankind is the

admission of the vast antiquity of the earth's existence. The

Quarterly Review for October, 1830, p. 425., in its notice of

Lyell's Principles of Geology, states
" that no doubt can at

present be entertained, from the evidence of organic fossils

alone, exclusive of other cumulative proofs from the igneous
and stratified rocks, that before the creation of any of the

existing species of animals, of which Man seems to be the
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most recent, the earth had been inhabited by innumerable
other species, and other genera, successively created and exi-

tinguished during a lapse of time wholly hnmeasurable, but
which must have comprehended millions of ages, rather than

of years."
As many changes on the earth's surface involve millions

of ages, others are of yesterday. This has happened in

respect of some at least of the peat bogs in my neighbour-
hood. A stool {Jig- 110.) was found in my turf or peat bog;

110 .^^^^ ' ~^̂ 22 in. long and
1 8 in. broad :

the supporters
are cut out of

solid timber of

thewillow kind.

It was found
about 4 ft. under the surface by the turf-cutter. At Derrycaw,
about three miles from my residence, the workmen of Mr.

Bond, in sinking trenches in the bog near his house, discovered

the foundation of a timber house on the earth ; the mortises

in the door-case are stated as remarkable. Since the prepar-
ation of the materials for that habitation, the bog has ac-

cumulated to an immense height, and the Blackwater river has

been formed. These changes have probably been recent;

yet there is no report or story of the change, unless in the

general language of the country, which now denominates the

land hills, peering throughout the bogs, islands : this may
be metaphorical, yet it appears probable to me that it truly
declares they were encircled with water. But what proves
the late creation of our bogs or mosses, for they have both

these names in this country, is, the blade of a knife found in

the inside of a fir tree. Two sawyers, of the name of Short,

were employed by me about ten years ago. In the course of

conversation with them, they mentioned having found the

blade of a knife in sawing a fir tree. The account is as fol-

lows :
—

The Rev. Mr. Steward being promoted to Grange, he

was obliged to repair the dwelling-house and offices. For
that purpose he had some bog fir brought from his estate in

Tyrone. The Shorts were employed by him to saw it. In

cutting one log, they were arrested, and the saw damaged.

They then reversed the position of the tree, and proceeded
in their task. As they approached where they had been

stopped, the timber divided, and the blade of a knife dropped.
There was a hole in the tree, beginning at the upper end of

the blade, which the sawyers conjectured to have been formed
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by the rotting of the handle. Nothing can be ruder than

the blade ; it is about 2^ in. long, and the third of an inch

broad ; high on the blade, where the maker's name on Bir-

mingham articles is placed, are three figures, 16 3; the figure
between 6 and 3 being obliterated. Let that figure be what
it may, from the time the knife was discovered by the sawyers
to the time it was stuck into the growing tree could not have
exceeded two hundred years. This tree, observe, was dug
out of the peat bog, 12 ft. below the surface, and the knife

was 6 in. within the solid sound timber. I asked the sawyers

why they did not offer it to Mr. Steward, or tell him some-

thing about it. They said they had no talk with his Reve-

rence, and that he would care nothing for such a curosity.

They brought it to me without any promise of reward. They
were willing to make affidavit of the truth of their statement.

They have been examined by others ; and very lately I had
the account repeated by the surviving brother. I have no

doubt of their veracity.
George Ensor.

August 17. 1831.

Art. XV. Notice of the Volcanic Island lately throton up between

Pantellaria and Sciacca. By William Ainsworth, Esq.,

M.R.S.L., Member of the Royal Geographical Society, &c.

The ejection of volcanic masses, or the elevation of the

strata of the earth above the level of the soil or sea by
natural causes, is of importance, remotely to all theories of

the earth, and proximately to the true origin and form-

ation of pseudo and active volcanic rocks and of craters of

elevation.

This branch of geological enquiry has received a new im-

pulse from the late researches of De Buch and Elie Beau-

mont, and every circumstance which tends to give consistency
to opinions more or less theoretically deduced is advantage-
ous to science.

The elevation of Graham Island, in lat. 37° H' N., and

long. 12° 4?4<' E., in the Mediterranean Sea, between Pantel-

laria and Sciacca, which took place in the month of July,

1831, has been observed at different stages of its progress,
and has been attended with phenomena of such decided

utility to this enquiry, that they will be my excuse for in-

truding upon your pages some remarks connected with its

origin and general character.

Vol. IV. — No. 22. n n
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The drawings which aceompany this notice are from the

])enci] of Mr. W. Russell, of His Majesty's Ship St. Vin-

cent, and are fac-similes of the drawings sent by the same

gentleman to His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, and

since published by Ackermann ; and of those transmitted to

the Admiralty, and published in the Journal ofthe Royal Geo-

graphical Society. In both these cases the artists have made
such alterations, in rounding the outline and altering the true

configuration of the island, as materially to affect their

utility in a scientific point of view.

According to published documents
( Times, August 31.

1831 ; Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London,

1830-31) the Neapolitan schooner Psyche discovered, on

the 12th of July, smoke on the water between Sicily and

Pantellaria, where the island is now situated ; and, on the

1 7th of July, the master of the brig Adelaide, from London,

distinguished fire ; and it is probable that at this period the

land rose to the surface. On the 1 8th of the same month, Com-
mander C.H. Swinburne observed, from on board His Majes-

ty's ship Rapid, a long irregular column of smoke or steam,

accompanied by eruptions of fire, bearing south by east ; the

town of Marsala bearing by compass east half north 9 miles.

On nearing, a small hillock of a dark colour was observed a

few feet above the sea. The volcano was at this period in a

constant state of activity, discharging dust and stones with

vast columns of steam. The island appeared to be 70 or 80

yards in its external diameter, and the lip as thin as it could

be, consistent with its height, which might be 20 ft. above

the sea in the highest, and 6 ft. in the lowest part, leaving
the rest for the diameter of the area within.

From information accompanying Mr. Russell's sketch, it

appears that the circumference of the island on the 23d was

I of a mile. The highest point was 80 ft. above the level of

the sea, and the jets of water rose to a height of from 800
to 1000 ft., and bore up immense quantities of cinders and

stones, which sometimes attained nearly double that height.
On the 3d of August, Captain Senhouse of the St. Vin-

cent effected >a landing in the Hind cutter, and hoisted the

British flag, calling it Graham Island. The form of the

crater was found to be nearly a perfect circle, and complete

along its whole circumference except for about 250 yards
on its south-eastern side, which were broken and low, not

apparently more than 3 ft. high. The height of the highest

part was found, upon a rough computation, to be 180 ft.;

the whole circuit of the island was from a mile and a quarter
to a mile and a third. It bore the general appearance of
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two longitudinal hills, connected by intermediate low land

sending up smoke and vapour in abundance. The circular

basin, the centre of theis land, was full of boiling salt water
of a dingy red colour ; and the vapour was very oppressive,

causing nausea and faintness.

Captain Senhouse informs us that the fragments of rock

brought away by the Hind cutter are compact and heavy,
and that the whole surface of the island is dense and perfectly
hard under the feet. No variety of lava was procured, nor
even any jet or streams of lava seen ; and Mr. Osborne, sur-

geon to His Majesty's ship Ganges, states that the substances

of which the island is composed are chiefly ashes, the pul-
verised remains of coal deprived of its bitumen, iron scoriae,

and a kind of ferruginous clay, or oxided earth. The scoriae

occur in irregular masses, some compact, dense, and sono-

rous, others light, friable, and amorphous, with metallic lustre,

slightly magnetic, barely moving the loadstone. A piece of

limestone was also found thrown up with the other sub-

-jstances, having no marks of combustion. There were,

according to the same observer, no traces of lava, no terra

puzzolana, no pumice, nor other stones, usually found on vol-

canic hills.

The principal phenomena attendant on the elevation of

Graham Island are the form of the ejected mass and its

composition ; and more information will be contained in the

study of these two features, than in any hypothetical surmises

on the mode of ejection, and on the character and nature of

the action by which this took place.
It will at once be observed, in the sketches of the island

which accompany this notice, that its appearance differs very
much according to the distance at which it is viewed. In

Jig, 11 1. it is the summit of a volcano, a cone of eruption slightly
elevated above the level of the sea; but, on a nearer approach,
its form is found to be that of a circular crater with more or

less perpendicular walls {Jig. 112.), like most of the craters of

elevation surrounding the internal craters of volcanoes, or the

islands and insulated formations of supposed similar origin.
The internal crater on the left-hand side of^/ig. 112., which

presents the most striking manifestation of this disposition,
has been obliterated in the sketch contained in the Journal of
the Royal Geographical Society, and occupied by smoke and a

prodigious flash of lightning.
There is every reason to believe that volcanic eruptions

take place at the bottom of the sea, in the same manner as on

the surface of a continent; and Mr. Osborne points out the
• N N 2
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fact that, in the elevated sides of the external ridge of the

island, the sides fall down in abrupt precipices ;
and each

stratum could be distinctly discerned, the water evaporating

having left an incrustation of salt, which now appears a white

firm layer, plainly marking the regular progress and form-

ation of the island. It is very evident that this kind of action

and succession could not have taken place above the level of

the waters either of the sea or of the internal crater ;
as it

further demonstrates that horizontal beds of volcanic matters,

accumulated over each other, can be directed on a given point
without any violent contortion or derangement of their sym-

metry and parallelism. Nor have we, in the present case, any
invasion of the sea or explosions posterior to the formation

of the cone, if we may judge from the details transmitted to

us of the elevation and appearance of the island, to account

for the well characterised circus or mural precipice which

surrounds the canal of communication or crater of eruption.
It does not farther appear, from the soundings, that this

island is the summit of a cone of eruption with an open
crater. Captain Swinburne found, within 20 yards on the

western side, 18 fathoms soft bottom ; and Capt. Smith found,
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at 100 yards, the island bearing from N. to N.W., from 60
to 64) fathoms ; at 80 yards, the island bearing N. E., 70 to

75 fathoms; at 150 yards, the island bearing E., 62 fathoms,
cinders : the soundings continuing the same to the distance

of five or six miles ; that is to say, varying from 60 to 70 and
80 fathoms, sand and small gravel. The extent of the action

by which this island was elevated from below is uncertain.

It is a curious fact, that the tides were higher at that period at

Gibraltar than they were ever known to be ; but the connexion

of this phenomenon with the elevation of submarine formations

requires the evidence of correlative observations.

Captain Swinburne observed the interior of the crater to

be filled with muddy water, violently agitated, dashing up
and down, and shooting hot stones and cinders into the air ;

and occasionally running into the sea, over the edge of the

crater, which was broken down to the level of the sea on the

west-south-west side for the space of 10 or 12 yards. This

edge he supposed, from these appearances, to be formed of

cinders and mud : a supposition which is contradicted by the

consideration that an embankment of such materials, and of

such slight thickness, could never retain the mass so violently
N N 3
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agitated in the interior ; and is farther opposed to the state-

ments of Captain Senhouse and Mr. Osborne.
The isolation of the volcanic action is also demonstrated

by the fact, that the temperature ofthe sea, within ten or twelve

yards of the crater, was only 1
°
higher than the average ;

and
to the leeward, in the direction of the current, it was not at

all affected, though a mirage played on the island. (Captain
Swinburne; Report to Admiral Sir H. Hotham.)

There was, at a subsequent period of the eruption, on the

south-west side of the island, adjoining the principal crater, a

terrific ebullition and agitation of the sea, apparently seated

in another canal of communication ; attended by the emission

of a dense white steam, and a temperature increased to 190°

Fahr. [Letter of Mr, Osborne) ; and the information has, I

believe, since reached the Admiralty, that this crater is now
elevated above the level of the waters. De Buch has already

pointed out, that the internal action which manifests itself

at the surface of the soil or sea by a crater of elevation, may
constitute at the same time a permanent volcanic crater be-

neath ; the eruptions of which may take place sometimes by
the centre of the crater of elevation, sometimes by neigh-

bouring points.

Though it is difficult, from the meagre details hitherto

obtained, to form any correct opinion of the mineralogical
character of the upraised mass, yet there is nothing in those

details to warrant the supposition that there is no stability or

permanence in the composition of the island. The pulverised
remains of coal deprived of its bitumen, the hard scorias,

dense and sonorous (phonolites?), the amorphous rocks

with metallic lustre and ironstone clay, would appear to asso-

ciate the eruption with the rocks of the carboniferous series ;

an opinion which receives additional probability from the

ejection of unchanged pieces of limestone : as we see, between

Pettycur and Bruntisland in Fifeshire, beds of limestone and
of non-bituminous coal elevated by rocks of plutonic origin,
and argillaceous and argillo-calcareous rocks changed into

leucostines and spilites. If this is the case, a farther and

more accurate investigation of the mineralogy of Graham
Island will be of as much utility to the study of changes pro-
duced by volcanic action, as the forms and characters of the

upraised formations have been in pointing out their geolo-

gical age and associations.
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Art. XVI. Hail in the South of France, and Insurance against
Loss by it. By James Mitchell, Esq. LL.D.

The calamity of hail, which is but little formidable in our

climate, is justly a subject of terror in many districts of

France, not only for the injuries done to the corn, but for

the destruction of vines and olive trees, which many years
may not repair. As illustrative of this phenomenon, it will

not be foreign from the objects of this Magazine to give an
account of a society at Toulouse, formed for insuring against
loss by it.

In the years 1799, 1800, and 1801, the storms of hail had
been more than usually prevalent, and many families had
been reduced to ruin. Appeals to the benevolence of the

public were numerous, and consequently were but little pro-
ductive in any one case. Many proprietors were driven to

the necessity of disposing of their whole lands, and were
thus reduced to an inferior rank in society, and in many
cases to irremediable poverty. Considerable uneasiness was
excited in the minds of those whose fields had fortunately

escaped the calamity, lest, in the next or some future season,

they should be visited by similar destruction.

This state of things suggested to M, Barrau, of Toulouse,
the establishment of a mutual indemnity insurance company
against hail.

To his benevolent mind it occurred, that if the whole
extent of the calamities of those years had been equally di-

vided amongst the whole inhabitants, although still severe,
it would have been endurable ; and the more space the evil

was made to spread over, the less was the intensity in any
one place : but, if the whole inhabitants could not be induced
to unite together, and divide the evil amongst them, the

calamity might still be mitigated, if a sufficient number
united to effect such a security that a portion of the property
of those that escaped would be sufficient to save from ruin

the members of the society on whom the visitation had
fallen.

This scheme had this circumstance in its favour, that it

was less liable to fraud than insurance against fire; for

although a man may burn down his own house, he cannot

produce a storm of hail.

Insurance even against fire was at that time but little under-
stood in France, and hence there were many defects in the

plan. The premium of three per cent was charged for in-

surance on fields in all situations, without distinction ; whereas

it was found from experience that along the banks of rivers,

N N 4^
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and on lands intersected by rising grounds, the calamity more

frequently occurs. No higher charge was also made for

insuring the vines than for corn, although these crops are

exposed to the danger three months longer ;
and tremendous

hail-storms are more frequent during the latter part of the

season. The society also, at the end of every year, had a

general account taken, and if any surplus remained, it was
divided amongst the members, instead of being laid up as a
fund to meet the losses of a more calamitous season.

The results of nine years were as follows :
—

1st, As to corn :
—

In six of these years there was a considerable surplus after

paying all the amount of losses ; but, in the other three of

these years, the amount of corn destroyed considerably ex-

ceeded the amount of the premiums, and in one year was
about six per cent of the whole amount insured that year,
or twice the amount of the premiums. The aggregate net

premiums of the whole nine years were 502,944 francs,

22 centimes, and the losses 589,286 francs, 72 centimes. If

the premium had been 3j per cent, and the profits of one

year had been reserved to meet the losses of the next, the

society might have paid all the losses in full.

2d, As to the vines :
—

Except in the first two years, when the business of the

society was very small, and very fortunate, the premiums were

insufficient, and, on the aggregate of the whole nine years, did

not amount to so much as one third of the losses ; the net

premiums being 107,769 francs, 96 centimes, and the losses

340,807 francs, 23 centimes.

The society, to have been able to make good all claims

upon it, ought therefore to have charged about 10 per cent

per annum.
The society was proceeding favourably, under the manage-

ment of M. Barrau, and was acquiring confidence by having
its affairs submitted to the superintendence and control of the

general meetings of the members, when all at once it excited

the jealousy and fear of the imperial ruler, and, by one of

those acts of tyranny which tend so much in despotic coun-

tries to cripple commercial enterprise by destroying con-

fidence, a decree was issued from the camp near Vienna, on
the 15th of October, 1809, and the society was thereby dis-

solved. Four years afterwards this decree was recalled ; but,

in such a state of insecurity, no one was then willing to

hazard his property in attempting to revive a society which

otherwise might have been flourishing and beneficial.
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PART 11.

MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE,

Art. I. MontJdy Calendar of Naturefor Scotland.

Extracts from the Meteorological Register kept at Annat Gardens, Perth-

shire, N. lat. 56° 23i', above the Level of the Sea 172 Ft., and 15 Miles
from the Coast; being the Mean of daily Observations at 10 o'Clock

Morning and 10 o'Clock Evening.

Results for August.

Month.
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day, 54°; extreme cold on that day, and throughout the month, 48°;
wind westerly. The wind blew from easterly points on 8 days ; on 21 days
from westerly points ; and on 2 days it was variable. The atmosphere was
clear on 15 days ; on 6 days there was partial sunshine ; and on 10 days
the atmosphere was cloudy. The warmest day in September was the 30th :

mean temperature of that day, 58° ; extreme heat, 60° ; wind easterly. The
coldest day in that month was the 21st : mean temperature of that day, 52° ;

lowest temperature, 46° ; extreme cold throughout the month, 42°. The
wind blew from easterly points on 5 days : from westerly points on 23 days ;

on 2 days the wind was variable, and on the 22d it blew a strong gale from
the north-west.

The high temperature in the summer months, followed by warmth and
clear sunshine in August, and with little moisture in the soil, produced an

early and simultaneous ripening of the crops all over the country. Some
oats on dry and open soils ripened prematurely, and were not well filled.

In the early districts, there was little of the crop exposed by the end of the

first week in September : since then, rains have been frequent, and the air

generally moist.

In the moors, the heath (Calluna vulgaris) came in flower on the 1st of

August ; the Coreopsis verticillata and scarlet turk's cap lily (Z/ilium chal-

cedonicum), in the garden, on the 2d; 14 days earlier than last year, and
9 days earlier than on an average of seasons. Barley that came in the ear

on the 28th of June was ripe on the 10th of August, a period of 43 days :

mean temperature of that period, 62°. Last year, barley that grew near the

same place was 56 days between the periods of earing and ripening, under
a temperature of 56-6°; giving 13 days in favour of this season, under a

temperature of 5*4° higher. Wheat sown in spring, that came in the ear

on the 29th of June, was ripe on the 22d of August, a period of 54 days :

mean temperature of that period, 61*2°. Partridges are in great plenty, but

many of the birds are unusually small. The apple moth has not been so

destructive in this as in former seasons ; and the wheat fly has not accom-

plished more than a fourth part of its usual mischief.— A. G. Oct. 1. 1831.

Art. II. Retrospective Criticism,

SWAlNSON^s Zoological Illustrations.— I must inform your correspondent
A, R. Y. (p; 459.), with all good feeling, that his arguments touching this

work are built on a false foundation, and that his inferences consequently are

unjust. 1st, The work is not published by subscription ; therefore there can

be no subscribers. 2d, The prospectus of the new series stated that it would
be published similarly to the old series. There is therefore nothing "unwar-
rantable" in the charge he complains of. The purchasers are told at the

commencement what they are to paj/, and what they are to expect. They
may purchase the work, or they may let it alone; but if they do the former,

they have no right to turn round afterwards, abuse the author, and com-

plain of their pennyworth. As my friend Professor Henslow very justly
observes (p. 459.) on the abuse that has been so unsparingly cast upon
Mr. Stephens,

" Those who are not content with an author's mode of publi-
cation might easily discontinue their support, without attempting to preju-
dice the minds of others by asserting that the author was actuated by
dishonourable motives."

I feel obliged to A. R. Y. in other respects for his good opinion, but I

have no cause to complain of the public regarding the sale of the work.

Had I the time to attend to its management, it would be a lucrative under-

taking. Purchasers have frequently to wait a long time before they can
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procure a missing Number. The 17th and 18th came out but a month
ago, and yet all the copies, I believe, are sold. I have not even myself a
perfect copy of the work, and the publishers have long been without one.
Such only (not being my personal friends) as are quick and regular in their

application, have a chance of being served. A. R. Y. will really oblige me
by returning his copy to me through Messrs. Longman, that it may be sent
to one out of the many who desire to possess the work.

_

I did not express my meaning clearly (p. 273.) regarding cheap publica-
tions in natural history j I know not, in fact, who are their authors or com-
pilers. To a certain extent, if done with judgment, they are eminently useful;

they excite a taste in young minds for studying the wonders of creation ; and
from what I have seen (by extracts in the papers and in this Magazine),
Mr. Rennie's Insect Architecture more especially deserves commendation.
I wish such books, in short, to be encouraged ; but there is a wide differ-

ence between dispersing that knowledge which has been acquired, and adding
to that which we are already possessed of; between putting the details in a

pleasing form, and combining them to illustrate the general laws of nature.

The simple-minded mechanic makes the iron work of a steam-engine, but
it is the intellectual engineer who applies it to regulate the workings of the

machine itself. Such, without any disparagement to the abilities of either

party, is the parallel between them. Those who exalt one class over the
other put us in mind of the fable of our early days,

" there is nothing like

leather'^ If such books only as those I alluded to are fit to be encouraged,
and all learned, scientific, or abstruse publications are to be thrown aside,
then it appears to me that the public taste is vitiated, as it generally is. I

have, as I have already intimated, no reason myself to complain on this

point ; but I wish to see the erudite labours of others share also in some

part of this patronage. Cheapness is no recommendation, otherwise
Mr. Thompson would not have publicly complained that his admirable

although unattractive work. ZoologicalResearches [reviewed p. 256.], received

no encouragement. The price of this modest but highly valuable publica-
tion is only 3^. Qd. a number, and it is certainly replete with more original
information than all the books put together that have been published in

England for the last ten years ; and yet, out of one thousand members^ or

thereabouts, belonging to the Linnean and Zoological Societies, this little

work is suffered to languish for want of encouragement. Look, again, at

Lane's exquisite figures of the Parrots^ now publishing ; why has this not
been noticed and done ample justice to in this Magazine ? Every scientific

institution and public library ought to possess it, as being, next to Audu-
bon's, the most beautiful and masterly work, delineating birds, ever pub-
lished in Britain. Look, again, at Dr. Horsfield's Javanese Insects. Let
this be on the same list. These, with Mr. Sowerby's General Conchology,
will render every library perfect in the most valuable works, both in point of
science and execution, now printing in England, on the three most attractive

branches of zoology. I could continue the list, but time with me is precious.— W. S. September, 1831.

Mr. Davis's Remarks (p. 303.) on the recent Mode ofpublishing the Num^
bers of Stephens's ^^Illustrations of British Entomology.''''

—
Sir, Observing, by

the cover, that it is the intention of Mr. Stephens to reply in your pages to

my article (p. 303.) on the publication of his Illustrations of British Ento-

mology, I beg to state, that, as I have dealt only with facts, when Mr.

Stephens's reply shall appear, the case will be so fully before your readers,
that I shall not feel myself called upon, under any circumstances, to offer

further remarks on the subject.
I state this, as some of your correspondents seem so strongly to dis-

approve of your pages becoming the vehicle of frequent and extended con-

troversv. 1 am, Sir, yours, &c.— A.H.Davis. Nelson Square, Se2)t.\Q.

1831.
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P.S. I trust you will not adopt Professor Henslotv's recommendation,
and send Mr. Stephens's reply to me for approval : I have no wish to see

it till it appears in your pages.
— A. H. D.

Agronome's Replif to the Animadversions of B, and J. S.y p. 77, 78. 81.—
Agronome supplied us with this communication immediately after our pub-
lication of the animadversions alluded to, and we have kept it back thus

long from deeming the early part of it not perfectly congenial to the tenor
of the Magazine. Still, however, there is so much of natural history in

the latter part of it, and we find it so perfectly impossible to alter or deduct

any portion of the early part of it, without marring the unity of the whole,
that we feel constrained to give it entire ; and we are also desirous of doing
this out ofour sincere regard for Agronome himself, whom we are as anxious

to allow to justify himself as any other contributor. Determining, then, to

publish his reply, we do so ere we close the volume in which the animad-
versions on his previous article have appeared.

— Cond.

Dear Sir, I feel sorry that you have been obliged to apologise for insert-

ing my letter of May, 1830. (Vol. III. p. 507.), on the blowing up of Stobs's

powder-mill ; and it well becomes me to apologise to you for writing it. I

assure you. Sir, that letter contained nothing but the truth, though not a
tenth part of the whole truth. The substance of it was in all the news-

papers at the time, but there were many circumstances connected with the

event not known to the public.
You must know. Sir, that very many of my relations lived at that time

on the spot. My brother-in-law, William Allan, was the first and only man
who dragged the live sufferer from the burning mass ; and he also assisted

in collecting the fragments of the other. I was at that time a journeyman
gardener with the Earl of Hopetoun, Hopetoun House, but I was near
the place of explosion, on a visit, in the week following. John Paterson, the

smith, who, I believe, is still alive there, will point you out the spot where
he picked up great part of the man's bowels, and brought them home in

his leather apron. Several of my friends attended on the dying sufferer

till he breathed his last, and his groans and exclamations made a deeper
impression on their memories than could the most sublime description of
the direst torments. Instead of treating the subject with levity, as one of

your critics says, I never think of it without horror and awe ; else how
should it be retained so fresh in my memory for above twenty-eight years ?

I can say, with the Ettrick Shepherd,
" I have great reason to be thank-

ful that I never told a deliberate lie in my life." The only falsehood in the

letter arises from a mistake of your own, in placing Stobs's powder-mill in

Peeblesshire ; it being in Mid-Lothian, only three miles from Dalkeith, and
nine from Edinburgh. I am sorry you have been obliged to insert two
miraculous stories, in order to ridicule my marvellous one ; but your re-

viewer has not given my letter a fair reading. The stone which struck

Mr. Hunter killed him stone dead in a moment, some of the bones of his

shoulder being driven clean into his lungs, though the people imagined he
was only in a swoon at first. I have no objection to believe a marvellous

story if told by a respectable person ; but I despise a miraculous story,
even if told by the pope. I was sixteen years of age before ever it came
into my head to doubt of the existence of ghosts, witches, brownies, or

fairies ; it took seven years more to convince me that there were no such

creatures in ancient times ; and for the last twenty years of my life I have

believed that there never was, nor ever, will be, any thing supernatural in

nature. It is upon this ground that I have presumed to think or call

myself a naturalist, because I endeavour to find a natural cause for every

phenomenon in nature. I do not believe in the miracles of Prince Hohen-

lohe, however well authenticated : what is more, I do not believe in the

miracles of the great Signor Blitz, although performed right before my
eyes ; even when I see him not only bring the dead to life, but fairly put
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life into dead inert matter, and make even calcined clay, in the form of

plates and dishes, to dance a jig all about my feet. No, Sir, I cannot
believe that he works miracles, for I can perform nearly all his tricks my-
self, only not half so cleverly as Signor Blitz.

Your reviewer says,
" he can make neither head nor tail of my letter."

This may be more his fault than mine. Perhaps I got beyond his depth,
or out of his element ; but I was not beyond or out of mine. As a natu-

ralist, I have as good a right to exercise my imagination as the divine has

to exercise his faitky for the purpose of trying how far either will stretch.

I have not yet got farther than the Georgium Sidus, but all betwixt there

and here is within the grasp of my imagination. How far beyond this

faith might carry me, I cannot tell ; but the contemplation of such subjects
is truly pleasant, and of high importance. The new system of geology is

the taU of my letter. If, Sir, your Magazine of Natural History is to con-

tain nothing but disquisitions on ant-hills, wasps' nests, and species of pim-
pernel, and if such letters as mine are to be excluded, I must say, with your
reviewer, that you had better shut up your office and close your Magazine.
The natural history of man must be of more importance than the history
of either monkey or maggot, mammoth or magpie.

My adventure with the snake had certainly nothing to do with the former

part of my letter; but there is much natural history of the snake there,
contained in few words : 1st, that the snake lives on toads ; 2d, that it

swallows them whole ; 3d, that it retreats on the approach of a human
being ; 4th, that it will take to water in case of danger, or to transport
itself from one side of a lake or river to another ; 5th, that the snake is

quite harmless. It can neither bite nor sting to hurt a man ; but this I

could never have believed had I not seen our shepherd frequently play
with them, and provoke them, and turn them into his naked bosom, let

them crawl round his body, and out at the sleeve of his shirt. Never-

theless, I would advise no one to try such experiments who does not know
the difference betwixt a snake and an adder. The snake, when first caught,
will generally discharge a white slimy liquid, which, if it fall on a tender

part of the skin, will cause a smarting redness, and even blisters, but no
other bad consequences. This may be occasioned by the food eaten by
the snake ; a toad, for instance.

The toad is truly a venomous reptile, but its venom lies all in its skin,
in the protuberances on its back. When provoked or hurt, it will dis-

charge at these protuberances small particles of white poison : hence there

are few dogs that will worry a toad ; but a good dog will fasten upon any
thing. I have seen the mouths of dogs swelled fearfully from worrying
toads. There are neither toads in Ireland nor snakes to eat them ; neither

did I ever see a mole there : but whatever Janies Hogg may say in favour

of moles, I am of St. Patrick's opinion, that they are noxious vermin, and

ought to be extirpated the kingdom.
Perhaps this letter also has "

nothing to do with natural history, nor
the plan of your Magazine." If so, all I can say is, I am sorry for it.

Yours, truly,
— Agronome, Feb. 1. 1831.

Art. III. Queries and Jnstoers.

Whirls of the Tumbler Pigeon.
— I have never paid attention to the sin-

gular habit in this bird, enquired about by your Southampton subscriber,

(p. 473.) Buffon's opinion is obviously erroneous. Your correspondent
would do well to observe if this movement is common to both sexes, or only

practised, as I suspect, by the male. He should likewise ascertain whether
It is done at all seasons, or only at particular times, as, for instance, when
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the female is sitting. My present impression is, that the movement is

indicative of pleasure, or of excitement. The catbird of Wilson (O'rpheus
felivox Sivains.) throws itself into grotesque attitudes. The male of the

yellow-breasted chat (Icteria polyglotta Swains.')y while thefemale is sittingj

will
" sometimes mount up into the air, almost perpendicularly, to the

height of 30 or 40 ft., with his legs hanging ; descending as he rose, by
repeated jerks, as if highly irritated ; or, as is vulgarly said, dancing mad."

(Wilsoiiy Am, Orn.) These unusual motions in the air, practised by a few

other birds, during the season of incubation only^ seem to me analogous to

that of the tumbler pigeon.
— W,S. Sejit.\%'i\.

Polydmmatus Argiolus, Melitcs'B. Euphrosi/ney and M. Silene.— Sir, In

answer to queries by the Rev. W. T. Bree (p. 477.), I may observe that

Polyommatus Argiolus is double-brooded. By constantly visiting the neigh-
bourhood of Dartford, in Kent, I am able to assert tl'iat this insect is, in

certain spots, plentiful and in perfection about the 14th to the 25th of

April ; it is worn and faded in May, and scarcely to be seen in June ; on
the 1st or 2d of July, it reappears in the v3/y same localities in abund-

ance and perfection. MelitEe^a Euphr6syn<r makes its appearance in Darent
and Birch Woods, in Kent, towards the latter end of May, literally by
thousands : it lasts in a faded and worn state until the end of June, and
never appears again during the year. Melitse'a Silene^ is found in the same

woods, but more rarely, fifteen or sixteen days later than Euphrosyne. It

lasts until the end of July in a faded state, and never reappears during the

year. I am. Sir, yours, &c.
— Edward Newman^ DcptfordySept. 19. 1831.

T>dphne Mezereum, calyx and corolla of
— L. D. asks (p. 188.) which

of these terms should be applied to the coloured envelope which sup-

ports and defends the stamens and pistil of the D. Mezereum. Apply
either or both ; for L. D. shows that Linnaeus thought it composed of both r

and L. D. will find, on dissecting the next blossoms he meets with, that

the envelope is formed of two separate tunics in its tube part, and that

there is a hollow space between the tunics which obviously distinguishes
them : hence, probably, the idea that this envelope consisted of calyx and

corolla united. If L. D. does not find this the case in D.Mezereumy he

will in D. Laureola ; but T am nearly confident that D. Mezereum is the

species in which I have observed it. The two tunics coalesce in the upper

part of the tube, and in the segments also ; hence this floral envelope is a

calyx, according to Lindley's definition in his Principles of Botany (p. 52.

No. 282.), viz. "when a plant has but one floral envelope, that one is calyx,
whatever be its colour or degree of developement^'' Smith, too, in his English

Flora, vol.ii. p. 228., says, the genus Daphne is devoid of corolla.— J. D,

Art. IV. Obituary,

WiLSONy the celebrated Ornithologist, died a short time since. This enthu-

siastic naturalist was interred in the cemetery of the Swedish Church, in

the district of Southwark, Philadelphia. We read, in the Ballot news-

paper, that " he expressed a wish to be buried in some rural spot, sacred

to peace and solitude, whither the charms of nature might invite the steps
of the votary of the muses and the lover of science, and where the birds

might sing over his grave. It has been matter of regret to those of his

friends to whom was confided the mournful duty of ordering his funeral,

that his desire had not l:)een made known to them, otherwise it would have

been piously observed." The editor of the Mirror (Sept. 10.), quoting
the above, adds,

" We participate in their regret ; for, if ever superstition
be sweet to the soul, it is in the fulfilment of such last indications of the

ruling passion as poor Wilson is said to have expressed. It not only hal-

lows the memory of the dead, but cherishes the enthusiasm of the living.'*
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Controversy bettveen N. A. Vigors, Esq. A M. F.R.S. Sfc, and
W, Sxvainson, Esq. F.R.S. L.S. S^c,

(Beceived on Tuesday, Oct. 18., at 4 o'clock p.m., and printed at the

expense of the writer.)

My dear Sir,

I CORDIALLY agree in opinion with two of your correspond-
ents [Magazine of Natural History, p. 455.), that the late

controversy in your journal, in which I was reluctantly forced

to bear a part, was altogether unworthy of a place in your
columns. The introduction of personal attacks and defences

into a scientific work is decidedly to be condemned, more

especially when it tends to the exclusion of more relevant

and valuable matter. Conscious of this truth, I could not

avoid apologising to yourself and your readers, in the letter

which I sent to your July Number, for introducing my pri-
vate feelings into your pages, even though I was the aggrieved

party, and was forced into the contest.

The only reparation I can make for the share I have had
in occupying so much of your valuable space, and thus with-

holding from your readers more eligible matter, is to request
of you to publish, in your next Number, such a surplus

portion of the really important materials which I know you
have always in hand, as will equal the space taken up by my
communications ; for the expenses of which surplus matter

I shall feel great satisfaction in being responsible.
I have also to suggest, for the future satisfaction of your

scientific subscribers, that all matters of controversy should

be printed separately at the end of your Number, and at the

expense of the combatants. In this case your subscribers

may throw into the fire all the extraneous and offending

matter, if they deem it unworthy (which, I suspect, will

generally be the case) of being bound up with the more

interesting subjects. The tax, also, will fall where it ought.
When a naturalist volunteers to attack his fellow-labourers

in science, it is generally for the purpose of attracting notice

to himself and his scientific merchandise ; and he is bound in

justice to pay for the advertisement.

I have to request of you to publish the following letter,

which I have just received from Mr. MacLeay. Although
I do not think it possible that a second person exists who
would persist in charging me, or indeed any person who is

not altogether excluded from civilised society, with publishing
in an unauthorised manner, private and confidential commu-

nications, not intended for the public eye, I feel a satisfaction
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in bringing the positive testimony of my valued friend to excul-

pate me from the malignant accusation.

I am, my dear Sir, faithfully yours,
Chester Terrace, Oct, 14. 1831. N. A. Vigors.

My dear Vigors,
On considering your request that I should state to you

whether the papers printed in the Zoological Journal, and

bearing my signature, were regarded by me as private com-
munications when written, I suppose you are referring to the

charge which Mr. Swainson has brought against you, of

having, in an unauthorised manner, published my private and
confidential correspondence. On this head I conclude that

it will be sufficient for me here to declare, in the most ex-

plicit manner, that you have published no paper as mine
which I did not write for publication; and that if you had
not acted the part of a friend, and published the letters in

question, I should most certainly have adopted other means
for bringing the substance of them before the world.
' My friend, Mr. Swainson, is very kind in thus taking up
his unsolicited cudgel in my behalf; but I really think the

general practice in all such cases to be much more con-

venient, which is, to leave the resentment of a private injury
to the person immediately concerned. If the poor devil be
so casehardened as to be incapable of perceiving the griev-

ance, another may have the right to advise him, but scarcely
to break a spear in his behalf. Sufficient for each are the

quarrels thereof.

As to Mr. Swainson's assertion, that although I have ex-

pressed myself with a degree of ridicule and contempt of my
opponents perfectly allowable in a private letter, yet that

there has appeared too much of the said feeling for the

public eye, I really will not dispute it; because thus the

whole question becomes merely one of degree, and therefore

one of opinion. W^ere I, for instance, to say, that, in this

very paper which contains the charge against you, Mr. Swain-

son has not shown how you have deserved so bitter an attack

from him, no doubt he in like manner would dissent from

my opinion ; and all, therefore, I can state in my own favour,

is, that whereas I, like the humble worm, have merely turned

when trodden upon, and in short have acted entirely on the

defensive, Mr. Swainson has most chivalrously been warmed
into offensive operations by Mr. Bennett^s display of the dis-

honest practices of some Frenchmen.
Ever yours,

Havana, Aug, 10. 1831. W. S. MacLeay.
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Ad uivum, to the life, 381.

^gagrdpUoi {aigagros, a wild goat, »?7os, aball),
Si87.

Agarics, species of /41cybnium, with a filiform
stem and a kidney-shaped case, 473.

Albinoes, a term originally applied to human be-

ings of a deadly white occurring amongst the

negroes of Africa, the copper-coloured Indians
of the Isthmus of Darien, and in other places,
208.

Alburnum, the living and incompletely formed
external layers of wood, 152.

Alcyonite, a fossil state of some species of the

genus of marine zoophytes ^Icybnium, 469.

Algology, the knowledge of the A Igae, 57.

AUgnation, line of direction, 82.

Anal fins, those of tiie vent, 215.

Anthocephalltes, fossils resembling heads of
flowers and buds of blossoms, 295.

Anthracite described, 191.

A^'nus, the orifice at which excrements are

ejected, 540: per anum, escaping by the anus,
540.

A6rta, the great artery proceeding from the left

ventricle of the heart, from which all the
other arteries mediately or immediately pro-
ceed, 407.

A'pices, tips, uppermost points, 230.

Appendices, appendages, 529.

Appendices lutem, yellow appendages to the in-

testines, 95.

'A priori reasoning, reasoning before facts, 461.

Auldcodus, with a furrowed tooth, '/52.

Aver cake, cake made of oatmeal, 301.

Basset edge, the edge of a stratum which has
risen to the surface is so called, 442.

Belemnites, fossil shells of a conical figure, 295.

Bcxoar, explained, 286.

Bipectinate, toothed, and the teeth again toothed,
22.

Birring, whirring, 123.

Blepharophtlmlmia (from blephara, the eyelids,
and ophthalmia, a disease of the eye), signi-

fies, literally, a disease of the eyelids, 14.

Braird, the first leaf emitted from sown corn,
75.

Branchiae, gills, 504.

Branchidpoda, Crustkcea destitute of feet, in

place of which each side is furnished with

I- ciliated branchiostegous appendages for swim-

ming, 530.

Buccal, belonging to the cheek, 530,

Buccinator m.uscles, muscles of the cheeks, so

called from their office of forcing out the

breath, 405.

Bulla 6ssea, a feony knob, 406.

C'Uamite, of the nature of cane, or of rush, 374.

Caloric, the cause of the sensation of heat, 386.

Campylbtes, curvity, crookedness, 255.

Canalis lachrymalis, channel for tears, 404.

Cancelli, lattice-work ; applied to the reticular

substance in bones, 241.

Cephaldpoda, Molliisca having the head fur-

nished with appendages for progressivemotion,
527.

Choiion, explained, 15,

Choroid, explained, 15.

Choroid tnembrane, 129 ; explained, 15.

Choroid pigment, 129 j explained, 15.

Choroid membrane, in insects, the tissue of
trachea; and pigment, 229.

Cilia, the eyelashes, 404.

Cirri, tentacula, feelers, 282.

Climate, explained, 246.

Climatology, Vne knowledge of climates, 247.

Cochlea, a snail's shell, an internal part of the
ear resembling it, 382.

Cdncha, the external tube of the ear, 404.

Conchoidal, resembling a shell, 191.
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Condyloid fordmina^ orifices in bones at their

joints, 406.

Condyloid processes, processes of bones at their

joints, 406.
Cdrnea transpurens, explained, 15.

Crdnium, the skull bone, 404.

Crdter, a bowl, the mouth of a volcano, 548.
Cricoid cartilage ( from krikos, a ring, and eidotf

likeness), a gristle of the windpipe, 405.

Crops out, beds are said to crop out when they
make their appearance on the surface from
beneath others, 462.

Cr-ksta petrbsa, rocky crust, 240.

Crypts (from krupto, to hide), the little rounded
appearance at the end of the small arteries,
528.

Cul de sac, a pouch, 408.

Cumulus, clouds in a convex or conical heap,
increasing upwards from a horizontal base;
plural, cumuli, 444.

Cutis vera, the true skin, 528.

Cycldstoma {kuklot, a circle, and stoma, a mouth),
540.

Debris, ruins, rubbish, fallen fragments, 26,

Depressor muscles, muscles which depress or
draw down the parts to which tliey are fasten-

ed, 405.

Detritus, fragments of rocks, 90.

Dicta, precepts, plural of dictum, 535.

Dipterous, two-winged, 220.

Ductus ad nasum, duct leading to the nose, 404.

Eg4sta, excrements, matters expelled, 157.

Electro-magnetism, that condition of matter in
which electricity and magnetism coexist, 141.

Encrinites, fossils resembling the blossoms of
lilies, 295.

Enterolite, a stone found in intestines, 286.

Entomostraca, a division of Crustacea, 501.

Epiphyte defined, 285.

Exciibilor, a watcher, 342.

Exiivia, withered remains, 22.

Ferrugineo-calcareoiis, calcareous with the co-
lour of rust of iron, 383,

Foramen, an orifice, .541.

Foramen ovd.le, an oval opening, 409.

Foramina, orifices, 405.

Fdrmulce, prescribed things or forms, 192.

Gasteropodes, MoUusca having the belly fur-
nished with the organs of progressive motion,
537.

Gravamen, the weight, 330.

Gryph'ites, fossils of the shells Gryphze^ae, 295,

Halidtis, sea ear, 529.

Haustellata, insects endowed with suckers, 490.

Hippolite, a stone found in a horse, 286.

Holocentrus {holos, all, kcntron, a spur), i. 163 ;

given erroneously, iii. 570 ; corrected, iv. 77.

Hyperboloid, a solid formed by the revolution of
a hyperbola : a hyperbola is a particular kind
of curve, formed by cutting a cone in a direc-
tion parallel to its axis, 427.

Hyberndculum, winter residence, 239.

Hypochondriasis, dejection, depression of spi-

rits, 14.

Ileum, the third intestine, which begins where
the jejunum ends, and is so called from eileo,
to involve, from its many and complicated
folds, 95.

IncontractUe, uncontractable, 389.

Imago, the winged or perfect state of an insect,
2S4.

In situ, in its place, 243.

Instinct, defined, 157.

Invertebrate, devoid of a backbone, 260.

Iodine, a solid substance, principally obtained
from kelp, 88.

Jejunum, the second portion of the small in-

testines, so called because it is usually found
empty, 195,
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Lubium, lip, 405. i

Lasso, a cord for catching wild horses, 30.

Lejoitr fie noces, the wedding day, 119.

Leucotkyreus Ueukos, white, thurcos. a shield),
252.

Liber, the woody fibre and ducts found in the

bark, 152.

lAthdphaga, stone-eaters, o5Q.

Lyceum, academical institutions are sometimes
so called from a celebrated academy at

Athens, 293.

Madrepores, a tribe of animals inhabiting the

seas, adhering to marine vegetables and the
softer zoophytes, 287.

Madrepor/tes, fossil madrepores, 295.
Malic acid, an acid obtained from apples, by
saturating the juice with alkali, and pouring
in the acetous solution of lead until it occa-
sions no more precipitate, 4G1.

Mamma;, breasts, 210.

Marsupial, furnished with a pouch, 258.
Mastoid processes, processes of the neck bone
shaped like the nipple of the breast, 406.

Materia me'dica, medical matters, 472.

Maxima, greatest or highest degrees, 169.

Measures, coat, strata alternating with beds of

coals, 462.

Meatus auditbrius extdrnus, the outer auditory
passage, 406.

Mediastinum, the double skin or membrane,
which stands in the middle of the breast, and
divides it into two parts, right and left, 407.

Meteorite, a meteoric stone, 139.

Miasma, pestilential vapour, 90.

Mirage, an optical delusion, 548 ; explained in

detail, iii. p. 200. 484.

Monil?form, necklace-shaped, 285.

Mandibulata, insects endowed with mandi-
bles, 490.

Musculo-cutaneous, of the double nature of
' muscles and skin, 527.

Nickel, a metallic substance, 139.

Nigrum pigmentum, explained, 15.

Nucleus, kernel, an included body, 469.

O'cciput, hind-head, 406.

Oculiferous, eyebearing, 533.

(Esophageal, belonging to the gullet, 527.

(Esdphagi, plural of oesophagus, 408.

Orbicularis bris, a muscle belonging to the

mouth, 405.

Opercular, of the nature of a lid, 218.

Oology {don, an egg, logos, a discourse), a trea-

tise on eggs, 428,

Operculum, lid, a covering, 76.

Opossum shrimp, a species which carries its

young in an external pouch, as the opossum
does, 257.

Orbital, pertaining to the orbit or socket for the

eye, 405.

Ornithoscope, an optical instrument for viewing
distant birds, 464.

Ornitholrophe, a refectory for birds, 412.

CEsbphagus, the swallow, the throat, 362.

Osfrontis, forehead bone, 405.

Os hyoides, a forked bone at the root of the

tongue, so called from its resemblance in figure
'

to the Greek letter T, 405.

Os occipitis, a bone at the back of the skull, 405.

Ossa parietolia, the two sides of a skull, 405.

Os sphenoldes, a wedge-like bone in the facial

part of the skull, 405.

Ossa timporum, bones of the temple, 405.

Ossa triquetra, triangular-shaped bones, 4G5.

Ova, eggs, 151.

Oxalic acid, the acid of sugar obtained from the

plant O'xalis, 149.

Oxide of zinc, a substance formed by the union
of oxygen with zinc, 25.

Oxided, impregnated with oxygen gas, 547.

Oxygenation, the process of imbuing with oxy-
gen, 259

Pabulum, food, 157.

Pdlpebree, the eyelids, upper and lower, 404.

Papillonist, collector of butterflies, 148.

Paraselenes, mock moons, 171.

Parasite, defined, 285.

Parietes, walls ; example, the valves or halves of
an oyster shell, .526.

Par vagum, a pair of nerves arising below the

auditory ones from the sides of the oblongated
marrow, 405.

Patellijorm, cup-shaped, 485.

Pedicles, stalks, 232.

Peristome, the fringe of hairs which closes the
mouth of the thecse or seed-vessels of mosses,
135.

Per se, by itself, of itself, 507.

Perticatbres, \yerch^rs, 181.

Phdrynx, the upper part of the gullet, consisting
of three pair of muscles, 405.

Pigmentum nigrum, explained, 15.

Pineal gland, a small heart-like substance, about
the size of a pea, situated immediately over
the corpora quadrigemina. It is so called
from its supposed resemblance to the fruit of
a pine, 286.

Plexuses, foldings, reticulations, 392.

Plutonic, volcanic, 549.

Pluviometer, a rain-gauge, or instrument to
show the quantity of rain that has fallen, 75.

Processus dentdtus, a tooth-like projection, 515.

Pro re nata, as occasion may require, 208.

Pseudo, spurious, imperfect, 545.

Pseudo-metallic, resembling metal, 191.

Puncta lachrymcLlia, the orifices or openings of
the lachrymal canals, 209.

Piinctum lachrymhle, lachrymal orifice, 404. ,.

Pupa of the eye, explained, 15.

Pupil, explained, 15.

Pygmes^us, dwarf, pygmy, 255.

Pyriform, pear-shaped, 232.

Radii, rays, 285.

Radius, the bone of the fore-arm ; so called
from its supposed resemblance to the spoke of
a wheel. It is of a triangular shape, like the

ulna, alongside of which it lies, and forms
with it what is termed the brachiura or fore-

arm, 241.

Raid, inroad, 412.

Rectum, the straight and last intestine in ani-

mals, 96.

Rejectamenta, things cast up, 220.

Rete mucbsum, explained, 392.

Sdccus lachrymdlis, lachrymal sac, situated in
the internal corner of the eye, which receives
the tears from the lachrymal orifices,"andcon.
veys them into the lachrymal duct, 404.

Scansbres, climbers, 181.

Schneiderian membrane, the membrane that
lines the nostrils, named after its discoverer,
Conrad Victor Schneider, 210.

Scirocco (Italian), south-east wind, 264. ^

Sclerotic tunic, explained, 15,

ScbriiB, masses of dross from melted metals, 547.

Scrattle, scratch, 410.

S^lla turcica, so called from its supposed resem-
blance to a Turkish saddle ; a cavity in the
sphenoid bone, containing the pituitary gland^
surrounded by the four clinoid processes, 406.

Semiperlaceous, half-pearly, 356.

Sensbrium, the seat of sensation, 12.

Sepia, a black or brown liquid, furnished by the

iVautilus, 138.

Septa, partitions, 137.

Seta, bristles, 509.

Siphunculated, furnished with a little siphon,
138.

Speat, a sweeping torrent after rain or thaw, 380.

Steppes, heaths, deserts, 255.

Sternum, the breast-bone, 405.

Slylo-pharyngei muscles, muscles of the i)harynx
attached to the styloid process of the temporal
bone, 405.

Subclavian, the subclavian arteries, right and
left, proceed under the clavicles (shoulder
blades), and give off in their course the mam-
mary, cervical, vertebral, and upper inter-

costal arteries. The subclavian vein receives
the blood from the veins of the arm, and runs
into the vena cava superior, 407.

Subgelatinous, somewhat jelly-like, 259.

Subtrigonal, nearly triangular, 475.

Sulphuric acid, an acid consisting of sulphur, its

basis, and of oxygen.
Superciliary arch, arch of the eyebrows, 40,

Talus, the slope or inclination of a wall, where-
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by, reclining at tlie top, sa as to fall within its

base, the thickness is gradually lessened ac-

cording to the height, 244'.

Tarn, in birds, the shank, answering to the heel
in quadrupeds, 147 ; in insects, tarsus implies
the foot, 476.

Tentdcula, feelers, holders, 475.

Terra puzzolana, earth of which a cement is

made, from Puzzuolo, in Italy, 547.

Thaldmi nervdrum opticdrum, tlie source whence
the optic nerves originate, 16.

Thbrax, chest, 258.

Thyroid cartilage, a shield-shaped gristle, which
forms the fore, upper, and largest part of the

larynx, 405.

Toise, a French long measure, equal to 6-395

English feet, 369.

Tr&chea, the windpipe, 21.

Trilobites, fossil shells which are three-lobed,
295,

Trbchi, MoUusca with a one-valved spiral shell,
529.

Tunica conjunctiva, a delicate membrane of the

eye which lines the eyelids, and is reflected
over the anterior part of the bulb, 404.

Tknica nictUans, the winking membrane, 210.

U'mbo, boss, knob, most prominent part, 356.

IPterus, tlie womb, 258.

U^vea, explained, 15.

Vadatbres, waders, 181.

Vara, a Mexican measure equal to ZS^ English
inches, 30.

Vina cd.ua, the largest vein in the body, so called
from its great cavity or hollow space, 408.

Virtebrce, joints of the backbone, 241.

Viscera, bowels, 504.

Viva tutti, all alive together, 419.

Whernstone, quernstone or gritstone, 277.

Zygomatic processes, processes of the cheek-

bone, and bone of the temple, 406.

INDEX TO BOOKS REVIEWED AND NOTICED.

GENERAL SUBJECT.

A.NNALES des Sciences Naturelles, 125.

Branston and Co.'s Young Lady's Book, noticed,
67.

Brayley's Utility of a Knowledge of Nature con-

sidered, noticed, 262.

Bulletin des Sciences Naturelles, noticed, 84.

Bulletin de la Societe ImperialedesNaturalistes
de Moscou, reviewed, 251.

Cheek's Edinburgh Journal of Natural and Geo-

graphical Science, noticed, 66.

Companion to the British Almanac for 1829, in-

eluding
" Observations of a Naturalist," re-

viewed, 428.

Drummond's Letters to a Young Naturalist, on
the Study of Nature and Natural Theology,
announced, 67 ; reviewed, 421.

Encyclopeedia of Introductions to Natural His-

tory, announced, 86.

Gardening and Naturalist's Annual,announced,
67.

Grammar of Natural History in preparation,
262.

Journal of a Naturalist, noticed, 184. 190.

Murray's Aerial Electricity and Researches in

Natural History, 2d edition, 84. 151.

Scientific Annual, announced, 67.

Stark's Introduction to Natural History, no-

ticed, 86.

ZOOLOGY.

Archiv fiir Anatomic und Physiologic von

Meckel, noticed, 124.

Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological So-

ciety delineated, noticed, 64.

Richardson's Faiina Boreali- Americana, 334.

Swainson's Zoological Illustrations, 273. 457.

459. 484. 554.

Thompson's Zoological Researches and Illus-

trations in Natural History, rev. 256. 555.

Timbs's Zoological Series of Why and Be-

cause, or Knowledge for the People, re-

viewed, 422.

"Wilson's Illustrations of Zoology, Nos. viii. and
ix., reviewed, 261.

Youatt's Treatise on Canine Madness, noticed,
66.

Zoological Journal, 98. 329. 482.

ORNITHOLOGY.
Hewitson's British Oology, or Illustrations of
the Eggs of British Birds, noticed, 428.

Jardine's Wilson's American Ornithology, an-

nounced, 67.

Lane's Figures of the Parrots, noticed, 555.

Rennie's Architecture of Birds, reviewed, 380.

426.

Rennie's Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary,
announced, 67 ; reviewed, 422. 516.

ENTOMOLOGY.
Curtis's Guide to an Arrangement of British

Insects, noticed, 429.

Fischer's Notice sur le Tettigopsis, nouveau
genre d'Orthoptferes de la Russie, rev., 261.

Horsfield's Javanese Insects, noticed, 555.

Miilier's zur vergleichenden Physiologic des

Gerichtssines, noticed, 124.

Rennie's Insect Architecture, rev., 39. 555.

Rennie's Insect Transformations, noticed, 53.

Stephens's Illustrations of British Entomology,
303. 488.

CONCHOLOGY.
Sowerby's General Conchology, noticed, 555.

BOTANY.
Banks's Plymouth and Devonport Flora, no-

ticed, 429.

Flbra Alt&ica, noticed, 252.
Greville's ^'ig£e Brit&nnicae, reviewed, 57.

Maycock's FJora Barbadensis, noticed, 66,

Sowerby's Supplement to English Botany, re.^

viewed, 64.

Stokes's Botanical Commentaries, rev., 55.
Wakefield's Introduction to Botany, 10th edit.,'

containing an Appendix explanatory of the
Natural Arrangement, 382.

GEOLOGY.
Hutton's Notes on the New Red Sandstone of
the County of Durham, noticed, 66.

Woodward's Synoptical Table of British Or-.

ganic Remains, noticed, 65. ^

o o 2
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A.BBOTsFonD, birds in the plantations at, IfiG.

>i^bies of Cassar, the ^"bies Picea of modern
botany, 3.

iSghr'ia crabronifiSrmis in Devonshire, 445.

Mghr'ia ^ipulaef6rmis, its attacks on currant

bushes, 6.

^'sculus Hippoc&stanum (the horsechestnut), a

description of, 238.

./Etites, or eagle-stone, iii 484, iv.l90. 468.

Adages on the weather, 264. 469.
Adder and its eggs in Essex, 268.

Agapanthus umbellktus, water secreted by, 33.

Agronome's reply to the remarlcs of B. and J.S.,
556.

A'lgae, British, the inarticulated, genera and
species of, 57.

America, North, letters descriptive of a natu-

5 ral history tour in, 108. 289; aboriginal na-
tives of, 110 : trees and plants of, 110, 111,

^nagallis arvensis and ca;riilea, their specific

relation, iii, 537. ; criticism on, iv. 79. 277, 278,

466.

Anatomical dissections and examinations invi-

gorate the mind, 14.

Anatomy and physiology of the organs of vision
of man and other animals, treatise on, 14. 207.

Andre, Major, incidental notice of, 112.

>*nem5ne nemordsa, fragrance of the flowers of,
442.

^dnembne ranunculOldes found in Suffolk, 450.

Animalcules, luminous ones in the sea, 285. 500.

505.

Animals and vegetables, analogy in the struc-
ture and functions of, 385.

Animals, instances of monstrous formations of,

403.

Animah, molluscous, history of, 523.

Answers and Queries, 86. 187. 278. 383. 470. 559.

Ants, a battle of, 149.

^pocynum ctndrosEemifolium, its manner of en-

trapping flies, 190. 422.

Aponogfeton distachyon, a notice of, by Mr.
Gorrie, 177.

ylraMcdr/abrasili^nsis, nuts or seeds much eaten

by man, quadrupeds, and birds, 396.

Atmosphere, temperature of, in different parts
of the earth's surface, 245.

Auditory apertures in the skulls of quadrupeds
and birds, as auxiliaries in classification, 9.

Bear, black, in the forests of America, 110.

Bedford, journal of the weather at, 170 ; nut-
hatch and cuckoo near, 275.

Bedfordshire, natural history in, 160.

Bee, secretion of wax by the, 185. 276; history
i

of the, 234 ;
various species of, their erosions

in flowers, &c., 46, 47. 93. 479.

Beetle, common black, some account of, 477.

Belfast museum, 167.

Bezoar, the constituents of, 383.

Birds at and near Londonderry, 369. 452.

Birds, British song, some account of, 118. 412.

Birds, in Suffolk, 449, 450 ;
in the plantations at

Abbotsford, 165 ;
land birds met with at sea,

145
;
new British species of birds described by

Mr. Yarrell, 116 ;
new mode of examining,

145 ; criticism on, 381. 464 ; migratory species,
date of the appearance of, in 1830, in Notting-
hamshire, 70; species of Renfrew and its

eighbourhood in 1831, 269. 464 ;
rare British

species of, notice on, by Mr. Yarrell, 118 ; rare

species killed in Suffolk, 163 ; species shot at

Greenhow, North Shields, Northumberland,
in 1829-30, 448.

Birmingham, diluvial gravel and deposits near,
372.

Bittern, habits of the, 464 ; remarks on, 423.

Blackbird crowing like the common cock, 4S3-

Boa, breathing-tube of, 20. 279.

Bogs, peat, recent and rapid formation of, in

Ireland, 543.
Bohemian waxwing (Bombycivoragarrula), 164,
165 344 425

56mbyx castrfensis, 1.50. 434 ;
S. anfiqua, 150.

Book-trade in periodicals, custom of, 496.

Botany, local, hints on, 181.

Botany, see Plants.

Botanical exchange, 166. 470.

Bots in horses, some account of, 477.

Brazil, Bussian natural history expedition in,
394.

Britain, natural productions indigenous to, 1 j

criticism on, 273. 467.

British Entomology, Stephens's. See Davis, and
Stephens.

Brute animals, faculties of, auditory, 9.536;
visual, 14. 124. 207. 220. 363. 531; sentient,

528; intellectual, 498; olfactory, 530; taste,
529.

Bullfinch, its destructiveness to the buds of

trees, 428.

Butcher bird, some account of, 342.

Butterflies, fossil trilobites resembling, 443.

Butterfly, azure blue, double-brooded, 477.

Calendar of nature for England, 167 ;
in 1830,

383; for Bedford, 170; for Bungay, Suffolk,
173.

Calendar of nature for Scotland. See Scotland,
Calla (Richard/a) sethi6pica, water secreted by,

33.

Callim6rpha dominula in Devonshire, 446.

Canal in America, connecting the Hudson and
Delaware rivers, 295.

Cape and Mauritius shells, a list of, 470.

Carpenter. See Obituary, 192.

Cats, domestic, education of, 511 ; diving for

fishes, 430 ; plunging into water for rats, 430.

Cervical vertebrae, unusual structure of, 513.

Chaflfinch (Fringilla Spiza Rennie), 424.

Chatham, fossils, and jaw and teeth of a mam-
moth, found near, 240 ; geology of the neigh-
bourhood of, 243.

Cheshire, natural history in, 73.

Chrysomela cereMis, various recent captures of,
in Wales, 22, 23.

Claw of the nightjar or goatsucker, 425.

Collectanea, botany, 157. 437 ; geology, 443 ;

meteorology, 444 ; zoology, 142. 430.

Collectors of the objects of natural history, in

Norfolk, 177.

Comparative calendar of nature for the spring
of 1829 and that of 1830, 36.

Controversy, the recent, in this Magazine, re-

marks on, 455.

Cornfield, Mr., his academy at Rectory Grove,
Claphara, and tuition of natural history to his

'C(3rnus mascola, fluid matter evolved by its

leaves, 32.

Cornwall, list of rare plants found in, 161.

Cornwall Literary and Philosophical Institu-

tion, established 1818, 267.

Cow, ball of hair found in the stomach of a, 187.

Crab and the oyster, 157.

Crake, meadow (Rallus Cr^x), habits of young
of, 83.

Crocodile's flesh used as food by the Indian
tribe Bororos, 399.

Crustkcea and insects, discoveries of Milller and
others on the vision of, 124. 220. iX3.

Cuckoo, at the "
witching hour of night," 147;

departure of, 275. 466 ; singing at the " witch-

ing hour" of night, 147. 466; deposits its egg
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in the titlark's nest, 302 ; habits of, 270. 18* ;

near Bedford, 275.

Cumberland and Westmoreland, tour in, 297.
''

Currant bushes, branches of, attacked by iEgirio
/ipulffiformis, 6.

Cyclops, genus and species of, 509.

Cyp^ru* fuscus proved to be a British plant,
186.

Cypress tree, account of two enormous ones in

Mexico, 30, 31.

Davis's remarks on the mode in which Ste-

phens's Entomology is published, 303 ; Pro-
fessor Henslow's animadversions on, 4o9

;

animadversions on, by a Purchaser of Ste-

phens's Entomology, 496 ; reply to the remarks

(p. 303.) on the recent mode of publishing
Stephens's Illustrations qfBritish Entomology,
by Mr. Stephens, 488.

Deal fish of Orkney, its identity with the vaag-
maer of Iceland, 215.

Deer in the forests of America, 110.

Dep6t, at Preston, for the sale and exchange of

objects of natural history, 72.

Devonshire, climate in, as to birds, 445 ; insects

in, 445.

Dew point, remarks on the, 192.

Diluvial gravel and deposits near Birmingham,
372.

Dissemination, artificial, of exotic plants, 439.

441, 442.

Dog, spaniel bitch, remarkable physiological
fact connected with, 142 ; church-going dogs,
142

; dogs, their aversion to worry a toad, 557.

Dorsetshire, natural history in, 73.

Dragon-fly, grey (Libellula vulgaris), compound
eyes of, 221.

Duck, wild, habits of, 519.

Eagle-stone (^tites), iii. 484, iv. 190. 468.

Eagle, white-headed, 425.

Earth, the, its vast antiquity, 543.

Earwig, the smaller (forficula minor), instance
of the flight of, 436.

Eggs of birds, notice of Hewitson's Illustrations

qf British, and of M. Gloger's theory applied
to, 429.

Eggs, mode of blowing for preservation in cabi-

nets, 145.

Elms in Catherine Hall grove, Cambridge, on
the death of, 153.

England, calendar of nature for, 167. 383.

English counties, natural history in, 70. 159.

265. 445.

Entomological tour in Wiltshire, Hampshire,
Oxfordshire, &c., 265.

Epiphyte and parasite distinguished, 285.

Equinoxes, their precession explains the pheno-
nomena of geology, 308.

J5^rica mediterrknea found in Ireland, 167.

Essex, adder and its eggs in, 268 ; glance at the
geology of a part of, 447 ; glance at the oryc-
tology of a part of, 447 ; rarer plants of, 446.

Exchange of specimens in natural history, 178,
470 ; in botany, 166, 470.

Eye, structure of, and the manner in which rays
of light act upon it, 15.

Faculties. See Brute Animals.
""

Fkgus of Casar, the Gu^rcus .Ballbta ofmodern
botany, 4.

Falcon, peregrine, 146.

Falconry, description of, 431 ;
notice of, 425.

Fall of rain, monthly, in different places, 248.
Fawn suckled and brought up by a spaniel bitch,

142.

Fishes, small, to obtain skeletons of, 433.

Fishes, the domestic cat diving for, 430 : voice
of fishes, 148.

Flora of Richmond, Yorkshire, as compared
- with that of Thirsk, 24; criticism on, 276."

467.

Foreign countries, natural history in, 263.

Foreign insects, trade in, 148.

i^orffcula minor, instance of the flight of, 436.
Forests the source of rivers, 33.

Fossils found in a flint quarry near Chatham,
240.

Foul weather, forewarner of, 444.

Fox, a destroyer of beetles, 24 j auditory aper.
ture of the, 11.

French naturalists, Swainson's defence of cer-
i tain, 97 ; a farther defence, 316, 481.

Fritillary butterfly, large and small pearl-bor-
dered, single-brooded, 478. 558.

Frog, Gordie', beetles, and2);^ticua found in the
:", intestines of a, 95.

Frogs, torpidity of, 147.
Functions and structure of animals and vege-

tables, analogy in the, 385.

Fungus, light-coloured, on a subterraneous tree,
70.

Game, cause of the scarcity of, 180 ; hawk^
owls, &c., useful to game, 180.

Geographical Society, report of the, 69.

Geography of plants, iii. 410, iv. 27. 360.

Geology and mineralogy of Hichmond and
Thirsk, Yorkshire. 25.

Geology, glance at part of that of Essex, 447 {

that of the neighbourhood of Birmingham,
372.

Geological formations, 243.

Geological phenomena, explained by the pieces.
sion of the equinoxes, 308.

Geological relations of plants, iii. 410, iv, 27.
460.

Geological Society, report of, 69.

Geometra trepid^ria Haw., male and female,
taken on Schichalion, 22; why distinct from
5(jmbyx Sabin/j 22.

Glaciers, the origin of rivers, 33.

Gloger, M., his theory on the eggs ofbirds, 429.

Goatsucker, pectinated claw of the, 275.

Goitre, remarks on the cause of, 86. 89.

Graham Island, volcanic formation of, 545.

Grampus (Delphinus O'rca), some account of,
338.

Habitats of plants, on changes in, 437.

Hail, in the south of France, and insurance

against the loss of crops by it, 540.

Hare, the auditory aperture of the, 9.

Hares taking the water, 143. 274. 382. 463. 464.

Hawk, tame, anecdotes ofa, 19 ; its battles with
Strix brachy6tus, the smaller horned owl, 20.

Hedgehog, auditory aperture of the, 13. 382.

Hedgehogs said in Cambridgeshire and Suffolk
to suck the teats of cows by night, 425.

Hermaphrodite insects, 150. 434.

Heron, A'rdea. cinferea, 425.

Hesperia Ofleus, notice of, 22.

Highlands, American, described, 289.

Hints for improvements, 177.

Botanist's Guide, a new edition of, suggested,
181.

Botany, local, hints on, 181.

Collectors, British, of objects in natural

history, proposed to be registered in this

Magazine, and instanced, 177, 178. Con-
troversial papers to be submitted, prior to

printing, to the parties controverted, sug-
gested, 459 ; gainsaid, 556.

Dep6t for exchange of specimens, suggested,
178; instituted 470.

Entomology, British, a dictionary of, sug-
gested and sketched, 278. 471.

Forest trees of Europe, as elements of land-

scape, Mr. Strutt's articles on, sho«ld be
continued, 456.

Game, hints for rendering it more abun-

dant, 180.

Grebes, a monograph on the, wanted, 78.

Larks, a monograph on the, wanted, 78.

Meteorology, Mr. Brayley's introductory
sketch of the objects and uses of, should be

continued, 456. Microscope, a cheap work
on, with lithographic plates, suggested, 180.

Monographs, or complete histories, of fami-
lies of animals, suggested, 78.

Monographs, or complete histories, of fami-
lies of insects, suggested, 78.

Ornithology, improvements in the terms of,

suggested, 181.

Pter6stichus: parumpunctatus, two distinct

insects confounded under the account of,

iii. 447 J as shown by Mr. Wejtwood, iv. 85.
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Queries unanswered. See Queries and An-
swers.

Rainbow, double, E. G.'s problem on, pro-
posed, iii. 544 ; noticed as remaining un-

solved, iv. 79.

Sandpipers, a monograph on the, wanted,
78. Shakspeare's allusions to natural ob-

jects proposed to be identified with the par-
ticular species in natural history alluded to,
425.

"Whitethroats, a monograph on the, wanted, 78.
"

"Widgeons, a monograph on the, wanted, 78.

Hints on local botany, 181.

Horsechestnut tree (^E'sculus Hippocastanum),
description of, 238.

Hydr6philus piceus, nest of, 151.

Hygrometry, remarks on, 192.

Hymenopterous insect parasitic in a nidus of a

spider, 236.

Incubation of water-fowl, Waterton's remarks
on, 516.

Ink, Indian, derived from the sepia of the Nah-
tilus, 138.

Insects and Crustacea, discoveries of MtlUer and
others on the vision of, 124. 220. 363.

Insects captured by Mr. Dale in Hampshire,
Dorsetshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, &c., in

1829 and 1830, 265 ; captured by Mr. Hewit-
son, in Wiltshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire,
&c., in 1831, 265; some caught on the top of a

stage-coach, 265.

Insects, foreign, trade in, 148; humane method
,

of depriving of life, 149 ; killing large ones,
149 ; hermaphrodite, 150. 434

;
from Melville

Island, 22; instrument or trap for catching
all flying kinds of, 436 ; rare species taken in

Yorkshire, 166.

Instinct, definitions of, 157. 498.

Instrument for catching all kinds of flying in-

sects, 436.

Intellectual faculties of brute animals, 498.

Ireland, natural history in, 167. 269. 452.

Ireland, recent and rapid formation of peatbogs
in, 543 ; /''ris tuberdsa, a native of Ireland,
28. 439.

jMs tuberosa, a native of Ireland, 28. 439 ; re.

marks on its rate of flowering in gardens, 29.

Island, Graham, volcanic formation of, 545.

Italy, natural history in, 263.

Kelp principally derived from the British A'lges,
61.

Kingfisher, habits of, 82 ; in Buckinghamshire,
267 ;

in Suffolk, 450
;
occurs only in winter in

one part of Yorkshire, in Warwickshire all

the year, 275.

Kitten, suckled and brought up by a spaniel
bitch, 142.

Knife found in timber, buried in Iri^h peat bogs,
534.

Lambs, monstrous, 404. 431.

Lancashire, natural history in, 72.

Land birds met with at sea, 145.

La Plata, the river, source of, 397.

Leicestershire, plants found in, 162.

Lesson, M., his reply to Mr. Vigors, 487.

Lombardy poplar, water secreted by, 32. 34.

London, natural history in, 65. 158.

Londonderry, birds at and near, 260. 452 ; qua-
drupeds at and near, 452.

Limestone, magnesian, used by farmers as ma-
nure, 157.

Limpet, habits and locomotion of, 346.

Linnean Society, reports of, 68.

Luminosity of the sea, 500. 505.

Maccaw, hyacinthine, observations on, 104. 211.

486.

Magazine, management of, 455, 456.

Mammae in males, 210.

Mammoth, jaw and teeth, description of, 240.

Manchester, some account of the Banksian So-

ciety in, 448.

Marten, a new species of, 147 ; late appearance
of, 431 ;

the black (Tfirundo y4>us), on, 344.

Martens, swallows, swifts, habits of, 38. 520.

Melitas^o Euphn'isynf and Sel{:nc, single-brooded
•

insects, 478. 558.

Melville Island, insects from, 22.

Mendip hills, potato stone of the, 190. 383.
Menzifesm polifblia, and /Jolifblia white, found

in Ireland, 167.
Meteoric stone, account of the fall of, in Oxford"

shire, 139.

Meteorology. See Weather, Calendar of Nature,
Scotland, and Collectanea.

Microscope, a cheap work on, with lithographic

Wplates, wanted, 180.

ineral treasures of Britain, 2.

Miscellaneous Intelligence, 68, 158. 263. 378. 445.
565.

Missel thrush, on the, 183
; song of, 144.

Mite, a species of (Philodromus Zim^cum J(?n-

nings), parasitic on slugs, 538.

Mollfisca, burrowing and stationary, 351.
Molluscous animals, history of, 351.523; their
nervous system and senses, 523 ; sense of feel-

ing, 528 ; of taste, 529; of smell, 530; of sight,
531

; of hearing, 536.

Monstrosities in quadrupeds, 403. 431; in in-
sects ; Chrysomfela haem6ptera, with part.of an
extra leg, 21

;
an E'mphytus (.•'), with a'com-

plete extra leg, 21 ; E'later murinus, with a
branched antenna, 476.

Moral influence of natural history, 41. in the
note.

Mosses, use of the hygrometrical peristomes of,
135.

Moth, death's head (SphfUiT A'tropos), met with
far at sea, 436 ; the Atlas, 150.

Mllller and others, their discoveries on the vision
of insects and Crustacea, 124. 220. 363.

Myses, are marine scavengers, 258.

Natural history expedition, Russian, in Brazil,
394. 467.

Natural history in the English counties, 159. 445,
Natural history, moral influence of, 41. in the

note.
Natural productions indigenous to Britain, 1.

273. 467.

Nature, on the study of, 5. 41.

A'autilus, description of the animal, 138 ; fossil

2Vautilus, found in the isle of Sheppey, 137.

2^ep^nthes distillatbria, water secreted by, 32.

Nettle, its sting analogous to that of the wasp,
393.

Nidus of a spider, including a hymenopterous
insect, 236.

Nightjar (Nyctichelidon europ£e"'us ^ewm'e),424.
Nightjar, or goatsucker, pectinated claw of, 425.
iV5ctua prje^cox, vitta, valligera, sagittifera, in

Devonshire, 445.

Nomenclature, changes in, by Mr. Rennie, 424.

Norfolk, collectors of the objects of natural his-

tory in, 177.

Norfolk and Norwich museum, 269.

Northumberland, birds shot at Greenhow, near
North Shields, 448.

Nottinghamshire, natural history in, 70.

Nuthatch, near Bedford, 275. 465.

Oak trees, two found in the bed of the river

Trent, 70.

Obituary: Thomas Carpenter, Esq., 192; Wil-
son, the celebrated ornithologist, 558.

Observations, original, their importance, 426.

Orkney and Shetland, ornithological visit to, in

1829, 193; deal fish of Orkney, 215.

Oriole, the golden (Oriblus Galbula), shot in

1830 in Cheshire, 73.

Ornithological Dictionary, Waterton's remarks
on Rennie's edition of, 516,

Ornithological terms, improvement in, 181.

Ornithological visit to Shetland and Orkney in

1828, 193.

Ornitliology, See Birds.

Oryctology, glance at that of part of Essex, 447.

Oryctology. See Fossil.

Owl, auditory aperture of the, 12 ; its utility in

game preserves, 180, 181
; v/hite, a notice of,

428 ; the smaller horned (O^tus brachyotus),
its mode of defence in fighting with a hawk,
20.

Oyster and the crab, l.'J7.

I'araguay river, source of, 396.
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Parasite and epiphyte, distinguished, 285.

Pari, species in the plantations at Abbotsford,
166.

Partridge, Guernsey (Perdix rtifa), 425 ;
the Vir-

ginian, attempts to naturahse in England, 16.

Pastor, rose-coloured (Pastor rbseus), shot in 1830
in Cheshire, 74.

Peat bogs, recent and rapid formation of, in

Ireland, 543.

Peregrine falcon, 146.

Periodical publications, Swainson's remarks on,
272 ; A. R, Y.'s reply, 457 ; Swainson's second

reply, 554.

Phenomena of geology explained by the preces-
sion of the equinoxes, 308.

Phil6dromus Limacum, parasitic on slugs, 538.

Physiology of the organs of vision of man and
other animals, 14. 207.

Pigeon, tumbler, cause of the whirls of, 473. 557.

Pimpernel, red (^nag&Uis arvensis), and blue

(^A. casriilea), specific relations of, iii. 537;
criticism on, iv. 79. 277, 278. 466.

Plnus Ciimbra and L&rix europje"*a (commiinis)
contribute to the formation of streams, 33.

Pisa, weather at, 263.

Plants, dried specimens of, to be bought in Lon-

don, 382; exotic, artificial dissemination of,

in Britain, 439. 441, 442; on the relative

scarcity of certain species, and on changes in

;
their habitats, 437 ; species noticed by Mr
Dale, 266; notice of the physiology of, 126;

i poisonous, botanical characters of, 188.383;
rarer species in Cornwall, 161

;
in Essex, 446 ;

in Leicestershire, 162; inlWorcestershire, 451 ;

species of, producing varieties with differently

;
coloured blossoms, 71; the localisation of

plants by man, 432. 441, 442 ;
their absorption

by their roots, 157 ;
useful application of the

dead and dry stems of the herbaceous species

of, 443.

Polecat, the auditory aperture of the, 10.

Poly6mmatus Arglolus, a double- brooded insect,

477. 558.

Poplar trees, water secreted by, 32.

Potato-stone of the Mendip hills, 190. 383.

Preston depot for the sale and exchange of ob-

jects of natural history, 72.

Productions, monstrous, instances of, 21. 403.

431. 476.

Proofs of certain statements in the Gardens
and Menagerie of the Zoological Society de-

lineated, 199.

Publications, periodical, Swainson's remarks on,
272 ; A. R. Y.'s reply to, 457 ; Swainson's se-

cond reply, 554.

Quadrupeds at and near Londonderry, 452.

Queries and Answers, 86. 187. 278. 383. 470. 559.

Accentuation, q. 278 ; answer, 278. JStltes,
or eagle-stone, iii. 484 ; answer, iv. 190. 468.

Alligator, substance (bezoar) found in the
stomach of, iii. 447 ; q. iv. 96 ; answer, 286,

Nos. 7. and 8. Anatomical specimens,
cheap preparations for, q. iii. 92; answer,
iv. 473. Antennse, branched in E'later mu-
rlnus, q. 476 ; partly answered, ii. S02. fig. 86,
iv. 21. Anthracite found in clay, q. 191 ;

answer, 191. Animalcules in sea-water, q.

iv. 285 ; answer, i. 54. 5Q. 304, iii. 308, iv.

284. 500. 505. Animal and vegetable, per-
fect definition of, q. 279. Aster which rolls

back its corolla, q. 285; answer, 285. At-

mosphere never dark on a windy night, why,
q. 288.

Ball containing an insect, q. 93. Batrachians,
on the gastric juice of, q. 95. Bees, corollas

perforated by, q. 93 ; partly answered, 47
479. Beetles, Gordii and Dyticus, found
in the intestines of a frog, q. 95. Bewick's

• Birds, new edition of, q. 92. Bezoars found
in the stomach of an alligator, iii. 447 ; q.

iv. 96 ; answer, 286, Nos. 7. and 8 : in the
stomach of a horse, q. 90 ; answer, 187. 286,
No. 8 : in the stomach of a cow, q. 187 ;

answer, 285 : con-stituents of, q. 96 ; answer,
285. 383. Bird-stuffing, what work on is

best and cheapest, q. 473. Boa, breathing

tube of, q. 20. 279 ; Bombardier beetle (Bra-
chinus [Carabus] crepitans), explosion and
odour of, q. iii. 477 ; answer, iv. 94. Butter-
fly, azure blue, Polyummatus Arglolus, is it

single or double-brooded ? q. 477 : answer.
558.

Cabbage caterpillar, flies produced from, q.
iii. 476, 477 ; answer, iii. 51. 452, iv. 94, 95.
284. Campanula ^ederkcea at High Beech,
q. 182; answer, 479. Caprim61gus euro-
pse^us in a cage, q. 91. Carabus nemoralis
of lUiger, C. hortensis Fabr., q. iii. 477 ; an-
swer, iv. 94, 95. 188. Caterpillars, greenish
black-marked, on cabbages, q. iii. 476 ; an-
swer, iii. 51. 452, iv. 94, 95. 284. Caterpil-
lar infesting the sycamore tree, q. 93 ; an-
swer, 284. Certhia familiaris, migratory or
not, q. 473. Ceriira vinula, electricity of
the caterpillar of, q. 281. Clay, black mine-
ral substance (anthracite) found in, q. 191 ;

answer, 191. Climate of England almost
unchanged, q. 480. C61ias Edi\sa, appear-
ance of, in 1830, q. 188. Corollas perforated
by bees, q. 93; partly answered, 47. 479.

Cow, substance (bezoar) found in the sto-
mach of, q, 187; answer, 285. C^nthi^t
cardui, appearance of, in 1830, q.'188.

Daphne Mezereum, is the envelope of its blos-
soms a calyx or corolla ? q. 188

; answer, 558.

Depot for the exchange and sale of speci-
mens in natural history, q. iii. 185. 470, iv,

178; answer, 470. Dictionary of British
Entomology, q. 278 : answer, 471. Dracffi'^a
surculbsa, 384

; answer, 384. Ducks, habits
of the long-legged whistling, of the West
Indian Islands, q. 474. Dyticus, beetles, and
Gordie, found in the intestines of a frog, q,
95.

Eagle-stone, or ^tites, q. iii. 484 ; answer, iv,
190. 468. Eagle, white-tailed, is Falco Ossi-
fragus a yearling of? q. 187. Eggs and nest,
q. 91. Eggs, a publication on, q. 92 ; an-
swer, 428. Eggs, exchanging of, q. 470;
answer, 470. E'later murinus with a branch-
ed antenna, q. 476 ; partly answered, ii. 302.

fig. 86, iv. 21. Electricity of the caterpillar
of Certira vinula, q. 281. Entomology, Bri-

tish, dictionary of, q. 278; answer, 471,

Epidi^ndrum fuscktum, q. 285 ; answer, 285,

Erioph;^llum csespitbsum, q. 384 ; answer,
384. Exchange and sale of specimens in
natural history, dep6t for, q. iii. 185. 470, iv.

178; answer, 470. Exchanging of eggs,
q. 470 ; answer, 470.

Falco Ossffragus, is it a yearling white-tailed

eagle? q. 187. Filarije, origin and end of, q,
476. Flies produced from the cabbage cater-

pillar, q. iii. 476, 477 ; answer, iii. 51. 452,
IV. 94, 95. 284. Flukes, in sheep,

'

q. 284 ;

answer, 472. Fritillaries, MeliteeV Euphr6-
syne and Selene, are they single or double-
brooded? q. 478 ; answer, 558. Frog, G6rdi«,
beetles, and Dyticus, found in the intestines

of, q. 95. Frog, solvent powers of the sto-
mach of, q. 95, Frosts, on the unequal ac-
tion of, q. 480. Fungus, a phosphoric spe-
cies, q. 86 ;

a species also in touchwood, q,
189.

Goitre, the cause of, q. ii. 301. 403
; answer,

iii. 191. 446. 470, iv. 86. 89. Goldfinch losing
its note, q, 473, Gdrdii, beetles, and D^'ti-
cus found in the intestines of a frog, q. 95.

G6rdi«, origin and end of, q. 476 ; food for

frogs, 95. Grubs detected by rooks, q. 92;
answer, 280.

Hairworms, origin and end of, q. 476 ; food for

frogs, 95. Horse, substance (bezoar) found in
the stomach of, q. 90 ; answer, 187. 286, No. 7.

Housefly's duration, rate of increase, and
deposition of its eggs, q. 479. Housefly, lob-
ster-like insect attacking the leg of, q. 94 :

answer, 283, 284. 479.

Indications of spring, comparative ones,
q. 19^, Insect contained in a ball, q. 93.

Kaulfussm amellSldes, q. 285 ; answer, 285.

Lace-bark, q. 479 ; answer, 480. Lady Der-
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wentwater, q. answer, 279. Lobster-
like insect attacking the leg of a housefly,

q. 94 ; answer, 283, 284. 479. Louse, its origin
on the cleanest of children's heads, q. 477.

Luminosity of the sea, q. iv. 284 : answer,
i. 54. 56. 304, iii. 308, iv. 284. 500. 505.

; Man-of-war, Portuguese, q. 96; answer, 96.

282. 475. Marine globular substance, q. 383.

Melita;*a Euphr6syne and Selfene, are they
single or double brooded, q. 478 ; answ., 558.

Meteorology, retrospective, q. 480. Meze-
reon (D&phne Mexereum), has it a calyx or
corolla ? q. 188

; answer, 558. Mineral sub-

stance, black, found in clay, q. 191. Monthly
Guide for young Naturalists, q. iii. 468 j

answer, iv. 94. Moorhens persecuted by
partridges, 91. Morgan's, Mr., worms, q. iii.

476 ; answer, iii. 51. 452, iv. 94, 95. 284.

Necr6phorus germ&nicus, q. 187 ; answer, 188.

Nidus on a rush, ii. 104, iii. 458
; answer, ii.

303. 405, iv. 94. Nuthatch, a mason bird,

q. 465. Nuthatch, a migratory bird, at Bed-
ford, q. 275 ; answer, 4(i5.

Olorina and Typha latifblia, identity of,

q. 189.

Partridges, their animosity to moorhens,
q. 91. Physiology, vegetable, the best work
on, q. 96 ; answer, 96. Picus minor, q.

iv. 187 ; answer, iv. 187, iii. 475. Pigeon,
tumbler, whirls of, q. 473 ; answer, 557.

Pipe for blowing eggs, 145 ; q. 474. Plants,
poisonous, the botanical characters of, q.

188 ; partly answered, 383. Plants, varied
effect of frost upon, q. 480. Poisonous

plants, the botanic characters of, q. 188;
answer, 383. Poly6mmatus Arglolus, azure
blue butterfly, is it single or double
brooded ? q. 477 ; answer, 558. Portuguese
man-of-war, q. 96 ; answer, 96. 282. 475.

Potato-stone in the Mendip Hills, q. 190 j

answer, 383.

Rooks detecting grubs, q. 92
; answer, 280.

Rot in sheep, 173, q. 284 ; answer, 472.
Sale and exchange of specimens in natural

history, q. iii. 185. 470, iv. 178 ; answer, 470.
Sea and sea-water, luminosity of, and ani-
malcules in, q. iv. 284; answer, i. 54. 56.

304, iii. 308, iv. 284. 500. 505. Sheep, rot in,

173, q. 284; answer, 472. Sheldrake, the
habits of, q. 474. Snakes taking the water,
q. and answer, i. 397, ii. 450, iv. 279, 280.

474. Snakes, trade in, the object of, q. 279 ;

answer, 471. Spring, comparative indica-
tions of, q. 192. Spynie, loch of, uncom-
mon plant in, q. 188. Stone, the potato, of
the Mendip Hills, q. 190; answer, 383.

Stuffing birds, what work on is best and
cheapest, q. 473. Substance, marine globu-
lar, q. 383. Swans, their affection for Olo-

rina, q. 189. Sycamore, caterpillar infest-

ing, q. 93 ; answer, 284.

Tapeworm, origin of in man and animals, and
how it propagates its species, q. 477. Touch-
wood, luminousness of, q. 189. Tree creeper,
€^rthia famili&ris, migratory or not, q. 473.

Trilobite, a species of, q. 287. T^pha lati-

fblia and Olorina {Leslie), identity of,

q. 189. Tj^pha latifolia, its eligibility for

the haunts of swans, q. 189.

Water-beetle, iii. 148, q. iv. 476. Weather, on
the, q. ii. 177 ; answer, iii. 486 : q. iii. 487 ;

answer, iv. 191. Whirls of tne tumbler

pigeon, q. 473 ; answer, 557. Windy night,
atmosphere never dark on a, why, q. 288.

Woodpecker, lesser spotted, iv. q. 187 ; an-

swer, iv. 187, iii. 475. Worms, intestinal,
their origin in man and other animals,
q. 477.

Zoology, how to pursue, q. 86; answer, 86.

Rain, the monthly fall of, in different places, 248.

Raining trees, 32.

Rats, the domestic cat plunging into water for,

430.

Redstart (Salvia Phoeniciirus), unusual appear-
ance of, 431.

Redwing, notice on the, 270.

Remarks on the spring of 1829 and 1890, 35.
"

Renfrew and its neighbourhood, birds in, in

1831, 269.

Rennie's edition of Montagu's Ornithological
Dictionary, 422; Waterton's remarks on, 516.

Rennie, J. Esq., his appointment to the oflice of
Professor of Natural Philosophy in King's
College, London, 69.

Retrospective Criticism, 76. 183, 272. 581, 455.
55G.

Adages on the weather, 264, 469. ^tites, or

eagle-stone, iii. 484, iv. 194. 468. Agro-
nome's article on the explosion of Stobs's

powder-mill, iii. 507, iv. 47. 81. 55&. Ame-
rica, North, T. W.'s original letters on, iii.

489, iv. 77. 108. 289. ^Jnagallis arvensis and
cserOlea, specific relations of, iii. 537, iv. 79.

277, 278. 466. 559. Animals, typical form,
ation of all, i. 97. 309, ii. 128, iv. 82. ^p6-
cynum androseemifblium, its manner of
entrapping flies, 190. 422. A Purchaser of
Stephens's Illustrations of British Entotno-
logy, remarks by, 460 ;

remarks in reply to,
498.

Bee, secretion of wax by the hive, 51. 185,

276. Bczoars, constituents of, 285. 287. 383.
Birds forsaking their nests, i. 376. 496, ii.

1 13, iV, 83. Birds of Renfrew and its neigh-
bourhood, 269. 464. Birds, new mode of ex-

amining, 145. 381. 450. 464. Bittern, habits

of, i. 495, iii. 423. 464. Britain, increasing
taste for natural history in, 776. 335. in the
note; natural productions indigenous to, 1.

273. 467. British snipes, ii. 143, iii. 27, iv. 78.
British willow wrens, iii. 618, iv. 78.

Calendar of Nature in England (J. O. Ta-
tem's) for 1830, 168. 383. 469. Cassida, on
the metamorphoses of, iii. 523, iv. 85. Con-
troversy in the fourth volume of this

Magazine, 97. 199. 206. 211. 303. 316. 319.

455, 456. 481. 487, 488
;
uses of controversy,

481. 486. Cuckoo and the swift, departure
of, iii. 154. 450, iv. 172. 184. 275. 466. Cuckoo
at the

"
witching hour of night," 147. 466.

Curculios, two, iii. 477. iv. 85. Cypdrus
f6scus, a British plant, 65. 186.

Davis, Mr., his remarks on the mode in which
Stephens's Illustrations of British Ento-
•mology have been published, 303; criti-

cised, 459 ; confirmed, 460
; replied to bv

Mr. Stephens, 488 ; by Mr. Davis, 557. De'-
cline of science in the present day, 97. ^5.
484. Disseminating exotic plants, on, i. 378,
ii. 400, iii. 460, iv. 86. 439. 441, 442.

Eagle-stone, or ./Etites, iii. 484, iv. 190. 468,
Editor's duty, 76.

Flora of Richmond, Yorkshire, as compared
with that of Thirsk, Yorkshire, 24. 276. 467.

Geological relations of plants, iii. 410, iv. 460.
Glossarial Index, iii. 569, iv. 76. Goatsucker,
or nightjar, pectinated claw of, iii. 30. 188.

296. 449. iv. 275. 425.

Hares takmg the water, 143. 274. 382. 463. 464.

Hedgehog, auditory aperture in the skull
of the, 13. 382.

Increasing taste in Britain for natural his-

tory, 76. 335. in the note. Introductory
papers on the branches of Natural History,
promised in early numbers, discontinued

subsequently; the discontinuation criticised,
iv. 183

; the cause assigned, iv. 183.

Kilkenny meteorological journal, ii. 97, iv.

469. Kingfisher, habits of, i. 23, ii. 206.

457, iii. 175. 448, iv. 82. 267. 275. 450.

Magazine of Natural History, i. ii. and iii., its

office, merits and demerits, iv. 76. Manage-
ment of the Magazine. Articles to be con-

tinued, i. 147. 153. 242. 248, iv. 456; an-

swered, 457
; introductory papers promised

in some early numbers, reason why they
have not been inserted given, 79, 183. Mis-
sel thrush singing on the wing, 183. 274 ;

song of, iii. 193, 473, iv. 183. 274. Molluscous

animals, G. J.'s letters on, ii. 22. 148, iii.

39. 249.335. 525, iv. 79. 351. 523. Monography,
the great utility of, ii. 143, iv. 78. in note.
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New mode of examining birds, 145. 381. 450.
464. Number xvi. iii. 489., remarks on,
iv. 76. Nuthatch in the neighbourhood of

Bedford, 171. 275. 465.

Peltry, scientific, 331. 484. Periodical publi-
cations, iii. 297. 549. in note, iv. 273. 457.
556. Pimpernel, red and blue, specific re-

lations of, iii. 537, iv. 79. 277, 278. 466. 557.

Plants, dried ones, not to be bought in

London, 178; yes, they are, 382; botanical
characters of poisonous ones, 188. 383.

Potato-stone of the Mendip Hills, 190, 383.

Pter6sticlms parumpunctktus, iiL 51. 477, iv.

85. Pyrenees, Ainsworth's notes on the, iii.

496 ; corrections to, iv. 81.

Rainbow, singular appearance of, iii. 544, iv.

79. Renfrew and its neighbourhood, birds

of, 269. 464. Robin's, the, or Redbreast's,
forsaking its eggs after they have been
touched by man, i. 376. in the note, 496, ii.

113, iv. 465.

Sandstone of the Isle of Sheppey, 137. 383.

Science, its decline in the present day, 97.
335. 484. Shadow, double, (optical phe-
nomenon) ii. 108. 488, iii. 468, iv, 86. Snakes
taking the water, i. 397, iii. 450, iv. 82. 147.

279. 280. 474. 559. Snipe's beak, iii. 29. 449,
iv. 383. Spiders, aerial, on their powers and
mode of flight, i. 157. 304. 320, ii. 116. 299.

396, iii. 147. 189. 456, 457, iv. 83, 84. 186.

Stephens's Illustrations of British Entomo-
logy/, Mr. Davis's remarks on the mode of

publishing, 303 ; criticised, 459 ; confirmed,
460; replied to by Mr. Stephens, 488

; by
Mr. Davis, 555. Sticklebacks, iii. 521, iv.

78, 79. Stobs's powder mill, Agronome's
article on, iii. 507 ; criticised, iv. 77. 81 ;

reply by Agronome, 556. Strutt's S^lva
Britdnnica reviewed, iii. 546 ; the review
of Williams's matchless woodcuts in that

review, noticed, iv, 80. Swainson's Zoologi.
cal Illustrations, iii. 549, iv. 272. 459. in the

note, 554. Swallows, migration and breed-
*

ing of, iii. 194, 474, iv. 38. 185. 275. 520.

Swift, and the cuckoo, departure of, iii. 154.

450, iv, 172, 184. 275. 466.
Tatem's journal of the weather at High
Wycombe, Bucks, for 1830, 168. 383. 469."
Trunk," the term in entomology, i.227,

iii. 458, iv. 85. 186. T.W.'s "
Original Let-

ters " on North America, iii. 489, iv. 77. 108.
289.

Vignette for titlepage, i. 94. 301, iii. 89, iv. 76.
Winter of 1829-30, Rev. L. Jenyns's remarks
on, iii. 538, iv. 79 ; similar to the same win-
ter in Ireland, 453.

Reviews, 39. 251. 380. 421.

Richmond and Thirsk, Yorkshire, Floras of, 24
criticism on, 276. *67.

Rivers produced by forests and plants, 33.

.Robin, habits and manners and song of, 118.
410

; forsakes not its eggs after they have been
touched by man, 465.

Rook (C6rvus praedatbrius Rennie), 424.
Rose of Jericho (Anastatica hierochuntina),
mechanism of, 32.

Rough notes of a tour in Westmoreland and
Cumberland, 297.

i?tibus filijefblius found in Ross-shire, 166.
Russian natural history expedition in Brazil, 394.

Sap, new theory of the ascent of, 541.
Sandstone of the Isle of Sheppey, 383.
Sarracfenm adunca, and other species of, water

secreted by, 32.

Saturnia Pavbnia minor, in Devonshire, 446.

Scarcity of game, cause of, 180.

Science, its decline in the present day, 97. 335.

484; on the study of, 8. 41, in the note.
Sc61ytus destrfictor {auctorum, S. insons Denson
MSS.), never a destroyer of healthy trees, 152.

Scotland, calendar of nature for, in October and
November, 1830, 74 ; in December, 1830, 175 ;

in January, 1831, 176; in February, 270; in

March, 271 ; in April, 378 ; in May, 378 ; in

June, 453; in July, 453 ; in August and Sep-
tember, 553.

Vol. IV. — No. 22.

Scotland, natural history in, 166.

Sea, land birds met with at, 145.

Sea, luminosity of the, 500. 505.

Sea, shrimps and M^ses scavengers in the, 258.

Sea, Sphinx A'tropos (death's-head moth), met
with far at, 436.

Sea weeds, British, 57.

Seal-catching in the Shetland isles, 195.

Sedge warbler sings at night, 466.

Sensibility of vegetables, 134.

Sepia, a liquid from the A'autilus, forms Indian
ink, 138.

Shakspeare, the allusions in his writings to ob-

jects of natural history, 425 ; an identification
of these with the species of naturalists desir-

able, 425.

Shells, a list of species from the Cape and Mau-
ritius, 470.

Sheppey, isle of, fossil iVautilus found in, 137 ;

sandstone of, 383.

Shetland and Orkney, ornithological visit to, in

1828, 193.

Shrikes, habits and nidification of the British

species, 341.

Skeletons of small fishes, a mode of obtaining,
433.

Slugs, a species of mite parasitic on, 538.

Snakes charming or fascinating their prey, ex-

plained, 280.

Snake (Culuber constrictor), its heart beat for

several minutes after being detachedjfrom the

body, 294 ; adder's heart did also, 268.

Snakes taking the water, i. 397, iii. 450. 510,
iv. 82. 147. 279, 280. 474. 557 ;

water ones, ac
counted for, 148.

Snipe's beak, remarks on, 383.

Soils and plants, their mutual relation, 27. 460.

Solitary thrush, 213.

Song birds, British, some account of, 118. 412.

Spaniel bitch, a fawn and a kitten suckled by,
142.

Sparrows, notice on, 428.

Sphinx A'tropos (the death's-head moth), met
with far at sea, 436.

Spider, on a beautiful nidus of, and a hymenop-
terous parasite found within it, 236.

Spider of Solomon, 151; spider's web, 151;
water spider, 151.

Spigfeli« marilandica, native situation, and style
of growth. 111.

Spring of 1829 and that of 1830 compared, 35.

Stage-coach, insects captured on the top of, 265.

Statements in the Gardens and Menagerie qf
the Zoological Society delineated, proved,
199.

Stems, dead and dry, of umbelliferous and other
herbaceous plants, useful application of, 443.

Stephens's Illustrations of British Entomology,
Mr. Davis's remarks on the recent mode of

publishing, 303 ;
remarks by others, 459, 460;

Mr. Stephens's reply to, 488.

Stoat and the swallow, 146.

Stomach of a cow, ball of hair found in, 117.

Stool dug out of peat bogs in Ireland, 544.

Stork (.4'rdea Ciconia) shot near Mildenhall, 344.

Structure and functions of animals and vege-

tables, analogy in, 585.

Structure, unusual, of cervical vertebrae, 513.

Succulent plants, mention of, 32.

Suffolk, birds in, 163. 440, 450 ; Jnembne ranun-
culO'ides found in, 450 ;

calendar of nature for

Bungay in, 173.

Sussex, large whale found in the Channel near

Brighton, 163.

Swainson's defence of certain French naturalists,
97. 316. 456. 481 ; note from Mr. Swainson,
456 ;

his final reply to Mr. Vigors, 481 ; Swain-
son's Zoological Illustrations, 55i.

Swallow and the stoat, 146,

Swallows, early appearance of, in Yorkshire, 71 ;

in Devonshire, 445 ; late appearance of, 431,

Swallows, martens, swifts, habits of, 58. 520.

Swift, on the, 184; its late appearance, 431,

Swifts, martens, swallows, habits of, 38. 520.

System, Rennie's remarks on, 426.

Tapir, Indian, discovery of, 101, 201,

P P
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Temperature of the atmosphere on different

parts of the earth's surface, 245.

Tenaciousness of life in the serpent tribe, 268.

294. 472.

Thirsk and Richmond, Yorkshire, floras of, 24 j

criticism on, 276. 467.

Thrush, missel, habits of, 270 : singing on the

wing, 274; song of, 144.

Thrush, in-door nests of, 433.

Thrush, the solitary, 213.

Tillandsio, water secreted by, 32.

Tin produced in Britain, 2.

Titmouse, four species of, in the plantations at

Abbotsford, 166.

Trap for catching all kinds of flying insects, 436.

Tree, a petrified, in Dorsetshire, 73 ; large oak
trees dug up in Nottinghamshire, 70: [^de-

scription of a beautiful tree, 238.

Trees, healthy ones never destroyed by Sc61ytus
destructor auctomm, S. insons Benson MSS.,
152.

Trilobites, fossil, resembling butterflies, 443.

Trunk, the term, in entomology, 85. 186.

Toad, poisonousness of the, 557.

Tomtits, notice on, 428.

Tour to the lakes of Cumberland and West-

moreland, 297.

Umbelliferous and other plants, useful applica-
tion of the dead and dry stems of, 443.

Vaagmaer of Iceland, its identity with the deal

fish of Orkney, 215.

Vegetables and animals, analogy in the structure

and functions of, 385.

Vegetables, their sensibility, 134.

Vertebrae, cervical, unusual structure of, 513.

Vel^lla limb5sa, found in Devonshire, 282.

Vfelia rivulbrum and c6rrens, 159.

Vigors, N. A. Esq., remarks on, 98 ; Mr. Vi-

gors's reply, 206 ;
Mr. Vigors's reply to Mr.

Swainson's defence of certain French natur-

alists, 319 ;
Mr. Swainson's final reply to, 481

;

M. Lesson's reply to, 487 ; remarks by Mr.

Vigors, see Appendix.
Vine, grape, mode of pruning at Pisa in Italy,

264.

Viper's tenaciousness of life, 268. 294. 472.

Virginian partridge, attempts to naturalise the,
in England, 16 ; the habits of this species, 17.

Vision, organs of, in man and other animals, on
the anatomy and physiology of, 14, 207 ; of

insects and Crustacea, 124. 220. SQ5.

Volcanic (Graham) island, formation of the,
545.

Wagtail, habits of, 518; pied wagtail (iVotaciHa
Ibtor Rennie) 424.

Warblers, British, some account of, 118. 412.

Warwickshire, Bohemian waxwing found in,
164

; in Suffolk, 165. 344 ; remarks on, 425.

Washington, General, incidental notice of, 113.

Wasp, a paper-maker, 48
;

its sting analogous
to that of the nettle, 393.

Wasps, the habits of, 6
; nests of, affixed to raft-

ers, 6
; the structure of those nests, 7 ; the

larvae of, fed by the old ones, 7.

Water-fowl, incubation of, Waterton's remarks
on, 516.

Water-hen, habits of, 517. 519.
Water secreted by trees and plants, 32.
Water spider, 151.

Waterton's remarks on Ronnie's edition ofMont-
agu's Ornithological Dictionaryy 516.

Wax, secretion of, by the hive bee, 51. 185. 276.

Weasel, the, habits of, 337.

Weather, adages on, 264. 469; at and nearLon-
donderry, 452; foul, a forewamer of, 444;
journal of the, kept at Bedford, 170; Tatem's
lournal of the, 168.

estmoreland and Cumberland, tour in, 297.

Whale, found in the Channel near Brighton,
163.

Whelk, waved (JSiiccinum undatum), habits of,
361.

Whern, quernstone, or gritstone, 277.
Willow trees, water secreted by, 32. _^
Wilson. See Obituary, B6CL S'sB .

Wolf in the forests of America, 110.

Woodchat, some account of, 343.
Woodcuts in the Library ofEntertaining KnaW'
ledge, remarks on, 378.

Worcestershire, rarer plants of, 451.
Wren (Anorthtira communis Rennie), 424.

Wryneck, remarks on the, 450.

Yorkshire, natural history in, 71 ; rare insects
taken in, 165.

Zoological Garden on the Surrey side of London,
159.

Zoological Illustrations, Swainson's, 554.

Zoological Society, remarks bearing some refer-

ence to, 97. 273. 319. 482
; reformation needed

in, 486 ; reports of, 68. 158.

Zoology, instances of monstrous productions in,
21.150.403.434.476,513.
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